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North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
MINISTERIAL MEETING, BRUSSELS 

The North Atlantic Council met in advanced session at the ministeri 
level, for the first time in the history of the alliance, on November 15 and 
1968. The meeting in Brussels was brought forward from its normal date of 
mid-December in response to the wish of the member governments for an ear y 
opportunity to discuss the situation resulting from the armed invasion ard 
occupation of Czechoslovakia by Warsaw Pact forces under Soviet leadership. 
It was attended by foreign and defence ministers, as well as finance ministel s 
front  some member countries. The Canadian delegation  was  lead by the 

Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp, and 
the Minister of National Defence, the Honourable Léo Cadieux. 

At the conclusion of the meeting the following communiqué was issued : 
1. The North Atlantic Council met in Ministerial session in Brussels on 

15th and 16th November. The meeting was attended by Foreign, Defence 
and Finance Ministers. The Council had moved forward from mid-December 
its normal year-end meeting so that Ministers might discuss at an earlier date 
the serious situation following the armed intervention in Czechoslovakia an 1 
the occupation of that country by forces of the Soviet Union and of four (1 
its Warsaw Pact Allies. 

2. Ministers reaffirmed the inviolability of the principle, which has been 
invoked on numerous occasions by every country, including the U.S.S.R., dud 
all nations are independent and that consequently any intervention by  ore 
state in the affairs of another is unlawful. 

They noted that this principle has been deliberately violated by the Sovict 
leaders with the backing of four of their allies. World opinion has been 
profoundly shocked by this armed intervention carried out against the wishts 
of the Government and people of Czechoslovakia. All the members of ti e 
Alliance have denounced this use of force which jeopardises peace and inte , 
national order and strikes at the principles of the United Nations Charte -. 
Like all other peoples, the people of Czechoslovakia must be free to shape the r 
future without outside interference. Agreements concluded under the pressur e 
of occupying forces can provide no justification for challenging this bas 
concept. 

3. The contention of the Soviet leadership that there exists a right ( 
intervention in the affairs of other states deemed to be within a so-called 
"Socialist Commonwealth" runs counter to the basic principles of the United 
Nations Charter, is dangerous to European security and has inevitably aroused 
grave anxieties. It gives rise to fears of a further use of force in other cases. 
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The use of force and the stationing in Czechoslovakia of Soviet forces 
not hitherto deployed there have aroused grave uncertainty about the situation 
and about the calculations and intentions of the U.S.S.R. This uncertainty 
demands great vigilance on the part of the Allies. 

4. Applied to Germany the policies which the U.S.S.R. derives irom  its 
doctrine of a so-called "Socialist Commonwealth" raise new obstacles to the 
rapprochement and ultimate unification of the two parts of Germany. Moreover, 
they would be contrary to the letter and spirit of the Four Power agreements 
relating to Germany as a whole. 

In this situation, and bearing in mind the special responsibilities of the 
United States, the United Kingdom and France, the Ministers reaffirm the 
determination of the Alliance to persevere in its efforts to contribute to a 

aceful solution of the German question based on the free decision of the 
;German people and on the interests of European security. Their Governments 
i_clo not recognize the "G.D.R.", and they reject all clahns which would tend 
1 to  perpetuate the division of Germany against the will of the German people. 

Referring to their communiqué issued in Reykjavik on .June 25, 1968, 
e Ministers confirm the support of their Govemments for the declared 

etermination of the Three Powers to safeguard Berlin's security and to maintain 
reedom of access to the city. They recall the declaration of the North Atlantic 

rouncil of December 16, 1958, on Berlin and the responsibilities which each 
ember State assumed with regard to the security and welfare of Berlin. They 

ote with satisfaction the important measures taken by the Federal Republic 
f Germany in conformity with the status of Berlin for the purpose of main-
ining the viability of the city. They associate themselves with the position 

f the Three Powers as regards the legitimate concern  of the Federal Govenunent 
or the welfare and viability of Berlin and as regards the resulting ties which 

éxist between the two on the basis of the arrangements in force. 

Ij

The Ministers associate themselves with the call made upon the Soviet 
nion by the Three Powers to respect the quadripartite agreements concerning 

e 
Berlin and the decisions taken pursuant to these agreements by the United I 
States, France and the United Kingdom. 

5. The new uncertainties resulting from recent Soviet actions also extend 
the Mediterranean basin. This situation requires that the Allies continue I 

li)37 every available means their efforts to promote stability and a just and 
î quitable peace, as well as mutual co-operation and understanding, in the area. 

The expansion of Soviet activity in the Mediterranean, including the increased 

1  resence of Soviet naval units, requires vigilance to safeguard allied security. 
6. The members of the Alliance urge the Soviet Union, in the interests 

If world peace, to refrain from using force and interfering in the affairs of 

ither states. 
Determined to safeguard the freedom and independence of their countries, 

they could not remain indifferent to any development which endangers then' 
1 security. 
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Clearly any Soviet intervention directly or indirectly affecting the situatiol

in Europe or in the Mediterranean would create an international crisis wit l

grave consequences.

7. So long as the Soviet leaders adhere to a policy of force, these new

uncertainties will remain. The Allies are convinced that their political solidarity

remains indispensable to discourage aggression and other forms of oppressiou.

Above all, they stand wholly determined to meet their common responsibilitic s

and, in accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty, to defend the members of

the Alliance against any armed attack.

8. The Allies participating in NATO's integrated defence programme

have, therefore, been obliged to re-assess the state of their defences. They

consider that the situation arising from recent events calls for a collectiv.-

response. The quality, effectiveness, and deployment of NATO's forces wi ]

be improved in terms of both manpower and equipment in order to provid-.

a better capability for defence as far forward as possible. The quality cf

reserve forces will also be improved and their ability to mobilize rapidly wi I

be increased. Renewed attention will be directed to the provision of reinforce-

ments for the flanks and the strengthening of local forces there. The cor.-

ventional capability of NATO's tactical air forces will be increased. Certai i

additional national units will be committed to the Major NATO Commander:.

Specific measures have been approved within these categories of action fc r

improving the conventional capability of NATO's forces. Ministers agree i

that the co-ordinated implementation of these measures and the provision (f

additional budgetary resources to the extent necessary to support them wouli

form part of the NATO Force Plan for 1969-1973 which will be submittei

in January 1969. They also acknowledged that the solidarity of the Alliance

can be strengthened by co-operation between members to alleviate burder s
arising from balance of payments deficits resulting specifically from militaryi

expenditures for the collective defence.
9. A year ago Ministers affrrmed in the Report on the Future Tasks of i

the Alliance that, while maintaining adequate military strength and political l

solidarity to deter any aggressor, the Alliance should work to promote a polir y;

of détente. The Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia has seriously set back'

hopes of settling the outstanding problems which still divide the Europenn^

continent and Germany and of establishing peace and security in Europ.,`
and threatens certain of the results already achieved in the field of détentr. ^̂
Indeed, in view of the action of the five members of the Warsaw Pact, tic,

scope and level of Allied contacts with them have had to be reduced.
10. More specifically, prospects for mutual balanced force reductions hale

suffered a severe setback. Nevertheless, the Allies in close consultation are

continuing their studies and preparations for a time when the atmosphere for

fruitful discussions is more favourable.
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11. In any event, consistent with Western values the political goal remains 
that of secure, peaceful and mutually beneficial relations between East and 
West. The Allies are determined to pursue this goal, bearhig in mind that 
the pursuit of détente must not be allowed to split the Alliance. The search 
for peace requires progress, consistent with Western security, in the vital fields 
of disarmament and arms control and continuing efforts to resolve the funda-
mental issues which divide East and West. 

12. The North Atlantic Alliance will continue to stand as the indispensable 
guarantor of security and the essential foundation for the pursuit of European 
reconciliation. By its constitution the Alliance is of indefinite duration. Recent 
events have further demonstrated that its continued existence is more than ever 
necessary. The Foreign Minister of France recalled that, for its part, unless 
events in the years to come were to bring about a radical change in East-West 
relations, the French Government considers that the Alliance must continue 
as long as it appears to be necessary. 

13. The next Ministerial Meeting of the Council will be held in Washington 
on 10th and 1 1 th April, 1969. 

Canada's Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp 
lzft), with the Honourable Léo Cadieux, Minister of National Defence, at the conference 
able during a session of the recent North Atlantic Council ministerial meeting in Brussels. 
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14. The Defence Planning Committee, which met in Ministerial Session
on 14th November, will holds its next Ministerial Meeting in Brussels on 161
January, 1969.

On December 3, Mr. Sharp and Mr. Cadieux appeared before the Standilg

Committee on External Affairs and National Defence to report on the Brusseis

meeting. The following is the text of the opening statement made to the

Committee by the Secretary of State for External Affairs:

From the outset the NATO ministerial meeting recently held in Brussels

had a special character going well beyond the customary annual ministeri^

appraisal of the international situation and the state of the alliance. For the

first time in the history of the alliance, the ministers assembled in advanced

session to deal specifically with the implications of a serious internation^

development - namely, the Soviet invasion and occupation of Czechoslovaki a.
They did so in circumstances contrasting strongly with those surrounding their
last two meetings.

Less than a year ago, in December 1967, they had met in regular sessic n etw
to proclaim a new emphasis on détente in the alliance's future activities. This Ind
new emphasis, which was seen as an essential prelude to a negotiated settleme It

of outstanding European problems, seemed warranted by the improved clima e'tppor

of East-West relations and the results of a year of intensive studies by tl el oun

alliance. These studies had produced what became known as the Harmel Repoi t, onsul
named after the Foreign Minister of Belgium, who played a leading role in its ^^ir

evolution. The theme of the Harmel Report, which was formally adopted 1y o pla^

NATO ministers a year ago, is that future alliance policy should be based (D o the'

the twin conceptions of deterring possible aggression and seeking solutions f>r ble t
East-West problems through a dialogue with the Eastern European' countric 3. belie
In approving the Harmel Report, Canada subscribed to a new collective emphaFis, in a fir

on improving the political atmosphere, on developing East-West contacts ar d It
on concrete moves in the sphere of disarmament and arms control. All of tl is edil
was done without sacrificing the security of members of the alliance. as wel

At Reykjavik five months later, the ministers carried their détente poli .1 4 ould

a'stage further with the concrete offer of mutual and balanced force reductiors,^ ^rough

At 'the time this move was seen as the first in a series which would eventually urpos
enable the security of Europe to rest on some more durable foundation. work i

It is only in the light of this background that the profound effect of tl ►e i estrair
Czechoslovakian affair, particularly on the European members of NATO, c<:n of the

be measured. T]
On the eve of their meeting in Brussels, the NATO ministers faced a diffici.lt' tlanti

dilemma. By its actions the U.S.S.R. had dramatically rejected a concepti^ ^n^ 1^afio

of détente upon which all Western planning had been based. In addition to hops'^ ^e 14

of successful arms-limitation talks with the U.S.S.R., the western conception ofI

détente had assumed that there would be a gradual evolution within tiei -Iscussi
Communist bloc towards more humane and open societies, together with aI Qtrons
gradual establishment of healthy relations between Eastern and Western EuroFe.4..
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ssion 'There had been an underlying assumption on our part that the Soviet Union 
161 'would acquiesce in these developments; certainly they were not expected to 

have recourse to force to impede them. This assumption proved wrong, and 
zdh ,g 1 flow there can only be serious doubts about how the Soviet Union will react 
tssels Ito the changes which must inevitably occur in Eastern Europe. This new 

tne  'situation could affect Western interests indirectly, or even directly in the case 
of West Berlin, which is surrounded by the territory of the so-called German 

Isse Is "—emocratic Republic. 
teri 11, ; 	Despite the setback the Soviet Union had dealt to their hopes, NATO 
r  the  L-ember states realized there was no real long-term alternative to East-West 
tact d nderstanding. 
lord, ; 	The question, therefore, was how could they most effectively bring 
'akiu. tome influence to bear on Soviet leaders ? How could NATO register its 
thcir 1 ondemnation of the Soviet Union's action in Czechoslovakia while still holding 

e door ajar to the resumed pursuit of peaceful and mutually beneficial relations 
ssic n 1-etween East and West, including progress in the vital fields of disarmament 
This  ind arms control ? 
me It rI 	Since this was a problem shared by all members of the alliance, the 

;-pportunity which the Brussels meeting provided for consultation with other 
e  tountries in similar circumstances demonstrated once again the value of the 

poit, onsultative aspect of NATO's activities. For Canada it was not only an 
in its  '-ccasion to hear the views of others, it also provided us with an opportunity 
e  'Y to play a part in determining the kind of response which NATO should make 
e (11 ' 'o the Soviet intervention. In this way we can reasonably feel that we were 
S fif Isble to influence the evolution of East-West relations in a direction that 
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It was the strong and unanimous view of the ministers that the Soviet 
Union's use of force in Czechoslovakia had not only jeopardized peace an 
international order but had also violated the basic right of the people cf 

Czechoslovakia to shape their own future without outside interference. Ia 
view of earlier Canadian condemnation of Soviet action, you will not  te  
surprised that we supported this approach by the Council. 

There was also agreement that the use of force and the stationing in 
Czechoslovakia of Soviet forces not hitherto deployed there gave rise to 
certainty about the future intentions of the U.S.S.R. After all, the Soviet Unicn 
had demonstrated an impressive capability to bring substantial military force 
speedily to bear on a situation in Central Europe. Its decision to intervene wilh 
force in Czechoslovakia could not help but raise questions as to whether such 
an approach foreshadowed a new direction in Soviet policy for the futun. 
It is hardly any wonder that, in the words of the communiqué, it was consider( d 
that this uncertainty required great vigilance on the part of the alliance. For us 
in Canada it is not always easy to put ourselves in the position of our  Europe t n 
allies. However, I am sure that the rea lity of the concern and uncertainty felt. 
by them will have been sensed by Members of Parliament who had  the  
opportunity to attend the recent meeting of the North Atlantic Assembly, whL h 
happened by coincidence to be held in Brussels the same week as the ministerial 
meeting. 

The ministers also expressed their concern about the Soviet contention. 
made following the invasion of Czechoslovakia, that there was a "Social si 
Commonwealth" within which the U.S.S.R. had the right to intervene if it 
considered that developments in the area were inimical to its own interes 3 

This conce rn , of course, paralleled our own, which I referred to earlier in tne: 
fall during my statement to the United Nations General Assembly on October 9 
I said at that time that Canada could not accept that a community of interests; 
real or alleged, political, cultural or economic, entitled one country to take up x, 
itself the right to interfere in the internal affairs of another. In the Commc n 

itt 
wealth of Nations to which we belong, the right of national self-determinati ()I 
is so taken for ganted that member countries are free to develop ties w 

 
ithese 

any other countries, including socialist countries. 	 essent 

The doctrine of the Socialist Commonwealth is the antithesis of the princi 	statei 

 of non-intervention recognized in the United Nations Charter. It is particula 	co  
disturbing for the implications it could have for attempts at rapprochement in 

en ve' 
I the h 

the ultimate unification of the two parts of Germany. In this context,  ii 
ministers in Brussels confirmed the support of their governments for the decla .e. ito bri  

determination of the United States, Britain and France to safeguard the secu it luto se( 
nio of Berlin and to maintain freedom of access to the city. This part of th 

communiqué represents a reaffirmation of existing commitments for Canada. legin 

The ministers accepted that the uncertainties extended to the Mediterran  
basin. They agreed that recent expansion of Soviet activity in that area require 'Ilan 
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wiet 1 conUnumg vlgilance to ensure that the secunty of the alliance was not. adverse
an i{1 affected. It was also accepted that there should be a continuing effort on the

ç f part of inembers of NATO to find political solutions for the problems of the

I a^^ region which would help to ensure its peaceful evolution.

U. r^
liic uuulbiclS agreeu mat, wnue me Jovlet action in l.zecnoslovaKla Qla

1 not constitute a direct threat to NATO, the uncertainties regarding future Soviet
g;n intentions could not be ignored. The communiqué therefore reaffinned the

III F determination of their governments to defend members of the alliance against

r;r nt t "Y armed attack, in accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty. It also observed

Fr,r^ Pl' t that ""-Y Soviet intervention directly or indirectly affecting the situation in Europe

witht or in the Mediterranean would create an international crisis with grave

enrh { ] wu^eyu^ uwn.

it-; I, Tt was considered that, in view of the new situation created in Eastern

lercdit ] Europe, certain improvements in the military forces available to NATO would

nr ,^cf ,be desirable. The nature and extent of these improvements were discussed in

,nj , the Defence Planning Committee and the Minister of National Defence will be►pe-

y fe lt^ describing that discussion to you in more detail.

d`e! I should like to emphasize, however, that the limited improvements envisaged

Nhi, h^ for NATO's forces could not by any stretch of the imagination be considered

^terial' provocative or an escalation of the arms race. Their immediate military purpose

was to improve the ability of the alliance to cope with the uncertainties of the

,,tic n^ period ahead resulting from recent Soviet action. Behind this, they served the

ial st larger political purpose of demonstrating to Soviet leaders that recourse to force

if it in solving European problems was unproductive; that the reaction which it

ri-11 ct ,would inevitably generate could only serve to complicate rather than ease the

I- j ]solution of present or future problems.n t 1z
Pr WI n aw.u.S a%.a.cYLcu wc icyuucuicuL w 111iliuialu ajJI71VpilülG uClenees, tne

} ministers underlined with equal emphasis their unanimous view that détente

UUJt
mr n° actlon in l:zecnoslovakla had senously set back hopes of settling the outstanding

atio^ problems which divided Europe, but it was acknowledged that solutions for

witk ^these problems, together with progress in arms control and disarmament, were

essential elements in establishing a situation of lasting peace. In my own

çIstatement to the Council, I expressed the importance which Canada attachednci )l^ j
ularl^ ^to continuing progress in the field of arms control and disarmament. I expressed

the hope that the Non-Proliferation Treatwould not become a casualtof thet c, n^ 1 y y
events in Czechoslovakia and urged that early action be taken by all concerned

cla.e: ^^o bring the Treaty into force as soon as possible. I also indicated our desire

cu-it
to

of th

see the important discussions between the United States and the Soviet
9 .j nion on the limitation and reduction of offensive and defensive strategic arms

ada. begin as soon as possible.

,
The ministers agreed that continuing attention should be devoted by thean;a

quiré alliance to arms control and disarmament so that progress could be resumed

remained as the long-term goal of the alliance. It was agreed that the Soviet

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS / 9
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as soon as circumstances permitted. The communiqué specifically noted tha:, 
while recent Soviet actions seemed to rule out any movement for the tirn e 
being on the question of mutual force reductions, NATO should pursue Is 
study of the issues involved so that it would be in a position to move ahead 
when more favourable circumstances prevail. Canada attaches particuli r 
importance to this element of the discussion in Brussels. 

In conclusion, the ministers agreed that the North Atlantic Alliance would 
continue to stand as the g,uarantor of security and the essential foundation of 
European reconciliation. Recent events had further demonstrated that i s 
continued existence was more than ever necessary. 

In my statement to the North Atlantic Council, I said that, like other;, 
we accepted that the threat to the alliance resulting from the Soviet invasion c f 
Czechoslovakia was an indirect one which faced NATO not with a problem 
of responding to premeditated ag,gression but rather of coping with the 
uncertainty and the possibility of miscalculation which recent Soviet conduct 
had fostered. In view of this situation, we agreed that NATO's continuin g 
determination to resist any aggression directed against its members should t z 
made clear, as well as the fact that the alliance could not be expected to remai 
indifferent to any further moves which even indirectly threatened its security. 

While we accepted that it was natural in the existing circumstances to stres 
the defensive character of the alliance, we considered it was important till t 
NATO should take advantage of all reasonable opportunities to resume tb, 
dialogue with the Soviet Union and thus to promote in due course progrets 
toward the settlement of the issues facing Europe. We therefore supported tt 
view that NATO's policy should be to ke,ep open the option of normal relatior s 
with the U.S.S.R. against the day when the Soviet Union itself would recogniî 
that such a course was in its own best interest. We urged that the communiq0, 
should clearly reaffirm the alliance's pursuit of détente, together with tit: 
achievement of arms-control and disarmament measures, as its long-terrr 
objectives. 

There is no doubt that, on the eve of the Brussels meeting, there was  soir e 
concern on the part of the other members of the alliance regarding Canada s 
support for NATO. The events in Czechoslovakia had caused them to appreciate 
once again the value of NATO as a means of ensuring their security and they 
were naturally anxious that nothing should be done, particularly at this time., 
to detract from the solidarity of the alliance. By the time the meeting w2s 
over I think we were able to satisfy our allies that we shared their concern aboi t 
the future security of Europe; that, although we were reviewing our foreign and 
defence policy, we should continue to live up to our commitments to NAT() 
until such time as they might be altered; and that, if, in the future, tt e 
Government of Canada should consider changing our role in the alliance, me 
should, of course, consult with them. 

In summary, the Canadian delegation to  th et Brussels meeting endeavoured 
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to 3. We applied these principles to Europe during the precarious decade 
llowing the Second World War. The prospects for continued peace were 

uncertain, and our European friends were in military and economic disarray. 
in the early years of NATO Canada responded, on the military side, to the 

4ressing needs of co-operative defence by providing, under Mutual Aid, matériel 
sufficient to equip two and a half army divisions; we trained over 5,000 pilots; 

on e le provided over 1,000 aircraft and 25 naval ships. Forces were assigned or 
da s Jarmarked in all three environments: naval forces for service in the North 
dale Àtlantic, a Brigade Group in Germany backed up by the balance of a division in 
they Canada, and an Air Division in Central Europe. 
ime, • 	4. As our allies have grown in strength and self-assurance under the 
w2s climate of confidence made possible by the alliance, we have been able, in 

boi t consultation with them, to reduce our share of the European defence burden, 
aril oth as a proportion of the total effort and in absolute terms. Although our 
TI) prce commitments are now less than they were initially, this has been corn- 
tf e eensated to a significant degree by extensive improvements in weapons and 

, we equipment. The Canadian forces now based in Europe constitute a relatively 
slnall but militarily significant and identifiably Canadian contribution to alliance 

•ured liCence. 

o reconcile two main objectives. 
• The first of these was to emphasize — in a measured and practical manner 
our condemnation of Soviet action in Czechoslovakia. 

The second was to co-operate with our allies in producing a fesponse 

o this action which was designed to influence in a constructive way the thinking 

le Soviet leaders — to encourage them to resume the dialogue with the West 
ather than resort to the use of force in seeking solutions to problems. 

The Minister of National Defence also made an opening statement to the 
landing Committee, in which he said : , 

1. First, I should like to express my thanks to the Conamittee for inviting 
Ille to appear here today, and to say how pleased I am to have an opportunity 
o discuss with you the aftermath of the grave events of last Aug-ust, and to go 

I?ver  with you in particular the meeting in Brussels attended by my colleague, 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, and myself. 

2. Before going into the defence aspects of the NATO ministerial 
eeting, you might find it helpful if I were to recall to your attention a little 

f the background and past history of Canada's defence involvement in NATO. 
n spite of our somewhat isolated geography, Canada has been involved during 

this century in two world wars and in several smaller ones. This experience 
tas led to the acceptance by Canadians of two basic defence principles. First, 

at peace and prosperity for Canada depends on peace in the world and that 

Ç1anadians have a responsibility to promote and preserve peace in the world; 
and, second, that the only sensible approach for Canada in the pursuit of peace 
i to work collectively with like-minded nations. 



5. The stability engendered by the NATO alliance gave rise during tl , e 
mid-60s to hopes for more normal relations with Eastern Europe, and evc n 
for some optimism regarding an eventual settlement in Europe. You w 11 
remember that the keynote of the NATO ministerial meeting a year ago n 
Brussels was the promotion of détente between East and West, and in Reykjav k 
in June we began to think in terms of an early start on negotiations with tile 
Warsaw Pact countries for balanced reductions of forces. Unfortunately, efforts 
in this direction were thwarted by the tragic events of last August. The u 
warranted invasion of Czechoslovakia gave all member nations cause to  reflet 
on the adequacy of the alliance defences, and it was apparent during  ou 
meeting two weeks ago that a consensus had developed. There was general 
agreement that the new situation called for increased vigilance and a qualitati , 'e 
improvement wherever possible in currently committed forces. The Czech 
crisis created a mood of caution and concern, and re-emphasized the need for 
defence preparedness in the face of an uncertain future. 

6. In my statement to the Defence Planning Committee, which you w -  11 
recall is the Council-level committee of the 14 member nations participatir g 
in the integrated military command organization, I supported the consensus th rt  
qualitative improvements in our committed forces Would constitute reasonab e 
and prudent action at this time, and I discussed several measures that we  ai  e 
taking along this line. 

7. For example, I mentioned the four helicopter-equipped destroyers ard 
the two operational support ships now under construction. Since there lu s 
been some discussion about these vessels and their relation to NATO, I should 
like to explain to you our present plans for employing them after their constructic n 
is completed and they are commissioned into the Canadian Armed Force -, 
First of all, although support ships contribute a great deal to NATO's anti-
submarine capability by enabling our ships to spend a higher proportion of tin e 
on activé operations, they are not normally earmarked to NATO but rema n 
under national command even in wartime. On the other hand, the four ne 
destroyers would, in the normal course of events, be earmarked to the Supren e 
Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) when they become operationd 
When this takes place, we plan to remove four of the older destroyer escors 
from the list of forces now earmarked to SACLANT and retain them in tl.e 
Canadian Forces for North American defence purposes only. Thus we a .e 
not at this time planning any increase in the number of ships committed 
SACLANT, nor are we planning any extension in the normal area of operatic n 
of our NATO committed maritime forces (for example, in the Mediterranean ), 
and our allies have been fully informed of our present intentions. The new destro 
ers will, of course, provide significant qualitative improvement in SACLANT 
forces: In discussing our contribution to SACLANT, I also referred to our 
destroyer-modification programme, and pointed out that this too would lei' d 
to qualitative improvements in NATO's anti-submarine warfare capabilities. 
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8. I drew attention to our programme of re-equipping the Brigade Group

in Germany and indicated that we were giving high priority to its completion.

This programme includes, for example, a substantial number of new recon-

naissance vehicles, some new counter-mortar radars, a large number of new

wheeled vehicles, and completion of the stockpiling of certain kinds of ammunition.

9. I pointed out that our reserve forces would be enhanced through
improvements in training facilities and increased training intensity, and that
we intended to continue the training of reserve personnel with the Brigade in
Europe.

10. I announced that we had decided to participate in the 1969 exercise

of the NATO ACE Mobile Force (Land) in the northern regions of Norway,

as we had done on two previous occasions. We shall be providing a battalion

group for this exercise, and we shall at this time also practice the strategic air

and sea operational deployment of the unit to Norway.

11. Finally, I stated that we had deferred the final decision regarding

our planned 20 percent reduction in the number of aircraft in the Air Division

in Germany. I might add that, in private discussions with several of my NATO

colleagues, I learned that Canada's reassurance regarding the Air Division was

particularly appreciated.

12. To clear up one or two misconceptions about the Air Division, I

hould like to remind you that the CF-104-equipped squadrons are dual-capable,

nd we have available now in Europe stocks of conventional ordnance for these

ircraft. They are capable of making an effective contribution to the strategy

f flexible response adopted by NATO a year ago. This is a conception that

Ive support in principle and one that we have catered for in our committed

jorces. The Canadian Air Division is among the finest in NATO, and I should

ot hesitate to stand it beside any such formation in the world. Our CF-104

ilots, supported by the whole of the complex organization of the Air Division,

ave repeatedly taken the honours at NATO training competitions. The same

pplies to our ground forces in EUROPE - there are none better. When

spoke in Brussels, I mentioned that our military forces are all professionals,

nd I assured our allies that we are maintaining them at their high standard of

tquipment, training, and operational readiness.

13. On the defence side, the main purpose of the meeting two weeks ago

. vas to reaffirm alliance resolve, in the aftermath of the Czech crisis, to stand

ogether against aggression directed at any of its members, and to consult on

pecific measures being taken to ensure that the necessary defences are main-
ained. Canada joined with the other members of the alliance both in reaffirm-

r g this intention and in maintaining and improving Canada's defence contribution

I have outlined to you.
14. While I am before you, I should like to say a word or two about

anadian security in relation to NATO. The major threat to the security of

anada and the Canadian people comes from the prospect of an intercontinental
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nuclear exçhange arising out of a conflict of interest or of-ideology between tie 

super-powers. - The forum where super-power interests most closely impinge on 
each other is Europe, and hence Europe is the geographical region : where 
Canada's security is most in jeopardy. , Thus, Canada's security is very closely 
interlocked with the- security of Europe. These are inescapable facts of t ie 
world we live in. In the past we considered it to be,in the interests of Canadi m 
national security to meet  the challenge through our participation in NATO. 
How we meet the challenge- in the future is one of the very important .ccn-
siderations of the defence review. But I would ask you to remember this, t 
defence review cannot remove the challenge. 

,15. Perhaps I -might finish by repeating to you my closing remarks to 
the Defence Planning Committee two weeks ago. At that meeting I said : 

The Czechoslovak affair has demonstrated to a ll  of us the importance of a collecti vet nd 
approach to defence problems. Canada's history of the last half-century amply atte  
to our enthusiastic support of such an approach and has shown our willingness tc; ma çe 
an effective contribution every time it was required. Collective security continues to le 
the guiding principle of Canadian defence policy. 	 em 
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Canadian Ministerial Mission to Latin 
tnerica 
STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 

XTERNAL AFFAIRS, THE HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP, 

THE HOUSE'  OF COMMONS ON NOVEMBER 29, 1968. 

HE ministerial mission to Latin America returned to Ottawa on Wednesday 
of this week. I wish today to make a brief statement about the mission 

nd its work, a mission which I am convinced marks a turning-point in our 
elations with Latin America. 

The House will recall that, shortly before the mission left Canada, the Prime 
inister stated that its purpose was to assist the Government in its review of 

olicy toward Latin America, a part of the world with which we believe Canada 
hould develop closer relations. The mission's main tasks were as follows : 

To explore the common benefits that might result from closer relations 
with Latin America; 
to explore all important aspects of Canada's relations with Latin America 
— political, economic and cultural; 
to demonstrate our desire to draw closer to Latin American countries on a 
bilateral basis and the importance we attach to our relations with the 
hemisphere as a whole; 
to enable ministers to have direct consultations with important Latin 
American leaders and to observe at first hand developments in some of 
the more important Latin American countries; 
to review not only relations with the Latin American countries but also 
world issues in which we and they have a common interest; and, 
to make Canada better known in Latin America, and to establish a basis 
for better understanding of Latin America on the part of Canadians. 
The Govemment felt that, to accomplish these objectives, it was necessary 

send ministers who could speak with authority on matters of foreign policy, 

lade and economic questions and cultural affairs, supported by a strong team 
of officials drawn from the departments and agencies of government principally 
concerned with our relations with Latin America. To gain a broad perspective 
on our relations with Latin America, the mission visited as many countries of 

tat area as possible. 

yinisterià1 Memlbers 
At one time or another five ministers took part in the mission. They were the 

inister of Industry, Trade and Commerce; the Minister of Energy, Mines and 
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Resources; the Secretary of State, and Mr. Otto Lang, Minister without Por - 
folio with responsibilities in the field of industry, trade and commerce. My 
Parliamentary Secretary (Mr. Jean-Pierre Goyer) also took part. We so arranged 
our time that at least three of us were present in each country. In this wa:r, 
our three main areas of interest — political, economic and cultural — we e 
always well covered. 

Ministers were supported by senior officials of the Department of Extern  il  
Affairs, the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, and the Department 
of the Secretary of State, as well as of the Canadian International Development 
Agency, the Export Credits Insurance Corporation, the Canada Council, t1 e 
National Gallery, the National Filin Board and the Canadian Broadcastir g 
Corporation. Most of these officials were with the mission throughout the tour. 

The mission visited nine countries : six in South America (Argentina, Brazi, 
Chile, Colombia, Peru  and Venezuela); one in North America (Mexico); ard 
two in Central America (Costa Rica and Guatemala). The tour lasted appro::- 
imately one month. 

In each country ministers were received by the President and had a serit:s 
of meetings with ministers of the host govemment. In most countries we talke d 
with leading members of the legislative bodies and with some representatives of 
regional and international organizations. Certain officials had individual meeting 
or made brief side visits, sometimes to neighbouring countries not covered ty 
the official itinerary. In all these meetings a very wide range of subjects wis 
discussed in considerable depth. 

Political Talks 
In the political field, we discussed hemispheric questions and current internationil 
issues. In the trade and economic field we discussed trade in the multilater tl, 
context, bilateral trade, financing and investment. Everywhere we went we four d r 

 that development is a main preoccupation of govemment. In the cultural sphen, 
to which the Latin Americans also attach great importance, we explored a wi(le 
spectrum of activities, ranging from scientific research to film-production. I shotnd 
like to emphasize that our discussions related to concrete possibilities as much iS F  
'to general policies and Procedures. 

While we worked mainly with governments, we paid special attention to 
private institutions which, both in Latin America and in Canada, have lit 
important role to play in developing our relations. We had meetings, for examp 
with chambers of commerce, with university rectors, with museum directors and, 
leading experts in the arts. We met with Canadian businessmen and withl;  
Canadian missionaries, religious and lay, and with other volunteer workers. In; 
all these meetings we were greatly impressed by the importance of the pz:rt 
which private individuals and groups can play in the pursuit of goals shared 1).1, 

aihe peoples of Canada and Latin America. 
In every country we visited we were offered a warm and most hospitabli 
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or:- eception. The atmosphere in our talks was at all times cordial, frank and, as a

Ml le, quite informal. The scope and, frequently, the depth of our exchanges were

ged triking; we entered_into a dialogue which we intend to continue. -

ment t_k very member of the mission was bilingual in French and English. In addition,

wa,, Our mission was widely publicized in all th e countries visited. Good coverage
weiel :^as afforded by the press as well as by radio and television stations. The presence

f the mission was felt in Latin America.

m^l There is one feature of the mission which I should like to mention. The

el.t ission was an excellent projection abroad of the Canada of to-day. Almost

tl eI,^any could speak Spanish or Portuguese.

stir g t.I The mission has amassed a great deal of valuable information and has

ur. formed impressions and tentative opinions which will clearly be of great assistance
ra71E 40 the Government when completing its review of relations with Latin America.

ar.dl -e "e substantial preparations for the mission and the work of the mission itself
ro,, onstituted the first phase of that review. Much has been accomplished in this

rst phase. Some projects which can be advanced under present policies and

erit:sl Procedures have been identified; a few of these have been carried to completion,

alkedE jind the others will be followed up without delay.

es of

tins^.
'Iexico-Canada Committee

,d b`f ne example Is the estabhshment ot a Joint Mexico- Canada Committee for ihe

onsiaerauon of matters of common interest to the two countries in the political,
c -71 V 11

Zi fM h h 1 h
rench, the note on this subject which I signed and handed to the Foreign

uch as, for example, cultural relations. I wish now to table, in English and in

conomic and commercial fields. The Committee may also consider other matters,

tion i]` ] ms er o exlco w en te mmistena mission was in t at country. This note,

ater il! nd the note which the Foreign Minister signed and handed to me in reply,

onstitute an agreement establishing the Committee.four d
I am glad to be able to report that the mission accomplished the objectivespher w,!

i et by the Prime Minister before its departure. It is the desire of the Governmentwi,le:
,hnn d1o determine, in the shortest possible time, how present possibilities may be

ich 3s' .< t anslated into action within the framework of our broader forèign policy review.
I The members of the ministerial mission will now reflect on what they have found

til, ^nd seen and heard and will shortly make a report to the Government.

I should like to make clear that it is the intention of the Governmentve In. ,
efore completing its review of policy toward Latin America, to consult individ-Imp e,6E

nals and groups within the Canadian community which have an interest inrs ai idë
atin America and, in Parliament, to submit the review to critical examination

l wi th

rs. Committee. In this process, the Government will welcome presentations and

presentations from all sides. I should add that the ministerial mission itself
3 p`rt` Nas given a new impetus to the development of Canadian relations with the-ed 3^i'

I am s r th t I k bh lf f 11 b f hi hH

ountnes of Latin America.

^itabk t u e a spea on e a o a mem ers o t Is ouse w en
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I once again express to the governments and peoples of the countries we visite I 
our sincere thanks and deep appreciation for the reception they accorded to tl'e 
ministerial mission. To the governments and peoples of the countries of Lati  ci  

America which the mission was not able to visit I should like to say that,  ici  
undertaking our voyage in Latin America, we were extending the hand ( f 
friendship to them also. 

I should like to take this opportunity to express my warm appreciation,  and 
that of all members of the mission, for the excellent arrangements made for i.s 
by our own embassies in the capitals we visited. Their care and diligence on ot r 
behalf was indeed praiseworthy.  .... 
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Visit of UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

N DECEMBER 9 and 10, 1968, the United Nations High Commissioner for 
" Refugees, His Highness Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, paid an official visit 
o Ottawa. The purpose of the visit was to review the activities of the UNHCR 

assisting refugees in many parts of the world, and to discuss the 1969 pro- 
mme of his Office with the Minister for Manpower and Immigration, the 

onourable Allan MacEachen, and the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
he Honourable Mitchell Sharp, and government officials. 

The Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees was established by the 
General Assembly in December 1949 to replace the International Refugee 

rganintion, which had previously protected the interests of refugees. Prince 
adruddin, who was origina lly appointed for a term of three years in 1962, has 
ecently been re-appointed for a five-year period ending December 31, 1973. 

e terms of reference laid down by the General Assembly for the UNHCR 
ave also been extended. Conceived originally as a non-operational agency 

ited mainly to the international protection of refugees, the Office of the High 
ommissioner is now authorized to appeal for funds and to conduct programmes 
hich provide relief and rehabilitation for the most needy groups of refugees 
ithin its mandate. 

UNHCR Budget 1 

The 31-member Executive Committee of the UNHCR, of which Canada is a 
member, has recently approved the 1969 programme involving a record expend-i 
rture of $5.6 million (U.S.). This amount is $1 million more than in 1968. The 
ontribution of $370,000 in 1969, increased from $324,074 in 1968, places 
anada third, behind the United States and Sweden, in contributions to the High 
ommissioner's  programme.  

The largest part of this budget will be spent in Africa, particularly in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo ($876,000) and the Sudan ($820,000). In 

4ddition, some $500,000 will be used to improve primary education facilities for 
Congolese, Rwandese and Sudanese refugees in Uganda. Funds will also be 
Àsed to provide relief for refugees from the Nigerian civil war in Gabon, Togo, 
bahorney and Ghana. During his visit to Ottawa, the High Commissioner 

ixpressed particular satisfaction with the African programme. Of approximately 
00,000 refugees in Africa, only about 70,000 are still receiving food rations; 

the others have already been integrated into the economies and societies of the 
ountries in which they have sought asylum. 

In Asia, a major allocation ($300,000) has been made to assist in settling 
ged and handicapped Tibetan refugees in India. The UNHCR has recently 

established an office in New Delhi to participate in this programme. Considerable 
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work is also being done among Chinese refugees in Hong Kong and Macao. 
In Latin America, $315,000 will be spent in 1969 to provide relief an I 

rehabilitation for 115,000 refugees from the Caribbean and other areas. 
Allocations for European countries at present call for only $481,00( , 

although this amount may have to be increased as a result of recent events  it 
Czechoslovakia. This relatively small expenditure reflects the increased ability 
of European countries to care for the refugees within their borders without intei - 
national assistance. It was noted, however, that the UNHCR continues to provide 
legal protection to these, as well as all other, refugees under the terms of tI; e 
International Convention on the Status of Refugees (1951). The Canadia 
Government is at present making the final arrangements for the accession cf 
Canada to this Convention and the 1965 Protocol, in addition to the 1957 Hague 
Agreement on Refugee Seamen. 
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eace-Keeping 

The following is a statement by the Representative of Canada, Mr. J. P. I Goyer, 
.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 

lin the Special Political Committee of the United Nations General Assembly on 

Ithe Report of the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, December 17, 
1968:  

Canada's association with United Nations peacekeeping efforts reaches back 
to the early days of this organization. At San Francisco, the Canadian delega-
tion was among those which held particularly high hopes for the role of the 
1 
United Nations in the maintenance of international peace and security. We 

Itrove, along with other delegations, to ensure that the wartime alliance would 
provide a firm foundation for the building of a new world organization. The 
esult of our efforts was the United Nations Charter, which reflects today, as it 
id in 1945, mankind's desire to live in a world of peace in which human 
nergies can be fully devoted to political, economic and social development. 

The United Nations has, over the years, made an increasingly significant 
contribution in all these areas, not least in the maintenance of peace and security, 
LI/en though the methods chosen on an ad hoc basis have been somewhat different 

Irom  those envisaged in the Charter. There is irony in the fact that, while we 
are exhorted in the Preamble of the Charter to "unite for peace", arrangements 
for keeping the peace under the auspices of this organization have often led to 
erious divisions within the membership. No useful purpose is served now by 
ecalling how those divisions came about, or whether they could have been 

avoided. The historians of the world will provide the answers to these questions 
I m good time. 

What is of primary interest now, in the light of the complex and conten-
tious history of United Nations peacekeeping efforts, is whether a point has 
It last been reached from which we can move ahead and enhance the peace- 
keeping capacity of this organization through accommodation of differing view-

1 rints. If this can be done, it will be not only a diplomatic achievement but, 
ore important, a practical achievement of long-term value to the organization. 
nd, needless to say, such progress should take place on the basis that it does 
ot prejudice the different positions of member states on constitutional issues 

felating to the respective roles and responsibilities of the Security Council and 
1 of the General Assembly. 

Assessing Possibility of Progress 
looking at the situation in this way I am, of course, influenced by the ex-

perience of my delegation in recent months. As a Member of the working group 
of the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, the Canadian delegation 



has had a particular opportunity to assess the extent to which progress can no•v

be made, without prejudice to constitutional positions, in dealing with many

practical problems posed by the establishment, financing and preparation of

peacekeeping operations and observer missions. My delegation can honestly

say that the indications we noticed a year ago of the beginnings of a willingne^ s

to compromise, of some movement towards more flexible positions, have cor.-

tinued to be evident in the deliberations of the Committee of 33 and in i s

working group. This fortunate state of affairs can and, I believe, will be mair -

tained if we all remain convinced of each other's genuine desire to make progre;s

on this matter. This is simply a question of confidence in each other's intention,,

for without that state of mutual confidence we could not hope to achieve anythir g n

on the basis of a consensus. oon

It is against this background that my delegation would ask the Speci.tl 11 c

Political Committee to consider the reports now before it from the Special Con - eac

mittee on Peacekeeping Operations. It will be noted that the Committee si

working group has sought and received from the Secretariat some very detaileJ
and useful material relating to a number of observer missions established cT

authorized by the Security Council for observation purposes, pursuant to Security
Council resolutions. While, regrettably, this material is still in the process uf

e

iid

ng

:ouI

nitt^

being put in final form and is therefore not generally available, my delegatic, 1 1Nor1

believes that the preparation of this material in itself already represents a stc pt asi4

forward; and that the Secretariat material will undoubtedly provide an excellent nan

basis for future consultations among members of the working group and of tt e ebz

Committee of 33 when they endeavour to prepare a model of what an observf rç vou

mission, in all its aspects, should be. f n

Value of Observer Teams
The fact that the Committee of 33, through its working group, has concentrate dt

its attention in recent months on observer missions results from a number <if

he

ta

be

factors and is no reflection, of course, on the contribution which full-scale peac.- ^sp
keeping operations have made in the past. Nevertheless, in terms of the futur^,' av

my delegation is inclined to the view that a study of observer missions is 11 , c1 alth

most useful thing which we can be doing at this time. As my delegation sei:s^ klu

it, the possibility in the relatively near future of further observer missions beir:g: be

established is somewhat greater than that of another large peacekeeping forc.,k Çh

such as UNFICYP. There are obviously a variety of political and financial co.r; -+Ivhi

siderations, among others, affecting such a determination. What is to 1>ef

remembered, however, is that in 1965, when the Article 19 crisis was still ve.);
Ça

much in our minds, it was possible for this organization to set up UNIPODf,^,

a highly useful observer mission with specific terms of reference for the super-` 10

vision of the withdrawal of troops following the India-Pakistan conflict that yeEr;` rt

and that, in 1967, when the question of Article 19 was no longer being raised: fnd

in respect of two major peacekeeping operations in the past, UNTSO was givf-n€ ^rl
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no y 	new role in the Suez Canal sector and was strengthened in a manner generally 

	

any 	cceptable to the Security Council. My delegation suggests that there may well 

	

n cl 	e other occasions when observer missions, offering a maximum of international 

	

est y 	resence for a minimum of expense, can make a constructive contribupon to 

	

gn*s 	ntemational peace and security. 

	

coi- 	It would be wrong, of course, to think that our present preoccupation in 
n i s the  Committee of 33 with observer missions in all their aspects rüles out con- 

	

ail.- 	ideration of other problems of peace-keeping. We recall that the original 

	

gre;s 	andate of the Special Committee was a very broad and comprehensive one. 

	

tion4 	e question of how to arrange for the financing of peace-keeping in the future 

	

thir g 	n a basis consistent with the pfinciple of collective responsibility has always 
oomed very large in our deliberations; and it continues to pose a challenge to 

	

ecidl 	11 delegations concerned with the ability of the United Nations to engage in 

	

Con - 	eacekeeping activities. The Canadian delegation, for one, is still interested, at 

	

ittee s 	e appropriate time, in co-operating with other delegations in setting forth 

	

tailed 	ide-lines for the apportionment of expenses of peacekeeping operations involv- 
ed (1 ng heavy expenditures. The possibility of a special scale for the developing 

	

curhy 	ountries in such a situation and the possible establishment of a Finance Com- 

	

ess of 	ittee to make recommendations on the nature of that scale are both ideas still 
gaticl . worthy of consideration. In fact, as far as future financing is concerned, all the 
a ste p asic elements for some sort of understanding exist; they have been discussed 
cellent juany  times now in the Committee of 33 and outside it, as well as during the 
of t1 e 3lebates of the General Assembly for several years. We should hope that it 
)servt r, you'd not be too long before all the essential elements could be brought together 

n a proposal on future financing which could achieve general support. 
While speaking of other possibilities to be pursued, I cannot fail to recall 

he interest of my delegation in seeking ways and means to give the Military 
itrate d taff Committee a more active role. We still think it unfortunate that the ex-
ber of  rertise  represented in that Committee should go unused when there are so many 
peac c- lspects of the question of peace and security which deserve attention. As we 
futur c. have  had occasion to mention on other occasions, the Military Staff Committee, 
is tl e although provided for in Chapter WI of the Charter, is not, in our view, pre-

n sei:s iluded by any specific provision of the Charter from doing work which could 
. beh g be  of benefit both in the field of enforcement action, which falls clearly under 
forcz, fhapter VII, as well as in the field of preparations for peacekeeping operations 

il col- hich are of a non-enforcement and voluntary nature. 
to be 

11 vel Canadian Views 
'pow hope that it will not seem immodest if I take this opportunity to draw attention 
super.' o the national contributions made to our study of peace-keeping in the Com-

Lt  yer. r r ittee of 33. These have appeared in Documents A/AC.121/11 through 19 
raisrel nd are all, I believe, well worth examination by delegations with past experience 

s giv( n  u peace-keeping, as well as those possessing a present and future interest in the 
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subject. The Canadian commentary in Document A/AC.121/ 17 represents

very considerable effort to set down our views about the meaning of peace-

keeping, as well as the technical details. It is in the section on training particularly

that the Canadian authorities have endeavoured to outline clearly what peace-

keeping is all about, and what sort of people are required for it. There is als )

a wealth of detail in our commentary on the arrangements which need to be

made in advance, including an example of a standard status-of-forces agreemen:.

In concluding this general review of the state of peace-keeping at the twent}-
third session, I have taken into account our past experience and our hopes fer

the future. Our hopes are based on the belief that the divisions of the pas',

particularly among the major powers represented in this organization, will zt

last be bridged so that future peace-keeping can be carried out on a generall y

acceptable basis. I must say also that our hopes for the future will be greatl
enhanced if the long-standing deficit in the United Nations budget as a result

of past disagreements over the financing of peacekeeping operations is onc:

and for all eliminated. We regret very much the continued existence of this

problem, which undermines confidence in our organization and has a depressin;

effect on all those who have done their best to support the United Natiom

financially and in every other way. I would therefore appeal to those mcmbe-

states which have not yet done so to consider what contribution they can make,

and soon, in response to the consensus reached on September 1, 1965 -t

consensus which has been endorsed by Resolutions 2053(A)XX, 2249 (S-V III
and 2308 (XXIl). As we approach the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Unite l

Nations, the appropriateness of magnanimous gestures to this organization ca.1

only increase. I should like to express the wish, therefore, that, before th

twenty-fifth anniversary is reached, those additional necessary voluntary con-

tributions will have been made so that the existing deficit will be eliminatec;

and so that the future may be faced, as the Secretary-General has frequentl

urged, with renewed hope and confidence.
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iVisit to Canada of German Parliamentary 
!Pelegation 

I N THE autumn of 1968, the Canadian Parliament had a welcome opportunity 
 • to repay some of the hospitality extended on past occasions by their German 

olleagues. A parliamentary delegation from the Federal Republic of Germany, 
ed by the President of the Bundestag, Dr. Eugen Gerstenmaier, visited Canada 
'rom October 3 to 12 on the invitation of the Speaker of the House of Commons, 
he Honourable Lucien Lamoureux. The delegation of three included represen-
atives of the Christian Democratic, Social Democratic and Free Democratic 
?arties. Their nine-day programme in Canada took them almost 9,000 miles, 
n the course of which they visited centres in Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and the 

liukon Territory. 
Welcomed on arrival in Montreal by Mr. Lamoureux, the delegation flew 

iext day to Edmonton, where Dr. Gerstenmaier and his colleagues were received 
• the Lieutenant-Governor, Dr. J. W. Grant MacEwan, and by Premier E. C. 
danning, their host at a lunch given by the Alberta government. Following 

The Speaker of the Canadian House of Conunons, 'qr. Lucien Lamoureux (left), 
elcomes Me President of Me German Bundestag, Dr. Eugen Gerstentnaier, to 21fontreal. 
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the lunch, the Bundestag President, an enthusiastic sportsman, left for White- mink 
horse to take part in a three-day hunting party arranged by Commissioner James  jScien 

Smith of the Yukon. The rest of the delegates travelled through the Rock / 
Mountains national parks, visiting Jasper, Lake Louise and Banff. At Calgary, 1967 

on October 7, where they were rejoirted by Dr. Gerstenmaier, a reception aryl 	nd 
dinner were ffiven in their honour jointly by the Speaker of the Alberta Legislature,  JAffai 

the Honourable Arthur Dixon, and by the City of Calgary. 	 f ini! 
ink 

Ottawa Agenda 
On October 8, the delegation arrived in Ottawa, where an official Parliamentary( 'indic 

reception and dinner were given the same evening by the Speaker of the House. 
of Commons. The next two days were spent largely in discussions with Canadial 
Parliamentarians, party leaders and Cabinet Ministers. The delegation me t 
the Honourable R. L. Stanfield, Leader of the Opposition, and Mr. David Lewi 

Leader of the New Democratic Party, and had discussions with Extemal Affait s 
Minister Mitchell Sharp, Acting Minister of Trade and Commerce Otto Lang 
Privy Council President D. S. Macdonald and Defence Production Minister 
Arthur Laing. 

At Govemment House on October 9, Governor-General and Mrs. Michencr 

received Dr. Gerstenmaier and his colleagues at a lunch attended by the Prim?. 
Minister. The delegates visited the House of Commons during question period ani 
a sitting of the Senate, and were recognized in the Commons and Senate Gallerie . 
In the Senate they were received by Mr. Speaker Deschatelets and by the Goverr-

ment Leader, the Honourable Paul Martin. 
On October 11, the delegation visited Toronto, where a lunch was give 

by the President of the Metropolitan Toronto Board of Trade, and Kitchene , 
where delegates visited the University of Waterloo. Later that day, the combineJ 

German clubs of Kitchener arranged a dinner and an evening of entertainmert [  

in honour of the visitors. 
Next day, Dr. Gerstenmaier was received at Waterloo Lutheran Universi` y 

by • the Chancellor, W. Ross Macdonald, Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, and 
at a lunch, attended also by the Lieutenant-Govemor, given by the Kitchen( r 
and Waterloo Chambers of Commerce. Returning to Montreal before departuu e 
that evening on their return flight to Germany, the German delegates were joine d 
by Mr. Speaker Lamoureux and a number of Canadian Parliamentarians to wk h 

them bon voyage and an early return. 

Parliamentary Visit Increase 
Although last October's visit was the first by an official German delegatioi, 
German parliamentarians have been coming to Canada with increasing frequent y 
in recent years. More than 20 Bundestag members came to Canada in 19E7 

to visit Expo 67 and Ottawa, or to study such matters as postal administratic n 
and education. There has also been a growing number of visits to Canada y 
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ministers, including Agricultural Minister Hücherl, Post Minister Dollinger and 
ientifie Research Minister Stoltenberg in 1967, and Defence Minister Schroeder 

in 1968. In addition, there was the visit in 1964 of Chancellor Erhard and in 
1967 of President Lübke. Visits to the Federal Republic by Canadian ministers 
nd Parliamentarians have also been frequent. The Secretary of State for External 
ffairs, Mr. Paul Martin, Trade and Commerce Minister Winters and Agricultural 
inister Greene were in Bonn in 1967. Visitors in 1968 included Defence 
inister Cadieux and Finance Minister Benson and a number of Parliamentarians. 

The growing number of parliamentary visits taking place is a further 
ndication of the strong ties linking the two countries. 
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Canada and the World Weather Watch

To the sailor on a stormy sea, the airman approaching dark thunder-head:,

and the resort-owner relying desperately on snow or sun, the weather is cf

crucial importance. Yet, despite its obvious influence on human acfivitie.,

people tend to disregard the sometimes subtle but ever-present relations betweel

weather and climate and our daily living and livelihood.

Although man has been exposed to the vagaries of the weather throughot t

the ages and has been forced to adapt his life and habits to them, only iI

relatively modern times has he seriously examined the ingredients and habits

of the weather. The art of weather forecasting has been practised since th s

dawn of civilization but the science of meteorology is barely a century old. I i

this brief period, the atmosphere has been examined and measured, its changin

nature has been observed and recorded. New instruments give more detaile I

and accurate data on temperature, radiation and turbulence.

Every nation in the world, large or small, whatever its location, shares wit i
other nations a common concern for this vital influence, the weather, whica
moves across the earth's surface without regard for national boundaries oc
international agreements.

Daily Observations
Every day of the year about 100,000 observations of the weather are made it

the earth's surface and another 11,000 observations are made of conditior, ;

in the upper atmosphere. These are selected from the national observing net -

works of the world's weather services for international exchange through region^ I

and continental centres. Great care is taken to ensure that an observations ar.

taken simultaneously at standard times, that the methods and procedures use,

and even the order of observing and form of the coded messages, conform t)

international practice. Eight thousand land stations report regularly, as well zs

3,000 transport aircraft and 4,500 ships. This fund of information feeds int)

forecast offices, research centres and climatological bureaus throughout the worle:; ^

where it is analyzed, processed, examined and re-examined, and stored in rapi I

retrieval systems for application to the myriad problems waiting to be solved.

Much of the early progress in the development of organized weather service s

was due to sailors, for in the days of sailing ships a good seaman had of necessif yt

to be a good observer and a shrewd judge of weather. The frequent loss cf

ships in violent storms brought marine officials together in Brussels in 1853 t^

arrange a system of weather reporting from ships with the help of the newl3-1
developed wireless telegraph. From these first primitive steps in internation-01

co-operation grew the International Meteorological Organization established t

a meeting in Holland in 1873, which in 1951 became the World Meteorologic, I

Organization (WMO), a Specialized Agency of the United Nations.
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1e  - leteorological Co-operation 
ur restless atmosphere, flowing freely over continent and sea, imposes the 
pendence of every nation on others for knowledge of the forthcoming weather. 

li  very national meteorological service, large or small, relies upon an interna - 
th  system for the prompt and frequent exchange of weather observations. 

rom steady growth in the numbers of stations and an increasing modernization 
nd sophistication of observing techniques has evolved today's global observing 
stem. The need for information in a rapid, timely and co-ordinated flow has 

led to an increasingly modern international meteorological communications 

îystem. And the benefits evident in a mutual sharing of the processing of data 
into forecasts and warnings of severe weather for international shipping and 

1 
 viation have resulted in a worldwide international maritime weather service and 
number of arrangements for integrated services to international aviation that 

fford an admirable pattern for international co-ordination and co-operation. 
In recent years the new developments in satellite observing and electronic 

ata-processing, in automatic sensing systems and communications techniques, 
ave made it increasingly clear that the full exploitation of these modern devel-
pments could lead to a breakthrough in the science of meteorology. The UN 

rtsolution proposing a concerted effort to capitalize on the potential of these 
rlew facilities was quickly seized upon by the World Meteorological Organization 
4 n d turned into a plan for a reorganized and revitalized world weather system. 

World Weather Watch Aims 
s new world system was given the name "World Weather Watch" and its 

1 In designing an improved world weather system, the deficiencies in the 
present system must first be known. A series of surveys has made it clear that 

major limitation to meteorological progress is the lack of adequate obser- 
tions of the earth's atmosphere. This lack prevents a full understanding of the 

processes in the atmosphere and greatly reduces the accuracy and value of 
fbrecasts and other weather services, especially in the many regions where-  data 

e sparse. Over ocean areas the problem is particularly difficult. Merchant 
ips recruited to take observations usually travel in established shipping lanes 
d large parts of the 71 per cent of the earth surface -  covered by oceans are 
rely observed. Even the taking of observations of the pulse of the atmosphere 

de I t 
ition3 published Plan and Implementation  Programme  stated its purpose as follows 
Ile' I 	The purpose of the World Weather Watch is to enable the unprecedented opportunities 

Illicit now present themselves for progress in the atmospheric sciences to be seized and to 
erable all members to derive the full benefits from the improved meteorological services [s 
ihich such progress will ma,ke possible. Such improvements will have a profound impact 

the agriculture, commerce and industry of all nations and will permit more accurate 
d timely warnings of severe storms and other weather hazards, for the protection of life 
d property. It will further the safety and efficiency of international air and sea transport-
ion and provide essential support to nations in the management of water resources and 
od production. 
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— its temperature and wind, the nature of the waves, and the water temperature, 
for instance — are uniquely difficult from a moving ship. 

Global Observing System 
To remedy the weaknesses in observations from sea and land, a global observir g 
system has been developed that seeks to correct the deficiencies in the preseit  
system and incorporates the newer techniques. Many studies and intensive desiu 
and development work are in progress. Moored and free-floating ocean buojs  
are being tested; other forms of automated equipment for use at isolated station 
are becoming more adaptable, more sophisticated and more costly. 

Deficiencies in theoretical knowledge, weaknesses in the definitions covering 
the precise nature of data and the density of observing networks needed ar d 
in techniques for processing the data into usable and useful services have bef n 

identified and allocated for thorough study and solution to leading scientists 
in many countries. 

The necessity for rapid and efficient communication of meteorologic al 
information has led to planning meetings, problem projects and developmeit  
of new techniques. The plan for a new global telecommunications syste  ii  
calls for a reliable global system on a three-level basis; laigh-speed main-trur k 
circuits between world centres, regional networks, and national meteorologicall 
communications networks. Modern equipment and new facilities will be in-
corporated into the design of the system so that every country will obtain tie 
observed and processed data it needs with the least possible delay. The capaci:y 
of satellites for efficient collection and relay of data from isolated points on tl e 

earth's surface is one of the newer methods being fully explored and tested. 
Although mutually-helpful arrangements have been made between neigi-

bouring countries or groups of countries in which forecasts, analyzed weatirr 
charts and similar processed material are exchanged, the World Weather Watc 
introduces a system by which co-operation and efficiency are fully exploite 1. 
World meteorological centres at Washington, Moscow and Melbourne a 
responsible for providing global analyses of weather patterns and large-scale, 
long-range forecasts of the basic processes taking place. Regional meteorological 
centres (one to be located in Montreal) will serve many of the common nee is 
of countries and avoid much duplication of effort within a region, and national 
meteorological centres, operated by individual nations, will, in tum, provi ie 
the full range and number of weather services appropriate to the needs and 
the developing resources of each country. 

This three-level system follows closely the pattern established in Canada 
some years ago in which a Central Analysis Office in Montreal is responsit le 
for studying the large-scale atmosphere and for feeding its charts and advi;e 
by facsimile — a chart-transmission technique — to offices across the =natty. 
Weather centrals located at strategic points provide more detail and doe 
support to the dozens of weather offices in Canada's major cities and industral  
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reas which provide a broad range and surprising volume of weather services 
o meet Canadian needs. 

The World Weather Watch plan is undoubtedly ambitious, and technically 
ossible, but can this vast renovation and modernization be brought about, and 
ill the cost and effort be justified ? These questions have been thoroughly 

onsidered and every avenue of technology and source of resources explored. 
t has become increasingly apparent that the need for improvements in advice 
n weather is becoming a necessity. By the end of the present century, the 
orld's population will probably have more than doubled and, even without 
provement in the present level of world nutrition, food production must 

ouble to meet the needs of the year 2,000. It is widely recognized that climate 
eterrnines what will grow, and that the yearly weather determines how much. 
any developing countries are faced with problems of soil deficiency, poor 
ater supplies, low-yield crop varieties and plant and animal disease. All need 
recise information. Advance knowledge of weather conditions can help prevent 
ostly mistakes in planning, in selecting the crop, or the site, whether it be for 

ing, roads, factories, or cities. 

I The most urgent task facing the world's weathermen is to provide the 
information and the guidance that will enable the agricultural scientists and the 

ers to explore and exploit the world's full capabilities for food production. 
ugh an understanding of the close relations between weather and crop, 

imal, fowl, fruit and vegetable, and the choice of site, soil and climate for 

1  ach, the weather can be used to advantage and its hazards to a full harvest 
ept to a minimum. Particularly in the developing countries, where population 

Is
rising rapidly and the level of nutrition is lower, agriculture must respond 

o that nations will have adequate and dependable food supplies for their 
wrvival and peaceful development. 

The World Weather Watch holds a hope and a promise that the meteor-
logist will play his full role in the Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign, and in 
s support of the scientific community in its search for new and better methods 

or increasing the world's supply of food. 
In implementing the World Weather Watch, each nation is expected 

to make the improvements in observations and other activities called for in 
the plan for its territory, so far as possible. Help, where essential, is to be 
Rrovided by the United Nations Development Programme, by direct assistance 
rom one or more other countries and through contributions to a Voluntary 

implementation Fund from which appropriate aid will be deployed and arranged 
y the World Meteorological Organization. 

Eanada's  Contribution 
çanada has informed the Secretary-General of the WMO that it plans to provide 
tile.  few additional observing stations needed in accordance with the World 

eather Watch plan, and that its communications system, already unique in 
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its capability, is shortly to be converted to an automated system. The WMO

Secretary-General has also been informed in detail of the Canadian meteorological

research and training programmes. Fellowships are offered when requests a-e

received from governments with which Canada has bilateral agreements coveri:g
foreign aid. The Canadian Government has also decided to contribute $500,0(+0

over the next four years towards the implementation of the World Weath.r
Watch. This contribution will assist developing countries with their projects

and will be in addition to Canada's normal foreign aid contributions. The

assistance will be provided directly to the needy countries, selected from tho3e

that have informed WMO that they cannot carry out the improvements requirt d

of them by the World Weather Watch plan.

Canada, through its continuing concentration on orderly advanceme it
of the science of meteorology and application of modern tools to improve its
way of operating as rapidly as is appropriate to its development programm
is providing guide-lines for other countries to follow.

It is hoped that by 1988 the world will be accustomed to reliable weeki
monthly and seasonal forecasts, and a modest control over continental stôrms
and damaging hurricanes. Whether this happens will depend to a large exteit
on the degree to which the World Weather Watch becomes a living global realit i.
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anadian Aid for the Aborigines of Malaysia 

N 1955, during a brief stay in what was then Malaya, the Secretary of State 
for Extemal Affairs (later Prime Minister of Canada), the Right Honourable 

ester B. Pearson, visited an aborigine-research station at Gombak, a few miles 

om Kuala Lumpur. The station at that time consisted of a thatch-roofed long-
ouse erected on stilts, which served as a communal hall for a group of aborigine 
milies, a number of small thatched huts in which the families lived, and an 

ddministrative building housing the administrative staff of the station. The shy 
1 but friendly aborigines had been brought  from  the deep jungle in order to 
1 tçach them better methods of food production and hygiene, after which they 
ere to return to their home communities to put into practice what they had 
amt. 

If a 1955 visitor were to return to the Gombak research station today, 
hl  would find it hard to believe that it was the same place. It has since become 
die headquarters of the Aborigine Medical and Radio Services. There is a 
420-bed hospital with separate accommodation for families of patients, who 

fuse to be separated. A six-month medical-training programme for aborigines 
rang asli) has been established, and 270 of them are on the Aborigine Medical 

krvice staff serving at Gombak and in the jungle. At present there is a Malay- 
1 man, non-aborigine staff of 12 and a volunteer and expatriate staff of 13. Dr. 

Ji D. F. MacLean, a Canadian serving with CARE/MEDICO, has re,cently 
ived to replace a fellow countryman, Dr. E. J. Ragan, who also served at 

ombak. Miss Elaine Wach, a Canadian nurse, recently returned to Canada 
ter serving at Gombak. 

Ai Successful Canadian Project 
;t the request of the Government of Malaysia, the Canadian Govemment, in 

e of its most successful current projects under the Colombo Plan, has provided 
uipment costing over $300,000 for the medical service of the Malaysian 

department of Aborigine Affairs. This project has involved the provision of 
4o-way radio equipment for the development of a medical-services communica-
.1 hons system for the benefit of the orang asli living in remote jungle areas of 

4est Malaysia. A total of 50 two-way wireless sets and petrol-generators have 
been provided by the Canadian Government under this project. 

1 The project this year has been expanded to include the provision of five 
am

1
bulances for the Gombak Aborigine Hospital to assist in bringing orang asli 

patients from the jungle fringe to various medical posts and to Gombak. 

I At a ceremony at Gombak on September 10, 1968, the five Canadian 
ambulances were presented by the Canadian High COmmissioner, Mr. John G. 
dadwen, to the Acting Minister of Lands and Mines of Malaysia, whose 
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Mr. John G. Hadwen, High Commissioner for Canada in Malaysia, speaks during 

ceremony at Gombak Aborigine Hospital marking the presentation. of five ambulances b; 

the Canadian Government to the Malaysian Department of Aborigine Affairs. 

ministry is responsible for the administration of the Department of Aborighe 
Affairs. The Acting Minister accepted the keys to the ambulances and he a 
the High Commissioner drove the first ambulance round the compound e, 

Gombak. The ceremony was carried over Television and Radio Malaysia. 
A mobile dental clinic will also be presented by the Government of Canai

t 
to the Gombak Hospital towards the end of this year. 	 f 

.Malaysian Government Measures 
Since acquiring independence in 1957, the Government of Malaysia has provid2 
many facilities with a view to raising the standard of living of the orang ts 

so that they may be integrated into the Malaysian community and particip e 
• fully in the fruits of Malaysia's struggle to speed economic development. In thr 

educational field, the Government has established over 80 primary schools 
aborigine children, and at present there are almost 4,000 attending prinu ry 
schools and over 200 in secondary schools. 

The orang asli are being encouraged to develop their land for the plant'n 
of long-term cash crops, such as rubber, coconuts and fruit. Thirty pilot sele 
ment schemes have been established containing homes, schools, hostels an

! 
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linics and, where possible, water and sanitary facilities. A construction corps

f orang asli has been established which is responsible for the construction of

arious projects in their own communities.

The Government of Malaysia has established a medical service which

cludes more than 140 medical posts and clinics situated in various orang ^asli

reas, mobile health and dental clinics, and the modern hospital at Gombak.
anada, under the Colombo Plan has been happy to co-operate in this worth-

vhile programme.

ther Canadian Projects

e Aborigine Medical Services project is only part of the Canadian Colombo

Ian programme in Malaysia, which has included a natural resources survey

^hich will form the basis of a programme to develop Malaysian forestry, agri-

ultural and mining resources. Further recent assistance by the Canadian Gov-

ment has been the provision of technical education equipment to 53 com-

rehensive and secondary trade-schools in West Malaysia and the provision of

uipment for a sawmill training establishment in Sarawak. In addition, drainage

d sewerage surveys have been undertaken for the cities of Kuala Lumpur,

eorgetown and Klang.
During the past year, there have been over 250 Malaysian students and

ainees in Canada under Colombo Plan auspices. These have been matched

rins ty 39 Canadian Colombo Plan teachers and advisers serving in West and East
ces b;^ 41alaysia.
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Popular assumptions have been based on the view that we have learned te eavircull  
conquer our environment and have become its master. We can now establià cas an 

comfortable human settlements in the cruelest climates, we can grow crops in kiowled 

sterile soil, we can make food from waste, we can travel vast distances in minute s. undoub 

TEXT OF STATEMENT IN PLENARY SESSION OF THE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY THE REPRESENTATIVE 

OF CANADA, MR. R. KAPLAN, M.P., ON DECEMBER 3, 1968. 

MAN'S increasingly rapid thrust into a technological age has not taken place 
without serious consequences for our human environment Alarmi ig  

changes have occurred in the environment as a result of human activity, prin-
cipally as a result of the growing forces of industrialization and urbanizaticn. 
If we are to preserve our environment and ensure the survival of our livi ig  

resources and, in some regions, human health and life itself, then we must rel ci  

to these changes in a positive and determined way. 
In analyzing these changes, we have made scientific discoveries about oz 

environment which run counter to popular assumptions. As these discoveries 
gain acceptance, as they must, they are bound to affect all our values, cultur 
social and economic, as we develop a new respect for the balance of nature. 

we have extended the span of man's life. With all this power, it is small wonchrraout  

that we have assumed that our environment is a virtually limitless reserve  if  l'rew A 
air, fresh water, and clean earth — there for us to exploit as we develop the prop 
capacity to do so. Research has discerned the limits of these elements, b.] o/ the 
we have believed such limits to he of only theoretical interest. d termi 

, 
Fragile Balance 	

history 
 electric 

What has recently become clear, and has altered our assumptions of hum ir 
power over nature, is our realization that our human environment rests in Ilk an 

hat 
fragile balance. It is subject to laws which, for all our technology, we mi st  

of 
 learn to respect and obey, if conditions are to be maintained in which man a )d 

ich e 
his living resources can survive. Our environment is like a living organis n. 
sturdy enough to absorb some stresses but, in some regions, pushed beyo 

the 
its limits by our production of vast amounts of noxious materials of great com- h s 

 plexity. Nature can break only some of these substances down into sing* 	
pr 

hs wor 
and even beneficial elements, and no matter, however harmful and menac a ama 
its form may be to the survival of life, is ever lost to the system. The dynan ic  

p ced 
forces within the natural system, on which we have relied in the past, canr et 011 all 

well 
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eak down and absorb these substances; nor can the system recuperate, of 
self, from the devastating effects. 

At least one startling example of how the delicate balance of nature can 
upset is provided in the Great Lakes region of North America. Lake Erie  i is, 
was, one of the largest fresh-water lakes in the world. Through persistent 

glect, and inadequate remedial measures, this geat lake has been converted 
om a source of food, fresh water and recreation into a chemical tank, in which 
easure-boating, let alone swimming, is done at peril. If you fall from a boat 

lace  i4 Lake Erie, you are advised to have a tetanus injection. As for food from 

1g 	e : tit lake, it should suffice to say that the blue—pike fish—catch of 6,900,000 pounds 
11  

1956 had dwindled to less than 200 pounds by 1963. 

d to 
blià eas and to improVé industrial and urban processes. It is not that we lack the ' 
)s  in; kiowledge but that in the use of our present knowledge we lag behind, a result 
ut . updoubtedly both of insufficient awareness of the consequences and concern ( s 

■nd:r y. out the costs involved in making use of these new techniques. 

)f!  ew Appraisal Needed 
prcper appreciation of what must be done involves making a new appraisal 

bat o/ the value to our peoples of a clean environment. For the purpose of this 
termination, fresh air, fresh water and clean soil, for the first time in man's 
tory, must be considered in the same economic terms as food, clothing and 

im electricity. The latter are valuable because they provide the basis for a good 

in a Itfe and because, as commodities, they have a determinable cost of production. 

mist  

a Id ai 
ais  
yo id  
corn-
[mile b  
aci at 
tan ic 

PI inr ot, 

hat has now to be understood is that air, water and soil must be regarded 
of equal, or even greater, economic importance as central elements of life, 

nch make everything else possible. 
The United Nations family has already made a contribution in many areas. 

the Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the United Nations 
s provided us with a definition of the human goal toward which we should 
working, and that is "the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 

.ainable standard of physical and mental health". The Convention has also 
iced responsibility on member states to take steps toward "the improvement 
all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene". Individual countries 
well as the world community as a whole must be concerned when these rights 
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are threatened by forces of industrialization and urbanization. Govemmer ts 
have a primary role to play, both individually and through appropriate int(r-

national co-operation in which the UN can have an important part. Experienze 

in developed areas in the world, regardless of the economic and social system 
under which they have been developed, points up the problems facing no s', 

or likely to face, all countries as the technological age embraces more ai id 

more of mankind. 
The Canadian delegation is convinced that the time has corne when  tie  

world community, as represented in this organization, must give attention to 
the problems of human environment. We must do this with a sense of concem 

and urgency and in a spirit of international co-operation. We must do this in 

the realization that all of us have a geat deal to leam about the problems of 

human environment, that mistakes committed in developed areas need not x 

repeated elsewhere, that developing countries in particular have an opportunity, 
throug,h the application of new techniques, to take preventive steps which m 
enable them to avoid some of the more horrendous consequences of abuse of 

the human environment. 

Prevention and Control 
Our experience has shown us that prevention and control measures must ne 

form an integral part of our industrial and urban programmes. We believe that 
such measures should also form an integral part of the development plans of 
the developing countries so that the excessive costs of carelessness can y 

avoided and the economies of comprehensive planning achieved. Apart frog 
the contribution that would be made to the welfare of their people, such an 

approach would also make a direct contribution to economic development int  

the developing countries by providing, at an early stage, and at a fraction n 

the cost, a degree of environmental control that the developed countries sN 

now be able to achieve only at a very high price. We would submit, therefor ei 

that the time has arrived when developing countries will want to take d 

account, in their development planning, of the implications for the human en 
vironment. We should all  be prepared to play our part in encouraging a Id 

contributing to this essential aspect of economic development. 
Thus the steps that each country takes, or fails to take, in improving cui 

envirorunent by reducing pollution are of great importance to the rest of tire 
world, because our environment is continuous. The same air envelops us r II. 

the water which falls from the sky, flows through our lands and joins the coa ,ts 

of all countries is one. The pollution which any country contributes to t ae 
human environment unavoidably affects the rest of the world. Each of us c 

reduce our output of pollution, but we shall remain the helpless victims of thc sei  

who fail to do so. Therefore, not only national efforts but international coi 

operation must be encouraged and increased for the general benefit of manki  iŒ 

on an increasingly populous planet. 
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itiicult Decisions Imposed
%ith new appreciation of the rigid limits imposed by the laws of the balance

That level of environmental purity shall be required ? Producers in the past

nature to which I have referred, every government, including the federal
ad provincial governments of my own country, has difficult decisions to make.

a nder all economic systems have been permitted freedom to seek in production

Ie greatest output for the least input or cost, irrespective of the pollution in

le e process. Economic decisions have not taken pollution into account and, as
to we reach and strain the limits of nature's tolerance, costs appear which the

^ mmunity bears in terms of waste and deterioration of environment. In this

ini ntext, the question of standards, which is the crucial beginning, is really the

me as asking what level of environmental purity can each economy afford,
ecause, as I shall indicate in a moment, huge costs are involved, far greater

r developed than for developing areas, and a responsible decision will un-

oubtedly affect the gross national product. Having decided upon the goal, each
vernment must then decide how, within its society, it will induce the reforms

quired to maintain the target level. One thing is clear : within each region,

ere must be a concentrated effort at reform in which responsibility is broadly

ared, because all of us contribute to the production of pollution. We benefit

consumers from the lower costs of goods and services created under con-

tions where pollution is not controlled, and we all suffer the consequences in

ol; tie broader context of wasted resources and a deteriorating environment. The

^^f oices are whether to require producers to bear the costs directly, or to make

cIT rect government expenditures, or to make use of subsidies, tax credits or

ani e emptions; what method is chosen will depend on the society and the economic

s rstem involved.
It is against this background that the Canadian delegation views the question

w^ w before us. A first step was taken by the Economic and Social Council

ale^ hich, in its Resolution 1346 (XLV), set forth the reasons for concern about

d ie^ r human environment and recommended that this Assembly consider the

en^ ssibility of an international conference being held on this question. The

a,ld, COSOC resolution came none too soon and it is the Canadian view that time

now ripe to take the next step. Accordingly, my delegation has been glad

join with Sweden and many other countries in co-sponsoring Draft Resolu-

n A/L553, which would have the General Assembly decide to convene a UN

Zll onference on Human Environment in 1972.
a:,t^i: As the resolution indicates, the Secretary-General would be asked to pre-

tie ire a report, through the forty-seventh session of ECOSOC, for the twenty-

c cil f urth session of the General Assembly. On the basis of this report, it should
xse possible for the General Assembly to define clearly and precisely the purposes

c thethe proposed conference, and how these purposes should be achieved. For

'i part, we should hope that the agenda and terms of reference would be

aped in such a way that the conference would produce constructive guide-lines

ftr future action, particularly through international co-operation.
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My delegation cannot give sufficient emphasis to the importance of the 
preparatory work to be carried out taking into account the role now being 
played by governments of member states, members of the Speciali7rd Agenc es 
and of the IAEA and other appropriate organizations.  When  the Secreta y-
General's report is received, the Canadian delegation believed that the most 
effective way of continuing preparations for the Conference would be to establ sI 

 an ad hoc preparatory committee, which would work in close co-operation w ti 
 the Secretary-General. That, of course, is not a matter to be decided at t  us  

thne, but the Canadian deleeation does hope that this method of work will IN 
chosen. Canada will be fully prepared to assist in any way possible in the wcrl 
of such a committee. 

A key question, already worthy of preliminary consideration, is the nab re River. 
i of the proposed Conference. While this also remains to be decided, my dele!;ai ave de 

tion can see much merit in a Conference which would be of not more thin e  ecogn 
three weeks duration and which would attract a wide spectrum of participants ovem 
such as public officials, educators and distinguished joumalists as well as te t h- tJ at  it 
nical experts. The Conference should focus its attention, in our view, on qu ss- ntario 
tions relating to pollution. ollutio 

trarian 
Canada's Experience rFsouro 
In suggesting concentration on pollution, I should like to offer some explanaticns thke  an , 
in terms of my own country's experience. Canadian experience indicates some 1957 
of the dimensions and tremendous costs of failure to introduce effective ar ti 
pollution measures at the earliest stages of development. Canada is a yowlg 

 country, still in the process of developing many of its natural resources a 
building its primary and secondary industries. Canada shares the upper porti )11 
of the North American continent with the United States, the world's most  indusl 
trialized and most urbanized country. Because so many industrial areas z rt 
located along the common border between Canada and the United States, et 

are both naturally concerned with the problems of pollution, and we are engag di  .,.___. 
in-  many joint studies and programmes designed to deal with them. I hope tl at 4roble 

t our experience may be helpful within the UN family in defining and attempti ag produ 
to solve some of the more serious problems of pollution. 	 j ritenti 

Allow me to list briefly some of the major problem areas which are 1:x involv 
concern to Canada and to our United States neighbours — areas in which ArCe, 

are already considering or taking corrective measures involving internatioisa 
co-operation. 

The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River provide fresh water, hyd.o 
electric power, fish, recreation facilities and shipping access through 1,000 miie 
of lakes, rivers and canals to the heart of the North American continent. T iiie 
great inland waterway provides resources and transportation vital to the econor id 
and social welfare of millions of people in both countries. Indeed, the resour .e 
of this magnificent river system are so large that our peoples never believed tha 
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the ^y could be seriously depleted or polluted. Now, however, we are approaching

11€
e point of no retum. This is the time when we must take active and costly

, easures if we are to ' preserve these resources and restore what we have con-

y-
minated without crippling the adjacent industrial areas which support milliQns

10st f people living in the Great Lakes region of our two countries.

1 sb
V tb ntario Problems

t ris^ et me cite one or two examples of the pollution measures which we, in Canada,

l be re now exploring. The Province of Ontario, which has a population of only

f( d ven million people, covers the northern side of a long stretch of the St.
awrence River, Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron and Superior and the Niagara

•tI re
iiver. It is along much of this system that our major industrial-urban areas

,e=;a have developed -
as it has on the other side of the border in the United States.

th3n, ^ecognizing the serious threat of pollution in the early 1950s, the Ontario
in 1955

oants^ overnment undertook an investigation of the problem, and it estimated

'e( h-
at it would cost $2.4 billion, spent over a period of 20 years, to install in

lu-,s-
^ ntario adequate water and sewage facilities for anti-pollution purposes.

Anti-

ollution
measures are now being implemented in both Ontario and in the

1parian states on the United States side to help restore and recover the natural

sources we have so seriously and inadvertently damaged or destroyed. To

xicns^ Ike another example, the cost of constructing sewage systems in Ontario
between

sorne. 957 and 1967 reached $182 million because they were not done gradually

ar fil ough the years as the province developed. A recent study of pollution in the

Tou a. reat Lakes cost $7 million. That was the cost of the study alone; implementa-

; aI? on of remedial programmes will cost hundreds of millions of dollars.

)rti )â It will be clear from these examples that anti-pollution programmes are

nditsi ry expensive and require years of extensive study, planning and construction.

Ls - rehe cost of preventive action before pollution occurs is small in comparison.

s, ^ rr wo of the most expensive problems encountered in developed areas can be

gage ,̂ tirely avoided in developing areas by planning controls in advance. These

e tlatI roblems are the elimination of existing pollution and the upgrading of existing

nptj a^ p^roductive facilities which do not satisfactorily control pollution.
Here I might

enfion that among the proposals which have been made is one which would

are o rnvolve the drainage of Lake Erie, the serious condition of which I have already

ch rw^ escribed. You may well imagine how badly this beautiful lake, which is

tios La
41 miles long and 57 miles wide, has been polluted if consideration is now

-being given to its virtual destruction.
How much better and less wasteful it

hyd? oould have been if problems had been recognized and overcome before such

miie) ' stage was reached.

, T ii
lemicals,

Among the problems are polludon from industrial waste, sewage and
nor Iiwhich for a century have been dumped in ever-increasing quantities

our,ies^ to the lakes and rivers. These wastes have destroyed the purity of the water,

ed tl^a^ `

iI

^aged the fishing industry , and ruined extensive recreation areas and wild-life
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sanctuaries,  ail, of which were among the hitherto magnificent and invalua )1e 
sources of wealth of our two countries. 
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Other Kinds of Pollution 
I have spoken so far of water pollution because it is one area with which 
in Canada, are now particularly concerned. But there are many other probl; 
areas which are becoming serious threats to our environment and to our citiesi  
and towns. Among them are the pollution of the air by industry, domestic! 
heating, and exhaust fumes from automobiles and trucks; the contaminat  on 
of our waters, harbours and coasts and fishing areas from shipping as well a, 
from urban and industrial wastes; and noise from aircraft — a new probls 
which governments and the International Civil Air Organization are now study ne, 
as it becomes increasingly serious. The poisoning of the soil and crops aunt. glÇ 

 the uncontrolled use of chemicals and the effects which such chemicals hy 
on the balance of nature and our wildlife are other problem areas. 

It might be of interest to add at this point one example in which, dim gti  041  

forethought and sound planning, a serious potential problem of pollution 
avoided. The introduction and rapid spread of nuclear-power stations in -n 
country might have added seriously to the contamination of the environment.'  
but fortunately preventive measures were taken at the time these plants w 
erected. This particular programme of indugtrial-waste management may yx t 
suggest how the problem of pollution might be controlled in new industrial areas t  
It has been costly, but this cost is insignificant in comparison to the costs 
attempting to repair the damage that could have been done. 

Canada is both a developed and a developing country. I regret to say tin, 
in the regions which are already developed very little thought was given t 
preserving the values to which I have referred. But to a large extent we h Y 
learned our lesson and, like other developed nations, we look forward to  li 
proposed Conference as a way of communicating to others the advantages dt  
early planning and preventive action. For developing countries, in particu arî  
we hope that the experience which we and others have gained in the past 
make it possible for contamination and loss of resources to be prevented 
those areas which are only now being opened to modern technology  n.  
industrialization. 

In concluding my remarks, may I make one final general comment ? 
some years various organizations in the United Nations family, such as WF 
FAO, UNESCO, INICO and the IAEA, have been concerned with and h 
been carrying out important work in attempting to protect man's environm.siii  
from the effects of pollution. I would draw attention to the Secretary-Generill 
report on the work of the Specialized Agencies in this field. In addition, man 
governments and many intergovernmental and regional agencies — among tter 
the International Joint Commission  composed of Canada and the United Su te i 

 — have been actively engaged in studies of pollution and programmes desig ie  
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reduce or eliminate the effects of pollution. My delegation strongly urges 
ember states, and members of the United Nations family as well as inter-
wemmental, governmental and non-govemmental organizations, to give their 
Ilest assistance and support to the Secretary-General in preparing the proposed 
port and in carrying forward the arrangements for convening the proposed 
nference. . 

The rapid economic development of the past several decades has offered 1 
c,  ankind the promise and the hope of a life free from hunger, from disease, and 

om the degradation of poverty and illiteracy. And yet the industrialization 
hich has brought, and is bringing, more and more countries to the threshold 

if this new age is also, ironically,.threatening the continuing health and welfare 
4 mankind through the hitherto unforeseen threat to the rich and often irre- 

aceable resources of the land, the forests, the lakes, the sea and the air. We 
'iïust answer this threat by ensuring that future generations do not suffer from 1 

• action or indifference on our part. I therefore urge, without prejudicing the 
.gli  a servations of the Secretary-Genera1 concerning the scope and nature of the 
raipjoposed conference, that at this session we take another step forward, indicat-
e • g our willingness and desire to deal with the problems of human environment. 

1 Q  111- e can do this by taking a decision in principle now to hold a Conference on 5 
çr ei uman Environment in 1972 and to co-operate fully in the preparatory work 
v di  t ensure that the Conference will be a concrete success. I therefore invite all  
'eas d 1egations  to join with the co-sponsors in unanimously adopting the resolution 

fore us. 
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fills n br NOVEMBER 28, 1968, Canada's Ambassador Richard Tait presert cord 
•-' 460,000 civic text-books to the Republic of Vietnam school system. 'ft ateri 
148-page text in the Vietnamese language, entitled Practice Good Qualities, is f - 

P 
use by children of seven and eight in primary schools. . ildre 

The Ambassador, the senior Canadian representative on the Intematicn .- . Vie vie 4 
Control Commission in Saigon, was accompanied by Mrs. Tait, who is a volun  twit] 
teacher at the Vietnamese American Association school in Saigon. The la 

i 
pro\ 

before, a Viet Cong terrorist explosive had destroyed several rooms and blcv, 
:. 

A 
out a huge section of the walls of the school building where Mrs. Tait teach - MI . 
and where 12,000 young Vietnamese are studying English and related subjects. , as ac  

During the past four years, despite the war and enemy terrorism, wl ic -. „ o a 
has cost the lives of more than 50 teachers, there has been a more than twoi al/ veloj 
expansion of Vietnam's school system, together with mode rnization of tII ' z,  •p I 
curriculum, the result being an unprecedented need for new text-books. 	- bla< 

Canadian Gift to Vietnamese Children 

d 
Miss This Van Bui of South Vietnam, a fourth-year chemical engineer at the Unive 

of Ottawa, explains to a group of young Canadian friends a text-book, one of 460 Oei Ii  

copies printed by the Government of Canada and presented as a gift from the peop1, -  
Canada to the children of Vietnam for use by Grade Ill students. 
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Vietnamese text-book production, with a maximum capacity of 1,000,000
pies a year, falls well short of the needs of the schools. The Canadian gift,

ith the contributions of the United States, Australia, China and West Germany,

s filled the gap. Canada's assistance alone amounts to 100 truckloads of books,
sertel ording to Ly Chanh Duc, Director of the Vietnam Government Instructional
I. ^ katerials Centre.
'Lb f' Presenting Canada's contribution in a ceremony attended by hundreds of

ildren at the Saieon Demonstration School. Mr. Tait conQratulated the Republic

atlc nz "1• Vietnam and the other contributinQ aoencies for "the steady progress which,
iun.eea zi

twithstanding grave difficulties; they have made in expanding the scope and

" M` nrovinQ the Qualitv of the Vietnamese school system".
°icas "I Accepting Canada's gift, the Deputy Minister for Education an d Youth,

teachd _A Minn. Lien, said mat, owing largely to the help of friendly nations, Vietnam
ect_.

as achieving a modern education system to meet the needs and expectations

wl id i«a neonle mat is noor but proud, suffering but never in despair, under-
^"' veloped but alwavs eaQer to move ahead".
or In: 4 Practice Good Qualities is captivating to children. Each page is illustrated

black and pink; the cover is made of a multicoloured, plastic-impregnated

p]iper. The text, prepared in Saigon, was printed by the Kwok Hing Printing

ess of Hong Kong. An acknowledgment on the first page says that the books

e a gift from the Canadian Government to the children of Vietnam. Below

e inscription is a reproduction of the Canadian flag with "Government of

nada" in English and French and "Canada" in Vietnamese.

The first shipment of 223,400 copies was delivered in Vietnam before the

ginning of the 1967-68 school-year. The balance left Hong Kong on April 5,

1^68, aboàrd the Panamanian cargo ship Wing Lien, which sank in the China

a the following day after colliding with a barge towed by a tug from mainland

na. The crew of the Wing Lien, 26 Hong Kong Chinese, were rescued by

rine police 40 minutes before the ship sank. The ship and its literary cargo

re covered by insurance. Reprints were made and the second shipment of

9,000 copies reached Saigon on August 6, 1968. The total cost of printing

d shipping amounted to approximately $80,000.

Canada's gift, augmented by the contributions of four other donor countries,

ngs the total number of text-books donated to Vietnam to more than 14 million.

ese have been distributed even to the remotest villages.

Canadian assistance to South Vietnam, begun in 1955, reached $5,786,200

b the end of 1968. This included a $2,500,000 civilian rehabilitation centre

a Qui-Nhon, a tuberculosis clinic at Quang-Ngai and the provision of a Canadian

dical team. In December 1968, a Canadian medical mission visited South

etnam to re-examine the Quang-Ngai project in the fight of new techniques

J d^veloped in the control of tuberculosis. Canada has recently completed a 72-unit
'nire sl,
460 0û^ r^ugee apartment-block in Saigon to house families left homeless by last spring's

eopl. T !t offensive.
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MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE AGRICULTURE COMMI1 i LE 	 I rollicks  te  
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a  0 N NOVEMBER 28 and 29, 1968, the Agriculture Committee of the Ore n hure, tl 
ization for Economic Co-operation and Development met in ministel i 	riculturc 

session in Paris. Ministers of agriculture from  ail member  countries attende d 	price-s 
Canada was represented by the Honourable H. A. Olson, Minister of Agricultu -e.

l 

 e4uiibriur 

officials of the Department of Agriculture. Mr. H. Hoecherl, Minister of Agri-I umadian 
culture for West Germany, was elected chairman and Mr. Olson and Mr. Di tzi qinada h 

Ambrona, Minister of Agriculture of Spain, were elected vice-chairmen of lhe  09  the A2 
meeting. 'merest in 

The Committee meets at ministerial level annually to review agricultu al[ ritm2 agr 
policies of the 20 member countries, as part of the more general process d agriculture 
economic co-operation and co-ordination which member govemments undertzki t

rrbed i 
he 

through their participation in the Organization. This meeting was particula :I a so  
timely from Canada's point of view because it provided an opportunity for hill' toi solve su 

level consultation among major exporting and importing countries on the proble US 	
(T)her 

b to the 4 
of international agricultural trade, which are growing increasingly serious. 	in other co 

It eems to 
Discussion 	 be4 that sol 

OECD members. Particular attention was focused on the current and mediu n 
The purpose of the meeting was to examine current agricultural problems facmy Agricultural 

sh  luchid  eantcou  1.  
term market situation for major commodities, especially cereals and da

1. 

 , in4ome. 

products. It was generally agreed that the agricultural sector was passing througt  J  Mr. 
a highly dynamic phase, in which technological progress was rapid. Methods oil  Prfducts N 
production were constantly being rationalized as farm structures evolved iid sh uld be 

ri new patterns. As these fundamental structural changes were taking place, eh of cereals 
farm populations of the OECD countries were undergoing difficult but necessa 	since 
adjustments, which often gave rise to serious social problems. Ministers agre: 1 

r ' onsibilit 
rolde for 4 
eluded. W 

however, that the reduction of the farm population, together with the mov

4  

to fewer but larger farms, must continue at the fastest rate consistent with h a ationaliv 

social, demographic and economic considerations of a country. 	 In he proce 
aflu co-ordi 

Ministers noted that international agricultural trade was suffering fron -  cojjni fro 
deterioration of international markets for agricultural products. The proble v 	conside 

were essentially those of over-supply connected with a lack of adequate gro ■ e 	After 
in demand. This situation had led to conflicting policies incorporating pri ze faiiri cred 
support mechanisms, which very often aggravated the problems they4w.:riforlowing : 

Mr. C. J. Small, Canada's Permanent Representative to the OECD, and sen o Mr. C. J. Small, Canada's Permanent Representative to the OECD, and sen o 
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signed to solve. Ministers found that the tendency towards over-production 

d given rise to the widespread use of export aids and an intensification of 
iport restrictions. Recently there had also been an increasing resort to such 
asures as consumer subsidies and denaturation. As a result of their exchanges, 

ministers concluded that there was an urgent need to adjust agricultural 
licies to the market situation both at home and abroad. 

Attention was also given to the problems of technological change in agri-

ture, the optimum size of farms, the proportion of population engaged in 
riculture and the appropriate "mix" of agricultural policies, including the use 
price-support mechanisms to produce both a rising farm income and an 

uilibrium between supply and demand. 

nadian Statement 
ada has had a continuing interest in contributing significantly to the work 

the Agriculture Committee, and Mr. Olson's address emphasized Canada's 
erest in creating workable machinery and practical solutions for the problems 
ing agriculture. Mr. Olson began by noting that "the general picture" (for 

riculture) was "one of output expanding faster than requirements". "Generally, 
," he said, "the excess is greater than can reasonably be expected to be 

sorbed in other parts of the world even with expanded food aid." In attempting 
solve such problems : 

(T)here is a tendency for one country to take some unilateral action to gain advantage, 
rt rn b to the disadvantage of other countries. Producers and govements see what is done 

in other countries and quite naturally feel that similar action in their own is required. 
It eems to me that individual countries have a major responsibility to solve their problems 

that solutions should be on the basis of agreed principles with other countries .... 
t) Agricultural programmes, even though imperfect, should have built into them some features 

ich encourage and promote needed longer-term adjustments. If subsidies-  are used, they 
[ II  4,Auld at the same time bring about needed adjustments as well as provide additional farm 
i syt  miome. 

i gt i Mr. Olson went on to discuss ihe particular problems of Canadian dairy 
Ipnducts within the context of the nature and the amount of assistance that 

ilt I  shpuld be provided to dairy producers. He also reviewed the primary importance 
Ili of cereals to Canada and noted that : 

Since the last ministers' meeting the International Grains Agreement has been con-
ed. We are pleased with this international co-operative effort, that provision has been 

de for minimum and maximum prices and that exporters and importers recognize 
(AZ*Peenonsibilities in food aid. I should hope that even more progress might be made towards 

• lia. i ationalization of production, of domestic policies and of trade patterns. Canada is now 
he process of establishing a National Grains Council, which will assist in giving direction 

co-ordination in all aspects of production and marketing. Representation on the 
r 4 "‘ncil from many segments of the industry is envisaged, and we expect that the Council 
;11 In 1  consider and advise on research, production, transportation, storage and marketing.

an  :I % 	After summarizing Cadian programmes in the field of rural development, 
i ze f 	credit and farm-management services, Mr. Olson concluded with the 
7. ; fo owing : 
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I would like to see a move in all of our countries towards producing what each -.
best produce. The OECD since it was established has sought ways and means for ratic na

agricultural policies. Many very good reports have been produced and the ones no
before us point out the issues, implications and directions most clearly. I would tl in
that we might now shift from an emphasis on new studies to seeking ways to implen e

what we now have before us.
A rationalization of domestic policies helps to pave the way for improved ti

policies, a goal towards which I believe we should strive. We should discuss and try to g

agreements on limits to subsidies in agriculture and on export subsidies. A healthy 3

stable agriculture cannot be built when economic production and trade patterns can
greatly changed by unilateral decisions of countries on domestic and trade policies.
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11C0 Assembly and Council 
- NDON, NOVEMBER 1968 

°WARDS the end of November 1968, the Intergovernmental Maritime Consul-
. tative Organization (IMCO), the Specialized Agency of the United Nations 
lling with maritime affairs, held a special session of its Assembly to discuss 

- ,-blems arising as a result of disasters involving pollution of the sea. During 
2 same period, the IMCO Council met for its twenty-first regular session, 
ld the Council's working group on methods and objectives held its first meeting. 
he Canadian delegation to these meetings was headed by Gordon W. Stead, 
ssistant Deputy Minister (Marine) of the Department of Transport (who 
_so chaired the working group), and included advisers from the Departments 

Transport and External Affairs. 
Despite the fact that the disaster involving the tanker Torrey Canyon 

which ran aground off the coast of Britain) occurred only 20 months ago, 
udies of the technical aspects of this disaster have already led to a number 
f important recommendations for increased safety at sea. As a result of 
1CO's work concerning the Torrey Canyon affair, which aroused intense 

iterest in the maritime world, the Assembly adopted the recommendations 
lentioned above, and together with some amendments to the International 
'onvention for the Safety of Life at Sea (1960), sugeested to governments 
leasures which should be adopted as soon as possible to reduce the risk of 
irge-scale pollution of the sea. 

Among the measures proposed was a new approach to the problem of 
ollision on the high seas — the establishment by agreement of voluntary 
sea-lanes" in the areas of high shipping density and a consolidated inter-
ational manual on sea-lanes, which is to be published by IMCO. Although 
uch regulation would seem to be a simple thing, and in the past there has 
lways been the opportunity for a coastal state to proclaim a voluntary scheme 
1 its own approaches, the "freedom of the high seas" has been jealously guarded. 
Tnder the new arrangements, all operators of ships will be persuaded by their 
wn national administrations to have their vessels follow these sea-lanes in 
itemational waters. 

The IMCO Assembly also discussed the need for a conference on maritime 
1w to discuss two major legal aspects of pollution resulting from collision or 
ther disasters at sea. On the one hand, there is a need to state clearly what 
re the rights of a coastal state in taking preventive measures against the 
lreat of pollution in its vicinity, but outside its territorial waters. For example, 
le British Govertunent eventually decided to bomb the hulk of the Torrey 
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Canyon, attempting to set fare to its cargo in order to diminish the magni:91X/ 
of the pollution. On the other hand, there is a need to establish some tit. 
of fixing financial responsibility — on the owner of the ship or its cargc 
when damage is caused by pollution either to a coastal state or to any o7 
citizens. The Assembly came to the conclusion that the need for such 
conference was dearly evident. It will meet in Brussels during November pe 	I  
sponsored by IMCO with the Belgian Government as host. 	 b /5 

The IMCO Council, which met in the same week as the Assembly, discuss s  lrp  
a number of important matters, including the relations of IMCO with cal A, 
organizations in the United Nations, the work that the Organization could  ci  • the 
out in the future, and the role that it should be playing in the field of mari ' C nad 
technical assistance. The Canadian delegation presented two draft  resoluto  mi  
which were favourably received by the Council, dealing with the role of IN C  
in the maritime-law field. The t vo  resolutions will, it is hoped, lay a groun vi s er  
work for re-examination by the Secretariat of the activities that it is  undertaii ited 
on behalf of the Organization and will  allow Secretariat members to incrn to  , L, 
consultation within the UN family conce rning work in the maritime ie Li 

 related to activities being undertaken by other organs withial the UN syse rijw s i 
It is hoped that such an examination will help prevent duplication of eif it.  wt  
and encourage co-operation. As a result of the discussions held in the  Couicj1jj 0rt  
it was decided at the urging of the developing countries on the Council, that g 
special session should be held in March 1969 to discuss the role the organiza i th th, 
could play in the field of technical assistance and how an increased prograri uniders  
of technical-assistance projects, financed by the United Nations Developme in bran  
Programme, could be more effectively administered by IMCO. ralific 

nikle 
utin  
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xternal Affairs in Parliament

Ratification of Non-Proliferation Treaty'

The following statement was made in the House of Commons on Decem-
19 by the Secretary of State for External Ajffairs, the Honourable Mitchell

arp.

Mr. Speaker, Honourable Members will recall that on October 29 I tabled
the House copies of international treaties, aggreements or protocols which
nada had signed or acceded to in recent months. Among those treaties was

1ut.oL,1.1nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
11Y .%,Y ,M.*- treaty, which marked an important new step forward in arms control,

grounç.wis endorsed by the great majority of member states at a special session of the
rta ! T ited Nations General Assembly. It was then opened for signature in Washing-
cr;ai. x London and Moscow on July I. Canada signed the treaty in Washington

e:1et .^ ^ London on July 23 and in Moscow on July 27. More than 80 nations have
sysFe n signed the treaty and three - Britain, Nigeria and Ireland - have ratified

f e4 it: We hope that in due course all the nations of the world will recognize the
ouac& **»^ortance of this treaty and accede to L.

, thzt Before the Non-Proliferation Treaty comes into effect, 43 states, including
niza`i th three nuclear powers which have signed it, must deposit ratifications. We
gmrl^understand that the United States Senate will consider the question of ratification
;lopmeI in^anuary, and that the Soviet Union will then make a decision regarding Russian

ratification. As a leading proponent of the treaty and one of the major "near-
nuclear" signatories, Canada has an opportunity to provide leadership by demon-
st^ting our faith in the Non-Proliferation Treaty. To do this we must take

ediate steps to ensure that we are among the first to ratify. A positive deci-
by Canada may help to exert a favourable influence on other governments

ose early support for the treaty is important to its future effectiveness.

The Government therefore proposes to take the necessary action to permit
C^nadian ratification, if possible before the New Year.

I am sure Members on both sides of the House support the objectives fôr

w ich this treaty was negotiated and will welcome the fact that the Government

of Canada now proposes to take steps to ratify it. I hope there will be oppor-

tunities in due course to discuss the treaty. in the Standing Committee on External

airs and Defence or when the estimates of the Department of External Affairs
under debate in the House. In order not to delay Canadian ratification, how-

r, we would proposè to move forward immediately. For this reason I am

ing this opportunity to bring the matter to the attention of the House.
As a member of the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee, Canada played

al important role in negotiations during the last seven years which culminated in

thd presentation at the April 1968 session of the United Nations General
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Assembly of an agreed draft treaty designed to limit the spread of nuclear wei 
ons. Our support for the principles embodied in this treaty has been unwaverng 
We continue to believe that without an agreement of this nature there is 11111 

toward general disarmament. 	 ul;CTA1 

In effect, the Non-Proliferation Treaty will prohibit signatory countries nord mane/ 

now in possession of nuclear weapons from manufacturing or otherwise acquil  in  ,nom1 
 -
c 

such weapons and devices. It prohibits nuclear powers from transferring nuc'el 0 'ID lv 
weapons or explosives to non-nuclear weapon states. It requires non-nuc ea t  
states to accept international safeguards on their nuclear programmes but guai ao4  m SI 

tees their rights to exploit nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and to oh ai 

the benefits of peaceful nuclear explosions. 
In my opinion the Non-Proliferation Treaty is a significant contributior t 

the three basic objectives that guided Canadian  participation in the lengthy m  go 
tiations that led to its conclusion. First, -the treaty will reduce the sense 
uncertainty and insecurity which aggravates international tensions, accelent 
the arms race and increases the risk of nuclear war. It is thus a contribu i 
toward long-term world security. Second, the treaty represents an initial b 
essential step toward the control and reduction of existing stocks of nuc e 
weapons. Further steps forward are urgently required, and at this current ses;ic 
of the United Nations General Assembly I welcomed indications that the Un d 
States and the Soviet Union are discussing the initiation of talks on the limita i 
of strategic nuclear-armed missile systems, including anti-ballistic missiles. 

Our third objective, that effective international safeguards be applied 
widely as possible on all the processes involved in the nuclear field, is enharco  
by this treaty. By extending and consolidating international safeguards proc 
dures, it should facilitate exchanges and co-operation in the peaceful  use 

 nuclear energy. 
Members of the House will recognize, I am sure, that the full potentia 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty can be realized only if it is respected and accepte 
by a very large majority of states. The Canadian decision to ratify will, we hoe 
play a major part in convincing additional countries of the necessity of brin 
this treaty into force at the earliest possible date. 

prospect of progress toward controlling the dissemination of nuclear weapons prospect of progress toward controlling the dissemination of nuclear weapons 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS IN THE 
DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN SERVICE  

lUr. V. C. Moorè appointed High Commissioner for Canada to Jamaica, effective Cet 
ber 21, 1968. 

Mr. F. R. Grover resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective C 
ber 31, 1968. 

Mr. A. P. Bissonnet appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Sei vi 
Officer 8, effective November 1, 1968. 

Mr. G. J. Sleeth appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Set vi 
Officer 1, effective November 4, 1968. 

Mt-. J. G. D. Gregoire de Blois posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Rote 
effective November 7, 1968. 

- 
Mr. D. J. French appointed to the Department of Externat  Affairs as Administrative Ser ic 

Officer 1, effective November 4, 1968. Posted to the Office of the High Commissi 
for Canada, ,New Delhi, effective November 15, 1968. 

Miss H. Simard posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Washington, effectii 
November 1I, 1968. 

Mr. M. J. G. Henrie resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Ne e 
ber 15, 1968. 

Mr. A. E. Gotlieb resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective No,  e 
ber 29, 1968. 

Mr. G. K. Grande appointed Canadian Ambassador to Norway, effective November 7, 196 
Accredited concurrently Canadian.Ambassador to Iceland, effective December 3, 116 

Mr. I. G. Mundell posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Can  id 
Islamabad, effective December 4, 1968. 

Mr. W. H. Van Sickle appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Perso -16,1 
Administraton 4, effective December 9, 1968. 

Mr. J. A. Whittleton posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv, to Ottawa, effectii 
December 13, 1968. 

- Mr. D. B. Hicks, Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Nairobi, appointed 
Commissioner for Canada to Ghana, effective December 13, 1968. 

Mr. P. A. Beaulieu appointed Canadian Ambassador to France, effective December 14, 196 

Mr. F. M. Bild posted from l'École Nationale d'Administration, Paris, to the Cana ii2‘  
Embassy, Paris, effective December 16, 1968. 

Mr. T. B. B. Wainrnan-Wood, High Commissioner for Canada to Cyprus, appoi 
Canadian Ambassador to Czechoslovakia, effective December 17, 1968. 

Mr. D. W. Mum-o appointed Canadian Ambassador to Costa Rica, effective De e 
ber 19, 1968. 

Mr. C. J. Woodsworth, Canadian Ambassador to South Africa, accredited concurn n6I 
High Commissioner for Canada to Botswana, effective December 19, 1968. 
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J. C. G. Brown, Canadian Ambassador to the Congo, appointed High Commissioner

for Canada to Cyprus, effective December 20, 1968.

E. W. T. Gill, Canadian Ambassador to Ireland, retired from the Public Service,

effective December 27, 1968.

M. Baudouin appointed Canadian Ambassador to the Congo, effective Decem-

ber 31, 1968.

W. F. Bull, Canadian Ambassador to the Netherlands, retired from the Public Service,

effective December 31, 1968.
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Commonwealth Prime Ministers Meet in 
London 

The following communiqué was issued at the end of the meeting of Corium 

wealth prime ministers in January  1969:  

Commonwealth heads of government met in London January 7-15.  E o 

wana, Cyprus, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia were representec 
their presidents. Australia, Barbados, Britain, Canada, Ceylon, Gambia, Guy a 
India, Jamaica, Lesotho, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritius, New Zealand, S e 
Leone, Singapore, Swaziland and Trinidad and Tobago were representec 
their prime ministers. Ghana was represented by the Deputy Chairmar 
the National Liberation Council; Kenya by its Minister of Finance; Ni ; 
by the Vice-Chairman of the Federal Executive Council; and Pakistan I)/ 
Minister for Foreign Affairs. The Prime Minister of Britain was in the c 

This was the largest meeting of Commonwealth heads of goverrunent a 

one of the biggest consultative gatherings of heads of govenunent fron 
parts of the world since the signature of the United Nations Charter. 11 eak 
of government warmly greeted the President of Botswana and the p 

The heads of government of the countries represented  ai the 1969 meeting of COlilln9n ee 
prime ministers in London are photographed with Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. 
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nisters of Barbados, Lesotho, Mauritius and Swaziland, whose countries 
d become new members of the Commonwealth since the previous meeting. 

The Republic of Nauru has become the Commonwealth's first "special 
cmber", with the right to participate in all functional meetings and activities, 
d to be elig,ible for Commonwealth technical assistance. The Associated 
ates of the West Indies, having reached a full measure of self-government 
hough not fully independent, also take part in Commonwealth meetings and 
ivities in fields within their constitutional competence. Heads of govemment 
loomed these arrangements, which had been agreed on since their last meeting 
enable very small states to participate in the work of the Commonwealth. 

emotional Affairs 
ads of government were aware that they were meeting at a time of some 
sgivings about the effectiveness of international organizations and associations. 
ey were unanimous that effective international co-operation was more than 
r important. Any weaknesses and failures of international machinery were 
eason to improve that machinery, not to despair of it. They expressed their 
tinned support for the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter 
their wish to contribute to efforts to strengthen the institutions and work 

the United Nations, particularly its role in maintaining and promoting peace. 
They noted with pleasure the part played by Commonwealth countries 

the development of regional co-operation. At the same time they recognized 
exchanges of view and consultation within a wider association such as 

Commonwealth offered one means by which its members could form a 
ter understanding of one another's problems and attitudes and of their 
wing interdependence. 

With these considerations in mind, they reviewed some of the major 
ies and trends in the world political situation. 

They were in agreement that the principles of non-interference by one 
e in the internal affairs of another and of scrupulous respect for the 
ereignty, the territorial 'integrity and political independence of all states 

the very cornerstone of the structure of world peace. 
Heads of govemment also felt that events in Czechoslovakia in violation 

these principles and of the United Nations Charter tended to undermine 
ect for the territorial integrity and sovereign independence of all states, 

ticularly small states. 
They considered that events in the Middle East in violation of the United 

ions Charter and the Security Council resolution emphasized the need for 
establishment of a durable peace in the area as a matter of urgency. This 
Id be achieved in accordance with the Security Council resolutions of 
ember 22, 1967. The heads of govemment expressed support for the 
ils of Dr. Jarring, the special representative of the UN Secretary-General, 

urged all concerned to give him their fullest co-operation. They were 
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encouraged to note the round of consultation now in process among the fn 
permanent members of the Security Council and urged these governments 
persist in their efforts to help bring about a settlement in accordance with 
November 22 resolution of the Security Council. While the role of m; jo 
powers was important, other countries, especially those that have an inte -e5/ 

in the re-opening of the Suez Canal, including Commonwealth members, ccul 
contribute towards a settlement. 

Recalling the views expressed at their meetings in 1965 and 1966, he adi  
of government welcomed the commencement of the Vietnam talks in Pan 
and expressed the hope that they would lead to discussions aimed at secu 
a just, lasting and genuine peace. 

It was the view of the majority of heads of government that the Peor le' 
Republic of China has a right and a duty to participate in full in all the world s 
efforts towards peace. Most heads of govermnent expressed the hope that  tht  
People's Republic of China would be able to take its rightful place in th 
international community, although some of them also stressed that this shc 
be achieved without prejudicing the rights of the people of Taiwan to 
independent existence if they chose. However, certain prime ministers 
countries whose govemments recognized the Government of the Republic 
China (Taiwan) reiterated their support of that Government's right to mem.x 
ship of the United Nations. 

Heads of govemment, recalling the ending of Indonesia's policy of to 
frontation against Malaysia and Singapore in 1966, were encouraged 
developments towards stability in Indonesia since their last meeting in 1) 
and felt that this would contribute to the general stability and econcnii 
development of the region. 

The meeting observed that difficulties between Malaysia and the Ph  Ji 
pines arising out of the Philippine claim to Sabah had hampered the proirti 
of regional co-operation in Southeast Asia. It expressed the hope that tie) 
difficulties could be resolved by peaceful means, upholding the right of ;e 
determination which has been exercised by the people of Sabah. 

The meeting also noted with concern and sympathy the difficulties v, hi 
Guyana was experiencing in connection with Venezuela's daim to more .h 
one-half of Guyana's territory. Acknowledging that threats to the terra m-
integrity of the state make inevitable the diversion of resources and eneil 
from the constructive tasks of development, many members shared the eie 
advanced by Guyana's Prime Minister that there was an urgent need fo* 
international effort to secure the territorial integrity of every state — 
especially of the small developing countries of the world. 

The meeting expressed the hope that the recent achievement of nd; b 
 pendence by many small states would bring home to the international comm'ini  

the need to introduce special and effective measures to guarantee their ert  th. 
 torial integrity. 
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The meeting considered that major barriers to progress on negotiated 
reements in critical areas and fields would be overcome by significant progress 

« achieving détente and in co-operation between the major powers. It was, 
erefore, considered essential that efforts to reduce tension and extend areas 

peace and co-operation should continue. 
Heads of govemment recalled that, at their meeting in September 1966, 

,fy had expressed the view that events were throwing into ever sharper relief 
need for firm and far-reaching agreements on disarmament. They considered 

at the need for such agreements was even more urgent now than it was then, 
1 hoped that the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee would resume 
nsideration of this matter. 

The meeting considered that the Eighteen-Nation Disammment Committee 
lould, as a matter of priority, explore possibilities of reaching agreement on 
!ective measures designed to bring about a cessation of the nuclear-arms race 
a very early date. With this end in view, a universally-binding comprehensive 
clear test-ban treaty was an urgent necessity. In this connection, the British 
oposal to the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee for a phased approach 
a comprehensive test-ban treaty was deserving of further study. They con-
ered that the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee should also seek 
achieve a cut-off of the production of fissionable material for weapons 

rposes. Both these measures could be of great significance in halting the 
clear arms race. Mention was also made of the possibility that the Eighteen-
tion Disarmament Committee might undertake the study of various proposals 
de for a Convention on the Prohibition of the Use Of Nuclear Weapons. The 
eting gave particularly strong support to one of the recommendations made 
the Conferenc,e of Non-Nuclear Weapon States (whose distinguished President 
s present at this meeting) and reported by the General Assembly of the United 
tions to the Govemments of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. that they should at 
early date begin their bilateral discussions on the limitation of offensive 

ategic nuclear-weapons delivery systems and systems of defence against 
llistic missiles. 

The meeting stressed again that effective disarmament must cover non-
clear as well as nuclear weapons. In this connection, the heads of government 
w attention to the urgent need for action to deal with the threat presented 
chemical and biological weapons and welcomed the British proposal to the 
teen-Nation Disarmament Committee for a new convention prohibiting 

cro-biological methods of warfare. They looked forward to the report on 
mical and biological weapons which the Secretary-General of the UN had 
n requested to prepare; they hoped that this would make a valuable contri-
ion to the consideration of arms control measures to deal with these weapons. 

Heads of government recalled that, at their meeting in September 1966, 
y had stressed that, while there was still time, it was imperative to halt 
spread of nuclear weapons. A step towards this goal was taken with the 
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opening for signature of the Treaty for the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapcas ,,onomi

In so far as the treaty achieved this objective, most heads of governn^en. ; gion.
welcomed it. However, some heads of government had reservations on cer â °inciple

aspects of the treaty, including its effectiveness and the reliability of secuYi etermin

guarantees for non-nuclear weapon states. It was recognized that the Nan f Hum

Proliferation Treaty would not fulfil all the hopes set upon it unless prog -e aations]

could also be made by the nuclear powers towards effective measures The

nuclear disarmament. It was also recognized that member states which v er " iportan

subjected to attack or threat of attack by either nuclear or non-nuclear weaFo •ads of

had the right to the protection afforded to them under the UN Charter. f ur pre

The meeting heard a statement by Britain on the progress of the remai: ' The

British dependencies towards self-government or independence. Twenty suc egal re

dependencies were now left - many of them very small islands - and ici ic ajority

had been recent constitutional advances in sixteen. It noted that, in the -stem "tt

of British Honduras, the Falkland Islands and Gibraltar, the British Governrie The

stood ready to hold discussions with interested neighbouring countries, conso,.ia^ _ scussed

with its basic principle, which was enshrined in the UN Charter, that t^ ere una

interests and wishes of the inhabitants must beparamount. erefore

The Prime Minister of Malta drew the attention of other headc
government to the situation arising from the rapidly-increasing technolo, i
capacity to exploit the immense resources of the sea-bed, which constitu
nearly three-quarters of the surface of the earth. They considered that
area of the sea-bed and ocean-floor beyond the limits of present natijn!i
jurisdiction, for which a precise definition should be sought, should be acco -^
a special legal status as part of the common heritage of mankind, and as

should be reserved for peaceful purposes and for the orderly exploration

' exploitation of its great resources, by such appropriate international machi ae
as is agreed on, acting for the common benefit of all states, irrespectiv
their geographical location, and taking into special consideration the intec
and needs of the developing countries.

The meeting welcomed the initiative of the Government of Malta, v U I
led to the appointment in December 1968 by the General Assembly o: 1;
UN of a committee on the peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean- 9
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, and declared its support foi
Committee's work.

Rhodesia
The meeting had a full discussion on the problem of Rhodesia. Heac s
government agreed that there were several reasons why Rhodesia w^.s
important in Commonwealth consultations. The legal authority and the
ponsibility for the terms on which it would be brought to independence I es
with Britain, a Commonwealth member. The attempts of Commôn:^ ea^ Th

countries adjacent to Rhodesia to establish non-racial societies and prosp rlm`
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onomies were jeopardized by the growing threat of race conflict within the

ni A; gion. But the overriding reason was that problems such as this involved

°inciples of racial justice and equality and the right of all peoples to self-

etermination which are embodied in the UN Charter and in thd Declaration

on`` ^f Human Rights. These matters went to the heart of the Commonwealth

:lationship and were therefore of deep concern to all Commonwealth members.

The meeting recalled that, for these reasons, Rhodesia had been an

er^ ^portant subject of discussion at recent Commonwealth conferences, and

on, ads of government reiterated the principles and objectives affirmed at their

f ur previous meetings.

They also reviewed developments since their last meeting, noting that the

uc egal regime had continued acts of political repression against the African

ie ^. Jajority population, and that there were increasing trends towards an apartheid

stem in Rhodesia.

:14 I The constitutional proposals drawn up on board HMS Fearless were

scussed. Most heads of government emphasized their view that these proposals

ere unacceptable as the constitution of an independent Rhodesia, and should

erefore be _withdrawn. They considered that to transfer sovereignty to a

prime ministers and representatives of 28 Commonwealth countries assemble in London's
rlborough House for the opening session of the 1969 meeting of Commonwealth prime
isters.
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racial minority as the result of an agreement reached with that minority would 
settle nothing, if the settlement was not freely accepted by the people of 
Rhodesia as a whole, including the four million African Rhodesians, and st en 
by the international community, especially the independent African counties 
to be so accepted. Otherwise internal strife, and outside support for guer lla 
activities, would increase, with the inevitable risk of increasing instability z ad 
eventual race war. They stated that historical experience sug,gested that, o ice} 
independence was achieved, a minority in power could not be prevented fr)tr 
changing a constitution in whatever way they might wish. The only effecth, 
guarantees of political and civil rights lay in vesting those rights in the pec pl 
as a whole. 

The meeting recalled the pledge given by the British Prime Minis  et 
following discussion at the Commonwealth conference in September 1966, tha 
independence would not be granted before majority rule was achieved (NIBMA R) 
The British Prime Minister stated that, although the Fearless proposals remai le 
on the table, there had been no change in the British Government's policy o 
NIBMAR. The meeting welcomed the statement that the British Govemme it 
policy on NIBMAR remained unchanged. But most heads of govermr en 
reiterated their position that the Fearless proposals should be withdrawr. 
• Some heads of government reiterated their call  on the British Governrre 
to use force to quell the rebellion in Rhodesia. The British Prime Mini ste 
explained the reasons why the British Government regarded the use of forc 
as wrong and impracticable. 

The British Prime Minister said that he had taken careful note of tb 
view expressed by most other heads of government that the Fearless propcs 
ought to be withdrawn. But he could not himself accept this view since 11 
considered that it would be right, if it proved possible, to give the peoplt 
Rhodesia as a whole an opportunity to decide for themselves whether or n 
they wished for a settlement which would be fully consistent with the se 
principles laid down by successive British Goverrunents. Any such settlerne 
would need to be clearly shown to be the wish of the Rhodesian peoplt 
a whole. If that took place, he would consult his Commonwealth collea ;Ili 
about the NIBMAR commitments. He emphasized, however, that a seal 
ment based on the six principles would not be possible if it were shown till 
there could be no genuine test of its acceptability in present circumsta II 
in Rhodesia. 

It was agreed that any settlement must depend for its validity upon 
democratically-ascertained wishes of the people of Rhodesia as a whole. 
process for ascertaining their views was the British Government's responsibll 
but the test of the acceptability of any proposed settlement would need toll 
made in a manner which would carry conviction in the Commonwealth a 
in the international conununity generally, so that its results would be aece?t 
as truly reflecting the wishes of the people of Rhodesia. Many head. 
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ovemment urged that this could only be carried out through the normal 
'emocratic process of election or referendum, and doubted whether adequate 
.deguards for free political expression and verification of the results could 
z. provided so long as the rebel government remained in power. The meeting 
oted the British Prime Minister's statement that it would be open to the 
foposed Royal Commission to say that, in the circumstances prevailing in 
'hodesia, no genuine assessment was possible of the acceptability of the 
•oposed settlement to the people of Rhodesia as a whole and that, further, 
the Royal Commission felt themselves unable to adjudicate on the acceptabil-
r or otherwise of the proposals to the people of Rhodesia as a whole, they 

iould be free to recommend any alternative method, including a referendum, 
ihich in their view would adequately test Rhodesian opinion. 

The meeting had before it a review of the working of economic sanctions 
repared for it by the Commonwealth Sanctions Committee. The meeting 
greed that the comprehensive mandatory sanctions were having some effect. 

was important to strengthen the enforcement of these and other pressures on 
le illegal regime, and to intensify them wherever possible, in order to bring 
'pout an acceptable political settlement. Heads of government therefore affirmed 
left support for the Supervisory Committee of the UN Security Council and 
r the Commonwealth Sanctions Committee, which they requested to continue 
keep the situation under review. 

Notwithstanding some differences of opinion on methods, heads of govern-
lent remained unanimous on the ultimate objectives to be sought in Rhodesia. 
hey were more than ever resolved that, whatever the time needed to reverse 
the seizure of power by a small racial minority could be neither recognized 

'or tolerated. Concerted international action was being steadily built up, 
rticularly through the UN and the Commonwealth, and heads of government 
edged their continuing support for all efforts to strengthen and extend this 
d to continue to assist Rhodesian Africans in preparing themselves to take 
eir rightful place in the govemment and administration of their country. 
he special problems encountered by Botswana and Zambia arising from the 
hodesia crisis were recognized. 

The British Prime Minister undertook to continue to consult Common-
ealth members on the issue of Rhodesia. 

uth Africa 
e meeting considered other problems in South Africa. It reaffirmed the 
ndemnation expressed at previous meetings of the policy of apartheid of the 
uth African Government — a policy totally abhorrent to world opinion. It 
pressed serious conc,ern at the continued refusal of South Africa to accept 
international obligations in respect of the territory of South West Africa. 

The meeting deeply regretted that Portugal continued to deny the right 
'self-determination to the inhabitants of its colonial territories in Africa and 
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called on Portugal to concede that right without delay. Some heads of govern- 
ment felt that the situation in South Africa, if continued, would endanger pea ze 	k 
and security and pointed to the threats which they felt were posed to th.ii 	;ca 
countries by the armed forces ' of South Africa and Portugal. 	 , 

'SE 

Migration 	 • 

Informal discussions took place outside the meeting between some Commonwea th • 1 
countries on certain problems of migration between those Commonwealth corn- , 
tries. The Secretary-General was requested by the countries engaged in du se 	.es  

discussions to examine, in consultation with representatives of those countri:1, , 
general principles relating to short- and long-term movement of people betwen 
their countries and to consider the possibility of exploring ways and means of 	th 
studying this subject on a continuing basis with a view to providing relew nt 

information to those govemments. 	 • Al 
The prime ministers re-affirmed the declaration made in the communiqrés 

of 1964 and 1965 that for all Commonwealth govemments it should be an 	.211c 
objective of policy to build in each country a structure for society which off trs 

equal opportunity and non-discrimination for all its people, irrespective of raze, 	frz, 

colour or creed. The Commonwealth should be able to exercise construct ve 

leadership in the application of democratic principles in a manner which v rill 
enable the people of each country of different racial and cultural groups to 	, 
exist and develop as free and equal citizens. 

: 	t p 

Economic Affairs 	 -:a• 

Heads of government held a general discussion on the world economic situat or ' . 

and broadly reviewed recent developments and trends. They agreed that ii1 i 
representative character of the Commonwealth and its tradition of infonr ed . 

and sympathetic interest in the problems of development make it a m )st 
valuable forum for constructive discussion and a useful instrument for a- • ; •:x 
operative endeavour. 	 • •,1 t 

They noted that, early last year in Delhi, during UNCTAD II, Commce « • 
wealth ministers had exchanged views on some of the problems affecting tri de 
and development of member countries, and that, more recently, Commonwesld o 'Le 
finance ministers, at their annual meeting held in London, had a full discuss or 

of the world economic situation, with special reference to intemational monet u) .  - 
problems, development and aid. 	 te 

Heads of government were concerned that the gap between the rich i n 	sse 
poor was widening, but were encouraged by growing recognition of the incre as f• 
ing interdependence of nations. Greater co-operative action was vital to ens ur .;. be 
economic progress and prosperity on which stability and peace so largely depe - • ita 

Postponement of adequate and united efforts would lead to greater political  -n a the 

economic problems. 
They took note of the fact that developing countries of the Commonwei 1 w co  
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►vera- -ti •e making efforts to help themselves. They were steadily laying the ground-
peae 1 of future self-sustained growth by paying increasing attention to agriculture,
th _„ation, population control and administration and institutional reforms. It

.ieve higher rates of economic growth.
;?,sures, they would be in a position during the decade of the 1970s to

therefore, hoped that, if they were assisted by appropriate international:

weaahl= Heads of government note', the growing movement towards greater regional
COU 'l- operation among the _ developing countries of the Commonwealth. This
th( se esented a valuable form of self-help on the part of the developing countries.

ntri"S, Heads of government recognized that the results of UNCTAD II had been
twe-n ; disaointinto the devloing ntriWhle thrhd beppg poes. ee aen agreement
ins of ' the need to evolve an international policy for development and a global
levr.nt^ tegy to implement it, little progress had been made in achieving this. On

niqr:és

be an

off ors
rax,

uct ve

h v72

ips to

1her hand, UNCTAD II had mapped out certain promising lines of approach.

They stressed the need to give practical effect to the unanimous agreements

^^^hed in principle at UNCTAD II. They expressed the hope that it would

tries would be necessary during the consideration of the scheme of general-

c a be possible to conclude successfully the negotiations on a scheme of

eralized preferences which would be of benefit to all developing countries
. which would provide compensation for the less-developed countries whose
-7:^A trade might be adversely affected by the introduction of such a scheme.

agreed that close and continuous consultations among Commonwealth

j preferences. They emphasized the importance of continuing consultation
^.e Trade and Development Board and other organs of UNCTAD and

at onl' af; I the Secretary-General to maintain close contacts with these and other
at h¢E id- =ational agencies in order to keep these developments under review.

rff ed . Heads of government agreed that the first Development Decade had fallen
m)5 c of expectations in achieving practical results. They hoped, however, that

rco- ,;xperience gained would help in the identification of areas of development
,.f the strategy to which urgent attention needs to be directed with a view

(,n• ,chieving greater concrete results during the second Development Decade.
tr. de It was recognized that the terms of trade had moved against some countries
ealt6 o'he Commonwealth that depend to a great extent on the export of primary

uss oa pKsucts. More orderly and satisfactory markets for primary products were
net.u} :Ÿial for Commonwealth countries. Recognizing the present unsatisfactory

!c of major export markets for many primary products, heads of government

h-ni sl^;sed the need for further efforts by Commonwealth countries in international

cre3sT ioj -ums to secure improved conditions for international commodity trade, includ-
ens u¢ better access to markets in both developed and developing countries and
pe d itable and stable prices for primary products. They expressed gratification

^ r.q a the extension of the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement, which has alwaysI
-n of special interest to the Commonwealth producer countries. They

wer4 wf:omed- the recent conclusion of the International Sugar Agreement and
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expressed the hope that those governments which had not already  signe  e it 
would do so. They further hoped that other commodities of special economic 
importance to Commonwealth countries would be covered similarly by suitable 
international arrangements, which arrangements would be pursued and be 
supported by Commonwealth countries. 

In titis connection, they noted recent developments in the negotiations f 
the conclusion of an International Agreement on Cocoa. They urged all parie 
to the negotiations to intensify their efforts to reach a speedy agreement, o 
the progress of which the Secretary-General should keep members fully inforn ed 

Heads of govemment welcomed the liberalization of trade in respect e 
manufactured products consequent on the conclusion of the Kennedy Ra in  
of negotiations, and hoped that this process of trade liberalization would 
carried further in respect of all products. They regretted, however, that tl es 
negotiations had produced no significant benefits for most developing count) ies 
They expressed the hope that continuing efforts would be made under th 
auspices of GATT and UNCTAD to enable developing countries to se( 
improved access for their products to international markets with a view. t 
increasing their foreign exchange ea rnings, while making every effort to incr.:a,  
trade among themselves. 

They stressed the dangers of excessive protectionism in a number of for ;i 
industrialized countries for agricultural products of export interest to Comuon 
wealth countries. 

While it was recognized that Commonwealth trade must be seen in g 
larger context of global trade, of which it'was a vital part, they agreed that  te  
was continuing scope for the expansion of Commonwealth trade, and for t 
purpose there was need to strengthen the well-estab lished links amcae 
Commonwealth members. 

Heads of government took note of the Secretary-General's report ha 
in pursuance of an earlier decision, the Secretariat had begun a study on t 
feasibility of Commonwealth co-operation to assist in trade promotion. Th 
looked forward to the completion of this study. 

The meeting took note of the special difficulties of Lesotho and ( th 
landlocked Commonwealth African countries. These countries expressed 
hope that all concerned would find it possible to accede to or ratify the I it 
national Convention on the Transit Trade of Landlocked Countries.  H na 
of govenunent hoped that all countries concemed would make every ff 
to provide adequate transit facilities to the trade of such landlocked coun ri 

Heads of government reiterated the importance of continuing close co isu 
tation by the British Government with Commonwealth govemments in regaul 
developments of interest to them concerning the British application for 11 

into the European Economic Community. 
In discussing the international monetary situation, heads of govern n 

stressed the importance of restoring stability in world payments, and of ada. ) 
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c world monetary system to meet evolving needs. They stressed the need 
providing adequate international liquidity for implementing and activating, 
early as practicable, the scheme for special drawing rights through the 

IF to supplement reserve assets. They regretted that it had not been possible 
yet to get the necessary broad international agreement on a special link 

tween international action to increase liquidity and the needs of developing 
untries. They hoped that further consideration would be given to establishing 
di a link. 

They expressed the hope that more liberal trade policies would follow 
n improvements in the international payments system. 

Some heads of government felt that Commonwealth countries should call 
a world monetary conference, open to all members of the IMF, to reappraise 

5 world monetary system since Bretton Woods and to make recommendations 
r its improvement, and that there should be a Commonwealth meeting prior 

such a conference. Others, while sympathizing with these objectives, felt 
it it would be inappropriate to attempt to achieve them through such a 
nference and that it would be better to continue official discussions through 
*sting channels. 

The meeting discussed international assistance for economic development, 
d noted with concern that the net transfer of resources from industrialized 
developing countries had stagnated at a level which was inadequate to 

cilitate an acceptable rate of economic development in the developing countries. 
critical situation was emerging for a number of countries because of the 

irden of debt servicing. Heads of government expressed the hope that countries 
hich had not already done so would be in a position to signify their acceptance 

an early date for complying with the UNCTAD resolution on the target of 
c per cent of gross national product at market prices. They stressed the urgency 
the replenishment of the resources of the International Development Asso-

ation and expressed the hope that all countries concerned would follow the 
ad already given by some in effecting such replenishment. 

Heads of government noted with approval the recent tendency on the 
rt of some Commonwealth countries to soften the terms of their loans 
lich they were extending to the less-developed Commonwealth countries. They 
nsidered that Commonwealth donor countries should take the lead in seeking 
ther improvements in the terrns of international aid generally, and hoped 

at donor governrnents would view sympathetically in appropriate cases the 
anting of more flexible terms. 

Heads of government expressed the hope that the consideration of the 
-leme of supplementary financing would lead to early results of benefit to 
veloping countries. 

They welcomed the appointment of an international commission by the 
rld Bank to review the total aid experience of the past two decades and 
make recommendations for future aid proposals, and were particularly grati- 
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fied that a former colleague, the Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson, 'x is  

presiding over the Commission's work. 

Commonwealth Co-operation 
Heads of govermnent reviewed the extensive co-operation which exists amcng 
Commonwealth countries in such areas as technical assistance, education, scien 
medicine, law and many other functional fields. Such co-operation is facilite ed 
and rendered more fruitful by the advantages the Commonwealth associaf on 

offers — a common worlcing language, similar traditions in govemment, adm _n-
istration, educational methods, and the organization of the professions. Writ!' 
the increasing membership of the Commonwealth and the potentially wider 
areas of co-operation, they recognized the importance of seeking ways r  ni 
means of achieving more effective co-operation among members in all fields 

Much was being done through bilateral arrangements between mem )er 
countries. The meeting noted that intra-Commonwealth official bilateral ass st-

ance, which accounts, on the average, for about 85 per cent of the total of sl rI 

assistance provided by Commonwealth members in all developing countr es. 

had increased in 1967 and 1968, and they hoped that this would contiaue 
to grow. 

They also reaffirmed the value of programmes of specifically Commonwe; Itl 
effort in certain fields. An example would be increasing application of the p  in  
ciple of third-party financing, as a useful mechanism for bringing qualified exp.rt 
and important tasks together quickly and efficiently. Third-party financing, 1) 
which experts from one country can be financed, wholly or in part, by another 
can significantly enlarge the pool of expertise available for technical assista re 
arrangements by drawing on skills available in developing countries. These sk  Ils  

moreover, are often of particular relevance to the needs of other develor  in  
countries. The meeting agreed that early consideration should be given to the 
extension of the principle of third-party financing to education, training Ind 
consultations. This would allow students to be trained in surroundings and ut  de 
conditions more appropriate to their future employment, and in this way ease  the 

 problem of the brain-drain. 
The meeting noted several examples of mutual assistance which had  aire id  

grown up among developing members of the Commonwealth. The Comn on 

wealth programme of technical co-operation, which had been established wi 
the Secretariat the previous year and on which the Secretary-General submi ie  

a progress report, was a further step in building on the special advantages w tic 
the Commonwealth affords. A number of them underlined the particular 
fulness of the programme to the smaller members. They noted that a revie‘ 
this programme was to be carried out later this year. 

The meeting also considered a number of proposals for strengthening  C) 
monwealth co-operation in specific fields. 

They agreed that the nature and work of the Commonwealth shoulc b 
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r;re widely known in member countries. They approved in principle the 
Dposal by Guyana for a Commonwealth Information Programme, and 
,horized the Secretary-Genera1 to appoint an information officer and to under-

're in consultation with gove rnments a study of the implications of a programmF 
proposed. 

Heads of government also welcomed in principle the proposals submitted 
Pakistan on co-operation in the fields of mass communication and education, 

asked the Secretary-General to undertake studies in detail and in consulta-
'i  with Commonwealth governments. 

The meeting had before it three proposals by Britain for increased Com-
,nwealth co-operation. The first was for extension of co-operation in the legal 
I d. This proposal involved the establishment of a small legal section in the 
rxetariat, which was agreed to, and a conference on legal education, to which 
ther consideration should be given. 

The second British proposal was for regional centres for the teaching of 
glish and the teaching of science, which was welcomed in principle, and which 
was agreed should be considered further by the Commonwealth Education 
-Àson Committee and the Secretariat. 

The third British proposal was for a series of studies on the problems of 
..dh. The meeting asked the Secretary-General to examine its feasibility, taking 

-4.o account the work in this field undertaken by other international organiz-
'cns. 

In addition, the meeting discussed proposals for a Commonwealth book- 
elopment programme designed to assist developing Commonwealth countries 

o btain books and journals for educational and research purposes. The meet-
p; asked the Secretary-General to undertake studies in detail in conjunction with 

Commonwealth Education Liaison Committee, convening expert working 
ra; ties where necessary. The Secretary-General was asked to include in these 
tl.(Hes the implications of the ratification of the Protocol to the Berne Copyright 
'c svention. 

Heads of government took note of the second report of the Secretary-
eneral and the report of the Commonwealth Foundation. 

The meeting also expressed appreciation of the valuable contribution to the 
engthening of Commonwealth co-operation and understanding being made by 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. As an independent association of 
irliamentarians, it provides unique opportunity for the sharing of experience, 
le discussion of common problems and the development of personal links, to the 
L.nefit both of its members and of the people they represent. 

They expressed high appreciation with the work of the Commonwealth 
..cretary-General and his colleagues, which they thought more than adequately 
, stified the decision to establish the Secretariat. 

lc b 
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Inauguration of President Nixon

CANADIAN OFFICIAL GREETINGS

The inauguration of President Richard M. Nixon on January 20, 19-i9,

occasioned messages from Governor-General Roland Michener and Prim

Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau conveying to the new President the best wis ies

of the Canadian people and Government. The Speaker of the Senate, SencFor

Jean-Paul Deschatelets, sent a similar note to Vice-President Spiro Agnew.

Farewell messages to President Lyndon B. Johnson and Vice-Presid ?nt
Hubert H. Humphrey had been delivered three days earlier.

The texts of the message of the Governor-General and of the Prime
Minister's messages to Presidents Johnson and Nixon f ollow :

Governor-General to President Nixon
For myself, and on behalf of all Canadians, I should like to assure you of )ur
warm good wishes for your health, happiness and success in the great office te
which you have been elected and which you will assume officially on January 20.

As near neighbours, friends and allies, we look forward to the continuat ioe
and extension, during your tenure of the Presidency, of the co-operation betw:ee
our countries and our citizens which has long been characteristic of relati m
between Canada and the United States of America.

Prime Minister to President Johnson
As you relinquish the heavy responsibilities of the Presidency, I want to exp; es^
to you, on behalf of the Canadian Government, our deep appreciation for the
friendship and understanding for our country which you have shown during y)u
service as President.

We remember, in particular, your visits to both our West and East Cozsts

as well as to Ottawa and Montreal.

Cnnadians join in wishing you and Mrs. Johnson much happiness m

satisfaction in the new endeavours on which you are now embarking.

Prime Minister to President Nixon
As you assume the Presidency of your country, I extend to you and Mrs. Ni co
the best wishes of the Canadian Government and your Canadian friends in
neighbours. I look forward to working with you for the benefit of both o
countries and for peace and justice in the world.
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United Nations General Assembly 

. ENTY-THIRD SESSION - APPRAISAL 

	

r9 , 19, 	.VHEN the twenty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly 

	

'ri  iie 	opened on September 20, 1968, it was realized that world conditions 
'is tes :: -. .re unfavourable to conspicuous achievement. At the session's close on 

	

na for 	zember 20, the President of the Assembly, Foreign Minister Arevnales of 
v.•.atemala, said that it had been peaceful by virtue of the items considered 

	

?nt 	that there had been an "unrealistic" and "emotional" approach on the 
• t of the majority of delegations. The atmosphere was "peaceful", and 

Drimel 1 • 'ntively free from acrimony, because of the absence from the agenda of 
number of controversial issues that engrossed world attention outside the 

- 3embly. These included : the civil war in Nigeria, which the Nigerians 
d most other African members wished to exclude from consideration by 

	

)ur 	United Nations; the situation in Czechoslovakia, which did, however, 

	

ice te 	"luence even seemingly unrelated questions; the continuing stalemate in the 

	

-y 20. 	iddle East, with which the Security Council remains intimately concerned, 

	

iatior 	•- 1 the war in Vietnam. The twenty-third session was, however, beset with 

	

twei1 	er difficult and intractable problems. The hard-core colonial and racial 

	

ati e 	-7...,blems of southern Africa; the lingering disappointment of the developing 
cuntries with the limited accomplishment of the Second United Nations 
o:ference on Trade and Development; the increasing,ly vocal dissatisfaction 

many non-nuclear powers with the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and the lack 
essi r progress by the nuclear powers on disarmament issues. 

r  thÈ 
; y  3111 relitical Questions 

cnfronted by these limitations, and other factors such as the preoccupation 
1,1 the United States with a Presidential election, the Assembly tried to deal 

ith a crowded agenda of 98 items. Increasingly serious breaches of the 
s incj rase-fire in the Middle East by both sides led members of the Security 

ouncil, especially the permanent members, to intensify efforts to support 
imbassador Jarring in the promotion of a peaceful settlement. In deference 
D the Jarring mission, Item 95, on the situation in the Middle East, which 

Ni (ol t ad been carried over from the previous session, was deferred to the next 
S  114 Ikssembly session without debate. However, opposing sides in the Middle 
h 011 tast had ample opportunity to air their views in the Special Political Committee, 

here the report of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
UNRWA) was discussed for ahnost six weeks. At the end, the UNRWA 
tandate was again extended for three years. The Special' Political Committee 
so adopted a resolution continuing the work of the Conunittee of 33 on Peace- 
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keeping Operations, whose studies on United Nations military observer missi(ns ono
shows promise. )e r

r_ :Velc
Problems of Environment sen
The twenty-third session directed a good deal of its attention to a considerati on ricz
of environmental problems in the broadest sense, ranging from the sea-ted NC
and ocean-floor to human environment and outer space. After lengthy ner,o- unti
tiations, agreement was finally reached on the establishment of a perman;!nt •niti,
committee on the peaceful uses of the sea-bed and ocean-floor beyond - he lega
limits of national jurisdiction, with the task of studying the legal, technologi(al, re
economic and disarmament aspects of this subject and making recommendatic ns ri on

to the next Assembly session. Canada will initially be a member of the Comn it- mb
tee, though membership is subject to rotation. During the discussion of outer Z

space, the Canadian delegation participated actively in efforts which led to thi
Assembly endorsement of a Canadian-Swedish initiative to establish a work nu ,jply

group on direct broadcasting from satellites. At t]
The urgent problem of human environment was brought before the Uni :ed ;c!ree

Nations for the first time. Under the leadership of Sweden, and with the :o- essil
operation of Canada, a resolution was drawn up which obtained 52 co-spons)rs ; U,

and was adopted unanimously. This resolution recognizes the need for inteiisi- thi
fied action at the national, regional and international levels to limit and, wh.-re ,1cisi:c
possible, terminate 'the impairment of the human environment by air and w,-ter :-i in
pollution, soil erosion, waste, noise and the use of biocides. It also provi ies :le is
for the convening in 1972 of the first International Conference on Hunan :"<s u

Environment. The Canadian statement placed strong emphasis on the problcros 'ai3ed

of water pollution and outlined Canada's experience in developing anti-pollut or ;uestic

programmes in co-operation with the United States. _'p-pose

umbe
Disarmament he Pr

Several resolutions were adopted on disarmament, the most important of wh id f thi
urged bilateral negotiations between the principal nuclear powers regardine

the limitation of strategic nuclear arms. Some preparatory work by _he a.rro

Secretariat was also authorized in the form of two reports - one on ana

consequences of the use of chemical and biological weapons, the other on die[ o ha

economic and scientific benefits of nuclear technology. ^^,ver

Obviously dissatisfied with what they regarded as the discriminatory features
of the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty, as well as by the lack of progress in disa? m- l;ffere

ament, some non-nuclear states called for the reconvening of the Disa! m- >?N

ament Commission to maintain pressure both on the nuclear powers and or ctivi
the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee in Geneva, in order to achi nle artic

more significant progress on arms-control and disarmament measures. 'lie JNI

outcome was the decision to place the question of reconvening the Commiss oc Y de
on the agenda of the twenty-fourth General Assembly. ere
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ns .:onomics and Development 
he  most controversial and divisive issue of the session was a move by the 
veloping countries, launched in the Second Committee, to have the General 
sembly confirrn the attempt they had made at New Delhi to suspend South 

. 'rim from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
NCTAD). This was a reflection of the determination of the developing 
untries, particularly the African members, to have the United Nations take 
.nitive action against South Africa because of its racial policies. Western 
legations, while sharing in the abhorrence of apartheid, were conce rned, as 
re a number of delegations from all groups, at the serious legal and consti-
tional issues raised by this attempt to curtail the rights and privileges of 
cmbership provided by the Charter. 

The draft resolution did not follow the Charter provisions requiring action 
the Security Council on suspension of membership, which were held to 

,-ply aLso to membership in subsidiary bodies. Western delegations contended 
at the motion was an abuse of the powers of the General Assembly. The 

'.uree of Afro-Asian feeling on this issue was reflected in their insistence on 
-essing this proposal to a vote despite an opinion of the Legal Counsel of 

United Nations along the above lines. In an effort to avoid a confrontation 
this issue, Canada introduced in plenary a procedural motion to defer a 

:.cision on the resolution. The motion failed to carry by a small margin 
,7 in favour to 52 against, with 23 abstentions). The President ruled that 
e issue was an "important question" under Article 18(2), and his ruling 
as upheld by 56 (Canada) to 48, with 13 abstentions. The resolution itself 

ailed to obtain  the  two-thirds majority needed for adoption as an "important 
luestion". The vote was 55 in favour of expulsion to 33 (including Canada) 
, pposed, with 28 abstentions. The large number of abstentions, as well as the 
- umber of delegations that, while voting in favour of suspension, supported 
he President's ruling, illustrated the extent of the concern over the implications 
, f this issue for the United Nations. 

In the economic field, the twenty-third session made little progress towards 
arrowing the growing gap between developing and developed countries. 
anada's increasing contribution to international aid and development seems 

o have been recognized, in that Canada was unanimously elected to preside 
, ver the pledging conference for the United Nations Development Programme. 

The debates in the Second Committee continued to reflect the basic 
ifference of approach between developing and developed countries toward 
'IN1 handling of economic problems. The former pressed for increased 
ctivities (and hence increased expenditure) by the UN and related bodies, 
, articularly UNCTAD and the UN Industrial Development Organization 
'..JNIDO), and for greater financial commitments and economic concessions 
y developed countries. The latter resisted, holding that many of the proposals 
ere unrealistic or redundant. The result was often a compromise resolution 
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not really satisfactory to either group. As at previous sessions, the Est 	, Ifer  
European states, though expressing sympathy for the aims of the developi tg ,, . a 

 countries, often voted with Western delegations. Near the end of the sessic n, 
the Soviet Union mounted an unsuccessful campaign to permit the participati ml j, -,, 01 
of East Germany in UN economic activities. c 31uti 

A number of important resolutions were passed. Several of these wt re i Ge 
designed to implement, or at least to carry further forward, recornmendatic ns 
contained in reports submitted to the Assembly by the Economic and Social i  , Ni  
Council (ECOSOC), such as proposals dealing with the Second Developmt nt . per 
Decade, effective use of the resources of the sea, the impact on developmt nt 1 re 
of the so-called "brain drain", increased multilateral food aid and expanced ' 
production of edible protein. On the last subject, Canada presented a draft 	inia  
resolution; the delegation played a leading role in the consultations that ed , 	he I 
to the resolution adopted by the Assembly. Other resolutions, some of wh ch ,  ont)  
were controversial, resulted from recommendations by subsidiary bodies st ch 4 lane 
as UNCTAD and UNIDO. 	 i gove 

Characteristic of the session was the manner in which the develop ng 4  rada  
countries, in the Second Committee and elsewhere, sought to maintain 1 ni 	this 
even reinforce their voting unity. The result of this policy was that mz ny 	sub 
draft resolutions were prepared and agreed on by that group before they 	t‘.s o 
were made available for comment by members of other groups. In consequerce 	Salta 
the preparation of resolutions was greatly complicated and general agreem nt c ntrie: 
could not be reached on the wording of several texts. 	 - .ch a 

The most important resolution adopted in the economic field was t ut o  CO-Os  
on the Second Development Decade, which set up a preparatory committee 4 tween 
to draft an international development strategy for the 1970s and gave gene  rai  On 
directives to  ail UN bodies regarding the preparation of plans for the Secc  ni  : itain 
Development Decade to begin in 1970. , s  ad.  

One of the most positive accomplishinents of the session was a widely ti Brita 
supported decision, sponsored by Canada, to recommend a number of refonns -a. linst 
in the organization and working methods of the Second Committee. If thme Th: 
proposals are implemented, the work of the Committee in the future sho ild G ;:lea. 
be considerably more efficient and productive. • ,.trali, 

•cria, 
Human Rights t • nde • 
The Third Committee registered some positive results with the adoption o in 21en. 

a Convention on War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity and two resoluti e cl 
Th 	

'stion 
1 dealing with capital punishment. 	e Committee adopted the preamble ,,nd tit - was 

Part I of the Declaration on Social Progress and Development, in the discuss. ;et  
of which Canada played an active role. The Declaration is scheduled to bi A 'omis

,  
concluded during the Assembly's twenty-fourth session. The Third Commi tee • :rsha / 
also debated the results of the International Year for Human Rights (1957 b 4  get 1 

and adopted a number of resolutions that had been discussed at the Internaticn es mate 
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lference on Human Rights in Tehran in the spring of 1968. One of these 
a Canadian-sponsored draft resolution recommending that govemments 

.)urage the development of comprehensive legal aid systems for the protec- 
of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Canada co-sponsored a 

llution calling for high priority to be given at the twenty-fourth session of 
General Assembly to the question of the creation of the post of High 

unissioner for Human Rights. The debate on natural disasters gave Canada 
Norway the opportunity to suggest the need for greater international 

peration in cases of major disaster, including those suffered by civilians 
result of war. 

Jnial Issues 
he Fourth Committee, Canada associated itself with the aims of the African 
ority by supporting the interim resolution on Rhodesia affirming that inde-
lance should not be granted to that country without the assurance that effect-
government would be transferred to the majority (NIBMAR). In so doing, 
rada  parted company with most Western countries. Canadian support 
this resolution may have contributed in some measure to the consultations 
subsequently took place between African and Western delegations on the 

;is of a resolution concerning the Portuguese African territories. These 
,ultations resulted in the tabling of a resolution that Canada, the Nordic 
ntries and several other Western delegations were able to support, and on 
.ch all other Western countries were able to abstain. Although this spirit 
zo-operation remained alive, subsequent opportunities for real co-operation 

tween the Afro-Asian and the Western groups were infrequent. 
On Gibraltar a resolution favourable to the Spanish case and calling on 

itain to relinquish control of the territory to Spain by October 1, 1969, 
s adopted, despite efforts by Guyana to reach a compromise acceptable 
Britain and Spain. Canada voted, like most other Western delegations, 

-tinst the resolution. 
The Fourth Committee adopted two resolutions, on Papua and New 

;nea. One, promoted by the United Arab Republic, was critical of 
„ tralia's administration of the territory, while the other, sponsored by 
cria, recognized Australia's efforts and its intention of bringing the territory 
ndependence as soon as practicable. The Liberian resolution was defeated 

plenary because it failed to secure a two-thirds majority (as an "important 
'stion" under the trusteeship provisions of Article 18). The U.A.R. resolu-

was approved over the opposition of Canada and other Western delegations. 

tainistrative and Budgetary Matters 
:rshadowing the debates in the Fifth Committee was the question of the 
'get level for the United Nations for 1969. The Secretary-General's initial 
mate had been $140.5 million, approximately equal to the final figure for 
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1968. Because of the financial implications of resolutions adopted by the
Economic and Social Council and other bodies, as well as by the Assembly
the 1969 budget estimates rose to a record figure of about $155 million. M ijo;

increases were due to an enlargement of staff in the United Nations and UNI:)0
a rise in appropriations for technical assistance programmes, and measure ', t(
promote a more balanced use of the official languages.

Several Western delegations, including the Canadian, expressed con ;e
at the rising level of UN expenditure and suggested that it would be neces i

to examine proposals for increases more carefülly in future. There, as elsewl.er

the developing countries were able to ensure passage of resolutions and propos

by the use of their voting power.

Following a great deal of consideration by French-speaking delegat o

including Canada, proposals were advanced to elevate the status of Fr:n

as one of the Secretariat's two working languages. The outcome w. s

compromise proposal, adopted by a large majority, which provides for accel;ra^
ed promotion for Secretariat professional personnel who are, or bec )m

proficient in any two of the five official languages. Another resolution de( id

that Russian should be included among the working languages of the Ge:ier

Assembly (in addition to its previous status as an official language) and re ^oi
mended to the Security Council that both Russian and Spanish be r ^a
working, as well as official, languages in that body. A similar proposa f

Chinese was rejected. Canada co-sponsored the first proposal and votcd
favour of the second.

Legal Questions
The Sixth Committee devoted considerable attention to a draft conventio i

special missions, the first occasion on which it had undertaken the dr<ft

of an international convention. The slow rate of progress on this issue ,

the complicated procedural discussions that developed suggest that the Si

Committee may not be as effective a body for negotiating an internatio

convention as a conference convened for the purpose. Not only w is

impossible to complete work on the convention but the time spent on

meant that discussion of other topics by the Sixth Committee was to so

extent limited.

During the debate on the defining of aggression, and to a lesser degr e
the discussion of the report of the Special Committee on Friendly Rela :ic

references were made to the invasion of Czechoslovakia. A notable
was made by the non-aligned nations to take account of the views of W st
countries in the drafting of resolutions on both subjects. Consequenty,

was possible for all Western delegations either to vote in favour o`
resolution on aggression or to abstain and for unanimous approval to be ^^

to the resolution on friendly relations, which had co-sponsorship from all gi ou
Apart from matters taken up by the Sixth Committee, other subject^ a
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o  :ortant legal implications were dealt with in other committees of the General 
embly. Among these were the resolutions in the First Committee on the 
:eful uses of outer space and of the sea-bed and the ocean-floor beyond the 

ir ts of national jurisdiction; the attempt in the Second Committee to exclude 
th Africa from UNCTAD; and the resolutions relating to war crimes, capital 
ishment, human rights in armed conflict and apartheid debated in the Third 
amittee. 

leral Comments 
the opinion of many delegations, the twenty-third session of the United 
ions General Assembly had been an unusually quiet one. In view of the 
aration felt by many members at the inability of the United Nations to 
tribute to a peaceful setdement of several major world issues, it is perhaps 
surprising that the session was not conspicuously productive. In the long 

. it may be remembered principally for the initiative of convening an 
:mational Conference on Human Environment and for the modest progress 
nade in the field of disarmament. 
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A Fresh Look at Canada's Relations with 
Europe 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, 'THE HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP, 

AT THE OPENING OF A SEMINAR ON RELATIONS WITH EUROPE, 

HULL, QUEBEC, JANUARY 3, 1969. 

I WELCOME the opportunity which your Chairman has provided to say some-
thing about the importance the Govemment attaches to the discussions ab 

Canadian relations with Europe which you are starting today. We are gratt fui  
to academic participants for their willingness to come here at this time. We me 
grateful also to the Canadian  Institute of International Affairs, in particular, .aie 
to other organizations for the part they have played in making arrangements for 
this meeting. 

When the Govemment decided, shortly after the last election, to underlike 
a review of foreign policy, we did so because of the conviction that profoi and 
changes had been taking place in Canada and in the world around us in rec ere 
years. We want to be sure that our foreign policy is appropriate to the situai  or 
in which we find ourselves today and that it serves effectively Canada's  cura  ent 
interests, objectives and priorities. 

Method of Approach 
Having taken a decision to review our foreign policy, we had to settle on a 
method of approach. Foreign policy is, in fact, not a single entity but a colleci ion 
of policies designed to deal with various aspects of our relations with the rest of 

I the world. We lump these together under the convenient title of "foreign policy", 
although there is not likely to be any single set of policy decisions which  vit  
cover all the situations we encounter in this increasingly complex world. W )en 

we set out to review our foreign policy, therefore, we had to break the sub ec't 

down by some means. We might have started by looking at our own countr3 te 

determine what kind of people we are, what are our interests and needs, m hal 

are our strengths and weaknesses and, consequently, what role we are best su ted 
to play in world affairs. Alternatively, we could begin by looking at the vic rld 

around us to determine what kind of situation we are living in, what changes are  

taking place or ought to take place, and what kind of world we should like tc 

see. One cannot separate these two approaches. They are both essential coITh 

ponents of any foreign policy. We have chosen to concentrate first on the world 
in which we find ourselves, rather than begin by an attempt at national s;If 
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,?;amination, which could prove to be an artificial exercise if it were not related
t the actual state of the world.

One of the first steps we took in breaking down the broad subject of foreign

,?icy into areas for intensive study was to set up a Special Task Force on

(.nada's Relations with Europe. Obviously, there are few parts of the world in ^
s: tich change has been so noticeable in recent years as in Europe; there are few

ras where Canada's existing relations are so diverse and extensive; there are
v areas where Canadian foreign policy has been so much a, subject for debate.

We have the additional reason for assigning first priority to Europe that, at
same time, the Government is undertaking a.review of defence policy. A very

ge and important part of Canada's defence effort is directed towards Europe
pursuance of the commitments we have made as a member of the North

`lantic Treaty Organization. It was, therefore, important that, at the same time

we were reviewing 'our defence policy, we should review our relations with

rope in the political, economic and 'other fields which are inevitably inter-

' ngled with our defence commitments.

The Special Task Force on Europe is made up of senior officials represent-

those government departments with special interests in our relations with

rope. It is under the joint chairmanship of Mr. Robert Ford, our Ambassador

the U.S.S.R., and Mr. Paul Tremblay, our Ambassador to Belgium. External

Jairs supplies the secretariat and the Task Force will report through me to the

rime Minister and the Government. The officials here today are members of the
isk Force and senior officers of External Affairs directly concerned with our

::?ations with Europe.

irork of Task Force
The Task Force began its work last summer and since then has compiled, probably

or the first time, a comprehensive inventory of our past and present relations

th the countries of Eastern and Western Europe (including Britain) and with

::uropean organizations. In the process of collating this material, certain major

ssues have emerged and it is with a view to having these issues discussed that

is seminar has been organized. The Task Force and the Government will then

ave the benefit of your views when they proceed to draw conclusions from the

.view of European policy.

It is to inform and stimulate this discussion that a background paper and a
ries of five discussion papers were prepared on the official side and circulated
time for you to reflect on them before coming here. I wish to emphasize that

`icy were not designed to express official positions or to suggest conclusions or
_1 prejudge your discussions in any way but only to focus discussion on the

sues that appear to the Task Force to be among the most important. They do

ot exclude your raising other issues or suggesting other approaches.

In this spirit, it may be helpful if I say a word about. our objectives and
-Aerests in Europe, which are closely related to the topics figuring on your
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agenda. To begin with, there are two basic Canadian problems which are intc.- 
related and which have important external aspects : the problem of nation al 
unity and the problem of national identity. The first involves the reflection in 
our foreign policy of the bilingual nature of Canada and has particular referen:e 
to our relations with France. The second involves the difficulty a country in 
Canada's position encounters in creating and projecting a distinctive way of lue.  
This difficulty has been aggravated by the considerable increase in our relatio is 
with the United States since the last World War and by the relative increase in 

the power and influence in world affairs of that country during this period. It is a 
question whether Canada should seek to develop its interests in other parts of t le 

world, and particularly in Europe, as a counterweight to the increasing influenne 
of the United States. 

We have a security interest in Europe, and here our objective is to do oar 
share to maintain peace or contain conflicts which could lead to a global w; r. 

This objective has implications for the role we play in East-West relations a id 
for our relations with the countries of Eastern Europe. It also has implicatic as 
for our defence relations with Western Europe and our future role in NAT J. 
What these implications are is, of course, a matter for discussion at this semin 

We also have economic objectives, which might be described as seeking to 
obtain the most favourable impact of activities in Europe on the  Canadi in  
economy. One-fifth of Canada's export trade is carried on with European cot n-
tries, including Britain. Europe is, therefore, after the United States, our in ist  
important export market. 

Finally, there is an interest in Europe which relates to the international pile 
which Canada plays in the maintenance of a free and stable society based 311 
the rule of law. In the pursuit of this objective, Canada participates in int 
national organizations, aid programmes and peacekeeping operations. We a so 
engage in cultural and information programmes for the purpose of encouraging 
human relations between countries. These give an external dimension to cur 
culture and provide a basis of mutual understanding which tends to support c tir 
foreign policy initiatives. 

Non-European Policy 
I expect that participants in this seminar, as well as other interested individu  ils  
throughout the country, might ask when there wi ll  be discussions about aspe:ts 
of our foreign policy other than relations with Europe and whether, on he 
governmental side, there is an interest in continuing such exchanges beyond he 
present period of major review of policy. We have indeed been considering si ch 

possibilities in other areas of the review, and we intend, with the advice  of  
interested non-governmental organizations, to involve specialists in other fields in 
discussions of other sectors of policy. 

In the near future we hope to convene a meeting similar to this one to c 

cuss Canadian relations with Latin America. Mr. George Ignatieff, who has bt en 
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anada's Permanent Representative to the United Nations in New York, is return-
; g to Ottawa shortly to start the process of examining Canada's role in the United 

ations. After the preparatory work has advanced sufficiently far under his direc-
-rn, we shall seek to consult knowledgeable persons outside the Government on 
at aspect of our foreign policy. 

The development of closer relations on a permanent basis between those 
no teach and do research about international affairs and those who advise and 
rry out the decisions of government in this same field is something to which I 
tribute considerable importance. Foreign policy must, in a very real sense, be 
nstantly under review. We cannot regulate the world by our own decisions. 

-ne review of policy cannot provide all the solutions in advance to problems of 
Canadian response to unpredictable situations. 
Several of you from universities will be aware of the informal consultations 

ilich officers of the Department of External Affairs have carried out with indivi-
ial faculty members in the past year about the means of developing closer 
iations. These are parallel, of course, to initiatives which I know other agencies 
the Government represented here today have taken to develop contacts with 

c academic community. 

einciples of Exchange 
rom those consultations engaged in by my own Department, and from examina-
on within the Department of the reasons which, from our own standpoint, make 
oser relations desirable, we have drawn some conclusions. We should like to 

ontinue the type of exchange which this present seminar represents. There is 
n increasingly varied range of discussion about international affairs sponsored 

-, ■; universities, learned societies and organizations such as the Canadian Institute 
,f International Affairs. The Department of External Affairs derives benefit now 

- 7oin having officers attend a number of such meetings at the invitation of the 
.ponsors. If sponsors of such meetings wish, from time to time, to arrange 
liscussions, more or less under the conditions characterizing this present seminar, 
uolving officials and those with shnilar interests from the universities and else-
here, we shall be glad to consider co-operative arrangements within the limits 
our own resources. 

I have examined other means of developing exchanges in what I hope could 
-e a mutually-profitable manner. I should like to have some officers from the 

:,epartment of External Affairs freed from normal operational responsibilities 
home or abroad to spend a year examining, in a more reflective way, the best 

, ays of achieving Canadian objectives in areas in which they already have 
nowledge and experience. I think that a "sabbatical" year of this type would 
e a good deal more profitable if the officer concerned were to leave Ottawa and 
we on a university campus. The resources for formal research there, added to 
ae opportunity for continuing discussions with faculty members and informal 
lvolvement in university life with a different environment of thought, would 
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The  

certainly stimulate the examination in depth of Canadian objectives and tecl - 
niques which I should like to encourage. At the sarne time, through suca 
exchanges an experienced foreign service officer can make his contribution ta 
a better understanding of world affairs and Canadian involvement in them. 

I believe also that, to enable the Department of Extemal Affairs to keep 
up with a steadily-increasing volume of study and with changing methods of 
research in international relations and area studies, it would be desirable to  ha l e 
academic specialists speak to groups in the Department and perhaps to add ther 
contribution to the training and orientation given new foreign service office .s 
before they undertake their first assigrunents abroad. 

We have been examining other projects, but this is not the occasion for 
a general review of relations between the Departrnent of External Affairs ar d 
the universities. I wanted primarily to ensure that you would see this semin 
not as an isolated occurrence involving a relatively small number of individuz Is 
discussing a complex subject in a couple of days but as part of a process. Wi h 
the continuing friendly co-operation of the organizations we have recently co 1- 
suited and others, we hope to ensure that, over a period of time, we shall develop 
those wide and varied contacts on which real communication about matters )f 
common interest depends ... . 

I hope ... that the academic participants in this seminar will, in due cœm e, 
write about their experience here as a means of fostering wider discussion. T ie 
deliberations taking place over this weekend are not secret. It is true amt., 
to make the seminar as frank and fruitful as possible, it is being operated unèer 
the rules of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, which preclu Je 
attribution of opinions to specific individuals. With this stipulation, it is tie  
Govermnenes hope that these informal discussions will lead to a more point ccl 
and better-informed dialogue in the country as a whole. I also expect that t ie 
Parliamentary Conunittee on Foreign Affairs and Defence will have a series of 

meetings at which interested and qualified private individuals and groups  w 111 
be invited to state their views and reply to questions. It may well be that some 
of you will wish to state publicly then the views you will be expressing mc re 
privately here. 

I hope that this will be an open seminar. It would be unfortunate, I thir k, 
if officials here felt that they had to take a defensive position and our acaden dc 
friends felt it incumbent upon themselves to be on the attack. Useful discussie 
calls for frankness, for sharp interchanges and lively debate. All of these thf re 

will be but not always, I hope, from predetermined positions ... . 
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Vew Canadian Measures against Rhodesia

D N December 31, 1968, the Department of External Affairs announced thei
adoption, under the United Nations Act, 1947, of Order-in-Council

:`C 1968-2339 dated December 20, which will implement Security Council

:esolution 253 of May 29, 1968. The resolution, which provided for compre-

-nsive sanctions against trade and financial relations with Rhodesia, was adopted

y the Security Council under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter. Com-
^Iiance with its mandatory provisions is an international legal obligation on all
lnited Nations members. The sanctions are intended to persuade the illegal

egime of Mr. Ian Smith and his associates, through pressure on Rhodesia's

conomy, to give up their rebellion and permit a return to constitutional
!overnment.

The resolution of May 29 imposed few new obligations on Canada, which

tas had a complete trade embargo (with certain humanitarian exceptions) against

:hodesia since February 1966. In response to a Security Council resolution of

}ecember 16, 1966, a set of regulations governing trade with Rhodesia and
ertain extraterritorial activities of Canadian citizens was established under
lyder-in-Council PC 1967-323 of February 21, 1967.

vew Regulations
t-he Rhodesia regulations which have now been adopted maintain these features
of the previous ones. (1) A new aspect involves financial transactions. It is now

illegal for Canadians to send money to Rhodesia unless it is for the purpose of

pension or annuity benefits or for medical, educational or humanitarian pur-
poses. Another provision of the new regulations is designed to prevent flights by
Cznadian aircraft to Rhodesia and the co-ordination of air-services between
Canadian and Rhodesian aircraft.

The Government also intends, by administrative action for which it already

,,as legislative authority, to implement the Security Council's prohibition on the
'ntry to Canada of persons travelling on Rhodesian passports and of persons,
-3ther than Canadians, who have assisted, or may assist, the unlawful actions of
,he illegal regime.

The regulations provide for application to the Minister of Trade and Com-

nerce for a ruling whether, in borderline cases, a particular act is prohibited.

Their full text appeared in the Canada Gazette of January 8, 1969.
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International Year for Human Rights 

TN 1963, in the conviction that it would be an appropriate way of celebratin.g tht 
1  twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rig,hts, th 
General Assembly of the United Nations designated 1968 the Internationd 
Year for Human Rig,hts. Member states were invited to intensify their domesti:: 
efforts to extend human rights, so that a fuller and more effective realizatio 
of these rights and freedoms might be reported at the proposed intematiom I 
review in 1968 and thereafter. The programme was based on the assumption thl-  t 
the measures and activities to be undertaken throughout the International Yet-  r 
for Human Rights would encourage, both nationally and internationally, tl 
protection and extension of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Its airt 
was to dramatize universal respect for the observance of human rights an 
fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to race, sex, lang-uage 
religion. 

In Canada, the Federal Government encouraged the formation of in 
independent, non-governmental association to co-ordinate and promote tl e 
year's activities across the country, and this led to the creation of a Canadir. n 
Commission for the International Year of Human Rights. 

Canada was chosen as the locale for the World Assembly for Hum n 
Rights, which met in Montreal from March 22 to 27, 1968, and was attend d 
by numerous world leaders of the human rights movement. The Montreal 
meeting was a preliminary to the International Conference on the Rights 4 
Man, convened by the United Nations in Tehran at the end of April. 

Canada at Tehran 
At the Tehran Conference, Canada was responsible for introducing a resol 
tion urging all countries to develop legal aid systems. It was pointed out that  
the provision of legal services to individuals was an important factor in t e 
protection of human rights. Canada also co-sponsored two other resolutiol s, 
one dealing with protection of the rights of refugees and the other with ful er 
implementation of the rights of the child. The Tehran Conference was &so 
valuable because, as Mr. G. Steele, the Chairman of the Canadian delegatic n, 
stated : 

... it is in the interests of all of us to build up throughout the world an inforn ed 
public opinion that will be capable of following and participating in the universal dialoj  ce  
over human rights, a dialogue that this important Conference is bound to stimulate z nd 
intensify. 

Canada also played an active role in the field of human rights at the twen y-
third session of the General Assembly of the United Nations. In the gene -al 
debate, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External Affa rs, 
emphasized that "all member states are under an obligation to look to th tir 
own records of achievement in protecting human rights". 
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In December 1968, a Human Rights Conference was held in Ottawa,

ttended by numerous eminent Canadians. One of the results was that it was

,dsolved at this meeting . that a Canadian Council for Human Rights should

ïe established on a permanent basis to help deal with problems in this field

s they might arise. (1)
J

Prime Minister Trudeau summed up Canada's hopes for the future in

^ letter to the Secrétary-General of the United Nations on the close of the

international Year for Human Rights
Interest in human rights is as old as civilization itself, and for centuries men have

^ught to protect these rights. Considerable progress has been made, especially within the
at few years, but the struggle persists. In the tasks still béfore us, the Government and
seople of Canada join with all those who, through such organizations as the United Nations,
ire working for freedom and justice for all mankind.

APPENDIX I

RESOLUTIONS BY DELEGATES
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HU14fAN RIGHTS

OTTAWA, DECEMBER 1968

The following resolutions were accepted unanimously by the National

C-onference :
This Conference
1. Resolves to establish and hereby does establish a Canadian Council for Human

Rights.

2. Designates the present Executive Committee of the Canadian Commission
hiternational Year for Human Rights, with the addition of appropriate provincial
r?presentation, as the Provisional Executive of the Canadian Council for Human
`<ights.

3. Instructs this Provisional Executive to establish the Constitution, by-laws and
Programme of action of the Canadian Council for Human Rights, taking into account
ciiscussions at the present Conference as well as discussions with all interested and
,ompetent individuals, government departments, agencies, and commissions, as well
is with the major national and provincial non-governmental organizations concerned
with the promotion of human rights in Canada.

4. Authorizes the Provision al Executive to add to its membership in its
c'riscretion.

5. Instructs the Provisional Executive to find the financial resources, to employ
the necessary personnel, and to make such other arrangements as may be required in
implementing this Resolution.

6. Instructs the Provisional Executive to convene a Conference in 1969 to
present a proposal for the structure of a permanent council, and a proposal for a
plan of action for the council.

(1) See Appendix I: "Resolutions adopted by the Conference".
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France-Canada Interparliamentary 
Association 

T HE France-Canada Interparliamentary Association, created in Ottawa i 
 the autumn of 1965 on the occasion of the visit of a delegation of Frenc 

parliamentarians to Canada, held its second meeting in Paris from December 1 
to 7, 1968. The first meeting had also been held in Paris, in June 1966. 

The Canadian delegation was headed by Mr. Ovide Laflamme, M.P , 
and included the following fellow Members of Parliament : Mr. G. Lachanct, 
Mr. G. Leblanc, Mr. J. Guay, Mr. G. Marceau, Mr. L. Comeau, Mr.  F. 
Lasalle, Mr. E. Schreyer, and Mr. B. Bumont. Mr. M. Pelletier of th  
Research Branch of the Library of Parliament accompanied the delegatio 
as secretary. 

The French delegation included Messrs Lucien Neuwirth, secretar3,- 
general of the French branch of the France-Canada Interparliamentary Assc-
ciation; Mr. René Lebault de la Momière; Mr. Bernard Marie; Mr. Pien 
Lepage; Mr. Eugène Claudius-Petit, member of the managing committee cf 
the Groupe d'amitié France-Canada; Mr. Marcel Massot and Mr. Pai I 
Duraffour, vice-president of the Groupe d'amitié France-Canada. 

During the meeting, the delegations of both countries undertook a 
comparative study of the composition, roles and powers of the respectil e 
parliamentary commissions. Discussion also centered on France-Canada e] - 
changes at the cultural, scientific and commercial levels, including Frenca 
investment in Canada. The theme of la francophonie was also included ea 
the agenda. Particular attention was paid to the respective roles of Canada 
and France in the French-speaking world and to assistance to the developir g 
French-speaking countries. This subject was the topic of a report given ty 
Mr. Jean-Paul Palewki, vice-president of the French branch of the Inte - 
national French-speaking Parliamentarians. Finally, Canadian and Frenc h 
legislators discussed the question of communication by satellite. 

Canadian Views 
The Canadian delegates stressed their country's views on such major questior s 
as national unity, bilingualism and biculturalism, and the "French fact" n 
Canada and throughout the world. They invited France to support the effoi s 
of the Canadian Government in these areas. In the inaugural meeting ■ 4 
the Commission, the chairman of the Canadian delegation declared that it 
was Canada's desire that France be able to participate in the development ar d 
spread of French culture in Canada in the hope that this assistance mig it 

benefit all French-speaking Canadians. He added that "there is perhaps r o 
other country in the world which is at present making more effort than Canac a 
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y thin its borders for the advancement of bilingualism and French culture", 
e Aaining that "the major instrument of progress in this domain is the Canadian 

wernment". He emphasized that "Canada, in the search for its own identity, 
profoundly united". National unity "within the diversity of our two cultural 
)ups, French and English", remained, Mr. Laflamme declared, "the major 
acem of all our Canadian Parliamentarians, because we are aware that a 
ong Quebec can only work in this direction and thus ensure the cultural 
filment of French Canada". 

At the end of the first work session, a press release stressed the importance 
Interparliamentary Commission attached to the development of relations 

all kinds between France and the Canadian provinces through the Canadian 
,venunent, and expressed pleasure at the establishment of special ties with 
ebec. There was also unanimous agreement on the necessity for a reassess-
'nt of the "French fact" and for the furthering of French culture throughout 

world. The Canadian and French delegates concluded their work by 
pressing the hope that all inhabitants of the Canadian provinces would be 
1 e to benefit from efforts in favour of biculturalism and bilingualism undertaken 
Canada. 

Before leaving France to return home, the Canadian delegates visited the 
, tional Space Studies Centre in Brétigny and spent a few days in Corsica. 

The next meeting is scheduled to take place in Canada in July 1969. 
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Food and Agriculture Organization 

VISIT OF DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

DR. A. H. BOERMA, Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organha-
tion of the United Nations (FAO), paid an official visit to Ottawa fr( rn 

December 15 to 18, 1968. He was accompanied by Mr. C. H. Weitz, Co-ordina/or 
of the FAO Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign. The purpose of the \rF it  
Dr. Boerma's first since he was elected Director-General in November 1967 or 
a four-year term, was to meet Canadian Cabinet Ministers and senior depart-
mental officials, and to discuss the work of the FAO. 

Canada has been an active participant in the FAO since its inception. I he 
initial step towards the creation of the Organization was taken by the First C( 

In Ottawa, Dr. A. H. Boerma, Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organiz6lon 
of the United Nations, calls on the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honour tbk 
Mitchell Sharp. Left to right : Mr. C. H. Weitz, Co-ordinator of the FAO Freedom-fl 2m .  
Hunger Campaign; Mr. Sharp; Dr. Boerma; Mr. F. Shefrin, Chairman of the Interdei ar 

mental FAO Committee, Department of Agriculture. 
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f( ence on Food and Agriculture at Hot Springs, Virginia, in 1943. This Con-

f^ ^^,mce set up an Interim Commission to draft a plan for a permanent organiza-

tï., a concerned with food and agriculture. The formal creation of the FAO took

l^ ,ce in Quebec City on October 16, 1945, under the chairmanship of the Right

Fmourable L. B. Pearson. In 1945 the FAO constitution was signed by 42

vernments; by 1968 its membership had grown to 117 member nations and
t: -) associate members.

1 panding Area of Activity

vital element in the strategy for the Second Development Decade in the 1970s,

original activities of the FAO were largely those of an advisory body gather-

agricultural statistics, concerned not only with agriculture as such but also
fisheries, marine products, forestry and primary forestry products. With

growth in membership and greater awareness of the needs of the developing

antries, the FAO has become increasingly involved in programmes aimed at

reasing agricultural production to meet the nutritional needs of expanding

aulations in the developing regions of the world.

The Organization is at present preparing an Indicative World Plan for

7icultural Development, which is intended to provide an international frame

reference for use by member governments in the planning of the agricultural

;tor of their economies. The first version of the Plan, which is expected to be

dy in 1969, will include projections of the supply of agricultural produce and

demands of the world population up to 1985, together with proposals for

,.ieving faster growth in agriculture and related industries. It will thus also be

aich is now being prepared by the UN and the Specialized Agencies.

.Ptegy Proposals

^e of the subjects discussed with Canadian officials by Dr. Boerma was strategy

oposals for the future work of the FAO. The strategy, which has been

aroved by the FAO Council, the governing body of the FAO, involves five

. Nas of concentration : spreading the uses of high-yield varieties of seed; putting
-^re protein into poor diets; eliminating food waste; mobilizing human

ources for rural development; and using agricultural production to earn and
e foreign exchange.

The budget of the FAO reached some $90 million in 1967, of which $26

'lion was used for the regular budget while $64 million was spent on develop-

ntai projects administered by the FAO on behalf of the United Nations

velopment Plan and various trust funds. In 1967, Canada's share of the

.ular budget was 4.17 per cent, or $993,711, while in 1968 it became 4.07 per
=1t, or $1,115,994. Canada is also a major contributor to the UNDP.

There are some 110 Canadians working for the FAO, either in the Secre-
J in Rome or on developmental projects in the field. Of these, 108 are

c,fessiona]ly qualified.
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Canadian policy towards the activities of the FAO is directed by the Int.* 
departmental FAO Committee, which has been in existence since 1946. Refre-
seated on the Committee are the Departments of Agriculture, External Affa rs, 

Finance, Fisheries, Forestry, National Health and Welfare, and Trade and Cc m-

merce, as well as the Canadian International Development Agency and he 

Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
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6' ?nator Martin Visits Africa

At the request of Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Senator Paul Martin

rr -ntly represented Canada at the ceremonies commemorating the fifth anni-

r. ,:ary of the founding of the National University of Rwanda.

The National University of Rwanda was founded in 1963 by a Canadian

p'?st, Father Georges Henri Lévesque. From the beginning, Canada took a

k- -n interest in the institution, and Canadian financial and technical contribu-

-s to it were, and still are, very considerable; Canada has contributed more
tr ,°i $2,500,000 to the establishment of the National University. On June 30,

`7, an agreement was signed between the Canadian and Rwanda Governments

which the former promised to contribute to the new university an annual

r^unt not exceeding $750,000 for five years. For the 1968-1969 school year,

(:ada provided the University with 16 professors and eight administrators.

The National University of Rwanda is one of the finest achievements of
zada's international co-operation programme and undoubtedly its greatest
vess in the sphere of education in French-speaking Africa.

Senator Martin also visited Niger, Senegal, the Ivory Coast, Ghana and

Democratic Republic of the Congo, and had useful talks with the authorities

these countries.

The text follows of Senator Martin's statement to the Senate on his return
-:n Africa :

As you know, I came back last Saturday from 'a trip which took me to

ral African countries. The Prime Minister had asked me to represent

. Canadian Government at the ceremonies marking the fifth anniversary of
foundation of the National University of Rwanda. I took the opportunity

stop in five other African countries and pay a call on their leaders, with
^3m I discussed matters of mutual interest. That explains why, in addition

Rwanda, I made successive stops over in Niger, Senegal, the Ivory Coast,

ana and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

„r .

he National Assembly, Mr. Abbou Baba, and most members of the Govern-

ceci to take part in that conference and wished to send a delegation made

Niger, I met the President of the Republic, Mr. Diori Hamani, the President

:t. I discussed with President Diori the Canadian representation to the
^-.ference he convened in Niamey with a view to developing bonds between
:nch-speaking countries. I told him that the Canadian Government had

apart from representatives of the Federal Government, of delegates from

-bec and other provinces having a significant French-speaking minority.
: sident Diori said he was happy to see Canada reaffirming its interest in the

°nch-speaking commonwealth.
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Senator-Paul Martin and His Excellency Diori Hamani, President of the Republic of P "iger 

I wish to take this opportunity to commend the eminent personally of 
President Diori Hamani. As Chairman of the joint African and Madagr icar 
Organization made up of 14 French-speaking African countries, he has bec )ifie 
along with Presidents Senghor of Senegal and Bourguiba of Tunisia,  on  d 
the main builders of the French-speaking commonWealth. He is the one eci 

took it upon himself to call that conference which was going to be he:1 ir 

Niamey on December 15 but which, as a result of the difficulty of brh gir): 
together at that time all the countries concerned, had to be postponed. 
hope it wi ll  take place in the early months of 1969. 

However, I could notice during these talks between President Diori and 
the Canadian Government that there was a complete agreement as tc tit 
way the French-speaking commonwealth should develop. As I have s a 
many times when I was Secretary of State for External Affairs, we see in 
mainly a means to promote cultural exchanges between French-speaking  cou  tr 
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al to assert the presence of the French language in the world, exclusive of 
ak political objective. 

I took advantage of my conversations with Niger authorities to sum up 
ti situation with regard to the numerous co-operative projects implemented 
b= the Chevrier mission. I was able to advise them that work would soon 
s! at the Mariamma Lycée at Niamey. That lycée, founded 12 years ago 

Canadian nuns and run by them in an exemplary fashion, was the object of 
pedal request from the Niger Govemment, with which we complied. I 
.elf visited the lycée during my visit to Niamey and expressed vive voce to 
Canadian nuns the admiration of the Canadian Government and the 

ladian people for the dedicated work they are performing over there. 
I cannot stress enough just how favourably impressed I was by that 

- ntry, with which Canadians are not yet too familiar. Located at the cross 
sis in the heart  of Africa, it has been from the earliest times the ideal spot 
meetings and exchanges. Rich in minerals, but less fertile than its neigh-
rs to the south, it is being faced with difficult development problems. I 

■ e that within the French-speaking commonwealth an increasing ntunber 
exchanges will be possible between our two countries. 

egal 
c next lap of my trip took me to Senegal, where I met that great friend of 
lada, President Léopold Sédar Senghor. President Senghor is, as everyone 
_ws, the principal promoter of the French-speaking commonwealth. I was 

to discuss the matter with him, as well as the main international problems 
the day. I also took advantage of my visit to discuss with several members 
the Senegalese Government questions of common interest to our countries 

•ji in particular to review the progress achieved through the implementation 
the projects approved by the Chevrier mission. I noted that the ties of 
-ndship between Senegal and Canada were solidly entrenched. And I am 
dpy to note that, through the facilities of our Embassy at Dakar, our 
nanges with this country are ever increasing. 

•sy Coast 
- next stop was the Ivory Coast, where I had the honour of meeting, for 

first tirne, its dynamic President, Félix Houphouet-Boigny. I soon realized 
t Mr. Houphouet-Boigny knows Canada well. He and I had most interesting 
'hanges of views on some international problems. I also spoke with him, 
1 with several members of the Ivory Coast Government, of the co-operative 
).iects we support over there. 

The Ivory Coast, in full development, is one of the few countries in Africa 
can hope to overcome its development problems in the foreseeable future; 

ertainly deserves vety special attention. During my talks vvith President 
liphouet-Boigny, I expressed the hope that the relations between our two 

antries may develop promptly. 

- -1 
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I emphatically add that, in my opinion, the Canadian presence in tl ose 
French-speaking countries is advisable and has become quite essential. 

Ghana 
After my visit in Abidjan, the capital of the Ivory Coast, I made a brief top 
in Accra in order to board a plane for Rwanda. Nevertheless, I had the 
opportunity to meet the Minister of External Affairs, Mr. Aanin, with w:,om 
I had some profitable talks. 

From Accra, I flew to Entebbe in Uganda, where a plane took me at irst 
to Kigali, capital of Rwanda, and finally to Butaré, the seat of the Nati mal 
University of Rwanda. 

Rwanda 
I had the honour to take part, as a Canadian  Government representative, in 
the ceremonies marking the fifth anniversary of the founding of that univer iity. 
I had the pleasure of being present when President Kayibanda of Rwi nda 
received an honorary doctorate. President Kayibanda is to be credited vith 
having realized the importance of education for his country. He sounded out 
Reverend Father G. H. Lévesque of Quebec city ... to head that univeriity, 
and he has always sustained his efforts with a view to establishing the instal tion 
on a sound basis. I also had the pleasure of seeing there my old friend, RIM 
Lévesque, and all the Canadian professors who devote their time and en;rgy 
to promote the development of the university. 

I saw that Canada and all the countries which contributed to its suc cess 
can be proud of the National University of Rwanda. Education is, wit lout 
a doubt, essential to the improvement of conditions in developing counl ties. 
I am particularly glad to have been associated personally and right from the 
start  with this most important undertaking. 

Congo 
The Democratic Republic of the Congo was the last stage of this Afticau 
journey. In leaving Rwanda and going through Burundi, I was able tc fly 
over this vast country from one end to the other and to realize its great size 
and diversity. The Congo went through a difficult period following its acce:3ion 
to independence but, since then, order and stability have been re-establi 
This country, one of the biggest in Africa both with regard to size and poi ula-
tion, will therefore be able to devote itself entirely to the task of develc ping 
its great natural resources and its economy. 

I had the honour of meeting in Kinshasa the young and dynamic Pres lent 
of that Country, General Mobutu. In the name of the Canadian governn ent, 
I invited him to visit Canada, and he accepted. I therefore hope to have the 
pleasure, along with the Government and the Members of Parliament, of wel-
coming him in this country in the coming year. 
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I had the opportunity of talking with several Congolese ministers. Our

c(: sversations with the leaders of that country dealt with many topics, such

a, Canadian participation in international conferences, the present problems

o- the international scene, and the co-operation projects which wé have with
Congo.
This too brief and too short trip allowed me to see and to know only

: very small part of the countries which I have visited. However, I have
b_°n extraordinarily impressed with the vitality of these young countries and

v^ h the will of their leaders to tackle intelligently and firmly the tremendous

f. :blems of development which confront them. Canada has already established

r-rthwhile links with the Commonwealth African nations. It seeks now to

°;elop and extend those which have already been established with the French-

-aking countries of that continent. I felt that they were close to us, due

our linguistic and cultural affinities, and happy to see that Canada was

Jertaking with them the great task of co-operation. Now that this trip is

-;r, I especially remember the remark made to me by President Houphouet-
igny of the Ivory Coast to the effect that Canada, which unites two great

tures, prefigured the future of English-speaking and French-speaking Africa.
I come back from that trip with the very distinct impression that Canada

a make to those uncommitted countries of the world an actual and efficient
rtribution and that in the process it can be of service to itself through a

.-arer expression of what makes its worth and its value as a nation.
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Canada in the Olympic Cultural Events 

IN keeping with the spirit of the original Greek Olympics, Mexico decidee to 
organize a series of cultural events to take place during the 1968 Olympics in 

addition to the regular sports programme. It received the full support of the 
International Olympic Committee and of Canada and other members of the 
world community. 

The Mexican Institute of Fine Arts proceeded to arrange an impres: ive 
schedule of presentations by leading artistic groups from all parts of the wo id 
One of the first such presentations, by the National Ballet of Canada, receive  la 

 warm welcome from the Mexican public and won the acclaim of ballet critic s. 
The Mexican Folklore Ballet, which has achieved world-wide fame, decic ed, 

in honour of the Olympic Games, to create an international show with billet 
numbers representative of the five continents and with the assistance of chorc Dg-
raphers from abroad. Michel Cartier of Canada's Les Feux Follets was askec to 
contribute an Eskimo number. Besides providing the choreography, he  bel  )ed 

make up or obtain the costumes and accessories. The result was a unique achic  vo-

ment  in Mexican-Canadian cultural co-operation. 

Folklore Festival 
Later, during the Games themselves, an amateur group from the Canadian F(11c-
lore Council took part in the International Folklore Festival, which  broc  ght 
together dancing and singing groups from different parts of the globe and tur led 
out to be one of the most successful of the cultural events. The performancc .of 
the Canadian group was regarded as a striking demonstration of the van i Jus 
cultural elements in the Canadian "mosaic". 

Art displays fell  into two groups — masterpieces of the past and con-
temporary paintings. To the former category, Canada was able to contrit ute 
original works of Eskimo and Indian art. Mention should also be made cf a 
display of oriental art from the personal collection of Mr. Avery Brund tge, 
President of the International Olympic Committee. 

Canada's National Gallery chose paintings by Edmund Alleyn, Rot aid 
Bloore, Alex Colville, Roy Kiyooka, Jean McEwen and Harold Town for the 
contemporary art show at the Mexican Museum of Modem Art. The exhibi 
may be said to have symbolized the growing unity of outlook amongst the peo )1es 
of the world that is so often obscured by day-to-day political problems. 

Handicraft Display 
One of the finest exhibits was the handicraft display, held in a Mexican colc iiai  
building opposite Alameda Park. This show consisted of works from all  <vo  
the world. It is, of course, easier to obtain permission to borrow an exhibi o 
handicrafts than an exhibit of irreplaceable old masters. In contrast to the ext fiait 
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: odem paintings, the handicraft display emphasized the differences of spirit

?ng among the various cultures.

Both national differences and basic similarities were clearly illustrated by
e.+row of children's paintings. Many countries participated, and the quality of

eaintings was high. The ten Canadian works displayed represented the various

ns of Canada.
In addition, six Canadian children living in Mexico, chosen by competition,
invited by the Olympic Committee to paint works of mural size that were
n along one of Mexico City's principal avenues, with mural paintings
ted by children from other lands.

Festival

_n festival was organized in conjunction with the Olympics on the theme

Mission of Youth". "Flowers on a One-Way Street", the Canadian entry,

deals with the relations between the civic authorities of Toronto and the

:;nts of the York Street area, presents a view of Canadian life unfamiliar to

' Jexican public.

Norman McLaren was invited to Mexico as a guest of the Olympic Corr_-

for a retrospective showing of his films at the Museum of Anthropology

he National University. Proof of the high regard in which he is held by

cans interested in films was provided by the enthusiastic reception accorded

-ork.

The Canadian Post Office Department contributed to an exhibition of
;e stamps on Olympic and sports themes.
t,wo of the most important Olympic exhibits were on the exploration of

and the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The Canadian stands for these
,.;hibits were designed by the Canadian Government Exhibition Commis-

and a wide variety of exhibition material was sent from Canada. Both

itation and content were excellent.

ectural Show

Ramirez Vâzquez, the President of the Mexican Organizing Committee for
ï;leteenth Olympic Games, is one of Mexico's most distinguished architects.

signed, among other buildings, the world-famous Museum of Anthropology.

=lot surprising, therefore, that he took particular interest in an exhibit on

Mporary sports and cultural centres. A number of Canadian architects sent

>graphs and drawings. In addition, a meeting was _organized under the

ces of the International Architectural Association for young architects, in

? several Canadian architects participated.
he Mexican organizers of these and other events (for example, the World
Camp, which a number of Canadians attended) provided an opportunity

:ung people interested not only in sports but in other activities as well to
exchange ideas and compare accomplishments.
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Mexico enlisted its finest creative talents to assist in the Olympic prer ara 
lions.  Apart from the cultural programme that resulted, mention should be  rad  
of the superb buildings put up for the Olympics and the quality of the ch sig 
elements that went into all aspects of the Olympics, from the dresses wom b tht 

young Mexican girls who acted as messengers to the symbols devised for th: 
various sports. It was appropriate that Canada should participate in sud ai  
enterprise, which focused attention on the things that unite mankind rather h 
on the issues that divide it. The organizers of future Olympic Games will be ablz 
to build on Mexico's bold experiment in mingling cultural and sporting ev mts 

It is to be hoped that, with the help of private international cultural organizat osa 
a set of guiding principles may eventually be drawn up, as is done by the va ifn 
international athletic federations, to assure the smooth operation of the cul ur 
events that become a permanent part of the Olympic movement. 

Throughout the Olympic year, the Canadian Embassy in Mexico am th 
embassies of other countries taking part were called on to assist in many as )e 

of the presentations and performances mentioned in this article, and to encot  rai  
the widest possible audience and public participation. 
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2rit Award to External Affairs Employee 

.E Incentive Award Board of the Public Service of Canada recently granted 
a merit award of $500 to Mr. John Gilbert Beranger, a communicator with 
)epartment of Extemal Affairs, in recognition of his courage, initiative and 

•tion to duty during the Tet offensive in Saigon, Vietnam, in February 1968. 
On February 1, 1968, the day the heavy fighting began in Saigon, 
3eranger, who was serving with the C,anadian delegation to the International 
mission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, drove his motorcycle several 
• from his living-quarters to the offices of the Canadian delegation at Camp 
:anh on the northeast edge of the Cholon district at considerable personal 
lnd of his own volition. At the camp, he manned the Canadian communica-
centre for three days and nights without relief. His route ran through a 

of the city in which there were road-blocks and barricades; parts of the 
were under cross-fire, particularly at Cholon, where the fiercest fighting 

place. The immediate vicinity of Camp Vo Tanh was the scene of a con- 
•ated assault for the three days Mr. Beranger remained on duty. 

- K. Starnes, an Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs (left), presenting 
lerit Award to Mr. Beranger. 
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External Affairs in Parliament 

Commonwealth Conference 

The following report by Prime Minister Trudeau opened the January 20 
sitting of the House of Commons : 

This was the sixteenth of these meetings since the Second World War. The 
28 members of the Commonwealth represented at the conference made it the 
largest by far of any of the Commonwealth meetings held to date. Twenty-,7our 
of the 28 states were represented by heads of goverment — either prime mini ters 
or presidents — and this, according to the calculation of the chairman, was one 
of the biggest meetings of heads of government anywhere since the 1945 San 
Francisco Conference. 

This is perhaps the greatest strength of the Commonwealth, this opport mit) 
on a regular basis for men of goodwill  to sit down together and discuss one wit 
another the problems which affect them and the 850 million people whom they 
represent. All the other advantages of the Commonwealth relation 

 exchanges of people, the trading patterns, the economic assistance and co-
operation schemes, the informality of diplomatic representation — thes. É 
assume their tone from the free and frank dialogue which takes place a the 
prime ministerial meetings. 

It is difficult for me as a newcomer to these meetings to compare this latest 
conference with those that have preceded it in recent years. My impression is 
that this meeting was not only successful as Commonwealth meetings  gc  bu  
significantly so. Indeed, this conference may have marked some kind of w ater-
shed for the Commonwealth. For one thing, the Commonwealth is now :lose 
to its maximum size, and future meetings will  not note the presence of tanyi 
new members. For another, the scope of the Secretariat seems now to ha4 

 been defined and its services identified. But most important — and In re 
rely not simply on my own observations but on the comments of several ve erar 

heads of government — the Commonwealth meeting appears to have attair :c1 
new plateau of maturity. Those who anticipated dramatic events at this  me tin 
were incorrect; those who forecast an emotional confrontation over racial i  ;sue., 
have been proved wrong. Equally, of course, those who hoped for the emer en 

of some brilliant answers to vexing questions were disappointed. 
What did emerge was a realization by all leaders present that then 

great value in open discussion and in an exchange of opinions. It was obl io 
 for example, that an easy solution for the complex problem of Rhodesia s 

did not exist. This being so, no advantage was to be gained from a prolcue 
and emotionally-charged argument alleging breaches of faith or lack of u 
standing. Instead, the observations and the admonitions of the several  riit 
ministers and presidents were made and recorded and the meeting move 1 efi  
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e next item on the agenda. I do not mean to leave the impression that

f._- an neighbours and those who supported them was argued with great vigour
1 :o more than touch it in passing. Quite the contrary. The case of Rhodesia's

s2hodesian question was not adequately discussed, or that the conference

nf: skill; nothing material was omitted in order to avoid hurting the feelings

onsiderable significance occurred.

After looking at the problem in its exact dimensions, after closing in on

I, ..;esian debate-was honest and it was tough, yet at its conclusion something
,âers; there was no hypocritical attempt to pretend they did not exist. The

ts any difficulties, men holding opposite views admitted that the true nature
:e difficulties was now better understood than before and they noted in some

n: ace, after listening to the comments of others, that their rigid attitudes were
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ir:.:.;a domestic political advantage for individual leaders. But to a world burdened

°d honourably to disagree.

There is little headline material in this kind of decision; neither is there

ble of some modification. Of most importance, however, honourable men

?st beyond endurance by incredibly complex problems of immense moment,

_greement to disagree and to search patiently for solutions and areas of

-ment is of immeasurable value. Delegates can walk out of meetings in

r, but they cannot remove with them the underlying cause of their annoyance.

-.nizations can be broken apart by impatient members, but the act of dis-

jation contributes nothing to the easing of the original tensions.

The conference revealed in still another way the coming of age of the

monwealth. For, if the African states did not insist that the meeting preoccupy

exclusively with Rhodesia, neither did the Asian or Caribbean states view

•3eeting simply as an arena within which to press their own demands for

_)rnic assistance. And, in my view, as important as either of these events,

of the white countries attempted to dominate the proceedings on the
7.t that their economic development, their political experience or their longer

°ndence gave them any superior wisdom in the solution of new problems.

:ensed that at this meeting the participants were equal members; no one
ided to possess all the problems, no one claimed to have all the answers.

because of its very size, seems to them to be of international, rather than
run, it does present a challenge to countries seeking to discuss a problem

':r.°ll which encourages the participation in general debate of all 28 member
`:s. There is little doubt that, in the long run, the rule is a wise one. In the

.ular advantage, or disadvantage, of any single country. It is this rule

i denies to members the right to discuss, without consent, matters affecting
domestic policies of another member, or matters of solely bilateral interest.

this rule which prevents the meeting being employed as a forum to the

88 contributions to the debates on the five agenda items were remarkably
y distributed around the conference table.
There is a well-known tradition at Commonwealth conferences, Mr. Speaker,
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of domestic, implications. At this meeting the Nigerian civil war fell  mit ' .eL pr. 
this category. 	 .. tr. lien 

The tragedy of Nigeria was mentioned at the conference by Prime Minister , e  s c 
Wilson in his opening remarks on the first day. It was the subject of considei elE ..1 to, 
corridor talk and out-of-conference discussions. Though not on the agend1, e -., em/ 
was regarded by most delegations — and not least the Nigerian delegatioi – 
as of extreme importance. : I tl 

On Wednesday of last week, at a gathering of heads of goverrunent ou sick  .  
of the conference proper, which I attended, the leader of the Nigerian delegi tice . -s ,.rce 
agreed on behaff of his Govemment to enter into fresh talks in London wit ': , c  1 b 
the rebel representatives, without any pre-conditions to be attached to tiœ .. '1-) ::, c 
talks. He agreed as well that it would be in order for other Commonw•a1t1 ', c k)  i 
governments to do what they could to urge the Biafrans to engage in talk i a; . t rh  i 
this basis. Before we left London, Canadian officials met with Biafran Tt pre I c 1,101 
sentatives in an attempt to persuade them to do just that. I am deeply disapp )int- '1 ,i- .cor 
ed that that attempt was unsuccessful, as were, we understand, the representa im • iss•

of other delegations and of the Secretary-General. Is 
I mentioned a few moments ago, Mr. Speaker, that the role and ;:o. li.  r dia 

of the Commonwealth Secretariat were defined with more precision than here ,fo !r trice 
at this conference. The general view as expressed was that the Secretaria h  So, 
an important role to play, but that the Commonwealth should not become .wer. 
structured. If I may repeat what I said in London at the conference : • ' duc 

	

As the Commonwealth grows in number of members, it increases in diversity. ' .. 	,liti 
common ingredients, which were once the adhesive of memberShip, are now outnumx  
by the unique institutions and practices of so many of the members. Nor — wisely , i to 	IL   

l view — have any steps been taken to create some artificial adhesive or binder. There is t 	SPe 
charter, no constitution, no headquarters building, no flag, no continuing executive f • 

am 

work. Apart from the Secretariat, which is a fraction of the size one might expect I 3r 	in
Ill 

organization which encompasses a quarter of the peoples on this earth, there is nothing ab 
f al 	'se the Commonwealth that one can grasp or point to as evidence of a structure. 

Even the use of the word "organization" creates an impression of a fram '11,4 1 , C 
which is misleading. The Commonwealth is an organism, not an institution — an i 

fact gives promise not only of continued growth and vitality, but of flexibility as y ell. 

If this peculiar characteristic of the Commonwealth offers difficulty, as 
seems to do, to historians or journalists or persons from non-Commonv cal 
countries, it is perhaps unfortunate. But surely this unique source of str ng 
should not be surrendered in the name of conformity to accepted institu io 
practices. The Commonwealth is not a miniature United Nations organiz tioe 
the conference is not a decision-making body. To attempt to convert it N 'OUI 

simply underscore differences of opinion; it would force countries to take sid 

and to vote against one another. There exist international organizations 1 /lief 
this has to be done and where it is done; the Commonwealth is not and s ioul 
not become a replica of them. 

The Commonwealth provides an opportunity for men of goodwill to d sc 
with one another, both in plenary session and in the many bilateral mee :in 
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e problems and their hopes for the future; to learn  from the wisdom and 
tience of others. The Commonwealth conference is a forum for men who 
s different as God has made them. It is a meeting-place where men are 
to demonstrate the advantages of dissimilarity, the richness of diversity, the 
ement of variety. Is this not what life is all about, to learn, to share, to 
fit, and to come to understand ? 
I think it is. I think Canadians agree with me, for in our own country we 
it  a multiplicity of character, a diversity of climate, of topography, of 

s trees, of customs, of traditions, of peoples, which is a segment of the wide 
1 beyond. We accept ahnost instinctively the view that, of the many chal-
'3 offered by the twentieth century, none is greater than  the aspiration of 
%) live in societies where tolerance and equality are realities. The Common-
h is a means toward such a goal. To suggest, as some do, that the 

c Itonwealth must be more than a forum for discussion or a clearing-house 
conomic assistance from the few rich nations to the many poor ones is 
iss the vital point of the exercise. 
Is Canada any less strong, and less united in understanding, because 
dians and their leaders engage in constant dialogue, because the wealthier 
tnces accept the principle of tax equalization ? I think not. 
So, too, in the broader international community of the Commonwealth. 
an  inequality is a political fact of great potency. The most effective means 
diming the explosive potential of discrimination is to meet other persons 

t-litical equals and to assist them toward economic equality. That is what 
2ommonwealth does. I believe these are useful exercises. For these reasons, 
Speaker, I assured the London conference that Canada firmly supported the 
nonwealth principle. 
in this brief resumé I have purposely not catalogued many of the matters 
.sed at the conference, for these are dealt with in the communiqué issued 

conclusion and may more conveniently be found therein ... . 
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CONFERENCES

UNCTAD, Trade and Development Board, eighth session : Geneva, January 21 - Febru uy

Permanent Joint Board on Defence, 123rd meeting : San Francisco, February 3-7

Economic Commission for Africa, ninth session : Addis Ababa, February 3-14

OECD Ministerial Meeting : Paris, February 13-14

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, Canadian Area Council : Ottawa, March

Interparliamentary Union, spring meetings of Interparliamentary Council: Vienna, Apri_ 7-L"

NATO spring -ministerial meeting : Washington, April 10-11

. Canada-Japan Ministerial Committee Meeting : Tokyo, April 17-18

North Atlantic Assembly, standing committee meeting : Washington, April 17-18

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, Caribbean Regional Conference : Ar;igu:
May 12-16

Pan-American Institute of Geography and History, Ninth general assembly : Mexico Cinj
May 20 - June 20

Commonwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding OfHcers : Ottawa, September 8-1

Association Internationale des Parlementaires de langue française, second annual confer -nce
Tunisia, Séptember or October

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference : Port of Spain, Octob r 4

North Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference : Brussels, October 27-31

Interparliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference : New )elh

October 30 - November 7

APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS IN THF
DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN SERV CE

Mr. F. M. Filleul posted from the Canadian Embassy, Dakar, to l'École Nationale dAdm
nistration, Paris, effective December 3, 1968.

Mr. M. G. Von Nostitz posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the Intern tio
Commission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, Saigon, effective Decemt r ^
1968.

Mr. W. J. Jenkins appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign ' enl
Officer 5, effective January 1.

Mr. E. H. Fleming appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Admini<ratil
Services Officer 2, effective January 1.

Mr. R. P. Cameron posted from the Canadian Embassy, Bonn, to Ottawa, effective Jani arp

Mr. W. Savage posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, to Ottawa, effective Jam ar9
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fr ‘. P. Bissonnet appointed Canadian Ambassador to Indonesia, effective January 4. 

Ir, °'). E. Hardy posted from the Canadian Embassy, Helsinki, to the Canadian Embassy, 
'el Aviv, effective January 4. 

°. A. Roberts, Deputy Secretary General to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
srussels, appointed Canadian Ambassador to Switzerland, effective January 7. 

E. A. Way posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv, effective January 8. 

1i. .). J. M. Asselin-  posted from the Canadian Embassy, Washington, to Ottawa, effective 
anuary 9. 

1. K. Warren appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
..)fficer 1, effective January 15. 

TREATY INFORMATION 
Current Action 

cral 

Development Bank 
.bution Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Asian Development 
ank covering the use of Canadian Special Fund Resources. 

Signed in Manila December 23, 1968. 
Entered into force December 23, 1968. 

'mentary Extradition Agreement between Canada and Belgium. 
1. red at Ottawa December 21, 1966. 

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at Brussels December 12, 1968. 
Entered into force January 12, 1969. 

ge of Notes between Canada and India concerning the entry to Canada for permanent 
,idence of citizens of India. 

, Ottawa January 26, 1951. 
Entered into force January 26, 1951. 

Terminated December 14, 1968. 

tge of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of Mexico 
.ncerning the formation of a Joint Canada-Mexico Committee to consider matters 

of common interest to the two countries. 
Mexico D.F. November 22, 1968. 

Entered into force November 22, 1968. 

-lands 
lient between Canada and the Netherlands for Air Services between the two countries. 
igned at Ottawa June 2, 1948. 

Notice of termination given by the Netherlands January 8, 1968. 
Terminated January 8, 1969. 
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Pakistan 
Exchange of Notes between Canada and Pakistan regarding the entry to Canadz for 

permanent residence of citizens of Pakistan. 
Karachi October 23, 1951. 

Entered into force October 23, 1951. 
Terminated December 20, 1968. 

Republic of South Africa 
Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republ c e 

South Africa relating to the Canada Pension Plan. 
Signed at Ottawa November 21, 1968. 

Entered into force November 21, 1968. 
To be effective from January 1, 1969. 

United Kingdom 
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of the L nite 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland for the establishment of min, num 
prices for cereals imported into the United Kingdom from Canada. 

London April 15, 1964. 
Entered into force April 15, 1964. 

Terminated December 15, 1968. 

Venezuela 

Reciprocal amateur radio operating agreement between the Government of Cana& an 
the Government of Venezuela. 

Signed at Caracas October 29, 1968. 
Entered into force November 13, 1968. 

Multilateral 
International Coffee Agreement, 1968. 

Done at the United Nations /vlarch 18, 1968. 
Signed by Canada March 29, 1968. 

Canada's Instrument of Ratification deposited August 21, 1968. 
Entered into force definitively December 30, 1968. 

International Sugar Agreement of 1968. 
Done at the United Nations October 24, 1968. 

Signed by Canada December 19, 1968. 
Canada's Instrument of Ratification deposited December 23, 1968. 

Entered into force provisionally January 1, 1969. 

Agreement concerning the Administrative Arrangements for the Prek Thnot (Cam xxli 
Power and Irrigation Development Project. 

Done at the United Nations November 13, 1968. 
Signed by Canada November 13, 1968. 

Entered into force November 13, 1968. 
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The Role of Middle Powers in a Changing
World

AN ADDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP,

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,

AT CARLETON UNIVERSITY, OTTAWA, ON FEBRUARY 20, 1969.

T HERE is a faintly old-fashioned ring about classifying countries as great, m ddl,

or small powers. In the nineteenth century, and more or less up tc &
beginning of the Second World War, nations were ranked by the size of thet

naval fleets and there were only five or six "great powers". They were &

ones with battleships. Now the battleships have gone and so has the v hok

order that they symbolized. One of the really striking developments on tk

world scene in the past 25 years is the advent of vastly greater numbe s of

independent states. It is very much more difficult, if not impossible, to ch ssih

them as great, middle or small powers.

The conception of degrees of "power" in a sense remains. It is still truc

that nations have varying capacities to influence the course of events oi tsd

their own borders. It is also a fact that nations differ in their freedom in

capacity to act within their own borders. None of us, of course, is comp etel,

independent. The actions of every nation impinge increasingly on the c ther

and not even the greatest powers can entirely disregard the interplay of nat:od

decisions. But some of us have more ability than others to play an zctire

rather than a passive role in the world.

Factors Influencing Policy

This capacity of a state to pursue policies of its own choosing and to inffiiend

other states rests fundamentally on three factors: (a) economic cap ic4l

(b) military strength; (c) diplomatic and political influence.

These functions are obviously interrelated and no nation can be consi lere,'j
a power of any consequence unless it has. a measure of capacity in all hrce

Nevertheless, it is ' possible for a nation, by deliberate choice, to place grea"

emphasis on one sphere of activity and much less on the others. It is als^^

possible for a country to be compelled by circumstances to rely heavily oi, 09 .
source of national strength.

There are cases of nations which have considerable economic cal aci^

but have chosen not to acquire or to employ military strength. Postwar . apa

is an economic power of major proportions which has decided to ma ntai'
only modest military forces and to rely on the United States for its se -unri
requirements. Britain, on the other hand, is a nation whose economic 0,1
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ary strength has undergone a relative decline. But British political influence 
s • 311 very significant in large parts of the world where British military force 
s a longer dominant. We have other states militarily very strong in relation 
o economic capacity and their political influence. Israel is an interesting 
x; iple. The circumstances of that country's recent history have compelled 
t devote an extremely high proportion of its resources to military purposes 

der  to survive. 
In Israel we also have an example of another dimension to the whole 

• ion of the "power" of modern states — the geographical dimension. 
ition may play an important part in some region of the world because of 

5 npacity in one or more of the three factors I mentioned a moment ago, 
u its effective influence may not extend much beyond the region. Israel's 

-lry capacity relative to its neighbours is obviously very high and for this, 
s ell as for other reasons, Israel is a key country in the Middle East. 
r he other hand, in terms of its size and population Israel must be considered 

all  country, measured on the world scale. 

nsion of Time 
is one more dimension we must keep in mind if we would place the 

as of the world in some order of rank. It is the dimension of time. 
antry may be apparently strong and vigorous in one decade but mired in 

o :al dissension or plagued by economic crises in the next. The international 
*t: . is constantly shifting and the relative strengths of nations are rising or 

	

her 111! 	We can never take for granted that the present order will remain 
on t n inged for any great length of time. 
rtiv '-ooking at the world today in the light of the variables I have referred to, 

)ears that there are really only two great powers — the United States 
rhe U.S.S.R. They are the only countries which are at the same time 
»qsely strong in economic, military and political terms and have the capacity 
:rt their strength not just regionally but all over the world. They have, 

, zrse, the supreme ability to exchange intercontinental nuclear annihilation. 
‘ther nation is anywhere within reach of that dreadful capacity. It is 
Ny  more accurate to refer to the United States and the Soviet Union as 
r-powers". 

doubt that there is much point in attempting to classify those nations 
h are not super-powers. The fact of the matter is that the vast majority 

lintries have the capacity to exert some influence on the international scene, 
ti in their own geographical area or in the world in general, or in one 

, onal field or another, and therefore they fall into an indeterminate clas-
ion. We are nearly all middle powers — apart from the two giants at the 
nd and, at the other, a certain number of very small states which are not 
Je  of independent action to any significant degree. 

then, the world is full of middle powers and their national capacities 
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are of great variety, it is difficult to define a role in international affairs for
middle powers as such. It is true of middle powers, as it is of all nations, thx
their role is largely predetermined by the resources they possess and heu
historical and geographical circumstances. The effectiveness with which the
play that role is another matter. It is dependent upon an accurate and rea istù
assessment of their capabilities and a sensible choice of policies.

.The capacity of the super-powers to affect the destiny of other natio,is
so enormous that middle powers must clearly be vitally concerned about the
policies of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. Middle powers have a right and a -#
to seek to influence the actions of the super-powers. This influence is I ket,
to be more effective if middle powers act collectively. Indeed, it might be
taken as a general rule for middle and small powers that they can be mor
effective in almost every field of international activity if they act together.

Collective Action Essential
The scale and form of collective action by middle powers depends on the pur mei
It may be a functional purpose, as in an economic organization, or a geogral hicâ
one, as in a regional organization, or it may be a universal objective pu sue^
through the United Nations. The principle is the same. Collective ac6a i
likely to be more effective.

Sometimes a middle power may be able to play a special role in a situ itiot
naiwhere the super-powers, locked in contest for world-wide influence, darc

make a move. Such cases are rare, however, and their importance shoulc: nb

be exaggerated. Canada's initiative over the Suez affair in 1956 is some ime

cited as an example of this role for a middle power, but let us remind our the

that there were very special circumstances at that time.

I have arrived by this somewhat circuitous route at the acknowiedg(.men.l

that Canada is probably a "middle power", however we define that :em
It is plain that we have become a nation with significant economic w;ig6t
We have a population of 21 million and a gross national product of mor
than $60 billion, and our economy is growing at a steady rate. We o fer I
market of considerable proportions for the products of other countries. In
number of products we are one of the leading producers and exporters N",i
have resources that are attractive to capital from outside our own co mtg
We have a sufficiently high standard of living that we can well afford to cont ibm,1
substantial resources to international activities without in any way weal
our own economy. In short, we are an economic power.

We also have an appreciable military capacity. It is not great coin ?ai^
to that of the super-powers, nor is the approximately 100,000 men in our : m
forces a very significant number by comparison with many countries ^ iha^
population is smaller than ours. But our forces are well-trained professi )naC^
they are volunteers, not conscripts, equipped with modern weapons and czpa
of very effective employment in selective situations.
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Canada also has a considerable capacity for political and diplomatic 
We are a respected country in most parts of the , world and in the 

n Nations and other international organizations. This is in part because 
ve .ave no history of domination over other lands and no historic grievances 
o Duble our relations with other .  peoples. We maintain a corps of skilled 

.ssional diplomats, competitively selected from the best products of our 
n; -,-rsities. We have produced some outstanding Political figures, whose personal 
bt ies have enhanced the influence of our country abroad, notably the 

Honourable  Lester B. Pearson. Our people generally have shown a 
athetic understanding of the problems of other countries. 

llial Dimension 
what about the regional dimension ? The peculiar situation of Canada 
It we are a nation with adequate capacity to play a very considerable role 
regional setting but, for all practical purposes, our immediate region consists 
of ourselves and the United States, which is one of the super-powers. 

is been shrewdly observed that we are a regional power without a region. 
. efore, we must look further afield. 

A realistic assessment of the national capacity of Canada in the various 
I have enumerated, combined with our situation next to the United States, 

eL : inevitably to the conclusion that, if we are to advance our national 
n, .?sts and exercise real influence on the course of world affairs, we should 

1 net 
 

:k  , in conjunction with other nations. Every Government in recent Canadian 
in  e 	-y has come to this conclusion. Whatever functional area one examines, 
eht jt 	impossible to envisage Canada maldng its weight felt with maximum 

'iveness unless we get the co-operation of a number of like-minded nations. 
me 	In the economic field, Canada has for a long time pursued the so-called 
en' 	'II , ilateral approach" to world trading problems. We have recognized that, 
1g,11 	n 	face of our overwhelming economic involvement with the United States, 
ncr 	t in our interests, and those of the international community as a whole, 
et 	G Zourage the development of a liberalized multilateral world trading system, 
In . au  c than an autarkic or bloc trading system. So, we have been strong sup-

rs of GATT and the IMF. When trading blocs like the European Economic 1  
le 	, .munity,have developed, we have tried to ensure, by acting in concert with 
!butt 	ti countries that face similar problems, that the new economic groupings 
;et . 0 ,  ,,i the principles of GATT and are not inward-looking and exclusive. 

In the military field, a feature of the Canadian answer to the problen-i 
lari 	)'.ectwely ensuring our own security for the past 20 years has been to work 

., 	. 	. 

rat-i ' vi' other middle powers in NATO. Since Europe is the place where a conflict, 
ho e f I contained, could lead to a nuclear holocaust which would inevitably engulf 
full 	:' -da, we have supported and contributed military forces to the security 
ab 	sements in which the countries of Western Europe have joined with the 

cd States under NATO. 
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NATO, of course, is not just a military organization. Its members lave in -idgi 
been increasingly preoccupied with such problems as accommodation betv een rac ] ter 
East and West and with disarmament. For Canada, the opportunities our NJ  JO an  pov 
membership has presented for close consultation with other middle powers 1saye ins,  imei 
been of particular value in balancing up our rather unequal North Amer can evc .s in 
partnership with the United States. NATO is a unique form of close associz don - 	The 
with a group of other nations whose collaboration is important to the United  St  tes, 	w, nal 

s  ;soc i 
NATO Commitments Reviewed  1ev , asj 
We are now reviewing our membership in and commitments to NATO in the  set :net 
light of the situation that has evolved since the alliance was formed in 1)49. 	tra , ai 
I have yet to hear any convincing argument that, if Canada wants to pL y a 	a., we 
part in ensuring its own security, in the resolution of the security problem; of 	o .rs, 
Europe that directly affect our own fate, and in mitigating the confront tion 	c •  effi 
between the super-powers, we could do so as effectively as within some ad 	.er smi 
collective effort as NATO. We could opt out, of course. That is an alterna ive. 	n .e e 
We could decide not to participate with our NATO partners in the searci for . c .d tl 
collective security and a settlement in Europe. But the problems of a dil. ded 	v.z , na 
Europe will not disappear if we opt out. In or out of NATO, Canada ca mot 	1 hE 
isolate itself from the consequences of failure to establish a stable order in Et113pe. - 	,e w 

There are problems of peace-keeping outside Europe and here, too, Cwlada 	ar  I 
has attempted to make sure that our contribution is most effective by combi lin 	u, :st ; 
it with the contributions of other nations. Canada has been among the fore. nog 	lm ;oil 
supporters of peacekeeping operations under the auspices of the United Nat ons. 	As I 
We have participated in every peacekeeping operation undertaken by the e 	n ‘c 
since 1948. Unfortunately, because of the stubborn  opposition of some impo  tant 	V. ,ive 
members of the United Nations, the prospects for permanent peacekeeping 	1 ,)e 
arrangements or further United Nations ad hoc peacekeeping forces are not g )(xi 	cil ,gi 
1 see no reason, however, not to go on patiently trying to find a way rtnind 	0  '=)11 
the road-blocks that have been thrown up in the United Nations. There ate 	cl ,f s-, gi 
a good many other middle powers in the United Nations that share our s iews 0  li 
and that are willing to join with us in maintaining pressure for the develop,iient 
of the peacekeeping conception. 

There are numerous other instances of Canada fitting itself into grou] ings 
of nations organized to achieve some common purpose. One of the most i iter-
esting, and perhaps the most peculiar, of such institutions is the Conunonwe iltb. 
It is, as you know, a very loose association of independent nations, wi h a 
modest secretariat. All are graduates of the British Empire school of nation1- 3od 

Canada and the Commonwealth 
The Commonwealth has achieved notable success over the past 20 yea] in 
easing the transition from colonial dependence to national independence for 
many members of the world community. It has still a significant role to plai 
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n -idging the gulf between the rich and the poor nations and in easing the 
rac ] tensions which unfortunately very often coincide with disparities of wealth 
an.  For Canada, the Commonwealth has continuing value as an 
ins' anent through which we may exert some influence upon the course of 

ev e. s in a large and important part of the world. 
The supreme example of Canada joining with other nations to seek inter-

a-, nal objectives is our membership in the United Nations. In the UN and 
ts ;sociated international agencies we have the opportunity to play a part in 

es , aspect of the struggle to build a stable and just world order — peaceful 
et ment of disputes, respect for human rights, liberalization of international 
IT , aid to developing countries, codification of international law. In most 

a a. we find it advantageous to work closely in the UN with other middle 
)1  po  -çs, but not exclusively. Sometimes the cause of world order is advanced 
a  mc effectively by supporting the initiative of a super-power. Sometimes a 

	

I 	'et small state puts forward a valuable and important propose, as Malta did 

	

e 	n .'e exploitation of the resources of the ocean-floor. Canada has long sup- 
c -d the principle of universality of membership of the UN, in the belief that 

A • ‘,- • nation has something to contribute. 

	

• ot 	I have touched briefly upon some of the things that Canada has been doing 

	

)e. 	,e world and the reasons for some of the policies we have pursued in the 

	

da 	a . I should now like to pose some questions about these policies and to 

	

ng 	u, :st some directions which we might take in adapting them to changes in 

	

ost 	lm ,'orld scene and in our own country. 

	

ns, 	As I mentioned earlier, one of the most dramatic changes that has occurred 

	

JN 	n ‘. world scene in the past 25 years is the proliferation of middle powers. 

	

ant 	V ive in a time of the dissolution of empires. The empires of the Western 
mg •1 oean powers are largely gone and only a few small remnants remain. The 

	

xi 	d: )eical empires seem also to be loosening. They are certainly not nearly 

	

nd 	o )nolithic as they were 20 years ago. Moscow and Peking now vie for 

	

ire 	(1,f .,zical leadership of the Communist world. Yugoslavia is Communist but 

	

\vs 	c ligned and Romania and Czechoslovakia are restless under the Soviet yoke. 

'cal Patterns Unstable 
ans 	1 	esult of a situation in which there are vastly greater numbers of independent 

or states with a greater degree of independence, is that the pattern of 
tb. Do .cal relations throughout the world is constantly shifting, unstable and 

a  31:lictable. It is immensely encouraging that so many peoples have acquired 
;lore  personal and national freedom than they ever had before, but this 
freedom may lead initially to d angerous tensions or violent outbreaks. 

^.rious corners of the world, peoples who have been under the dominance 
1 imperial power are struggling to establish a new equilibrium. Such is 

'orl in ase in Vietnam, Nigeria and Czechoslovakia. • 
Another aspect of the world situation which has come increasingly to the 
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fore in the past 25 years is the crisis of underdevelopment The problem has 
been there for a• long time. In its present form it has existed at least s nec 
the industrialized nations of the West began their take-off into relative afflu, nce 
in the nineteenth century. But the disparity has become vastly more acut .1 in 
our time and both we and the inhabitants of the underdeveloped countries are 
far more aware Of the problem through the efficiency of world-wide commut ica-
lions. The poverty-burdened majority of the people of the earth are increasi igly 
conscious that we of the rich nations are still outstripping them in eçon( dic 
frogress as every year goes by. 

As I see it, two of the Most important foreign policy questions fa zing 
Canada today are what we do about the issues of peace and war in part; of 
the world with which we formerly hardly concerned ourselves, and what we 
do about the enormous disparity between rich and poor all over the w eld. 
We have long been closely concerned about events in Europe, and rightk so. 
We are an offshoot of European civilization; that is where the bulk of our 
population traces its origins, where we have very large economic interests and 
where the most immediate threat to our security lies. We cannot tum our 
backs on Europe but we are compelled to add new dimensions to our thin King 
about other parts of the world. 

Future of Involvements 
Canada has been drawn, partly by the accident of membership in the Coin 
monwealth, into assisting in the struggle for economic viability of, first, I (dia, 
Pakistan and C-eylon, and, later, other Commonwealth nations in Asia, A iica 
and the Caribbean. We have found ourselves grappling at the United Na ions 
with the complexities of such issues as the Korean War, the Congo rebe. ion  
Cyprus and the Arab-Israeli conflict in the Middle East. We were calle I toi 
play a part in the International Control Commissions set up so hopefully in 954  
to supervise the settlement in Vietnam after France's withdrawal. We now tav 
to decide whether we are to continue all or some of these involvement , to 
broaden out our interests abroad, or to concentrate on certain internat onal 
functions and certain areas of the world. 

Canada's contribution to international development assistance now am unts 
to more than $300 million annually and we are pledged to increase it to 1 pet cent 
of national income. Our programme is a respectable one in size and effective iess. 
But we have a lot of urgent questions to answer about our aid. Shoul(we 
concentrate more of it in certain countries or in certain sectors of developr ene 
What should be the relative emphasis on grants and loans of various inds 
and on trade concessions? As a middle power, are there special things Ci lad2 
can do better than other countries? To what extent should we pool our e forts 
with those of other contributors? As development assistance become 
increasingly important part of our international activities, questions like hest 
become much more critical. 
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Fi, ttion of Bilingnalisin
Or Ï new dimension that has been added to Canadian activities in the world

in .-eceni years is that of the active, projection abroad of the bilingual and

bic itural aspects of our nationhood. French-speaking Canadians now urgently ^

se to play a role in national and international affairs more in keeping with

th,:- weight in the Canadian population. The signing of the France-Canada

Ct. ural Agreement in 1965 marked a major step in a conscious effort to

re, .sent the "French fact" in Canada more adequately in our external relations.

A<: 1 have mentioned, for historical reasons we found ourselves fairly closely

as -.iated with the newly-independent members of the Commonwealth in Africa

a, Asia. We were slower to develop comparable ties with the newly-independent

in. 3rtant in strengthening the unity of our Canadian nation. It is also an

'rE cophone countries, but we are now rapidly expanding these relationships.

A. „)roper reflection in foreign policy of our bicultural character is vitally

o; ortunity for Canada to play a greater role in the world.
An area in which our foreign policy has been unbalanced in the past is

in ^e American hemisphere. Beyond the United States, we have been somewhat
ta. .; in developing an active collaboration with the countries of the Caribbean,

an even slower to seek out closer relations with the nations of Latin America.

\\' should frankly admit that there has been a neglect of that part of the

Ni c d in the thinking of most Canadians and seek to rectify that omission.

C om•
[ +dia E^ ^ ic Outlook

sica S,' 'oo, in our relations with the nations that border the Pacific Ocean. The
ir.! iance in that respect, however, is not exactly a case of neglect. On the

cent One important step that Canada could take in the Pacific is to exchange

lads o" ire the matter of recognition and exchange of embassies.

'.ion. cc ary, the western part of Canada, and especially British Columbia, has long

i to ii^ active trading and other -relations with Eastern Asia and the South Pacific.

954 h- ccent years there has been a particularly great increase in our commercial

Iave e^ . anges with Japan. But this has been largely the reflection of a regional

to ir -st on the part of those areas of Canada which naturally look outward to

onal t1" :'acific rather than to the Atlantic. What is now required is that we pay

nuous attention to the Pacific as well as to the Atlantic as an area of
untt n- 'nal interest to all Canadians.

iess ^matic representatives with the authorities in Peking. We and the rest of
R; ,orld need to open all possible channels of communication with the govern-

which is in effective control of China. That is why we have recently madeent°

['^'ind ^ initial contact with representatives of the People's Republic of China to

fO Coing beyond all of Canada's regional or functional interests is our concern

at ^ e the United Nations become a more effective instrument for international

hes! ^'."eration and for the achievement of the Charter goals of peace and security,
omic and social justice and individual human rights. The UN is an imperfect
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organization because it reflects an imperfect world. But it is man's most ambit ous 
effort to reconcile differences in the human condition and harmonize the act ons 
of nations. We must look again at our national goals in the United Nat'ons 
context and identify the changing circumstances of intemational life as hey 
affect the functioning of the UN. Then we must decide what changes in Cana lian 
policies or techniques may be required as we make conunon  cause  with cther 
countries in the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies. 

The task for Canadians, as we review our foreign policies, is first to d ter-
mine our own capacities, our own strengths and our ovvn wealmesses. s a 
middle power, what economic, military and political resources do we ha, at 
our disposal and how can we best employ them in the interests of our 3W11 

people and of the world community? We must also examine realistically the 
world around us and the changes that are taking place in it. In the ligl t of 
those changes, should we concentrate more on one function and less on ot lers,  
or more on one region and less on another? 

I expect that the answers to these questions will  result in some slit t of 
emphasis in our international activities and some alteration in the method by 
which we carry out those activities. 

Because foreign policy is never static, we have already begun to bring a  out  
some changes. But I doubt very much that we shall abandon completely  an  D 
functional or regional activity, and I see no need to do so. We don't nee  1  to 	T, 
pull out of Europe in order to develop better relations with Latin Americ  i or 
the Pacific. Participation in collective security arrangements is not incompî tible 	H 1 

with assistance to developing countries or an active part in disarma nent 	h )11 
negotiations. We may be only a middle power, but we are a nation wit' the 	M le 
capacity to unde rtake a good many varied roles in the world if it is in Our 
national interest to do so. The aim of Canadian foreign policy must t to 	h se 
strike the right balance of effort among those roles that are appropriate tc our 	h h 
circumstances as a middle power and to the imperatives of the internat on al 	P , d 
situation. 	 th J  
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b-dian and Canadian Parliamentary Speakers
Exhange Visits "'

HE last few months have seen two notable "firsts" in Canada's interparliâ-
I

I
mentary relations programme. In October 1968, Dr. N. Sanjiva Reddy,

Sp -aker of the Lok Sabha or Lower House of the Indian Parliament, made

hi^, first official visit to Canada at the invitation of the Canadian Parliament.

T) was followed in January 1969 by the first official Canadian Parliamentary

vi^ to India.

Vi t of Dr. Reddy
T! programme of Mr. Speaker Reddy's visit was naturally centred on

R. iament. During his six days in Canada from October 19 to 25, Dr. Reddy

ha the opportunity of seeing the Canadian Parliament in action, attending

sit -:gs of both the House of Commons and the Senate. He held discussions

wi many leading Canadian Parliamentarians, and with Canadian representatives

of ie Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and Inter-Parliamentary Union.
D; Reddy also visited such other Canadian centres as Montreal, Niagara Falls,

Tc -)nto and Cornwall. k
During his stay in Ottawa, the Indian Speaker was received at Rideau

H: by the Governor General and Mrs. Michener, who gave a luncheon in his
h( )ur. Himself a former Speaker of the Canadian House of Commons, Mr.

)ener had also served as Canadian High Commissioner to India.

Dr. N. Sanjiva Reddy, who has been Speaker of the Lok Sabha since 1967,
h; served in all levels of government and was for three years Chief Minister of

E home state of Andhra Pradesh. From 1959 to 1962, he served as
P., dent of the National Congress Party of India and he has held portfolios in
tl. Union Government as Minister of Steel and Mines, Transport, Aviation,

S. ^ing and Tourism.

C; adian Parliamentary Visit
Bi: re leaving Canada, Dr. Reddy extended an invitation from the Indian

P. ':ament for a Canadian Parliamentary delegation to make an official visit
to dia in 1969. This invitation was accepted with pleasure, and on January 5

az2legation of six Canadian Parliamentarians, led by the Speaker of the

Hse of Commons, the Honourable Lucien Lamoureux, arrived at New
;i's Palam Airport, where they were welcomed by Dr. Reddy, their official

h( in India, and a number of Ministers and leading representatives of both

P:ses of Parliament. Canada's High Commissioner in New Delhi, Mr.

7BY Mr. Ian Imrie, Head of the Inter-Parliamentary, Relations Branch, I-Iouse of Commons, Ottawa.
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Dr. Ram Subhag Singh, Union Minister for Communications and Parliamentary  1 fiair 
of India (left), greets the Speaker of the Canadian House of Commons, Mr. Lucien L mow 
reux, on his arrival in New Delhi with the Canadian Parliamentary delegation that isite2 
the Indian capital in January 1969. Looking on is Dr. N. Sanjiva Reddy, Speaker < f rig 
Lok Sabha, the Lower House of the Indian Parliament. 

James George, was also present, as well as members of the Indo-Can idiai 

Friendship Association. 
Besides Mr. Lamoureux, the Canadian delegation included Deputy Com MOD 

Speaker Hugh Faulkner and leading representatives of all the parties i tig 
Commons: Chief Government Whip Bernard Pilon, Chief Opposition Miir 
T. M. Bell of the Progressive Conservatives, New Democrat House Leade aa 

Whip Stanley ICnowles and Ralliement des Créditistes Leader Réal Cac iette 

The Clerk of the House of Commons, Mr. Alistair Fraser, accompanie 1 tle 

delegation, as well as Mr. Ian Imrie, Head of Inter-Parliamentary Relatic  s.  
Following their arrival, the delegates were given a spectacular introch ctior 

to India's rich historical and cultural background in the form of a "S ,n 
Lumière" performance at Delhi's famous Red Fort and attended an inf rn 

dinner given by Mr. Speaker Reddy. Next day, laying a wreath at the Ra glut 
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11-7e Mahatma Gandhi had been cremated, the delegation paid homage to 
he ;Teat Indian leader on the eve of the centennial of his birth. They also 
isit-,c1 the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, where they were impressed 
y -.J..cw high-yield strains of rice and wheat that could dramatically increase 
nd agricultural production. Meeting later with Food and Agriculture 
ii - ter  Jagjiwan Ram, the Canadian delegates had great praise for the 

u1:1 - ty of the agricultural research programme and for the success achieved 
o (22te in extending scientific techniques of cultivation throughout the country. 
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s to Parliament House 
t she circular Parliament House later that morning, the delegates had an 

•:tunity to meet many of the leading members of both the Upper and Lower 
•es. Since the Indian Parliament was not then in session, most of these 

tors had come to New Delhi for the express purpose of meeting their 
dian colleagues. A vote in the Lok Sabha was arranged especially for 

slelegates, who were most interested to see the effective electronic voting 
ys -a in operation. Discussions on parliamentary matters were held with 
e finister of Parliamentary Affairs, Dr. Ram Subhag Singh, and other senior 

nC a Parliamentarians. 
In the aftemoon, the delegation was received by the Acting Prime 
- ter, Shri Moraji Desai, who spoke appreciatively of Canada's assistance 
:dia in many fields and acknowledged the very special and distinctive 
:z: ter of the Indo-Canadian relation. Later, the delegates were received 

; President of India, Dr. Zakir Husain, who recalled with great pleasure his 
visit to Canada in 1967 during the Canadian centennial celebrations. 
At an official dinner given for the delegates that evening by the Indian 
ment, Mr. Lamoureux paid tribute to India's important cultural and 

-ztual contribution to the world and its leadership in the quest for world 
and human brotherhood. For Canada particularly, India has also given 
nrichment to the social mosaic through the immigration of Indians from 

11 -.1ks of life. 

eeing 
second day, the delegates left for Agra, where they were shown the 

qahal and other historical and architectural treasures. A visit was also 
to the Bichpuri Community Development Block near Agra, where 

ues witnessed further important aspects of India's advances in agricultural 
Ich and development, particularly in the teaching of scientific techniques 
dent agronomists. 

Next day, the delegation visited the Nehru Memorial Museum and paid their 
- ets to the world statesman who was India's first Prime Minister. At a 

, 1 given the same day by the Indian Council of World Affairs, Mr. 
•Dar= spoke on Indo-Canadian relations. "To India," he said "must go 
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the credit for demonstrating that democracy can flower' and flourish, eve,' in 
the presence of conditions w,hich have frequently extinguished the flan ; 
freedom elsewhere. Only in a land of unconquerable spirit and dedicatica te 
fundamental human values could such an achievement have been registe ed: 

For the last two days of the visit, the delegation's co-hosts were the 
Chainnan of the Legislative Council, the Honourable V. S. Page, and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, the Honourable T. S. Bharde, at the 
Maharashtra State Leeslature. Visiting the Aurangabad area, the dele ;ates 
were shown the famous caves of Ajanta and Ellora, with their wealth of ar :iern 
sculptures and frescoes. 

The last day of the visit was spent in the great city of Bombay. 1 here 
they held discussions with members of the State Legislature and met le ding 
representatives from industry, commerce, education and the artistic comma nhy. 

The delegation also visited the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre at Trot bay . 
This great complex of reactors and laboratories, which gives India a )lace 
amongst the more advanced nations in the world in nuclear research, v as a 
product of Judo-Canadian partnership. The Canadian delegates were impussed 
by this example of the fruits of co-operation between the two countries. 

On January 10, a farewell reception was given the delegation by the ndo-
Canadian Friendship Society. Before commenchig the long return journ1 y te 

Canada for the re-opening of the Canadian Parliamentary session, Sp  aie  
Lamoureux warmly thanked the delegation's hosts in the Indian Parlie .neat 
and the Maharashtra Legislature for the great hospitality shown them thrœ4 bout 
the visit. Their five-day programme, short as it undoubtedly was, gave .hem 
an excellent view of a cross-section of Indian political, economic and cu tutal 
life. It also provided a unique insight into both the problems and the achieve lent 
of this great country, and demonstrated the strength of the bonds of Id Islip 
and co-operation between India and Canada. 
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A ms Control and Disarmament at the 
U lited Nations 

T 1E provisional agenda of the twenty-third session of the United Nations 
I General Assembly contained four arms-control and disarmament measures 
— meral and complete disarmament, suspension of nuclear testing, elhnination 
of ireign military bases and conversion to peaceful needs of the resources 
rei sed by disarmament. All  four are recurring items, to which relatively little 
at -.lion was given this year; most interest centred on the report of the 
Cc  erence of Non-Nuclear Weapon States discussed below. 

General and complete disarmament (GCD) was discussed in connection 
the regular annual report of the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee 

(E DC). The Committee had relatively little to report. Its summer session had 
be shortened because of the final negotiations toward the Non-Proliferation 

ITr •ty (NPT) in the late spring and, after the conclusion of the Treaty, no new 
su' ;,ct had emerged with promising prospects for ENDC discussion. Accord- 
in: a resolution was passed in the General Assembly requesting the ENDC to 
"r  .sue renewed efforts toward achieving substantial progress in reaching 
ag cment" on general and complete disarmament and to continue its efforts to 
nu liate collateral measures of disarmament. The resolution referred to the 
ET /C the records of the First Committee of the Assembly, and requested the 

to resume its work as soon as possible. Under the items on general and 
cf :,lete disarmament two other proposals were also considered. Denmark 
su tined a resolution calling on the Secretary-General to conduct a study of 

..iews of member countries concerning the possibility of publicizing con- 
onal arms transfers between states. This resolution was eventually with-

cli n without a vote. The other proposal concerned chemical and biological 
The Committee adopted a resolution requesting the Secretary-General 

tc rq,are a study, with the assistance of qualified consultant experts, on the 
es of the use of chemical and biological weapons. Recalling the value of 
arlier study on nuclear weapons, the Assembly Committee accepted the 

re , nmendation of the ENDC that a similar study be made of chemical and 
bi 'gical warfare. Canada co-sponsored the resolution authorizing the study 
at on the invitation of the Secretary-General, designated an expert to assist 

s preparation. 

C( prehensive Test Ban 
.msion of nuclear testing, usually referred to as the question of a compre- 
ive test ban, was the subject of a resolution presented by Sweden which, 

lî alia, urged all states to adhere to the Moscow treaty banning nuclear testing 
atmosphere, in outer space and under water; it also called for a halt to 
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all nuclear tests and requested the ENDC to take up, as a matter of -urge icy,

the elaboration of a comprehensive test ban covering all environments, in,clu ling

underground, where tests have been continuing. This resolution, which recei ved

Canadian support, was adopted by the General Assembly.

The peaceful uses of the sea-bed, a subject first introduced at the twe ity
second session of the General Assembly, received extensive attention. tfter
lengthy discussions, the Assembly adopted a resolution establishing a comm ttee
to explore the peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean-floor beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction. The resolution instructed the committee to s5 udy
the elaboration of legal principles that would promote international co-oper,- don
in the exploration and use of this area and to consider the economic and ceher
requirements that should be satisfied in order to meet the interests of huma iity.

The committee was further instructed to study the reservation of the sea bed

and the deep ocean-floor exclusively for peaceful purposes, taking into acc:junt

the studies and international negotiations in the field of disarmament. The sea-

bed item promises to be the subject of extensive international discussion and the

ENDC, as the principle international forum for arms-control negotiations, will

accord priority attention to this question. The elimination of foreign mil tary

bases received almost no attention at the General Assembly and the iten on

the conversion to peaceful uses of the resources released by disarmament simi any
aroused little interest. Attention was concentrated on the results of the Confer nce

of Non-Nuclear Weapon States held in September 1968; despite its appr wal

of a number of resolutions, the Conference failed to achieve the objective prop >sed
by its chief supporters.

Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States

The Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States (CNNWS), which was conv ned

on the basis of a decision of the twenty-second session of the UN Ge., eral

Assembly, considered three major questions arising out of the Non-Prolifen tion

Treaty, which opened for signature on July 1, 1968. These were :
(1) How can the security of the non-nuclear states best be assured ?
(2) How can non-nuclear powers co-operate among themselves in prel ent-

ing the proliferation of nuclear weapons ?

(3) How can nuclear devices be used exclusively for peaceful purpo es?

The Conference adopted 14 resolutions, the majority of which contc ined

general recommendations on the topics under discussion. The final resoh tion

invited the United Nations General Assembly "to consider the best ways and

means for the implementation of the decisions taken by the Conference". On

the basis of this resolution, the final report of the Conference was place( OP

the agenda of the twenty-third session of the General Assembly.

During discussions in the First Committee of the Assembly, it bec 30e

obvious that it would not be possible to draw up one satisfactory resoh tion

covering all of the decisions of the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon St ites,
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Qt: ition of Weapon Delivery 
Fr, ri  the Canadian point of view, the most important resolution stemming from 
th c C,NNWS was that which had the Assembly "urge the Governments of the 
U.  S.R. and the U.S.A. to enter at an early date into bilateral discussions on 
th( Imitation of offensive strategic nuclear weapon delivery systems and systems 
of efence against ballistic missiles". The Canadian delegation several times 
du rig disarmament debates stressed the importance and the urgency of these 

'zral talks and co-sponsored this resolution, which was adopted in Committee 
by . vote of 97 in favour to none against, with five abstentions. 

Another resolution endorsing decisions taken at the Conference of Non-
:zar Weapon States requested the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

o ansmit the resolutions of the Conference to governments and agencies and 
1 d the Secretary-General to submit a comprehensive report on "the question 

f implementation, taking into account the reports of the Eighteen-Nation 
c 'mince on Disarmament (ENDC) and the International Atomic Energy 

- icy, of the results of the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States", 
ding : 
(a) the question of convening, early in 1947, a meeting of the United Nations 

Disarmament Commission to consider disarmament and the related question 
of security of nations; 

(b) the question of further international co-operation for peaceful uses of 
nuclear energy, with particular regard to the special needs and interests of 
developing countries. 

Secretary-General was also asked to appoint a group of experts to prepare 
ort to be considered at the 1969 Assembly on "all possible contributions of 

Ù ar technology to the economic and scientific advancement of the developing 
o .ries". This resolution was adopted in committee by a vote of 87 in favour 
ir :ding Canada) to eight against, with six abstentions. 

The other two resolutions based on CNNWS decisions reiterated a recom- 
`-ation regarding the establishment of nuclear-free zones and asked the 

e ,  lary-General to prepare "a report on the establishment, within the framework 
i International Atomic Energy Agency, of an international service for nuclear 

for peaceful purposes, under appropriate international control". 
da supported the first of these resolutions and abstained on the second, 

11 did not appear to take into account the existence of the Nuclear Non-
feration Treaty and which to some extent duplicated a study already under-

, 1 by the IAEA. 
In general, the disarmament debate confirmed that most nations look to 

'ipening of talks between the United States and the Soviet Union on the 
in. atior and reduction of strategic arms as the next essential step towards 

Mr, Canadian delegation played an active role in negotiations leading to the 

pre mtation of four draft resolutions designed to implement the decisions of 

the Conference. Canada actively supported three of these resolutions. 

e 
ling 
ved 
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further arms-control measures. Some non-nuclear-weapon : states regard hej
own accession to the Non-,Proliferation Treaty as conditional not only_: or. the
Treaty's ratification by the United States and the U.S.S.R. but also, ino : orne
measure, as dependent on the two powers undertaking further serious mea° ures
of disarmament as they are pledged to do under the Treaty. Canada wa€ the
first "near-nuclear" state to ratify this Treaty. Nevertheless, strategic arms r ega
tiations were considered to be an essential prelude to progress on other as )en
of disarmament, and a vital factor in rreinforcing the confidence of non-nu lez
weapon states.
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c v Ambassador Installed in 1)rague 

On December 17, 1968, Canada's newly-appointed Ambassador tà 
hoslovakia, Mr. T. B. B. Wainman-Wood, presented his credentials to 

r, dent Ludvik Svoboda at Prague Castle. The following statement was made 

fr. Wainman-Wood oiz that  occasion.:  , 
I am conscious of being one of the first ambassadors to present letters 
-e.dence, following the fiftieth anniversary of Czechoslovakia's emergence 

s modem state. Canadians have applauded Czechoslovakia's achievements 

1du ,g those 50 years, and the patient courage and deep inner strength which 
Cz hoslovakia has displayed during times of great trial has won Canadian 
d. 'ration and respect. 

The fabric of my own country's national life has been enriched by the 
o ibution which Czech and Slovak immigrants have made to the creation 
iv development of Canada since it was formed through Confederation in 

IS. '. It was historically appropriate, therefore, that our centennial year should 
a been enriched  bÿ the opportunity to know Czechoslovakia better through 

yo magnificent participation in Expo 67. At the same time, there was a 

;Vaiaman-Wood (left), shakes hands with President Svoboda of Czechoslovakia on the 
'ion of the presentation of his credentials as. Canadian Ambassador to Czechoslovakia. 
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dynamic development of relations between our countries, relations at n.any 
levels — official, technical, scientific, academic, commercial, cultural "and 
even hockey, which is not always considered as a cultural exchange). 

Despite the geographical, social and ideological differences that sep rate 
our two countries, I believe that this development was of benefit to I oth, 
and to the cause of world peace. 

In the conviction that growth of understanding and co-operation of this 
nature can be of even greater importance in the present troubled climat2 of 
international affairs, and can strengthen our countries in the roles each may 
be able to play in overcoming the obstacles which divide the world, it wUl 
be my endeavour to continue to encourage further the development of 
relations between Czechoslovakia and Canada. I hope that in this task I  may  
have your co-operation and that of your Government. 
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ternational Sugar Agreement 

9 HE  Canadian Government played an active role in events leading to th
t
e 

convening of an International Sugar Conference in 1968. As a major 
cet sumer of sugar, Canada has sought, since the expiry of the economic 
pr: 'iSiOflS  of the International Sugar Agreement on January 1, 1962, to obtain 
a -...etv agreement which would permit the orderly trading of sugar on the 
w., kl market to benefit both the Canadian consumer and major sugar exporters, 

icularly those developing countries which are heavily dependent on sugar 
as 3. major source of export  revenue. 

The International Sugar Conference, convened under the auspices of the 
13",  ted Nations Conference for Trade and Development (UNCTAD), adopted 
oi October 23, 1968, the text of a new International Supr Agreement. This 
in t ruinent,  which was negotiated in Geneva during two sessions (April 17 to 

1 and September 23 to October 24) came into force on January 1, 1969, 
ar is to remain in force for a period of five years, with a review of its 
ec -  îlomic provisions after three. Participating in the Conference, which was 
eh ired by the Jamaican Mtn' ister of Trade and Industry, the Honourable 

ert C. Lightboume, were delegates from 73 countries, representing exporters 
•  ai:  importers, observers from 11 countries, and representatives from five 

U. ted Nations Specialized Agencies. Representing Canada during the various 
p"!. _es of the Conference were officials from the Departments of Agriculture, 
C umer and Corporate Affairs, Extemal Affairs, Finance, and Industry, 
T: -'‘e and Commerce. Although the United States did not participate in the 

cd session of the Conference and member countries of the European 
E.  _omic Coramunity attended throughout but found themselves unable to 
ne ,tiate an acceptable export quota, provision was made that non-signatory 

.bers of the Conference and members of the United Nations, including the 
ed States and European Economic Community countries, might accede to 

th: Agreement at a later date. 
The purpose of the Agreement is to achieve a more orderly world sugar 

irn- lzet, which would be beneficial to both exporting and hnporting countries. 
Ti includes measures to raise the level of the international sugar trade, 
pi ,...cularly in order to increase the export earnings of developing countries; 
te lcrease sugar consumption; to facilitate the co-ordination of world marketing 

oies  and the organi7ation of the market; and to maintain stable and 
re, .)nable prices within a target range of 3.25 to 5.25 cents (U.S.) a pound 
f.L stowed Caribbean posts. 

The Agreement is based on a mechanism whereby annual export quotas are 
Ix .1 as a proportion of basic export tonnages in keeping with market develop-

s s. This means that specific obligations are placed on both importers and 
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exporters. Exporting countries have the main responsibility for bringing sur ply

and demand into balance by adjusting the quantities of sugar coming on the

world market through the operation of an export quota system. The assignn ent

of initial quotas, as well as the operation of the mechanism, are the responsib lity

of the International Sugar Council, on which all other importing and ' éxpor .ing

member countries will be represented. On the other hand, the actuâl ` enfo -ce-

ment of the quôtas in effect is left to individual exporting countries. The in ijor

basic export tonnages are as follows (in thousands of tons): Cuba 2,3 50;

Australia, 1,100; China (Taiwan), 630; South^Africa, 625; Brazil, 500; Polnd,

370; Czechoslovakia, 270; India, 250; West Indies, 200; Mauritius, 75;

Colombia, 164; Fiji, 155; Mexico, 96; Dominican Republic, 75 (140. in 1970

and 186 in 1971); Peru, 50 (75 in 1970 and 100 in 1971).
Importing countries will help the exporters to achieve the price objec4!ives

by prohibiting purchases from non-members when prices fall below the Tcwer

target price, and by restricting imports from non-members to" the volûm, of
CC-i ,

a base period when prices are between the lower, and upper targets.. Impor ers,
C

however, do notundertake to pay exporters the lower target price. al_ _r
In'return, exporting countries have undertaken meaningful supplÿ obligati ms, S;

not present in previous Internatiônal' Sugar Agreements, which will substant all}
cc

reduce the risk of consumers paying 'excessive prices for sugar. The first wk'
exporter obligation is to maintain minimum stocks - e- Mnke au..! 1111c

for prompt sale 'and shipment when the world price approaches the u)per rf
target price. The second is to supply traditional markets with their no mal C 3i

requirements of sugar at a price not exceeding 6.50 cents (U.S.). a pc ind

Exporters have also undertâken not to sell sugar on the free marke.' to

non-members on terms more favourable than those which they woulc be

prepared to offer importing members.

Undertakings have been given by a number of developed countric ; to a^, ;
ensure continuing access for sugar to their domestic markets. A special 'und ^^ a^.
of 150,000 tons for developing countries has also been established. In the
allocation of the fund, particular attention has been given to the neec s of ^^ re ! .
small developing countries whose export earnings are heavily deperiden on le,
sugar exports, countries whose economies are becoming excessively depei dent

on sugar and certain countries burdened with excess stocks. Provisions ^iave

also been made that the first 20 per cent of shortfalls, when quotas in ^ ffed

are at 100 per cent or higher of basic export tonnages, shall be all)tted

exclusively to developing exporting members.

Speaking in the House of Commons on October 25, 1968, the Mi; istei

of Industry, Trade and Commerce, the Honourable Jean-Luc Pepin, said the

the new Agreement "will protect the interest of Canadian consumers ir the
1 1,

1
event of excessive prices, such as occurred in 1963, and at the same timc w61 T:

of: ;benefit many developing countries, including those of the CommonA.:3161

Caribbean, by improving the returns from one of their chief exports".
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1! Yinisterial Mission to Latin America

N January 24, 1969, the preliminary report of. the Canadian Government's

ministerial mission to Latin America was tabled in the House of Commons.

The report analyses the work of the mission's 30-day visit to nine Latin

X , rican countries toward the end of 1968, and provides both factual

ir, •rmation and preliminary assessments on which the current review of

C.: --.adian policy toward Latin America will be based.

V=tical Aspects
It ;lakes it clear that there is scope for more frequent and more intensive

c.: ,ultation on international and hemispheric political questions between

C, ada and the Latin American countries. It indicates that this could come
al_ zt either through Canadian membership in the Organization of American

St° .:s (OAS) or through closer bilateral relations with the Latin American
cc tries. It also makes it clear that there is scope for closer Canadian relations

w;'; regional organizations in Latin America and with certain 'organizations

o2 rhé inter-American system. An important step toward closer bilateral

re'' cions has already been taken in the founding of the Joint Mexico-Canadaci

amittee, in which the mission took part.

A^^ Aspects

A- ti result of the mission's discussions on aid, the report indicates, two main
pc ;s emerged: the definition of additional scope for Canadian development
as:. aance and the discovery of real possibilities for co-operation with volunteer

al ^cies already working in Latin America.

To realize the full potential of these opportunities of enhancing Canadian
re éons with Latin America, studies are under way to determine the future
le of Canadian aid to the area. Questions involved include:

Canada's future relations with the Inter-American Development Bank;

the possibility of setting up a bilateral aid programme and the balance

between any bilateral aid and any multilateral aid;

the possibility of setting up directly administered programmes;

the degree of co-operation with regional groupings;

the possibility of expanding the programme of aid to private institutions.

Z'< Ae and Economic Aspects

Ti - report outlines the unique and distinctive opportunities Latin America
of' I's Canadian industry to participate in major projects and industrial
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development, on a commercial basis and on terms of equality with supp iers 
throughout the world. 

This is the consensus, the report states, of many intensive discussiors at 
ministerial and official levels in each of the nine countries visited. Mee ings 
covered a wide range of subjects: world trade; world wheat pricing and 
marketing; international trade within the region through the Latin AMC:ICU 

Free Trade Area (LAFTA), the proposed Andean Pact, and the Ce Ural 
American Common Market; bilateral trade with emphasis on the necessit for 
two-way characteristics; tourism; standardising accounting of import-e, port 
figures. 

The report reveals the tremendous importance the Latin Arne; ican 
countries attach to their economic development and industrialization, pli dug 
great emphasis on: improved infrastructure; development of vast untapped na ural 
and agricultural resources; industrial development. 

The following broad avenues of economic activity are listed by the 
report as areas mutually beneficial to Latin America and Canada, in hich 
Canadian industry can make major contributions: telecommunications; :on-
suiting engineering services; mining, forestry and fishery equipment; h dro. 
electric equipment; grain-storage facilities; forest-fire-fighting equipment; pulp 
and paper machinery; aerial surveys; specialized aircraft; nuclear reac :ors; 
subway equipment; road and railway equipment; educational equipment. 

It suggests a number of ways of bringing Canada and Latin Am  eica 
closer together in the economic sphere; these include the proposals that: 

The Canadian business community be more fully aware of Latin Am :rica 
opportunities; 
Canadian consortiums be organized to bid on large projects; 
Latin American countries be encouraged to make more effort to take 
advantage of Canada's relatively "open door" import policy; 
greater emphasis be placed on tourist promotion in Canada by .atia 
American countries; 
credit policy for wheat be reviewed; 
government financing facilities and techniques be re-examined to z ,sure 
that Canadian suppliers and exporters remain competitive with nher 
world suppliers. 
By these and other means, it is hoped that a new and vigorous dri e to 

strengthen and enlarge Canadian trade and economic relations with the 'axe 
Latin American market may get under way to the mutual benefit of C., nada 

and the Latin American  countries. 

Cultural and Scientific Aspects 
The report states that opportunities for increased cultural exchange be 'veto 
Latin America and Canada are numerous and include exchanges of prof( ssors 

and students in the realms of pure, applied and social sciences, as well is d 
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the performing and plastic - arts. It recognizes that the electronic media will 
ha: an important role to play in these developments. 

The report states that the possibilities of future co-eperation in science, 
an in particular in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, to which many Latin 
Ar -rican countries give high priority, were also explored. 

The report discusses the desirability of further initiatives to increase the 
flo  of reciprocal public information and to co-operate in the field of tourism. 

O. lai  Canadian Representation 
In -unclusion, the report considers the effectiveness of the present deployment 
of -ificial Canadian representation in Latin America. 

The report is being given the widest possible distribution with the object 
of 'nabling interested private groups and persons to reflect on the issues 

:ved and, if they wish, to contribute to the development of policy. 

; ;ea 

iS  d 
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The Establishment of Diplomatic Relations 
with Libya 

n N October 26, 1968, Mr. A. J. Pick, the Canadian Ambassador to Tut isia, 
‘—e  journeyed to Tripoli, one of the two capitals of Libya (the other is Bengiazi) 
to present his letters of credence as Canada's first Ambassador to that 
country. 

Libya was one of the first countries in Africa to achieve indepenclt ace,  
after a long history during which its soil had resounded to the tread of nany 

a conquering army. Its territory was occupied in turn by the Phoenicians the 
Carthaginians, the Romans, the Vandals and the Byzantines. Numerous vim 
still bear witness today to the splendour of Libya under the Romans. Ir the 
eighth century, it was conquered by the Arabs. The Turks held sway from 
1553 until the Italian invasion of 1911, and Libya remained a colony of Italy 
until the Second World War. 

The Italians named the country "Libya" in 1934, a Greek term once 
used to describe the whole of North Africa except Egypt. During the Se zond 

World War, Libya was occupied by the Allies, and from the end of the war 
until 1951 was under United Nations mandate. In December 1951 it  flially  

became a sovereign state. 

36- 

2.4 

Description 
Libya is bounded on the north by the Mediterranean, on the eas. by 
Egypt, on the southeast by the Sudan, on the west by Tunisia and Algeria and 
on the south by Niger and Chad. Its territory covers more than 680,000 s plate 
miles, about 95 per cent of which is dese rt . The country has a sparse 
population of 1.6 million. The sudden increase in wealth resulting frori the 
discovery of petroleum in 1959 enabled the Government of Libya to  embak a 
ambitious  programmes in education, health and social welfare. Since the 
year, the economy has experienced a remarkable boom; the gross na ional 
product of Libya, only a few years ago one of the poorest countries in Africa 

will pass the $1-billion mark in 1969. 
Libya is a constitutional monarchy, with a two-chamber system. The 

Senate comprises 42 members, all appointed by the King for an eigh -yeal 
term; members of the House of Deputies are elected by universal suffraf 
the basis of one to 15,000 of the population; they serve for four 'ears 
Executive power resides in the person of the King, who appoints the - ire 
Minister; the Cabinet is formed of Ministers recommended to the Kir g 
the Prime Minister. The Constitution safeguards the liberty and equal ty d 
all citizens under the law. 

Although diplomatic relations have only recently been established be Weer 
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Canada and Libya, the two countries have maintained excellent relati )ns
since the date of Libya's becoming independent. In fact, as the Canaeïan
Ambassador pointed out when he presented his credentials to His Majisty
King Idris I, Canada gave its support in 1949 and 1950 to the Un?ted
Nations resolutions concerning the establishment of Libya's independei ce.
These good relations have found concrete expression in the United Nations,
where the two delegations have worked together on many occasions.
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)onald W. Munro (right), Canada's new Ambassador to  Costa Rica, exchanges letters 
Ii  Fr-sident Treios (left), of Costa Rica, in the presence of the Costa Rican Foreign 
lIh - eer, Senor Lara. 
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C inadian Relations with Costa Rica 

C ' OSTA RICA is a small republic in the southern  part of Central America, 
bordering on Nicaragua and Panama. Like its neighbours, it is largely 

dei ndent on agricultural exports. Costa Rica is one of the members of the 
Ce ral American Common Market. Since it is the possessor of a remarkable 
do .:stic political structure, its political life has been characterized by 
vig rous electoral institutions and peaceful changes in power. In 1966, the 
prç idential candidate of the ruling National Liberation  Party  was narrowly 
de; ated by a coalition of opposition groups led by a former economist, the 
cu, .nt  President, José Joaquin Trejos Fernandez. 

Canada has had formal diplomatic relations with Costa Rica since 1957, 
alt! )ugh the first Canadian Ambassador was appointed to San José in 1961. 
Th Ambassador is also accredited to four other Central American countries. 
Co a Rica accredited its Ambassador in Washington to Canada in 1963. 
MI A. J. Hicks completed his term as Canadian Ambassador in Costa Rica in 
Dc mber 1968. He has been succeeded by Mr. D. W. Munro, who presented 
his uedentials to President Trejos on December 19. 



There have recently been signs of increased interest by the Governmem mi' i
of Canada in cultivating relations with Costa Rica. Mr. Gérard Pelletier, then anr
Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, v sited alw
Costa Rica in September 1967 during his tour of Latin America. Costa Rica her,
was visited by the Canadian ministerial mission to Latin America in Novenlber
1968. The impact of this mission may be illustrated by the following quo' atioe Co.
from President Trejos' letter to Mr. Munro at the ceremony on December 19: _ twc

"I should like to refer particularly, and at greater length, to the visd be
of the Canadian ministerial mission. Messrs Jean-Luc Pepin and G:rad anc
Pelletier, the latter visiting Costa Rica for the second time, as well a; the at .-:
other distinguished members of the mission, left indelible memories an I the co:
deep impression of a solid and well-directed effort toward a greater knoN ledee
and a better understanding. They indicated a clear intention of carryin; out pec.:;

tasks of benefit to both countries. I am firm in the hope that the results c f th s I;I
visit will be positive, because, since the mission's visit, the friendship be weea enc
both nations and governments has increased considerably and will mog
certainly continue to increase with the passing of time. Although we were

already united with Canada in a friendly and truly democratic traditio i, v

now feel as though a great new structure is just being erected which will reacC

considerable proportions with respect to the cultural, economic and other

aspects. You may inform the members of the mission of the many aspects imde

which we now observe with greater interest and greater hopes this :lose

relation between Canada and Latin America because of the interest shw 7n bi

your Government."
Mr. Munro presented the following letter of greetings to Pre ;ident

Trejos with his credentials:

"Your Excellency,

"I deem it an honour to have been named by Her Majesty the Qu, en
Canada to be the Ambassador of Canada to Costa Rica. In order that nu!
assume these new duties, I am instructed to convey to you, Your Exce !ency

the letter of recall of my predecessor. At the same time, I am honou ed u

present to you the letter of credence in which I am named by Her N ajesp

to represent my country in yours. Since our two countries have been drmh

set for many years now on a course in the true democratic tradition stel imib

from deep-seated respect for individual rights and freedom in all sphe es

human activities, I am looking forward with much pleasure to my assit imea'l

in this country.

"Permit me to take this opportunity to thank Your Excellency f=r t^

welcome you extended to the recent ministerial mission which visited Cost: Rica

My arrival in Costa Rica so soon after that visit, and so soon aft 'r t^

departure of my predecessor, is a mark of the importance which the Ca ra&

Government is attaching to the maintenance and strengthening of good re atio
with this country and with all the countries of Latin America. The recea
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eut 	mi: 3teria1 mission was intended, among other things, to assist in improving 

	

then 	anc txpanding the nature and depth of the good relations which happily have 
sited  1  alw ys existed between our two peoples. It will be my responsibility while 

	

Rica 	her  to work diligently towards the fulfillment of that goal. 

	

bet 	= 	"Canada has maintained a resident diplomatic mission continuously in 

	

atiou 	Cc :I Rica since 1961. During these eight years, co-operation between our 

	

19: 	tm zountries has intensified, at the same time as international relations have 

	

visit 	bee carried on increasingly on a multilateral basis. At the United Nations 
rard am in the Assemblies of United Nations Agencies such as UNESCO, and 

	

; the 	at "le recent Conference on Human Rights in Tehran, we have frequently 

	

the 	cot ilted with one another and with representatives of like-minded countries 

	

ledge 	in le effort to ensure that the freedoms we both treasure and the universal 

	

od 	pe we both seek to maintain shall not be imperilled. This type of co-operation, 

	

f this 	I  a sure Your Excellency will agree, is one that you would wish to see 

	

weec 	enc traged. Such is also the wish of my Government. 

	

most 	"Canada's political, cultural and ethnic ties are transatlantic — with Britain 
wen am France and the many other lands from which Canada's peoples have 

	

r, tte 	cor 	Yours too are transatlantic in many respects. It is essential for both 

	

read 	of -, to maintain these East-West ties; to deny them or to cut ourselves off 

	

other 	fro_ them would deny the birthright to which we both owe so much. The 

	

indet 	Nc i-South ties cannot be neglected either, because geographically we are 

	

:lose 	nei bours and I foresee the North-South links becoming more important 
oteral terms as the years go on without in any way weakening the strong 

tier -hich already exist. It will be my honour to help in this important work. 
eiidenti I 'I should like to express to Your Excellency how pleased I am personally 

to , ve been named Ambassador to your favoured land. All three of my 
pre ' cessors did much to prepare the way for me. For this I am grateful, not 
oni to them but also to your people who received them with such warmth 

en.  01" 
.reated them with such consideration and kindness. Already, after only 
-god days, I am beginning to feel at home and, once I am able — again 
the aid of such friendly people — to speak your language more fluently, 

ed tI IT e the best of reasons to hope that I shall be able to make my contribution 
ajest!I 	I . 

nevelopment of even closer relations between our two countries. 

	

fire. 	ure to hope also that, from time to time, you will permit me to call on you 

es 

 

quire what more can be done in this regard. I should like to feel as we ll j" 

ha should Your Excellency ever wish to convey a special message of any 

	

imeul 	o my Government, he would not hesitate to inform me of it. 

r
.  'I trust that you will accept, Your Excellency, these assurances of my 

3t consideration and respect for yourself, your Gove rnment and your 
Rid i,e'L  „ 

	

t.r tie • 	• 	• 
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er 
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International Action to Avert a Protein Cr'sis 

rinHERE are today over 300 million children who, for lack of sufficient p oteia 
and calories, suffer retarded physical growth; for many of these chi dren, 

mental development, learning and normal behaviour may be impaired as wel. 
These were among the reasons that prompted the Advisory Committee c1 thc 
Application of Science and Technology to Development (ACAST) to prep a .e, as 
its first study in depth of major developmental problems, a report entitled 'nter-
national Action to Avert the Impending Protein Crisis. Members of this Con 
mittee, which was created by the Economic and Social Council of the 1, niter] 
Nations (ECOSOC) in 1963, are eminent scientists from countries all ovtr thc 
world. 

The protein problem was first considered by the Advisory Committee at  it 
fourth and fifth sessions in 1965 and 1966. It was then decided to estat ish a 
Working Group on Protein. After consultations with interested UN Organiz1 tions. 
the Committee retained an adviser on protein, Dr. Nevin S. Scrimshaw,  , and 
requested him to prepare a study reviewing the subject as a whole and id,  ntify. i  
ing the major areas in which govemments and international organizations migt 
concentrate their attention. After Professor Scrimshaw's report was cons derei 
at the sixth session of ACAST in 1967, a panel of experts on protein was ..stab. 
fished to reconunend targets, policy guide-lines and proposals for actin* hl 
goverrunents and by the Food and Agriculture Organization, the World  I  real 
Organization and the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). Th( fini 
report, entitled Increasing the Production and Use of Edible Protein, was w opted 
at the Committee's seventh session and presented to the forty-third sess on d 

ECOSOC in 1967. 
This document, which has aroused considerable interest and bee. me 

United Nations best-seller, begins with an explanation of the protein ga , arid 
notes that the discrepancy between nutritional requirements and actua ce 
sumption of protein by the greater part of populations in developing co innie 

is widening rapidly. After stating clearly that there is no single or simpl ,  sol 
tion to the protein problem, the report outlines three policy objectives reli ted 	rc)( 

protein from conventional sources and four related to new sources of pro ain. 

Policy Aims 
The first policy objective is the most comprehensive, involving the "promo ion d 
increased quantity and quality of conventional plant and animal protein ; alert 
suitable for direct human consumption". It is suggested that this objecti cat 

only be reached through the provision of fertilizers, pesticides, improvec 
varieties, mechanized equipment, rural credit, market and price supports, ariCU/ 
tural extension programmes, the improvement of animal breeds and stock- 
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„s,ist  net  ods, assistance in the eradication of animal diseases, the introduction of more • 
de( late incentives to the farmers and other essential innovations in modern 
gri ziture. The second policy objective calls for "improvement in the efficiency 
ad cope of both marine and fresh-water fisheries operations”, and the thircb 

ho  

	

OteiR 	OD --ns the "prevention of unnecessary losses of protein-rich foods in field; 
dren . ter  -,e, transport and home". 

	

wd 	Nith regard to new sources of protein, the report calls for the promotion of 

	

, 1 the 	e - roduction and use of oil-ieeds and oll-seed protein concentrates, fish-protein 
•.e, 25 	n ntrates and synthetic nutrients, and the development of single-cell protein 

	

'nter- 	or ‘ ,th animal-feeding and direct use by man. 

	

COE- 	A set of 14 specific recommendations for achieving these objectives is then 

	

nited 	rot_ -sed, together with preliminary estimates of the costs involved in implement- 

	

t r thc 	

l 

. ng sem through the UN system. The report suggests that additional funds in 
e ‘ :der of $20 million (U.S.) a year will be required at the beginning of the 

at iti 19T ,, rising to $40 million (U.S.) a year in the second five years. 
'ish a 

	

I the. 	Cf dr;IC Action on Report 

	

, anri 	he . \CAST protein report was first considered by the forty-third session of 
: ntifp ., C( OC in Geneva in 1967. The Council, of which Canada was a member, 
migt , eic -aed the report and requested the Secretary-General to draw its conclusions 
dad o t attention of the Specialized Agencies of the UN and to member countries, 
, ste  ecc .-nended the expansion of the activities of WHO, FAO and UNICEF, and 
.n  eqt Jed the Secretary-General to report to ECOSOC in 1968 on the existing 

	

i {del 	no. ;ion of resources at the national and international levels and to make any 

	

Lt  ' 	apt priate and feasible" recommendations. 
tt'opte• 	he  Secretariat subsequently prepared a three-part questionnaire dealing with 
s  on  d .re.,.. t and proposed activities for improving and increasing the production and 

On  option of protein. The Canadian reply was drawn up by departments of I s  

	

me I 	e 'deral Government under the chairmanship of Dr. J. C. Woodward, now 
• si Int Deputy Minister (Research) of the Department of Agriculture. Given 

	

1 cco . 	e tended range of Canada's activities in the protein. field, the reply reviewed 

	

) [nut 	e . .."rk that was being done in all  parts of Canada and proposed that conven- 

	

is sclu. 	on sources of protein offered the best hope for developing and expanding the 

	

; ted to 	ro( ),  i'tion of protein-rich foods. 
' 	• )n the basis of the replies received from the interested UN agencies and 

en cr countries, the Secretary-General prepared a report for ECOSOC and the .. 
meral Assembly in 1968. The report stressed the nee,d to achieve adequate 

(1i 

	

3 iOn - 	tr- laption of protein by infants and young children and the urgency of an 

	

,1 aurct 	tee lisciplinary approach to the solution of the protein gap, involving all facets 

	

i .e  cat 	f f( d production, processing, distribution and consumption. 

	

c  plan' 	h the basis of drafts presented by the Indian and Canadian delegations, a 

	

î  pia} 	It. omise text was prepared and, after consideration by the Second Commit- 

	

- -aisit 	e, as  adopted unanimously. The resolution in its final forrn outlines those 
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aspects of the .protein problem of principal concern to United Nations mem)ers,
requests the full co-operation of member governments at both the nationa; and
international levels in promoting activities designed to close the protein gap and

also requests periodic reports on the progress being made on increasins, the

production and use of edible protein from the Secretary-General, beginning with

the twenty-fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1970. The

resolution also asks the Secretary-General to propose from time to time, in con-

sultation with interested organizations in the UN system, measures for inte. isify

ing action in the areas of principal concern.

Canada is continuing to play an important role in the work of the t N in
attempting to solve these urgent and basic problems - the production and con-
sumption of protein. The ACAST report and the subsequent report cl' the
Secretary-General of the UN have made a significant contribution to foç usin¢
attention, at the national and international levels, on the world protein crh_s. It
is to be hoped that the UN family will be able to play a leading role in mai itain-
ing this impetus and implementing action directed to closing the proteir gap.
Canada, through its bilateral and multilateral aid, as well as its researc': and
development activities, will continue to make an important contribution to these
programmes.
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ernal Affairs in Parliament 

/ Establishing Relations with People's Republic of China 

• "he following statement was made to the House of Commons on February 10 

y t/ Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp : 
should like to give a brief statement to the House about the Government's 

rap ss in establishing relations with the People's Republic of China. Our 
mb . sy in Stockholm has been instructed to get in touch with the Embassy 
f th People's Republic of China in order to convey the Canadian proposal 
at lks concerning relations between the two countries be held at a mutually 
nve dent time and place in the near future. I hope that before long we shall 

ave reply from the Chinese Government and that representatives of our two 
unt '‘es can then begin to discuss the question of recognition of the People's 
epu> lic of China and the exchange of embassies between Ottawa and Peking. 

' 'e also hope to be able to take this opportunity to explore with Chinese 
ci . the whole range of Sino-Canadian relations, and to discuss the possibilities 
e; -anding and developing our relations in a number of areas. Even without 

'plc' atic relations, we have been able to develop our trade, exchange cor-
spo; lents between Ottawa and Peking, and increase contacts between Canada 
d ‘" iina in a number of fields in recent years. 

`iere will be a number of questions for our officials to discuss with the 
hin It is not only a question of working out a satisfactory basis for 

Ition and the exchange of embassies but of reaching agreement on a 
mi r of details relating to the operations of a Canadian embassy in Peldng 
d Chinese embassy in Ottawa. Since these questions are to be the subject 
di  :ussion, I do not think it would be appropriate to say any more about 

ern .iow. 

Infiltration of Laos by North Vietnamese 

n February 19, in reply to a question as to whether the International 
on: JlCommission, on which Canada is represented, had been requested during 
e ;t six months to investigate allegations of massive infiltration by the North 
iet ,  inese into Laotian territory and, if so, with what results, Mr. Sharp replied : 

:ithin the last six months, the Royal Laotian Government has, on three 
ca fls, complained to the International Control Commission about the illegal 
ese ce and activities of North Vietnamese forces in Laos as evidenced by 
tac , on the government post at Thateng in the southern panhandle adjoining 
Ut' Vietnam (Royal Laotian Government notes dated November 29, 1968, 
ect iber 14, 1968, and January 9, 1969). Despite the efforts of the Canadian 
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delegation to have formal investigations made of these complaints, only th: fv,
two were subjected to firsthand inquiry by Commission representative<, bit
only in a preliminary way during an "observation visit" on January 2-3 (f tl>g

year. As regards the third complaint, our Commission partners - Indh and

Poland = voted against a Canadian proposal for an investigation and no f arther

action on the complaint has been taken. .

Final judgments have not yet been rendered by the Commission (n tit
factual conclusions which can be drawn from the evidence available on theu
incidents. The Canadian delegation has been attempting to obtain agre:mem
on a Commission report not only of its visit to Thateng but of visits to otbe
towns in the same area which the Commission made in February and Apri• 196P
in response to similar complaints by the Royal Laotian Government.

Direct evidence regarding the exact extent of North Vietnamese infil ratios

into Laos is difficult for the Commission to establish because it is not per niM

entry into the Communist-controlled areas of Laos. Nevertheless, evide )ce d

North Vietnamese military activity in Laos - in contravention of the term

of the 1962 Geneva settlement relating to that country - has been :learh

established by the Commission in areas controlled by the Royal Laotian Cwen

ment and has been made public and reported to the House on earlier occ isions
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CONFERENCES 

, but 
f  th 
I and 

f irthe 

c 

orr ->nwealth Parliamentary Association, Canadian Area Council: Ottawa, March 27-29 

er Jiamentary Union, spring meetings of Interparliamentary Council: Vienna, 1  
ril  7-13 

Al spring ministerial meeting: Washington, April 10-11 

or t Atlantic Assembly, standing cotnmittee meeting: Washington, April 17-18 

ana -Japan Ministerial Committee meeting: Tokyo, April 17-18 

orr ,ylwealth Parliamentary Association, Caribbean Regional Conference: Antigua, 
ly 12-16 

lerican Institute of Geography and History, ninth general assembly: Mexico City, 
ay 20 — June 20 

rafiot ' • 
o  flitted 	ow International Agricultural Aviation C,ongress: Kingston, Ontario, August 25-29 

e Ice  of ,IJor; Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5 

e term' ow )nwealth Conference of Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September 8-12 
:learl.1
"-so , ,ion Internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual conference: 

C lvenll I 	misia, September or October 

orn v,nwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, October 4-9 

pie o Plan Consultative Committee: Victoria, British Columbia, October 14-21 

on  Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31 

liamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, October 
— November 7 

c n  th 
thest 

e tnet  
) °tilt 
i• 19 6. 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS IN TIE 
DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAMS AND FOREIGN SER"ICE 

Mr. J. Léger, previously Canadian Ambassador to France, resigned from the Dep t•trac 
of External Affairs on his appointment as Under-Secretary of State, effective Nove nber 
1968. 

Miss M. E. Gowler retired from the Public Service, effective January 1, 1969. 

Mr. P. Croft posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canad. 
New Delhi, effective January 6, 1969. 

Mr. M. Bujold posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tunis, to the Office of th Hig 
Commissioner for Canada, Lagos, effective January 16, 1969. 

Mr. J. J. McCardle appointed Canadian Ambassador to Ireland, effective Janu ry 
1969. 

Mr. J. J. Scott posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tunis, effective Jam try, 1t 
1969. 

Mr. D. W. Munro, Canadian Ambassador to Costa Rica, appointed concurrently C 
Ambassador to Nicaragua, effective January 20, 1969. 

Mr. J. McCord posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, effective Jant ary 
1969. 

Mr. C. J. Dagg posted from the Delegation of Canada to the International Corr nissio: 
for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, Saigon, to Ottawa, effective January  2:, 19e 

Mr. D. B. Hicks, High Commissioner for Canada in Ghana, accredited conc rred 
Canadian Ambassador to Ivory Coast, effective January 24, 1969. 

Mr. J. T. Devlin posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for anadt 
Kuala Lumpur, effective January 24, 1969. 

Mr. H. W. Richardson posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissio er  
Canada, Nairobi, effective January 24, 1969. 

Miss S. M. Wise posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Lae 
to Ottawa, effective January 24, 1969. 

Mr. J. Demers posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the Inter ationa 
Commission for Supervision and Control in Laos, Vientiane, effective January  2'.  1969  
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-Visit of the Governor General to the
Commonwealth Caribbean

THE Governor General of Canada, the Right Honourable Roland Michener,
and Mrs. Michener recently paid state visits to the four Commonwealth

countries of the Caribbean.The tour took in Jamaica (February 11-15), G ► yana
(February 15-21), Barbados (February 21-26) and Trinidad and Tc ba:c

(February 26 -March 3). In all four countries, Canada's representative was
received with typically. Caribbean warmth, friendliness and hospitality.

The chief purpose of the tour was to demonstrate goodwill and to u ider-
line Canada's close relations with the Commonwealth Caribbean. Thest fies
were first established by early pioneer traders from the Atlantic Provinces, who

exchanged fish and timber for sugar and rum. Over the last century -,Id a

half, this trade has expanded to an annual total of over $200 million, the chid

Governor General Michener, accompanied by Mrs. Michener, unveils a plaque at Yi alken

Wood School commemorating the co-operation of the Jamaican and Canadian C xep'
ments in the construction of the institution and its official opening by Mr. Micher, 'r an^

the Governor General of Jamaica, Sir Clifford Campbell.
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a idian imports being bauxite, alumina, sugar, rum and petroleum products 
t the chief exports being manufactured goods, flour, fish, meats and timber. 

a ,dian investment in such areas as bauxite mining, banking, insurance and 
shi )ing plays an important role in the economies of several countries in thé 

a' )bean and, more recently, tourists from Canada have become an increasingly 
ig ficant source of revenue. Missionaries were also among the first Canadians 
o welop an interest in the Caribbean, particularly in Trinidad and Guyana, 

'e Canadian missionary schools have played an important part in education. 
Ca:  tdians and West Indians also co-operate effectively on the international 
sce Their approach to international problems is often similar, in part 

cc  use they both belong to the Commonwealth with its common legal and 
• lmentary traditions and in part because of geography, which gives their 

atti .des a Western Hemisphere character. 
One of the areas of closest co-operation between Canada and the West 

ad s has been in the continuing struggle for economic and social development. 
t ie 1966 Commonwealth Caribbean-Canada Conference in Ottawa, the 
al  Jian Govemment announced its intention of increasing development assist-

anc to the region to a minimum of $75 million over the next five years, in 
ach' ion to providing $5 million for the University of the West Indies and 
$1 iillion  for the University of Guyana. Canadian assistance takes many 
or in Jamaica it is used for the construction of rural primary schools and 
ea,  zrs' residences; in Trinidad and Guyana it is used in the development of 

ry programme; in Barbados, the Windwards and Leewards, it is con-
led on agricultural and water-resources development, education and air-
Jortation facilities; and, in all the territories, Canadiart aid funds are 
to carry out pre-investment and feasibility studies. Canada also helps 
West Indian students to study at Canadian and West Indian universities, 

c rovides Canadian teachers and technical experts to work in the Caribbean. 
r.-he tour also demonstrated that the Govemor General could represent 

a'. la's Head of State, the Queen, in official visits abroad. In this capacity it 
S i  ropriate for him to receive the honours normally accorded to a head 
f te. Former Governors General of Canada have paid official visits to the 
n; d States and to Brazil just as the Governor General of New Zealand has 

'si  -1 the islands of the Southwest Pacific and Singapore. This practice was 
Co  ted by all four Commonwealth Caribbean governments. 

en 
n , s arrival in Jamaica, Mr. Michener was greeted by the Governor General 

f 2 inaica, Sir Clifford Campbell, and Lady Campbell, and by Prime Minister 
-II.- Shearer, Members of Parliament and other dignitaries. That evening, 

s address to guests gathered for a state dinner given by the Jamaican 
',nor General, Mr. Michener commented: 
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1 know that most people would agree with us that, however indefinable, odd  ai d 
perhaps even creaking at times, the multiracial Commonwealth is an experiment mlile 
anything which has been thought of before, let alone tried out successfully. 

Following a visit to a former Jamaican Prime Minister, Sir Alex; mkt 
Bustamante, the viceregal party toured the University of the West Indies (I WI) 
campus at Mona and attended a reception there given by the ChancAlor, 
Princess Alice. Canada has provided funds for the construction of an acVition 
to the library on the Mona campus, as well as providing Canadian  prof  ssors 
and scholarships. Mr. Michener also visited the bauxite works of the Alun inum 
Company of Canada at Alcan Mandeville. In addition to milling fac litie 
alumina plants and related port installations, Akan Jamaica Ltd. has nacie 
30,000 acres of farm land available at low rents to local farmers for food crop 
and dairy production. Alcan Jamaica also has an extensive agricultura and 
reforestation programme under way on its property in an effort to in-prove 
the productivity of the land. Jamaica is the world's leading producer of b .uxite 
and Alcan is one of the leading aluminum companies on the island. 

One of the hig,hlights of the visit to Jamaica was the unveiling of a laque 
at Walkers Wood School marking Canada's exte rnal aid contributions t) the 
Jamaican school system. The school was erected in 1967, one of 6S pre. 
fabricated rural schools built since 1966 with part of the $1,500,0( ,0 it 
easy-term loans provided by Canada for the building of 108 such institt dons 
These schools will accommodate about 35,000 Jamaican children, thereby help 
ing alleviate the island's drastic shortage of physical facilities for edu‘ ation 
The Jamaican Minister of Education, Mr. Edwin Allen, praised the wc rk of 
Canadian  teachers in Jamaica and said the Province of Ontario had also elped 
by liberally providing books and other materials for Jamaica's schools. Upon 
arriving at Walkers Wood School, the Micheners were greeted by a co oured 
straw arrangement on the wall which had been prepared by the studen  s and 
read "Bonjour, Hello". The 300 children, ranging in age from seven a 15. 

sang and cheered for the Canadians who chatted with them as they oured 
the classrooms. On another trip, the Micheners visited May Pen Sec  ■ ndp 
Technical School, about 40 miles from Kingston. Part of the cost of bc h de 
school and the hospital equipment at the May Pen Hospital were provic  d  b) 
Canada, as well as some of the equipment in the school. 

The Micheners were given a warm and enthusiastic welcome by all lee 
of Jamaican society. Local television and radio coverage was rem :kabl5 
thorough and universally friendly. The Governor General and Mrs. 1\1: :bene 

particularly welcomed the opportunity to mingle with Jamaicans at wo' c and 
with schoolchildren. Their visit served to underline and consolidate in a i  otablt 

way the close and friendly relations between Jamaica and Canada. 

Guyana 
On arrival at Atkinson Airpo rt  on February 15, Governor-General  an  Me 
Michener were welcomed by Guyana's Gove rnor General Sir David Ro e 01' 
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s lichener, who holds an earthenware botvl given to her by the Wai Wai Indians 
( .:ana, watches the Governor General test his gift from the Wai Wai, a bow and 

rro At the extrem'e right is Sir David Rose, Governor General of Guyana. 

a( Rose and by Prime Minister and Mrs. Forbes Burnham. After a 21-gun 
ale, Mr. Michener inspected a colourful and impressive military guard, while 
he nd of the Guyana Defence Force played the national anthems of both 
ou ies with instruments provided by Canada as an independence gift to 

U.  m. After greeting many Guyanese dignitaries and several Canadian 
am  s  who were present at the airport, the viceregal party proceeded to 
eo etown, where they encountered large crowds lining the streets whose 

esr =se possessed the typical Guyanese friendliness and warmth. 
)n Monday the Govemor General visited the Parliament Buildings, 

vhe he was welcomed by Prime Minister Burnham. In reply to an address 
;come by the Prime Minister, Mr. Michener remarked that he had enjoyed 

ve cars in the Speaker's seat of the Canadian Parliament and felt at home in 
:uyanese Parliament both because of that fact and also because the two 

our ‘ries shared a common Parliamentary background. Mr. Michener also 
te \ attention to the fact that Canada's aid to Guyana was on a higher per 
aPi 7 basis than its aid to any other country. He went on to say: 
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One primary purpose of my visit is to thank you and your people for the n4able
contribution which you made to our celebrations in 1967 of the hundredth anniv :rsan
of the Canadian Confederation. The architecturally interesting pavilion and your t niqu
participation in the cultural life of Expo 67 - notably the Guyanarama - attrachi the
favourable attention of many of the 50 million visitors to that great intemationz faQ
in Montreal, and gave a special expression to the vitality and life which are evid nt m
the social and economic life of independent Guyana.

Following his visit to Parliament, the Governor General was receive d by

the Mayor and Council at Georgetown City Hall, where he was presented with

a golden key to the city by Lord Mayor Archie Codrington. In his ac dress

to the City Council, Mr. Michener transmitted a message of friendly grc eting

from Mayor Reid of Ottawa, whose city is twinned with Georgetown.

On Tuesday the Governor General visited Mackenzie, some 65 mil, s uQ

the Demerara River, where Alcan's subsidiary, the Demerara Bauxite Con panl

Limited, conducts its operations. He was given an extensive tour, during j7hicb

he had an opportunity to view Demba's unique bauxite-mining operation q, id to

tour its plants and the surrounding community. Demba has built up co: ipre•

hensive community facilities at Mackenzie, which is now the second 1, rgest

urban area in Guyana. Demba's production represents about 80 per cc it of

the total output of the Guyanese bauxite and alumina industry; and sa` -s of

metal-grade bauxite, calcined bauxite and alumina constitute the cou ttry's

largest group of exports (35 per cent in 1964). During the stop at Mack ^nzie,

Mr. Michener bad an opportunity to meet many Canadians living in that area

including Demba employees and CUSO volunteers. For the first time - i his

Caribbean tour, he exercised his traditional prerogative to give the Gu} mes

and Canadian children a half-holiday from school.

The following day, the Governor General and Mrs. Michener travel _d te

Berbice, a predominantly East Indian area in the northeast, next to Sua nam,

for a look at rural Guyana. Included in that trip was a visit to Port Mo irant

the birthplace of Dr. Cheddi Jagan, Leader of the Opposition. An exti mels

warm and enthusiastic reception was given Their Excellencies by the inhat itants

of the Berbice region, especially by the thousands of schoolchildreri 4 avin;'

paper Canadian and Guyanese flags who turned out to greet the vi.>itors,

Obviously pleased with the reception, the Micheners stopped their cav 1caDe

on several occasions and walked along the road chatting and shaking ' an&

Speeches during the day mentioned Canada's contribution to the people n the

"ancient country" of Berbice, particularly the contribution of the Caj adiaa

churches to education and, more recently, the provision of a fish-pro( :ssia

plant and marketing centre and a proposed technical, institute in New A nster-

dam through Canada's development assistance programme. In his welc )tnin°

address, the Mayor of New Amsterdam, in addition to calling for con inued

assistance, mentioned his desire to twin his city with a Canadian cit3. Be

Georgetown with Ottawa.

During their last full day in Guyana, the Micheners visited the intes of
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he ^ountry. Their tour included stops at Kato, an Amerindian centre on the

pic^ :res during the one-hour stay at Konashen. The Wai Wai, who were led
cc.npanied the party stated enthusiastically that he had taken over 400

ni. ,ely colourful climax to the visit. One Canadian photographer who

or - of approximately 500 primitive Wai Wai Amerindians, who provided a
Ru_ =muni savannahs. Konashen, near the Brazilian border, is the adopted

n-_ ion valley near the southern border, and the Dadanawa Ranch in the

Pa, >raima Plateau, Konashen, an Amerindian village on the edge of the

a nomadic life to 'a settled though primitive form of agriculture, and to

iar -- crowds, including hundreds of flag-waving schoolchildren, gathered along

ai. d themselves with red and blue dyes. They presented Mr. Michener with
t- x and arrow and Mrs. Michener with an attractively-decorated clay bowl.

The departure from Guyana was particularly happy as large and enthu-

ha hed hut 80 feet high that serves as a church. For this occasion, they had
hi -:ianity, by the Unevangelized Fields Mission of Philadelphia, have built a

CO''pLe'I the otite and at the airport. Never before had a head of state or representative
1. rges<l

[tra-. _iled so extensivelv in Guvana and nrobablv never had there been such an
ce u ou *mt, A and such a nonular welcome throus?hout the countrv. There is no doubt
sa:-s a[ tthr, ;he visit has done a great deal to underline the close co-operation existing
ou itry's[ [t,et en Canada and Guyana, a fellow Commonwealth country on the South
ck Me. I 1A

at area
P an continent.

te ' i hi Ba. ,dos
3u3 mese Ba, ados is 166 square miles in area with a population of about 250,000, and

vel _d tc
Sus oam,

lo iranG

xtr mels

hal itan^
4 avin;'

vi. >itor^

av lcade

he .latively relaxed pace of the visit there was in contrast to the strenuous

but _cciting journeying in the geographically larger but less developed Guyana.
Fo'. =:c-ing the state dinner given by Governor-General Sir Winston Scott and
La< Scott on the night of Mr. Michener's arrival in Barbados, the Canadian
viS'^ rs ivitnessed an unforgettable spectacle as the mounted branch of the

IRo, ^ Barbados Police Force performed a musical ride in the illuminated
.P,' ns of Government House. Another memorable event was a "Thinking

D«: ` rally held by the Girl Guides of Barbados, at which Mr. Michener

adc: -ssed the 4,000 Scouts and Guides in his capacity as Chief Scout of Canada.
andi I With a Trafalgar Square in the centre of Bridgetown, Anglican churches

e n the

ai adian

,oc -'ssin°
A nstec-

slc )min:

)n inued
like

dot; I across the countryside and the Parliament Buildings, which were erected
in ` 80, Barbados often reminds visitors of England, and Barbadiàns are proud
of ,eir legislature, which was created in 1639, the second-oldest colonial
leg; 'Aure in the Commonwealth. Canada's Governor General was given the

hoei :ür of addressing a joint session of the Barbadian Parliament, where he
sair

I think particularly of the possibility of technical assistance of a kind which we
are aalified to give - for example in the field of agriculture and industry.

his possibility was partially realized in mid-March, when it was announced
tha: Barbados had signed an agreement with Canadian Executive Service
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Overseas (CESO), a private organization which sends Canadian busines men 
to share their business knowledge and administrative skills with peop':. in 
developing countries. Canada has also supplied Barbados with some Hot tein. 
Friesian cattk which, it is hoped, will form the nucleus of a dairy indust y. 

The Governor General visited many of the new industries which are 
springing up on the island as a result of the Government's campaign to 1 ssen 
dependence on sugar and increase industry and tourism. With tax incen ives, 
duty-free entry of raw material for exporting industries and financial assis ance 
where necessary, as well as the advantageous location of the island on ski ping 
and air routes and its relatively well-educated labour force, Barbados has 
succeeded in attracting several new industries which manufacture on the i land 
for export  to the Caribbean and elsewhere. The Governor General visi' xl a 
pharmaceutical company, a handbag factory and International Scientific Ltd., 
where several score young Barbadian women are busily engaged in manufact iring 
components for computers and other types of industrial equipment for e Tort 
to the United States. This was followed by a visit to the High Altitude Res arch 
Project (HARF'), where experiments are conducted in launching small ol jects 
into space by propulsion from a large naval gun. The Governor General also 
visited Bellairs Research Institute of McGill University, where graduate stu  lents 

 from McGill conduct research in marine biology in bright, airy laboratorie and 
beneath the sea. 

Mr. Michener turned a potentially awkward visit to the Cave Hill Ca npus 
of the University of the West Indies into a much-publicized triumph MI' n be 
borrowed and waved aloft a placard reading "Stop Racism", and said th d he 

could agree with that. About 16 placard-carrying protesters had gather d to 
protest alleged racial discrimination at Sir George Williams Universi y it 

Montreal. In his speech to the s'tudents inside, which the Barbados Adv cote-
News termed "stirring", Mr. Michener said that he hoped the UWI would soid 
the turmoil and friction of Canadian universities and 'learn from their experi nces. 
He noted that computers were "completely devoid of any sentiment or h man 
feeling, including racial prejudice", and said he hoped that the Cave Hill cc. npus 
would one day have a computer. Referring to the trial of students eh eged 
with destroying the computer at Sir George Williams, he said: 

I think I can assure you that you should have the confidence in our courts ,Olicl)  
I have in yours because I know we both have grown in the same mould .... 

Mr. Michener's impromptu speech brought sustained applause from .hose 
present, including the students. 

Trinidad and Tobago 
The Governor General was met at Piarco Airport, during a drenching tr•pical 
downpour, by Governor-General Sir Solomon Hochoy, Prime Minister Wil arns, 
Members of the Cabinet and foreign and Trinidadian dignitaries. Ho‘ ever,  
despite the inclement weather, the reception proceeded with precisior and 
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- atch. The first event on the visit to Trinidad was to have been a tour of 
th University of the West Indies campus at St. Augustine, where Canada Hall, 
a  'xdent residence, had been built with $700,000 in Canadian aid funds. On 
ar al at the University, however, the official party found the gates to the 

	

are 	ca. -c us  blocked by 60 to 70 placard-waving student protesters. As in Barbados, 

	

1 'ssen 	th ;tudents were protesting alleged "racism" in Canada in relation to incidents 

	

n ives, 	at ir George Williams University. Unlike the Barbadian protesters, however, 
is ance 

	

il  ping 	M Michener attempted to speak to them, they refused to listen. Consequently, 

	

os has 	th. ;)arty proceeded to Port-of-Spain and the tour of the St. Augustine campus 

	

i land 	w: cancelled. The reaction to the student blockade, as measured by editorials 

	

si d a 	an letters to the editor as well as personal remarks of prominent Trinidadians 

	

c Ltd., 	at, a front-page article by "Mighty Sparrow", Trinidad's most famous Calyp- 

	

et uing 	scl ,  :in, was highly critical. The following editorial comment by the Trinidad 

	

e .port 	G  dian is representative of the reaction: 

	

es arch 	If we were to merely accuse our university students of indiscretion, we ourselves 

	

o? jects f 	Ise  i  be guilty of making a gross understatement. Their behaviour at the gates of the 
un i-sity yesterday was disorderly, discourteous and downright insulting. 

	

ral also 	1 1 	it is inconceivable that any conscious attempt could have done greater injustice to 

	

stu lent 

	

	j  the.  cause than yesterday's unfortunate demonstration. Through their misguided militancy, 
rie and 1 J the have ... , embarrassed Trinidad and Tobago, and condemned the students on trial 

o -riving even less sympathy than they have been getting abroad. 

• 	For the rest of his trip, especially on state drives through Port-of-Spain Ca npus I 

S  Men 
)7.:,  in 
L tein. 
t y. 

th.-  Trinidadian students refused to let the Governor General pass and, when 

whi n  be 	an to Arima and San Fernando, Mr. Michener was greeted by very large 

her d to 
rsi 1 ot 	young Trinidadians. In San Fernando, a vibrant programme of Caribbean y in1  
dlà care- 	da cs

'  including a "Mini-Carnival", was presented in honour of the visiting 1 	1  
Lld soid f I 	dians, even though Carnival had already ended a few days earlier. The 

eri. nces.1 1
M_ , eners saw traditional dances, a steel band, the Queen of Carnival, East 
In, 

 r h !maul 1 	a "folk and dance" and the "flaming limbo", while many of the inhabitants 
to(-. the afternoon off to cheer the visitors and enjoy the festivities. ci npus 

cF trged 1 1 	As in Barbados, Mr. Michener attended a joint session of the Senate and 
the Ilouse of Representatives of Trinidad and Tobago. In his welcoming 

its istich 

	

	ad. ‘ss, Mr. Montano, the Leader of the House, noted that friendship between 
Tr dad.and Canada "has always been one of our primary objectives" and he 

nn hose 1 1 Po c.d to the 1925 Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement as one of the first 
ex, .ples of  this  friendship. He also noted the appreciation of his people for 
the • wo 'ships which Canada provided to the old Federation and which still 
set d the islands, for the residence at the St. Augustine campus, and for the 

tr pical 	arships- which were enabling Trinidadian students to study in Canada. 
Vil  ants, 	MI Montano 'praised the work of early Canadian ' missionaries, particularly 
Lys ever. 	thc Reverend John Morton, who in 1871 opened the first school for East 
ior and 	,•.n children, on an island which is 40 percent East Indian. 

se 
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The trip to Trinidad and Tobago was aptly summed up in the follo'k ings
editorial from the Trinidad Guardian :

To say that the visit to Trinidad and Tobago of the distinguished Governor-Ge eral
of Canada has been a success would be merely repeating the obvious. Seldom has a vis ting
dignitary, of whatever rank, so endeared himself to the public of this country or r iade
as favourable an impression. It would, of course, have been surprising if His Exce1J ;ncy
had permitted himself to be ruffled by the uncouth display which he encountered a the
St. Augustine campus of the West Indies University on the first day of his visit.

The great Dominion could hardly have designated a better representative to fil the
exalted office of Governor General of a country with which Trinidad and Tobago has
long had such close and intimate ties. Canada has been one of our best friends over
uncounted years, and it would be impossible for us to feel anything less than grati ude,
goodwill, and esteem for a Commonwealth nation to which we owe so much in so tiany
different ways.

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau in conversation with President Richard M. Ni -)n a,
.the White House during the recent official visit to Washington by Mr. Trudeau.
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7 ATO in Canadian Perspective 

A .PEECH BY THE SECRETARY OF ST.ATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, 

T HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP, TO THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE 

CI ,  INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CONFERENCE, UNIVERSITY OF 

C ,,GARY, MARCH 1, 1969. 

rI  wo Canadian Prime Ministers, Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson, were among 
j the founders and chief architects of NATO. Twenty years later, under a 

nt Prime Minister, Canada is reviewing its foreign and defence policies, and 
o:- of the key questions is whether or not Canada should stay in NATO. 
• ' -tin the last few weeks, the British Prime Minister and the German Chan-
ce r , meeting in Bonn, have reaffirmed their full support of the alliance, and 
th President of the United States, at NATO headquarters in Brussels and in 
• European capitals, has renewed his country's pledge to stay in Europe 
ai to stay in NATO. General de Gaulle, with all his distrust of what he likes 
te 'ail "the American hegemony", has kept France in the alliance, maintains 
t‘ divisions in Germany and, although he has withdrawn his forces from the 
ur -c,d NATO command, fosters the closest liaison between the French and 
N FO headquarters. 

Why, then, is Canada, an outward-looking, internationally-minded country, 
ci .ly tied by history, geography and national interest to the United States and 
\1  tem Europe, the one country currently conducting a fundamental review 
• .s role in the NATO alliance ? First let me make clear that the review has 
n, been undertaken for reasons of narrow domestic self-interest. Canada is 
vt. far frorn being a self--contained economy, our standard of living and our 
• ability to survive depend on a world-wide pattern of foreign trade. No nation 
in 3is position can turn inward upon itself and ignore its international respon-
sÈ , Ities. To live and to grow, Canada needs a stable and prosperous world. 

• Aims of Policy 
R ardless of any review, the whole thrust of Canada's foreign policy is directed 
tc trd the tvvin objectives of world order and world prosperity. This means 
th . for its own self-interest and its own self-respect, Canada must make its 
pr:ler contribution to the maintenance of world peace and the raising of the 
W id standard of living. These are political objectives and are pursued in the 
U led Nations and NATO by means of other groupings such as the Common- 
• jth and the newly-founded Francophonia and bilaterally with the nations 
of the  world. 
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The pursuit of these political objectives involves military activity, w,iich 
 for Canada is  flot and cannot be a matter of national ambition but, ra her, 

a contribution to keeping world peace, and foreign aid as a contributio to 
raising the standard of living in less-developed countries. 

The purpose of the current review of foreign and defence policy is not 
to question whether Canada should be engaged in political activity, keepinï the 
peace and foreign aid. And it is not to question the value of NATO as :Jell, 
for NATO is going to continue for some time to come, with the support c î its 
European members and the United States, no matter what we do. 

The review of our foreign and defence policies is designed to find o It if 
we are serving our own interests best and maldng our most effective contrib-  tion 
to world order and world prosperity under our present arrangements. If not, 
these arrangements will be changed. Coming to NATO, the questions the re Jim 
asks are the same: Is membership in NATO in Canada's national inte .,,st? 
Does membership in NATO represent an effective Canadian contributici to 
the maintenance of world peace 7 

I can't answer these questions for you today, since the Government ha ,  not 
yet arrived at any conclusion. I can, however, discuss with you the backgr .und 
against which the decision will be made and some of the considerations  thaI will 
bear upon it. 

The late Forties was a critical period for the Western world. - Wa- :hue 
co-operation between the Western Allies and the Soviet Union had disappe 
In three years, the U.S.S.R. had established political domination over five 
Eastern European countries and part of Germany, together making p a 
population of about 100 million. The final takeover of Czechoslovakia alsc saw 
growing Soviet pressure on such countries as Finland, Turkey and Iran, and 
the blockade of Berlin. Canada, having seen two world wars explode o t of 
European quarrels, saw yet another explosive situation developing. 

Western Europe, weakened by war, feared both aggression froir the 
powerful military forces maintained by the Soviet Union and Moscow-dir cted 
internal Communist subversion. 

Genesis of Alliance 
The democracies of Western Europe had to find a way to protect them  lves 
and the way of life they represented. Hopes that the United Nations mig t be 
able to provide such protection through universal collective security had ,00n 
been dispelled — in part by the indiscriminate Soviet use of the veto. This 
was the background against which NATO came into being, a poolii ; of 
resources by like-minded nations to protect a common way of life. 

While the immediate threat which led to the establishment of NATC was 
to the Western European democracies, it was seen in Canada and the L iited 
States as directly affecting North American security. The lesson of two odd 
wars had been learned, and we accepted the fact that we could hardly rc nab 
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un volved if a third such war should break out. At the same time, however, 
Ca 3.da shared the general feeling that it was possible to benefit by past mistakes; 

by taking the right action at the right tirne, it should be possible to preivent 

a rather than have to fig,ht it. Gradually, it came to be accepted that the 
eff live action which was required could only be achieved on a collective basis. 
M St. Laurent was the first Western statesman to express this conclusion, 

he' said on July 11, 1948 : 
We believe that it must be made clear to the rulers of the totalitarian Communist 

sta that, if they attempt by direct or indirect aggression to extend their police states 

be 'd their present bounds by subduing any more free nations, they will not succeed 

un s they can overcome us all. 

All this was 20 years ago, and perhaps the most telling answer to the 
qu tion of whether NATO has been worthwhile is to be found in the simple 
fac that since its establishment no further European countries have fallen 
un r Soviet domination — either through direct military intervention or by 
su -rsion. The nations of Western Europe have grown and prospered. In a 
pe ,  d marked by violence and conflict in other parts of the world, Europe has 
en ,ed a unique degree of stability. NATO's success is often taken for granted 
the days, but titis fact should not be allowed to detract from its achievements. 
Pa:  loxically, it is the fact of NATO's success that permits the luxury of 
qu ,ioning the need for it. I ant often asked how one can be sure that the 
20 ears of peace Europe has enjoyed is due to the existence of NATO. 
I  t pose in the end there is no substantive proof, but I can tell you this: 
TI: ..niestion is one which is easily asked in Calgary, 6,000 miles from the 
Irc,  Curtain. But it is a question that simply is not asked by those who live 
thc daily lives in the shadow of massive Soviet forces. 

NATO  is unique in the sense that it is the only example of a formal 
alli  .ce  that operates effectively in peacetime. Fifteen countries, despite their 
ine able conflicts in national interest, have been able to continue to co-operate 
foi :o decades. This is a major accomplishment, and something to celebrate. 
It r a bears on the contention that the members of NATO have not, in fact, 
fa(' a real threat from the Soviet Union — that the danger they see is imaginary. 
If , independent states have been prepared to make the effort required to 
ma  .ain an effective alliance arrangement for 20 years, there must be a 
co' lonly perceived danger to which they consider a collective response the 
bes atswer. The danger is quite dear. The Soviet Union continues to increase 
an( , treamline its enormous military potential; its intentions remain uncertain; 
anc , bere are unsolved problems in Europe which could ignite a nuclear war 
bec :se they involve the vital interests of the super-powers. Canada cannot 
ren in indifferent to this danger. 

Un  ue Character of Alliance 
To ]eal with this situation, NATO has developed features which distinguish 
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it from old-time alliances and make it a uniquely modem instrumer, t of
collective security.

First, it provides effective defence on a relatively economical bas-s. 3y a

pooling of resources under a unified command rather than reliance on indiN dual

effort, the members of the alliance help to ensure that in times of crisis or a;tual

conflict there will be a quick and effective response. In an age of split-se ,ond

timing and enormously complex and expensive weapons systems, the sec j,Irity

which NATO provides to its members could not be attained in any other way.

Secondly, NATO is the instrument whereby the protection afforded b, the

United States nuclear deterrent is extended to Europe. By co-operating with
the United States in continental defence, Canada contributes to the o erall

deterrent strength of the alliance.
Thirdly, because the member countries can depend on United States m clear

protection, they do not have to produce or acquire independent contr 4 of

nuclear weapons. By helping to limit the spread of these weapons, NATO con-

tributes to the idea of "non-proliferation" and at the same time, withi: the

alliance, helps to reduce the possibility of nuclear war occurring by accident
or miscalculation.

Fourthly, NATO enables West Germany to make an effective contrit ition

to the defence of the West. Germany has the largest single military establisl rnent
in Western Europe, but all of its forces are integrated into NATO and re pon-

sible to NATO commanders. Germany has no general staff of its own ai J no

forces available to German commanders outside NATO. Because of the ni clear

protection which Germany receives through the alliance, it has been pre ured

formally to renounce the right to manufacture nuclear weapons on its own
territory. This was done in 1954, when Germany entered NATO.

Finally, one of the most important characteristics of the NATO syst :m is
its provision of machinery for continuing consultation on military and pc itical

issues. This arrangement gives smaller members of the alliance like Can da a

chance to participate in the making of policy on a wide range of major ssues

of concern to us that we would not have in any other circumstances. 7 ut is
this participation effective? It is often assumed that, when lesser powe 's srt

down with a super-power, all they can do is listen and agree. There ar two

super-powers in the world today, and they are very different. The U. S.R.

operates in secrecy and by stealth, without much, if any, regard for the ishes

and views of its allies. The United States, on the other hand, is an open s)ciety

with a government that must win elections to achieve and maintain 1)weu

While it may be in a position to dominate the alliance, by its own ch( :ce it

proceeds by consent and is susceptible to many-faceted influences from ;'Abb
and without its borders.

While NATO brings important advantages to its members, the a: iance

approach also involves both military and political obligations. On the rr litary
side, in addition to the guarantee of mutual assistance under the treaty, there
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is a implicit understanding that each member will make an appropriate 
co: ribution to the overall military resources of the alliance. In the political 
spi ,„,e, just as there is an opportunity to advance ideas and influence the actions 
of lers in the alliance so there is a requirement to take views and inteiests 
of hers into account. NATO operates by consensus and there is an expectation 
th  i except in special circumstances, agreement will be reached. 

Ch r.ge of Bureaucracy 
On of the criticisms sometimes directed against NATO is that, besides placing 
th  v constraints on the freedom of action of individual members, it is a 
cor  ervative bureaucracy, tending to perpetuate itself and unable to adjust 
eff,  tively to changing circumstances. 

In an organization made up of 15 governments, there can at times be 
sot difficulty and delay in co-ordinating views. At the saine  time, to the 
ext t that there is a braking influence, it can have a positive value in restraining 
a:  mber country from taldng precipitate action which could have an adverse 
efft L on the alliance as a whole. When one is dealing with issues of war and 
pee e (and particularly nuclear war), this could be vital. Secondly, while 
pr.; , ess toward political solutions may appear slow when approached on a 
col. :live basis, there might otherwise well be no progress at all. 

NATO, like any large and complex organization, has its imperfections. 
Fo cach member the question is simple — do the advantages of belonging to 
Ni 0 outweigh the disadvantages ? Unlike the members of the Warsaw Pact, 
the aembers of NATO are free to withdraw if they should wish, but the fact 
the  after 20 years none of them has so far chosen to do so suggests clearly 
wh e the balance of advantage or disadvantage lies. 

Looking at NATO in today's world, we must ask ourselves: What is its 
rol .n the immediate future and where does Canada fit in ? 

It  seems to me that a durable solution to the problems which continue to 
'2 Europe and threaten world peace must contain two elements: a lasting 

sett ment, on a generally acceptable basis, of the political issues of Central 
Eu. pe, including the division of Germany, and the creation of some type of 
Eu ?ean security arrangement which would adequately meet the needs of all 
the ountries concemed, both East and West. 

The issues involved are complex, and this goal will not be achieved 
qui ly or easily. If any progress is to be made, there must be some mechanism 
to ep the peace and at the same time contribute to the creation of a climate 
in movement toward a durable solution is possible. Does NATO satisfy 
the dual requirements ? 

NATO's main emphasis in the early years was on providing a defensive 
shi, 1 against possible Soviet aggression in Western Europe. This continues to 
be 'fundamental purpose of the alliance, but the emphasis is shifting as Europe's 
Poi .cal and military circumstances change. The alliance is now devoting its 
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energies and attention to the twin objectives of deterrence, which is the preve tion 
of war, and of détente, which is concerned with improving relations  betweeL  the 
Eastern and Western nations. 

Dual Target of Alliance 
The objective of deterrence is to prevent war. To do this, the alliance mw t tr) 
to maintain a situation in which Soviet military adventure is obviously unre‘ .ard. 
ing and the likelihood of war breaking out in Europe is minimized. A the 
same time, if a conflict should occur, NATO must have the ability to res Jond 
effectively and prevent escalation to all-out nuclear war. 

To achieve these objectives, NATO has developed the capacity for "fle xible 
response". This requires NATO to have available enough military forces, both 
conventional and nuclear, to convince the Soviet Union that any type of Fi -med 
attack on its part would be unprofitable. Above all, the strategy of flc xibk 
response attempts to avoid a situation in which NATO would be faced wit  i the 
stark choice of yielding to a conventional attack or resorting to nuclear war. 
It is also designed to contain an incident started by accident or miscalcw nion 
long enough to make a political solution possible without resort to tacticll or 
strategic nuclear weapons. In such a situation, days or even hours cou 1  be 
crucial. This is why NATO is correctly described as a peacekeeping forc . 

Détente calls for continuing attempts by members of the alliance — both 
individually and collectively — to improve relations with the states of E stern 
Europe, including the Soviet Union. Obviously, this policy depends on -,orne 
reciprocation  from the other side. The aim is to reduce tensions and re )lace•

them with an atmosphere of confidence and stability. In such an enviror ment 

it is hoped that both sides would be able to develop and respond to initi ntives 

designed to produce durable solutions that would make the existence of rmed 
blocs unnecessary. In this sense NATO's avowed objective is to create ci corn-
stances in which the alliance would become redundant. 

The pursuit of détente will be a slow process, probably bedevilled b set-
backs such as that which occurred in Czechoslovakia last year. Its succes will 
be the sum total of the various individual and collective activities of the me lbers  
of the alliance. Much of the progress will necessarily have to be made th ough 
bilateral relations between individual NATO members and members c the 
Warsaw Pact. In this process NATO has an important function to pe form 
in providing the machinery for co-ordinating the activities of its mer bers. 
What one does could have important implications for the others, and close 
consultation is therefore essential. There is also scope for collective initi rives, 
and the alliance is already at work in this area. A specific example of s ch a 
collective initiative now being examined in NATO is the proposal for bal Inced 
force reductions. This calls for negotiations between NATO and the W trsasv 
Pact, designed to achieve agreement on the progressive lowering of m itarY 
fcrces on both sides. The relative balance of military strength in Europe, ;hid 
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, permits a reasonable degree of stability, would be maintained at pro- 
3sively lower levels. Early last summer, NATO proposed to the Warsaw 

P t that discussions on this idea be initiated and, although the events in 
C choslovakia intervened, the matter has not been dropped. 

Whatever Canada may decide, the alliance will continue to be the mechanism 
tl 'ugh which peace in Europe is maintained and decisions are taken on the 
is ,as affecting the evolution of East-West relations and the solution of European 
p tical problems. We must decide if these matters are of real concern to us 
• , if so, whether we have a better chance of influencing them in a favourable 
d ction through continued membership in the alliance or by withdrawing. 

C :ada's Involvement in Europe 
I ipreciate that there are differing points of view as to the importance of 
d, slopments in Europe for Canada and our ability to influence them. Because 
of ais, I think the open debate we are having is highly desirable. For my part, 
I , mot escape the conclusion that what happens in Europe matters very much 
te  anada. Our interests there cover many areas — history, culture, trade and 
fie ice, to mention only a few. Perhaps the most fundamental of all, however, 
re -es to the fact that it is in Europe that the vital interests of the super-
p ers are in starkest confrontation, so that there is the greatest chance of a 
• lict escalating into a nuclear war. Because of Canada's geographic position 
bc een the two super-powers, this war would be fought out above our very 

Cs. This is why Canada has a direct, selfish interest in the prevention of war .  
I am not suggesting here that we ignore our interests in other parts of the 

m d, but simply that, in terms of priority, Europe and developments there 
'.. continue to have a major claim on our energy and attention for some 

th to come. 
Last summer's events in Czechoslovakia illustrated dramatically the de-

te ination of the Soviet Union to maintain its grip on Eastern Europe. It is 
di :ult to accept, however, that the urge for greater freedom and a better way 
of ›fe now manifesting itself on the other side of the Iron Curtain can be 
in finitely suppressed, even through the brutal use of force. With all the 
• .rtainties inherent in this situation, the period ahead seems to call for a 
Co bination of vigilance and perception. Vigilance is needed to cope with the 
CC equences for the West of further difficulties such as Czechoslovakia; 
Pe eption, to discern opportunities that the inevitable process of change in 
E. em Europe might provide to make progress on Europe's political problems. 

Will Canadian interests in the future best be served through continued 
C adian membership in NATO? One of the major concems in our review of 
de ace poLicy and related foreign-policy considerations has been to establish 
• ther there are, in fact, any better alternatives to NATO for Canada. We are 
• nining this problem ourselves, we are seeking the views of other informed 
01: .1-vers and taking account of the opinions we have received from the public 
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at large. At the same time, a Parliamentary committee is conducting its wn
review of many of the issues.

If we should decide that it is in our interest to remain in NATO, it .vin

be necessary to take account of the responsibilities as well as the benefits tha go

with such a policy. I mention this because there have been suggestions rece itly

that, by withdrawing from the alliance or maintaining only nominal members iip,

Canada could have most of the benefits the system provides without paying for

them. I doubt that this approach would appeal to many Canadians or that the

benefits would, in fact, flow so readily. This is not to say that a decisioi to

stay in NATO would mean that we stay for another 20 years, or that our

military contribution will remain the same.

Governments are often accused of losing touch with the wishes and

aspirations of the people, and the Government of Canada has heard sch

accusations often enough. But there is one issue on which the Governr ent

and the people of Canada stand foursquare together: the paramount deterrr, na-

tion to do our part to prevent war. If Canada decides to stay in NATO, it will

be because we are convinced that in NATO we can effectively help to pre ent

war. If some other course is taken, it will be because we think such a co irse

will better enable us to help to prevent war. No other consideration, how -ver

seductive it may appear, will be permitted to deflect Canada from its supr me

objective, the prevention of war.
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( rganization for Economic Co-operation and 
I evelopment 

M : ,ISTERIAL COUNCIL MEETING, PARIS, FEBRUARY 1969 

' HREE majôr topics — economic policy, the problems of modern society and 
relations with developing countries — were discussed during the eighth 

aal meeting of the Ministerial Council of the Organization for Economic 
C -  operation and Development, held on February 13 and 14 in the new OECD 
ht dquarters building in Paris. Canada was represented by the Honourable 
Je. 't-Luc Pepin, Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

The meeting, chaired by Dr. Karl Schiller, Minister of Economic Affairs of 
ti-  Federal Republic of Germany, was marked by the retirement of the first 

-etary-General of the Organization, Mr. Thorkil Kristensen of Denmark. The 
m isters expressed their appreciation of the distinguished services rendered to 
th OECD by Mr. ICristensen and unanimously elected Mr. Emile Van Lennep 
of he Netherlands to succeed him on September 30, 1969. The ministers also 
wt. -omed the accession of Finland to the OECD Convention, and its first 
p. icipation in a ministerial meeting. 

lomic Policy 
A rincipal concern of the OECD has long been the harmonization of the 
ec omic policies of member govermnents. At the recent meeting, the ministers 
re .,wed the commitment of members to promote the highest sustainable growth 
of economies consistent with financial stability. While 1968 had witnessed 
a ,:her rate of growth of production than had been foreseen, severe strains had 
de loped in some sectors, especially in the international monetary field. These 
st[ -qs, which were partly due to differences in the level of demand in various 
COI tries, were marked by large movements of speculative capital and rising 
in, est rates, particularly during March and November. The ministers con- 

. ed that the measures of restraint undertaken by Britain, the United States 
an France should lead to increased international economic stability in 1969. 
Ti measures, however, were likely to reduce the 5 percent rate of growth in 
Pr, - uction achieved for the OECD area as a whole in 1968. 

In an effort to speed up the harmonizing of national economic policies, the 
- nization was directed to review, and, if possible, improve, the effectiveness 

of  s consultative procedures. Particular attention was devoted to the need to 
_ve and apply effective measures to regulate demand. The experience of 1968 

ha' demonstrated once again that demand-management measures required time 
to ,  zcome fully effective. Ministers also agreed that demand management must 
be upplemented by structural measures aimed at correcting regional or sectoral 
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imbalances. Such measures would, it was hoped, enable member countrie. to 
approach full use of their resources without the reappearance of inflatior ary 
price and cost increases. 

Regarding international trade and invisible transactions, the ministers ag eecl 
that countries that found it necessary to take exceptional measures to imp ove 
certain balance-of-payments situations should seek to avoid disturbances li :ely 
to hamper the expansion of foreign trade. Substantial advances in the libera iza-
tion of trade, especially with regard to the reduction of tariff barriers, have een 
achieved in recent years, and the ministers agreed that the OECD should s udy 
new developments in this area. 

Problems of Modern Society 
The rapid rate of technological progress that is transforming the social and 
economic structures of highly industrialized societies has been the subjec: of 
valuable consultations and exchanges of experience in the OECD. The ei ects 
of this technological transformation extend into agriculture, industry, eduez tion 
and the human environnent. Although it has brought about an unprecedt lted 
rise in national and personal wealth and well-being, it has created new prot ems 
with international as well as national consequences, and has modified son of 

the conditions under which general economic policies operate. The min . ,ters 

urged that the Organization pursue its studies on problems of supply and der and 

in agriculture, urbanization, and air and water pollution. They also note( the 
need to provide an adequate and meaningful education for today's y uth. 
Particular attention was focused on the problems and advantages of the, r ulti-
national corporation. 

Relations with Developing Countries 
Since its inception, the OECD has been concemed with the problems f eing 

developing countries. Much valuable work in co-ordinating and harmonizin the 

development policies of member countries of the OECD has been carriec out 

within the framework of the Development Assistance Committee. Over the past 
year, major problems confronting the developed and the developing cou tries 
in the realm of aid and trade relations have been undergoing general reassess. tent, 
both by international agencies — in particular, the Commission being le I by 
Canada's former Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Lester B. Pea son, 

under the auspices of the World Bank — and by individual govenunents. The 
ministers expressed the hope that these reviews would contribute to more eff ctive 
national and international policies. 

They reaffirmed the need to expand the volume of aid as rapidly as po sible 

toward the target of one per cent of the gross national product established ; the 
second United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. They also r cog.- 

nized the need to avoid imposing excessive debt burdens on the devel ping 
cownries which could hamper their efforts for economic development. orae 
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mi sters considered that medium-term planning of development-aid expenditures 
co d be useful in this respect. The ministers stressed specifically the importance 
of 'cl programmes that would meet the educational and agricultural requirements 
of eseloping countries. 

The problem of trade relations, distinct from that of the direct provision 
of nancial or technical assistance to the developing countries, has been ac-
kn. vledged to be a matter requiring the urgent attention of member govemments. 
Fo some time, OECD members have been involved in the elaboration of a 
gei ral, non-reciprocal preferential tariff scheme for the exports of developing 
co tries. Most member governments have presented recommendations for such 
a s 'let= with a view to consultations with developing countries at a later stage. 

Canada is a charter member of the OECD and has always played an active 
rol in the work of the Organization. The following is the text of the statement 

- to Parliament by the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce on the 
Of D meeting: 

... This was the regular annual meeting of, the ministers of OECD 
co$ ‘ries to review major economic trends and developments during the past 
yet..  and prospects for the months ahead. 

The  OECD provides an important forum for joint consultation among the 
co, tries of Western Europe and North America and Japan over the whole range 
of onomic policy matters, including finance and extemal aid. Economic condi-
tio  in these key countries have a determining influence on the growth of the 
wo 1 economy as a whole. Thus the importance of close co-operation in eco-
no' and monetary policies among them cannot be over-emphasized. 

"The agenda for the recent meeting covered three main topics. As for 
eco imic policy, reference was made in particular to the interdependence between 
intL :ational commercial and financial activities, and the need to avoid  disturb-
anc  to affect the expansion of trade. I drew the attention of the delegates 
to welcome increase in the export of capital from Europe, from which Canada 
ha enefited in recent months. 

The second topic dealt with was problems of modern society. The OECD 
'e examining in detail some of the implications for economic policy arising 

fro 1  the rapid rate of technological progress in the industrialized world. In this 
co  ction, the delegates' attention was drawn more particularly to the growth 
of Iltinational corporations. I indicated that the questions raised by the opera-
tioi of such corporations are, for Canada, of particular importance and 
sug sted that the OECD should seek to develop inte rnationally recognized ways 
anc neans of reconciling the various interests involved. 

"The third topic covered was relations with developing countries, where 
OE D countries also have a major role to play. I assured Canada's support for 
the roposed scheme of tariff preferences for the developing world and indicated 
thc, mportance we attach to achieving an improvement in both the volume and 
the 'onditions of aid granted by industrialized countries." 
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Kainji Dam Opened in Nigeria

N February 15, 1969, the Nigerian Head of State, Major-General Yal ubu

0 Gowon, commissioned the Kainji Dam on the Niger River 350 miles r :)rtb

of Lagos. In addition to ancillary economic benefits, the Dam will pro luce

sufficient electricity to satisfy the requirements of an expanding Nigerian ecor )my

for many years. Arrangements are in hand to distribute electricity to all par s of

the Federation and, in time, other power-dams will be built in the regia l as

they are required.

The Kainji Dam was made possible by international co-operation inst !ired

by Nigerian initiative. The first stage commissioned by General Gowon cost

$261 million, of which Nigeria provided $108 million from its own resou ^ces.

The World Bank lent $105 million; Italy, $28 million; Britain, $15 mTion the

Netherlands, $3 million; and the United States, $2,900,000. Canada's --on-

. tribution of $1,700,000 was an outright gift.

Part of the official group that attended the commissioning of the Kainji Dam (left to ght):

Lieutenant-Commander Diette Spi$, Military Governor of Nigeria's River State; Lieut nani-

Colonel D. Bamgboye, Military Governor of Kwara State; Mr. Arthur Baylis, repre^ R669
the consultant engineers who designed the dan:; Major-General Gôwon; Mr. R. D. Nt •ison,
head of the Ontario Hydro team working on the dam; Mr. Jasper Ings, Chairman, vige,
Dam Authority; Rear-Admiral Wey, Officer Commanding the Nigerian Navy.
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Ce  ada's Contribution 
Al :tough Canada's financial participation was minor compared to that of some 
ot" .r participants, the role played by Canadians in helping to make the project 
a iccess was singled out for praise in General Gowon's address, when he 

The Canadian Government found for us an able and experienced chairm an  for the 
Ni, r Dam Authority and also gave us a technical team to operate the hydro-electric 
sta  n and train Nigerians for eventual take-over. 

The General was referring to Mr. Jasper Ings, a distinguished Canadian 
en "neer who for the past 'six years has headed the Nigerian goverrunent agency 

onsible for the dam, and also to 16 employees of Ontario Hydro who were 
en, ,zed by the Canadian Government to operate the power equipment and to 
tn. Nigerians as replacements. Representatives in Lagos of governments con-
tri: aing to the project, including the High Commissioner for Canada, were 
spc ial guests at the conunissioning ceremony. 

General Gowon predicted that the dam would have a revolutionary impact 
on ",-le economic and social life of Nigeria. It was, he said, a source of pride to 
al; \figerians that it had been completed despite difficulties arising from the 
ci; war. His Government's determination to carry the project through had 
be assisted morally and materially by Nigeria's friends abroad, and he hoped 
th, eventually electricity from the Kainji installations would flow to neigh-
bo 'ing states that now lacked resources of electric generation. 

vth of Project 
Ph s for the eventual construction of the Kainji Dam were foreshadowed in 1951, 
wi the Federal Government engaged a firm of engineers from the Netherlands 
to , ake a study of the hydro potential of Nigeria's two great rivers, the Niger 
an Benue. Construction at Kainji began in 1963; more than 15,000 men, 
inc ..ding 800 expatriate technicians, were involved in this construction. As 

: proceeded, 42,000 people residing on the river banks above the dam were 
ret tled in 124 new villages and two new towns. Each village was built as 
dc.- as possible to the old to permit its inhabitants to remain in familiar 
sal iundings. 

When General Gowon commissioned the dam, three generators of 80-
me awatt capacity had been installed. A further nine generators of equal 
cal  city are now being installed and this addition will result in a total output 
Of 60 megawatts, which is expected to meet all electricity demands in Nigeria 
un 1980 and allow some export  of power. Besides providing an assured supply 
for a growing population and an expanding industry, the dam will save the 
Ni, ;Tian authorities tens of millions of pounds in foreign exchange now being 
spf t on the importation of fuel and equipment for existing thermal-power 
sta ons. 

A series of locks built concurrently with the dam will facilitate the develop-
me t of the Niger as a commercial waterway. These locks by-pass the most 
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dangerous rapids on the river, for most of the year permitting travel by b irge

to Niamey, the capital of Niger, situated more than 1,000 miles. from the

Atlantic coast. Another by-product is the ability to control the frequent floods

that formerly devastated large areas of farmland downstream. Flood control will

facilitate irrigation and expansion of agriculture below the dam, while aboNe it

the 85-mile-long lake constituting the dam's reservoir has become an important

inland fishing-ground with a predicted annuàl yield of. 10,000 tons of fish. Furt ier-

more, the resettlement project has brought with it considerable improvemer ; in

the standard of living, particularly in health, of the local populace.

Probably one of the most important benefits of the Kainji 'Dam. pre ect,

apart from the above-mentioned economic and social advantages, has been the

growth of international confidence in the future of Nigeria.
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Fi -Imo-Canadian Joint Commission 

TH' .,D MEETING, PARIS, 1969 

,Z NOVEMBER 17, 1965, Canada and France signed an agreement to en- 
courage the development and maintenance of close contacts between 

CUll  rai,  artistic, scientific and technical institutions of both countries. Among 
otb things, the agreement provided for the creation of a Franco-Canadian 
Joi Commission, which would meet alternately in Paris and Ottawa to examine 
the )rogiess achieved in cultural exchange and to study the possibilities for 
inc  ased co-operation. The Joint Commission met in Ottawa for the second 
tim in 1967, and its third session took place in Paris on February 18, 1969. 

The Paris meeting was under the chairmanship of Mr. Jean Jurgensen, 
Mit ter Plenipotentiary for American Affairs at the French Foreign Ministry. 
Th. Canadian delegation was led by Mr. André Bissonnette, Assistant Under-
Sec tary of State in the Department of External Affairs, and included repre-
sen tives of Canadian agencies interested in cultural exchanges with France 
etc,  for the first time, officials from New Brunswick and Ontario — Mr. Robert 
Pic Ite, Cultural Relations Attaché and Executive Assistant to the Premier 
of -ew Brunswick, and Professor C. E. Rathé, Educational and Cultural 
Ex ange Programme Co-ordinator of the Ontario Department of Education. 

In the course of their discussions, which were conducted in a spirit of 
cor ality, the delegates on both sides reviewed the cultural, scientific, technical 
am' nrtistic exchanges that had taken place since the Conunission's previous 
me, 'as, and considered means of fostering their further development. 

Fill Broadcasting and Books 
The Commission decided to renew the commercial agreement of 1963 for 
co-. Auction of films. The opening in Canada of Unifrance Film offices and 
the ,tablishment of the Canadian Film Development Corporation, with a capital 
of 0 million, can be expected to lend considerable impetus to Franco-Canadian 
co-; oduction undertakings. The Commission also reviewed the personnel and 
prc amme exchanges which had long been characteristic of the co-operation 
bet\ zen the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the French national broad-
cast s network (ORTF) and studied the possibilities of increasing these 
exc mges. 

The Commission expressed a wish for the development of closer ties 
bet :.en the National Libraries of France and Canada, and for co-operation 
In 12rary-management techniques. Exhibitions of books, to facilitate a deeper 
hic:  ledge of French literature, are to be organized in numerous centres in 
Cat da. As the world's second-largest buyer of French books, Canada will have 
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what is sure to be the largest pavilion at the International Festival in Ni ‘e  la 
the spring of 1970. A sum of $50,000 has been allocated to the organi; ation 
of the pavilion and to Canadian participation in Festival activities. 

Scientific Exchanges 
In 1967, the National Research Council of Canada signed a scientific re s arcli 
agreement with the Cultural Relations Branch of the French Government c tiling 
for the exchange of 26 experts from each country. The NRC allocated $10 1 ,000 
to this programme, and by the end of 1968 it exceeded the numb r of 
exchanges envisaged. The Joint Commission decided to extend the exc ange 
programme into 1969 on the same basis as before, and to study the poss bility 
of increasing the scope of the agreement in 1970. 

The Commission also decided to examine the possibility of inct msed 
exchanges in areas other than those covere,d by the NRC agreement, and me tings 
of experts will be arranged for this purpose. 

Academic and Artistic Exchanges 
Both delegations reviewed the achievements of the last two years in this )here 
and expressed satisfaction combined with hope for the increased growth of these 
exchanges. Both announced increases in the number of university and re. ;arch 
scholarships offered to one another's nationals. On the Canadian side, the nt mber 
of these scholarships is being increased from 110 to 150; they are grant d by 
the Department of External Affairs and administered by the Canada Cc anal, 
and will represent a contribution of some $600,000 in the coming year. 1 is is 
in addition to the $1 million paid by the Canada Council to nearly 300 me abers 
of Canadian universities for study and research in France. Although such scho-
larships account for the greater part of the money set aside for this pu pose, 
the academic programme also includes exchanges of university prof(  ;sors, 
secondary-school teachers and assistants. 

During 1968, more than $300,000 was paid in subsidies to the: rid, 
ballet and modern-dance groups for performances and tours in France. 'Elms, 
Parisians were entertained by Les Feux-Follets in the early autumn c last 
year and, as is widely known, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet won public m 
in the form of two gold medals at the International Dance Festival in 'aril 
Other theatrical and musical groups and soloists were also granted sub idles, 
enabling them to participate in "Canada Weeks" in France and a van i ty of 
other cultural activities. 

In the realm of visual art, two large exhibitions have been organized since 
1967 by the National Gallery of Canada, under the auspices of the Depm ment 
of External Affairs. These were "C,anadian Art Today" and the retrosuctive 
exhibition of paintings by James Wilson Morrice. Small exhibitions of E kiln° 
engravings and handicrafts were held in such French provincial cities as Av goon. 
Poitiers, Pau and Saintes, and included items from the collections of engr 
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and aandicrafts acquired by the Department of External Affairs. Last spring,

an c- hibition entitled "Réalités canadiennes", in which elements of these collec-

tior. ^ were displayed with the aid of a wide variety of audio-visual techni^ues,
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attr: ted 24,000 visitors to the exhibition hall on the Champs-Élysées. Mention

mur _ also be made of the National Gallery's contribution to the Biennale des

Jeu,- s in Paris.

rhe performing arts programme for the months ahead will include a tour

by .:.es Grands Ballets canadiens and performances by Maureen Forrester,

con tlto, and Jacques Beaudry, conductor, at the Festival du Marais in Paris.

In rdition, France will be sending the Comédie de Bourgogne to Canada.

Visual arts events will include a large exhibition of masterpieces of

Can '.ian Indian and Eskimo art, to be held at the Museum of Man in Paris.

Par. ans will also have an opportunity to see works by young Canadians

pan . ipating in the Biennale des Jeunes at the Museum of Modern Art, and
an ±aibition of drawings by masters of that art which is being sent to the

Lou. _e from the National Gallery of Canada. France will be sending a large
exhi : tion of ceramics to Montreal and Toronto, in co-operation with the
Nat; :_al Gallery of Canada.

Ter ;ical Co-operation
The -'ommission decided to study the possibility of establishing an exchange

pro;- ^mme for professional trainees in all fields. It was also noted that youth

exct liges, particularly those in connection with such Canadian and French

pro< immes as "Jeunes Voyageurs", "Connaissance de la France" and "Con-
nais nce de l'Ontario", are arousing a great deal of interest among young

peol , in both countries: These programmes will be continued and, in some
case expanded.

'he record of this third session of the Franco-Canadian Joint Commission
is, t' -refore, one of very positive accomplishment. Specifically, it demonstrated
that ultural relations between France and Canada had entered a new phase.
Fror the Canadian point of view, the importance attached to these relations
is al, he greater for the fact that this country sees in them a means of pursuing

the Aicy of bilingualism and biculturalism, both at home and abroad, desired
by t- ° Government.
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United Nations Educational, Scientific  anc 
Cultural Organization 

FIFTEENTH GENERAL CONFERENCE, PARIS, 1968 

DELEGATIONS from 125 member states, including those from thre new 
member states — Barbados, Mauritius and South Yemen — attend xl the 

fifteenth biennial General Conference of the United Nations Educa ional, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, which was held at UNESCO headq arters 
in Paris from October 15 to November 20, 1968. 

The Canadian delegation was led by Mr. Napoléon Leblanc, Vice rector 
of Laval University and President of the Canadian National Commissi n for 
UNESCO. Mr. L. H. Bergstrom, Deputy Minister of Education, Saskatct man, 
and Mr. G. C. McInnes, Canadian Permanent Delegate to UNESCO were 
deputy heads of the delegation, which included: Mr. G. W. MacKenzie, Di ector, 
Inspection Services, Department of Education of Nova Scotia; Mr. J. R. Mere-
dith, Deputy Director, Teaching Service, Department of Education of 3ritish 
Columbia; Miss Madeleine Joubert, Director-General of the Institut ca Ladies 
d'éducation des adultes (Canadian Institute for Adult Education); Dr. ( eorge 
M. Volkoff, Head of the Physics Department, University of British Col mbia; 
Mr. Marc-Adélard Tremblay, Professor of Anthropology, Laval Uni. ;rsity; 
Mr. J. Alphonse Ouimet, Past President of the Canadian Broadcasting 0 rpora-
tion; Mr. David W. Bartlett, Secretary-General of the Canadian National Com-
mission for UNESCO. 

Advisers to the delegation were: Dr. William S. Rogers, Head d the 
French Department, Trinity College, University of Toronto; Dr. J. J Mac-
Donald, Dean of the Faculty of Science, St. Francis Xavier University; Mr. Pierre 
Dumas, Canadian Embassy, Rome; Mr. P. E. J. Charpentier, Canadian 1 elega-
tion to the OECD in Paris; Mr. Robert G. Blackburn, Permanent Ca  radian  
Delegation to UNESCO. 

Observers were the Honourable F. W. Rowe, Minister of Educat n  for 
Newfoundland and the Honourable W. E. Meldrum, Minister of Educatf  i. for 
New Brunswick. 

Canada, represented by Mr. J. Alhponse Ouimet, chaired the Sub-comr ission 

on Information. Mr. David Bartlett was appointed chairman of a tas l fore 

which dealt with man and his environment, and Mr. Pierre Charpentier, G lab's 

representative on the Legal Committee, was elected rapporteur of the Corn  aittee. 

At the close of the Conference, Canada was given a new mandate witi in the 
Legal Committee for the sixteenth General Conference. 

For Canada, the outstanding result of the Conference was its  in ;-eased 
participation in the Organization's policy-making through the electior of 3  
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Meit Jrs of the Canadian delegation to the fifteenth General Conference of UNESCO:  
(Sea ■ left to right): Mr. Marc7Adélard Tremblay; Miss Madeleine Joubert; Dr. George M. 
Vol:  1 . (Standing, middle row, left to right): Mr. R. G. Blackburn; Mr. G. W. Mackenzie; 
Mr. . C. McInnes; Mr. Napoléon LeBlanc; Mr. L. H. Bergstrom; Mr. J. R. Meredith; 
Dr. illiam S. Rogers; Mr. J. Alphonse Ouimet. (Standing, back row, left to right): 
Dr. J. Quick; Mr. P. E. J. Charpentier; Mr. David W. Bartlett; Mr. J. J. Macdonald; 
Mr. erre Dumas. 

Cal lian member (Mr. G. C. McInnis, Minister and Permanent Canadian 
Del Ite to UNESCO) to the Executive Council, the chief policy body. The 
Con rence elected Canada, as well as the United States and Switzerland, as 
rep; entatives for a six-year term in Group I (Western Europe and Others). 

'Jr. Rene Maheu, Director-General of UNESCO since 1962, was re-elected 
to  t s position. 

Mal  Achievements of Conference 
The lebates and resolutions on general policy and on the future programme 
foils 'ed, on the whole, the themes which had been debated in earlier Conferences 
— for example, as education and adult education, which were focal points 
of ii  -rest in the UNESCO programme because of their importance to developing•
cou ies. 

The  Conference was, however, caught up in various innovations to the 
pro; imme resulting from new achievements in the modern world. Many 
dele, 4 tes, in plenary session and in sub-commissions, expressed concern lest 
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scientific and technological development should take place at the expense o' the

traditional cultural and moral values of society. To guard against this possiY 1ity,

delegates insisted that UNESCO, in all its endeavours, aim at social dev, lop-

ment and at maintaining and encouraging the role of the human and s)cial

sciences, so as to assure the harmonizing of human and scientific develope.ent.

Delegates were also concerned with youth and its problems. This int -rest

found expression in a special conference of young representatives from the

delegations called together by the Director-General to discuss the role UNE ;co

might play in the rapid evolution of the world's young people.

The primary work of the General Conference is done in the progra nme

commissions.

Administrative Commission

Various matters on the agenda having to do with finances, administration, per-

sonnel, and the Organization headquarters were examined by the Administi itive

Commission. The most important of these questions were: a study in (etail

of the proposed programme and budget for 1969-70; the application of re :om-

mendations by the UN ad hoc committee of experts, responsible for examning

the finances of the UN family; the examination of the scale of contributio is of

member states; the use of Arabic as a working language; the future o' the

headquarters premises; the geographical distribution of offices; and the esta" lish-

ment of salaries, pensions and health insurance for personnel.

The UNESCO budget was the subject of lengthy discussion both ir this

Commission and later in the plenary session. After proposals by approxirr stely

half the member states, the Conference adopted a budget of $77.4 million 1S.)

for 1969-70.

The use of Arabic as a working language gave rise to an extended de oate.

It ended with the adoption of a draft resolution presented by Pakistan, proN'ding

for the progressive expansion of the use of Arabic to the same status as t1- it of

the current working languages - English, French, Spanish and Russian.

Programme Commission

Education - The preferred place which education holds in the ran e of

UNESCO activities was reaffirmed at the fifteenth General Conference.

The section on education in the proposed programme for.1969-7( was

studied by the Sub-commission on Education along four main lines: interna onal

co-operation for the advancement of education; school and graduate teac 1iing;

extracurricular teaching; and the planning, administration and financi: a of

education and school construction. The programme proposals submitted t I the

Director-General on these points were in line with the directives of the fourt -enth

General Conference, especially on the policy of expansion for activities in prc sess

rather than the proliferation of new projects.

Teaching in the camps of the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRW ,) 1A
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the Nliddle East has since 1950 been one of the constant and major concerns of 
the UNESCO programme. This year, the Sub-commission on Education was 
pro  1:nted with a proposed resolution by the Arab states, aiming to increase the 

.,et for this work. Debate on this proposal indicated an almost unanimohs 

sur ort for an increase. To meet the decision of the Sub-commission, without 
hin cring other programmes in this field, it was decided to autho rize the Director-
Ge to use extra-budgetary funds for the $100,000 required to expand this 
pro ramme. 

In reply to a request of the Executive Council at its seventy-eighth session, 
the Director-General submitted to the Sub-commission for discussion a spe,cial 
rep rt on UNESCO youth activities. This report, suggesting a greatly expanded 
pro ramme, was adopted unanimously and will be put into effect through con-
sul(  •tion with youth leaders throughout the world. 

During the debate on the future programme in this sector the Commission 
cor -dered some 20 suggestions having to do either with jeneral principles for 
the 969-70 programme or with definite project proposals. These included a 
woe  1  conference on adult education, moral education, training of middle manage-
met and closer co-operation with international non-governmental organizations. 

The Conference also associated itself with a United Nations proposal to 
des nate 1970 as International Education Year. UNESCO will encourage its 
me, Ders to initiate special -activities to promote the aims and principles of the 
Ye- . 

The fifteenth General Conference ratified the agreement between the 
Dir, tor-General and the International Bureau of Education Council providing 
for te IBE's absorption into UNESCO. The IBE will, however, continue its 
wo. in Geneva independently and will act, above all, as a centre for comparative 
stu , - s and as an education information centre. The Conference elected 21 
cot, ries to the IBE Council for a four-year term. 

Vatural Sciences — The delegates to the fifteenth General Conference 
api- wed the proposed programme and the allocation of funds suggested by the 
Sec  lariat for the natural sciences sector. The Conference gave an exceptionally 
wat reception to proposed inter-disciplinary activities in this sphere, especially 
in ( eanography and hydrology. This enthusiasm for oceanography led to the 
ade tion of a resolution authorizing the Director-General to take the necessary 
stei to encourage closer co-operation in this field with the interested organizations 
and - gencies of the United Nations, notably by the creation of an Inter-agency 
Cor  ,nittee for the Inter-governmental Oceanographical Commission. 

Canada, having been a member of the Co-ordinating Council of the 
Int aational Hydrological Decade since 1964, was not a candidate for the 
19( -70 term. However, it is likely that several seats will be added to the 
Cou  ,cil in 1970 and that Canada may at that time again cônsider seeking election. 

..,-`..mong the other important resolutions approved in this sector, was one 
subi  .itted by Canada, in conjunction with Britain and New Zealand, in favour 
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of the International Seismological Centre at Edinburgh.

Task Force on Man and his Environment - The Sub-commission c i the

natural sciences and that on the social sciences, human sciences and culture f( rmed

a joint task force under the chairmanship of Mr. David Bartlett of Cana la to

study an integrated programme on man in his environment and to preF ire a

draft resolution on this topic. The theme "Man and his Environment` was

proposed as the subject of important activities in all UNESCO sectors. .Tnder

this heading the recommendations of the recent Conference on the Bior )here

are elements which may be put into effect immediately. Their implemer• :ation

will depend on natural science experts, but other disciplines (social sci nces,

education and information) will also have their role to play. Co-ord aated

activities in the social sciences sector on the social and aesthetic aspe IS of

"environment" will round off this programme. As the projects in this fie d are

at a less advanced state than those on the biosphere, the task force sug ested

that a meeting of experts be asked to elaborate a long-term plan of action vhich

would be studied by the Executive Council and the sixteenth General Confe ence.

Social Sciences, Human Sciences and Culture - The Sub-commissior dele-

gates for this sector emphasized the need for an increased participation ' y the

member states in the formulation of objectives and of guiding principl s for

UNESCO, in order to ensure better planning of its activities.

Earlier, the conclusions of the joint task force on man and his envirc iment

were noted. This co-operation of the sub-commissions indicated the iesire,

shared by many delegates, for a rapprochement of the natural sciences a d the

social sciences in the study of the problems created by man's adaptation ; o his

environment. This co-operation would be the first step towards a closer coll bora-

tion of all disciplines, especially in research.

Speakers from several countries, including Canada, were of the c)inion

that in the future it would be necessary to increase notably the budget : lotted

for projects in this sector and the role of social sciences in the solut )n of

problems, especially problems of development, in a technical society.

Another Canadian motion ended in the acknowledgement by the Con rence

of the importance of communication methods to cultural development, diss mina-

tion and exchange. It was decided that, in the social sciences and cultu: : pro-

gramme, more attention would be given to the technology and substa ce of

rr. odern information methods.

Information - The Sub-commission for Information, chaired by Mr. C.rimeG

dealt mainly with spatial communications and action favouring the pro( Iction

and distribution of books and training of journalists and other infor iation

specialists in developing countries.

In the information sector, as in other sectors, the Conference ^ ressed

UNESCO's role in the use and elaboration of modern communication tec' iiques

for social 'and economic progress.

The Canadian delegation took the initiative, in the discussion on r gional
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/broa casting unions, of requesting implementation of the reconnnendations on 
pati ',. communications resulting from the conference of experts held in Paris 
uri.I -; January 1968 (also chaired by Mr. Ouimet). 

i 

Yotr t Activities 
Vie a. the framework of the fifteenth General Conference, though not actually 

a pa . of it, was a special session called by the Director-General to exchange 
opiri .ns between the Secretariat and young people on the participation of youth 
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and oung adults in UNESCO activities at the international level as well as 
at tf national commission level. 

luch emphasis was placed on the need to ensure further the co-operation 
of n a-govemmental agencies in all matters concerning youth activities, in 
orde. to maintain a constant close contact with the realities of the environment. 

It the range of measures intended to favour the participation of young 
peopl the following were proposed: 

Regular publication of an information bulletin; 
)) "re-structuring" of certain national commissions which until now have 

had little interest in youth and its problems; 
2) the reorientation of UNESCO and national commission action pro-

grammes and the active participation of young people in the orientation 
of the organization of conferences, seminars and symposiums. 

Cone: . .sion 
The ain lines along which UNESCO is probably going to develop in these 
areas a coming years were established by the Conference. They are: continuing 
educz, on; functional literacy campaign; preservation, in a technological age, 
of tr Itional, cultural and moral values; the future and the participation of 
younr  people; the acceptance by UNESCO in the field of information of the 
role ( "trail-blazer" and planner rather than simply provider of tools. 

- he work accomplished by the Canadian delegation to the fifteenth General 
Conk ence of UNESCO and Canada's participation for the first time in 17 years 
in th Executive Council indicates a more intense Canadian co-operation in 
Pee: and in the future programme of the Organization. Accordingly, more 
than ver before, Canada's image in relation to education, the sciences, culture 
and i formation will increasingly be projected through the UNESCO. 
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Canada-  Tunisia  Co-operation 

THE Canada-Tunisia Joint Commission, which was set up after the Pr sident 
of Tunisia, Mr. Habib Bourguiba, visited Canada in May 1968, r et fa 

the first time in Tunis from February 10 to 12, 1969. 	 psc 
The Canadian delegation was led by the Minister of Industry, Tra e and 

Commerce, Mr. Jean-Luc Pepin. The Tunisian team was led by the Se retary 
of State for Planning, for the National Economy and for National Edu ation 
Mr. Ahmed Ben Salah. 

During the workshop sessions of the Joint Commission, a study in dell vçz 
made of programmes already in progress; future programmes were also f. tidied 
Both delegations emphasized the gratifying state of co-operation betwee their 
countries and agreed to extend this co-operation within the context of the T 
social and economic development plan. The forms of co-operation betw,  en the 
two countries were set forth in a "declaration of principles", which is ubjed 
to the approval of both gove rnments. 	 I icon 

The Commission expressed the hope that trade between the two cc intries 

would develop more rapidly than in the past. With this aim in vie v, the at 1 
Canadian delegation submitted to the Tunisian Government a plan r  n-  the  jmer 
elaboration of a trade agreement. 	 out 

The Tunisian delegation expressed the hope that the Canadian Gove nment of e 

would encourage private investment in Tunisia in such a way as to col -ribute 

to the Tunisian development plan. 

Human Exchanges 
The Commission examined steps that might be taken to promote nnnan 

exchanges between the two countries, and in this connection the 1 nisian 

delegation expressed a desire to see the development of immigration from 'unisia 
to Canada. The Canadian delegation took note of this. 

Mr. Pepin announced that a gift of 300 Canadian works would h made 
to the National Library. 

During his stay in Tunisia, the Minister met several Canadians wF ) were 
 working in that part of the world. He also visited the Children? Hos ital 

Tunis, an institution to which the Canadian Government has always attr hed 3 

great deal of importance. 
The Commission decided that its next meeting should be held in 'anada 

at a date to be announced. At that meeting it will continue its examini ion of 
all questions dealing with closer co-operation between the countries a d 
again discuss problems of common interest. As set forth in the agreemen which 
created the Commission, these meetings are to take place in each ountil 
al temately. 
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Rule of Law in International Affairs 

SP PCH BY THE HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP, 

EC1 :TARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, TO 

SGt )13E HALL LAW STUDENTS, TORONTO, MARCH 4, 1969. 

• . Over the years, substantial progress has  been  achieved through the 
t . Nations in setting international objectives and standards, particularly 

ith 2gard to the intrinsic worth and treatment of the human being. We are 
el I 	onti _tally being distressed and disheartened at the vast suffering and loss of 
f. udied ife ( .1sed by the armed conflicts that plague the international community. But 

e ' their e t. a take some encouragement from the successful efforts of the United 
T Itisiz ' atit s to place the dignity of every man in an incontestable legal context. The 

en the ;• ni‘ sal Declaration of Human Rights, the 1966 International Covenants and 
s ubjed . an  other similar declarations and agreements on human rights together 

ons' ute what amounts to an International Bill of Rights. 
cc In*1 •Vhere the United Nations, or, more correctly, the international community 
ic v, the  Jat h e, moves far too slowly is in the development of machinery for enforce- 

Ir the  men,  .)f these rights. Contemporary international law is still bound up with 
ioutd -.d conceptions of national interest, which hinder the effective settlement 

I ve anent of d utes by peaceful means. In spite of the lack of international enforcement 
:o7 Tibute me ,ery, however, states do increasingly adhere to the generally recognized 

in  ,Jes of international law, particularly those constituting treaty obligations. 
he ,st interlocking network of bilateral and multilateral treaties now in effect 

repri .nts the progress that has been made toward placing contemporary inter- 
' :. niman natio •1 relations within a legal framework. A similar advance in compulsory 

1 nisiall 	thin: r_trty settlement of disputes is, however, still to come. 
a 'unisia 	he vigour and range of United Nations, lawmaking activities are not 

alwa fully appreciated. At the present moment, various UN bodies are studying 
b nude! land aborating legal principles in the following fields: human rights, which 

I ha already referred to; the law of treaties; the definition of aggression; the 
î vl- ) were seve 5asic principles of international law in the United Nations Charter, which 

Is ital in 	are , phernistically called "friendly relations"; private international law relating 
at hed 3 tO tn c; the sending and receiving of ad hoc special diplomatic missions; and the 

relal ils between states and international organizations. As you can see, despite 
i 'anada 	pi .-00  :' pronouncements that international law is dead, it is alive and kicking 
ru.  in  of 	at tl United Nations. 
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Nev -rontiers for Lawmakers 
For `..e future, some of the most exciting prospects lie in the application of legal 
Princ . ,les to the new frontiers of man's endeavours. It was not so many years 
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ago that the discovery and study of Antractica had turned the world's souhern-

most continent into a source of international friction and controversy, b)ught

on by competing territorial claims. The Antarctica Treaty of 1959 convertr 3 this

area into one of peaceful co-operation. Now we are concerned wit i the

exploration and use of outer space; and tomorrow it will likely be the s a-bed
and ocean-floor.

The orbiting of the first Soviet Sputnik in 1957 heralded the arrival . f out

space age. Drawing on the Antarctic experience, the General Assembly estat ished

a Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, which created a Lega Sub-

committee, including Canada, to study "the nature of legal problems whic-i may

arise in the carrying out of programmes to explore outer space". Even ually,

in 1962, sufficient agreement was achieved to make possible the unar mous

adoption by the General Assembly of the "Declaration of Legal Prii ^:iples

Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer S^ace".

The General Assembly agreed also that the substance of the Declaration : iould

form the basis of a treaty on outer space. Some states voluntarily declare i that

they would abide by the legal principles contained in the Declaration. , s the

United States Ambassador, Adlai Stevenson, said:
We believe these legal principles reflect international law as it is accepted ?y the

members of the United Nations. The United States, for its part, intends to respec these
principles.

The Soviet representative, Mr. Fedorenko, replied that:
The Soviet Union, for its part, will also respect the principles.

Thus, by unanimous declaration, the United States succeeded in r aking

new international law. Canada played an active role in the embodiment o these

declared principles, the Outer Space Treaty of 1967.

Law for Outer Space
The treaty confirms that the exploration and use of outer space shall e for

the benefit of all countries, irrespective of the degree of their econor ic or

scientific development. It proclaims the complete freedom of outer spac ; and
its use without discrimination of any kind. It affirms that outer spac and

celestial bodies, including the moon, are not subject to national approp iation

and that they shall be used exclusively for peaceful purposes. It prohib :s the

stationing in space or on celestial bodies of nuclear weapons and other ki :ds of

weapons of mass destruction. It also extends the provisions of intern tional

law to activities conducted in outer space and on celestial bodies. It is imn °nsely

encouraging that our fractious world community has found the wisd in tO

establish an orderly regime for an area which could well have become a.najor
source of international discord.

The United Nations and its Outer Space Committee are continu Ig to

elaborate the law of outer space. An agreement on the rescue of astronau s, the

return of astronauts, and the return of objects launched into outer space came

into force in December last year. It balances the - interests of those states
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laur :ling and recovering astronauts and space objects with the sovereign rights 
of t .tes  on whose territory search and rescue operations may be conducted. 
But ts overriding concern is for the safety and prompt return of the "envoy 
of t Inkind" — the astronaut. 

°he next task for the Outer Space Legal Subcommittee is to draft an 
agre  rient on liability for damage caused by objects launched into outer space. 
Givf  the dramatic increase in the number and size of space objects launched 
each year, it is inevitable that accidents will one day occur in which damage 
will  e  caused on earth. International lawyers are seeking to prepare for this 
muc in the same manner as they did when aeroplanes were first introduced. 

7,anada is now taking a leading part in the United Nations study of the 
tech cal feasibility and related implications of one of the newest developments 
in s Ice technology — direct broadcasting from satellites, beaming television 
prof mmes from one country straight into the homes of another. Satellites are 
of g at interest to Canada, as it is our intention to establish our own domestic 
sate' communications system. So we collaborated with Sweden in encouraging 
the r  ,ablishment of a special United Nations working group to study the subject 
and I presenting to this group a joint paper. The Swedish-Canadian paper 
disc, sed such legal problems as equitable access to the communications and 
othe systems, preventing libel and slander, and protecting copyrights. These are 
mat,  s on which there are few, if any, existing international legal rules. There 
will -, a geat need for the protection of public and private interests, and hence 
for ore international agreements, as this field of technology opens up. These 
are ly some of the legal consequences of this tremendous development, which 
will Ive profound and far-reaching social and political effects. 

he law of outer space is developing very quickly, in an orderly and 
delii , ate manner, despite deep ideological divergences. Development of this 
kincL Instrates the way international law evolves by the gradual codification of 
rule: yhich are perceived by states to be in their common interests. It also shows 
the le of the United Nations as a multilateral forum for the codification of 
inter  lional law. 

Und. iea Law 
The inked Nations is now turning to the development of a new legal regime 
for t  o  sea-bed and ocean-floor in areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

Jan has long used the sea for transport and he has always taken from 
the  i an important part of his food supply. These traditional uses of the sea 
have  rnevitably given rise to conflict — and to the law of the sea. In the 
deve pment of that law, two conceptions have contended: first, the conception 
of tl closed sea under the jurisdiction and control of particular states; second, 
the nception of the open sea accessible to all nations on an equal basis. 
Fron ,the eighteenth century on, coastal states recognized that they could extend 
their -overeignty over only a narrow belt of the waters round their shores. 
This territorial sea" was widely accepted as being three miles in breadth. 
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Today there is lhely and growing interest in the sea and its resol recs. 
New types . of claim to national jurisdiction are evoldng new responses. The 
law of the sea has entered a period of rapid evolution, rich in promise bu also 
in difficulty. 

The United Nations Conferences on the Law of the Sea, at Gene a in 
1958 and 1960, left unsettled the breadth of the territorial sea and the anits 
of fisheries jurisdiction. Canada played a leading role at both  conferencee  and 
introduced a formula which very nearly provided the basis for a compr mise 
solution. This was the conception of an exclusive fishing zone, which .ould 
preserve freedom of navigation by maintaining a narrow territorial sea, vhile 
at the same time allowing states to bring a greater part of their coastal fis ores 
under their jurisdiction. The fishing-zone conception has since been adop,  d in 
the legislation of a large number of countries, including the United State and 
Canada. 

Failure to settle the territorial sea and fishing limits at the Geneva Con-
ferences, however, has left us with national daims varying from three tc 200 
miles. Seizure of an intelligence ship or arrests of fishing vessels are dro natic 
— and dangerous — illustrations of the pressing need for international agre ment 
on these questions. 

But it is not the traditional uses of the sea which have brought abo, t the 
greatest change in national attitudes. Advancing technology has  m.  it 
profitable to mine the sea, to tap its mineral deposits and exploit its )ther 

resources at far greater depths and distances from the shore. 
The Convention on the Continental Shelf adopted in 1958 grants sov reip 

rights to coastal states for the exploration and exploitation of the n tural 

resources of the continental shelf. These rights do not affect the status the 
waters above the shelf, which remain high seas open to navigation and fishi ig by 

other states. But the exploitation of the continental shelf may eventually iffect 

freedom of navigation and the present limited jurisdiction might we ll  be owly 

extended to cover the waters above the shelf. 
Unfortunately, the Continental Shelf Convention has two major deficit tcies. 

It defines the continental shelf as beginning, in the legal sense, wher the 
territorial sea ends, and this element will remain imprecise until there is nter-

national agreement on the breadth of the territorial sea. It defines the outer 

limits of the continental shelf as the point where the waters reach a dei ..11 of 
200 metres or, beyond that point, where the depth of water permits explo ation 

of the underlying resources. By this inclusion of the "exploitability test , the 
legal definition of the continental shelf is a highly elastic one. An ex rerne 

interpretation of the Convention could easily lead.  to national confrontatior , and 

perhaps to a new sort of imperialism in the oceans. 

Key Proposal by Malta 
It was against this background, in 1967, that Malta introduced befor the 
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Uni: d Nations General Assembly a proposal the implications of which, in the

legr political, economic and military fields, are so far-reaching that they will be

the ubject of intense study and debate for a long time to come.

The Maltese proposal called for the United Nations to undertake the

"exc. nination of the question of the reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes

of t H sea-bed and ocean-floor and the subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas

bey, ::d the limits of present national jurisdiction, and the use of their resources

in t ti interests of mankind".
canada was among the 35 countries on the original Committee set up by

the 3eneral Assembly in 1967 to conduct this examination. We are also repre-

sen, 1 on the new 42-member Standing Committee on the Sea-bed, formed last

Oct ,er to continue the work.
Jnly a limited consensus has so far been reached on the sea-bed question.

It i; :,enerally accepted that there is an area of the sea-bed beyond the present

limi: _ of national jurisdiction; that this area should be reserved for peaceful

pur= ,ses; and that its resources should be used in the interests of mankind.

Hoi^ ,-ver, these principles only point up the difficulties involved in reaching

furf -r agreement.

ot t the LinR s of National Jurisdiction

or , and retu i from the investments required for the exploitation of the sea-bed ? For

a le it On :.e question of the limits of national jurisdiction, the basic Canadian position
s3ther has cen that the continental shelf is a legal conception based on geographical

and eological realities, and that these realities should be taken into account in

ov reigp defi_ zg the limits of national jurisdiction. On the legal rules which should

n.tural goN., 7 the area of the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction, we have argued

s f the that is much too early to take a definitive stand. We are prepared to accept

;hi ig by for e present, however, the widely shared view that the rules governing this

ly iffect are. hould prevent any form of national appropriation.

oNrlf The principle that the resources of the sea-bed beyond the limits of national

juris iction should be used in the interests of mankind obviously bears directly

cit scies. on t, nature of the legal rules to be elaborated for this area. The UN resolution

ier , the crea' ng the Standing Committee on the Sea-bed qualifies this principle by

is nter- refe, ng to "the benefit of mankind as a whole, taking into account the special

le otrter inte, sis and needs of the developing countries". Doés this mean that some part

lei :h of of t- revenues from exploitation of the internationalized area of the sea-bed

10: ation sho; d be turned over to the United Nations for development aid and similar

st , the pur-, ses ? What would be the consequences of giving the United Nations this

e}, reme sort ,f independent income ? How would such a scheme provide for a sufficient

the -me being, the questions are more numerous than the answers.

XIl these questions will be studied by the Standing Committee on the Sea-bed.

Deli -rations on the reservation of the internationalized area of the sea-bed for

fol,- the I I exct .ively peaceful purposes will also have to take place in the Eighteen-
Nati:_ n Disarcnament Committee.
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As a country with one of the world's longest coastlines and with a contiJ ental 
sheN roughly equal to 40 per cent of its land area, Canada can understan,: and 
share the enthusiasm which has been generated by the Maltese item, partic ilarly 
among the developing countries. Ocean space is man's last earthly fr )ntier 
and we are anxious to join in the effort to isolate it from the arms ra e, to 
exploit it in an orderly and co-operative fashion, and to dedicate some p rt of 
its wealth to reducing the alarming gap between the rich and the poor n tions 
of the world. 

These examples of the progressive application of international law aim lepl 
skills to important problems confronting the world community as represen :.(1 in 
the United Nations show that international law is far more than an instn ment 
for the prevention of war. It is also a necessary instrument for the elimit ation 
of discrimination, for the protection of human rights, for the education f the 
ignorant and for relieving the oppressed. At the United Nations it conti ually 
fosters, in a realistic manner, the creative values which nations and p oples 
seek to fulfil domestically. 

This is a field of international activity in which Canadians can ma e  an  

invaluable contribution to the future of mankind if we are imaginativ and 
diligent. I hope some of you will apply your talents to this endeavour. 
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CONFERENCES 

Inter, rliamentary Union, spring meetings of Interparliamentary Council: Vienna, April 7-13 

NAT spring rninisterial meeting: Washington, April 10-11 

Ecor Ilk Commission for Latin America, annual session Lima, April 14-23 

Non Atlantic Assembly, standing committee meeting: Washington, April 17-18 

Cain a-Japan Ministerial Committee meeting: Tokyo, April 17-18 

UNC  •'AD Trade and Development Board, resumed eighth session: Geneva, May 5-17 

Corn onwealth Parliamentary Association, Caribbean Regional Conference: Antigua, 
ay 12-16 

Pan- Inerican Institute of Geography and History, ninth general assembly: Mexico City, 
;ay 20 — June 20 

UN( AD Trade and Development Board, ninth session: Geneva, August 23 — September 12 

Four International Agricultural Aviation Congress: Kingston, Ontario, August 25-29 

Woe Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5 

Inter ational Red Cross Conference, twenty-first session: Istanbul, September 13-16 

Corn onwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September 8-12 

Asso ation Internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual conference: 
unisia, September or October 

Con-  onwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, October 4-9 

Col( bo Plan Consultative Committee: Victoria, B.C., October 14-21 

Nor, Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31 

Intel Irliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, October 
' — November 7 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN SERN:CE

Air. C. E. Campbell retired from the Public Service, effective December 16, 1968.

Air. P. C. Dobell resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Januz y 17,
1969.

Mr. L. A. Delvoie posted from the Canadian Embassy, Cairo, to Ottawa, effective J nuary
29,1969.

Mr. G. Rejhon posted from Ottawa to the International Commission for Supervisic a and
Control in Vietnam, effective January 30, 1969.

Miss A. L. O'Connor posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, to Ottawa, eï ecfivo
January 31, 1969.

Mr. R. J. Buchan appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign en•ia
Officer 3, effective February 1, 1969.

Mr. P. E. Laberge posted from the International Commission for Supervision and C ontrol
in Vietnam to Ottawa, effective February 1, 1969.

Mr. J. S. Hibbard posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Cairo, effective Fe >mary
4, 1969.

Mr. R. W. MacLaren resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Febr. ary 6,
1969.

Miss J. Matthews posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, New Delh1
to the Canadian Embassy, Helsinki, effective February 8, 1969.

Mr. C. J. Woodsworth, Canadian Ambassador to South Africa accredited concr rendY
Canadian Ambassador to Swaziland, effective February 10, 1969.

Mr. R. A. Bell posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, effective Febru ry 1:
1969.

Mr. D. W. Munro, Canadian Ambassador to Costa Rica, appointed concurrently Cr iadian
Ambassador to El Salvador, effective February 14, 1969, and Canadian Ambassr ]or to
Honduras, effective February 19, 1969.

Mr. J. A. Roberts, Canadian Ambassador to Switzerland, accredited concurrently C-C radia
Ambassador to Algiers, effective February 21, 1969.

Miss S. M. Wise posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, La os, to
Ottawa, effective February 24, 1969.

Mr. J. G. Valiquetté posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the North rJantic
Council, Brussels, effective February 25, 1969.

Mr. G. Ignatieff, Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations, New York,
appointed Permanent Representative of Canada and Ambassador to the Confere ice of
the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, Geneva, effective February 25 1969.

Mr. L. A. K. James posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Kuaia
Lumpur, to the International Commission for Supervision and Control in V: tnam,
effective February 28, 1969.

Mr. M. F. Yalden resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Febru ry 28
1969.

Mr. J. C. L. Y. Beaulne, Canadian Ambassador to Brazil, appointed Permanent
sentative and Ambassador of Canada to the United Nations, New York, e
February 28, 1969.
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Canada and the Pacific 

AN ADDRESS BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIR 

THE HONOURABLE MITCHELL SHARP, TO THE FOREIGN CORRESPOND' NU 

CLUB, TOKYO, ON APRIL 15, 1969. 

TT IS four and a half years since I was last in Japan. That occasion NA s 
earlier meeting of Japanese and Canadian ministers, which I attend( d as 

Minister of Finance. You did not ask me to speak to you then, possill a for 
fear I would talk about such unpleasant things as taxes and balance-of-pay tents 
problems and quotas and restraints. However necessary it may be on occlsion 
to face up to such realities, I promise not to dwell on them today. I -cold 
prefer to talk about Canada and Japan and about Canada and the Paci ic. 

The Pacific 
Here in Tokyo, one naturally thinks of the Pacific face of Canada. ,arge 
numbers of Canadians, however, have their foreign gaze firmly fixed eas ward 
on Europe — when they are not preoccupied with events on our own ortli 
American continent and our very close and rather special relation wit the 
United States. The origins of most of our people, our culture, our pf...ities, 
our history, our exploration, our trade have all combined to weave Cal ada's 
destiny intimately into that of the great Atlantic community. 

But this is not the whole story. Some of the earliest explorers p ished  
across the northern  half of our sprawling continent in part to find the 1 aci* 

and another trade-route to Asia. It was not an easy task, and nature often 
imposed difficult barriers. One such natural obstacle was the rapids  ii  the 
St. Lawrence River near what is today Montreal. They were named La Iine 
— China — as a testimony to the ultimate goal of those early explorers from 
France. 

As our transcontinental nation was formed, and as the Western pro inces 

of Canada grew and prospered, they began to look as naturally acro the 
seas to the Orient and Australasia as the older provinces looked back cross 
the Atlantic to Europe. The government policy-makers of the late nine zee 
century hoped that Canada would become an essential link in forgim new 
channels of commerce and communication between Europe and the r aions 

of Asia and the Pacific. Trade — and missionaries — began to draw as hi 
that direction too. The first Canadian trade coramissioner arrived in Yob-  hang 
shortly after the First World War and one of Canada's first diplomatic  ni  sions 
abroad was established in Tokyo in 1929, one year after we establis ed 3 

legation in Paris, two years after we opened in Washington. 
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There is, therefore, a long history of Canadian interest in the Pacific 
cov.:tries, particularly Japan. But it was not until after the Second World War 
tha Canadians as a whole became aware of the Pacific as they had been of 
the Atlantic — as a natural focus for our trading interests and for the 
def tition of our international personality. This growing consciousness of the 
Pac. dc is attributable in economic terms to the amazing progress of Japan, to 
the zontinuing development of other countries on the "Pacific rim" and to the 
rerr ,Lrkable growth in the extractive and manufacturing industries of Western 
Carda.  Over the past 30 years, developments in Asia have also brought home 
to ( 'anadians as never before the realization that Canada is involved despite our 
app ,rent geographical remoteness. The upheaval in China following the Second 
Wo Id War, the Korean War, and more recently the Vietnam War, has 
pro --Lpted Canadians to be concerned with the way in which the world's 
per, e and security is affected by events in East and Southeast Asia. All this 
has led to a fresh recognition of the obvious fact that Canada is a Pacific as 
wet' as an Atlantic nation, and to a reassertion of this fact as a firm principle 
of c a. foreign policy. 

I cannot tell you in precise terms how we propose to translate this 
gen cal assertion into tangible policies. In our comprehensive review of Canada's 
for,  In policy, we have in this area of the world concentrated so far only on 
the question of China and have still to tackle the broader question of our 
reln ions with Asia and the Pacific at large. In any case, the evolution of 
for.  gn  relations in a democratic and pluralistic society is to a great extent 
a n .:ural and organic process, especially for a country such as Canada, which 
has -Ieither the power nor the desire to impose solutions. In reformulating our 
rela ons with the Pacific community, we are dealing in many instances with 
for( s which are beyond our capacity to control, and in this sense Canada's 
rolc Hs responsive; I hope our part will be constructive and not without influence, 
but 'h -,vitably it will not be that of a prime mover. ... 

Japli,r= 

Forc.‘anst among the countries with which closer Canadian ties are being 
forg, d is Japan. In economic terms, this country has come to be of tremendous 
impertance to Canada. Japan is at present our third-largest trading partner, 
com,leting for second place, and bilateral trade between Japan and Canada 
last year amounted to almost $1 billion. We have traditionally been large-scale 
sum.liers of the basic primary commodities required by the Japanese economy. 
But we are also anxious to secure a greater opportunity for our producers 
to ompete with more highly processed products in the Japanese market, and 
we ,,00k to the disappearance of impediments, many of which are out of date 
in e  Japanese economy of today, to our export trade in these goods and in 
agritultural products. 

In the other direction, Canadian imports from Japan have, since the 
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conclusion of the first Canada-Japan ^ Trade Agreement in 1954, inci :ased

more than sixteenfold. The vast majority of these imports are fully-manufas tured

goods, and there are times when sales of a few Japanese products oc( tir at
levels which cause disruption in the Canadian economy. We feel oblig :d to
state our position frankly in such cases and we expect an understr ading

reaction from our Japanese friends. The healthy state of our relation and

our shared interests is such that they can readily withstand these differ ;nces.

There has also been a substantial increase in the amount of Japanese inve: [ment
in Canada in recent years. We have noted with satisfaction Japanese partici )ation

in the development of natural resources in British Columbia and Alberta a id we

should welcome more Japanese investment, particularly in our manufac.uring
industries.

Important as these economic relations are, I should not want to leave

the impression that they are the be-all and end-all of Canadian relation with

Japan, or that the quality of our appreciation of each other as natior y can

best be measured by ringing up mutually-profitable sales, each on hi^ own
cash-register. This is far from being the case. Japan was a major ex ibitor
at Expo 67 in Montreal, on the occasion of Canada's centennial, and ( anada

was the first country to agree to be an exhibitor at Expo 70. In Osaka, ( .rnada

will be represented not only by the Federal Government's pavilion b:. also

by the pavilions of three of our provinces - British Columbia, Ontar ^ and
Quebec. Visitors of all sorts - tourists, businessmen, officials, politici ns -
are moving in increasing numbers between Canada and Japan; some 5,000

Canadians came to Japan last year and many more are expected in 1970.

Canadian students, scholars and artists come here to study the great : Iltural

and artistic heritage of this ancient land. The Toronto Symphony 01 .hestra

- conducted, I might note, by Seiji Ozawa, who has become fam)us in
North America - is at present performing in Japan, the first such tour by
a Canadian orchestra.

Our deepening relations in non-governmental fields, and the rapidly-g^ owin°

importance of Japan as a world power, have as their natural concomit! it an

even closer political relation. Bilaterally in the current Ministerial Cor! iittee
Meeting and in individual meetings with federal and provincial Ca sadian

cabinet ministers, multilaterally in the close collaboration which exists t tween

Japanese and Canadian delegations in all the major internâtional organi ations

to which we both belong, we find ourselves exchanging ideas with the ea e and

frankness which reflects mutual respect and a broad similarity of ap ^roach

to many problems. In the political field, our co-operation is particularl. close

in the United Nations and its agencies. In the economic field, it ex -resses

itself especially in our mutual interest, as non-European powers, in the )ECD

and the GATT. Both of us have the U.S.A. as our chief trading partr r and

both of us are concerned lest the economic world of the developed cc intries

become a U.S.-EEC dialogue.
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Cb: -a 
In ecent months, the Canadian Government has, as you know, undertaken a 
coi  plete review of Canadian policy towards China. This is, in part, a reflection 
of 'ur awareness of Canada as a Pacific nation, since no consideration of 
the area could bè complete without close attention being paid to this vast 
cor  'try 'containing almost one-quarter of the world's population. The Canadian 
Go 'rnment's plans stem from the public statement made on May 29, 1968, 
by ar Prime Minister, Mr. Trudeau, to the effect that, if his Government was 

ccted, it was his intention to open discussions leading to recognition of 
the lovernment in Peking. After several monthS of intensive study within our 
ow administration and discussion with some interested governments, the 
dec ion was taken to have our Embassy in Stockholm approach the Chinese 
En assy in that city with a proposal that we enter into substantive discussions. 
1M have now had a Chinese reply to that approach and we hope that the 
dis, ssions in which we are about to engage in Stockholm will lead in due 
cou  -a to the exchange of diplomatic missions. 

?erhaps this would be an appropriate occasion to explain why, despite 
the reservations that have been frankly expressed to us by some friendly 
cou Iries, we have come to the conclusion that it would be desirable for Canada 
to  ak diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China at this time. 

Briefly, the reason is not unlike that offered by a distinguished mountaineer 
wh asked why he continued to attempt the conquest of Mount Everest: 
"Be -î use it is there !" The effective Government of China is, and has been for 
alrr ,r 20 years, the Government in Peking. For much of that time, 
Car Ja has been expanding and developing relations with China in a number 
of Ads, and in some of them — particularly trade — our relations with 
Chi have become important to us. But if China is important to Canada, one 
has ).rdy to open a newspaper ahnost any day to appreciate that China has 
coir to occupy an important, perhaps even critical, position in today's world. 
If stable basis for peace in the world can be found ,  it is clear that China 
mus. participate in the finding. If Asian problems are to be solved, China 

take part in their solution. 
3iven these facts, and the growing importance of China both to Canada 

and o the world, the question is not really "Why should Canada recognize 
Pek ?" but "Why should Canada not seek diplomatic relations with the 
wor, most populous nation ?" In our view, the normal, logical and reasonable 
thin, would be to have diplomatic relations with a country of such importance. 
Hoy ver, since the issues involved are obviously highly controversial ones in 
the iternational community, it had been the position of the Canadian Govern-
mer that it might be more appropriate for a country such as Canada to place first 
Pic  ty on a resolution of these problems in the context of the United Nations. 
In absence of süch a solution,' it is now our best judgment that whatever 
unce tainties and disadvantages there.'may have been' are unlikely to outweigh 
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the arguments for trying to normalize our relations with the People's Repub ic of 
China. 

In the Canadian Parliament and elsewhere, I have, in the months since 
the Canadian Government's intentions with respect to China were first dec ared, 
been asked many questions on the position of Taiwan. I have not been  ale  to 
give a great deal of satisfaction to my questioners in Canada in this n spect 
and I am afraid I shall not be able to tell you a great deal either. Clearl the 
nature of our relations with Taiwan must change if we enter into diplc antic 
relations with Pelcing, for one cannot maintain diplomatic relations wit' No 

regimes both claiming to speak for the same country. What exactly these 
subsequent relations might be I cannot say, for this does not depend  ci the 
decision of the Canadian Government only. As for the status of Taiwan, it we 
be presumptuous for the Canadian Government to pronounce upon it on wa) 
or the other. The status of Taiwan is essentially something for the Chin se to 
work out, for both Peking and Taipei now regard Taiwan as a provii ze of 
China. As I said in the Canadian House of Commons, when we rec .gnize 
other count ries, we do not necessarily recognize all their territorial clai as or 
challenge them and we have the same approach to Taiwan. 

We are fully aware that the Government of Canada and the Gover mat 
of Japan view the question of recognition of Communist China in a son cwhat 
different light — and we recognize that our interests may well be dit erent 
We have, however, kept in close contact with the Japanese Govenun nt as 
our plans developed and have listened carefully to what they had to sa: \\'t 
shall continue to do so, and we hope that they understand the rea oning 
which has led us to this step. 

Vietnam 
Another major anchor-point in Canada's Asian-Pacific perspective i; 005  

presence as a member of the International Control Commissions in Vi tnara. 
Laos and Cambodia. Nowhere in our foreign policy is our concern for the s. ibility 
of Asia more manifest than in these peacekeeping conunitments, which , wilee 
they were established 15 years ago, were pioneering ventures with few prec dents, 

• if any, to guide them. In agreeing to undertake this assignment, Canac i  was 
furthering no national interest in the narrow definition of the term. Ou-  bol) 
was that we might be able to contribute to the process of re-estab ishiug 
stability. Our continued participation in the Commissions reflects the i tteree 
of successive Canadian Governments in precisely the same objective. 
corrunitment has not been an easy one. Measured in terms of foreign ervice 
manpower alone, an astonishing 34 per cent of the officer strength )f irtf 

Department has served in one or more of the three Commissions. In tl is and 
other respects, our responsibilities in that part of the world haw beee 
enormously demanding. They have aLso been discouraging and disapp )intief 
and clearly devoid of the results intended. The dangerously expanding ho tilitie 
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of he sixties in Vietnam have demonstrated that the objective is as far from 
be' g met as it was 15 years ago. It may be even more remote, for it will 
talc;  time for the passions of war to subside and the scars to be healed. 

We hope the discussions now in progress in Paris are part of an irre-
vet _ble process, the final outcome of which will be what Southeast Asia 
so -)adly needs — a stable and durable political settlement, fair to the 
leg mate interests of those involved, unjust to none and, above all, mutually 
aco -ptable to everyone. That may be a tall order. It is not unrealistic in 
the sense that anything short of an adequately-defined and workable political 
setuent would only invite a tragic repetition of the events which flowed 
fro the basic flaws of the settlement made in Geneva 15 years ago. In the 
rei ;tablishment of peace, and in ensuring that new political understandings 
are carried into effect, there raay well be an important role for international 
gu, nntees and an international presence designed to moderate the situation 
an  to help re-establish a working measure of confidence between those so 
re ltly in armed conflict. It is impossible to say at this stage whether 
Ca  1da might make an effective contribution in such a context. Much would 
de, nd on whether we were asked to play such a part by all those directly 
in% Ived. It would also depend on whether the tasks to be carried out, 
an the means available for doing so, gave such an assignment a realistic 
po'ntial for a worthwhile contribution. I do not intend to sound unduly 
ne, Cive or pessimistic, or to imply that Canada is seeking to avoid all forms 
of ommitment or involvement simply because they may prove frustrating or 
dit ult. Far from it. What does concern me, however, is the need to avoid 
un oductive commitments which tend to freeze problems rather than help 
sol them. 

Let me, in conclusion, take a brief look ahead at Asia and the Pacific 
as whole. I foresee a Pacific area where what are at present the more 
ecc )mically-developed countries — the United States, Canada, Japan, Austra-
lia nd New Zealand — will continue to expand trade among themselves and 
wi also co-operate with the developing countries to encourage greater trade, 
in  Intent and aid. Much of this will occur in the private sector, but, in 
so -tr as Canada is concerned, where government action is appropriate we 
ante d to adopt a constructive approach which reflects our role as a Pacific 
flat in. We have in Canada a long tradition of interest in the Pacific. The 
rap I economic development of Asia and the Pacific, the increasing under-
sta iing of its importance to world peace and stability and the greater aware-
nes of Asia's contribution to the world's culture and civilization — all of 
the are combining to ensure a more active Canadian attention to this great 
are  so that new links will be forged to add to the old ones for the greater 
ber 'fit of all of us. And in this we look forward to the continued and 
inç 'asing co-operation with Japan symbolized by the ministerial  meetings 

 wh,  h have brought my colleagues and me to Japan today. 
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Canada-Japan Ministerial Meeting

THE FIRST meeting of the Canada-Japan Ministerial Committee was he'1i in
Tokyo in January 1963; the Committee has met on four subsec ^ient

occasions, alternating between Tokyo and Ottawa. The fifth meeting took i lace

in-Tokyo on April 17 and 18, 1969. The Committee was established b} the

two governments in 1961 on the occasion of the visit to Canada of the F ime

Minister of Japan, the late HayatoIkeda, as a forum for the periodic exch inge

of views between ministers of the two countries on questions of common con ern.

The Secretary of State for> External Affairs, the Honourable Mit 1ell

Sharp, in tabling in the House of Commons on April 21 the joint commui iqué

issued at the end of the fifth meeting, spoke as follows :

"This Ministerial Committee is not a negotiating body but rather a n-.ans

whereby ministers from the two countries can from time to time exchange x iews

on the full range of bilateral relations between Canada and Japan, as we i as

on the international situation. The fact that Japan is Canada's third la -gest
trading partner, now competing for second place, is in itself sufficient re ison

for periodic and high-level discussions between Canadian ministers and hek

Canada's Secretary of State for External A,$airs Mitchell Sharp (right) chats with h ^anf

Prime Minister Eisaku Sato at Mr. Sato's residence in Tokyo.
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Jar nese counterparts. The need for and the utility of these meetings is enhanced 
by le increasingly close co-operation between Canada and Japan in political 
anc other fields, both bilaterally and in all the major international organizations 
to 'tich we both belong. Most of all, however, the meetings form an important 
par of Canada's role as a Pacific as well as an Atlantic country, and they also 
refl .t the growing Canadian activities throughout the Pacific area. 

"I have taken part in three meetings of this Committee in different capacities 
anc,  in my view, the one just completed is the most useful to date, in large part 
clut a the increasing easiness of discussions over a broad range of subjects. This is 
not ) suggest that we found a complete identity of views with the Japanese. We did 
not and where we differed we both made clear where our differences lay. On 
bit .ral matters, for example, as you will see from the communiqué, the Canadian 

.ters spoke with some vigour about certain Japanese trade restrictions which 
are ausing difficulties for some Canadian exports. But one advantage of these 
me ,  ings is to enable ministers to speak directly with their Japanese opposite 
nui  hers on matters which are of great concern to Canada." 

Text of Joint Communiqué 

The fifth meeting of the Canada-Japan Ministerial Committee was held at 
the Ainistry of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo, on April 17 and 18, 1969. Japan was 
rep .sented by the Honourable Kiichi Aichi, Minister for Foreign Affairs, the 
Ho urable Takeo Fukuda, Minister of Finance, the Honourable Shiro Hasegawa, 
Mi i ter of Agriculture and Forestry, the 'Honourable Masayoshi Ohira, Minister 
of ernational Trade and Industry, the Honourable Wataro Kanno, Minister of 
Sta ,  and Director-General for Economic Planning, and Mr. Osamu Itagaki, 
An Issador to Canada. Canada was represented by the Honourable Mitchell 
Stu: Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Edgar J. Benson, 
Mil ter of Finance, the Honourable Jean-Luc Pepin, Minister of Industry, Trade 
and 'ommerce, the Honourable Jack Davis, Minister of Fisheries and Forestry, 
the oilourable Horace A. Olson, Minister of Agriculture, and Mr. Herbert O. 
Mo n, Ambassador to Japan. 

The ministers reviewed the general international situation with emphasis on 
the ;tuation in Asia, including Vietnam and China. The ministers expressed 
the concern over the continuation of the Vietnam conflict, and strongly hoped 
tha he talks now being held in Paris would promptly lead to a peaceful settle-
mei of the problem. The ministers also recognized that, after peace is restored 
111 :etnam, the broadest possible international co-operation would be needed 
to cure the peace and attain the prosperity of this region, and agreed that the 
twc 'ountries would continue to consult closely with each other on the possible 
rolp .hey might play for this purpose. Recognizing that the peace and prosperity 
of sin have an important bearing on the peace and prosperity of the entire 
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world, they agreed that the individual and co-operative efforts of developing P.sian

nations to improve their well-being need to be complemented by economic and

technical assistance from the advanced countries. In this regard, Canada and

Japan will spare no effort further to strengthen the close consultation and

co-operation already existing between the two countries through organiza ions
such as the ADB.

While welcoming the conclusion of the nuclear non-proliferation treat r as

an important step towards nuclear disarmament, the ministers expressed heir

concern about the continuation of the arms race and urged the major powers and

the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee to renew their efforts to re- erse

this trend both through bilateral and multilateral negotiations.

In their review of the economic situations of Japan and Canada, the

Committee noted with satisfaction that the Japanese and Canadian econoinies

continue to expand steadily, although measures to attain price stability remain
necessary in both countries.

They also discussed the international financial situation. They agreed that
the early activation of the system of special drawing rights would contr bute
substantially to the necessary strengthening of the international monetary sy^ lem.

The Committee discussed major developments in international t ade,
including East-West trade. In noting that the implementation of the ari$

reductions of the Kennedy Round was proceeding on schedule, the Comn ittee

emphasized the importance of full implementation of all the results of the z

tiations and the need to maintain momentum leading towards further internat on^

liberalization of all barriers to trade in both industrial and agricultural proc acts.

The Committee reaffirmed the importance each of the two countries attach s to

the International Grains Arrangement, which is in the interests of both impc -ting

and exporting countries. The Committee expressed concern about protect:,nist

moves which would frustrate efforts for freer trade. The Committee also revi wed

the role which export credits and financing play in international trade.

The ministers discussed the expansion of their respective develop aent

assistance programmes which is envisaged. The Committee took note o the

importance of the development and prosperity of Asia. In emphasizinL the

importance they attach to economic progress in the developing world, the min ters

recognized that, in the trade field, an early implementation of the general pf fer-
ential tariff system is desirable. They agreed that the two governments s: )uld

continue their co-operation leading toward such a system, in which the bj :-den

of adjustment should be equitably shared among the developed countries.

The Committee noted the continuing increase in Canadian-Japanese _ade

since their last meeting and recorded their expectation that, with increasingly •lose

economic relations, this trade expansion would continue. Canadian min ;ters

expressed their strong interest in diversifying Canadian exports, which are he 1VilY

concentrated in primary foodstuffs and industrial raw materials. While welcc :lin-2
the Japanese Government's announcement of plans for the gradual elimin tion
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of 'mport restrictions, they urged Japanese ministers to take careful and early 
act -)unt of the Canadian interest in liberalization of particular products now under 
restriction. The Committee reviewed the voluntary restraints placed on the export 
of anne Japanese products to Canada. Japanese ministers expressed their News 
th-. these restraints should be kept to the minimum and be removed as soon 
as -,ossible. The Committee then examined the new Canadian anti-dumping and 
rel ted legislation. 

The Committee recognized that trade flows can be enhanced by capital 
isv stment and noted the useful role it has played in the trade between Canada 
an Japan. Canadian ministers stressed the importance of early and more 
ex'  nsive liberalization of capital investment in Japan. 

The ministers explored common interests in the agricultural field and in 
pat !cular the possibilities for expanding trade in agricultural products and 
inc -asing technical co-operation and liaison between Canada and Japan in this 
fie The Ministers discussed problems related to Pacific fisheries, including 
co ,  peration in measures of conservation, and agreed to give further consideration 
to - ther fishery matters of bilateral concern such as scientific and technical 
co- peration in the utilization of resources. 

The Committee welcomed the growing co-operation and exchanges between 
the _wo countries in many fields, such as the current tour of Japan by the Toronto 
Sy: phony Orchestra. The ministers expressed interest in further cultural 
ex- anges. Moreover, the Canadian ministers indicated the desirability of closer 
sci .fific and technological links, which would reinforce and broaden relations 
bet cen Canada and Japan, and the Japanese ministers noted that the matter 
wo d be studied in detail. 

In the course of their stay in Japan, Canadian ministers, at the invitation 
of c Japanese Govenunent, visited the site of Expo 70 at Osaka, where Canada 
anc the Provinces of British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec will have pavilions. 
Ca -dian ministers extended their best wishes for the success of Expo 70 
anc Japanese ministers thanked Canada for its extensive participation and 
co- .  eration. 

The programme of the Ministerial Committee included separate meetings 
bet zen Japanese and Canadian ministers with corresponding portfolios, at which 
dett tIed  discussions took place on questions of mutual interest. 

The ministers agreed that the fifth meeting of the Committee had proved 
uset 1 in providing for exchange of views between the two sides on many matters 
of utual concern and had thereby contributed to the increasingly close relations 
bet Japan and Canada. The Committee accepted the invitation of the 
Car :dian Government to hold its next meeting in Canada. 
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Visit of Australia's Prime Minister 

A, OFFICIAL visit was paid to Ottawa from April 2 to 4, 1969, by the Ziet 
Honourable John G. Gorton, Prime Minister of Australia, accompani, d by 

Mrs. Gorton and senior Australian officials. Mr. Gorton came to Canada from 
Washington, where he had represented his country at the funeral of f( rmer 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower and had conferred with senior officials c the 
United States Government. 

During his stay in Ottawa, Mr. Gorton was able to renew his acquair ance 
with Prime Minister Trudeau, begun during the Commonwealth prime min  ters' 

conference in January, and to meet several other members of the Can iclian 
Cabinet. Prime Minister and IVIrs. Gorton were guests of the Governor GL aeral 

and Mrs. Michener at Government House. On the evening of their a‘iva  

Prime Minister Trudeau gave a dinner in their honour and the following e■ ;ring 
the visitors were guests of honour at a dinner given by Governor-Genera and 

(Canadian Press) 

Governor-General Roland Michener (centre) in conversation at Government Hou, WÏtI  

Prime Minister John G. Gorton (right) and Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. 
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1■1 Michener. Next day they attended a reception given by the Australian 
Hi h Commissioner, Sir Kenneth Bailey, and Lady Bailey. 

A lound of Talks 
0, April 3, Prime Minister Gorton and Prime Minister Trudeau had talks in 
th. morning and again in the afternoon. Following the morning talks, Mr. 
G ton was present briefly at a meeting of the Canadian Cabinet. Later, he 
he  T  discussions with the Honourable Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for 

-rnal Affairs, the Honourable Edgar Benson, Minister of Finance, and the 
Hf ourable Jean-Luc Pepin, Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, who 
w. to visit Australia at the end of the month. The exchanges of 
vic s between the two heads of government and other ministers covered a 
wi range of subjects of mutual interest, including such matters as wheat 
pri  s  under the International Grains Agreement, Vietnam, the recognition of 
ma . 'land China and matters affecting the relations of Australia and Canada 
wi countries of the "Pacific rim". The discussions served to underline the 
int. est of both governments in the affairs of nations bordering the Pacific and 
in eir relations with one another, which are traditionally close and friendly. 

On the morning of April 3, Mrs. Gorton was given a preview tour of the 
Na:onal Arts Centre, which is to be formally opened by Prime Minister Trudeau 
on Iday 31. 

Prime Minister and Mrs. Gorton left Ottawa on April 4 to return to 
Ca erra via Toronto and Vancouver. 
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The Twentieth Anniversary of NATO 

A MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

NATO'S twentieth anniversary would indeed be incomplete without a s lute 
to the far-sighted part taken by Canadian statesmen during the discus ions 

which culminated in the North Atlantic Treaty. Even before the negotia ions 
began, as far back as 1947, the seed of the alliance was sewn —hen 
Mr. St. Laurent, then Secretary of State for External Affairs, voiced b fore 
the United Nations the concern of peace-loving nations at the inability o the 
Security Council to ensure their protection. 

To this basic consideration Canadian negotiators added others of a s. cial, 
economic and scientific kind which — readily welcomed by other  nation  — 
ensured from the outset that NATO would be totally different from the 
customary military coalition. 

In view of these origins, it is logical that governments would not :hit 
NATO to security questions and that it would be given increasing responsib ities 
for political consultation, and for far-reaching discussions on matters pert fling 
to arms control, scientific and even economic co-operation. 

It would be exaggerated to think that political consultation in NATC can 
bring quick solutions, and it must be remembered that the extent of co-ordir Ition 
possible is limited by the sovereign independence of each member. But with 
these provisos, our consultation today — in which East-West relations ar the 
central permanent topic — reaches to any part of the globe where sine ions 
prevail that may have a bearing on the security of the alliance. Essentiall the 
purpose of this consultation is, by keeping the allies on parallel coursc fn 
further the solution of outstanding problems in a manner consistent witl our 
own security. In this context, we have recently accelerated and deepenu our 
study of disarmament in all its aspects, including arms control and bah -iced 
force reductions, and we have publicly intimated our willingness to d •cuss 
these questions with the East. On this offer, despite caution inducc by 
recent Soviet actions in Europe and the Mediterranean, our position re  tains 

unchanged. 
Many flattering claims (and they are not entirely unjustified) have oeen 

made for our alliance. In viewing the approach to the third decade, we s ould 

be, in my view, wise to eschew euphoria. While there are hopeful sign ,  the 

position in Europe presents also great risks. This means that the missi a of 

the alliance is not concluded. NATO has proved itself to be a flexible i stru-

ment, capable of adaptation to changing circumstances. Provided that w can 

continually rethink and modify our tactics in the light of events as they .rise, 
the alliance will be able, I am sure, to fulfill the role assigned to it I.  Y its 
members as an organ of collective decision-making and security working for i !ace. 
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11- )rth Atlantic Treaty Organization

,NfL:ISTERIAL MEETING, WASHINGTON, D.C., APRIL 1969
,

The following statement was made on April 10 to the NATO Council by
the ^anadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Mitchell
Shr: p :

Although we are today commemorating an, important event in history, the

em ;iasis of our discussions will be on the alliance's future rather than its past.

Th'= is as it should be. The merits of the role which the alliance has played as

a s?_bilizing influence in Europe and in maintaining the peace over the past two

deü..jes are not in question. What matters now is how NATO can continue to

pla : a positive and constructive role in the circumstances that will confront it
in e 1970s. We must now decide the way in which we should conduct our
rel:.':ons with the U.S.S.R. and its allies in the circumstances created by the

Ru: :an invasion of Czechoslovakia.

The West must continue to search for the kind of relations with the East

tha` could provide the basis for solving outstanding problems. There may be
risl_ in this approach, and there certainly will be setbacks, such as the events

of ,::t August and their aftermath. The task is to find the delicate balance between

enc ,.rraging the development of contacts with the East and appearing to condone

the ,.se of force as exemplified by the U.S.S.R.'s actions in Czechoslovakia. It

mu be made plain to the U.S.S.R. that such repressive actions can only under-

nk• the mutual confidence necessary for the development of better relations.

Re. j,nizing the difficulties and dangers, the Canadian Government, in consulta-
tior with its alliance partners, is prepared to join in a policy of gradual renewal

of :Atacts with the U.S.S.R. and its Warsaw Pact allies. Our alliance should
als(: be prepared to explore thoroughly the possibilities raised by the reference
to <. :_uropean security conference contained in the communiqué of the Warsaw
Pacl- meeting in Budapest on March 17.

With other members of the alliance, we welcome the U.S. Administration's

inte :ion to move from confrontation toward negotiation with the U.S.S.R., and

to `- nsult the other members of the alliance, both prior to and during these
neF, i ations.

Arr. ^ Limitation

On^: of the most important matters to be negotiated with the U.S.S.R. is the

of offensive and defensive strategic arms. Success in the talks on

the :'rnitation of strategic arms could prove. to. be a historical turning-point. The

exr _ ,ted improvement in the international atmosphere , could facilitate progress,
in'gotiations on other subjects. As for the maintenance of alliance security,
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we in Canada accept the gênerai proposition that the overall capacity of the 
alliance to deter possible Soviet aggression must be maintained at an approF ate 
level through the provision of conventional and nuclear forces. In the cours -- of 
our defence policy review, however, and in the planning of our general det nee 
posture, we have come to the conclusion that present circumstances and c pa-
bilities within the alliance permit some relocation of our forces and warrant e arly 
steps to bring about a planned and phased reduction in the size of Cana flan  
forces stationed in Europe. 

Western Europe's economic recovery has been one of the important fa c .-ors 
leading us to this conclusion. Just as efforts of the alliance in Europe contri )ute 
to the security of North America, so defence efforts in North America contri nut 
to the security of Europe. In North America, Canada makes an essential  cc  itri-
bution to the alliance by co-operating with the U.S.A. in the protection of the 
deterrent on which the security of the whole alliance is based. 

Apart from these c,onsiderations, we in Canada face very special cit.( J111- 

stances. We are still engaged in the development of much of our potential and 
must devote a large part of our resources to the nation-building that will, it the 
coming years, enhance our capacity to contribute to the maintenance of p ace. 
Canada is a very large country, more than three times the size of all the Euro )ean 
states in NATO, with a relatively small population, and much of our infrastru  turc  
is yet to be built. We face particular problems in the surveillance of our vast 
territory — land, sea and air. 

Consultation with Allies 
One aspect of our recent decision should be emphasized — our commitme t to 
consult with our allies in carrying out the decision we have announced. We i tend 
to begin this consultation at ministerial level at the meeting of the De  nce  

Planning Committee in May. Our purpose will be to take account of the vi ious 
factors which our allies may wish to bring to our attention as plans are .-tade 
regarding the nature and the timing of the reduction of our forces in E; rope 
which has now been decided on in principle, and the extent and locatic n of 
Canada's continuing military contribution to NATO. As we proceed, the ( ana-
dian Government's actions will also, of course, take account of any internal  anal  
developments which may have a bearing on the balance , of security in Et rope 
and elsewhere. 

China must now be taken into account when we consider situations it anY 

corner of the globe. We have reached the stage where none of the big que,  ions 
—détente, arms control, narrowing the gap between rich and poor, build tig a 
stable world society, and ensuring world peace — can be solved without I -  sing 
regard for the Chinese quarter of mankind. There are no easy answers t the 
problems of dealing with China, or of bringing it to play a more constructiv role 

in the international community. My Government believes that a solution must 
involve broadening the sc,ope and direction of China's contacts with the Are 
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nat' eis of the world. It is for this reason that our Government  lias  taken the 
ini: dive to explore with Peking the possibility of establishing diplomatic relations. 

Finally, if NATO is to continue to enjoy in the future the success it has 
act :ved in the past, and, more particularly, if it is to gain the support of the 
risi ?, generation, it should be prepared to concern itself with major world prob-
len other than those of security and political accommodation between East and 

For example, it has been suggested that NATO might provide a useful 
for n for discussions of the problems of modern societies and the relation between 
the  ast-West conflict and the disparities between North and South. Settlement of 
Ea -West questions must necessarily have some priority. It is only when the 
de ,  loped countries of the Northern  Hemisphere have freed themselves of mutual 
fea and mistrust that their enormous energies and resources can be applied in 
sig: ;leant amounts to the problems of the developing world. 

On April 14, the Minister of National Defence, the Honourable Léo Cadieux, 
r the following report on the NATO Council meeting to the House of 

Cc mons in Ottawa : 
Part of the Washington meeting was devoted to commemorating NATO's 

twc tieth anniversary, but the ministers showed little inclination to dwell on the 
pa., accomplishments of the alliance. Their attention was focused instead on 
pr.: lems of the future, both immediate and long-term. The immediate issue was 
to ecide how to get on with the resolution of East-West problems. Soviet 
int,  vention in Czechoslovakia had set back hopes for improving East-West 
rel ions, but there  vas agreement in Washington that a continuing dialogue 
be ,-,en the members of NATO and the Warsaw Pact was the only rational 
co ,  ,e. NATO's 15 member governments therefore agreed on a policy of grad-
ual • renewing contacts with the Warsaw Pact countries and of exploring all 
po  bilities for negotiations that might help resolve their outstanding differences 
wit the East. 

Set  ity Conference Proposal 
Th  r ministers discussed at some length the proposal for a European security 
Co. 'rence contained in the communiqué issued by the Warsaw Pact in Budapest 
on larch 17. The conclusion was that a European security conference as con-
cet  d in the Budapest declaration posed serious difficulties, because the proposed 
ter of reference called for recognizing the continued division of Germany and 
exi :ng borders in Central Europe. To accept in advance the Communist position 
on :ese issues would clearly prejudge the outcome of the conference. A number 
of le  delegations in Washington, including that of Canada, considered that, if 
the 2ast was not seriously interested in the possibility of holding a European 
sec -ity conference, they might be prepared to accept realistic terms of reference. 
Th NATO ministers agreed that steps should be taken to test thoroughly the 
int:' lions of the Eastern European countries, particularly on issues which might 
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be negotiable. There was general agreement that, if a conference was hel::, it
should include both the U.S.A. and Canada.

At the Washington meeting, a significant new dimension was added tc the

ministers' discussions. It was the question of what the members of the alli ^nce

might do collectively to assist in the search for solutions of the social prob ems

facing modern societies and in the attempt to close the gap between the prospe -ous

developed countries and those of the developing world. It was acknowle lged
that many aspects of these questions were already being considered in (ther

international bodies, but there was a general disposition to see if NATO c)uld

help to find new and better ways of sharing views and experiences on them.

East-West Relations

The Canadian delegation's principal aim was to ensure that NATO would use

to the full its capacity to contribute to the early improvement of East-' Vest
relations. The paper on East-West relations which the ministers had before hem

was based on a Canadian draft, and its conclusions were largely reflecte.1 in

the results of the meeting. In the main Canadian statement, which was deliN,-red

by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, emphasis was placed not onl ^ on

East-West relations generally but on the importance we attached to the any

initiation of talks between the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union on the limitatic i of

offensive and defensive strategic nuclear weapons. Mr. Sharp also expressec our

hope that, once begun, these talks would be pursued, despite any temp(rary
setbacks on other fronts. He joined other spokesmen in welcoming the 4J.S.

Government's willingness to enter into bilateral negotiations with the U.S S.R.

on a number of world problems, including the limitation of nuclear arms; and

the U.S. pledge to consult its partners as these negotiations progress.

Relations with China

The Secretary of State for External Affairs underlined the importance vhicb

Canada attached to including China in any attempts to settle major N arld

problems. He informed the meeting of the steps taken thus far toward establi 'aing

diplomatic relations with the Peking Government and said that we had -Iow

had a response from the Chinese indicating their willingness to enter into 3ub-
stantive discussions. These will be taking place in Stockholm between the two

embassies, with our Embassy reinforced as necessary by sending officials fror Ot-

tawa. The expectation is that these discussions will get under way in abc it a

month's time. There is no indication of how long these discussions will take We

are anxious for them to succeed, but they will be essentially confidential an are

not likely to be helped if carried out under the glare of constant publicity. The

Secretary of State for External Affairs and I used the occasion of the me tin,

to explain to our allies the outcome of our defence policy review as it will :Ilect

our approach to NATO in the future. We confirmed Canada's intention to re AaID

in the alliance and informed the members of the decision to embark on a pl^.. med
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an  phased reduction of the siz_,e of the Canadian forces now stationed in Europe. 
explained that, in carrying out this decision, the Govemm" ent intended to 

coi ult closely with Canada's allies. The purpose of consultation would be to 
en.  us to take account of the views of our allies as plans were made regarding 
the nature and the timing of the reduction of our forces in Europe and the extent 
an  location of Canada's continuing military contribution to NATO. The 
Sec-  etary of State for Extemal Affairs stated that account would also be taken 
of ny international developments which might have a bearing on the balance 
of :,c,urity in Europe and elsewhere. 

A number of the ministers referred specifically to Canada's recent decision. 
WI. ;e they welcomed our intention to remain in the alliance, they expressed 
the 'wpe that the decision to reduce our forces in Europe would not be carried 
out àt such a way as to jeopardize the security of the alliance or the prospects 
for  .'ast-West negotiations. With these considerations in mind, they welcomed our 
un rtalcing to consult them on our plans. 

Final Communiqué 

The North Atlantic Council met in ministerial session in Washington on 
Ap 'I 10 and 11, 1969. The Council commemorated the twentieth anniversary 
of e  treaty creating the alliance and was addressed by the President of the 
Ur. .;c1 States. Ministers expressed their deep satisfaction at the decisive contri-
bu  :'n the alliance had made to the maintenance of peace in Europe and to the 
sec -ity of all its members. 

The alliance was established to safeguard the freedom, common heritage 
an  ç ,ivilization of its peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual 
lib'y and the rule of law, and in response to a common fear that, without an 
efF tive security system, another war might erupt in a divided Europe. The 
all: Ice continues as the expression of common purposes and aspirations. 

In 1967 the Report on the Future Tasks of the Alliance emphasized the 
duï task of the latter: the defence of the West and the search for a stable peace 
wit_ the East. In June 1968, allied ministers declared their readiness to seek, 
Wit  the other states conce rned, specific practical measures for disarmament and 
arr. control, including possible measures for mutual and balanced force reduc-
tiol- . Notwithstanding the serious setback to hopes for improvement in East-
We _ relations as a result of Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia, ministers, in 
No  mber 1968, stated that secure, peaceful and mutually beneficial relations 
bet =en East and West remained the political goal of the allies. They reaffirmed 
at t ,:s session that the intention of their gove rnments was to continue the search 
for progress towards this objective by contacts and to explore all  appropriate 
ope ings for negotiations. 

I3earing especially in mind the situation in Eastern Europe, member govern-
ef -s recall that any lasting improvement in international relations presupposes 
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full respect for the principles of the independence and territorial integrit of 
states, non-interference in their domestic affairs, the right of each peopl to 
shape its own future, and the obligation to refrain from the threat or use of L. ree. 

Ministers recalled that one of the essential aims of the alliance is the e , 
 lishment of a just and lasting peace in Europe, based on stability, security and 

mutual confidence. The allies propose, while remaining in close consulta ion, 
to explore with the Soviet Union and the other countries of Eastern Eu ope 
which concrete issues best lend themselves to fruitful negotiation and an arly 
resolution. Consequently, they instructed the Council to draft a list of t  tese 
issues and to study how a useful process of negotiation could best be initi ted, 
in due course, and to draw up a report for the next meeting of ministers.  t  is 
clear that any negotiations must be well prepared in advance, and that all go,  ern-
ments whose participation would be necessary to achieve a political settleme a in 
Europe should take part. 

The allies will also pursue their efforts and studieS in the field of disa ma-
ment and practical arms control, including balanced force reductions anc the 
initiatives already undertaken for the renunciation of the use of force. 

The political solidarity of the alliance constitutes an essential element lile 
approaching a period of expanding East-West contacts and possible negotia ons. 
This solidarity can best be maintained by strict adherence to the princip e of 
full consultation in the Council both before and during any negotiations that 
might affect the interests of the alliance or any of its members. On this u der-
standing, the allied govemments welcome the intention of the United Stat s to 
engage the U.S.S.R. in discussion of limitations on offensive and defe Isive 
strategic arms. 

The allies participating in the NATO integrated defence programme a reed 
that it was extremely important that during an era of negotiation the de :nee 
posture of the alliance should not be relaxed and that premature expect ions 
of solutions to outstanding questions should not be generated. The mainte: Ince 
of effective defence is a stabilizing factor and a necessary condition for efL :five 
détente policies. 

Accordingly, these members of the alliance reaffirmed their conti oing 
determination to make appropriate contributions to joint efforts for defenct and 

deterrence at all levels both nuclear and conventional. They accepted the con-
tinuing need for the current NATO strategy based on a forward defencc and 

appropriate response to any aggression, and for a credible conventiona: and 
nuclear deterrent including adequate overall and local force levels. The nect .sary 
military posture of the alliance consists of the strategic nuclear deterrent fr rees, 
the presence of sufficient substantial and effective North American and Eurc ?can 
conventional forces, as well as supporting tactical nuclear forces in the Eurc lean 
area and adequate ready reinforcements. 

Defence ministers will meet on May 28, 1969, and will examine the nore 
specific elements in the defence posture necessary to fulfil the above requiret ents. 
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Th. will also examine the possibility of improving the efficiency of the defence

effc.: by intensifying mutual and co-operative approaches to, for example, the

pro.- lems of arms production and arms standardization either among all allied

nat .ns or between some of them. I

Reviewing the situation in Berlin, the ministers noted that obstacles have

rec- itly been placed on freedom of access to Berlin. Such obstructions cannot

be -_ccepted. The ministers supported the determination of the three powers

to :_aintain free access to the city, and recalled the declaration of the North

At; :-itic Council of December 16, . 1958, and the responsibilities which each

me: ber state assumed with regard to the security and welfare of Berlin.

The ministers consider that the achievement of a peaceful European settle-

me. ï presupposes, among other things, progress towards eliminating existing

sou--.es of tension in the centre of Europe. They consider that concrete measures

ain: J at improving the situation in Berlin, safeguarding free access to the city,

an:: removing restrictions which affect traffic and communications between the

twc ;:,,arts of Germany would be a substantial contribution toward this objective.

TI: :- expressed their support for continued efforts by the three powers to explore,
in ,e framework of their special responsibilities for Berlin and Germany as a

wh 'e, possibilities for ordered and negotiated progress in these important
q;-.'ions.

A peaceful solution must be found for the German question based on

the ree decision of the German people and on the interests of European security.

The members of the alliance are conscious that they share common environ-

m.. ',al problems which, unless squarely faced, could imperil the welfare and

prc ^^Lss of their societies. The ministers recognize that important work on

the-7 problems is already being carried out within other international organiza-
tios , The ministers instructed the Council in permanent session to examine

ho. - to improve, in every practical way, the exchange of views and experience

aIr:g the allied countries, whether by action in the appropriate international

orf - :.iizations or otherwise, in-the task of creating a better environment for their
soc:::ies.

While concerned with these problems, ministers are also mindful that the
allï; _' countries are entering an era in which scientific, technical and economic

res -.rces should contribute to the peaceful progress and development of all
nat" as.

Apart from regular meetings at ministerial level, ministers agreed that the

Co: :.cil in permanent session should consider the proposal that high officials of

the foreign ministries meet periodically for a review of major, long-range

pro, ems before the alliance.

The next ministerial session of the North Atlantic Council will be held in
rz;sels in December 1969. '
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A Defence Policy for Canada 

A STATEMENT TO THE PRESS ON APRIL 3, 1969, BY PRIME MINISYER 

PIERRE ELLIOTT TRUDEAU 

A CANADIAN defence policy, employing in an effective fashion the h ghly 
skilled and professional Canadian Armed Forces, will contribute t( the 

maintenance of world peace. It will also add to our own sense of purpose as a 
nation and give renewed enthusiasm and a feeling of direction to the men bers 
of the armed forces. It will provide the key to the flexible employmel t of 
Canadian forces in a way which will permit them to malce their best contrib lion 
in accordance with Canada's particular needs and requirements. 

The Government has rejected any suggestion that Canada assume a ton-
aligned or neutral roIe in world affairs. Such an option would have mean the 
withdrawal by Canada from its present alliances and the termination c all 
co-operative military arrangements with other countries. We have decidt 1 in 
this fashion because we think it necessary and wise to continue to parti( pate 
in an appropriate way in collective security arrangements with other stat s in 
the interests of Canadais national security and in defence of the values we hare 
with our friends. 

Canada requires armed forces within Canada in order to carry out a vide  

range of activities involving the defence of the country, and also supplem( iting 
the civil authorities and contributing to national development. Properly equ )ped 
and deployed, our forces will provide an effective multi-purpose maritime ct astal 
shield and they will carry out operations necessary for the defence of i  orth 
American airspace in co-operation with the United States. Abroad, our t rces 
will be capable of playing important roles in collective security and in r  ace-
keeping activities. 

The structure, equipment and training of our forces must be compatibl( with 

these roles, and it is the intention of the Government that they shall be. Out 
eventual forces will be highly mobile and will be the best-equipped and Jest-
trained forces of their kind in the world. 

The precise military role which we shall endeavour to assume in hese 
collective arrangements will be a matter for discussion and consultation with 
our allies and will depend in part on the role assigned to Canadian forces the 
surveillance of our own territory and coast-lines in the interests of protectin our 
own sovereignty. As a responsible member of the international commun y, it 
is our desire to have forces available for peacekeeping roles as well r for  
participation in defensive alliances. 

Canada is a partner in two collective defence arrangements which, ti ‘Jugh 
distinct, are complementary. These are the North Atlantic Treaty Organi. ition 
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and the North American Air Defence Command. For 20 years NATO has 
con: ;-ibuted to the maintenance of world peace through its stabilizing influence in 
Eur ‘pe. NATO continues to contribute to peace by reducing the likelihood of 
a n tjor conflict breaking out in Europe, where, because the vital interests of 
the two major powers are involved, any outbreak of hostilities could easily 
esc. ate into a war of world proportions. At the same time, it is the declared 
ain-  of NATO to foster improvements in East-West relations. 

NATO itself is continuously reassessing the role it plays in the light of 
chr, ging world conditions. Perhaps the major development affecting NATO in 
Eur pe since the Organization was founded is the magnificent recovery of 
the conomic strength of Western Europe. There has been a very great change 
in IL.. ability of European countries themselves to provide necessary conventional 
def, - ce forces and armaments to be deployed by the alliance in Europe. 

It was, therefore, in our view, entirely appropriate for Canada to review 
anC e-examine the necessity in present circumstances for maintaining Canadian 
Ion in Western Europe. Canadian forces are now committed to NATO 
unt " the end of the present year. The Canadian force commitment for 
der  s vinent  with NATO in Europe beyond this period will be discussed with 
our Hies at the meeting of the Defence Planning Committee of NATO in May. 

:7,anadian Government intends, in consultation with Canada's allies, to take 
eari  steps to bring about a planned and phased reduction of the size of the 
Car Ian forces in Europe. 

We intend, as well, to continue to co-operate effectively with the United 
Sta. '; in the defence of North America. We shall, accordingly, seek early 
occ ons for detailed discussions with the United States Government of the 
whc .= range of problems involved in our mutual c,o-operation in defence matters 
on is continent. To the extent that it is feasible, we shall endeavour to have 
tho activities within Canada which are essential to North American defence 
pert -med by Canadian forces. 

-n summary, Canada will continue to be a member of the North Atlantic 
Ire: i  Organization and to co-operate closely with the United States within 
NO MD, and in other ways, in defensive arrangements. We shall maintain 
app oriate defence forces, which will be designed to undertake the following 
role 

a) the surveillance of our own territory and c,oast-lines, i.e., the protection 
of our sovereignty; 

b) the defence of North America in co-operation with United States 
forces; 

c) the fulfilment of such NATO conunitments as may be agreed upon; and 
•  d) the performance of such international peacekeeping roles as we may, 

from time to time, assume. 
The kind of forces and armaments most suitable for these roles is now 

beiry assessed in greater detail in preparation for discussion with our allies. 
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Conference at Niamey

T HE first international conference of the French-speaking or partly Fr (nch-

speaking countries of the world took place at Niamey, Niger, from Feb-, uary

17 to 20, 1969. About 30 countries were represented - that is, virtually t very
country where French is a national, official or working language. Se : eral
private francophone organizations also attended. Canada was represented )y a

strong delegation led by the Honourable Gérard Pelletier, Secretary of Stat ; for
Canada. The list of Canadian representatives included: for the Provin(-. of

Quebec, the Honourable Marcel Masse; for New Brunswick, Mr. Ar iand
St. Onge; and for Ontario, Mr. Jean-Marc Tessier.

The aim of the conference was to study the appropriateness of settirE; up

an agency for cultural and technical co-operation among the French-spe king
countries of the world. After studying a draft project, the conference ad,pted

a final resolution that provided, among other things, for the immediate cre ition

of a provisional General Secretariat whose function would be to prepare Jraft

Canadian delegation to the Niamey conference of French-speaking nations : front ro (1'k
to right) - Mr. Marcel Masse, Minister without Portfolio in the Quebec govei nren!
responsible for the public service; the Secretary of State for Canada and leader ft1'c
delegation, Mr. Gérard Pelletier. In the second row, to the left of the delegate of rance
seated behind his country's place-marker, are 111r. Armand St.-Onge, Deputy Minis er of
Education of New Brunswick, and Mr. Jean-Marc Tessier, Assistant Director of Ce, ricufa
for the Ontario Department of Education.
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st lutes for the agency and to formulate concrete proposals for the putting 
in practice of multilateral development programmes among the French-speaking 
co atries. Upon completion of this preparatory study, the acting Secretary- 
G leral, Mr. Jean-Marc Léger, well-known Montreal newspaperman,  j  to 
su mit, within six months of his appointment, to President Diori of Niger a 
de jled report containing his recommendations on the best means of setting 
Ili the proposed agency. 

Speaking for Canada, Mr. Pelletier said: 
"For all the French-speaking people in our country, participation in the 

Fi rich-speaking world that is at present being organized is not only natural 
bu;  represents a vital need. After three centuries of French life in North 
A ,  erica, French-Canadians feel they need the solidarity of the whole French- 
sp tking world in order to attain their rightful development. This is true ... for 
• bec, the home par excellence of French culture in Canada. It is also true — 
e i more so — in the case of the minorities in the other provinces of Canada, 
sc 'e of which are represented here — especially Ontario, which has more than 
6(  .000 French-speaking people, and New Brunswick, whose French-speaking 

ulation is 250,000, representing about 40 per cent of the total population 
of hat province. 

"... This co-operation (with the francophone African countries) still con-
ce s to a considerable degree exchanges in the realm of technical assistance. 

rking with the Canadian provinces, and especially with Quebec, the Canadian 
Ir rnational Development Agency places at the disposal of all the French-
sp -.king countries of Africa more than 300 teachers each year. Recently 
h( :ever, especially since the visit the Honourable Lionel Chevrier paid last 
yc - to this and other African countries, our programme of co-operation with 
th French-speaking African countries has experienced an expansion that seeks 
to !latch the importance we attach to our collaboration with them. From the 
$.".' 0,000 recorded at the outset, the annual budget of this programme will 
so  i have increased to nearly $30 million, and is destined to increase during 
th coming years, as our experience in mutual co-operation becomes better 
de ;led. I think I can say, without fear of being mistaken, that the amounts 
to devoted within a few years to the development of French-speaking Africa 
co d be tripled, or even better. To do this, the Canadian Government intends 
to çork in close co-operation with the interested provinces, especially Quebec, 
wi zh has afforded us such valuable aid so far. 

"... Today we are gathered mainly to study together a formula for multi-
lat 'al co-operation in the technical and cultural fields. For this purpose 
Ot W(') has just submitted to us a document that faithfully re flects our 
de* rmination to reinforce the ties that already unite us. While realizing that the 
pr .ect embraces many sectors and activities, I can assure you that, for its 

Afro-Malagr.sy Common Organization 
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part, the Canadian delegation is ready to discuss the best means of enst ring 
better co-operation, at the cultural and technical levels, among French-spea cing 
countries." 

The Honourable Marcel Masse, Minister without Portfolio responsibh for 
the public service in the Government of Quebec, also spoke. The followint are 
extracts from his speech: 

if...I wish to express to you our acceptance of the idea of an internat Jul 
agency for co-operation among the French-speaking countries and group , in 
the fields of culture and technique — that is to say, in the fields where we lave 
the most in common and the most to exchange, the fields also where it is  po y :ible 
to build up co-operation unaffected by diverging political or economic outh oks. 

". . Indeed it seems to us that the multilateral co-operation we can 
develop among ourselves will draw its originality and promise from the po iling 
of special experiences, from the very diversity of our histories and geogn phic 
situations, from the meeting of the civilizations and ways of life thai we 
represent or reflect. In this connection, we believe that there is a great deal 
to be done with regard to information, with regard to mutual acquaintance we 
believe that only an international organization with a cultural and tech tical 
purpose can accomplish such a task." 

This first conference of the French-speaking or partly French-spe; king 
countries was hailed by the representatives of several countries as an impc tant 
step toward the organizing of the French-speaking world. It is appropria e in 
this connection to quote the following passage from the speech made 1): the 
representative of the Ivory Coast: 

La Francophonie does not have to be created from nothing; it has already been 
in existence for some time; in any event, definitely before the word Francophoni, was 
coined. Better still, it is a living reality. 
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C ERMAN and Canadian views on a number of international and bilateral 
questions were exchanged by His Excellency Willy Brandt, Foreign 

Miï:ster of the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Secretary of State for 
Ext mal Affairs, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp, at whose invitation the Foreign 
Mi,  ster visited Ottawa from April 6 to 8. This was Mr. Brandt's first visit 
to  s  ttawa in his present capacity, though he had called at the Canadian capital 
onc before in 1959, when he was Goveming Mayor of West Berlin. 

During his stay in Ottawa, Mr. Brandt held talks with his host on a variety 
of ,atters. Included were East-West relations, the European security problem, 
the 'NATO  ministerial meeting scheduled to take place in Washington later the 
san week and Canada's NATO policy. The two ministers also discussed a 
nu: Der of other international topics of common interest including China, Nigeria, 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty and Latin America. Among the matters of 
bil eral interest they raised were trade between Canada and the Federal 

In Yi ..tawa, West German Foreign Minister Willy Brandt (right) chats with Canada's 
Sec? Liary of State for External Affairs Mitchell Sharp. 
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Republic and co-operation in scientific and technological matters. The min sters

agreed in principle that the two countries should conclude a general scie ttific

agreement, subject to further study by Canadian and German experts o the

specific matters that might fall within the framework of such an agreement

Trade, Defence and Science

Mr. Brandt also met with the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerc(, the

Honourable Jean-Luc Pepin, to discuss a number of trade matters of cor mon
interest. Among these were the future of Canadian exports of uranium t) the

Federal Republic and the effect of the common agricultural policy of the Eur( pean

Economic Community on Canadian exports of farm products both to the EEC

and to other countries. The German Foreign Minister spoke as well with
the Minister of National Defence, the Honourable Léo Cadieux, about df -ence

matters, and with the President of the Privy Council, the Honourable D)nald

Macdonald, about co-operation in science and technology.

The visit of Mr. Brandt brought to Canada an outstanding political gure

known in his own country and abroad for his courageous commitment ti the

ideals of democracy. To Canadians he first became widely known as the esult

of his outstanding leadership as Governing Mayor of West Berlin, partic larly

during the crises of 1958 and 1961. More recently, he has continued t, put

at the service of his country, both as leader of the Opposition and la -r as

Vice-Chancellor and Foreign Minister, that combination of realism and id: ilism

that is the hallmark of statesmanship. He has continued to support inc? ased

co-operation, both among the countries of Western Europe and, on a b? ader

stage, of the Western alliance. He has also sought unceasingly to find w^ )s of

improving his country's relations with Eastern Europe, including the Soviet iqion.

Scientific and Educational Exchanges

In part through their common membership in NATO, Canada and the F deral

Republic have grown accustomed to regular discussion of a wide rar .e of

matters of defence policy and East-West relations. Co-operation in other reas,

including bilateral exchanges in various fields, has developed less quickly. This

situation is changing as Canada's relations with the Federal Republic grow loser

and the two countries become increasingly aware of opportunities for mi uallp

beneficial co-operation. One example of recent weeks is the decision t( sip

an agreement regulating the use by German scientists of facilities at the Ch rchill

Research Range for peaceful space-research projects. Another is the Can dian-

German student-exchange programme, which will see in 1969 a record tc al of

some 500 students cross the Atlantic in both directions. Cultural exci 3nge5

are also on the increase and may lead to the negotiation of a cultural agret nent.

Mr. Brandt's visit has thus served as a reminder of the extent i *". the

common interests of the two countries, the breadth of existing relations be weeu
them, and the potential areas of co-operation that remain to be developee
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M iuritania and Canada 

BASSADORS have recently been exchanged by Mauritania and Canada, thus 
PI inaugurating official relations between the two countries and setting the 
stag for a programme of increased bilateral co-operation. Abdallahi Ould 
Dad ah, brother of the President of Mauritania and Mauritanian Ambassador to 
the nited Nations, presented his credentials to the Governor General of Canada 
on 'larch 19, 1968, and, on December 12, 1968, Mr. Jean Côté, the 
Am issador of Canada to Senegal, presented his credentials to President 

ar Ould Daddah. 
7ontact between Mauritania and Canada is fairly recent. Canadian in-

vest have shown an interest in the development of the copper mines at 
Alcj :jt, and some Canadian tourists have paid brief visits to Mauritania. In the 
past ew years Canada has provided scholarships for a few young Mauritanians. 

The  Islamic Republic of Mauritania covers 420,000 square miles, from 
5 te 17 degrees West longtitude and from 16 to 26 degrees North latitude. 
It ir nounded on the west by the Atlantic Ocean and the Spanish territory of 
Rio e Oro, on the northeast by Algeria, on the east and south by Mali and on 
the )uth by Senegal. From south to north, rainfall produces greatly varied 
dim es that have a marked effect upon the way of life of the population. 

The nadian Anzbassador resident' in Dakar, Senegal, Mr. Jean Côté, presents his letters 
of  cr ence to President Moktar Ould Daddah of the Islamic Republic of Alauritania. 
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In the south is the reg,ion that geog,raphers call Chemana, a fertile area 
along the Senegal River, which floods the land and enriches it with al uvial 
deposits. Here dwell 250,000 sedentary negroes of the Toucouleur, Sara :ollé, 
Peul and Bambara tribes, who grow rice, corn, sweet potatoes, peanuts and, 
most important of all, millet. 

About 200 kilometers to the north of the river begins the territc y of 
Sahel, where the dunes of the Sahara, held in place by thorn bushes, sur ound 
plains on which grass grows at certain times of the year, providing pasture f r the 
innumerable camels, goats, sheep and other gazing  animais,  nearly ten r ilhion 
head of livestock in all, representing the main economic resource of the cc ntry. 

In the centre of the country, the jagged peaks of the Tagant Mou ,tains 
and the Adrar Range reach heights of 900 to 1500 feet. This is also a  gion 
of oases, where some 800,000 palm-trees grow. In their shade, agglomei Aions 
of prosperous Berbers have developed, in the ksars of Atar, of Tidjikja -Id of 
Chinguetti, which is one of the seven holy cities of Islam. 

The Sahara occupies the northern  part of the country, reaching the A lantie 
near Nouadhibou (formerly Port Etienne) south of Lévrier Bay, the first-r nking 
harbour of French-speaking Africa in tonnage, and one of the largest shing 
ports of the South Atlantic. 

Outside the river region, where farm populations live, there are 8e 1000 
nomadic Moors who roam the country in search of pasturage for their lerds, 
camping in tents and living on milk, millet and dates. 

History and Political Institutions 
The colonial period began about the middle of the nineteenth ci miry. 
Faidherbe, and later Coppolani, were its chief agents. France gradually t. ought 
about administrative unity and undertook to develop the country. 

On November 28, 1958, following a referendum arranged by Fran, the 
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, a member state of the French Comt unity, 
was proclaimed, with internal autonomy. Independence followed on No fltber 
28, 1960, and Mauritania was admitted to the United Nations on Ar 1 19, 
1961, as the one hundred and third member state. 

Mauritania is a republic whose constitution provides for a pres'ential 
form of government. The religion of the Moors, like that of the black failri-
tanians, is Islamic of the Malekite rite; the observance of its regulat ,ns is 
supervised by Koranic schools. The constitution provides that the Pi,  ideflt  

of the Republic, elected for five years by direct universal suffrage, mu ,  be a 
Muslim and must pledge his faith in "the One God". 

Legislative power is vested in the National Assembly, which is 'ected 
for five years. The territorial communities of the republic will shortly come 
regions. The national language is Arabic; the official language is 1 ench 
Mauritania, a one-party country, is ruled by the Mauritanian People's , ) artY,  
whose secretary-general is Molctar Ould Daddah. 
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Tin Capital 
Un !l  1957 the territory of Mauritania was administered from Saint Louis, 
Ser. gal. Once independence was achieved, the choice of a capital became 

'rative. A decree dated July 24, 1957, designated Nouakchott, which offered 
suc advantages as proximity to the sea, as well as to rural regions, pasture land 
an c mines, and a relatively cool climate. It is aLso a highway hub. Where 
• 3ine de St. Exupéry found in 1926 only a small  fort in the midst of sand 
du; 	there was ten years later a modern capital city. Today Nouakchott, 
wit .  its international aftport, its quay, its plant for removing salt from sea-water, 
its :Iodent 250-bed hospital, its schools and political institutions, its hotels and 
but-, aess establishments, its diplomatie and consular offices and its numerous 
dw' lings, has 22,000 inhabitants and fully merits the designation "the Brasilia 
of e  Desert". 

• omy 
Lo considered as occupying a desert without any natural resources of impor-
tan Mauritanians formerly lived at the level of mere subsistence. Contact with 
the utside world began in the fifteenth century with the exploitation and sale of 
gur arabic, of which Mauritania still produces 4,000 tons a year. Even today, 
90 )er cent of the population depends on animal husbandry, the production 
of -,-odstuffs and, to a lesser degree, the produce of the palm-groves. 

However, in the past ten years an important modern segment of the 
ecc Dmy has developed, mainly from the exploiting of the iron mines in F'Derik 
(fo( ,ierly Fort Gouraud); the mines make Mauritania the second largest producer 
in 'frica, immediately after Liberia, with more than seven million tons a 
yea which gives the state over a quarter of its revenue. It is expected that, 
fro 1970, the large copper deposits at Akjoujt will be exploited. Mauritania 
ais  possesses important fishing resources on the continental shelf. In 1967 
it ( ported 11,000 tons of fish, compared to 7,000 only a year earlier. Finally, 
a Dgrarnme of drillimg has been undertaken along the coast to test indications 
of -xploitable oil deposits. 

The first four-year plan, 1963-66, involving an expenditure of $132 million, 
Wa carried out normally. It favoured particularly the modern economic sector. 
Tb second four-year plan, 1969-73, will be devoted to promotion of the 
tra itional stock-raising and agricultural sector. 

With a balanced budget and rapidly expanding economy, Mauritania is 
toè , y well along the road of development. 
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Senior United Nations Officials Visit Ott, )a

MR. Philippe de Seynes, Under-Secretary-General for Economic and ociat

Affairs, and Chief S. O. Adebo, Under-Secretary-General and Exe itive

Director of the United Nations. Institute for Training and Research (UNI: XR),

attended the United Nations Association of Canada Seminar at the Lan uage

Centre in Hull, Quebec, from April 11 to 13, 1969. The officials, who were

visiting Ottawa for the first time, had a number of meetings with federal of cials
on April 10 and 11.

Before becoming head of the Economic and Social Affairs Departm:it in
the United Nations Secretariat, Mr. de Seynes was a member of the I- ench

delegation to the United Nations specially concerned with the activities z the

Economic and Social Council. In 1954 he served as an adviser to Mr. ierre

Mendès-France, who was then Prime Minister of France. Mr. de Seynes' Tî part-

ment, in addition to its general responsibilities in the economic and social 61eld'

is directly concerned with the preparatory work for the Second Develo ment

Chief S. O. Adebo and Mr. Philippe de Seynes in conversation with the Head of the lnited
Nations Division of the Department of External A$airs, Mr. W. H. Barton (centre).
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De de. Mr. de Seynes, who takes a close personal interest in this work, is 
con 'dered to be one of the architects of the Decade. 

Chief Adebo, a former Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the United 
Na:  ins and Nigerian Commissioner-General for Economic Affairs, becanie 
fixe  utive Director of UNITAR in 1967. The Institute, which conducts a 
nun  ier of training programmes for the United Nations and has initiated research 
stuc :s of the objectives of the United Nations, is financed by voluntary contri-
but° AS. It became operational in 1966. Canada is contributing $300,000 to 
the -year UNITAR  programme. The Institute's Board of Trustees is made up 
of ; lividuals from a number of countries acting in a personal capacity. Mr. 
Joh Holmes, Executive Director of the Canadian Institute for International 
Aff, s, is a member. 

While in Ottawa, Mr. de Seynes and Chief Adebo met members of the 
Inte lepartmental Committee on the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations, 
as ,.11 as officials of the Canadian International Development Agency, the 
DeF :tment of Extemal Affairs and the Bank of Canada. They read papers at 
the nited Nations Association Seminar and took a leading part in the discussions. 
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CONFERENCES

UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, resumed eighth session: Geneva, May -17

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, Caribbean Regional Conference: A; tigua,
May 12-16

Council of Europe, twenty-first ordinary session of the Consultative Assembly: Stras ourg
May 12-16

Pan-American Institute of Geography and History, ninth general assembly: Mexicc. City,
May 28 - June 20

Association interparlementaire France-Canada: Ottawa, June 30 - July 2

UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, ninth session: Geneva, August 23 - Septem er 12

Fourth International Agricultural Aviation Congress: Kingston, Ontario, August 2 -29

World Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5

International Red Cross Conference, twenty-first session: Istanbul, Séptember 13-15

Commonwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September -12

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, Octobe 4-19

Colombo Plan Consultative Committee: Victoria, B.C., October 14-31

North Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31

Interparliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, C dtober
30-November 7

Association internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual
conference: Tunisia, January 1970
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4.PPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS IN THE 
E .PARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN SERVICE 

Mr. . Bilodeau posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Havana, effective Marcih 
1969. 

Mrs. 1. C. Milloy appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Organization and 
lethods Officer 2, effective March 3, 1969. 

N1r. . M. M. Pope resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective March 4, 
'‘69. 

Mr. 1. S. Sterling posted from the Canadian Embassy, Havana, to the Canadian Embassy, 
aracas, effective March 6, 1969. 

N1r. 	G. MacNeill, Consul General of Canada in New Orleans, retired from the Public 
ttrvice, effective March 13, 1969. 

Mr. 1 , Godfrey posted from the Canadian Embassy, Caracas, to Ottawa, effective March 14, 
69. 

Mr. . R. Fowler appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
I -12 	tficer 1, effective March 17, 1969. 

4-19 	Mr. N. J. Castonguay appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
'ficer 1, effective March 17, 1969. 

Nir. ; C. Marion appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Financial Administrator 
effective March 17, 1969. 

Mr. P. Schioler posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
' ,gos, effective March 20, 1969. 

Nir. ; R. Charron appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
t ficer 1, effective March 24, 1969. 

N1r.  ï . B. Hicks, High Commissioner for Canada to Ghana, accredited concurrently 
tnadian Ambassador to Togo, effective March 28, 1969. 

Mr. . Beaudoin, Canadian Ambassador to the Congo, accredited concurrently Canadian 
abassador to Rwanda, effective March 29, 1969. 

Mr. 7  D. Bell posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
1 ngston, effective March 29, 1969 
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TREATY INFORMATION 
Current Action 

Bilateral 

Czechoslovakia 
Air Transport between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Czech, sloval 

_ 	Republic. 
Signed at Prague March 20, 1969. 

Entered into force March 20, 1969. 

France 
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Govet-nment of 7rance 

concerning the construction, maintenance and operation of a cattle quarantine station 

on the territory of St. Pierre and Miquelon. 
Ottawa April 3, 1969. 

Entered into force April 3, 1969. 

Israel 
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government o Israe! 

amending Article 21 of the Extradition Agreement between the Government of - anada 
and the Government of Israel. 

Israel February 4, 1969. 

Switzerland 
Exchange of Notes between the Goverrnnent of Canada and the Government Di tlir 

Confederation of Switzerland renewing for a period of three years the Agree, ent of 

March 6, 1958, concerning co-operation in the peaceful uses of atomic et ‘rgy. 
Ottawa April 23, 1969. 

Entered into force April 23, 1969 (effective from July 31, 1968) 

United States of America 
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of the United 

States of America concerning the application of safeguards to the transfer t. small 
quantities of uranium from Canada to the United States. 

Washington January 30, 1969. 
Entered into force January 30, 1969. 

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of tht United 

States of America concerning a special operating programme for the Duncan an  Arroi  
storages on the Columbia River system. 
Ottawa December 30, 1968, and February 26, 1969. 

Entered into force February 26, 1969. 

Multilateral 
Commonwealth Telegraphs Agreements (1948 and 1963) Terminating Agreement. 

Signed at London January 27, 1969. 
Entere,d into force April 1, 1969. 

Commonwealth Telecommunications Organization Financial Agreement. 
Signed at London January 27, 1969. 

Entered into force April 1, 1969. 
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Prime Minister Trudeau Visits 
President Nixon 

Jr WAS "altogether appropriate", in view of the many common concerns ading 
 Canada and the United States, that the Prime Minister of Canada 'mold 

be the first head of govemment to pay him an official visit since his assur ption 
of office, said the Honorable Richard M. Nixon, President of the United tates, 
in his address of welcome to the Right Honourable Pierre Elliott Truck .0 on 
March 24, 1969. Mr. Trudeau and his party, which included the Honc irable 
Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External Affairs, had arrived at Al drews 
Air Force Base, Maryland, by special Canadian aircraft in a cold sprin rain 
that washed out the customary open-air welcome. Greeted by the United States 
Chief of Protocol, the Honorable Emil Mosbacher Jr., the Canadian  par r was 
flown to the White House in the President's personal helicopter, there to be 
officially welcomed in the East Room by President Nixon himself, the Se -etary 
of State, the Honorable William P. Rogers, the Dean of the Washington )iplo-
matic Corps and other officials. 

Mr. Trudeau's visit to President Nixon began with a private discussit  i  that 
lasted 90 minutes, during which time Mr. Sharp talked with Mr. Roger The 
Prime Minister and the President then rejoined the two Secretaries anC other 
officials in the Cabinet Room for further talks. 

Afterwards, the U.S. Secretary of State was host at a lunch for Mr. -1 udeau 
in the Benjamin Franklin Room of the Department of State building. In ' toast 
to the guest of honour, Mr. Rogers declared that Canada's history and future 
were "intimately bound" to the history and future of the United States. Later 
in the afternoon, the Prime Minister conferred with Mr. Rogers and ( Ecials 
of the Department of State. 

In the evening, President and Mrs. Nixon gave a state dinner at th( White 
House in honour of Prime Minister Trudeau, during which Mr. Nixor stated 
that there could be no fundamental differences between the goals of the zoples 
of the United States and Canada. In reply, Mr. Trudeau observed that anada 
and the United States were the sort of friends that could tell one anot er  the 
truth, and expressed his gratitude for Mr. Nixon's hospitality. 

On the morning of March 25, Mr. Trudeau met, at the White Hou 2, first 
with a group of Cabinet ministers comprising Secretary of Defence Laird Secre-
tary of the Treasury Kennedy, Secretary of the Interior Hickel, Secre ry  of 

Agriculture Hardin and Secretary of Commerce Stans, next with th, Vice" 
President, the Honorable Spiro T. Agnew, and finally with President Nixon 
himself. 

At the end of the meeting between the Prime Minister and the Pr sident 
the following summary of their talks was released: 
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The President of the U.S.A. and the Prime Minister of Canada exchanged
view on a wide range of international and bilateral matters. They seek a close,
conf. 'ent relationship between the two countries. The Prime Minister's visit has

put ie foundations in place for a continuing discussion on a number of
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The President has stated that he values the views and the outlook which

^ x ime Minister has imparted to him. The President said :`The viewpoint

P>rn7e 'linister Trudeau and President Nixon stand at attention in front of the north portico
Of th, ;Yhite House in Washington while the national anthems of Canada and the United
States ^re played during a ceremony welcoming Mr. Trudeau to the U.S. capital.
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of the Canadian Government has always weighed heavily in the formati 3n of
United States policy. No other ally influences us more.' The Prime M; iister
of Canada' stressed that his Government is anxious to maintain and d: velop

Canada's already close and friendly relations with the United States.
"The President and the Prime Minister discussed the future of N TO.

The President expressed the U.S. commitment to NATO. The Presiden also
emphasized the interest of the U.S.A. in negotiations with the Soviet Union ather
than in confrontations.

"The President of the United States and the Prime Minister of Canadc have
discussed the recent decision of the United States to proceed with the Safc ;uud
System and its possible implications for Canada.

"The President of the United States informed the Prime Minister of C;nada

of the reasons which led the United States to make this decision and - f the

United States' expectations as to its effects on East-West relations and on p^ ssible
arms-control measures.

"Over the years, the United States has regularly informed Canada of plans
and developments in the ABM field; it has been agreed that this practi(WT
be continued.

"The Prime Minister will report to his Cabinet colleagues on his disci isions
with the United States Administration and afull assessment will be made )f the
implications for Canada of the Safeguard System.

"The two countries share an intimate and valued trading relatic ship,
unique in amount and diversity. They also share a commitment to furth r the

expansion and freeing-up of world trade for the benefit of developir, and

developed countries alike.

"As the next step in high-level consultation, a meeting of the Joint C. binæ

Committee on Trade and Economic Policy will be held on June 25-27 The

meeting will provide an opportunity to discuss the full range of econom zz and

financial questions, including balance of payments, investment, energy, and trade

"In the context of the common interest of the two countries in the exp nsioe

of cross-border movement of energy, United States-Canadian developmc its It

the matter of oil were discussed at length. Senior officials of the two C>verV

ments will, on April 2, initiate meetings to identify and study areas of cc nmoa

interest in energy matters and to work out constructive solutions to iurret,

problems against the background of long-standing arrangements.

"The President and the Prime Minister agreed to work closely tc ?etbe

with other exporting and importing countries to find positive solutions to !ffra

problems of the world wheat market within the framework of the Intern tiod

Grains. Arrangement. Both countries will be working to overcome _ NO

market instability and to strengthen prices consistent with the provisi ns

the Agreement.

"The two discussed Canada's plans for a domestic communications s< e
and the possibility of its launching by the U.S. The President stated that t: = U-5
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is  Lepared, in principle, to provide launch services for this satellite, subject to 
apr opriate arrangements which it is hoped will be worked out in the next 
few weeks. 

"The Prime Minister's visit marks a first step in a new era of consultatipn 

bet ,:en Canada and the United States. We have done much together in the past; 
we an do more. Problems between us can be settled in ways that promote the 
intc :sts and the identities of both nations. 
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Prim  L • inister Trudeau addresses members of the press and guests during a lunch in his 
h°no- at the National Press Club Building in Washington. 
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"The Prime Minister invited the President and Mrs. Nixon to visit Ca .ada. 
The President has indicated that he wishes to accept the invitation." 

Groundwork Laid for Future 
At noon ,. in a leave-taking ceremony for the Prime Minister in the White F nse, 
President Nixon observed that the meeting had been one of the most succ ssful 
ever held between U.S. and Canadian officials and stated that, since he reg zrded 
the present era as one of consultation and co-operation between the 1_ nited 
States and Canada, he would communicate with the Prime Minister not only 
by means of official visits but also by telephone and through diplomatic cha Inds. 
Prime Minister Trudeau agreed that he and the President had indeed la I the 
groundwork for a new kind of consultation between Canada and the United ltates 
in many areas. 

In the afternoon, the National Press Club gave a lunch in Mr. Tru eau's 
honour at its headquarters building. Prime Minister Trudeau addresse 1 the 
Club, and answered a number of written questions. 

During the afternoon, the Prime Minister visited the Chancery of C nada 

and also met with the Mayor-Commissioner of the District of Columbia t the 
latter's office. Mayor-Commissioner Washington presented him with th Key 
to the City of Washington. 

In the evening, the Canadian Ambassador, Mr. A. E. Ritchie, gave a inner 
at the Canadian Embassy at which the Prime Minister and his party wer able 
to meet a broadly representative group from American public, profes 
business and academic life. Later in the evening, the Prime Minister a ,  d his 
party returned to Ottawa. 
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Cf nada and the Changing Pac( ic 

AN ,DDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE JEAN-LUC PEPIN, 

MIT 3TER OF INDUSTRY, TRADE AND COMMERCE, 

TO HE VANCOUVER BOARD OF TRADE, MAY 5, 1969 

T A just back from a stimulating trip to six countries of the Pacific: Japan, 
I shailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia and New Zealand. (This trip 
folb -s by a few months a "ministerial expedition" to Latin America which 
cov :d other Pacific countries : Chile, Peru, Colombia, Guatemala, Costa Rica 
and 'efexico.) It is appropriate that my first report should be given here in 
Va  ri -Inver and to a group of businessmen quite naturally most interested in the 
Pac z area. 

.. I would like to concentrate on general impressions and to comment on 
spe. ic trade problems, projects and opportunities. 

ndré Siegfried, the late French geographer, noted in Canada, puissance 
inte 7tionale, some 35 years ago, that Canada was destined, somehow con-
den' zd, to intemationalism on a grand scale, partly by its economic interests — 
by need to export some of its obvious surpluses. 

iegfried's analysis has proved right. Canada, in its own interest, has 
pren led a policy of progressive trade liberalism and practised it, most of 
the ne,  maintaining that the world would be a better place in which to live 
if / country produced, for itself and others, that for which it is particularly 
suite 

'oday, Canada has $26 billion of international trade ($13.6 billion of 
expc ,s, $12.4 billion of imports in 1968). Last year's increase in exports was 
19 r  r cent, in imports 13 per cent — quite impressive indeed. 

'anadians trade mostly with the United States, but with all other areas 
of ti world as well. We can hardly afford to neglect any area and we must 
dive! :fy as much as possible our sources and our markets. Which does not 
mea' that we should not at different times put more emphasis on a particular 
area (Canadian exports 1968 : U.S.A. 67.6 per cent, Western Europe 16.7 
Per = nt, Pacific 8.4 per cent; Canadian ùrports  1968: U.S.A. 73.2 per cent, 
Wes) : n Europe 13.3 per cent, Pacific 5.3 per cent.) 

Ve trade in all products — primary materials and foodstuffs, fabricated 
mate 'als and end products. The proportion of manufactured goods is increasing. 
Fror 1960 to 1968, primary materials and foodstuffs decreased from 37 per cent 
to 2 per cent, processed materials from 51 per cent to 38 per cent, and 
Inani actured products increased from 12 per cent to 35 per cent. 

'le must continue on this course. It is in the manufactured field that the 
grov, factor, the returns on capital and the labour content are the greatest. 
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In this context, the Pacific region is becoming more and more impo tant 
to Canada because it has great growth potential in all categories of g( ads, 
particularly manufactured goods and for investments and services as wa 

This is why the Pacific has become an important consideration in the 
Government's current review of foreign policies. This review is, indeed. not 
only concerned with diplomacy and defence but also, and increasingly, with 
trade, aid, investments, services, tourism and all other aspects of busi less. 
It may consequently be said that my tour was part of the foreign policy re iew, 

A Busy Schedule 
What did we do ? For more than two weeks I had officials of my de Ian-
ment , Canadian trade commissioners and diplomats on the scene, re iew, 
at a hectic pace if I may say so, the situation between Canada and each of hese 
six countries in a broad context of political economy, economics, aid and de 2nce 
procurement. We talked frankly with prime ministers, ministers of trad , of 
finance, of development, with businessmen individually and in groups, with 
members of associations of commerce or manufacturers .... We also met with 
Canadians living abroad and we visited them at work when time penr ad. 

 I made many speeches, met university professors in social clubs and held laily 
press conferences. 

I took part in the ministerial meeting with Japan, which was the ,nost 
fruitful and frank ever held. I signed a commercial agreement with Thi land 
and opened a trade office there. Negotiations were started with Austraffi and 
New Zealand towards updating our trade agreements with those countries and 
I proposed to their ministers to hold regular meetings at the ministeria and 
official levels in order to place our friendship on a broader and more eft ctive 
basis. In all six countries, other areas of co-operation were investigate( and 
specific projects explored in our discussions with local leaders. I shall refer 
to some of these in more detail later. 

We were welcomed everywhere we went. More political consult, ions, 
more trade, more joint ventures and a provision of expertise, more educn ional 
and cultural exchanges were suggested. People in the countries we visitt I are 
getting to know Canada much better. Pierre Trudeau and the recogniti n of 
the Communist China govemment have been added to separatism and 1.  .ckey 
as "Canada topics". To the people we visited, Canada is an example for ni idle-
sized powers. 

All of these countries are also becoming urbanized and industri 
Many of them also have pluralistic societies. They too live close to large vorld 
powers. They feel that Canada has found solutions to these problems. C nada 
is not a threat to them, and they would like to deal with us especially in se sirive 
matters close to the maintenance of their sovereignty : economic develor neat 
education, cultural exchanges, communications. 

The door is wide open to Canadians ! 
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The Pacific area is evolving rapidly. Although there are great differences,
poli_ ,aIIy and economically, between the countries involved, it is still possible
to : neralize.

For a long time, most of these countries were extensions of Europe or ti,ie

Uni -3 States. After an anti-colonialist period, their commercial connections

witL .netropolitan powers have been restored but the relationship is different.

Th: 'acific area is acquiring a more autonomous and specific identity of its own.

The.. is a rapidly evolving interest among these nations in one another's affairs

and he flow of economic activity between them is growing more rapidly than

witi- :he outside.

^he security of the area has recently acquired fundamental importance.

Brit q has announced its withdrawal from Southeast Asia by 1971, with limited

exce dons. In the face of this, the countries concerned are anxious to develop

thei: own defence capabilities and Britain's former responsibilities are being

accr ;^.d to some degree by Australia and New Zealand, adding to their involve-

men in Vietnam, considered by them to be a "Pacific affair". Japan is playing

an i.reasingly key role as an importer of raw materials, a manufacturer of
gooc and a supplier of capital. The trade between Australia and New Zealand

is aL : expanding dramatically following the Free Trade Agreement made in 1966.

Can: `a, too, is getting more active, as I shall show later.

Area of Specific Change

The ssential unity of the area is becoming more and more felt by more and

more people. I think we in Canada, with the possible exception of enlightened
Wes' ners, have not realized the situation as well as have Australians and

New ',ealanders. Within these broad trends, we should be aware of a number

of sr _ific changes which are taking place, as they should affect our approach
to tL area.

:dustrialization is increasing everywhere. New Zealand is reducing its

depe: lence on agriculture. Singapore is seeking to become more than just an
entre 3t and offers extraordinary incentives to industry at the Jurong Industrial
Estat A similar arrangement exists in Malaysia. Australia requires a larger

Popu tion and more industry in order to reduce its dependence upon agriculture
and imary products.

he development of better infrastructures is a dominant preoccupation.

Seap, Is and airports are being improved. Hydro-electric power is being
expa_ ;ed. The purchase of nuclear-power reactors is being considered. Tourist
facili. s are being improved. (New hotels are going up everywhere in Singapore.)

here is a good deal of local investment, and for the most part there is a
cons-, ^rable supply of capital. We were told, for example, by the President

of th- Malaysian National Bank, that the need was not for money essentially
but f:._ more expertise, more technical and managerial experience. It was often

sugge ^ed that there should be more joint ventures with Canadians.
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Like ourselves, I found people in these countries keenly interested m liver-

sifying their foreign trade and their economic relations generally. Like us they

are anxious "not to put too many eggs in too few baskets".

Standards of living are improving. Needs are developing for cor umer

goods. Although we may sometimes not agree with their economic pc :icies,

government experience and competence in economic planning are incrc ising.

I was impressed with the "operations room" in Kuala Lampur, the cent e for

economic planning in Malaysia.

All these factors are favourable to trade. Canada is welcome and we. must

answer the call. Important, long-range decisions are being made now in these

countries which will profoundly influence the future of the area and the t ading

positions of other countries, and of Canada specifically.

Canada and the Pacific

I am not announcing a new Pacific trade policy. Canada has always mair. ained

a healthy interest in Pacific affairs. Politically, Canada has been invoI ed in

Korea and in Vietnam and now our proposals to recognize Communist China

are being watched with keen interest in the countries I visited.

Philanthropically, Canada has sent hundreds of missionaries, both re igious

and laymen, to every corner of the Pacific. Our present aid programme c ntred

in the UN agencies, the Colombo Plan and the Asian Development B. 7k, is

impressive. Financially, Canadians have invested some $500 million in tl ° area

over a wide range of enterprises, from manufacturing in Australia to rc ource

development in Malaysia. Good Canadian diplomats and trade commis: ^oners

are at work in almost every country of the region.

The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce is spending $6 8,000

this year for trade missions and trade fairs, compared to $168,000 las year.

This year, we are participating in seven trade fairs, including the inter-

national engineering show at Melbourne, the international trade fair in Au .kland

and, strangely enough, the Japan Electronics Show in Osaka. Canada parti ipated

in the latter fair last year, and it is anticipated that Canadian exports f$40

million will result over the next five years.

We also had an observer at the Canton Trade Fair in China, and I r eived

a personal report on this fair.

While I was in Japan, 29 Canadian firms were participating in . soia

Canadian food show in Tokyo, which I also attended.

This year, $165,000 will be spent on trade missions to Pacific co,,:Ztries,

compared to $88,000 last year. This will consist of both incoming and o tgoin:°

missions : e.g., a consulting engineering and capital equipment miss 311 to

Australia, New Zealand and Fiji; a rapeseed mission from Japan; a w eana

cable mission from Southeast Asia; an electrical equipment mission to Se theas!

Asia; and a logging and sawmill equipment and services mission from A stralia

and New Zealand.
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'k should single out our participation in Expo 70 at Osaka, where I saw 
our avilion under construction. It is accumulating a collection of "firsts" — 
first ontract signed, first started construction, etc. It is getting much advance 
pub ,ity in Japan. The federal pavilion is now nearly fmished. There is also 
a 1> utiful British Columbia pavilion well under way; Ontario and Quebec will 
con-  :,•te an exceptional Canadian presentation. 

Tray Results of Pacific Policy 

	

rt must 	The sults of these efforts, in trade terms, is striking. In 1968, the total two-way 

	

r, these 	trad between Canada and Pacific countries, excluding the United States and 

	

t ading 	Lat  i America, exceeded $1.8 billion, compared to $582 million in 1960, about 
a th -.1old increase. Our exports to Pacific countries amounted to $1,107 mil- 
lion.  •3p from $963 million in 1967. These exports include primary materials 
— _minum, woodpulp, lumber, copper, newsprint, grain, coal — but they 

✓ailed 	also Iclude a wide range of manufactured products. For example, Australia 

	

cd in 	is ti, second market for Canadian fully-manufactured goods after the United 

	

t China 	SW( 
,-,s you well know, new facilities are being created in Roberts Bank and 

	

c igions 	the I ,rt of Vancouver is being expanded to cope with this growth in trade. This 

	

c mtred 	is a  iod record, thanks mainly to Western Canada, but there is plenty of room 

	

; ik, is 	for i provement. 

	

area 	or example, I should like to see Eastern manufacturers get into this trade 

	

re mine 	more. .iggressively and on a broader basis. 

	

is ;oilers 	, ur outstanding engineering services must become more involved. 
com the Government's point of view, more attention must be given to 

	

6 8,000 	rela.È ls with the area. We must bring our trade agreements up to date and , 

	

ts yea 	expa. l them, and this has been started. 

	

le inter- 	'ur transportation arrangements must be improved. For example, I asked 

	

■ 1: Mad 	New ealand ministers to review their decision to terminate the air agreement 

	

Li  .pated 	with anada and they agreed to do so. 

	

f $40 	anadian politicians should visit the area more often to assess and develop 
Cana an interests, to work for more liberal trade and better entry for our goods. 

✓ zeived 

	

	I ha suggested to Australian and New Zealand ministers that there should be 
more cgular meetings between us along the lines of the Canada-Japan Ministerial 

	

r  . solo 	Comr tee. 

ay I repeat : we are not developing new trade policies towards the Pacific 

	

D; ntries, 	count s but rather we are accentuating and emphasizing the present policies. 
o tgOirg 	i ,t me now be a little more specific. What are our problems in the area and 

	

ss  3n to 	on w a exports should we concentrate ? Obviously, the situation varies from 

	

v C, and 	one c mtry to another. These countries have differing policies and requirements, 

	

c theasi 	owinL .o their differing stages of economic development. Canada's ability to meet 

	

\, stralia 	these zquirements depends on our own state of industrial development. 
- ost of these countries practise some form of protectionism — mainly 

urne 
 z ;ides, 

c ising. 
t e for 
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by direct import restrictions or by high tariffs. They also tend towards disc MA-
natory regional trading arrangements which limit access for Canadian pods, 
There has been progress in dealing with these measures, but, without going into 
much detail, let me refer to one or two of them. 

We were anxious at the ministerial meeting to encourage the Sap nest 
ministers to favour a high level of Canadian processing in many of our e, ,Dorts 	di 
to their country. We are considerably restricted in our ability to s .pply 	m 
manufactured products owing to import controls. To achieve our own na mnal 	Pa 
economic objectives, a greater degree of processing in Canada is evic:ntly 
required, whether this be in upgrading resources materials or in manufact ring. 	ta 
We gave Japan a list of products we would like liberalized. 	 Su 

Special  arrangements have been made between Australia and New Ze dad 	ra rr 	
I 

 

, 
I to encourage the supply of New Zealand newsprint and woodpulp to  Ans  ralia, 	wc 

It is our view that free-trade agreements of the kind made between thes two 	m( 
countries should not result in new restrictions against outside countries and, 	str 
indeed, such measures are contrary to the GATT. 

Import controls and other trade measures are used by the deve )ping 	for 
countries of the Pacific area as well as New Zealand, either to encourage Was- 	La 
trialization or to assist with the balance of payments. This has affecte our 	re 
trade but progress is being made in dealing with these measures. For ex t nple, 	hil 
New Zealand is progressively liberalizing its import restrictions. 	 an 

Canada has also done things which displeased some, or most of these 
countries. 	 I Ca 

In reviewing our relations with Japan and Singapore, I was asked :bout • L 
our policy regarding "low-cost" imports. We have agreements with a n mber 
of Asian countries under which they restrain certain exports to Canada. prin-
cipally textiles, in order to avoid disruption of the Canadian market. ne 
Minister of Finance outlined these bilateral arrangements in a speech in Van-
couver in March. These arrangements are necessary to protect imr etant 
Canadian industries from serious damage, protection which is provided o all 
members of the GATT, and which Canada has used more carefully than some 
other major trading countries. 

I had to explain our policies regarding the dairy industry, especil ly in 
New Zealand. That country is a traditional supplier to Canada and has i. great 
interest in liberal trading arrangements for dairy products. Canada is s :eking 
to equate production with demand in order not to add to the internationa flood 
of this commodity. In the last two years, we have imported butter, parti ilarly 

into Western Canada — New Zealand supplying five million pounds. I w s also 
able to point out the growing Canadian market for other agricultural pl .ducts 
from New Zealand, mainly lamb and beef. The prospects are that there ill  Fe  
a very substantial increase in the Canadian market for these products in i 969, 
possibly resulting in an expansion of New Zealand's total exports to ( "ate 
by as much as one-half ($19 million in 1968). 
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Ti ee Key Exports 
I ad a discussion in Canberra with Mr. McEwan, the Australian Minister of 

Je and Industry, and Mr. Callaghan, Chairman of the Australian Wheat 
B.  rd. They assured me that Australia was anxious to co-operate in the restera-
tic of the minimum prices for wheat set out in the IGA and that it supports 
th, agreement fully. Australia has already taken measures to reduce the 
m: izeting of wheat through a reduction of the quota allocated for advance 
pa nents to farmers. 

We had discussions with Japanese ministers seeking a reduction of the 
tar f on rapeseed in Japan, and they have undertaken to review the present 
str ;ture. I shall be anxious to follow this up. In Australia, the tariff on 
raj seed oil had been increased substantially late last year. Canadian interests 
we affected owing to a considerable growth in exports of this product in recent 
mc .  hs. I am glad to report that Australia has now restored the previous tariff 
str ture (27 Australian cents, instead of 40, a gallon). 

There have been health restrictions in New Zealand on imports of apples 
foi  iany years, as well as import restrictions for balance-of-payments reasons. 
La year, after many discussions with New Zealand authorities, the health 
res ctions were removed. While in Wellington recently, I discussed the possi-
biL - of import licensing being given for Canadian apples this year and believe 
arr . lgements will be made accordingly. 

Cal 'dim Projects 
Let me give some examples of the many projects now being unde rtaken by 
Ca  T dians in the area we visited. I can only choose among those already made 
put z. 

in Thailand, I signed an understanding increasing to $670,000 the contribu- 
tior of CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency) to a highway 
stuc' being conducted by the Vancouver firm of N.D. Lea & Associates. This 
invc , -es economic and soil-test studies. In Malaysia, the Vancouver firm of 
Car -ans Services (1965) Ltd. has been conducting studies to develop a forest 
inch try complex. The Malaysian intention is to develop a continuing participa- 
tior )3T Canadians. Also in Malaysia, there are prospects for a major pulp and 
pap development, which MacMillan Bloedel Limited is looking into. In 
Sim pore, the Canadian firm of McNamara Engineering Limited has conducted 
a la d-use and harbour study and Singapore authorities frequently refer to its 
gre. value in establishing the industrial estate which I have already mentioned. 

was also encouraged by the Singapore Minister of Finance to look into 
the assibility of a Canadian firm establishing there to manufacture prefabricated 
hou 9,g. This possibility is being explored. In Australia, a large number of 
Car. Jian firms are assisting on a commercial basis in the resource develo. pment 
of  tt country, including International Nickel and Cominco Limited. I was 
also mcouraged in these countries to look into increased participation by Cana- 
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dian investors through joint ventures with local capital. For example, Pol mer 
Corporation Limited, the Canadian synthetic rubber company, is at pr sent 
engaged in discussions in Malaysia regarding a joint venture to process rt )ber 
there and to sell it through the Company's international marketing organin 'ion. 
This project is of great importance in Malaysia, since it will encourage incr., ised 
rubber production and assist in rural development. 

I had extensive discussions regarding the Canadian proposal to sell T-5 
military aircraft to the Malaysian Air Force. We have made an attractive  •3ffer 
which the Malaysian Govemment is keenly interested in. This would add t ■ the 
fleet of Caribou aircraft which the Malaysian Air Force already uses. 

I discussed prospects for new or expanded airports, in Thailand and S nga-
pore particularly, and pointed out Canadian expertise in this field. In Ans  ralia 
and New Zealand, I discussed fu lly with ministers and others involve the 
possibility for production of nuclear energy using the Canadian CANDU re ;et. 
I visited the Australian Atomic Energy Commission's research establishmett at 
Lucas Heights. I was assured by New Zealand ministers that the decisi n to 
purchase would be solely on commercial and technical grounds. 

Repeatedly, during this tour, I stated that Canadi ans, while solving their 
own problems, had acquired knowledge and experience in a wide range of f. Ids: 
transportation, resource development, nuclear energy, education, etc. I et -our-
aged local businessmen to look to Canada to a greater degree than they ïo at 
present, since Canadian capabilities are not as well known as are those of trger 
industrial countries. 

A bill is at present in Parliament to set up an Export Development Cor-
poration as a successor to the Export Credits Insurance Corporation. Th new 
corporation will provide better support for Canadian exporters throug the 
provision of new and expanded facilities for export credits, credit inst -ance 
and guarantees to encourage the provision of private financing for expol and 

a new facility to insure Canadian investors in developing countries against 'ruin 
non-commercial risks .... 

Everywhere I went, I met enthusiasm for Canada and interest in estab hing 
closer links with Canada. There are challenges to Canadian businessn n  in 

the whole area : 
The expansion and diversification of our exports to that burgeoning Tr irket 
Japan; 
the participation in the plans for economic growth and developm tit d 
those developing countries of the Pacific; 
the development of even closer trading relations with Australia ant ,  New 
Zealand. 
Canada has, indeed, a wider role to play politically, socially, and cool 

ally in the Pacific. Let us hope that the Prime Minister's wish for "a new  1  terest 

in Pacific affairs generally" will materialize. 
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C-:,wada Unveils a National Showcase
the Arts

I

A MODERN ballet created by an international team of artists - a French

T-5 ``- choreographer, Roland Petit, a Greek composer, lannis Xenakis, and a

Aer Htl :.:;arian costume designer, Victor Vasarely - was the introductory work

The inauguration of the National Arts Centre took place on May 31.

t, the in -, festival of music and drama held from June 2 to 14 to open the

firs', season of Canada's National Arts Centre in Ottawa. Kraanerg, the title

nga- of :s production, is said to be derived from the Greek words kraan (signify-

ralia ing man's desire") and erg ("energy"), and the compound suggests the ballet's

the the: ;^, "the inadequacy of man to reach his goals". Balletgoers were offered

e. ctor. ma familiar fare in the form of Tchaikowsky's Swan Lake (June 3) and

el at Prc fiev's Romeo and Juliet (June 7). Kraanerg was repeated on June 4. All

i n to thrr ballets were danced by Canada's National Ballet Company.

g their ^^ Th-, • six years of planning for a national home for the performing arts in

f: lds: Ca^,^.:aa came to a triumphant end and a cultural dream of many years was
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The i')rth corner of the National Arts Centre seen across Ottawa's Confederation Square.
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realind. It was in February 1963 that 55 Ottawa Valley groups conce ned 
with the arts came together to form the National Capital Arts Alliance. In No  !tu-
ber of that year, the Alliance presented the Federal Government with a re )ort 
arguing that many Canadian associations dedicated to drama, ballet and m 'sic, 
not only in the Ottawa region but throughout the country, lacked the f  mis  
and facilities to enable them to meet normal standards of production and 
performance. The report's main recommendation was that the Goverm tent 
help improve the situation by financing a national centre to "nurture and 
encourage growth and excellence in the performing arts both in the nat: )nal 
capital area and throughout Canada". The Goverrunent accepted this re, ant-
mendation and, in February 1964, chose a firm of Canadian architect to 
design the proposed structure under the direction of the Secretary of 5 ate. 
The architects were afforded the advice of various committees of ex ens 
on theatre, music, the visual arts and management. A member of the Departl tent 
of External Affairs, Mr. G. Hamilton Southam, was appointed co-ordinatcr of 
this national venture. A gift from the City of Ottawa in February 1964 pro,  ded 
part of the six-and-a-half-acre site on Confederation Square. Excavation 1  'gao 
early in 1965. 

Arts Corporation Created 
The National Capital Arts Centre Act of 1966 set up a corporation "to op rate 
and maintain the Centre, to develop the performing arts in the National Q ?ital 
region and to assist the Canada Council in the development of the perfor ning 
arts elsewhere in Canada". Construction_ took place under the supervisic  i of 
the federal Department of Public Works. The fortress-like exterior, comr eted 
early in 1968, has for many months been a familiar bulk looming on the sl line 
at the northern end of Elgin Street. Its final cost was more than $46 mi don. 

The National Arts Centre is a complex of three hexagonal towers of va  ying 
sizes surmounting a single substructure a large part of which is undergx and. 
It encloses a combination opera house and concert hall, a theatre of me hurt 
size, an experimental studio and a salon. There are a large restaura t, a 
slightly smaller café and a coffee-shop, as well as two bookshops, a record ,hop 
and several boutiques. A parking area beneath the Centre will accomm .date 
900 automobiles. 

The spacious external terraces are reached by broad staircases. The )me-
what bleak aspect of the structure from the south, on which side the ex ;riot 
wall is unrelieved by the slender windows that break the surface c the 
eastern and northern walls, is softened by clusters of flowering trees — hawl orn, 
crabapple and Russian olive set along the edge.  of the main terrace in co: :ate 
planters. 

Opera House 
The opera house, largest of the three main elements of the Centre con plex, 

can seat 2,300 persons. Like the other components, it has been fitted with 
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the nost up-to-date technical equipment. By means of hydraulically-operated 
scut ling-boards and curtains in the walls and ceiling, the acoustics of the 
bon ,shoe-shaped auditorium can be varied to suit the differing requirements 
of .>cal groups and instrumental ensembles. The fact that no seat, even in 
the 'tree balconies, is more than 114 feet from the stage imparts to the hall 
a f, ling of intimacy unusual in so large a space. The sound arrangements 
are xpected to meet any challenge presented by present-day electronic pro- 

A 	onal view of the auditorium and balconies of the opera hall, largest of the three 
main lructures in the National Arts Centre. 
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ductions. An important feature of the lighting system is a mechanist?. for 
"recording" any sequence of changes in the light level during rehearsal sc that 
they may be "played back" in the correct order during performance by r eans 
of a single manual control. 

The stage of the opera house concert hall is the second largest in :7orth 
America, exceeded in size only by the stage of the Metropolitan Opera I ouse 
in Lincoln Centre, New York City. 

Theatre, Studio and Salon 
The theatre, with its semicircular auditorium and single balcony, can sea 800 
persons. The apron of the stage, which thrusts forward to meet the st cply-
sloping floor of the auditorium, can be lowered to provide more seating pace 
or to create an orchestra pit when the character of the play being perfumed 
calls for a proscenium. When the apron is in use, actors can make their 
entrances along the aisles. Although the theatre is intended primarily for lays, 
it can also be used for vocal recitals and concerts by small orchestras. 

The studio area, which can seat 300, will be at the disposal of dir. ctors 
and designers who wish to experiment with the relations between au( jaw 
and stage. It is a hexagon encircled by a narrow balcony that can be used 
as an extension of the stage or as additional seating space. The stage, ai other 
hexagon, situated off centre, can be raised 18 inches above the floor level 
or depressed as much as 12 feet below it. Running round the uppe part 
of the wall is a "technical" gallery. Access to a grid for moving seen Ty is 
gained by the removal of panels and beams set into the ceiling. 

The wood-panelled salon will be reserved for chamber music recita and 
for receptions when no recitals are scheduled. It has room for 100 sea , but 

no fixed seating. An uncarpeted hexagonal central area can be used as a stage 
or a dance-floor. The salon is dominated by cast aluminum doors 22 fem high, 
the work of the Montreal sculptor Jordi Bonet. A large tapestry by ,ifred 
Manessier of Paris depicts a Canadian lake scene. 

Translation and Television Facilities 
Facilities for simultaneous translation from English to French and Frer 11 to 
English have been installed in the opera house, the theatre and the odia 
All three can be adapted for radio and television broadcasting and c fl be 
used for the screening of films. Ticket4tolders who come late can Jllow 
performances on closed-circuit TV in the foyers. The closed circui also 

serves the Centre's offices and the backstage areas. 
Refreshments are obtainable in a gourmet restaurant called 	rpéra,  

which overlooks the main lobby and seats 120, in Le Café, which seat 11 5, 
and in the 29-seat coffee-house called Le Bistro. Of the 12 bars, whit I are 
open during intermissions, six are permanent and six are mobile. Eaci levei 
of the opera house has a bar of its own. 
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The ?st side of the National Arts Centre, bordering the Rideau Canal, with the East Block
and ace Tower of Ottawa's Parliament Buildings visible in the background.

Vhen no performances are taking place in the theatres, their lobbies can
be , -,d for banquets seating up to 1,000 guests. Similarly, the salon, when
not , use for its primary purpose, can be rented for catered affairs.

he three-storey parking area can be approached from three directions.
Patrc 'Is will enter the foyers from the garage by escalators or stairways.

%r'; of Art
ei :h to The ational Arts Centre Corporation has spent more than $500,000 on works

. udio. of a, Two of these have already been mentioned in describing the salon. On

c n be the ain terrace stands an abstract sculpture 25 feet long, 101/2 feet high and
ollow 4 fe ., wide by Charles Daudelin of Montreal. In the main foyer is a 7-foot

i also bror ",, representing the three Graces, by Ossip Zadkine of Paris. Other works
inco: orated in the general design of the Centre are tapestries, murals and

; -péra, stage: .,urtains, as well as the decoration of the concert-hall ceiling and a
t 115, four,, -in in the theatre lobby.

li, I are complex system of air-conditioning ensures comfortable temperatures
cl levd for ;;n rformers, audiences and technicians in all kinds of weather. To prevent

the -_;und of the engines being heard during performances, some walls have
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been built as much as a foot thick, spring mountings have been providee for 
pipes and ducts, and walls containing ducts have been soundproofed. 

The festival included, besides the three ballets already mentioned, con ens 
by the Toronto and Montreal Symphony Orchestras and recitals by the sir ger-
composer Gordon Lightfoot and the French-Canadian chanteuse Monique Le rac. 
The drama was represented by a French production of Aristophanes' Lysis rata 
(subtitled "Make Love, Not War") by Le Théâtre du Nouveau Monde and 
a play by the Canadian dramatist George Ryga, The Ecstasy of Rita Joe, )oth 
staged in the 800-seat theatre. Dramatic and musical works on a smaller cale 
were performed in the studio and the salon. The terraces were the scene of free 
popular entertainment throughout the festival. 

Subsequent Events 
Following the close of the festival, a light summer schedule began, which will 
continue through Labour Day. It features concerts by popular Canadian a fists 
and by such international personalities as Harry Belafonte, as well as 
concerts by the Montreal Symphony, light musicals and films. 

During the summer, a mobile children's theatre called "The Porl igen 
will operate out of the National Arts Centre, touring Ottawa's playgrounds and 
parks with a dramatic version of the Pied Piper legend. This vehicle, 
on the road, looks like an ordinary truck-trailer, is transformed into a playl Duse 
when its aluminum sides are dropped to form a stage. "The Portage" is a 
fully-equipped theatrical unit, with its own sound and light systems, control-r orn, 
dressing rooms, and storage space. 

The Centre's first regular season will be the winter of 1969-70, rom 
September to May. Many international theatrical and musical celebrities will 
appear on the various stages. There will be a resident French-language atre 
company and a resident orchestra. 

Le Théâtre du Capricorne, Canada's first professional French-lam me 
theatrical company based outside Montreal, will present during the s Ison 
Durrenmatt's La Visite de la Vieille Dame, Molière's Les Fourberies de S apin 

and Au Coeur de la Rose, by the Canadian playwright Pierre Perrault. 
The 45-piece Arts Centre Orchestra will be under the direction of r ;ario 

Bernardi, a Canadian who has been since 1963 music director of Bd 
Sadler's Wells Opera. 

The Stratford National Theatre Company has agreed to present r€ ular 
winter programmes at the Centre. Between October 20 and Novembe 15, 
the company will stage two plays from its 1969 summer schedule, c osen 
from among Hamlet, Tartuffe, Measure for Measure and The Alchemist. 'rom 
February 1 to 28, the company will p-  erform two new Canadian plays. Cc cur-
rent activities of the Stratford players will include tours of schools  i  the 
Ottawa area, the presentation of a children's Christmas programme a the 
Centre and experimental productions in the studio. 
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D¢.;rence Policy and Foreign Policy

The following passages are from a speech by Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Tru, au on April 12, 1969, to the Alberta Liberal Association in Calgary,

Albr ,a :

)ur decisions of last week in the area of foreign policy, in the area of
our efence policy, the announcement we made about NATO... are very

imp! tant and very far-reaching. They are far-reaching in terms of time and
in v. -ns of space. In terms of time because, when you make a decision to

reor. nt your foreign policy, it will last for quite a while. Our last reorientation

lastc , I suppose, a generation. It is important in terms of space too. In

Car., a, the foreign policy we shall embark upon will concern every Canadian,
rich r poor, Easterner or Westerner. It will concern our allies in all parts

of t: , world, our friends, those who believe in the same principles as we do.

)ur foreign policy, the one we are defining for Canada, is also very
imp: tant for another reason. Our defence budget, as you know, is one-sixth
of ta total budget. That's a lot of money - $1,800 million for defence. And
it's : lot of money especially when you realize that it's accompanied with a
grea deal of uncertainty on the part of Canadians. There is a tendency in
the tst few years, when more money is needed for housing or more money
is n: .3ed for anti-pollution schemes or more money is needed for social welfare
legis tion, for every form of expenditure in Canada (a project here, a research
grar, there), on the part of individuals, on the part of institutions and on the
part ?f provincial governments, to say to the Federal Government "Spend
less '. defence, you'll have more for this other worthwhile project" - whether
it bc education or health or housing or urban growth. There is a tendency

on t. ! part of all Canadians to say "Take it away from defence, you will have
morc noney for the worthwhile things" (implying, I suppose - and this comes

as I ay from many institutions and even from provincial governments - that
the oney we spend on defence is not well spent). -

,ow this may be so, and if it is so it is important that we correct it.

It is ,mportant that we realize that the sixth of our national budget which is
spen on defence is not an expenditure which is accepted as justifiable by a

,ant proportion of the Canadian people - or even the military them-
selve cut out a clipping on April 8, a Canadian Press story, saying that

at le .st 40 per cent of the graduates of the Canada's military colleges leave
the -med forces at their first opportunity; 40 per cent of all those who
are .ing trained at the taxpayers' expense to become the élite, the cadre, of
our rmed forces , leave before they can serve in the armed forces. This
meai. that even in the military themselves there is an implication that our
fo1e='f'I policy and the defence policy that flows from it is not one which

conv =ees them that their career, the military career, is a good one.
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Well, what should we do about it ? Are we spending too much  u  oney 
or are we spending too little ? This is the kind of question we have been 
asking ourselves in Ottawa, this is the kind of question that during the elf .tion, 
last spring, I said that we should deal with in this Govenunent. And y e are 
doing it now. Our first decision we announced last week, and I wi n to 
explain to you the significance of it. 

Aim of Foreign Policy 
These decisions in the areas of foreign policy are extremely important, then, 
for these reasons, and they are important also because of the objectives. What 
we want to do with this $1,800 million is to defend Canadian sovereigin and 
to contribute towards world peace. Why else would Canadians want to ,pend 
money on defence ? We don't want to go to war with anybody. The- e are 
the aims, then, of our foreign policy, to serve our national interests, and when 
I say national interests I am not thinking in any egotistical sense of just ihat's 
happening to Canadians. It's in our national interest to reduce the tensi  ris in 
the world, tensions which spring from the two-thirds of the world's pop•, ,ation 
who go to bed hungry every night, the two-thirds of the world's populatio who 
are poor whereas the other third is rich, and the tensions which sprinf from 
this great ideological struggle between the East and the West. This s the 
aim of our foreign policy; it is to serve our national interest and to c press 
our national identity abroad so that other countries know us. They knov what 
we stand for, they know what our interests are and what our values .e, in 
the economic sphere, in the cultural sphere, in the social sphere, in the ideo )gieal 
sphere. This is what our foreign policy is all about. 

And this is what we have been examining in the past several  r  onths 
in Ottawa. And some people think it is taking too long. But it will take )nger, 
because you only re-examine your foreign policy once in a generation You 
can't switch every year, you can't switch after every election. 

We promised during the last election to re-examine our foreign olicY, 
because the data, because the objective situation, have changed, becat e the 
Canadian requirements have changed over the past generation. We're iejn-
ning to realize now that we're not a one-ocean country, not an Atlantic c. intry, 
not even a two-ocean country, an Atlantic and a Pacific — we're a three-
ocean country. We're beginning to realize that this Pacific seaboard i more 
important to Canadians than we realized in the past. We're beginn ig to 
realize that countries like Japan, like China, like Australia, and th( e 00  
the Pacific coast of South America, are as important partners for Car Idians 
as the nations across the Atlantic. And we're beginning to realin t at ti 
the Arctic Canadian interests are very great and that there are not o 
and barren lands up there but that there is oil and there are minerr 3 and 
there is untold wealth. 

And we're beginning to realize too in the cultural sphere that la ; ane 
phonie is important and that part of our national identity is having a  bhfl  
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cour, fy, and that, if it is important that we remain in the British Commonwealth 
of Is- ,tions, it is important also that we express our identity in the French-
spea ng countries, those that form la francophonie. 

Chan ing Strategic Factors 

And -, e are realizing too that the strategic factors making for peace or threaten- 
ing ar have changed immensely in a generation, and that the existence of 

which are pre-targeted on all_ the major European and North American 
citie and which can spell immediate destruction if they are ever unleashed 
is a , ew factor. And that there is a very delicate balance, a balance of 
detel 'nt forces, between the two poles of military strength on this planet of 
toda and this is a new factor. 

nd we realize that all these factors are "inputs" in our foreign policy, 
and • at  we can't go on as we did in the past with the same foreign policy. 
Befo . the Second World War, it is said, we practica lly had no foreign policy, 
we  y ce  too small a country in terms of population and in wealth, and our 
forei policy wasn't very different from that of the United States or of the 
Unit  Kingdom, providing they had the same foreign policy, and when their 
inter Cs  diverged or were divergent, well, we tacked onto one or onto the 
other  So before the Second World War we didn't have a very distinct foreign 
polie 

..fter the Second World War, we were faced with a Europe which was 
divic J into two power blocs, hostile, a Europe which had been impoverished 
and •stroyed by war, and we realized that the tensions in Europe could be 
the ost destructive ones for a lasting peace. And it's at that time that 
Cana: a, along with other countries, realizing the principal threat to peace 
was cviet aggression, helped set up NATO as an answer to that possibility 
of a: ression. And it's at that time that NATO was developed as a very 
impc ant policy for peace in the world because Europe at that time (a 
Euro  a  which had been destroyed, I repeat, by the war) had to be strengthened 
and ad to be fortified against the danger of aggression. And, as a result 
of tl‘ t, NATO became practically all of our foreign policy. Until then our 
forei: policy was that of the United States or of the United Kingdom. But 
since '49 our foreign policy has taken on a new dimension. That was the 
dime ion of NATO, a dimension wherein we could talk to other countries 
in Et', .3pe which had more or less the same values as ourselves but which had the 
saine  qterest of stopping any possibility of Soviet aggression. 

.venty years later, today, Europe has been rebuilt. The gross national 
proL t of the NATO countries in Europe is over $500 billion. The population, 
300 allion  people. Canada's contribution to this Europe, important though 
it ha- been and important though it remains, is marginal — 20 million people 
azgaiiv 300 million. Our defence policy, which flowed from this foreign policy 
of N. TO, now was more to impress our friends than frighten our enemies. Our 
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contribution in Europe, which was brought in the early years after the S. cond 
World War, was very important then; it is marginal now in terms of strict 
military strength — one mechanized division against perhaps 80 or 55, de 'end. 
ing how you count them. This is our contribution. It is important; _ am 
not trying to belittle it. But we have to remain free to decide our own t reip 
policy. And, when we are told that we shouldn't be taking a free ride to ->eace 
in the world, when we are told that if we withdraw from NATO even i any 
degree this will lead other countries to withdraw from NATO, I don't tdmit 
this. I don't admit that Europeans or even Americans won't follow thei own 
wisdom, that they don't have their own foreign policy. And I don't  dmit 
that our friends and allies will be guided in their decisions and deter lined 
in their actions by what Canadians do, and if they think that we are loing 
the wrong thing that they will imitate  us  just because we have done it. I 
don't -believe this. I believe that each country must have its own f reign 
policy. And in our case, where our contribution to Europe, I repe it, is 
marginal, but where we still believe that NATO is an important foi ;e in 
the world, we are entitled, we have a right, to ask questions abou  out  
participation in NATO. 

In 1949, when we set up NATO, I think it was true that we cou I not 
wait for political settlements in order to meet the security ,issue, becau c the 

security issue was the number one issue. But 20 years later I shot d be 
inclined to say that we can't wait until all the problems of security have been 
settled before we tackle the political issues of peace in the world. Me it so 

happened that NATO after 20 years in our opinion had developed too much 
into a military alliance and not enough into a political alliance, not e , ough 

into an alliance which is interested not only in keeping that balance of dete rem 
of tactical power in Europe but into an alliance which is interested in  aras  
control and de-escalation. 

Undue Influence of NATO 
And I am afraid, in the situation which we had reached, NATO had in eality 

determined all of our defence policy. We had no defence policy, so to peak, 
except that of NATO. And our defence policy had determined a ll ( our 
foreign policy. And we had no foreign policy of any importance excel that 
which flowed from NATO. And this is a false perspective for any cc Intl'. 
It is a false perspective to have a military alliance determine your t reiP 

policy. It should be your foreign policy which determines your military olicy, 

So all we have done — and it is pretty important — last week in C 

was to stand the pyramid on its base. It was standing on its head. W; have 

decided to review our foreign policy and to have a defence policy flow fen 
that, and from the defence policy to decide which alliances we want to elong 
to, and how our defences should be deployed. And that is why  we se a 
series of four priorities. In our statement last week, we said that tb est 
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pric :ty for Canadians was not NATO, important though it is, and we have 
saii that we wanted to remain aligned in NATO with those countries who 
bel: ,e in deterring Soviet aggression in Europe. But this is not our first 
pri( ;ty. Our first priority in our defence policy is the protection of Canadian 
sov eignty, in all the dimensions that it means. 

And I don't accept the criticism of those who say this is a return to 
isol ionism, or this is a return to the "fortress America" conception. This is 
not ‘ur purpose and this is not our aim. 

What we are doing in our foreign policy, and what we are doing in our 
def. ce policy, we shall do by discussing with our allies, and we shall explain 
to t ;nt. that our contribution is in order to promote the values which they are 
pro  oting in NATO — values of freedom and of liberty. And this is what 
we -e aiming for first. 

No Eolation for Canada 
But tt is false to talk of isolationism when you think of Canada, which is 
ten irially one of the largest countries in the world, the second in terms 
of ; land space, and which has a very small population in terms of the middle 
anc .reat powers. It is absurd to say that this is isolationism because we are 
not n all the fronts of the world, political and military, fighting with other 
pec e. You can't talk of isolationism of Canadians because, with the small 
mat  •wer we have, with the economic means we have, we say we want to 
use ; , e first part of it in terms of our own sovereignty, the second part of it 
in t ms of the defence of our territory and of the continent, and the third part 
of i in defence of other alliances such as NATO, such as peacekeeping opera-
tior which we shall embark upon, and we have embarked upon, through 
the inited Nations. We need our armed forces in order to perform these 
role but in degrees determined by our foreign policy. We don't want a 
mill ,ry alliance or a defence policy to pre-empt all our choices. 

Fhat is why we decided last week to announce what I call Phase One 
of e , r defence policy, saying that we were not neutralists and we were not 
pac; sts, we believed in aligning ourselves with countries who want to protect 
the .me kind of values as we do in the world, but we want to do this by leaving 
also  •.;ur military options opened to these four priorities. And that is why we 
shai not say, until our foreign policy has been determined and presented to 
Part ment and presented to the country, in a final way what forces we shall 
pUt  ato NATO and what forces we shall draw out at NATO. It is our 
fore o policy which must come first, and not the defence policy and not 
the  iilitary alliance. 

fhat is why last week, because of the dead-lines, because there was a 
me( ag of the foreign ministers of NATO countries' in Washington, we had 
to ..‘ite our general position. And we did. We stated we were remaining in 
NA' 0 but we would not be pressed into making decisions now about our 
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contributions to NATO - which, I repeat, we shall only make after our

foreign policy has been determined overall. This is going apace. We .lave
made several announcements. We have talked about recognizing Pe ing;

we have talked about our policy in South America; we have even t lked

about the Vatican, to the scandal of a lot of people. We have talked of a
lot of areas where we are reassessing our foreign policy. But, until titis

policy has been presented, I repeat, to the Canadian people, we shal not

close our options and say that all of our military strength will be ori nted
towards NATO.

Right to Question

We have a right to ask questions of our allies. If they want to keep us on hese

terms, we shall be very happy because we want to keep our friends in N:.TO.

We want to continue "dialoguing" with them in the political sense. We wr 7t to
keep these channels of communication open. We want to keep friends in Eu ope.

But we don't want their military policy to determine our foreign policy. ' hat's

why we shall ask questions. It's right now, I believe, that we ask questie is of

ourselves about NATO and we ask questions of our allies about NATO.

Is an armoured brigade the right kind of contribution Canadians sould
make to Europe, could make to NATO ? Is an armoured brigade, whicl can

only be used in the plains of northern Germany, the right kind of contrit, ation

for Canadians to make ? Is our squadron of CF-104s, which can be armec with

conventional bombs or with nuclear bombs, the right kind of contribution ? And

what is the scenario for using nuclear arms in Europe, in our bombers, i our

CF-104s ? Do we want to participate in this way in an alliance without kn= wing
in which way these so-called tactical weapons will be used ? And ha the
scenario ever been explained to you, to the Canadian people, as to under what

conditions our aircraft would fly nuclear weapons and unleash them on Eui pe ?

Will it only be as a second-strike, will it only be as a deterrent? Are hese

104s soft targets ? In the eyes of the Soviets, in the eyes of the Warsa« Pact

countries, are they not entitled to ask them'selves : "Well, what are these 104s

flown by Canadians going to serve? Are they going to be first-strike or se ond-

strike ? Is it likely that they will be second-strike ? They are soft targets they

are on the ground, we know where the airfields are. Isn't it likely that they

might be used to attack us first ?" These are the questions that our enemie , the

Soviets, are asking themselves, and these are the questions we are aski g of
our allies.

Naval Questions
Our contribution in the naval area to our anti-submarine warfare - is th the
right contribution? Should we be having the kind of naval force which i pre-

pared to destroy the Soviet nuclear-armed submarines, which are a deterre t for
them as the Polaris is a deterrent for the United States ? The United Stati lias
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Pol^ is submarines in the oceans and will use them if attacked first, and

if t :, American cities are destroyed the Americans know that they have

thei submarines as a second-strike capacity. And this strengthens the second-

stril . capacity of the United States. This is part of the balance of terror. This

pert ts the Americans to say to the Soviets : "If you start first, we can still

dest. )y you with our submarines." But the Soviets say the same thing : "If you

Am^ icans start first with your ICBMs, we can still destroy you with our sub-

mar -̂-s." The submarines are by nature, I suppose, in this capacity - they are

secc a-strike, they are deterrent. Is our policy right to be armed essentially

agai, -,t them?
'hese are the questions we want to ask of our allies, and we want to decide

wha our contribution in NATO will be. I am not promising any revolutionary

cha i es. There may be some and they may not be very great. But I say that

wha ver our contribution will be in a military sense will flow from our foreign
polic. % And that is the purpose that our Government, your Government, is pur-
suin .. in Ottawa. It is an attempt to redefine our policies in all spheres. We have

don: :t in the cultural, in the constitutional, in the trade spheres. We are doing

it in he area of our foreign policy and of our defence policy.

wanted to talk to you about these things tonight . .. because these things

are problems which we are trying to solve, which we are trying to inquire into
in C. .:awa. And, as Canadians especially, these are problems which will deter-
min, not only our future but the future perhaps of a great part of mankind. It
is tYr ,e problems, problems of East and West tensions, problems of North and
Sout tensions, problems between the rich and the poor, problems which arise
in o, - own country, problems of the protection of our sovereignty, problems of

cont bution to peace, to peace-keeping - these are the problems we are asking
ours ves to solve and these are the problems we want to discuss with the people
of Cnada. Because the solutions we shall find will be important for every

Can: °ian, not only the military.
think the people who are in the armed forces have a right to know where

we a going. And, when I was reading this statistic a moment ago about 40 per
cent ï those we trained to be officers leaving the armed forces, this is not because
we r; ade a decision last week. This is because over the years they feel that
Canl ians have no deep confidence, no deep belief, no deep respect even, for
the 1, _^d of military role we are playing now. It is important that we redefine it,
it is Aportant that we believe in it. If we don't have a belief in it, we should
tell t e people who are devoting their lives in the armed service of the country :
"Thc z is no future for you. We are going to be a pacifist nation, or we are
goin,1 to pull out of all alliances, or we are only going to need some forces in
Can,°.'a in aid of the civil power." They have a right to know from us what
their ^uture is. Over the past several years, the armed,forces have been losing
very ood men because they did not know where Canadians were going in their
fore^ .11 policy. And I repeat what I said at the outset, they didn't know that
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because many taxpayers — and I met some of them out tonight though lany 
were too young to be taxpayers — but many people in our universities, aany 
people in our financial circles, many people in our provincial government are 
saying we are spending too much on defence. Perhaps, and perhaps not. 

But we want to make sure, and this is the whole purpose of the revi w of 
our foreign policy — we want to make sure that whatever we do is undei tood 
by Canadians, whatever we do is justified in terms of the political decisio s we 
have made, whatever we do is a result of honest men in government lookh g for 
the best ways in which they can not only protect Canadian sovereignty but con-
tribute to peace in the world. 
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Ca ?adds Relations with Latin America 

Tn Canadian ministerial mission that visited nine Latin American countries 
1  - October and November 1968 was made up of representatives from 

sever, departments of the Federal Government and from several federal agencies; 
its ol cct was to emphasize the desire of the Canadian  Government to achieve, 
throu -a direct contact with Latin American leaders, closer relations between 
their -:untries and Canada. It was thought that, to,be fully successful, this effort 
at ra 9rochernent within the context of the revised Canadian foreign-relations 
polic::  should also give persons and groups from Canada interested in Latin 
Arm ;a an opportunity to add their ideas and special knowledge to the expe-
rienc of the members of the mission. 

" was with the aim of providing a framework for such exchanges of ideas 
that e Canadian Institute of International Affairs organized, in co-operation 
with .te Department of Extemal Affairs, a conference on Canadian relations 
with ,atin America, which was held at the Guild Inn, Scarborough, Ontario, 
on IV' rch 7, 8 and 9, 1969. From the outset, it was a matter of establishing 
conta between, on the one hand, various federal public servants who had taken 
part the mission and who formed part of the task-  force on Latin America 
respcibJe  for forming the new Canadian policy toward that region, and, on 
the c ter hand, representatives of the university and business worlds and the 
press Thus the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Mitchell Sharp, 
as wt as the Under-Secretary and representatives of several branches of the 
Depa ,  ment, together with Canada's Ambassadors to Mexico and Cuba, con-
tribut 1 to the colloquium. For the Governmenes part, the Canadian  Interna-
tional  Development Agency, the Export Credits Insurance Corporation and the 
Depat Inent of Finance, as well as the Deparments of Industry, Trade and 
Comr Irce and of the Secretary of State, were also represented. Non-govern-
mentt organizations were represented by a dozen university professors and some 
newsr permen and businessmen, as well as several specialists in Latin American 
affair ,  

Sid* ,s Under Discussion 
The t -ee main subjects the organizers wished to have examined — policy, aid 
and c velopment, and cultural relations — were so closely bound up together, 
and i was so difficult for the participants in the conference to discuss them 
separ ely, that all exchanges took place in plenary session, though provision 
had 1.* cn made for small work groups. The working documents that had been 
Prepn't.d by the government representatives and their academic and press counter-
parts ,Tere thus commented on by all participants. 

ne various aspects of present and future Canadian relations with Latin 
Arne' :a were subjected to general consideration in depth. Though it is certain 
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that the idea of giving, in future, greater importance to Canadian relatior , with 
Latin America received almost unanimous support from the participants in the 
conference, other aspects of these relations, too, produced animated  dis  c ission 
that gave the specialists responsible for reviewing external-relations policie some 
idea of the complexity of the questions and of the variety of orientatiot s that 
such policies could undergo. 

For example, parallel study was given to the possibilities of buildin Can-
ada's relations with Latin America on bilateral bases, multilateral bi-, es or 
regional bases. There was the question of whether Latin America  beloned to 
the "third world" or to the "Western world". A start was made on arious 

priority values with regard to the type of development aid to be offered, and à 
was thought desirable to re-define the role of the development agencies. At mition 

was given to the state of trade within the present context and to the orie tation 

that commerce could be given in the coming years. An attempt was rr: de to 

define the cultural ties linking Canada with the Latin American continent And, 

of course, there was a long discussion on the desirability of Canada's be oming 

a member of the Organization of American States, both the advantag s and 

disadvantages of such action being stressed, as well  as the existing alter; atives. 

Briefly, the Canadian Institute of Intemational Affairs gave the mil sterial 

mission another window on the world and let its members take the pulse of the 

professors, the businessmen and the newspapermen in Canada who had dired 

interest in Latin America and a real knowledge of that continent, its :ulttue 

and its needs. 
Canada's Latin America policy will, then, be based on direct conta t with 

the continent to the south and on a frank and open exchange of  viev s with 

Canadians who, through personal travel experience and because of thei voca-

tions, are able to grasp the great importance in today's world of unders Hiding 

and of international friendship within the Americas. 
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Th» International Labour Organization w 

HISTt ,2X AND DEVELOPMENT 

A I .UT two months after the end of the First World War in 1919, representatives 
;f  the victorious and defeated powers gathered in Paris to begin work 

on tu  peace treaties to guarantee that the world would never again be subjected 
to sr., la a conflict. 

- he grand designs for a lasting peace emerging from the Paris Conference 
were mbodied in the establishment of the League of Nations. While subsequent 
event were to prove this ambitious undertalcing a failure, the League did leave a 
legae to the world — an international body dedicated to the task of improving 
socia_ -..nd working conditions for people everywhere. 

'ais year, the International Labour Organization marks its fiftieth anni-
versa Now a Specialized Agency of the United Nations, this unique organiza-
tion  7mposed  of government, worker and employer representatives from 118 
emu: .es can look back on a half-century of accomplishment that saw its influ-
ence Jread from Europe to every part of the world. 

oday, from headquarters on the shores of Lake Geneva in Switzerland, 
the o  • rations of the ILO are carried out under the guidance of its fifth Director-
Gene. I, David A. Morse. The years between the terms of the present Director 
and r c first, Albert Thomas of France, have seen the ILO enlarge the scope of 
its rc from simply a standard-setting body to one which takes direct, partici-
pator action to achieve the modern, universal goals : continuing improvement 
in th standard of living for men and women everywhere; the elimination of 
ignor, ice, misery and poverty; and the attainment of world security and peace. 

The t 'rganization 
The s ructure of the International Labour Organization remains basically the 
same s that established in 1919. The three main elements are the International 
Labo:  the Governing Body and the permanent secretariat, the Inter-
Ratio? .1 Labour Office. 

ich member country sends four delegates — two from government and 
one c _.:h from employers and workers — to the annual International Labour 
C°ofe ence, usually held in Geneva. The Conference examines social and labour 
probI, ,ras and adopts conventions and recommendations for submission to the 
gover nents of member countries. It also elects, every three years, the 48-mem-
ber C verning Body made up of 24 government representatives and 12 each 
from nployers and workers. 

le Governing Body, which normally meets four times a year, super-
vises ' le work of the International Labour Office, headed by a Director-General. 

( 1,  This article is the first of a series prepared to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the ILO. 
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The Office is responsible for the execution of the year-round programme, .vhic6

includes such tasks as conducting research and preparing reports, carryit 5 out

inspections, guiding the work of experts involved in technical assistance p; ojects

and publishing periodicals. The Office employs a staff of 2,000, represent ig 90

nations, at the Geneva headquarters and ILO offices around the world.

As noted earlier, the deliberations of the. International Labour Conf rence
eventually take the form of conventions and recommendations. There are _npor-
tant differences between the two. A convention is a draft international reaty,
adoption of which by the Conference imposes specific obligations on ni smber
countries. They must place conventions before the governments for legi latine
or other action. If the government of a country ratifies a convention tY rough
legislation, its provisions are binding and reports on their application and prac-
tice must be made at specified intervals.

On the other hand, a recommendation is a proposal by the Conferenc s that
member countries apply certain standards. There is no provision for ratif,ation
as with conventions, but recommendations must be placed before the ir, mber
country governments and reported on periodically.

International Labour Code

To date, the International Labour Organization has adopted 128 convc Itions

and 132 recommendations, which have come to be known collectively s the

International Labour Code. It encompasses a broad area with subjects r nging

from hours of work, child labour and women's work to industrial health, safetp

and welfare, social security, the special problems of seamen, employme t and

unemployment, labour administration and industrial relations.

While the total of some 3,400 convention ratifications can be regarde( as an

impressive achievement, this alone does not provide a true measurement )f the

influence of conventions throughout the world. Paul Goulet, a Canadian C)vern-

ment delegate to the 1949 Conference, drew attention to this point when he said :
... ratifications of ILO conventions, vital as they are, do not begin to tell the > ory of

the progress in human welfare that the ILO has helped to activate. For whether t ey are
ratified immediately or not, these conventions establish guidemarks for the future cc zrse of
the world's social policy.

The development of international conventions, however, no longer con titutes

the principal activity of the ILO. Since the 1950s, it has become more an more

an "operational" body to the point where today ILO experts are partic pating

directly in programmes ranging from technical assistance projects to fact inding

missions to operation of the Institute for Labour Studies in Geneva. : nd to

mark the beginning of the sixth decade of service, the Organization has err. `arked

on its most ambitious project to date - the World Employment Prog arme

aimed at eliminating poverty in Latin America, Asia and Africa.

Early Movements

As far back as 1818, social reformers in France, Britain and Switzerlan ' were
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cal g attention to the need for a body to deal with labour conditions on an 
inte. i'ational scale. It remained for Switzerland to persist in the fight and its 
Goy  -nment was responsible for calling the first international conference at Berlin 
in 1 89. The meeting was attended by 47 delegates from 13 European countries. 
It  w s a reflection of existing conditions that they dealt with matters such as the 
min ,  mm age for children working in the mines (14) and in factories (12), one 
day rest in seven, and an 11-hour limit on the working day. 

rhough the six resolutions adopted at the Berlin conference carried no 
trea' obligations, the meeting itself attracted considerable public interest in 
Etm )e. However, the follow-up results were disappointing. No further meetings 
wen held and the interchange of information agreed on among the countries 
faile to materialize'. It fell to a group of private individuals, appalled by the 
hars' less of labour conditions, to provide the driving force that eventually 
resu xl in the establishment of the ILO. 

a 1900, this group of social workers, academics, industrial workers and 
goy,. unent officials formed the International Association for Labour Legislation, 
with secretariat in Berne and several national branches. Their agitation resulted 
in t1 European governments convening another international conference at Berne 
in 1 )5 and a follow-up meeting a year later. The Berne conferences produced 
the r st two international conventions dealing with night work for women and the 
drea  l ad  industrial disease, phosphorous necrosis, which caused painful decay to 
the eth and jawbones of workers exposed to white phosphorous used in the 
man facture  of matches. 

The  Phosphorous Convention foreshadowed the far-reaching effect this type 
of in rnational agreement would have in the years ahead. Though only European 
cour.  ries  were represented at the meeting, Britain and France applied the con-
vent' n to their colonial possessions. The United States Congress, too, banned 
the e of white phosphorous in 1911 and, three years later, Canada enacted 
simj: r legislation. 

:le International Association for Labour Legislation continued its fight for 
bette labour conditions, but all  activity came to a stop with the outbreak of 
the I rst World War in 1914. 

Birtl of ILO 
Afte, he war, when the Allied powers met in Paris to draw up the peace treaties, 
it wi generally agreed that some sort of recognition would have to be given to 
labo' for the major contribution it had made to the war effort. A nine-country 
Corn lission on International Labour Legislation was formed and from its 
delit _ ations emerged the constitution and structure of the International Labour 
Orge  ization. It would be a tripartite body composed of representatives from 
Pie 'mew, workers and employers operating autonomously within the frame-
worl-  3f the League of Nations. 

,fith the task of setting up the machinery completed, the ILO wasted little 
tune  'n swinging into action. The first Conference opened in Washington on 
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October 19. The principal item on the agenda, the proposal for a conw ntion

on hours of work, proved a contentious issue. While there was a good & at of

collective support for the eight-hour day, individual countries were hesit: at to

act alone because of possible adverse effects on international bu .iness

competition.

It took weeks to hammer out the details of this convention, but wh(.i the

vote was taken it passed by the comfortable margin of 82 to eight. Thus, hc us of

work becamè Convention No. 1 of the International Labour Organizatio i. In

all, the Washington Conference agreed to six conventions and six r com-

mendations.

Now, with its first Conference completed, the fledgling body set to work

establishing a permanent office to carry out its programme on a year-round basis.

After working briefly out of Paris and London, the International Labour )ffice,

under Director-General Albert Thomas, moved to what was to be its perri anent

home in Geneva. Thomas quickly recruited a staff of experts from many -oun-

tries and the secretariat was soon at work establishing communication- with

member countries, compiling information on labour matters from all ov r the

world and making it available publicly through reports and periodicals.

First Two Decades
The work of the ILO moved steadily ahead during the 1920s as Conferenc after

Conference produced a flow of conventions and recommendations covering vork-

men's compensation, one day's rest in seven, sickness insurance, minimum kvase•

fixing machinery and factory inspection - among many other subjects. :^y the

end of its first decade of operation, the ILO had held 12 conferences, at mded

by delegates from 40 to 50 countries, and adopted 29 conventions a d 33

recommendations.

The coming of the great depression in the 1930s saw the ILO turn its atten-

tion to the problem of mass unemployment throughout the world. Amon; other

measures, it called for the reduction of hours of work to create more e^ 1pl*

ment, the establishment of social insurance and advance planning of public xor,3

programmes to relieve the distress of workers.

During the latter part of the same period, the ILO soon became a, ire of

gathering war-clouds as Germany, Italy, Japan and Spain left the Orgar: zation

and the League of Nations in quick succession. By 1939, an Emergenc} Com-

mittee had been established to carry on activities as far as possible in tht event

of war. This was soon to come. Germany invaded the Low Countries May

1940, and the decision was made to move the headquarters out of Euroj to a

location where it could most effectively attempt to continue operations.

John Winant, the American Director-General, met with Prime R inister

Mackenzie King and arrangements were made to set up the International aboll

Office on the campus of McGill University in Montreal. However, the te:, zpo ^

ILO activity hardly slackened. Its vast experience in labour and social qr:'sti°O
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prov 1 valuable to the allied cause and the Office produced studies on a variety 
of m :ters ranging frorn manpower utilization, to wage and price controls, indus-
trial itigue and factory standards. Another important aspect of wartime activity 
was 'anning for post-war reconstruction. 

his same period marked a milestone in the history of the ILO. In 1944, 
the temational Conference produced the Declaration of Philadelphia, which 
defir. -I the future role the Organization was to play in the service of labour. The•
deck ition imposed on the ILO the obligation to participate directly in a series 
of wi Id programmes dealing with full employment, raising of standards of living, 
socia security, protection for the life and health of workers, recognition of the 
right _a collective bargaining, and equality of educational and vocational oppor-
tunit Thus it was that the endorsement of these broad objectives changed the 
direc iDn of the ILO and enlarged its sphere of activity. 

anada was host to the second post-war conference held at the University 
of M atreal in 1946. It was there that the constitution was revised to give the 
Orga zation the necessary  powers to carry out the new responsibilities outlined 
in th:  Declaration of Philadelphia. At Montreal, too, the decision was made to 
join e newly-organized United Nations as a Specialized Agency. 

1 1948, the International Labour Office moved back to Geneva and the 
ILO igan a new era that was to see it evolve into the instrument of broad social 
refori that it is today. 
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APPOINTMEN'TS, 'TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

Miss M. Franklin posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for C , nada, 
Port-of-Spain, effective March 31, 1969. 

Mr. T. B. B. Wainman-Wood, Canadian Ambassador to Czechoslovakia, appointe con-
currently Canadian Ambassador to Hungary, effective April 1, 1969. 

Mr. J. Orr appointed to the position of Scientific  Attaché, London, effective April 1 1969. 

Mr. R. L. Elliott posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, b. OS, ta 
Ottawa, effective April 8, 1969. 

Mr. A. L. Graham posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Havana, effective A ril 10, 
1969. 

Mr. A. B. Bonnezen resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective A;  ru l 14, 

1969. 

Mr. D. B. Hicks, High Commissioner for Canada to Ghana, accredited concurrenth Cana'
dian Ambassador to Upper Volta, effective April 15, 1969. 

Mr. D. W. Munro, Canadian Ambassador to Costa Rica, appointed concurrently C adiaii 

Ambassador to Panama, effective April 15, 1969. 

Mr. J. P. L. Bradet appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign iervice 
Officer 1, effective April 21, 1969. 

Mr. W. E. Whitley appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Solicitor 4, !entire 
April 21, 1969. 

Mr. B. Dubé resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective April 22, 969. 

hfr. P. de W. Wilson posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, to Ottawa, Tectiu 
April 23, 1969. 

Miss P. Cordingley posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 'Ott' 
Spain, to Ottawa, effective April 25, 1969. 

Mr. R. Martel resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective April 2 

Mr. D. H. W. Kirkwood resigned from the Department of External Affairs, jectire 
April 30, 1969. 
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The. International Labor Organization

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

THQSE who founded the ILO were determined that employers' and woJkers'

representatives should _ take 'part in all its activities at every level, sid.

by side with the représentatives of governments, and- on a footing of equality.

The composition of the General Conference, the Governing Body, the reL:onal

conferences and the specialized committees is evidence of this intention

According to the letter and the spirit of the constitution, the wo; k of

the ILO is a joint undertaking by governments, employers and worke -s of

the member states.
Founded in 1919, it has 118 members today.
Its tripartite structure is unique. The Governing Body comprise; 48

members, 24 seats being held by government representatives and 12 each

by workers' and employers' representatives. Ten of the 24 countries o:: the

Governing Body hold permanent seats by virtue of their being "states of chief

industrial importance". At present, they are Canada, China, France, West

Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the Soviet Union; the United States and Britain.

During the ILO's history, some 20 Canadians have served as me--ibers

of the Governing Body, and three of these have been elected chair :^en :

Dr. W. A. Riddell, Mr. A. H. Brown and Dr. George V. Haythorne.

The General Conference, which is held once a year, usually in Gt neva,

constitutes the supreme deliberative body of the ILO. Each member cc antry

sends two government delegates, one employers' delegate and one wc:kers'

delegate.

Conference Voting
A special balloting system provides equity- in decision-making during com nittee

sessions of the General Conference. This consists, in essence, of appl, ng a

common-denominator figure which embraces the particular total of del gates

attending any particular General Conference. For example, if there we e 50

delegates from governments, 20 from workers' organizations and 10 from

employers' organizations, the common denominator would be 100, an ? the
number of votes allowed each grouping of delegates would be in proF )rtioa

to that total common denominator of 100. The _ initiator of this syster l was

one of the numerous Canadians who have played a prominent role in 11.0

affairs, Dr. W. A. Riddell. (Dr. Riddell, who died in 1963 at the age ^-f 81,

was Ontario deputy minister of labor when the ILO was founded. In 1920,

he . went to Geneva as the chief of the newly-established agricultural s. rvice,
subsequently holding a variety of offices during his diplomatic career, inc;udin°

his appointment in 1940 as Canada's fiist High Commissioner to New 'Ze,.:and.)
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The ILO is essentially an exercise in human relations. Its fundamental 
assumption is the right of every human being, irrespective of race, creed or 
sex, to seek spiritual fulfilment and material well-being in conditions of freedom 
and dignity, economic security and equal opportunity. 

Executing the programs based on this assumption are about 1,500 employees 
of the International Labor Office, drawn from some 90 countries and headed 
by the Director-General, David A. Morse of the United States. (1)  

•  The ILO today has an annual budget of over $25 million. It has access 
also to another $10 million to $15 million from the United Nations Development 
Program, the Special Fund and the expanded programs of technical assistance. 

International Standards 
One of the main tasks of the ILO is the setting of international labor standards, 
which are established at the annual General Conference and take the form 
of c)nventions and recommendations. A total of 128 conventions and 132 
recolnmendations have been adopted since 1919. Together they form the 
Interiational Labor Code. 

Conventions are required to be submitted to national governments within 
a ye 1r or 18 months of their adoption by the General Conference. If approved, 
they are ratified by the governments concerned and become legal obligations 
on ti:ose govemments. Recommendations, though adopted by the Conference, 
are mt required to be ratified by the member states, and therefore do not 
cons1tute legal obligations. 

Since Canada is a federal, rather than a unitary state, and its provinces 
exen :se considerable jurisdiction over industrial relations matters, the approval 
of  tie  provinces must be obtained before an ILO convention may be ratified, 
exce:1 in those cases where the concem of the convention is with matters 
comng solely within federal jurisdiction. Understandably, Canada and other 
courrries similarly organized o ften lag behind the unitary states in the ratifica-
tion 1 conventions. In Canada, an active program of studies and consultation 
is being carried out by federal and provincial authorities advancing the ratifi-
catiol of conventions. 

=Zatification of a convention imposes an obligation to report annually to 
the T_,abor Organization office in Geneva on its application. These reports 
are ,tudied by the ILO secretariat, by a special committee of experts and 
final! - '  by the Conference itself. 

Thus a voluntary system of control and inspection has gradually been built 
up ‘‘':ich has proved effective. 

The present day emphasis of the ILO is placed on operational activities, 
Parti  . ularly technical co-operation. 

in order to secure wider representation to all states in the operation of 
the 	machinery, a wholly new system of regional conferences has been 

(1 ) rile International Labor Office is the permanent secretariat of the International Labor Organization. 
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devised. In addition, special committees have been created within the Governing

Body to emphasize the ILO's interest in regional needs and activities. The

Asian, Inter-American and African advisory committees, elected by the G..neral

Conference, meet regularly each year to supervise the activities of the ILO

in their various regions and to nrepare the sessions of the regional confer:^.nces.

Canadians are involved in most of the committee deliberations in the Am: rican

region.
As the ILO enters its second half-century, it has two main commit nents

- to peace and to freedom. It must live up to its motto : "Poverty any.vhere

constitutes a danger to prosperity everywhere."
Its task is by no means likely to diminish in the years to come. Its

programs in the areas of its recognized competence will probably be exp _nded

with application of the United Nations covenants on economic, socia: and

cultural rights and on civil and political rights that the ILO has long dealt with.

Its control procedures will be put to good use.
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Tuvard Justice, Amity, Co-operation and 
UI clerstanding Among Peoples 

SPE! `.7H BY THE HONORABLE MITCHELL SHARP, SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, AT THE BROTHERHOOD BANQUET OF THE 

BETH EMETH BAIS YEHUDA SYNAGOGUE, TORONTO, MAY 5, 1969. 

Ti CAE is a cynical view of foreign ministers and those who engage in inter-
' lational affairs. I recall to your mind, for example, the famous defuaition 

of t1-.: ambassador as an honest man sent abroad to lie for the good of this 
cour y. Plato, himself, conceded that govermnent leaders should have the 
privge of lying, either at home or abroad, for the good of the state. 

o  you will see why, as a foreign minister, I feel so honored to be asked 
to b among those who seek to promote justice, amity, co-operation and under-
static ng among peoples. It is a rare tribute, and one that I shall always cherish. 

'I'm can well  believe that, in carrying out their duties, foreign ministers, 
how -  ,er well-intentioned and however dedicated they may be to the promotion 
of jutice, amity, co-operation and understanding among peoples, are often faced 
With Moral dilemmas and difficult choices. This is true even of the Foreign 
Min: ler of Canada, one of the most fortunate of countries, free from foreign 
occu tion, internal revolution and involvement in foreign wars. 

Iow can this country best promote justice, amity, co-operation and under-
stanc ng among peoples? 

Iy relatively short experience in this office has taught me at least one 
thiq and that is that it is not sufficient simply to be in favor of these good 
thik.- or to make eloquent speeches in favor of them. I do not know of a 
singl, country, or a single foreign minister, that does not profess support for 
iustic amity, co-operation and understanding among peoples. As we all know, 
wars are nearly always justified as a means of attaining at least one of these 
wort: objectives. 

No I: ,-nitity of National Interests 
The .uth of the matter is that, wh ile nation states and their leaders may be 
perk ly sincere in their protestations of goodwill towards mankind in general, 
theY  û  not have identical interests. Conflict of interest is of the essence of 
relati. as between states, just as it is of the essence of relations between individuals 
and "Jups. That is the starting-point of any realistic approach to human affairs. 

'anada does not have interests identical with those of the United States 
or w.11 those of Britain or France, or of the Soviet Union. Our respective 
natio, 11 interests come into conflict at many points and are bound to do so and, 
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the closer the relations, the more the points of conflict. Thus it is inevitabl, that, 
I as the world contracts by reason of improved communications and grows more - th 

populous, the conflicts of interest between states will become more num rous, d( 
but let us hope not more serious. 

1 We see the same thing going on in relations between people within Awes 	to 
as their populations grow. The closer people come into contact with one a other 	of 
the more they come into conflict. Cities are more turbulent than the count ;side. 	ai  

This is not intende,d to be a pessimistic forecast of rising intemation I and 
intemal strife. Not at all. Conflicts need not become matters of strife; i deed, 	st 
the aim of all men of goodwill is to do everything possible to ensure tin con- 	m 
filets are resolved peacefully and amicably 	 re _ 

I make these general observations rather for the purpose of drawing att ntion 
to the nature of the problem of promoting justice, amity, co-operatio and . T1 
understanding amongst the peoples of the world. As I have said, it ; not 	ca 
sufficient to favor these worthy objectives. Let us take it for grante that 	is 
everyone is in favor in principle and move on to consider how to deal w h the - û 
specific points on which there may not be such unanimous agreement. 	- Id] 

To illustrate. The whole world is deeply shocked by the civil ‘ ar in 	ar 
Nigeria. Canadians are foremost in their desire to see that tragic conflict I: ought 	an 

to an end. What stands in the way? Certainly not any lack of support rr the 	igi 
principles of justice, amity, co-operation and understanding. Our ears rin , with 
eloquent and fervent pleas in the name of humanity. Both sides claim tha:-  theirs el pri 
is a just cause. 

Nigerian and Middle East Crises 
What has stood in the way of peaceful settlement has been a funda -total 
conflict of interest. Nigeria wants to maintain the integrity of the state.  ì  iafran 
leaders have insisted on independence. Until that conflict is resolved ti ; WE  
will go on. 

Or consider the situation in the Middle East, which is so near to the learts 
of many of you in this audience. Nowhere is there a better illustration )f the 
fundamental and dangerous conflicts intensified by mutual distrust and su ?icion 
that can exist between states and between peoples. Even the right to  :ist of 
the state of Israel has been challenged in the name of justice, notwiths nding 
its membership in the United Nations. These Arab-Israeli differences ex t and 
somehow or other they must be resolved; otherwise peace cannot be sec' ,:ed  in  

that troubled area. 
Canada has actively supported the efforts of the United Nations to  esche  

this conflict, and has shared fully the burden of responsibility which has I suited 
from these efforts. Yet the problem — and the danger — are, if art  :tilin
greater than before. It is for this reason that we must continue to ell:- , arage 
the patient efforts of Ambassador Jarring, to which it is my hope  t  tt the 
current talks among the permanent members of the Security Council  i New 
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York  will make a constructive contribution. In the meantime, we should hope 
that )oth sides would avoid statements and actions which could only inhibit and 
dela the achievement of a settlement. 

The  same is true of the East-West confrontation in Europe. There is little 
to t gained by deploring that confrontation. It rests upon a serious conflict 
of it crest between states that has not been resolved. The existence of NATO 
and lie  Warsaw Pact is a symptom of that conflict rather than a cause. 

As I have said, conflict of interest is of the very essence of relations between 
state as it is of relations between individuals and groups. The task confronting 
man nd is to find ways of resolving these conflicts. Without strife and without 
reso_ . to the threat of violence. 

ft should not alarm us that there are conflicts of interest among Canadians. 
Ther are bound to be, and it is healthy that there should be because conflict 
can a stimulus to constructive action. Conflict between union and management 
is of 	a stimulus to better working conditions and more efficient production. 
Con' 	between political parties is often a stimulus to social advancement. The 
kind of conflict that are futile and destructive and unnecessary are those that 
arise )etween white and colored, between Jew and Christian, between Protestant 
and 2atholie, between French- and English-speaking, conflicts founded on 
ignor ince and prejudice. 

tour association has dedicated itself to seek by educational means to 
pron -i te justice, amity, co-operation and understanding among people differing in 
race, religion or nationality. I congratulate you for having recognized the key 
impc  tance of education. Conflicts based on ignorance and prejudice are the most 
intra '.able, the hardest to resolve, and it is only by the slow, difficult but sure 
proc' s of education that we can do this. 

à..s I have said, it is inevitable that states come into conflict and the 
close their relations the more the points of conflict. It may seem paradoxical 
but is nevertheless true that the closer and friendlier our relations have 
heco.  e  with our great neighbour the United States the more numerous have 
been ,he points of conflict. Similarly, the fewest points of conflict arise between 
Cam la and countries with which we have the least to do. 

is something like a man and his wife. The longer they live together and 
the ore children they have the more they have to argue about, even if it is 
all fr :ndly. 

Vhat complicate international relations enormously are conflicts that arise 
flot  t -cause of real differences of national interest, which can be assessed and 
reso1J

,  but because of mistrust and suspicion. And the tragedy is that the 
delib. -ate inculcation of mistrust and suspicion has become an accepted instrument 
of in crnational politics. 

Ratic -̀_ale of Overture to Peking 
This :s why it has seemed to the Canadian Gove rnment that one of the things 
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this country can do in international affairs is to help to break dowi the 
barriers and the isolation between nations that give rise to mistrust and susp cion, 
just as your association by its very existence helps to break down these ba riers 
between individuals of different race, religion or nationality. That is why 
we are negotiating to exchange diplomats with the Chinese Govemme :t in 
Peking. We hope to help to bring those hundreds of millions of Chinese r cople 
more effectively into the international commtmity. Perhaps others will folio , our 
example. This is why, in Europe, Canada is actively seeking in appre , riate 
fashion to develop contacts between the Communist and Western won'  s — 
cultural contacts, trade contacts, co-operative projects — so that the nec,  ssary 
basis of confidence can be built up to allow for détente and the establisl ment 
of better and saner political relations between the world's two great - ower 
centers. 

It is well to recognize, of course, that efforts to promote understandin will 
sometimes be resisted. There are those who prefer isolation, and even some 
who, as I have mentioned, deliberately create mistrust and suspicion to ac .'a ice 

 their ends. There is little doubt that one of the reasons for the Soviet in asion 
of Czechoslovakia was the fear that the barriers were breaking dow too 
rapidly, that the infection of freedom was spreading in Eastern Europe. 

This is an illustration of one of the moral dilemmas facing nation and 
foreign ministers. How far is one justified in promoting justice, mity, 
co-operation and understanding if in so doing one is to invite repress: »n of 
the very people one is trying to help ? 

The lesson of Hungary is one that will not soon be forgotten. We the 
Hungarians misled into believing that Western support for their caus was 
more than moral support ? 

All foreign ministers, of all countries, are accused of being mealy-mc thed, 
of not speaking out boldly on behalf of the causes that are dear  I ) the 
hearts of some of the citizens of their countries and even to their own carts. 
It is an occupational hazard from which, so far as I can see, there 's no 
escape. Condemn, they are urged — take the issue to the United Natic Is — 
break diplomatic relations — enforce sanctions — retaliate. There are occ ;ions, 
very few though, when this is an effective course to follow. But in intern ional 

affairs, as in domestic affairs, discretion is more often the better  p  rt of 
valor and it is usually more useful in the end to proceed with patient and 
forbearance in pursuit of justice, amity, co-operation and understanding :nog 
peoples. 

The international community is not like a gentleman's club that  can exPel 
a member who offends the code of the majority. Severance of dipl. matic 
relations with a country does not make it disappear; it continues to share 
the globe with the rest of us. In nearly every case it is better to continue c ntad 

than to break it off, thereby giving up whatever opportunity there might be to 
influence the course of events there. 
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The international reputation of a country depends on its effectiveness. One

esser'ial element of effectiveness is to speak and act within the limits of one's
pow-a. There are Canadians who, from time to time, call upon their Government

to t--:e a public stand on some issue that Canada cannot influence. To do i this

is si_aply to make a noise and at the same time to diminish our credibility in
the -aternational community. The effect is very much the same if Canada, or
any )ther member, brings a resolution to the United Nations that has not the
leas^: possibility of gaining a reasonable measure of support. The reaction is
that he member concerned should have been able to foresee what would happen.
By Ang through the motions such a country will be judged either uninformed
or :° ^.prudent. Its international influence will be reduced, its capacity to act

effec::^vely on some other issue lessened and the finding of a genuine solution
may '--,e jeopardized.

As you will have gathered, I do not have easy answers, for there are
non,- The search for peace and harmony among men is a never-ending search.

All _ can say is that it must be pursued even more relentlessly than ever before,
beco. -5e the consequences of failure to make progress could be so appalling.

As I see it, there are two directions in which we must move. The first,

perh:ps the most important in the long run, is to break down the barriers of
prej^ lice and ignorance that divide men needlessly. This you understand.
It is your objective. The second is to develop means for the settlement of
intei ._ ational disputes and conflicts without war. There is no country which
has •i_ven and continues to give more support to this objective than Canada.
But should be less than frank if I did not say that progress is slow and halting
and 3metimes there is none at all. Nor is this surprising. It is a reflection of
the _.ct that mankind has not yet developed a world view or the means of
brin, ng such a view to bear. But gradually, inexorably, all the forces of science

and -chnology are moving us in that direction. Today we divide the air-waves
amo^;r the nations; we make international laws about the use of space and the
ocea.-bed. All these arrangements require nations to limit the exercise of their
natic al sovereignty . . . .

''anada will spare no effort in working toward this end at the United

Nati. is and in all the contacts we have with other nations and groups of
natic,s. Order in the world depends on many things but first and foremost on
the ;,evention of war. This is Canada's first and greatest objective in foreign
polic--. It depends, too, on the eradication of poverty and the achievement of
a re<.;onable standard of living for all the world's peoples. Canada made rather
a lat and uncertain start in this field, but we have moved quickly from that
start nd hope to move even more quickly in the future. I look with confidence

to th: time, not so far off, when Canada will play à leading part in international
deve„ pment, not in absolute terms, since we do not have the massive resources

contr _aled by the super-powers, but in our imaginative use of the resources we
do h,,-,,e, in our readiness to try new things, to listen to new ideas, to look beyond
the h._:izon to a new day.
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The Toronto Symphony Tours Japan 

IN APRIL of this year, the 96 membres of the Toronto Symphony unde: o.ok 
 a two-week visit to three major cities of Japan — Tokyo, Osaka and Na, oya. 

The tour, which included three appearances at the twelfth Osaka Internat anal 
Festival before 7,500 people, was made possible by a substantial grant rom 
the Department of External Affairs under the department's cultural excl ange 
programs. The first of the Symphony's Osaka concerts inaugurated the 969 
festival in that city. 

After the appearances in the Festival Hall of Osaka on April 14, 15 an : 16, 
the orchestra moved on to Nagoya, where it gave a concert on April 18.  Fu  -tiler 
concerts were given in Tokyo on April 19, 20 and 21 before enthut astic 
audiences totalling 16,500. An additional concert was given as a ci arity 
benefit to an audience of over 2,000 on April 23 in Tokyo. The cancer res arch 
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Conductor Seiji Ozawa and Mrs. Ozawa are congratulated by Secretary of SU tor 

External Afiairs Mitchell Sharp alter the April 19 concert by the Toronto Symph  Y  n 

Tokyo. 
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fou-::dation for the benefit of which this concert was given is headed by Princess
TaY- amatsu, who visited Canada with her husband at the time of Expo 67.

Thi3 association of Prince and Princess Takamatsu with Canada enhanced

sigi: ficantly the presence of the Toronto Symphony in Japan. The charity

cor .ert was attended by members of the Impérial Family as well as by 70
rep:;.sentatives from the Diplomatic Corps. This performance, admission to
whi,'i was by invitation only, raised some 2 million yen (about $6,000) for
the foundation. The willingness of the Symphony to give this additional

per'`-^rmance after a tiring tour was most favourably commented on by their
Jap -_ iese hosts.

The tour of Japan was a triumphant homecoming for Seiji Ozawa, who

has '.-een the orchestra's conductor for four years and will be much missed when

he '--aves Toronto to take over as conductor of the San Francisco Symphony
0rc;-estra this autumn.

By good fortune, the Toronto Symphony's appearances in Tokyo coincided
wif^: the meetings of the Canadian-Japanese Ministerial Committee in the

Jap nese capital, thus enabling the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the
Ho,, )rable Mitchell Sharp, to attend the April 19 concert. Mr. Sharp visited
Mr. Ozawa in his dressing room after the concert, and congratulated him and

the :nembers of the orchestra on their performance, as well as on their

entl:•_siastic reception by Japanese music-lovers. This concert was also attended
byte e Honorable Jack Davis, Canada's Minister of Fisheries, and Mrs. Davis.

Other visitors from Canada attending some of the symphony's concerts in
Jap. ;r were the Honorable George Hees, former Minister of Trade and Com-

mer -,, and Mrs. Hees, and the Honorable George Drew, former leader of the
Par: 3mentary Opposition, and Mrs. Drew. The orchestra was accompanied

on : a tour by its president, Mr. Robert Chisholm, and Mrs. Chisholm, with four
oth; ; members of the board of directors.

'The Canadian Ambassador to Japan, Mr. H. O. Moran, and Mrs. Moran
atte,: 3ed the opening concerts in Osaka and Tokyo, and also held a reception
in h.-,nor of the Symphony at the official residence in Tokyo, during which the
Arri:-assador presented Mr. Ozawa with a letter of commendation from the
Sec-tary of State for External Affairs. This little ceremony was filmed by a

cam,:ra crew from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, which accompanied
the krchestra on its tour to produce a television documentary for showing in

Car. ^da in the coming autumn.

The Japanese critics were almost unaminous in their praise of the orchestra's

pers!:nnel and performances, which included works by contemporary Canadian

and Japanese composers, as well as numbers from the standard classical
repe-.:ory.

This tour by the Toronto Symphony represented Canada's first major

cultr al endeavour in Japan, and contributed significantly to the already existing
gooci relations between the two Governments and peoples.
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Visit of Australian Parliamentary Mission 

EAcH year during the winter recess it is the custom of the Australian Guern- 
ment to send abroad two parliamentary delegations. Canada receive one 

such official visit from June 8 to 24, 1969. The mission, announced in  Otawa 
by the Right Honorable John Gorton, Prime Minister of Australia,  durit;3 his 
official visit to Canada in early April, was led by the Honorable Peter 1°- txon, 
Minister for the Interior, and included six other Members of the Aust alian 
Parliament, chosen from the Senate and the House of Representative‘ and 
from Government and Opposition benches : Senator D. R. Willesee, S, later 
A. G. E. Lawrie, Mr. F. Courtney, Member of Parliament, Mr. D. Minague, 
Mr. B. W. Graham, M.P., and Mr. T. G. Pearsall, M.P. 

From the moment of their arrival in Canada, the delegates had a teavy 
schedule. In Vancouver, British Columbia, they toured the city and vis' ed a 
fish-packing plant as guests of the Department of Forestry and Fisherie . In 
Victoria, they met fellow parliamentarians from British Columbia. 

Western Tour 
Beginning on June 11, the delegates moved by train through Jasper, A."-lerta, 
to Edmonton, Alberta, and thence by air to Whitehorse, Yukon Territory , shere 
having met the Commissioner of the Territory, Mr. James Smith, they spe t two 
days travelling about the countryside comparing its problems and propec with 
those of their own vast territory. On June 15 and 16, the delegates isited 
Calgary, Alberta, and Regina, Saskatchewan, in both of which cities the: were 
met by provincial and municipal officials. The mission split into two -oups 
on June 17, one visiting the potash mines and refineries at Esterhazy, Sa -atch-
ewan, and the other inspecting the province's natural-gas facilities. They rc nited 
to meet provincial members of the Legislative Assembly and were intro& cd to 
the Provincial Municipal Conference by Premier Thatcher. The balal e of 
the same day was given over to visiting the provincial experimental fi at to 
study production and marketing techniques under the guidance of offic Is of 
the Department of Agriculture. In the evening, the members of ' the n ssion 
were guests of honor at a banquet given by the government of Saskatchew  in.  

Ottawa Itinerary 
On June 18, the party arrived in Ottawa to attend an evening reception t the 
Australian High Commission. Next morning they visited the Nationa' Arts 
Centre, toured the Parliament Buildings and lunched with the Speaker f the 
Senate. In the afternoon, they attended sittings of the House of  Comme?'; and 
the Senate, where they were warmly welcomed by both Speakers. The then 
proceeded to a full schedule of meetings with Canadian Parliamentariar and 
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win individual members of the Cabinet, including the Honorable Otto E. Lang, 
Act ig Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources, the Honorable Paul Martin, 
Go  c rninent Leader in the Senate and Acting Minister of External Affairs, the 
Ho  3 )rable E. J. Benson, Minister of Finance, the Honorable Jean Chrétien, 
Mir ster of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, and the Honorable 
H. ‘. Olson, Minister of Agriculture. They also met later in the day with 
Mr. T. C. Douglas, Leader of the New Democratic Party. 

In the evening, the delegates were received at Government House and were 
guet 3 at a dinner given by the Chairmen of the Canadian Branch of the 
Cor monwealth Parliamentary Association and the Canadian Group of the 
Inte lational Parliamentary Union. 

The afternoon of June 20 was devoted to a drive along the Gatineau 
Pari way, with lunch at Kingsmere, tendered by Mr. Speaker Lamoureux of the 
Hou e of Commons. Later in the day the delegation met the Honorable Robert 
L. !S anfield, Leader of the Opposition. In the evening, the mission attended a 
perf rmance of the Charlottetown Festival Company's production of Johnny 
Bel. da in the Opera House of the National Arts Center. 

End )f Visit 
On une 21, the delegates left Ottawa for Montreal, where they were shown 
arot d Terre des Hommes and the other sights of the city. Next they paid a visit 
to tagara Falls and, finally, spent a day in Toronto visiting the Ontario 
Leg lature and meeting provincial parliamentarians. The last official function 
they ittended in Canada was a reception by the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario. 

fhe general tone of this visit, from the Canadian point of view, was defined 
by t 2 Speaker of the Senate, when he introduced the mission on June 19: 

.. We had the pleasure of meeting with this delegation earlier today, and on your 
beha I express the hope that the very warm ties between Canada and Australia may 
cent ue for many years to come ... may I say to our guests how pleased we are to have 
then visiting us and to express the hope that this visit will be pleasant to thern and 
bene  ial to both countries. 
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The Senate Snecial Committee on Science
Policy

The following is an extract from a statement made by the Under-Secy 'tary

of State for External Affairs, Mr. Marcel Cadieux, when he appeared befor ^ the

Senate Special Committee on Science Policy in March 1969:

Although the Department of External Affairs itself does not engage di --ctly

in any form of scientific research, the increasing extent to which science and

related technological advances have begun to assume international dimen ions,

the complexity faced by governments in the resolution of problems creatt i by

rapid technological advances, have brought about important changes in radi-

tional methods of approach to the conduct of foreign affairs and have nade

this Department increasingly aware of the need not only to keep itself inf( -med

on a wide variety of scientific and technical matters but also to ensure tha it is

so organized that it can rapidly and effectively deal with such problems.

The tremendous strides that have been taken in recent years, not o;iy in

space but in advancing knowledge of our own environment, have openr d up

wide new areas of international concern. A legal framework for pres rving

the peaceful character of space now exists in the 1967 Treaty on Prir ipals

Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer : pace,

including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. The value of this trea • lies

in the fact that it points the way towards similar treaties in other areas o even

more direct concern to humanity and the need can be foreseen for a se: es of

treaties dealing with such matters as the Arctic, an ocean-depths treaty, aYorid

pollution treaty, a sonic-boom treaty, a cybernetics treaty, and a trea a, or

treaties, governing the use of communications and other types of appl: ation

satellites (e.g. earth resources, weather, navigation, etc.) to ensure that the ights

of individual countries are protected and of the maximum benefit to all u_ rs.

The Disarmament Aspect

One of the important international areas in which Canada is act: -e is

disarmament. Nearly every disarmament subject has a scientific dimensic and

the Department frequently requires scientific advice in order to evaluate d arm-

ament proposals. As a consequence, it has developed very close working re tions

with the Defence Research Board, Atomic Energy of Canada Limite . the

Atomic Energy Control Board, and the Department of Energy, Mine and

Resources, as well as the Department of National Health and Welfare The

Department, in co-operation with the Director of Chemical and Bio )gicd

Defence of the Defence Research Board, is participating with other exp, is in

the preparation of a study for the United Nations Secretary-General c i the
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cons quences of the use of chemical and biological weapons. This report, when 
corn leted, will be referred to the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee 
(EN )C), which will consider Canadian proposals along with proposals I  put 
foil-, rd by other countries in this field. In connection with the Comprehensive 
Tes-, Ban (CTB), there is reason to believe that teleseismology may eventually 
becc ne a most effective method for surveillance of adherence to the CTB 
Trei yr. Proposals for such a treaty are often accompanied by complex technical 
argu tents that only seismologists engaged in this type of research are competent 
to a iess. Nevertheless, the Department must be sufficiently well informed on 
subj ts of this kind to be able to determine the value in political terms of 
proç sals put forward by various countries. Canada ranks with Britain and 
the nited States in this field and has made significant contributions to it, both 
polit :ally and technically, at international meetings. Through the Department 
of I‘ , tional Health and Welfare, Canada also monitors atmospheric radiation 
leve' and thus assists in the surveillance of the Partial Test Ban. 

On the question of nuclear weapons and technology, Canada has taken 
an cive part in the preparation of a recent study for the United Nations 
Secr ary-General on the effects of the possible use of nuclear weapons. This 
stud.  was related to the Non-Pro liferation Treaty, during the negotiation of 
whic the Department frequently called upon the advice of the AECL and 
the ‘ECB in connection with safeguard provisions and peaceful nuclear 
expl • ive services. Canadian interest in disarmament has also been reflected in 
the'  :ry active role taken by Canada in support of measures placed before the 
Unit.] Nations. 

UNI CO 
How ver, Canada is also active in many other areas of United Nations activity 
relate i to scientific and technological developments, particularly those aimed 
at ta ing greater advantage of the earth's resources for the benefit of mankind 
at L ge. Much of Canada's activity has been within scientific programs 
spon eed by UNESCO. As a country surrounded on three sides by water, 
Caw a has, quite naturally, shown particular interest in programs initiated by 
'SF CO for the study of hydrology and oceanography. Canada has been 
repre ented on the Co-ordinating Council of the International Hydrological 
Deci e and the Department was instrumental in arranging for the secondment 
of a Canadian representative (Dr. J. Fulton of the Science Secretariat) to 
parti  pate in the preparatory work for the Mid-Decade Conference. The 
Cana ian Committee on Oceanography, though prùnarily interested in Canadian 
Prog ms, has been active in some aspects of UNESCO's oceanographic activities. 
Dr. .1 R. Tully of the Fisheries Research Board is Chairman of the Working 
Corn:  ittee for the Integrated Global Ocean Stations System, which is one 
Of e major projects undertaken by the Inter-Governmental Oce anographic 
Coin; ission. In other areas of interest to UNESCO, a Canadian delegation 
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attended  the  Biosphere Conference in September 1968, and a Canadian, Dr. 
J. M. Harrison, Assistant Deputy Minister (Research), Department of En  rgy, 
Mines and Resources, is President of the International Council of Scie tific 
Unions, which is UNESCO's chief adviser on scientific matters. 

Satellites 
In another area of interest to this Department that promises to b ,  of 
increasing importance as time goes by, Canada has participated active  in 
matters relating to the development of satellite technology and has been dit 
involved in negotiations for the working-out of definitive arrangements fo the 
Interim Communications Satellite Corporation (LNTELSAT). Canada has also 
participated actively in a working group and prepared a joint paper with 
Sweden on the implications, political and otherwise, of direct broadcasting rom 
satellites, a development of which can be expected to take place withit the 
very near future. The Department has also been involved in negotiatio s in 
connection with the Government's plan to launch a domestic telecommunici ions 
satellite in 1971. 

International Law 
Scientific and technological advances have also given rise to new problet Is in 
international law on which this Department provides advice and assis' :nee. 
The recognition of the potential value of the sea-bed as a source of min  rais,  
food and other resources, has involved the Department deeply in interna onal 
discussions and negotiations. Similarly, the development of satellite co, mu-
nications can be expected to raise a number of very complex problems  reg  z 'cling 
national rights and sovereign jurisdiction, as well as difficult questions c,oncc •ning 
rebroadcasting, recording and authors' rights. Although the Department does 
not necessarily take a leading role in each of the foregoing activities, it as a 
definite interest in all  of them and consequently endeavors to keep itset well 
informed on the technical aspects of each problem in order that its advice, vhen 
required, will be cogent and constructive. 

In the field of defence research, Canada has taken an active part in /■ VTO 

defence science organizations for many years, as a consequence of —hich 
numerous productive contacts have been developed and sustained. Sci lee 
information is exchanged between the Defence Research Board and a num, er of 
European countries, including the Netherlands, Norway, France, Greece, West 
Germany and Denmark. Co-operation with Britain has been pa rt icularly 'lose. 

Scientific Co-operation 
Last year, Canada joined the International Council for the Exploration (. f the 
Sea, whose headquarters are in Copenhagen, after having had observer tatus 

for a number of years. The ICES, apart from Canada and Iceland, is  e  tirelY 

European in membership, and is a promising forum for co-operation be ween 
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Ca adian and European oceanographers. With regard to meteorology, the free 
cite -ange of meteorological intelligence among the nations of the world, with 
the ?ossible exception of postal services, is the outstanding example of continuing 
elle five and efficient international co-operation. Canada, as a member of the 
We id Meteorological Organization, participates with all countries of Europe 
in t is Organization. Canada also co-operates with European countries, bilaterally 
am1  multilaterally, on numerous other scientific projects related to resources, 
bot renewable and non-renewable, forestry, health sciences, northern research 
ano the exchange of scientific and technical information. The National Research 
Col icil also has a number of bilateral agency-to-agency agreements, not only 
wit! European countries but with other countries where sufficient interest has 
dey  loped. 

Bilaterally, because of its close proximity and the very great degree of 
co-r2eration between Canadian and American industry in the defence field and 
in  s.  any  other areas, it is quite natural that scientific co-operation with the 
Uni eel States is proportionately greater than with other countries. However, 
scie ice knows no international boundaries and the level of Canadian scientific 
co-‘ peration with countries other than the United States is nevertheless 
imp essive. In the atomic energy field, the Canadian Gove rnment has formal 
agre Inents covering atomic energy safeguards with EURATOM, West Germany, 
Spa' r, Sweden, Switzerland and Britain. In addition, Atomic Energy of Canada 
Lin ted has inter-agency agreements with national atomic energy agencies in 
Ital, the Soviet Union, Britain and France. In space, Canada has co-operated 
wit! Britain, France and Norway, as well as with the United States in the 
Ak ette-ISIS satellite programme to investigate the ionosphere. Under informal 
arri ?gements with West Germany, Canada has recently launched rockets 
con .ining experiments for the peaceful exploration of space by West German 
scie - ific institutes. The Canadian sounding-rocket programme has also carried 
exp iments with Swedish and British scientists. In connection with the proposed 
laur, hing of a Canadian  domestic communications satellite, Canada has, within 
the )ast few months, sent two technical missions to Europe to look into the 
posf bility of increased co-operation in the development of satellite technology. 
The initial results of these missions have indicated that there are many areas 
whe c Canada and European countries could co-operate . 

During recent months, a good deal of attention has been paid to the 
bros iening of scientific exchanges on a bilateral basis with other countries. 
Scie tific exchanges form an important part of our cultural agreements with 
Frai .7:e and the Soviet Union, and the Department also assisted in the conclusion 
of scientific-exchange agreement with Brazil last year. The Department is 
cur ntly assessing the prospects for the conclusion of scientific agreements with 
othe countries where the level of scientific advancement is such that it would 
be  ii. the general interest of improving bilateral relations to recommend that 
scie: tific exchanges be placed on a more formal basis. In order to ensure that 
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such exchanges, as well as the many informal exchanges which now take _ lace

on an agency-to-agency basis, are facilitated, the Department foresees a ieed

during the next few years for increasing the number of scientific attach s at

its posts abroad.

The Senate Committee
One question the Department must, continuously ask itself is whether o not

its present arrangements are adequate to meet the demands placed upon t for

co-ordinating Canadian external policy in this most difficult and complex field.

To this end, the Department has an active concern in the work of the S:nate

Committee on Science Policy and any other initiative aimed at better co-0rdir ation

and direction of science policy within the Government. At the same tim , the

Department must carefully examine its own structure to ensure that it is

organized effectively to serve the Canadian scientific community. Sci atific

liaison and/or negotiation between the official scientific community in C nada

and their counterparts in other countries and in international organizatiom have

/has been related to the activities and concerns of various units c the

Department. While this system has worked well to date, the Departme ,t, as

part of its continuing examination of its operational techniques, is giving some

thought to the possible advantages of setting up an office or division that :ould

have the responsibility for departmental co-ordination of scientific and t: .hno-

logical aspects of Canada's external interests. Such a new division or office

would be able to assist other departments and agencies in avoiding dupl ation

of Canada's efforts in various fields of interest and help them to take adv otage

of expertise in one area for application to another. This is a matter of imn diate

concern to the Department and a subject now being actively reviewet

Technology and the Department

While it is recognized that the, interests of the Committee are directed pri iaril9

towards scientific matters, it would perhaps not be out of order to add : word

about the use of technological devices in the Department's operations The

Department already makes use of very advanced electronic communir Aions

equipment for enhancing its ability to provide missions and delegation with

information and instructions and to ensure that the views and anal-v es of

officers posted abroad become available to the Department by the mos: rapid

and secure means possible. However, there are a number of areas, part: ularly

in the administrative field, where the Department believes it can impr^ ^e its

operations. The application of computer technology has already taker place

in the financial management area. It is intended to apply similar tecl :iques

as rapidly as possible to the maintenance of personnel and property r^ords.

The advantages of systems of this kind can readily be seen when rel, ed to

a department with large quantities of equipment and machinery, as ^' =ll as

furnishings and other properties, at many points overseas.
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The Department has also been studying with increasing interest the subject 
of 1 __formation storage. This relates to the use of computer techniques and 
tecl nologies for the filing of information that would tend to provide us with 
rele ant background material to assist in the analysis of political developments 
anc thus to enable us to attempt to forecast with greater accuracy possible 
ter -s in international affairs. Experiments along these lines have already 
beer carried out in other countries and we are at present gathering information 
wit!. a view to determining to what degree they mig,ht be used in Canada. 
Thi would indeed be a complex system, involving the transmission, selective 
diss nination, storage, retrieval and final disposition of substantive information 
on i _temational developments. In my opinion, if such techniques can be applied 
to le conduct of foreign relations, they should be used, and certainly I 
cons  der them to be worthy of serious investigation. 
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Canada and the Countries of Latin Americe 

THE PRESENT JUNCTURE 

The following address was given on June  12,  1969, by Mr. Jean-P erre 
Goyer, Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of State for External At iirs, 
to the inaugural meeting at York University, Toronto, of the Canadian Associt don 
for Latin American Studies : 

In the context of the review of . Canada's external policy now u Icier 
way, especinlly that part of the review concerned with Canada's rela ions 
with Latin America, I find it wholly appropriate that an organization uch 
as the Canadian Association for Latin American Studies should be cre .ted, 
since these special circumstances provide it with a natural objective to inc .case 
mutual knowledge between Canada and Latin America and to est. ,lish 
machinery towards that end. Although your organimtion is but a few I ours 
old, it represents both a remarkable pool of knowledge and a means whtreby 
that knowledge can be put to use. For its part, the Government has p,  oled 
its experience with a view to drawing up its future Latin American p licy. 
I am, therefore, very happy, this evening, to be able to establish a link bet ;een 
these two initiatives, by attempting to trace the broad outlines of our relr ions 
with Latin America since 1945 and to indicate some basic elements \ hich 
will guide us in the formulation of our new policy.... 

In dealing with the topic of relations between Canada and Latin An :rica 
as they exist at the moment, and their evolution since 1945, I must first 
recognize that, from an objective viewpoint, they have perhaps not  be  i as 
much in the forefront of our international preoccupations as they shoul be. 
It is obvious also that our relations with the United States, our very pov crful 
neighbor, inevitably concern us more than our relations with countries outh 
of the Rio Grande. It is also dear that our ties with Europe and the cou tries 
of the Commonwealth have, in general, been closer or more closely deve Jped 
than those with Latin America. More recently still, the ties created with 

French-speaking countries have assumed proportions which, in a few res ects, 
go beyond the present development of our relations with Latin America. rori: 

a purely geographical point of view, it could even be said that sometimes c erns 
in Asia or Africa attract the attention of Canadians more than those i the 
southern half of our hemisphere. Nevertheless, one must admit that C: lath 

is now closer to Latin America than it was 25 years ago, and I believe the 
this evolution will be accelerated from now on. This, in summary,  i the 
present state of our relations with Latin America, in comparison witt our 
relations with other parts of the world. 

Let us now examine the evolution of our relations with Latin An -lie 
since 1945. 
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Ca- ada's Geopolitical Situation

Frc n the point'of view of our geopolitical situation, one would assume, at

firs, glance; that Canada would long since have drawn closer to the countries

of :.atin America. In fact, we share the American continent with these countries;
in .,-inciple, Canada and the Latin American countries defend the sanie political

ide; ';s - that is, those expressed in the Charter of the OAS. Nevertheless,

up -o the present': time, geopolitical forces have had the reverse effect.
Paradoxically; the main reason for this state of affairs is the special

gec ;raphic position of the United States. The , latter country is obviously the

dor::nating geopolitical force in this hemisphere and its influence is felt both

to 1-le north and to the south. Yet its relations with these two regions have

dev- loped separately and in different directions. Similarly, both of these regions
hav a special relation with the United States, but this relation binds the

reg: ;n concerned to the United States rather than to the region at the other
ext, mity of the hemisphere. For this reason, one can say that the United States
has '?een a geographical entity - one might almost say a geopolitical entity -
sep-,_ating Canada from Latin America.

I would add in passing that, if one considers the political systems of

Car :da and Latin America, the difference which does in fact exist between

our iystem and that of most Latin American countries has been an element

of r. utrality in the development of our relations with these countries. In general,

we ave adopted the most correct, and perhaps the easiest attitude, the attitude

tha^ their choice of systems of government is entirely their own affair, and
the; have granted us the same consideration. Perhaps this has not drawn us

any closer to these countries but, up to the present, it has not separated us
fro:. them either.

There is another major reason why geopolitical forces have not yet brought

Can .da and Latin America much closer together : in the past, the political
inte3 sts of Canada and those of Latin American countries did not follow
the ame lines. Since their liberation a century and a half ago, the countries

of i atin America have maintained cultural links with Spain and Portugal,

and î^uropean immigration has played an important role in their development.

Nev rtheless, these countries have been forced to center their preoccupations
on e solution of their internal problems and the affairs of the hemisphere.
As shall mention later, the Canadian people's involvement in international

afia; s is a fairly recent phenomenon. Despite this, Canada has always been

rela,: vely open to the outside world, either for historical or internal reasons,

or 1- -cause of the need to counterbalance the influence of the United States.

Geo oliticai Gap Narrows

As : result of technological changes since the Second World War, the geo-

poliVcal ' gap between Canada and Latin America has narrowed. Aviation

and telecommunications have greatly facilitated contacts between the various
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parts of the western hemisphere, and between this hemisphere and the • .est 
of the world. Canadians are showing a greater interest in the affairs of this 
hemisphere than they did in the past; at the same time, the people of I_ nin 
America are bec,oming more interested in world affairs. This interest on the 
part of the people is reflected at the govermnent level. I was one of the 
members of the ministerial mission which visited nine Latin American coun.  ries 

• at the end of last year; during these visits, the Secretary of State for Extunal 
Affairs and myself were struck by the willingness of the ministers of foi ign 

affairs of these countries to talk with us about several aspects of the sitm-  ion 
in the hemisphere and by their great eagemess to discuss in depth cu: sent 
international problems. 

It seems obvious to me that co-operation in the discussion of pol ical 
problems within the United Nations and some of its agencies is one of the 
reasons for the political rapprochement which has taken place between Ca ada 
and the countries of Latin America. I shall go into the fundamentals of this 
aspect of the question later on. 

By way of conclusion on the geopolitical aspect proper, I should lil to 
mention here the development of our bilateral relations during the past qv. :rter 
of a century. Between 1941 and 1961, Canada established diplomatic rela ions 
with each of the 20 countries of Latin America. At present, Canadian diploi :atic 
missions are located in 14 of these countries. These faCt are indicath of 
a growing mutual interest between the Canadian Govemment and the go ern-
ments of these countries. I am sure that this mutual interest will con 'nue 

to develop in the future. 
The necessity of having well-structured relations between the Latin Arne ican 

countries and Canada is, therefore, no longer questioned, and hencefortl we 
can take it for granted that the evolution of these relations, particularly i• the 
political sphere, is going to be accelerated. What is still the object ol our 
studies and our consultations is rather the form that these relations shall take 
in the future, and the place they shall occupy in the scale of our pric ities 

in relation to other continents. 

Economic Relations 
Regarding economic relations between Canada and Latin America, I not the 
same difference as in political relations between the present state of a fairs 
and the future potential. For our country as well as for Latin America the 
most pressing long-term economic imperatives are perhaps economic de‘ lop-
ment itself and trade. 

Regarding economic development, the position of the Latin Amc icau 

countries is somewhat paradoxical. In the first place, some of these cou tries 
are far more advanced economically than the others. This gap has long 
existed for some of them. At the same time, in many of these  cour  ries,  
there are, on the one hand, striking economic development, fully compi, able 
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to hat of the most advanced countries, and, on the other hand, very serious 
ecc tomic and social problems which affect' a wide segment of the population. 
It to these problems that the governments of these countries are incremingly 
tur ing their attention, and it is, of course, for them to make the necessary 
de( sions, which in certain cases are of immediate urgency. 

Certain elements of the Canadian private sector are fairly active in Latin 
An  erica, where there have long been private capital investments of sizeable 
im, )rtance, especially in mines and public services. Canadian banks operate 
the ; and groups of Canadian engineers and consulting engineers are increasingly 
act 'e in these countries. 

More recently, the Canadian Gove rnment took a modest step towards 
rea co-operation with the governments of the Latin American countries in 
the ield of economic development. Since 1964, Canada has each year allocated 
$n million to the Inter-American Development Bank. This amount forms 
par of the long-term loans the Bank grants to member countries in order to 
hel them carry out certain development projects. The Canadian Government 
hm the right to approve the projects financed with Canadian funds. This 
efk t is worthwhile, but hardly sufficient, if one considers that the amount 
Ca Ida contributes each year to help the economic development of Latin 
An  Tica represents Only about 3 per cent of the money earmarked by Parliament 
for - xtemal aid. We fully understand the situation. In the field of economic 
de„ lopment, we wish to co-operate with the countries of Latin America as 
mu a as possible in the future, and we are now studying the most practical 
wa.; of doing so. 

In another area, one related to trade (that is, the field of export credits), 
the Canadian Government has been very active in Latin America in com-
par on to what it has done in other parts of the world. Of a total of 
apr oximately $400 million granted for credits to foreign countries in recent 
yea ;, about $150 million has been directed toward Latin American countries. 

Ira ,  e Problems 
I h ve already said that trade is unquestionably one of the oldest and one 
of t e most effective ties between Canada and Latin America. The total value 
of ar commercial exchanges exceeded $965 million in 1968, more than 11 
thn— the figure for 1941. Nevertheless, placed within the context of our 
woi i trade, this value represents only 3.8 per cent of our total trade for 
the ,'ea.r 1968 and, incidentally, indicates a balance in our favor. We sell 
11101 to most of these countries individually than they sell collectively on 
Our narket. These statistics clearly illustrate the real difficulties these countries 
exp. ,lence in increasing to a satisfactory level their expo rts to Canada. We 
are ,.eady to provide our advice, as far as possible, to help them increase 
thei output. In retum, one must realize that the export of traditional Canadian 
pro-  ucts to Latin America will from now on have to face the free-trade area 
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customs arrangements at present being established in these countries. Cam la,
while attempting to retain a fair share of the market for the exporters of
these products, must also seek to ensure that exports of other kinds, s ich
as the equipment needed for economic development, are given a place in
our trade with Latin America.

It is evident that there is a place for closer relations with Latin Ame ica

in the economic field. Canada can play an important role in the econc nie

development of Latin American countries, not only through the Cana, ian

International Development Agency and the Export Credit Insurance Corpora ion

but also through the investment of capital and the various efforts of pri ate

groups. I see two main ways in which this role can be fulfilled : in the irst

place, through the financing that the Canadian Government could use illy

provide in the future; and, secondly, by making use of the experienct of

Canadians who have already had to deal with problems similar to those w,.ich

Latin Americans must face at present.

In the area of commerce, it would be possible to enlarge our bila ral
trade, not to mention the beneficial results we could achieve by working toge her
within certain international bodies to improve the conditions of sale ab oad
for certain products, particularly those of the developing countries.

The recent decision to put into effect immediately all the tariff reduc ons
which Canada negotiated during the Kennedy Round represents a step for,ard
in this general direction on the part of the Canadian Government. This dec =ion
was made public in the budget, as was the Government's new systen of
customs exemptions for tourists returning to Canada, a measure which, c)uld
benefit some Latin American countries. These two measures are a conseqi::nce
of our development policies towards these countries. It would be unrealist! on
our part to expect to contribute to the industrial development of these cour :ries
if we do not open our consumer markets to their products.

In short, even though economic relations between Canada and I atin

America are not yet of capital importance, and even though there are real

difficulties to overcome, closer relations are indeed possible and woul+ be

of advantage to both sides.

Cultural and Personal Ties
In the not so distant past, Canadian motivation with regard to internat Jnal
problems was far more the result of government initiative than of mr :-ked
personal interest. The attitude of the average Canadian toward the oi side
world was very similar to the attitude toward Latin America for whici we
may be blamed today. Preoccupied with our own affairs, we did not in ose
days seek to become greatly involved in world problems. Though C^ Iada
participated in two world wars, it was only in the Forties that a chan ein
our people's basic attitude toward international affairs could really be no .ced.
This movement was first in the direction of our traditional external re14 iQns
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or, in other words, our relations with the United States, Europe and the Corn-.  
ni(awealth. Nevertheless, Canadian attention to international affairs also grew 
as Canada took new initiatives in which our participation resulted from the 
fol e of external circumstances, from our responsibilities toward the United 
Ni ions, or from Canada's inte rnal situation. 

It is only relatively recently that the majority of Canadians have become 
tri , y aware of Latin America and of the importance which that part of the 
wc Id has for Canada. Of course, there had long been Canadians who had 
fel drawn toward Latin America. I am thinking of people from all parts 
of 7,anada who have become interested in Latin America for one reason or 
an rher and also, in particular, of French Canadians, for whom this region 
Wa made more attractive by its cultural affinity. 

This interest has also more recently coincided with the need which French 
?adians feel to draw closer to other peoples of Latin background, more 

pa -  icularly to those of the French-speaking world. 

A lutual Lack of Knowledge 
Tt, spontaneous interest on the part of French Canadians and also that of 
ma y  English-speaking Canadians is important in cultural terms. The tendency 
of 'anadians to consider Latin American culture a source of enrichment should 
be ncouraged. The fact remains, however, that in general Latin American 
cul  Ire is little known in Canada, even though, with certain exceptions, this 
ell' are is remarkably rich, both in its classic and in its contemporary works. The 
pai llel which I have been trying to draw in other contexts is valid here again, 
foi if Latin American culture has not received all the attention it should in 
ou;  country, similarly our culture is only slightly known in Latin America. With 
the exception of the ancient culture of the Canadian Indians, linked with that 
of  ie  natives of the southern part of the American continent, our artistic and 
lite_ ary productions have not succeeded very well in crossing the border of 
the Latin American states. 

On the whole, the internal situation of our country at the present time 
see is quite favorable to a cultural rapprochement with Latin America. Like 
the people of Latin America, most Canadians are the inheritors of Christian 
tin( dions and the Graeco-Roman civilization; and, like them, we attach impor-
tan c to maintaining ties with Europe. If one adds to that a certain adven-
tur asness that expresses itself externally in a desire to explore and draw closer 
to iany parts of the world (a tendency notable among the young), one finds 
a s lid basis for closer relations with Latin America. 

As is the case for other parts of the world, there are some aspects of our . 
cul irai relations with Latin America that are especially important. I am 
thur.ing, in particular, of exchanges on the intellectual plane, university and 
scie uific exchanges, and more generally of the personal contacts favored by 
Per )nnel exchanges of all kinds. In these fields, and in the field of artistic 
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exchanges, there is a legitimate government role to be played, and we are 
now studying the possibility of closer co-operation on our part. 

Finally, it should be noted that public information disseminated in 1 oil 
I directions — toward Canada from Latin America and vice-versa — is sca tty. 	l 

We are far better informed about the situation in the United States or al out 	1 
events in other corners of the world than we are about what is actually going o 1 in 	( 
Latin America. Fortunately, there is some tendency on the part of newspa ers 
and other media to improve this situation. On our side, for example, the ( BC 
International Service is effectively broadcasting in Latin America informa ion 
about Canada, and it disseminates some Canadi an  culture. Nevertheless, an 

I effort must be made to further improve this situation if we are to remedy the 	r 
obvious lack of information between two major parts of the same continen . 	i 

It is in that perspective that the Canadian Association for Latin Amer can 
Studies has chosen to work toward the establishment of doser relations, four Jed 
on a sincere desire to familiarize Canadians with the elements of the fast 

1 cultural, geographic and social reality of Latin America, while trying to cr ate 	1  
among Latin Americans a reciprocal climate favorable to the understan ling 	2  
of Canadian culture and the Canadian personality. The role you can )lay 	1  
in helping to bring about a Canadian-Latin American rapprochement L as 	t 

J 

International Security 	 11 t 
Canada's relations with Latin America in the reahn of international securit are 
indirect rather than direct. Since the Second World 'War, Canada's role in this 
field has assumed a threefold aspect: in the first place, an alliance with the 

I United States for the defence of North America; secondly, as a membe • of 	n 
NATO, our participation in agreements concerning the safety and stabilit , of 	v 
the North Atlantic world; and, thirdly, under the auspices of the II ited 	a 
Nations, our active co-operation in the effort to keep world peace. By this t iple 
association, Canada up to now has contributed to world security and nus, 
indirectly, to the peace and stability of our hemisphere. 

I America's security was only once subjected to external threat, at the irne 	s 
of the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, and Canada was implicated throug its 	g 
obligations for the defence of North America. As you know, this crisis was 	a 
actually settled by the two great powers involved. Normally, however, prot erns 	0 
of hemispheric security are looked after by the United Nations or by the ( AS, 	a 
of which Canada is not a member. This is why Canada has no direct respone ility 
for regional security in the western hemisphere as a whole. It should, n ver- 
theless, be emphasized that our obligations with regard to international sec iritY 
and our participation in the United Nations enable us to make a pa :the 	c 

contribution, even if it is indirect, to the stability of Latin America. 	 ri 

Like most other countries, Canada belongs to a large number of internat onal 	c 
organizations; international affairs tend more and more to be discussed and 

extensive as you want to make it. extensive as you want to make it. 
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eve .‘ settled within these organizations. It is within these bodies that Canada, 
sin 1945, has had some of its most fruitful contacts with the countries of 
Lai n America. These contacts have occurred mainly at meetings of the United 
Na ons and within several of its bodies, in particular the Security Council, the 
Ece tomic and Social Council, the International Law Commission, the Commission 
on Inman Rights, the International Labor Office, the World Health Organi-
zati )n, the United Nations Committee on Disarmament and the Economic 
Col mission for Latin America, to which Canada has belonged since 1961. 

Even though we have noticed in the deliberations of these bodies that our 
inte zsts and outlook differ somewhat from thoSe of Latin Americans, there is 
nev rtheless a much broader field of action in which co-operation exists, 
and this could be enlarged. As I have just said, this was also the impression 
of se Canadian ministerial mission that recently visited Latin America. 

Thc OAS 
The e is also an international institution to which the countries of Latin America 
and the United States belong. Canada, on the other hand, is not a member. 
I a_  i  speaking, of course, of the Organization of American States, the OAS, 
the leading organization of our hemisphere. Its membership includes two 
inch endent countries of the Caribbean, Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago; 
Jam,  ,ica has also just applied for membership. Why, then has Canada never 
taL  i the necessary steps to take its place with most of the countries of the 
herr 3phere within this organization ? 

Generally speaking, it would seem that the imperatives which impelled 
Car da to join similar organizations — NATO, for example — have not yet 
ma(:  felt in the case of the OAS. Also, most Canadians are not 
vert well informed about the OAS and, among those who know it well, there 
are few who are convinced that Canada ought to become a member while 
°the s are distrustful and hence opposed to membership 

If one goes a little more deeply into the arguments 'involved, one would 
hay( to admit that Canada, by joining the OAS, would be taldng an unequivocal 
stan , at the side of the countries of the hemisphere and would at one stroke 
gain a voice in hemispheric deliberations on political, economic and social 
affa s, and in questions of collective security. On the other hand, the history 
of t e organization, in particular its evolution during the past few years, and 
also the parallel evolution of co-operation among member countries of the 
0Af , should be considered. 

The Organization of American States was founded under its present charter 
in 1 49, but it has existed in other forms since the last half of the nineteenth 
cent ry. In its origin, the OAS was essentially a rational arrangement of 
relat 3ns between the Latin American countries themselves and between these 
cour'ries and the United States. In 1949, these relations had existed since the 
liber lion of most of the countries of Latin America; they had been characterized 
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both by serious problems and by ever-increasing co-operation. Toward the

end of the Second World War, the countries of Latin America and the Ur ited

States, inspired by the same .spirit which had prompted the creation of the

United Nations, in which they played an important role, decided to regubrize

their own relations by signing two regional agreements. The first, the h,ter-

American Treaty for Reciprocal Assistance, the "Rio Treaty", was signe I in

1947; the second, the Charter of the OAS, was signed in 1949.

Canada, wishing to avoid a renewal of the two world wars into whi, h it

had been drawn, participated actively in the preparatory work leading tc the

creation of the United Nations and became a member of this body. How ver,

preoccupied with its own interests, and particularly with its relations with t Zose

parts of the world to which it was linked by history, and preoccupied als_ by

its new responsibilities within the United Nations, Canada did not find suffi ient

reason to join the OAS. I might point out in passing, however, that our cot ntry

became a member of the United Nations Economic Commission for l atin

America in 1966, and that we have since taken an active part in its work.

The OAS and the whole inter-American system of which it is the ce itral

part have evolved greatly since 1949, especially with regard to activities des' ped

to improve the economic and social conditions of member countries. The

Alliance for Progress and the Inter-American Development Bank for Ecor )mic

Development - the latter established outside the framework of the OA! but

composed exclusively of member countries - are the most important instrur ients

from this point of view.

There are also several OAS bodies concerned with technical aid and
methods to be used in agriculture and other areas of the same nature. I nder
the new OAS charter, adopted in 1967 but not yet ratified by all me nber
countries, the Inter-American Economic and Social Council and the ï Iter-

American Cultural. Council will be given much broader mandates than hose
they have had up to now. For a long time, there have been several )ther
inter-American organizations outside the OAS dealing with a great v riety
of questions, which include technical, administrative and cultural matter .

Non-OAS Agencies

Furthermore, there have been set up recently, again outside the framewo k of

the OAS, agencies or organizational plans, on a scale surpassing eve; the
organizations I have just mentioned. These are organizations or regional asso-
ciations formed by some of the Latin American countries: the Latin Am+ :ican
Free Trade Association, the Central American Common Market, the A) dean
Group and the River Plate Group. In addition, there is a plan for a cor rnoa
market of all Latin American countries, theoretically to be formed before 985,

Canada has not remained indifferent to these developments. In 19
Canadian minister attended the meeting of the Inter-American Economi, and
Social Council as an observer. The Alliance for Progress was launched o. tbis

w
r

L
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occ:sion, and since that time a Canadian observer regularly has been sent to 
the Council's meetings and, more recently, to those of the Inter-American 
CulAral Council, which are held simultaneously. Both bodies are now mgeting 
infort-of-Spain,  with our Ambassadors to Mexico and Buenos Aires heading 
the Canadian delegations. Since last year, the Canadian Government has also 
bee_ sending an observer to some of the annual meetings of the Alliance's 
Exe-mtive Committee; during these meetings, the progress achieved by those 
mea bers which are developing countries is reviewed. As I have already 
exp lined, Canada has been contributing to the operations of the Inter-American 
DeLlopment Bank since 1964. Moreover, our country belongs to some inter- 

rican technical organizations; these bodies, which may be joined by countries 
the are not members of the OAS, are not all dependent on the OAS. They 
have  rather varied interests — for example, the operation of central banks, 
stat: tics, taxation methods, broadcasting, postal services and the continent's 
hist ry and geography. There are also Canadians who participate, either 
indi;idually or as members of groups, in the activities of several non-official 
inte -American organizations. Finally, the Canadian Goverrunent through its 
enat ■ ssies in Latin American countries, is fo llowing with a great deal of interest 
the evolution of the regional and intergovernmental groups, especially as 
they affect trade and economic development. 

All this is obviously no more than a modest effort, carried out within a 
mul lateral framework, toward more effective co-operation with the countries 
of L .tin America. We could follow up this co-operation by becoming a member 
of t' e OAS. 

From several points of view, the OAS is an admirable organization. Of 
cous  e this organization is not without its weaknesses. It seems to me that it 
has lot always achieved its desired objectives or always used the appropriate 
men s according to the circurnstances. It has done a great deal in the past 
to p, eserve the peace of the hemisphere and to provide this region of the world 
with a stability and a cohesion it would not have had otherwise. At present, 
the )AS is in a period of transition. The new charter still has to be ratified. 
The lew Secretary-General, Mr. Gal Plaza, a most distinguished Latin American 
state man, is most remarkable in his efforts. 

remains to be determined whether the Canadian Government will decide 
that ihe time is now favourable for applying to join the OAS, or whether it 
will 'eel that our country should first take suitable measures to effect closer 
relat -)ns with the countries of Latin America and to increase its knowledge of 
Lati American affairs before reaching a decision on the more fundamental 
issut. 

Con. 'us ion 
In t: ',s review of the principal aspects of our relations with Latin America as 
they have existed in the past and as they exist in the present, I have also tried 
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to give you some idea of the future of these relations as foreseen at prk ;ent.
To make this part of my remarks a bit clearer, I should like to recall vhat
the Prime Minister said before the departure of the ministerial mission last

year. He stated, among other things:
The Government considers our relations with the countries in this hemisphe -e as

being of high priority.

Further on, he added:
I am confident that this review (the review of policy then being undertaken; will

demonstrate that there is real scope for strengthening Canada's relations with Latin At.erica

to the mutual advantage of both.

The review of policy toward Latin America is now well advanced. te in

government are grateful to those of you who have given us valuable a: vice,

either through correspondence or by taking part in the seminar he' i in

Scarborough, a few weeks ago, or otherwise. I hope that, if you have Aher

ideas, you will not hesitate to let us know ....
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aladian Cultural Institute in Rome 

Tyo eminent Canadian artists, Julien Hébert and Harry Somers, will spend 
1-ie year from September 1969 to September 1970 in Rome on bursaries 

frorr the Canadian Cultural Institute in Rome. Mr. Hébert, creator of the 
Exp 67 symbol, has achieved distinction in sculpture, industrial  design and 
the  jraphic arts. Mr. Somers is one of Canada's leading composers. His 
best: nown work is probably the opera Louis Riel, which enjoyed great success 
duriï g Canada's centennial year and will be performed in several European 
cour;  :ies during 1970. Both men will receive awards of $18,000, as well as 
travc qng expenses for themselves and their families. 

Fou 	of the Institute 
The :anadian Cultural Institute in Rome vas  created following an exchange 
of n [es on November 15, 1966, between His Excellency Amitore Fanfani, 
Italy Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the Honorable Paul Martin, then 
NlitÉ ter of Extemal Affairs for Canada. This exchange was conducted in 
ace° .lance with agreements concluded a few years earlier between the two 
coun ries in connection with settlement for Canadian aid to Italian civilians 
dudit Second World War. Under the terms of these agreements, the Italian 
Govt -nment undertook to pay the Canadian Government $500,000 for the 
esta. of a foundation to encourage cultural exchanges between Canada 
and aly and strengthen the artistic and cultural ties between the two countries. 

he  Institute is composed of an advisory committee made up of the Cana-
dian "kmbassador in Rome, who acts as chairman, the Embassy's cultural adviser 
and àree other members appointed by the Department of External Affairs 
follo ing consultation with the Canada Council. 

f.ri autonomous "foundation", the Institute has as its sole aim the promotion 
Cr:of tural, artistic and scientific exchanges between Canada and Italy by means 

of  b  saries or in any other way considered suitable by the directors. Italy, 
land f the Renaissance, offers Canadian artists and scholars a favorable atmo-
sphei, for the unfolding and fostering of their talents. In music, sculpture, 
Paint ig, films and archaeology especially, Italy is still a source of inspiration 
for t e  world. 

he  Institute plans to award one or two major bursaries a year to Canadian 
artist and intellectuals chosen from as broad a field as possible. The Canada 
Cour_ il has undertaken to make these bursary offers known to the public and 
to as ist the advisory committee in its choice of the most deserving candidates. 
It is toped that, once a better knowledge has been acquired of the role the 
instiL ie may play, funds from other sources will be added to its annual income. 
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Niagara Cataract to be Renovated 

THE Department of External Affairs announced on March 21, 1969, that 
the Governments of Canada and the United States had exchanged iotes 

in Washington to authorize the "dewatering" of the American Falls at Ni gara 
and the use for power purposes of the water thus diverted into the Casc. ides. 
The agreement resulted from a recommendation of the International Taint 
Commission that the measure be taken to facilitate investigation of mea Is to 
preserve or enhance the beauty of the American Falls. 

The power benefits resulting from the temporary diversion will be di ided 
equally between the Power Authority of the State of New York and 0 -  tario 
Hydro. The two agencies agreed, in return, to make a substantial contril tion 
to the cost of the cofferdam and the ensuing investigation. However, the ower 
diversion required the approval of the United States Senate before bein put 
into effect, since it involved a departure from the minimum flows specif d in 
the Niagara Treaty of 1950. 

Signing of the notes exchanged by the United States and Canada authorizing the ten ,orar) 
diversion of water from the American Falls at Niagara : seated left — the Canadian 

 sador to the United States, Mr. A. E. Ritchie; seated right — the U.S. Assistant Sc .'etarY 
of State for European Affairs, Mr. Martin 1. Hillenbrand; standing — the U.S. .Amb uador 
to Canada, Mr. Harold F. Linder. 
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EA ernal Affairs in Parliament 

Tour of Scandinavia 

On June 23, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External 

Affa .s, reported to the House of Commons as follows concerning the visit to 
Scar, 'inavia from which he had just returned : 

• . . My tour began on June 8 in Oslo and ended on June 19 in Reykjavik, 
alter  visiting Helsinki, Copenhagen and Stockholm. This was the first time a 
Can: lian Foreign Minister had made a tour of all five Nordic countries. It was 
the .1-st time that a Canadian Foreign Minister had visited some of these 
cour; 

My  purpose in undertalcing this tour was to reaffirm on a personal basis 
the I ng-standing good relations between the Canadian and Nordic governments, 
to p; wide a new impetus for increased co-operation between Canadian and the 
Nor- and to make Canada better known in those countries. 

n all the capitals visited, I emphasized that the enlargement of Canada's 
inter ational horizons taking place as a result of our foreign policy review does 
not iply any lessening of Canada's interest in Europe and that we recognize 
the I  rportance of Europe not only for our security but also for many other 
dime sions of our national life. It is from Europe that most of our population, 
our ( Ature and our tradition comes. The bulk of our immigration and a signif-
icani proportion of our exchanges of persons, ideas and goods are still with 
Eurc,:e. These relations are of great importance not only in themselves but 
also 7 a means of diversifying our external relations and developing an identifiably 
Carr.-ian way of life in North America. For all these reasons, we wish to seek 
new orms of co-operation with the Europeans, including the Scandinavians. 

7,verywhere we went, our reception was friendly and generous, and I wish 
to sa, here, as I said there, how much we appreciated the care with which our 
progr.ms were prepared and the many kindnesses we were shown. It was 
evitic -  ce, I think, of the high regard in which Canada is held in those countries 
and c? their desire to get to know us better. 

Polic. :s Explained 
Grea . interest was shown in our review of foreign and defence policies. In 
own: ng its nature and the results so far, I stressed the great changes that have 
taken place both in Canada and the world in the last few years. I pointed out 
that  t anada is now aware, as it has never been before, that it is not only an 
Atlan, ic nation but also an American nation with growing interests in Latin 
Arne'. za, a Pacific nation with growing ties with Japan and other Asian countries, 
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and an Arctic nation with increasing responsibilities for the development, su -veil-

lance and defence of our vast northern territories. Above all, I emphasized that,

in deciding to stay in NATO and to stay in Europe, we have rejected a non-

aligned or inward-looking orientation.

This explanation received a sympathetic reception everywhere. ' hose

Nordic countries that are partners of ours in NATO pointed out that our ^ tion

would necessitate readjustments within NATO and- they stressed the impor ance

of both the timing and the possible psychological repercussions as factc •s to

be carefully weighed. However, I am confident that they have a better u ider-

standing now of our objectives and that they are reassured of our intenti n to

maintain an effective Canadian military presence in Europe.

Another aspect of our foreign policy review which attracted considf rable

interest was our decision to open negotiations on diplomatic relations wit i the

People's Republic of China. All the Nordic countries except Iceland have

embassies in Peking and i formed the impression that they welcomed the Can idin

initiative. I also took advantage of my presence in Stockholm to get a pe, ;onal

report on this subject from our Ambassador there.

East-West Relations

We had some very useful exchanges of views in the Nordic capitals abo: t the

general question of East-West relations and European security. I exp iined

Canada's vital interest in the search for détente between East and West ai i for

a lasting solution to Europe's security problems. This was why we had wel, )med

the various initiatives, including the Budapest Declaration, that had been aken

concerning the possibility of holding a conference on European security.

I expressed support in particular for the positive but realistic appro, :h of

the Finnish Government and for their view that any conference that niQht

eventually meet should be without pre-conditions, should be fully pre, ared,

should involve all countries concerned and, above all, should be assur-d of

reasonable prospects for success.

The West, as least, had no interest in a conference that failed, and it ^ ould,

therefore, be wise to proceed step by step, sounding out the possi' ilities

of agreement, beginning with the easier problems and moving on gradur ly to

the more difficult ones. I explained that we envisaged this in terms of a:eady

on-going process, in which NATO consultations had an important role tc play,

rather than in terms of some great occasion when there was likely to Z an

abrupt clash of views on stubborn points of contention. I also made it clear

that Canada intended to be involved in this process from the beginnin ;aiid

throughout. I found that there was a near identity of view on these ?oints

between all the Nordic governments and ourselves, and it was agreed tf it we

should keep in close touch as bilateral consultations proceeded.
We also had an opportunity to discuss developments in Western E-rolje,

including future prospects for the European Common Market and its r=ation
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t, su veil- 	to p °poses for a Nordic economic union. We found it useful to compare notes 

	

ized that, 	on t ,e situation in the Middle East, in Nigeria and in Vietnam. We exchanged 
I 

	

d a non- 	viev ; on the disarmament negotiations and on United Nations matters, inchading 
pea( ;keeping operations and the provision of aid in disaster situations. On all 

	

- hose 	thes questions we found that more often than not our appreciation and approach 

	

■ur i -:.tion 	wer very close to those of the various Nordic govemments. 

	

apoi allCe 	In each capital we discussed a number of bilateral questions concerned with 

	

'actc s to 	t ad and other forms of exchange. It should be borne in mind that Canada 

1 

	

er u a cier- 	is tl . second-best customer for Denmark and Sweden. ( 1 ) We found everywhere 

	

.enti n to 	a d sire to increase co-operation on a functional basis and some specific 
sup: stions were discussed, particularly in the economic, scientific and techno- 

	

asid( rable 	1ogi,1 fields. Interest was expressed in reciprocal visits by parliamenta rians 

	

wit 1 the 	and ' hope to have a chance to discuss this with you at an early date. 

	

and have 	in meetings with the public media as well as with governmental authorities, 

	

Can tdian 	I m: le a special point of explaining Canadian policies and objectives in terms 

I 

	

. pel ;onal 	desi :led to make clear that we had our own view of the world, our own 
aspi: /dons and our own way of doing things that were not quite anybody else's. 
As r result, I think, there is a better knowledge of Canada in the Nordic countries 
and better appreciation of the possibilities for our working together. I, in tum, 

	

abol t the 	have a much clearer picture of these countries and their peoples and of the 

	

exp tined 	pnos  ects for joint action. 
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CONFERENCES 

Pan-American Institute of Geography and History, ninth general assembly: WashL gton, 
May 28 - June 20 

Canada-U.S.A. joint ministerial committee meeting: Washington, D.C., June 25-26 

Association interparlementaire France-Canada: Ottawa, June 30 - July 2 

UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, ninth session: Geneva, August 23 - Septemt 'cr 12 

Fourth International Agricultural Aviation Congess: Kingston, Ontario, August 25 29 

World Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5 

International Red Cross Conference, twenty-first session: Istanbul, September 13-16 

Commonwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September f 12 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, Octobe 4.19 

Colombo Plan Consultative Committee : Victoria, B.C., October 14-31 

North Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31 

Interparliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, C tober 
30 - November 7 

Association internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual coat once: 
Tunisia, January 1970 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Mr. G. L. Kristianson posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, effective
April 23, 1969.

Mr. O. W. Campbell posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada,
Ki::gston, to Ottawa, effective April 29, 1969.

Mr. V. G. Turner posted from the Permanent Mission of Canada to the United Nations,
New York, to Ottawa, effective May 1, 1969.

Mr. M. Roussin appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Departmental Adviser
on Bilingualism, effective May 1, 1969.

Mr. A. J. Hicks, Canadian Ambassador to Costa Rica, retired from the Public Service,
: ffective May 2, 1969.

Mr. :. R. Schram appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service
Officer 1, effective May 5, 1969.

Mr. >;. J. Rochon appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service
Officer 1, effective May 5, 1969.

Mr. T. C. Hammond posted from the Canadian Embassy, Belgrade, to Ottawa, effective
:.4ay 9, 1969.

Mr. 7. G. Longmuir posted from the International Commission for Supervision and
Control in Vietnam to the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, effective May 9, 1969.

W. Thompson posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Pretoria, effective
=fay 10, 1969.

Mr. ... Bernier resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective May 12,
ï969.

Mr. :;:. G. Campbell posted from the Canadian Delegation to the Conference of the
i-ighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, Geneva, to the Canadian Embassy,
:.onn, effective May 13, 1969.

Mr• `=J. Pick, Canadian Ambassador to Tunisia, appointed Canadian Ambassador to the
P<etherlands, effective May 19, 1969.

Mr. C. E. Garrard posted from the Delegation of Canada to the International Commission
for Supervision and Control in Laos to the Canadian Embassy, The Hague, effective
D:ay 22, 1969.

Mr. }'. E. K. Chandler posted from the Canadian Embassy. Tunis, to Ottawa, effective
":_ay 26, 1969.

Miss :. McAuley posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Quito, effective May 29,
1)69.

Miss :. Haworth posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Moscow, effective May 30,
1s69.

Mr. W. G. Graham posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Copenhagen, effective
L_ne 2, 1969.

Mr. V. M. M. Fairweather appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign
Service Officer l, effective June 2, 1969.
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Miss K. J. Heller appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign  5 ervice 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 	 • 

Mr. W. P. Hingston appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign :.ervict 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 	 - 

Mr. J. P. Juneau appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign ervice  
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. J. A. Lichardson appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign :ervice 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. R. E. Lyman appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign ervict 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. L. L. Mooney appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Fervice 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. J. R. C. Sirois appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign s ervice 

Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. B. A. Smith appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign oervict 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. D. W. Smith appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign ::ervict 
Officer 1, effective June 2, 1969. 

Mr. J. P. G. Ducharme posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the Inter-

national Commission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, Saigon, effective  li ne 
1969. 

Mr. J. R. R. Fournier posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Kinshasa, Ciectile 
June 11, 1969. 

Miss J. Shaw posted from the Canadian Embassy, Pretoria, to Ottawa, effective Je ne 11. 
1969. 

Mr. G. L. Hearn posted from the Permanent Mission of Canada to the United I,  anon 

New York, to Ottawa, effective June 13, 1969. 

Mr. H. G. Pardy posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for t" anada, 
New Delhi, effective June 13, 1969. 
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TREATY INFORMATION 

Current Action 

Bilateral 

Thailind 
Exclecige of Notes between the Govemment of Canada and the Government of Thailand 

constituting a commercial modus vivendi between the two countries. 
Bangkok April 22, 1969. 

Entered into force April 22, 1969. 

United States of America 
Exchpnge of Notes between the Goverment of Canada and the Government of the United 

States of America concerning construction of a temporary cofferdam on the Niagara 
River between Goat Island and the United States mainland. 

Washington March 21, 1969. 
Entered into force March 21, 1969. 

Exch: nge of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of the United 
Slates of America concerning the temporary additional diversion of Niagara water for 

power purposes. 
Washington March 21, 1969. 

Entered into force May 20, 1969. 
) the Inter-
ive Jt ne MulLlateral 

sa, eLective 

ve. Ji ne 11. 

ed I,  ations. 

or C anada,  

Convzntion relating to the status of refugees. 
L one at Geneva July 28, 1951. 

Entered into force April 22, 1954. 
Canada's Instrument of Accession deposited June 4, 1969. 

To enter into force for Canada September 2, 1969. 

Agrec nent relating to refugee seamen. 
L one at The Hague November 23, 1957. 

Entered into force December 27, 1961. 
Canada's Instrument of Accession deposited May 30, 1969. 

To enter into force for Canada August 28, 1969. 

Proto.ol relating to the status of refugees. 
Done at the United Nations January 31, 1967. 

Entered into force October 4, 1967. 
Canada's Instrument of Accession deposited June 4, 1969. 

Entered into force for Canada June 4, 1969. 

Amer. Iments (1967) to the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, 
'opted at the fifth regular Assembly of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 

Organization. 
Done at London October 25, 1967. 

Canada's Instrument of Acceptance deposited June 2, 1969. 

Agrec lent regarding the status of personnel of sending states attached to an international 
tr- litary headquarters of NATO in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Done at Bonn February 7, 1969. 
. 	Signed by Canada February 7, 1969. 
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St. Lawrence Seaway 

TENTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATED 

JOINT ceremonies on June 27, 1969, participated in by Prime Minister P  erre 
 Elliott Trudeau and President Richard M. Nixon marked the tenth annivet ,ary 

of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 
The celebrations began in the early afte rnoon when the official pu  ties 

met at the Canadian-United States border on the Moses-Saunders P( wer 
Dam — the site where, exactly ten years before, Queen Elizabeth and Mr. Ni 
then Vice-President, had dedicated the 32-turbine dam. The backdrop for the 
meeting was a black marble slab on the concrete wall of the dam, displa dug 
the Canadian and United States shields and an inscription that read: 

This stone bears witness to the common purpose of the two nations \ hose 
frontiers are the frontiers of friendship, whose ways are the ways of freedom and 
whose works are the works of peace. 

From the dam the official parties travelled by car through an a‘ nue 
of Canadian and United States flags to the Dwight D. Eisenhower Loc z at 
Massena, New York, for the first of two official ceremonies. The priez  ipal 
speakers were Governor Nelson Rockefeller, who made the introdu tory 
remarks, the President and the Prime Minister. After the 40-minute cerer ony 
at Massena, the official parties flew by helicopter to Ile Sainte-Helene, Mon :eat 

The Canadian ceremony began in mid-aftemoon at the Place des Nc ions 
with opening remarks by Dr. Pierre Camu, President of the St. Law mice 
Seaway Authority, and the Honorable Don C. Jamieson, 'Minister of T ans-
port for Canada. The Prime Minister and Mr. Nixon, who was in Co iada 
for the first time since assuming the office of President, delivered the prit ipal 
speeches. They then concluded the ceremony by unveiling and dedic .ting 
a plaque commemorating the Seaway's tenth anniversary, to be placed o the 
nearby St. Lambert Lock. 

Development of a Canal System 
It was at St. Lambert ten years and one day before that Queen Eliz Seth 
and President Eisenhower had officially opened the Seaway, crownin the 
plans and achievements of several centuries. Canals had been constr cted 
in the early 1700s to overcome the natural obstacles to navigation o. the 
St. Lawrence. During the nineteenth century, trade and government had 
dictated vigorous programs of building and expansion to circumven the 
St. Mary's Falls and the rapids at Lachine and the Long Sault. By 904, 
with the completion of the third Welland Canal and improvements tc the 
existing Cornwall and Williamsburg Canals, there had come into ope .  ifion 
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a r.. wigational system providing a channel 14 feet deep from Montreal to the

Lah:head.

As early as 1895, the Governments of Canada and the United States

had appointed a Commission to study the feasibility of a new deep-draft wâter-

wa} through the international stretch of the St. Lawrence. Although the

Cor mission had reported favorably on the proposal two years later, a full

50 , ears of discussion and study had followed. Then, in 1951, the Canadian

Gov -rnment took the initiative, and Parliament passed an act to establish

the -A. Lawrence Seaway Authority, to construct, finance and operate, alone

Pr'ni` Minister Trudeau (right) and President Nixon dedicate a plaque commemorating
the rcntle anniversary of the St. Lawrence Seaway at the Place des Nations, Montreal.
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Canadian Senators Visit Czechoslovakia 

The following report was made to the Senate on June 19, 1969, 'y the 
Honorable Paul Martin, Leader of the Government in Parliament's Uppet 
Chamber : 

In April of this year, Dr. Dalibor Hanes, Chairman of the Ho se of 
Nations of the Federal Assembly of the Czechoslovak Socialist Re mblic, 
renewed a long-standing invitation to the Speaker of the Senate to 1 cad a 
working delegation from this Chamber on a visit to—Czechoslovakia, t) take 
place, as indeed it did, in May. It was decided that the delegation would 
proceed to Czechoslovakia following the Consultative Assembly ( t the 
Council of Europe in Strasbourg and that, in addition to the Speaker, it would 
include Senator Flynn, the Leader of the Opposition, Senator Aird, the Chair. 
man of the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, and me, as Leader )f the 
Government in the Senate. 

... Our visit to Czechoslovakia from May 18 to 22 was pleasa It and 
informative. We had the opportunity of meeting and talking with some 
political people, including Alexander Dubcek, the President of the e ederal 
Assembly. We have pleasant memories of our visit and are sympati  tic  to 
the political and economic problems with which Czechoslovakia is face 1. 

... It might be useful to recall that Czechoslovakia is bordered xi the 
northwest by Germany, on the northeast by Poland, on the southm c st  by 
Austria, and on the southeast and east by Hungary and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics. Its population is roughly 141/2 million, of which about 
two-thirds speak Czech and one-third Slovak. 

We have in this country, of course, many Czechs, but we have great 
number of Slovaks too, and those of us who are familiar with this 3ortion 
of the Canadian population bore them very much in mind when we visited 
both Prague and Bratislava. 

The literacy rate in Czechoslovakia is over 96 per cent. This is in icative 

of the high level of culture and civilization that prevails in that country,  tHunded 

50 years ago by that great democratic leader and philosopher Masaryk whose 
son, Jan Masaryk, the Foreign Minister in the Second World War, I ad the 
privilege to know and to call a friend. As is well known, Czechoslova ia has 
had a Communist government since 1948. 

Courage and Realism 
The tragic events of last August are, of course, still painfully fresh in our 
memories, as they are in the minds of the people of Czechoslovakia. 71 tiere 1.5  
no need today to dwell on the events that preceded August, thot ;11 the 
memories of the elation felt by the Czechoslovakian people in thos dais,  
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which communicated itself so infectiously to the other peoples of the world, 
and hot least to the Canadian people, can yet bring a feeling of warmth 
to ou: hearts, even though, with hindsight, a sad warmth. Suffice it to say 
that, :Jter August, the Czechoslovakian people found it necessary  to come 
to terms with a new situation: a courageous and realistic people had to dis-
cover a new modus vivendi, one which would permit them to save as much 
as  pcssible of the reforms and measures instituted before August, while 
satisfy`ng their Warsaw Pact partners that regional political and security systems 
would not be endangered. 

L is not my intention today ... to reveal the full discussions that we had; 
and w  did have three and a half days of continuous discussion. One would not 
want to make the problem of the Czechoslovakian Gove rnment or its people more 
diffieu t but, to the extent that it seems prudent, I should like to outline the 
nature of the talks and my impressions of the talks that we had both with 
imporyint personalities in the Government of the Federal Council itself, the 
National  Assembly, and the heads of the governments of both the Czech 
state - 11c1 the state of Slovakia. 

J-st prior to our arrival in Czechoslovakia, what I might describe as the 
neeess:ties of political life in that country resulted in the replacement of 
Mr. A exander Dubcek as First Secretary of the Communist Party of Czecho-
slovak a. by Mr. Gustav Husak. This was accompanied by other organizational 

During z recep.  don in Prague by the Czechoslovak Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

(ohout, Senator Paul Martin (left) and Canada's Ambassador to Czechoslovakia, 
tfr. T. 3. B. Wainman-Wood (center), chat with Mr. Kohout. 
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changes, which, though weakening the position of political forces whict. had

spearheaded the reform movement of 1968 and strengthening the positi )n of

forces which were in varying degrees opposed to the reform program, : ever-

theless appeared to leave the balance of power in the hands of mod rates

who can hope to enjoy public confidence.

Signs of Moderation
Of course, the Government of Czechoslovakia has remained in a d:ficult

position, but counterbalancing the increasing press censorship and the con-

tinuing replacement of reformers in official positions has been the fac that

there has been no visible policy of persecuting political opponents. Is deed,

a conditional amnesty was announced on May 27 for those who fled al road

Perhaps another sign of moderation is the fact that Professor Ota Sik, 1 noau

as the "father" of the economic reform plans of Czechoslovakia, who re irned

to that country last month to defend himself against various charges efore

the Party's Central Committee, was, after expulsion from his position as a

member of that Committee, not prevented from leaving Czechosloval ia to

return to his teaching position at a university_ in Switzerland. I venti re to

hope that an equally civilized approach will be taken in dealing with other

Czechoslovakian figures now under criticism by the régime.
In view of Canada's interest in the . question of constitutional r. form,

we were very interested in the new Constitution of Czechoslovakia, vhich

came into force on January 1 this year. We also took the opportun ty of

gathering information on the background and operation of the political odies

under that constitution.
I am sure I speak for Senator Flynn and Senator Aird when I say

that we were very proud of the way in which the delegation of Sc ators

from this place was directed by our Speaker.
In public ceremonies, in private conversations, wherever we wer t, we

were under the direction of His Honor the Speaker, and I can assur

House that he conducted the delegation in an exemplary way. He hc nored

this House and he honored the country. It is not without significance th t our

delegation was the first Western delegation to visit Czechoslovakia urin;

the recent period.
Under the new Czechoslovak Constitution, there is a federal as, -mb1y

consisting of two houses, one called the House of Nations, the oth rthe

House of the People. There are, as well, two national assemblies, o: e for

the Czechs and one for the Slovaks, called respectively the Czech N tional

Council and the Slovak National Council. One of the high points of o^ r tdp

was a visit to Bratislava, the capital city of the Slovak Socialist Republic, .vhere

we were warmly welcomed and acquainted with progress being made in loval

national development by the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Anton Tazky, and mc nben

of the Slovak National Council. I am sure that Senator Flynn will recal
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the -norning of discussion with him, in the old Palace at Bratislava, about
matt-ss of interest and concern to us, and which we know to be of interest
and =cem to them.

In Prague, Dr. Cestmir Cisar, the Chairman of the Czech National Council, i

who was closely. identified with the program which preceded the invasion of

Augcst of last year, received us graciously, and gave us the opportunity of

several hours of frank discussion with him about matters that concerned his

county and its relations with other European countries. He gave us the

fulle__ responses to our interrogations, and participated in a general and frank

discu.sion.

_ach of us, in his own way, has interpreted these discussions and will

repo-.`, to the Government of Canada. This will help in making assessment

of o-if relations with Czechoslovakia.

Dubc .k Interview
We l ad the special opportunity, as I indicated a few moments ago, of meeting

and .xchanging views with Alexander Dubcek, the Chairman of the Czecho-

slova; Federal Assembly and, until a few months ago, the effective and actual

head ^f the Government of Czechoslovakia, who continues to be an important

perscsality in the Government of that country. He is a member of the Praesi-

dium. and the head of the Czechoslovak Federal Assembly.

Je spoke to us at length during the course of an entire afternoon, em-
phas^ :ing Czechoslovakia's loyalties to the countries of Eastern Europe. He

also -vent to great pains to describe the background and workings of the

new ;onstitution and the hopes that his country had for it. I was impressed

by h n, as I am sure we all were, and by his sincerity, his idealism and his
patrit :ism. We could not help but feel sympathy for what he had been through
and ar his continuing trials in the tragically complicated position in which

he, I`_s friends, and his country find themselves at the present time.

think I can assure Honorable Senators that we found in Czechoslovakia

a ver;^ general understanding of the position taken by Canada after the events
of la.: August. In condemning the aggression, Canada refused to accept that

any t:ate or group of states has a right to intervene with force in the domes-

tic af"airs of another state, but we realized fully the difficulty and delicacy of

Czec: oslovakia's position, and tried - I hope successfully - in no way

to re ider it more difficult. I can say that the Canadian position continues

to re_.iain the same, and my remarks today must, of course, be taken in this
conte:-.t.

=.'zechoslovakia faces many difficulties created by geography and by

hiStoz'`.al, political and economic forces, many of which lie beyond its control.

Our Asit helped us to understand better the nature of these difficulties, and

encoi: •aged our hope that a way can be found through them which will accord
With lie deep and noble aspirations of the Czech and the Slovak peoples.
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I believe, too, that there was no more appropriate way to underlin: the 
sympathy and admiration of the Canadian people than through a parliam_ntary 
exchange of this sort. 

As Secretary of State for External Affairs, I have participated in many 
conversations with foreign ministers and others, and I can say quite f ankly 
thai I do not think there were any that were franker or more usefu than 
the ones we had with Mr. Dubcek and his colleagues on both the Czec a and 
the Slovak sides. In making this report of our visit to Czechoslovakia a this 
general way, I hope I have indicated that we had the opportunity of frar .( talk 
and exposition. We have now a common responsibility, as members  cf  this 
delegation, to make the best use of the informatkin and the reactio -is we 
bring back .... 
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Th' International Labor Organization 

HISTORY OF CANADIAN PARTICIPATION 

n r\E of the first acts of the negotiators who met in Paris in 1919 was 
to name a nine-country commission to draft the labor clauses of the 

peace treaties. From their deliberations emerged a proposal to form the 
Inters  ational Labor Organization, which would be an autonomous body within 
the tamework of the League of Nations. 

Canada  was not represented on this commission, but was kept informed 
on p.Deeedings by the British Empire delegation. In considering the makeup 
of th  Goveming Body, the Organization's executive arm, the commission 
decid-,d that Canada and other dominions would not get representation because 
of 13:lain's inclusion. 

ibis  decision did not sit well with the Canadian delegation to the Paris 
Conft.,ence, led by the Prime Minister, Sir Robert Borden. In fact, Sir Robert 
refus ,  .1 to accept it and, against stubborn resistance, he finally succeeded in 
secur ag a place for Canada on the Governing Body as one of the eight 
count ies of chief industrial importance. 

his  determined stand by the Prime Minister was significant on two 
count-. It marked an important step forward in Canada's fight to play an 
inderndent role in international affairs, and it served public notice of the 
couni. --y's desire, at the outset, to participate in the activities of the Inter-
nano: al Labor Organization. 

AppUation of ILO Conventions 
The arly history of Canadian involvement in the 1L0 centered mainly on 
attem )ts to apply the provisions of the various international conventions uni-
forml throughout the country in order to fulfill its obligations as a member 
of th organization. The problem, of course, was to determine whether the 
subject matter of these conventions that fell under provincial jurisdiction could 
be m, de binding by federal legislation. 

!hen the ILO was founded at the Paris Conference, the general opinion 
amon-- members of the Canadian delegation was that Section 132 of the 
Britis'l North America Act, dealing with international treaties, gave Par- 

t the right to carry out any obligations imposed by membership in the 
new Crganization. However, attempts to implement provisions of a convention 
callin-,: for an eight-hour day and a LIS-hour week, adopted at the first Inter-
natior al Labor Conference at Washington in 1919, put this theory to the 
test. 

';hough there was considerable enthusiasm for the convention immediately 
after  he conference, efforts to attain agreement on how to implement its 
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provisions were not successful. The Department of Justice settled the :tins. 	pos 
dictional question for the time being with a ruling that hours of wor fell 	dep- n 
squarely in the provincial field and thus the convention could only be m plied 	1 
on a country-wide basis if legislation were enacted by each province m d by 	IL( r 
the Federal Govemment for industries under its jurisdiction. 	 pro ;r 

After a meeting of federal and provincial representatives in 1923 'ailed 	labe 
to solve the problem, a period of inactivity set in and little effort was ,nade 	pro :r 
to deal with other ILO conventions that involved matters in the pro'  ncial 	dele ,a 
area. However, the Federal Government did enact legislation on some mo 	unc r 
conventions concerning the working conditions of seamen covered  und e - the 	1 
Canada Shipping Act. 	 JIM 11 

in e 
Period of the Thirties 
During the 1930s, another attempt was made to make federal legislatioi with 
respect to ILO conventions binding as it affected matters that lay rithin 
provincial jurisdiction. Again, it was the hours-of-work convention and, 'gain, 
action was talcen on the basis of the BNA Act's Section 132. 

Prime Minister R. B. Bennett proceeded to ratify this conventicI and 
included it in a series of measures designed to ease unemployment b. mght 
on by the depression. Parliament passed the legislation that was to apply 
to Canadian industry generally. However, the Bennett Government was 
defeated before the legislative package was proclaimed. It was refer d to 
the Supreme Court, which divided three-to-three on the validity c the 
measures. Next they were considered by the Privy Council's Judicial Com-
mittee, which ruled they were ultra vires of the Federal Parliament. 

Canada's position with respect to ILO conventions was next exa nined 
by the Rowell-Sirois Commission on Federal-Provincial Relations, which r com-
mended that "the Dominion and the provinces together should decide how 
international labor conventions should be implemented". By this tim , the 
Second World War had started and interest in ILO affairs lapsed. Ho ever, 
Canada invited the staff of the International Labor Office, the ILO' per-
manent secretariat, to set up temporary headquarters on the campus of  cGill 

 University in Montreal. It remained there until 1948, when it was awed 
back to its permanent home in Geneva. 

The result of the Bennett ratification of the hours-of-work conv ation 
proved an embarrassment to Canada after the war, when the Federal G vern-

ment was unable to implement the provisions. This made the Gover ment 
more c,autious and, in fact, the prevailing opinion over the next 15 years 
was that Canada should not seek to ratify conventions where the jurisc ctiall 
to legislate was divided between the federal and provincial goverrunent 

New Era in Federal-Provincial Co -operation 
By the 1960s, however, this view began to change with the acceptar. e bY 
the Canada Department of Labour of the idea that it was constituti 'nallY 
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pos: Èble for the Federal Government to ratify conventions even though compliance
dep- nded on necessary legislation being enacted by the province.

This ushered in a new period of intensive federal-provincial co-operation on

IL(: matters. For example, every'effort is made to ensure that two members of

pro .^ncial governments are included in the delegation to the annual international

labc °-conference. In addition, these delegations often include observers from the
pro.nces, who are encouraged to work closely with the official Canadian
dele ;ation. The result has been that provincial governments now have a better

un^ rstanding of how the ILO works and more interest in its operations.

Three ILO conventions whose subject matter falls partly within provincial
juri_, liction have been ratified in recent years. These deal with discrimination

in eiployment (1964) and employment policy and prohibition of underground

min' g work for women (both in 1966). The ratification of the convention

on ._ iscrimination in employment was a particular source of satisfaction because
thre- Canadians had been closely involved when the ILO dealt with the

sub ct a few years earlier. Arthur Brown had been chairman of the ILO

con rence committee, while Allen Campbell of Canadian Westinghouse and

Kal ^ an Kaplansky of the ILO's Canadian office had served as chairman of
the employers' and workers' groups respectively. In fact, this convention

was a major factor contributing to the adoption of fair employment legislation

in ; veral Canadian jurisdictions.

The total number of Canada's ratifications of ILO conventions now
star s at 24. While most of these pertain to matters exclusively within federal
juri: iction, the new spirit of co-operation between federal and provincial
autl ^.rities will probably produce a marked increase in ratifications of con-

ven, ons whose subject matter lies partly in the provincial fields.

While it is apparent that the cause of Canada's interest in the ILO has
beer^ concern for the applications of the Organization's international labor

stan :ards to improve federal and provincial labor legislation, there are signs that
the ountry is looking beyond its borders to areas where it can co-operate in

lLC sponsored projects on a world-wide basis.

^ or example, as a result of discussions between officials of the Canadian
lnte;:iational Development Agency, Canada began work at the beginning of

19& on a project in Tanzania financed under the United Nations' Development

Pro,,^ am and operated by the ILO. Canada is committed to operation of a
pilot -raining center as part of a comprehensive National Apprenticeship
Sche ie, and will be responsible for the financing of the Canadian teachers
invo'-red and the provision of machinery and other equipment.
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Canadian Maple-Trees for Japanese 
Philosophers' Grove 

WASEDA UNWERSITY at Tanohata-mura in the Iwate Prefecture of Japa a is 
in the process of creating a sylvan retreat  for  students, called Shii-no-r wri 

("Philosophers' Woods"). This plantation, according to Kenichi Abe, a foi mer 
president of the University, "is to provide students with a place where they can 
study free from the distractions of the city" and "to let students combine lard 
physical labor with quiet study and rumination and to'lét the village inhabi ants 
benefit from cultural contacts with the students". 

In May of this year, the Canadian Ambassador to Japan, Mr. H 0. 
Moran, attended a tree-planting ceremony at Waseda University during  wiich 
he presented to the University, in the name of the people of Canada, 50 si gar-
maple saplings that were to become part of the "Philosophers' Woods". 

During the tree-planting ceremony at Waseda University, Ambassador and Mrs.  i  oran 

wield shovel and mattock in the planting of one of the 50 sugar-maple saplings du are 

to become part of the "Philosophers' Woods". The man immediately to Mr. M, rani  

left is holding a scroll of appreciation from the University. 
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Burundi and Canada 

ESTABLISHMENT OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS 

r- ANADAs program of strengthening diplomatic ties with Africa was 
brought nearer to completion earlier this year with the establishment of 

dip'omatic relations with the Republic of Burundi. Mr. Terrence Nsanze, 
Burundi's Ambassador to the United Nations, presented his credentials to 
Guemor-General Michener on March 27 and Mr. Marc Baudoin, Canada's 
Ambassador to the Congo (Kinshasa), presented his credentials in Bujumbura, 
the capital of Burundi, on June 6. Under the system of multiple accreditation, 
Mr. Nsanze will continue to reside in New York and Mr. Baudoin in Kinshasa. 

In presenting their credentials, both ambassadors expressed the hope 
thm relations between the two countries, which share both the bonds of the 
Ficich language and the cultural variety of bilingual states, would grow 
in i'epth and cordiality. Mr. Nsanze retumed in June to Ottawa, where he paid 
a c)urtesy call on Prime Minister Trudeau. 

In the past, relations between the two countries have been limited. 
Canada  at present sponsors five Burundian students in Canadian universities. 
In addition, 14 volunteers of the Canadian University Service Overseas and 
22 Canadian missionaries are teaching in Burundi. The activities of these 
prii ate Canadians have created a climate of trust between the countries which 
the establishment of diplomatic relations extends. 

His--..ory of Burundi 
To .ard the end of the nineteenth century, the African kingdom of Burundi, 
whe,h dated back to the early sixteenth century, was integrated into the 
Gehnan possessions in East Africa. Occupied by Belgian troops in 1916, 
it  vas  joined with Rwanda after the First World War to form the mandated 
terr.tory of Ruanda-Urundi, under Belgian administration. 

After the Second World War, Ruanda-Urundi came under United Nations 
trus -eeship, while remaining under Belgian administration. Limited responsible 

rmnent was established in 1961. Burundi came to full independence on 
July 1, 1962, as a constitutional monarchy. 

After several changes of government, King N'tare V was removed from 
pow ,-;r in 1966 in a coup d'état led by the then Prime Minister, Captain Michel 
Micz;mbero, who proclahned the Republic of Burundi and assumed its presi-
den. y. A new presidential constitution is currently under study by his government. 

Nat onal Life 
Burindi's three and a half million people, of whom some 85 per cent are 
Bah atu (the remainder being largely Watutsi and Batwa, with some Congolese, 
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Swahili and Europeans) live 
bura has a population of 
govemmental, centre. 

Burundi, like Canada, 
both French and Kirundi. 
istration, while Kirundi is 
use both official languages, 

ahnost entirely in the varied countryside. Bunn-
71,000 and is the main commercial, as wel as 

is a bilingual nation, having as official langu iges 
French serves largely as the language of ad un-
the language of daily life. The press and r din 
as well as Swahili, English and ICiswahili. 

Economy 
Nmety per cent of Burundi's people are engaged in agriculture. Alth(ugh 
most of the agricultural output is consumed in the donnestic market, consider able 
amounts of coffee and cotton are exported. Burundi is currently seeking v ider 
markets for these commodities. 

The Govemment is also engaged in a five-year plan to increase gri-
cultural production and to speed industrial development, particularly in the 
potentially lucrative mining industry. This industry has yet to exploit ully 
known deposits of gold and other rare minerals, as well as suspected der )sits 
of copper, nickel, lead and other minerals. 

Manufacturing is limited to production of textiles, soap and beer, and 
to the processing of coffee. A shoe factory operated by the Bata hoe 
Company of Toronto produces 2,000 pairs of shoes and sandals daily. 

International Relations 
Like many developing countries, Burundi has not played an active rol 
international affairs, preferring to devote its energies to the solution of intt -nal 
problems. Burundi is, however, a member of the United Nations and cr: the 

Organization of African Unity, and has direct relations with more ther, 20 
countries. The establishment of relations with Canada is indicative of Buru di's 
desire to increase its contacts with the outside world. 
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PRCGRESS IN PUBLISHING DOCUMENTS ON 

CA1ADIAN EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Là: ORE than a decade ago, Lester B. Pearson, then Secretary of State for 
IV- I- Extemal Affairs, said that the publication of a series of volumes of 
Cal adian state papers was the most important task ,that the Historical Division 
cou d undertake for the Department. The then Head of the Historical Division, 
the well-known Canadian historian George P. de T. Glazebrook, decided to 
act mi this suggestion and began to plan the publication of the series Documents 
on C,anadian External Relations. In February 1968 the first volume was 
pul ished. 

Volume 2, entitled The Paris Peace Conference 1919, which is due to be 
pu  l ished shortly and will be on sale at the Queen's Printer Bookstores at $5.00 
a c . py, was edited by R. A. MacKay, formerly Associate Under-Secretary of 
Sta for External Affairs and now Visiting Professor of Political Science 
at :arleton University. 

As the title indicates, Volume 2 deals with one major topic, the Versailles 
Per  .e Conference of 1919. It is, therefore, much slimmer than the first volume 
and indeed, than most of the subsequent volumes will probably be. There are 

I in 20C documents (plus an annex of 20 general memoranda) mainly drawn from 
-nal 	the  files of the Department, the Borden Papers, the Christie Papers, the files 
the 	of le Governors General and other sources at the Public Archives of Canada. 
20 	Pet laps the most interesting document is a brief note that was given to Sir 

di's Ro ert Borden at his request by Georges Clemenceau, Woodrow Wilson 
anc David Lloyd George, the political leaders of France, the United States 
and Britain. This document reads: 

The question having been raised as to the meaning of Article IV of the League 
of iations Covenant, we have been requested by Sir Robert Borden to state whether 
e oncur in his view that, upon the true construction of the first and second paragraphs 

Of '-iat Article, representatives of the self-governing Dominions of the British Empire 
ma} be selected or named as members of the Council. We have no hesitation in 
exp .ssing our entire concurrence in this view. If there were any doubt it would be 
enti .ly removed by the fact that the Articles of the Covenant are not subject to a 
nan ,w or technical construction. 

Dated at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris, the sixth day of May, 1919. 
G. CLEMENCEAU 
WOODROW WILSON 
D. LLOYD GEORGE 

A Vasty Composition 
sensc this document was a certificate of Canada's international citizenship. 

It D cognized the nation's right to a full place in the international community, 
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at least as far as the League of Nations was concerned. The note was t_-,ped

on plain paper with minor corrections made by typewriter on the ori` inal
text. In order to demonstrate the hasty and offhand way in which it was

thrown together and signed, it was decided to use a facsimile of the ori;_inal

document as a frontispiece to the volume. The note was sent to Ottaw^ by

Sir Robert Borden with instructions to put it in safe keeping. Its safe keeping,

however, left something to be desired; in one corner of the document is a

cigarette-burn; indeed, it was completely lost to the Department for a nur.iber

of years until it was recovered from the Department's collection of Sir Jo eph

Pope's Papers by a member of the staff of Historical Division in 1961.

The production of this second volume of Documents on Cana han

External Relations marks a considerable step forward. Volume. 1 was a_ong

time in the making. The time taken to produce Volume 2 has not been par-

ticularly short but at least it was less than for Volume 1. Meanwhile Volun-e 3,

edited during summer vacation periods by Professor Lovell C. Clark now

of the University of Manitoba, is at the printers and will be published ir the

not too distant future.

At present the Department has two resident scholars editing future vob-mes

in the series. Alex. I. Inglis, who has béen under contract to the Depart_aent

since July 1968 and will continue until next summer, has worked on (, om-

pleting Volumes 2 and 3 and is editing Volumes 4 and 5, which should : arry

the series to around 1935. John A. Munro, who joined the staff of the pr Ject

in July of this year, is to edit Volume 6, which will deal with the era of app ase-

ment and rearmament.

In May of this year the Prime Minister announced the introduction )f 'a

30-year access rule, under which, when government documents are 30 ,: ars

old, they are to be turned over to the Public Archives of Canada and t^ade

available to scholars and members of the general public for the purl )ses

of research and study. Because of this rule, it is the hope of the Depart rent

of External Affairs to bring the series to a point where documents are t; ing

published that are just under 30 years old, thus making them avai zble

to a wider public than can travel to the Archives in Ottawa.
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CONFERENCES 

UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, ninth session: Geneva, August 23 - September 12 

WorL1 Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5 

Interuational Red Cross Conference, twenty-first session: Istanbul, September 13-16 

Coin nonwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September 8-12 

Unikd Nations General Assembly, twenty-fourth session: New York, September 16 

Uni‘ :rsal Postal Union, sixteenth congress: Tokyo, October 1 - November 14 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, October 4-19 

Colo-113o Plan Consultative Committee : Victoria, B.C., October 14-31 

North Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31 

Inter:arliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, October 
:0 - November 7 

Fooç. and Agriculture Organization, fifteenth session: Rome, November 8-27 

Asso. ration internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual conference: 
Tunisia, January 197 0  
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Mr. A. D. Morgan posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Prague, ef^^ctive
May 25, 1969.

Mr. J. T. Devlin posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, :uala
Lumpur, to Ottawa, effective June 15, 1969.

Mr. J. E. Hyndman resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Jur : 15,
1969.

Mr. J. M. Siegrist posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Consulate, Melbourne, ef -ctive
June 15, 1969.

Mr. P. D. Lee posted from the Canadian Embassy, Tehran, to Ottawa, ef xtive
June 16, 1969.

Mr. T. P. O'Connor posted from Ottawa to the Canâdian Embassy, Addis .-baba,
effective June 16, 1969.

Mr. A. D. Bryce posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Moscow, ef rctive
June 17, 1969.

Miss J. E. Munro posted from the Canadian Embassy, Moscow, to Ottawa, ef .ctive
June 17, 1969.

Mr. G. L. Gagne resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Ju: e 19,
1969.

Miss S. M. Wise resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Ju. e 20,
1969.

Mr. F. S. Lemon appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Purchasin and
Supply Agent 3, effective June 23, 1969.

Mr. R. C. Smith posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada New
Delhi, to Ottawa, effective June 24, 1969.

Mr. S. J. O. Cloutier posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Consulate General, I)ston.
effective June 24, 1969.

Mr. G. Gagne posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tunis, effective Ju e 25,
1969.

Mr. R. W. Nadeau posted from the Delegation of Canada to the International Comr ission
for Supervision and Control in Laos to the Office of the High Commissior r for
Canada, Addis Ababa, effective June 26, 1969.

Mr. F. A. D. Blair posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Oslo, effective Jr e 27,
1969.

Mr. E. Martel posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, San José, effective Ji e 27,
1969.

Mr. B. K. Watson posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Lima, effective Jt e 27,
1969.

Mr. H. C. Hampson posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, The Hague, e ective

June 27, 1969.
Mr. M. F. Kirk retired from the Public Service, effective June 28, 1969.
Mr. P. L. Trottier posted from the Harvard University Center for International ffairs

to Ottawa, effective June 30, 1969. -
Miss M. C. Fletcher posted from the Permanent Mission of Canada to the Jnited

Nations, New York, to Ottawa, effective June 30, 1969.
Mr. R. M. Bennett appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Engir er 7,

effective July 1, 1969.
Mr. G. Dick appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Personnel Administt tor

effective July 1, 1969.
Mr. S. E. Riethman posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for C.:nada,

Wellington, to Ottawa, effective July 1, 1969.
Mr. R. E. Caldwell posted from the Canadian Embassy, Prague, to the Office f the

High Commissioner for Canada, Nicosia, effective July 2, 1969.
I
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Mr. It W. Clark posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the Conference 
f the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, Geneva, effective July 2, 1969. 

Mie M. D. Buckley-Jones posted from the Canadian Embassy, Lima, to Ottawa, effective 
-.11y 2, 1969. 

Mr. :M. G. Dery posted from the Office of the High Conunissioner for Canada, Accra, 
) Ottawa, effective July 2, 1969. 

Mr. . Montpetit posted from the Canadian Embassy, Beirut, to Ottawa, effective July 2, 
969. 

Mr. — J. J. Young posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Bonn, effective July 2, 

Miss A. M. Doyle posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner-  for 
anada, Nairobi, effective July 4, 1969. 

Mr. T . G. MacKinnon posted from the Canadian Embassy, San José, to Ottawa, effective 
.Jy 6, 1969. 

Mr. . R. J. Gingras appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
fficer 1, effective July 7, 1969. 

Mr. -Y. Grenon posted from the Canadian Embassy, Dakar, to Ottawa, effective July 7, 
1969. 

Mr. ,. E. H. Campbell posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
eorgetown, to the Canadian Embassy, Madrid, effective July 9, 1969. 

Mr. _ I. C. Temple posted from Ottawa to the Delegation of Canada to the International 
Commission for Supervision and Control in Laos, effective July 9, 1969. 

Mr. ;. A. H. Pearson posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for 
anada, New Delhi, effective July 11, 1969. 

Mr. J. M. Côté, Canadian Ambassador to Senegal, posted to Ottawa, effective July 12, 

Mr. . A. Oldham posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for 
• anada, Wellington, effective July 11, 1969. 

Mr. 	C. E. Joly de Lotbinière resigned from the Department of External Affairs, 
ective July 11, 1969. 

Mr.  r P. Gilbert posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Port-au-Prince, effective 
ly 13, 1969. 

Mr. f. Beaubien posted from the Canadian Embassy, Paris, to the Canadian Embassy, 
- Aran, effective July 14, 1969. 

Mr. C. W. Wood posted from the Canadian Embassy, Madrid, to Ottawa, effective 
lily 14, 1969. 

Mr. . Houzer posted from the Permanent Mission of Canada to the Office of the 
1  lited Nations, Geneva, to Ottawa, effective July 15, 1969. 

Mr. ". H. Holmes posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, New 
1 elhi, to Ottawa, effective July 16, 1969. 
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Unite , Nations General Assembly  

The nernational Labor Organization 

Mont bello Conference 

Visit .4 Armenian Catholicos 

Alger n Administrative Trainees Visit 
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United Nations General Assembly

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION - EXPECTED DEVELOPMENTS

O N September 16, 1969, representatives of the 124 member states o the
United Nations will gather in New York for the opening of the tw,nty-

fourth regular session of the General Assembly. The Chairman of the
Guatemalan delegation (which provided the President of last year's ses;ion)
will open the proceedings and, after a few remarks,- will ask the membe s of
the Assembly to rise for a minute of silent prayer or meditation. He will
then proceed to appoint the Credentials Committee, which examines the cre-
dentials of delegations.

The Assembly will next elect by secret ballot the President of the tw ;nty-
fourth session. The newly-elected President will take his seat on the dais and
call the session to order. Only one presidential candidacy, that of Miss i ngie
Brooks, Assistant Secretary of State of Liberia, has been announced an( her
election seems assured.

The next step will be the election of the 17 vice-presidents, who inc ude,

in addition to representatives of the five permanent members of the Sei,iritp

Council, seven vice-presidents from Africa and Asia, one from Eastern Eu ope,

three from Latin America and two from the Western Europe and Others g oup.

The regional group providing the Assembly President loses one of its ,ice-

presidencies, so that the total number of vice-presidents remains 17. A the

time of writing, the following are candidates for vice-presidencies:

Afro-Asian group: Indonesia, Mongolia, Malawi, Nigeria
Latin American group: None registered yet
Eastern European group: None registered yet
Western European and Others group: Denmark, Luxembourg
The Assembly will proceed to constitute the seven main committe s of

the whole through which it functions. The likely or known candidate for

committee chairmen are as follows:
First Committee - Political and security questions, including disarm,: nent

(Pakistan)
Special Political Committee - shares the work of the First Corne ittee

(Afghanistan, Poland)
Second Committee - Economic questions (Greece)
Third Committee - Social and cultural questions (Mauritania)
Fourth Committee - Colonial and trusteeship questions (Congo-Kins asa)

Fifth Committee - Budgetary and administrative questions (Brazil)

Sixth Committee - Legal questions (Ecuador)
The President, the vice-presidents and the seven committee chai men
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font the General Committee, whose function is to make reconunendations to 
the Assembly on the adoption of the provisional agenda and the assignment 
of genda items to the main committees, and subsequently to supervise and 
co-crdinate the work of the Assembly. 

In addition to the seven main committees, the Assembly has established 
two standing committees, the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 
Bu c 3etary Questions and the Conunittee on Contributions, as well as a number 
of cher standing subsidiary and special bodies all of which deal with specific 
or 7xurrent problems. 

After the Assembly has adopted the agenda, it holds a general debate 
lasË ig normally about three weeks. During this period, heads of delegations 
deli er policy statements explaining the attitudes of their respective governments 
on e  subject placed before the Assembly and emphasizing those matters their 
cou. tries consider of the greatest importance. 

At the beginning of October, the seven main conunittees each meet to elect 
thei vice-chairmen and rapporteurs and to decide the order of business. 

After a committee has concluded its considerations of an agenda item, 
it rc:ommends a resolution or some other course of action through the medium 
of ;le rapporteurs' report to a plenary meeting of the Assembly. Plenary 
mec ings are called from time to time to deal with the agenda items assigned 
exci ,sively to plenary or to consider the reports of the committee rapporteurs. 
In vactice, very few committee decisions are reversed by plenary. However, 
this may happen when the membership is almost equally divided on specific 
issu s, since a resolution in committee needs only a simple majority for adoption, 
whe eas the Charter requires a two-thirds majority in plenary meetings on all 
mat crs of importance.( 1 ) 

Consideration of an agenda item usually begins with a general debate on 
all ipects of the problem, which may last, depending on the item, from a few 
hou s to two or three weeks. During this debate ideas crystallize, and draft 
resc dtions and amendments to these resolutions are tabled by various delega-
tion and finally voted on. Basically, there are three ways in which a resolution 
may be adopted. If the presiding officer is convinced that all the member states 
are 'el favor of a resolution, he may simply announce that unless he hears any 
obje tions the resolution will be considered as adopted unanimously. If this is 
not he case, delegations may signify their approval, rejection or abstention by 
a sI )w-of-hands vote, a procedure under which only the total number of votes 
in f vor, against or abstaining are recorded, or by a roll-call vote, where each 
dele ation casts its vote orally and has its vote recorded in the records of pro-
ceed ngs. Sometimes voting gives rise to procedural issues and observers may 
find t helpful to read beforehand the rules of procedure of the Assembly. 

A great variety of United Nations documents are available during a session 

and must be studied carefully in order to follow effectively the work of the 

--- 
I .1 See Article 18 of the Charter. 
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Assembly. The Permanent Mission in New York has prepared a guide to t tese 
documents to assist delegates in obtaining material they require. Moreover. the 
Journal is published every day; it indicates the time and place of comm ttee 
meetings, briefly summa rizes the previous day's proceedings, and announces the 
publication of new documents. A verbatim record of proceedings in pie  lary 
and in the First Committee, summary-  records for proceedings in all commit ees, 
studies of the subjects under discussion, draft resolutions, rapporteurs' rei orts 
and other documents can usually be obtained from the documents office in 
charge of the committee concerned. 

Since there will be over 90 items on the final agenda of this Asser bly, 
it is not possible to give here a detailed background 'for each, nor is it pos ible 
to indicate with certainty to which committee each will be assigned. The mal  
agenda for each committee will be ava ilable in document form when the 
Assembly has taken action on the reports of the General Committee. Ir the 
meantime, a provisional agenda is available. The most important item_ are 
mentioned below, but the reader should remember that many items ha e a 
long history, the complete understanding of which would require many I )urs 
of study. 

Plenary Items 

Elections to the Security Council 
The Security Council has 15 members. The Council consists of the five per-
manent members (China, France, Britain, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.) and 
ten non-permanent members. 'These non-permanent members are elected rom 
four geographical regions, five members being elected each year for two year 
terms. Canada was elected during the twenty-first session and complete its 
term last year. The table below shows declared candidates for  office at the -ime 
of writing: 

Seats of 
Region 	Vacancies 	Candida 

Africa-Asia 	 5 	 3 	 Togo 
Sierra Le ne 
Burundi 
Syria 

Eastern Europe 	 1 	 1 	 Poland 
Latin America 	 2 	 1 	 Nicaraguz 
Western Europe 

and Others 
(including Canada) 	2 	 0 
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Ele::;ions to Economic and Social Council

At he twentieth session (1965) nine new seats were added to the original 18,

so ',lat ECOSOC now consists of 27 members. The new seats are formally

allo,-ated as follows: seven to Africa and Asia, one to Latin America and one

to fie Western Europe and Others group (including Canada).

The following table shows the vacancies for each region, with known or
like-ry candidates. The customary pattern of distribution for the original seats

has ^gen combined with the formal regional allocations of the new seats.

No. No.
of seats of vacancies Candidates

Gre:.t powers

(1^rance, Britain,

U..S.A., U.S.S.R.) 4 1 France
Afr::a-Asia 12 4 Ceylon, Lebanon, Asian

group, Nigeria, Ghana,

U.A.R., Kenya (African

group)
Lat:1 America -5 1 Haiti

%: • em Europe

ad Others 4 2 Greece (Italy,

Netherlands)
Eas- :rn Europe 2

Rep ^rt of Special Committee of Twenty-Four on Colonialism

The Special Committee of Twenty-Four has the task of supervising the imple-

men,ation of the Colonial Declaration of December 1960, which proclaimed

the . recessity of bringing to an end colonialism in all its forms and manifesta-
tion . The Committee meets almost continuously in the interval between

Ass: snbly sessions. This year the Assembly will consider recommendations of

the 9pecial Committee on a variety of colonial territories, including Rhodesia,

Equ tonal Guinea, Gibraltar, the Portuguese territories, Oman, Fiji and New
Guü ea. These territories differ widely in their political and economic develop-

men and each presents special problems. The recommendations of the Special

Con nittee of Twenty-Four are generally dealt with by the Fourth Committee.

Hun :an Environment

Acti ;g on Resolution 1345 (XLV) adopted by the forty-fifth session of the

Ecor amie and Social Council in the summer of 1968, the twenty-third session of
the Jeneral Assembly decided that there should be a World Conference on

If un. in Environment in 1972 (Resolution 2398 (XXIII) ). This resolution also
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requested the Secretary-General to submit a report to the forty-seventh me ding 
of ECOSOC (July-August 1969) on the scope and progress of work being lone 
and areas which might advantageously be considered at the conference. The 
forty-seventh session of ECOSOC, after considering, inter alla,  the report 'rem 
the Secretary-General (E4667 of May 26, 1969), prepared in response t4 the 
above resolution of the UN General Assembly, has recommended in its eso-
lution 1148 (XLVII) that the twenty-fourth session of the General Asse nbly 
should affirm that the main purpose of the conference should be to ser-  as 
"a practical means to encourage, and to provide guide-fines for, action by  go  ern-
ment and international organizations" to protect and improve the human en\ ron-
ment and to remedy and prevent its impairment by means of interna onal 
co-operation. The latter resolution also notes the importance of em )ling 
developing countries to forestall the occurrence of such problems. 

In view of the problems that beset Canada in this area, such as pol: rtion 

and rapid urban expansion, the Canadian delegation will continue to pack °pate 
actively in consideration of this item. 

Election of Five Members of the International Court of Justice 
The International Court of Justice has 15 members, each elected for nine ears. 

The terms of five members expire every three years and elections are held 

concurrently in the Security Council and the General Assembly durin the 
session immediately preceding the date of expiry of their terms of office, t  iring 

the twenty-fourth session of the Assembly, five World Court judges ss 1 be 

elected to replace the following members of the Court, whose terms  expi e no 

February 5, 1970: 
(1) J. L. Bustamente y Rivero — Peru (currently President of the ourt) 
(2) P. C. Jessup — U.S.A. 
(3) K. Tanaka — Japan 
(4) V. M. Koretsky — U.S.S.R. 
(5) G. Morrelli — Italy. 
In accordance with Article 10 of the Court's Statute, successful cane dates 

must obtain an absolute majority of votes in both the Security Council ar 1 the 
General Assembly. 

After close of nominations, the United Nations Secretariat, on Aug'. t 14, 

advised that the following candidates have been nominated by one or more 
national groups: 

(1) R. Ago — Italy 
(2) M. Bartos — Yugoslavia 
(3) H. W. Briggs — U.S.A. 
(4) F. de Castro — Spain 
(5) A. M. Costa — Brazil 
(6) De Visscher, P. — Belgium 
(7) H. C. Dillard — U.S.A. 
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'8) P. Guggenheim — Switzerland 
:9) L. Ignacio-Pinto — Dahomey 

( 0) P. C. Jessup — U.S.A. 
( 1) E. Jimenez de Arechaga — Uruguay 
( 2) Thanat Khoman — Thailand 
( 3) P. D. Morozov — U.S.S.R. 
( 4) H. Mosler — F.G.R. 
( 5) Nagendra Singh — India 
( 6) W. Riphagen — the Netherlands 
(1 7) C. A. Stavropoulos — Greece 
( 3) S. Verosta — Austria 
( 9) B. C. Walsh — Ireland 
(- 0) F. Welter — Luxembourg. 

)f the above, the Canadian national group has nominated Dr. Jimenez de 
Arec aga, Dr. Nagendra Singh and Mr. Constantin Stavropoulos. 

First Committee 

Arm. Control and Disarmament 
At t` c time of writing there are four arms-control and disarmament items on 
the .:enda of the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly. The four 
iten. are: 

General and Complete Disarmament (Item 29); 
Suspension of Nuclear Testing (Item 30); 
Conference on Non-Nuclear Weapon States (Item 31); and 
Reservation for Peaceful Purposes of the Sea-bed (Item 32). 

Iwo  3ther important issues, the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the question of 
chew :al and biological weapons, while not the subject of separate agenda 
hems  will doubtless be raised for discussion during the general debate. 

:he course of the debate on arms control and disarmament is difficult to 
forec st since it will be heavily influenced by developments at the Eighteen-
Natic Disarmament Committee (ENDC), whose meetings are not yet concluded 
at thc thne of writing, and also by whether the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. have begun 
bilate al strategic arms-limitation talks (SALT). 

he  question of general and complete disarmament (GCD) has been 
regul cly placed on the agenda by the Secretary-General in order to provide 
an o  ortunity for a general debate on disarmament as a whole and on partial 
or cc lateral measures of arms control in the context of GCD. While GCD 
contis lies to be acknowledged as the ultimate goal of all disarmament discussions, 
and \ hile most countries consider it appropriate for the UN to keep the question 
andel annual review, it is generally recognized that progress towards this goal 
must lwait the solution of political and other problems. 

)f all the arms-control issues that have tried the patience of the world 
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in recent years, the most onerous has been the effort to conclude a comprehe Isive

test ban (CTB) that would supplement the 1963 prohibition of nuclear tests

in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water by banning nuclear tests
underground. The principal difficulty is over whether "on-site" inspecti tn is

necessary in order to verify violations of such an agreement or whether na;;onai

means of seismological detection are adequate for this purpose. Canad, has

recently proposed in the ENDC at Geneva steps towards an international s: stem

of seismic-data collection which may eventually assist in circumventini the
verification problem. A basic difficulty, however, is not in finding a fool )roof

method of verification but in the currently-felt needs of the major nuclear p: wers

for continued testing of warheads until the nucleâr-arms race itself ca I be
curtailed.

The final document of the Conference of the Non-Nuclear Weapon ; tates

(CNNWS) held in Geneva in the autumn of 1968 was placed before the tvs enty

third session of the UN General Assembly by the Secretary-General. The

declaration and various resolutions adopted by the CNNWS were the st bject

of considerable debate, and a compromise resolution was passed which reqr.-sted

that the Secretary-General submit a comprehensive report to the twenty-f )urth

session of the Assembly on progress in the implementation of recommend. tioas

of the CNNWS as contained in the twenty-third session resolution. The tventy-
fourth session will probably have placed before it reports from the IAE/ , the

IBRD and other Specialized Agencies and international bodies that are con-

cerned with the recommendations of the CNNWS.

Discussions on the "examination of the question of the reservation ^ xclu-

sively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean-floor" (Item ^ 6 of

the twenty-third Assembly) will undoubtedly be divided into two parts -- the

arms-control aspects of the sea-bed, which have been the subject of negoti: tions

in the ENDC, and the Law of the Sea question, which has been disc issed
elsewhere. The report of the ENDC on the arms-control aspects of the se t-bed

will probably recommend that the General Assembly focus its attention c: I the

two draft treaties which were tabled during this year's sessions of the E dDC.

The Soviet draft treaty calls for a complete prohibition of all military act.vities

on the sea-bed and ocean-floor except in a 12-mile coastal band to be mez ,ured

from the same base-lines used in defining the limits of the territorial wat rs of
coastal states. The United States draft treaty, on the other hand, prohibit: only

fixed nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction from being plac d on

the sea-bed and ocean-floor but exempts a three-mile coastal band from these

prohibitions.

After years of negotiation, the Non-Proliferation Treaty was conclud d on

June 12, 1968, and accompanying security assurances in response to rer_uests

by many countries were approved by the Security Council of the United N tions

on June 19. Almost simultaneously, the Soviet Union accepted the long-stn Idin°

United States offer to negotiate with the U.S.S.R. on limitations and reduct=. )n of
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offer, ive and defensive strategic arms. Such strategic arms-limitation talks 
shou I be viewed in the light of Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, in 
whic _ parties bind themselves "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective 
meas ires  relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and td 
nuck ir disarmament ...". 

n January 1969, Canada ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the only 
near- nrclear nation to do so. Canada hoped that its action might be followed 
by ri tification by other near-nuclear countries, without which the treaty cannot 
beco te effective. Canada has not abandoned these hopes and refuses to be 
disco iraged by the fact that, although some 90 countries have signed the Non-
Proli eration Treaty, only 15 — 'including one nuclear, Britain, and one near-
nucic 1r, •  Canada — have deposited instruments of ratification at the time of 
writi:g. It continues to be the view of the Canadian Government that a 
prolc iged delay in the comhIg into force of the treaty or in the ratification of it 
by stites which have, or are reported to have, the ability to produce a nuclear 
wen mt within the next few years would be a lamentable set-back to the cause 
of n. clear disarmament and the freeing of the world from the menace of 
nu& ir war. 

, )iscussions of chemical and biological warfare (CBW) will probably be an 
item )f major interest in the First Committee this year. Growing public concern 
and he Secretary-General's report on CBW, which was recently made public, 
have served to focus attention on CBW in the ENDC and will doubtlessly do 
the s Lme at the twenty-fourth session. The recommendations contained in the 
Secre ary-General's report, with the text of a British draft convention for the 
proh )ition of biological means of warfare, have been the subjects of a good 
deal if discussion at the ENDC, which, it is expected, will present one or more 
draft resolutions on CBW for the consideration of the General Assembly. 

Uthough progress in resolving difficulties on many of these arms-control 
and isannament issues in the Geneva Disarmament Committee has not kept 
pace .vith Canadian hopes, the Committee continues to represent in microcosm 
the v )rld's concern about these problems and constitutes an essential negotiating 
instri nent that should not be discounted. Canada welcomes the valuable 
contr bution that the eight states (Argentina, Hungary, Japan, Mongolia, Morocco, 
the Tetherlands, Pakistan and Yugoslavia) which have recently joined the 
Corn littee will make to its deliberations. This addition of new states has 
resul in a new name for the ENDC, which henceforth will be called the 
Conf rence on the Committee of Disarmament (CCD) at Geneva. 

Otite;  Sp-  ace 
The :8-member Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, on which 
Cana  ia has served since its formation in 1959, is required to report to the 
Gene al Assembly on present and potential activities and resources of the 
linitel Nations relating to the peaceful uses of outer space, to investigate areas 
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of possible international co-operation in this field under United Nations air picel 
and to explore the nature of legal problems which might arise in the explc 'atiot 
and use of outer space. The Committee, the annual meeting of which beg ns ot 
September 8, 1969, and will last for perhaps a week, functions thro igh 
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee which had its sixth session in Aard, 
1969 and through a Legal Sub-Committee which held its eighth sess  n à 
Geneva from June 9 to July 4. In addition to considering the reports or theï 
two Sub-Committees, the parent Committee will also consider the results -)f th: 
Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites, to which Canada and S vedet 
contributed two joint working papers (A/AC  105/49,  February 13, 196 , and 
A/AC 105/59, July 20, 1969), both of which weie well received. 

The Legal Sub-Committee made some additional progress but aga  a  did 
not succeed in drafting an acceptable convention on liability for damage aused 
by man-made space objects. One of the main areas of contention is the in  lusiou 
of a provision for settlement-of-disputes procedure. 

The Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee's deliberations made par iculat 
mention of the need to facilitate the flow of information and assista: ce d 
potential value with regard to space applications to non-space members. As a 
result, one of the Sub-Committee's principal recommendations in its -epoe 
(A/AC 105/55, April 1, 1969) was the early appointaient to the Secretr iat of 

a member whose full-time task would be to promote the practical appli ations 

of space technology, with special regard to developing countries. 
The twenty-third session of the General Assembly approved the est blish-

ment by the Committee of a working group to study and report on the te ,  hnical 

feasibility of direct broadcasting from satellites and current and foreéabIe 
developments in this area, including comparative user costs and other ecc emit 
considerations, as well as the implications of such developments in the legal-
social, cultural and other areas. The working group (a committee of the vhole) 

held two sessions, each producing a report, one on the basic technologic d and 

economic aspects of direct broadcast satellites (A/AC 105/50, Februa y 1 9. 
1969) and the other on the legal, social, cultural and other implications c their 

use (A/AC 105/66, August 12, 1969). 
After reviewing these reports, the Committee will be expected in ■ 11-11 to 

produce a report to be forwarded for consideration by the First Comm' tee of 
the General Assembly. 

Special Political Committee 

Apartheid 
The apartheid policies of the Government of South Africa are deploa 1 and 
condemned by almost all members of the Assembly, including Canada. T' zre IS 

however, a wide divergence of views on the sort of pressure that she Id be 

brought to bear on South Africa to change its policies. Many member .  frota 
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Afri a and Asia advocate economic and other sanctions as the only means of 
ach: .ving a peaceful solution. Others, including Canada, have argued that for 
the 3eneral Assembly to concentrate on maximum action in the absence of 
age ernent among the members of the Seciirity Council is unrealistic and likely 
to d mage the credibility of the United Nations. Some members of the United 
Nat ;its have urged that increased status and assistance should be given to the 
van i us African liberation movements in exile from South Africa that advocate 
the Ise of violence to overthrow apartheid. Canada opposes the use of force 
but las supported United Nations programs and funds designed to educate 
and issist South Africans abroad. 

UN lelief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 
This agency was set up in 1950 to provide relief for and to facilitate the 
rein )ilitation of the Arab refugees who lost their homes and means of liveli-
hooc-  during the hostilities which accompanied the establishment of the state 
of I_ -ael in 1948. Since UNRWA's inception, the refugee population, originally 
estir ated at from 700,000 to 800.000, has risen to nearly 1.6 million. Last 
yea: UNRWA provided rations and services (health, education, vocational 
trait ng) to over 1.2 million refugees. Its budget is made up of voluntary 
corn  ibutions from gove rnments, UN agencies, and private associations and 
indi iduals. In order of size of contribution, the three largest contributors have 
bee: the United States, Britain and Canada. With its increased responsibilities, 
rest: ing from the war of June 1967, UNRWA had run up by last March a 
defi, t of some $4 million. At the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly, 
disc 3sion of the Agency's work will probably focus on how to deal with 
UN' WA's seemingly insurrnountable financial problems. The character of the 
deb' e itself will depend to some extent on the progress made by the Secretary-
Ger ral's special representative (Ambassador Jarring) toward achieving a settle-
mer of the Middle East question, in accordance with Security Council Resolu-
tion 242 of November 1967. In the absence of real progress by Ambassador 
Jarr tg, however, the debate can be expected to produce a reiteration by the 
Ara states and by Israel of their established position on the refugee problem, 
and  the  whole Palestine question. In this context, the Arabs would probably 
agai propose the appointment of a UN custodian of Arab property in Israel. 

Situ. :ion in the Middle East 
It is unlikely that the Middle East situation will be discussed formally either in 
plen ry or in one of the committees of the twenty-fourth session. It will probably, 
hov, ver, be the subject of a certain amount of informal discussion, and 
dele, ates and observers might find it useful to have the following brief summary 
of t e Canadian position. 

The Canadian Gove rnment believes that the full implementation of Security 
Cou cil Resolution 242, adopted on November 22, 1967, offers the best available 
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means of achieving peace in the Middle East. The Canadian Govern nent

considers that this resolution meets the essential positions of the parties tc the

dispute and entails an equitable balance of obligations on both sides. The
resolution represents a fair, balanced and non-prejudicial basis for the mi sion

of the special representative of the Secretary-General.

The Canadian Government fully supports the mission of Ambass ados

Jarring, the special representative of the Secretary-General, to help pro note

a peaceful and agreed settlement to the Arab-Israeli dispute through the im-

plementation of Resolution 242.

The Canadian Government supports the efforts being made by the Uiited

States, the U.S.S.R., Britain and France, in their capacity as permanent r:em-

bers of the Security Council, to assist Ambassador Jarring in the fulfillme t of
his mandate. It also supports the bilateral talks between the U.S.A. an( the

Soviet Union. At the time of writing, the bilateral talks are contin iing,

whereas the four-power talks have been recessed for the summer. t is

expected that the four-power talks will resume once the twenty-fourth se ,sion

of the United Nations General Assembly gets under way.

Effects of Atomic Radiation

The 15-member United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Al mic

Radiation (UNSCEAR) was established by the General Assembly at its enth

session to collect, study and disseminate information' on the effects of m ^1ear

radiation on man and his environment. The Committee will submit a:om-

prehensive report to the twenty-fourth session. Comprehensive reports vere

prepared in 1958, 1962, 1964 and 1966. The Committee is also likely to rec-

ommend a new program of work, which can be expected to be less exte isive

in view of the declining levels of nuclear environmental contamination.

Second Committee

The Second Committee is the body in which matters of trade, aid and

economic development are considered before being forwarded to plenar: for
approval. In view of the increasing attention being given within the C iited

Nations to the problems of the economic development of the devel ping

countries, the Second Committee has become one of the Assembly's note

important committees. The Committee considers the reports of the Ecor )mic

and Social Council (ECOSOC), the United Nations Development Prc :ram

(UNDP), the Trade and Development Board of the United Nations Confe ence

on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the Industrial Development I oard

of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). In 969,

there will be heavy emphasis on the objectives and policy considerations c: the
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Sec  t id Development Decade. Another important item will be the proposed 
ma ion within the UN system of an organization dealing with tourism, as 
reccrnmended by the Intergovemmental Tourism Conference of the International 
Unk n of Official Travel Organizations (IUOTO). 

The 27-member Economic and Social Council not only serves as an 
exec ,tive body for the economic, social and human rights activities of the 
Unit 'd Nations system but aLso provides a forum for discussion of the broad 
issue 3 and policies and acts as preparatory body for the General Assembly in 
cons dering these questions. Canada's membership on the Council lapsed in 
Dec mber 1967 at the end of a three-year term. The only opportunity, there-
fore, for Canada to comment on the work of ECOSOC will be during the 
cons deration of the Council's report on the Second Committee. 

preparatory committee for the Second United Nations Development 
Dec. le was established under General Assembly Resolution 2411 (XXIII) of 
Dect Tiber 17, 1968 to draw up an international development strategy for the 
197(3 to carry forward the objectives of the First Development Decade, which 
ends in 1970. Even though there has been agreement on the list of key areas 
for lternational co-operation for development, it  bas  not been matched by a 
fonr 11 strategy or definition of objectives, especially in the field of trade and 
deve °lament. It seems certain that there will be considerable discussion on the 
repo t of the preparatory committee. 

The International Union of Official Travel Organizations (IUOTO), estab-
lishe in 1947 as a non-governmental organization, enjoys consultative status with 
the 'conomic and Social Council. At a conference held in Sofia from May 
15 1, 28, 1969, a resolution was adopted inviting ECOSOC to approve the 
creat an of an intergoverrunental tourism organization within the UN system 
with membership based on the principle of universality. A report of the 
Sect,  ary-General (E/4653) recommended the establishment of an ad hoc com-

mittc.-; to study the co-ordination of tourist activities in the UN system. 
Disc ssion on the two proposals at the forty-seventh session of ECOSOC 
meet ig in July was inconclusive and they have been referred to the resumed 
forty seventh session of ECOSOC and to the General Assembly. The desirability 
of c eating an intergoverrnnental organization instead of strengthening the 
existg IUOTO, and the financial and membership implications, will be the 
centr  1  problems to be considered. 

Eistablished in 1964 as an organ of the Assembly with its own Secretary-
Gem al and Secretariat in Geneva, the United Nations Conference on Trade 
and ; •evelopment (UNCTAD) is concerned with the trade and development prob-
lems of the developing countries. The Committee will consider the reports of 
the e ghth and ninth sessions of the Trade and Development Board, which is the 
bod3 that meets between Conferences. Developing countries will undoubtedly 
take dvantage of this opportunity to renew their criticism of developed countries' 
rest; ints on the growth of aid levels, and in particular their uncompromising 
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attitude to trade measures that would increase and stabilize developing count ies' 
export earnings. However, since the second session of UNCTAD was hel(  in 
New Delhi in 1968, a Sugar Agreement has been successfully negotia ed, 
developed countries are proceeding with the elaboration of a scheme of t riff 
preferences for the manufactured goods of developing countries, and consider :ble 
agreement has been reached on the nature of a financing scheme to suppler ent 
the foreign-exchange earnings of developing countries when these eam ngs 
decline unexpectedly. Developed countries will probably urge the develo,,ing 
countries not to underrate these achievements and to resist the temptatioi to 
press for commitments that few developed countries are prepared to mak at 
this time. 

The Committee will have before it a draft resolution submitted to it by 
ECOSOC recommending that the target for voluntary contributions by  go % In-
ments to the World Food Program (WFP) for 1971 and 1972 be $300  mil  Àon 
(U.S.). At least one-third of these contributions are to be in the form of ash 
or services, whereas the balance may be in the form of foodstuffs. The \ TFP 
effectively uses food for development, and Canada has actively supported the 
Program since its inception. Canada is the second-largest contributor to the 
WFP, after the U.S.A., and it is in the Canadian interest to encourage c .her 
donors to increase their WFP pledges. Although the target proposed for  J W1 
and 1972 is considerably higher than the target for 1969 and 1970 of f 200 
million (U.S.), it is considered to be realistic, and one which the Assemb y is 
expected to adopt. 

The third session of the Industrial Development Board of UNIDA, ield  
in Vienna April 24 to May 15, 1969, submitted a number of decisions t, be 
discussed by the Second Committee. Amongs others, there will be a re( mn-
mendation for increased and independent financing.  •The long-term  roi  of 
UNIDO may also be discussed, particularly in the light of the part it will ilay 
in the Second Development Decade. 

Other items on the agenda of the Second Comrnittee which are likei to 
receive attention are the operations of the United Nations Development )ro-

gram and, depending on the date of its publication, the capacity study c) the 
UN development structure being concluded by Sir Robert Jackson could give 
rise to intensive corridor discussion and might even result in resolutions 1 :,ing 
tabled. The Pearson Commission report will be released before the twenty-fc Irth 
session and, although it is not an agenda item, it will undoubtedly infle 'nce 
the tenor of the discussions throughout the committee meetings. 

Third Committee 

From the provisional agenda it appears that there will be approxùn ,tely 
seven items of major concem to be considered by the Third Committee A 
number of other items, though included on the draft agenda, will prol ably 
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receive considerably less discussion and be matters of minor significance from 
the point of view of the Canadian delegation. 

Item 48, conce rning the Draft Declaration on Special Progress and Devel-
opn ont, is likely to take up a large part of the Third Committee's time. In 
prej aring a commentary on this item, the International Welfare Division of 
the Department of National Health and Welfare is expected to draw heavily 
oni memorandum prepared by the Legal Division of the Department of External 
Affi rs, prior to the debate on this item last year. During the twenty-third session 
of Ue General Assembly, the preamble to the Draft  Declaration was approved. 
Ike ever, little substantive progress was made on the operative sections of the 
Decoration. A concerted effort is to be made at this year's Assembly to achieve 
gem ral agreement on the Draft Declaration and, while it is doubtful that the 
DeCaration as a whole will be adopted, we can expect that considerable progress 
will be made. 

Items 49, 50 and 51 concerning the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 
— _ousing, building and planning, and town-twinning respectively — are not 
exp  cted to be particularly contentious. In all three cases, the Third Committee 
will consider a report prepared by the respective authorities, and it is expected 
to e idorse the conclusions and recommendations made in these reports. 

Item 52, concerning elimination of all form of religious intolerance is an 
iten which has been on the agenda for a number of years and on which 
littl progress has been made. During the twenty-third General Assembly, there 
was insufficient time for consideration of this item and it was put over to the 
twei ty-fourth Assembly. It is not expected to be a major item this year. 

Item 53, concerning the creation of the post of UN High Conunissioner 
for iuman Rights, is also a carry-over from previous Assemblies. The original 

proposal has received little support and has given rise to a number 
of c )jections, particularly by the Eastern Europeans and some neutral countries, 
whio h feel that the appointment of such an individual would be tantamount to 
a st :render of national sovereignty in the realm of human rights. The item 
may arouse considerable debate, but it is unlikely that a decision concerning 
the sreation of such a position will be reached during this Assembly session. 

Item 54 concerns the Draft Declaration and Draft Convention on Freedom 
of I -formation, and it is again unlikely that substantial progress will be made. 
B0t1 the Draft Declaration and the Draft Convention have been under con-
side ation for a number of years and the lack of agreement on what they 
shot :d contain revolves largely around the philosophical question as to what free-
dom of information really means. Again, there is a divergence between the East-
ern luropean and the "third world" countries and the Western European g,roup. 

Items 55, 56 and 57, concerning racial discrimination, racial intolerance, 
segr gation and apartheid, are likely to take up a large part of the Assembly's 
tinic AR these items are politically very significant and give rise to passionate 
and emotional appeals from the developing countries. 
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Item 58, on the status of international covenants on economic, social and

cultural rights and on civil and political rights, normally gives rise to a per: unc-

tory debate, and it is expected that this will be the case again this year. The

report of the Secretary-General normally outlines the number of signat, ries,

ratifications and acceptances to these instruments and encourages those cou; tries

which have not yet done so to accede to them at an early date. There is us ially

little of a controversial or political nature involved in debate on this item.

Items 59 and 60, concerning the International Year for Human R,ghts

and the implementation of the recommendations of the International Confe ence

on Human Rights, are also expected to be reasonably perfunctory items. The

report concerns the events which took place in 1968, and it is probable that

it will be received with appreciation and that little further discussion will e.sue.

On the question of implementation of the recommendations of the Te hran

Conference, there may be somewhat broader discussion in view of th 22

resolutions which were adopted at that conference, many of which cal for

further action on the part of governments. The item is, however, not kely

to be contentious.

Item 61 is Respect for Human Rights in Armed Conflicts, and unde this

item it is possible that there will be questions arising from the Nigeria-1 iafra

dispute and the Arab-Israeli confGct. It is also possible that, as -a result c! the

twenty-first International Conference of the Red Cross, which will take )lace

in Istanbul early in September, a resolution may be put forward in the 'hird

Committee calling for some form of more sophisticated international cor !.mis-

sioner to co-ordinate civilian relief. If this is the case, the item may b( one

of major significance.

Item 62 concerns the education of youth and the respect for human ights

and fundamental freedoms. The Secretary-General will submit a report - rhich

will form the basis of discussion on this item. It is a new item on the a; enda

and an effort is likely to be made to involve the younger element C. the

population in human rights activities. We are not aware at this point e any

specific initiative in this regard and it is not likely that this item will ta!;' UP

a major part of the Committee's time.

There are a number of other items on the agenda which may or ma , not

fall within the preserve of the Third Committee. Item 92 concerns the. pro lems

and needs of youth and its participation in national development. This item

may concern itself with the question of the establishment of an interm. ional

corps of volunteers under UN auspices arising from an initiative of the tN enty-

third General Assembly by the Iranian delegation. The item may be cons lered

in either the Third or the Second Committee. A report from the forty-sc !enth

session of ECOSOC, where this question was discussed, is expected shortl and

may have some bearing on the instructions to be prepared for the Car dian

delegation on this item. There are also items concerning International Edu ation

Year, Item 41, and "One Day of War for Peace", Item 42, and it is n(t yet
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cert tin which committee these items will be discussed in. International Education 
Yei r  has been declared for 1970 and the Secretary-General will report on the 
prer arations which' have been made for its celebration. The item entitled "One 
Day of War for Peace" is a Cambodia-Gabon initiative and calls upon countries 
of :le world to devote the equivalent of one day's military expenditure for 
eco7, omic and social development. This item was discussed briefly last year and 
mat y delegations expressed the view that it was not a practical resolution in 
vies: of the fact that most countries were now devoting a significantly geater 
percentage of their resources for economic and social development than they 
wou d be called upon to do by the resolution. Again this item is not expected 
to 1. one of major concern. 

Fourth Committee 

The Fourth Committee considers colonial questions. In the past few years 
the ;ressure for rapid advance to self-government and independence has been 
so reat that there has been a general discussion of colonialism in plenary, 
whilr individual territories are usually considered in the Fourth Committee. 
Thu it is possible to have a debate on a colonial territory proceeding in the 
Fou th Committee while plenary is discussing the report of the Special Com-
mit of Twenty-Four on Colonialism. However, the Fourth Committee remains 
the "ocal point of the anti-colonial movement in the United Nations. 

Basically, the aim behind the worlc of the Fourth Committee is to encourage 
the Teedy political development of the remaining colonial territories. Three 
clas es of colonial 'territory come within its field of responsibility : 

(a) Non-Self-Governing Territories. There are some 50 of these, ranging 
iron Angola' and Mozambique to small island dependencies like St. Helena and 
the Falkland Islands. 

(b) Trust Territories. Only two territories remain under the trusteeship 
agrc ‘ments negotiated after the Second World War : Australian New Guinea 
and he Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, administered by the United States. 
The administration is supervised by the Trusteeship Council, which reports 
arm ally to  the General Assembly. 

(c) The Territory of South West Africa (see below) 
The hard-core colonial problems which will come before the Fourth Corn-

mitt e at this session can be narrowed to three : Rhodesia, the Portuguese 
terri ories in Africa, and South West Africa. In these territories, power is in 
the ands of a minority of European settlers, and the Africans, who constitute 
the , verwhelming majority of the population, are still deprived of many basic 
polit cal rights. 

Nan ibia (formerly South West Africa) 
Soet West Africa was the only mandated territory not placed under UN 
trus -, .eship after the world organization was established. Since then, repeated 
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attempts have failed to bring South Africa to acknowledge that it  is answerabi to 
the International Court in mid-1966 to render a judpnent on the issue. A its 
twenty-first session, the General Assembly decided that the mandate u ,  der 
which South Africa administered South West Africa was terminated, and hat 
henceforth the United Nations should exercise direct responsibility for the 
territory. At its fifth special session, from April to June 1967, the Gen.:ral 
Assembly established an 11-member UN Council to administer the terri ory 
and lead it to independence. Since then, both the General Assembly and the 
Security Counc il  have sought in vain to obtain South African compliance ,ith 
the General Assembly decision to assume responsibility for the territory, w' ose 
name was changed to Namibia by the General Asset-111)1y in June 1968. T , ere 
will be demands at the twenty-fourth session for strong measures, suet as 
economic sanctions, to bring about South African co-operation with the Coi  mil 
and withdrawal from the territory. 

Rhodesia 
Since Rhodesia's unilateral declaration of independence on November 11, 1 65, 
there have been sustained efforts on the part of the world conununity to put 
an end to the rebellion. On December 16, 1966, the Security Council ado ,ted 
a number of selective mandatory sanctions designed to cripple the Rhodt ,ian 
economy and in this way bring about the downfall of the illegal regime. T iese 
sanctions were considerably broadened by the unanimous Security Co. ncil 
resolution of May 29, 1968. Since the regime continues in power, there will 
be criticism that sanctions have not been effective. There will also be pre ,  ,ure 
from many African and Asian states on Britain to use force to end the rebel ion, 
and demands that sanctions be extended to South Africa and Portugal, v tich 
have not been applying them to Rhodesia. Canada has consistently supp( rted 
the sanctions against Rhodesia but has spoken against the use of force. 

Portuguese Territories 
The Fourth Committee is likely to adopt further recommendations seekit to 
permade Portugal to accept the principle of self-determination and to co-op rate 
with the United Nations in preparing the peoples of Angola, Mozambique,  etc., 
for eventual self-government and independence. In addition, the African ates 

may try to strengthen these recommendations and to isolate Portugal fu ther 
by, as in the past, bringing in resolutions calling for various forms of econ mic  
sanction against it, as well as a total ban on military and technical assist ace. 
Canada believes that Portugal should recognize the right of self-determi tion 
but differs with the majority over the means necessary to achieve this obje .ive. 
Canada has complied with a Security Council resolution asking member ates 

not to ship arms to Portuguese territories, but has not agreed with other mea arcs 
proposed by African states, including a trade embargo and the ruptut of 
diplomatic relations. 
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Fifth Committee

Administrative and budgetary questions are assigned to the Fifth Committee.

Sorr,^ of the principal items before the twenty-fourth session will be : i

Rep =rt of Committee on Contributions

The Committee on Contributions is an expert committee established by the

Gen ral Assembly to recommend to the Assembly the scale of assessments

accc_ding to which the expenses of the United Nations are to be apportioned.

The scale is reviewed periodically by the Committee, which assigns a percentage

of tl e total expenses in the regular budget to each member state according to

its ^.lative capacity to pay. The scale is determined in the first instance by

corn aring the national-accounts data of member states. However, the Com-

mitv-e is also required to take into account certain other principles and factors,

as l:.id down in the various directives of the General Assembly : the "ceiling"

pria iple, which provides that no member state should pay more than 30 per

cenil: of the total budget and in accordance with which the U.S. assessment is

beir gradually reduced to that figure; the "per capita ceiling" principle, which

stip: i.ates that the per capita contribution of any member state should not

exce::d that -of the member paying the highest assessment, namely the United

Stat 3; the "floor rate", which sets the minimum rate of assessment at 0.04 per

cent; and the provision of special allowances for low per capita income countries.

Ove the objections of several of the major contributors at the twenty-third

sess )n, the General Assembly adopted a resolution which asked the Committee

on t ontributions to reviewthe foregoing criteria, as well as the others employed

in e tablishing the assessment scale, and to report to the General Assembly at

its , venty-fourth session whether or not those terms of reference were still

app 3priate and sufficiently precise. The report of the Committee on Contri-

buti ns to the twenty-fourth session indicates that its membership considers

that the criteria and terms of reference heretofore used in establishing the scale

of ', ;sessments retain their validity. In 1967, the Assembly approved a scale

of a sessments devised by the Committee on Contributions for the years 1968-
197' . Under that scale, Canada's assessment was established at 3.02 per cent of
the et budget of the United Nations. Canada is the eighth-largest contributor,

follr•ving the five permanent members of the Security Council and Italy and
Japz_i. At present, of a total membership of 126 countries, 61 are assessed at
the inimum rate of .04 per cent under the existing scale.

App •oval of 1970 Budget Estimates
Afte, approving the financial accounts of the United Nations for the 1968

fmat -ial year and any supplementary estimates required for 1969, the Fifth

Con• mittee will be called upon to approve the budget estimates for the 1969

fina; cial year, aided by the report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative

and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ). The gross expenditures proposed by the
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Secretary-General in the 1970 budget estimates are $164,123,200. This fi am 
is $9,207,950 more than the 1969 appropriation of $154,915,250. At this 
stage, the budget estimates  do  not provide for certain expenditures w lose 
amounts cannot yet be estimated, most notably the exact sum to be s )ent 
under the regular United Nations program of technical co-operation. No, do 
they include estimates of expenditures resulting from decisions taken by the 
Economic and Social Council at its summer session or to be taken by the 
General Assembly this autumn, which will  be the subject of revised estirr ates 
later this year. If past performance can be taken to be a guide, wher all 
the additional items have been precisely estimated, they may well have the 
effect of adding a further $4-5 million to the Secretaiy-General's initial req est. 
A major area of contention during the debate on the 1970 budget estin ates 
will probably be the April 1969 démarche on the part of the four la., est 
contributors to the United Nations (the United States, Britain, the U.S 
and France), which had as its aim the imposition of a ceiling on the Ui ited 
Nations budget that will allow only for the small adjustments inevitable bec .use 
of past conunitments and inflationary pressures. The intention of the  our  
major powers was to bar any increase in expenditure, particularly with re :ard 
to new employment, at least until such time as a committee of experts sh )uld 
complete a manpower utilization study reconunended by the ACABQ and 
ordered by the General Assembly at the twenty-third session. (Personnel osts 
make up the largest single portion of the United Nations budget. In 1969 for 
example, they totalled $68,495,300, or more than 44 per cent of that y ar's 

budget. The 1970 estimate for salaries and wages is in the order of $74 mil ion, 
with the increase due to new salary rates approved at the twenty-third Ge eral 
Assembly and a smaller portion attributable to program expansion.) The d vel-
oping world is likely to take the position that an attempt to limit the bt iget 
in this fashion would, if successful, severely restrict the Secretary-Gent -ars 

plans for new and approved social and economic programs. 
After detailed consideration in the Fifth Committee of the budget estim des, 

the Advisory Committee's recommendations and any further submission by 
the Secretary-General, the budget will be acted upon by the General Asse tbly 
in plenary session. Adoption of the budget by the Assembly after debate req ires 
a two-thirds majority of those present and voting. 

Personnel Questions 
In its discussion of personnel questions, the Fifth Committee will again con 'der 
the Secretary-General's report on the composition of the Secretariat and ther 
personnel matters and will discuss the progress achieved towards real zing 
the objective of "equitable geographical distribution" of professional  po  s ings 

in the United Nations Secretariat. At its seventeenth session, the Ge eral 

Assembly established guide-lines to govem equitable geographical distrib tion 
by approving "desirable ranges" for each member state. The Secretary-Ge eral 
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pre' ared a report to the twenty-third session concerning the composition of 
the Secretariat, which indicated that a number of steps had been taken towards 
ach sving the equitable balance required. Also at the twenty-third session, 
the .2ommittee considered the question of working languages within the Sec're-
tari, t. The Canadian delegation played an active part, with other francophone 
con tries, in the formulation of a resolution designed to increase the use of 
Fre ch throughout the United Nations Secretariat. The resolution, which was 
suc( ssful, also provided for the greater use of Spanish and Russian in the 
Ger sral Assembly and the Security Council, which, therefore, will also lead 
to ; a increased use of these languages in the Secretariat. The proposal to 
pay language bonuses to those members of the Secretariat with fluency in more 
that one working language, which had been incorporated in a resolution passed 
at r e twenty-second session, was not pursued. Instead a resolution co-sponsored 
by le French-speaking and Spanish-speaking countries provided different incen-
tive for the professional staff. First, promotion from one grade to another would 
be onditional upon adequate and confirmed knowledge of a second working 
lam: rage. Second, such knowledge would permit accelerated progression within 
eel grade. The Secretary-General is, however, permitted to promote staff 
mer bers who do not have the required language qualifications if he deems it 
nec , ssary for the proper functioning of the Secretariat. The resolution, which 
rece ved broad support, also provided for the intensification of the language-
trai: ing program within the Secretariat. The Secretary-General, in his report 
to t e twenty-fourth General Assembly, will no doubt comment on the progress 
of t e implementation of the various aspects of this resolution. There are two 
°the - reports which will be of interest to the Fifth Committee, the first of which 
is tl s, report of the Committee on the Reorganization of the Secretariat. This 
Con rnittee was established at the twenty-second session and reported to the 
Secs  tary-General in November 1968. However, it was not possible in the 
tira  remaining for debate at the twenty-third session to discuss thoroughly the 
wick -ranging recommendations which the Special Committee made in its report. 
The other study which will be of interest to the Assembly, if it can be completed 
in ti le for discussion, will be that of the group of experts conducting a manpower-
utili ation survey. The survey, which is being conducted on a desk-by-desk 
basi will be important in determining the size of the Secretariat in the future 
and llso the allocation of Secretariat resources over the next few years. 

Sixth Committee 

Rep rt of the International Law Commission 
on t se Work of its Twenty-first Session 
The International Law Commission (ILC), a United Nations organ composed 
of 2 legal experts elected in their personal capacities to represent the various 
legal systems of the world, for the purpose of the codification and progressive 
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development of international law, will report on the work of its twent: -first 
session, which was held in Geneva from June 2 to August 8, 1969. The pro train  
of work of the Commission included cOnsideration of the following to, ics : 
(1) Relations Between States and Inter-Governmental Organizations; (2) Suc-
cession of States and Govemments; (3) State Responsibility; and (4) The it lost-
Favoured-Nation Clause. 

Report of the Committee on Friendly Relations 
and Co-operation among States 
This Committee, established in 1964, numbers 31 members, including Ca .ada. 
It undertook to develop and codify seven principles–of international law  fi  c wing 
from the UN Charter in the area of friendly relations and co-operation a long 
states — formerly called "peaceful co-existence". These principles deal with 
(1) the prohibition of the threat or use of force; (2) the peaceful settleme it of 
disputes; (3) non-intervention; (4) the equal rights and self-determinatic a of 
peoples; (5) the sovereign equality of states; (6) the duty of co-operation bet veen 
member states; and (7) the duty of member states to fulfill their obligations nder 

the Charter. The Committee has already formulated four of the seven prin iples 

but has yet to agree on the principles of prohibition of the threat or use of are, 

non-intervention and equal rights and self-determination of peoples. The c ;bate 

on these principles have been complicated by disagreement on whether they 

should be adopted by consensus — which is the Canadian view — ■ r by 
majority. The Committee is meeting in New York from August 18 to Sep-

tember 19, and its report will be considered by the General Assembl: this 
autumn. 

Report of the Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggressic1 
The definition of aggression has been the subject of many efforts over s veral 

years within the ILC, as well as the General Assembly, the Sixth Corn dttee 

and various special committees. To date, it has not been possible to 7each 

agreement on a definition. Canada is a member of the 35-country Comr ittee, 
which met in New York from February 24 to April 3, 1969, and whic will 
report to the General Assembly this session. Canada co-sponsored a def  ition 

of aggression directed towards ensuring that Charter principles would be  i  held 

and that the Security Council's special responsibilities would be recog Lized. 

Definitions were also submitted by the U.S.S.R. and by other delegatiol ;. 

Technical Assistance to Promote Teaching, Study, Dissemination 
and Wider Appreciation of International Law 
During the eighteenth session in 1963, a special committee was establisl to 
elaborate practical methods for helping member states, particularly thc ;e 
developing areas, to disseminate a wider knowledge and appreciation 	the 
principles of international law. A program of training in intematiow law  
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wa° established as one of the means to this end. A number of countries suggested

tha. its cost be included in the regular United Nations budget. Canada and

sor,e other states opposed this and recommended that the program be financed

by voluntary contributions. A compromise was eventually arrived at wherbby

it i to be financed partly by the United Nations and partly by voluntary con-

tril -itions. The Department of External Affairs is at present engaged in con-

sul. ations with the Canadian Internation Development Agency (CIDA) with

aNïew to making available through the United Nations a scholarship for a

stu ient from a developing country to study international law at a Canadian

un? ersity.

An .ndment to Article 22 of Statute of International Court of Justice
ani Consequential Amendments
Th- President of the International Court of Justice requested the Secretary-

Ge_.eral on May 16, 1969, to include this item on the provisional agenda of

the twenty-fourth session. A draft resolution was also forwarded to the

Sec. -etary-General. This resolution would amend Article 22 of the Statute

of he Court to the effect that the seat of the Court would be "at The Hague

or .t such other place as shall at any time be approved by the General Assembly

on the recommendation of the Court". Consequential amendments would be

male to Article 23 and 28.

Dr; it Convention on Special Missions

Th International Law Commission has prepared draft articles governing the

ter, :s and conditions under which states may send and receive special missions,
i.e, liplomatic missions sent for a specific and temporary purpose, as distinguished
fro, i embassies etc., which are permanent diplomatic missions. At the last

twE^,ty-third session, the Sixth Committee began drafting a convention based
on the ILC draft articles. It adopted 29 articles, leaving 21 articles to be

adc -)ted at the forthcoming session. The main issue before the Sixth Committee

is :ie determination of the privileges and immunities of members of special

mis ions. The Canadian view is that these privileges and immunities should

be -o greater than is required to enable the special mission to fulfil its objective.

De ?aration and Resolution adopted by the United Nations Conference on the
Lai of Treaties

The diplomatic conference which adopted the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Lai of Treaties also adopted a number of declarations and resolutions, three

of --hich are to be brought to the attention of the General Assembly.

The Declaration on Universal Participation in the Vienna Convention

on he Law of Treaties invites the General Assembly to examine at its twenty-

fou- ;h session the question of issuing invitations in order to ensure the widest

pos-ible participation in the Convention. The signature and accession articles
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of the Convention already permit virtually all states generally recognized as s Ich 
to become parties to the Convention. Consequently, the issue raised by his 
Declaration is whether entities claiming to be states but not generally recogni ed  
as such (e.g. East Germany) are to be invited by the General Assembly to adh tre 
to the Convention. 

The Resolution relating to Article I of the Convention recommends fiat 
the General Assembly ask the International Law Commission to study the 
question of treaty-making by international organizations, a subject not cove -ed 
by the Convention. 

The Resolution relating to Article 66 of the Convention asks the Gen, ral 
Assembly to note the provisions in the Convention-that the expenses of ny 
conciliation commission established pursuant to the annex to the Convert on  
are to be borne by the UN. 

Report of UN Commission on International Trade Law 
UNCITRAL was established by the General Assembly in 1966 to promote the 
development, unification and codification of private law regulating internatic aal 
trade and the harmonization of international trade practice. The second ses ion 
of the Commission took place in Geneva in March of this year. The tl ird 
session will take place in New York in April 1970. Consideration of the 
Commission's report may include discussion of the role of the Commissim in 
the development of shipping law (where UNCTAD and IMCO are also act ve) 
and the financial implications of the Commission's proposed program of w rk. 
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Fie International Labor Organization

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
I

s fiat
y the

` T

^:TERNATIONAL standards of justice, freedom and equality have long been

M. ed a dream of mankind - and will, no doubt, remain so. The League of

Na ions was founded on high principles, yet it failed.

em ral It might be thought that the idea of international law to ensure a just

fny anc= equitable world would be eagerly embraced. In fact, such proposals, praised

en:'on in the abstract, are generally debated in detail and then rejected. For political
or liplomatic reasons, it is claimed, they will not work.

Yet the Treaty of Versailles gave birth to an international organization

tha is today unique in the world. Unique because it is the only global organiza-
te the tio:. representing employers, workers and governments. Unique, also, in its
itic qal rec ;rd of a half-century of striving for social and economic justice throughout
es,ion the world.

tl ird This body is the International Labor Organization, which this year celebrates
)f the its Iftieth anniversary. Canada is a founding member.
ior in The ILO was set up to justify, in action, the conviction that "universal
ict ve) anc lasting peace can be established only if it is based on social justice".
w, rk. Since its inception, the Organization has striven to start governments,

wo;-:ers and employers debating and resolving their most critical differences
anc: problems by discussion and consensus, thereby setting up basic labor

sta.:3ards that can be ratified by member states, to protect and elevate working

anc living conditions of working people all over the world.

Ori in of Labor Code

Thi _ work has resulted in the International Labor Code, comprising nearly 300

inst-uments setting out basic world standards in such major fields as industrial
relz ions, employment conditions, social security, human rights, protection of

wo,,en and young persons at work, vocational training and guidance, labor

star lards and industrial safety and health.

Codes of safety practice for various types of industry, training and devel-
opr.. -mt courses for management and workers, agreements for the protection

of iative peoples, of handicapped and migratory workers, and of women and
chillren, commissions to investigate complaints of violation of fundamental
n1.s, conferences to standardize world labor techniques and statistics - all

the!: and many others have been developed by meetings of world experts

nnd ^r the leadership of the ILO.

Before the First World War, there were a number of conventions on

the subject of the international protection of labor, but there was no general
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international organization charged with the duty of systematizing and dire :ting 
this movement. However, Article 23(a) of the Covenant of the Leagt-  a of 
Nations provided that the members of the League should "endeavour to s( cure 
and maintain fair and humane conditions of labor for men, women and 
children . .. and for that purpose will establish and maintain the nece sary 
international organizations". Thus was born the International Labor Orga liza-
tion, now a Specialized Agency of the League's successor, the United Na', ans. 

ILO Constitution 
The constitution Of the ILO embodies features that in several ways si ,nify 
a departure from traditional forms of international organization and from acc‘ pted 
doctrines of international law. This applies in particular to the provisions rel ‘ting 
to delegates of employers and employees representation and participation it the 
work of the Organization, and in the process of the elaboration of labor con-
ventions. While the UN is an organization of states, the ILO is to some e _tent 
based on a different principle. Although the representatives of employers and 
employees are appointed by the various states, the latter are under an oblig ,tion 
to appoint them in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty, and to mve 
them full freedom of action at the Conference. 

The final decision on adoption of conventions and amendments tc the 
constitution rests with the member governments, but any such action is con-
ditioned by the initiative of the Conference, in which state represent: fives 
constitute only half the total number of delegates. - 

The constitution of the Organization thus signifies a limited but imputant 
departure from the principle generally followed in international law that only 
states may take part in the creation of new rules of international law anc that 
only the interests of states as such are entitled to direct representation i the 
international sphere. 

The constitution also introduces an exception to the principle of unar mity 
by laying down that a majority of two-thirds is sufficient for the adopti n of 
a convention or recommendation, which the member govemments are then 
bound to submit to their legislative authorities whether they voted for it o not. 

Another departure is the obligation to communicate information conct- ning 
the actual implementation of provisions of conventions and recommend dons 
that have not been accepted by (or, in the case of conventions, not ratified by and, 
therefore, are not binding upon members. This reveals the novel pri ciple 
that mere membership of the Organization implies certain obligations du are 
not of a purely formal character. 

Finally, there is the provision for enforcement of conventions against tates 

failing to comply with their obligations, as well as the power of censure and 
the general recognition of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International :bun 
of Justice with regard to certain legal interpretations. 

The General Conference has no legal powers itself; its proposals tak one 
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of ts o forms, either an international convention, or, to meet circumstances not 
cons lered suitable for a convention, a recommendation. A convention or 
reco irnendation thus adopted is communicated to all members for ratification 
or, i. the case of a recommendation, for consideration with a view to action 6y 
natic aal legislation or otherwise. 

rhe system is far from being utopian. But the ILO by its very presence 
j bringing together workers, employers and govemments — is a unique 

force in the search for economic and social development and justice in the 
worl: based on international law and agreement. 
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Gene, 11 Francisco Morales Bermudez, Peruvian Alinister of Finance (front, left), and the 
Ilonc. obit, Jean-Luc Pepin, Canada's Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce (front, 
right) sign a financing agreement for the sale of 200,000 metric tons of Canadian wheat 
to 
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Montebello Conference 

D URING the first two days of May 1969, there took place in Montt bello, 
Quebec, under the chairmanship of the Under-Secretary of State Mt. 

Marcel Cadieux, an important discussion of the subject the "Co-ordinat )11 of 
Federal Cultural Activities Abroad". 

Apart from the Department of External Affairs and the Secretary of State 
Department, whose delegations were led by their respective deputy mir, stets, 
all federal bodies concerned with some aspect of -Canadian cultural act vities 
abroad were represented. Representatives were also sent by the heads f the 
Canadian International Development Agency, the Public Archives and Ne ional 
Library, the Canada Council, the National Arts Centre, the National Re catch 
Council, the Canadian Government Exhibition Commission, the Nationa Mu-
seums of Canada (National Gallery, National Museum of Man, National M sewn 
of Natural Sciences, National Museum of Science and Technology), the N[ ional 
Film Board, the Canadian Radio-Television Commission and the Ca; adian 
Broadcasting Corporation and the Treasury Board and the Privy Counci 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Sharp, and the Sec etary 
of State, Mr. Pelletier, chaired the closing session. 

The discussion enabled the government.  organizations represented to ieter-
mine the present state of their cultural activities abroad and to examil e the 
existing links between external policy and cultural relations. The talks made 
it clear that the best interest of all concerned, including the Gover, ment, 
required the maximum co-ordination of Canadian activities abroad in the zalms 
of culture and art, and the institution of appropriate measures to harr onize 
the programs of the various organizations, to make them fully profitabl con-
sidering the limits of available resources and government objectives with egard 
to external policy. 

Summation by Mr. Sharp 
At the closing dinner, Mr. Sharp summed up the results of the two-days study 
as follows: 

"For a very long time, cultural relations have been a peripheral tbject 
of interest to our diplomats, and in the short history of our foreign ser ice,  a 
mere 40 years, we must admit that the military, political and trade asp zts of 
extemal relations have attracted most attention in terms of the personne tinie 
and money devoted to their study. But now, and for some years, w, have  
been able to pay more attention to the great interest of Canadians in the  arts." 

Referring incidentally to Canada's new defence policy, the Minister -ated: 
"This does not mean that we plan a retreat into diplomatic isolatiot  On 

the contrary, we intend to strengthen our associations with Europe b) other 
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mear ;, and it seems to me that we can do this with a well-thought-out and

co-orlinated plan of cultural relations with foreign countries.

'-The means to ensure this harmonization is not, in my opinion, by direction

or by regulation: it is by the sharing of information, by consultation and, whenevei

it is :iutually beneficial, by agreement between the interested Departments and

agenc:es. My department is prepared to pull its full weight in assuming this

co-ordinating role.

The meeting that we have held these past two days will have' been a major

step :-orward in that direction if each one of you takes back with him some of

the e.thusiasm that I feel, and am sure you share, for exploring together the

vast r aw field of Canadian exchanges abroad that cultural relations open for us."

.4r. Pelletier stressed the importance of the Canadian bilingualism and

bicul!-sralism policy, and emphasized the influence of the new mass-communica-

tion r!edia on such exchanges.
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Visit of Armenian Catholicos 	 • 

H is Holiness Khoren 1, Catholicos and spiritual leader of the Arrnnian 
Apostolic Church, spent two weeks in Canada during July. The pri vcipal 

purpose of the pontiff's presence was to visit the Armenian communit  s in 
Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto and Hamilton. 

On July 24, His Holiness called on Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Tr deau 
and the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell ' harp. 
He bestowed on the Prime Minister the Grand Cross of the Order ( ,.! the 
House of Cilicia, the highest ecclesiastical distinction conferred by his C' tuck 
The Catholicos expressed to both Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Sharp his gri itude 
for the welcome Canada had extended to Armeni an  immigrants over the ears. 
His Holiness was accompanied by two archbishops of the Armenian Ap. stolic 
Church and by the Lebanese Ambassador to Canada, His Excellenc Dr. 

Alif Gébara. 

His Holiness Khoren I, Catholicos of the Armenian Church, attended by two Ar neniart 
archbishops, chats with Canada's Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Ho orable 
Mitchell Sharp. 
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Al;xerian Administrative Trainees Visit

I :
c. ^nian F4 o^t July 1 to 31, 1969, 34 graduates of Algeria's National School of
i.cipal Administration visited Canada, as guests of the Federal Government, to
t es in com=lete their training as senior officials.

The greater part of the training period, organized by the Department of
r deau Exte:nal Affairs and the Canadian International Development Agency, involved

harP• a se ies of conferences and specialized visits to such federal departments as
c-' the Extenal Affairs, Transport, Communications and Regional Development, and

urch. to C(--tain government agencies, notably the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
itude Air ,anada, Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and the CIDA.
; ears. After acquiring a general knowledge of the administrative and legal ma-
stolic chin: ry of the Federal Government, the Algerian trainees spent three days in

Dr. Que';--,c studying the system of government of that province, where they were

the uests of the Departments of Education, Intergovernmental Affairs and

Pub; Works.

They were introduced to the municipal level of Canadian government
'_- duri ; a three-day stay in Montreal, where they also had an opportunity to visit

the F ahibition Man and His World. During their leisure hours, the visitors from

Alge-_ia were able to do some sightseeing in Quebec City, Montreal, Kingston
and iagara Falls.

Alger, n public service trainees attend a talk on transportation in Canada by a senior
ment -r of the Department of Transport.
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CONFERENCES 

UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, ninth session: Geneva, August 23 - Septemb r 12 

World Conference on Bird Hazards to Aircraft: Kingston, Ontario, September 2-5 

International Red Cross Conference, twenty-first session: Istanbul, September 13-16 

Commonwealth Conference on Speakers and Presiding Officers: Ottawa, September 8 _2 

United Nations General Assembly, twenty-fourth session: New York, September 6 

Universal Postal Union, sixteenth congress: Tokyo, October 1 - November 14 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference: Port-of-Spain, October 4-19 

Colombo Plan Consultative C,ommittee : Victoria, B.C., October 14.31 

North Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference: Brussels, October 27-31 

Interparliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, Oc ober 
30 - November 7 

Food and Agriculture Organization, fifteenth session: Rome, November 8-27 

Association internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual confer nce: 
Tunisia, January 1970 

APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

Mr. A. P. Sherwood posted from the Canadian Embassy, The Hague, to Ottawa, eff ctive 
June 10, 1969. 

Mr. R. C. Smith posted from the Canadian High Commission, New Delhi, to O. awa, 
effective June 25, 1969. 

Mr. W. C. J. Poirier posted from the Canadian Embassy, Kinshasa, to Ottawa, eff ctive 
June 28, 1969. 

Miss B. E. Van Snellenberg resigned from the Department of External Affairs, eff ctive 
July 4, 1969. 

Mr. W. J. Mullins resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective July 21, 969. 

Mr. B. Northgrave appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign S rvice 
Officer 2, effective July 21, 1969. 

Mr. L. A. Nadon appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Personnel Ad iinis -
tration 1, effective July 28, 1969 , 

Mr. D. R. Punter appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Economist 1, efi ctive 
July 28, 1969. 
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Canada and the Countries of Latin America 

EXCERPTS FROM AN ADDRESS BY THE HONORABLE MITCHELL SHARP, 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, AT THE INAUGURATIO ; 

CEREMONY, FOURTEENTH CONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTTT1 TE 

OF LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE, TORONTO, AUGUST 24, 1969. 

FOR many reasons, it gave me great pleasure to accept your invitatio r to 
open this Fourteenth Congress on Latin American Literature. Diplor lacy 

and literature may not always be closely associated in the public mind; yet heir 
practice has been united with distinction by many diplomats, and not leas by 
those of Latin America. I am happy to say that we have several notable insti,  ices 
in Canada as well. I should like to think of my presence here tonight as du at 
least in part, to this happy and mutually fruitful relationship .... 

This is, of course, the first time your Institute has held its Congre s in 

Canada. It is highly appropriate that it should do so at the present poit t in 
history. Canada and Latin America share a hemisphere, but until a very n cent 
period they went their separate ways in almost total mutual indiffer nee. 
A Canadian business community has been active in many countries of I  atmn 
America, and Canadian missionaries, both Protestant and Roman Catholic, lave 
made a substantial contribution to the religious life of Latin America. I Win 
America was known in Canada as a source of tropical products and c wee 
music. These contacts, though not to be despised, led, it is hardly nece sary 
to say, to each side having a limited, one-dimensional, picture of the char teter 

and capabilities of the other. 

Rate of Change Accelerates 
In recent years, however, this situation has begun to change. Modern on-
munications and transport have brought Canada and the Latin Ame ican 
countries much closer to each other in time and space. Trade between th( two 
has increased and continues to increase substantially, and has diversified into 
almost every major field. Canadians have begun to visit Latin Ameri( a in 
significant numbers, and more and more Latin Americans, travelling for bu'  :ness 

and pleasure, have come to know Canada directly. Most striking of all the 
study of Latin America as an area and of Spanish and Portuguese lam aage 

and literature, for long almost entirely ignored by Canadian universities, is now 
under way on a major scale. Several Canadian universities now offer vell-

rounded programs of Latin American studies, and many more offer cours 's  iii 

the Ibero-American languages and literatures. Canadians have gone in sma!' but 
increasing numbers to Latin America to study in Latin American univer ities, 
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Cl i anc: I am glad to say that the University of Toronto, our host, has pioneered

in `)ringing Latin American students and scholars to Canada. This trend was,

as r were, formally recognized only two months ago, when the Canadian Asso-

ciw;son of Latin American Studies, a new learned society uniting scholars whblly

or 3artly devoted to the study of Latin America in several disciplines, was

tU 1 em blished.

Tl TE This increased awareness of Latin America, and particularly of Latin

Arr. :rican culture, is a source of great satisfaction to me personally. I have had

occ :sion to spend considerable time in Brazil and to become acquainted with

soc e of the major works of Brazilian literature. As anyone must be, I was
tio I to iml ressed by that literature's individuality, depth, and range of subjects. This

lot iacy Co, gress will certainly bring the wealth and variety of Latin American literature
:t heir to he attention of the public in Canada, and in so doing it will have made
,as . by a s; 7nificant contribution to greater mutual understanding of the peoples of the
sta ices her isphere.
du , at This increased Canadian awareness of Latin America, as many of you

alrc idy know, has been reflected in the policy of the Canadian Government.

re^ in In viay 1968, a review of all the major areas of Canadian foreign policy was

oh t in req.:ested by the Prime Minister. One of these areas was Latin America. Since

rt cent tha time, a task force of the ministers and officials concerned with Canadian

'er nce. rel,'aons with the area has been actively engaged in an exchange of views with

1atm bot } Latin Americans and Canadians in many fields. A mission at ministerial

c, iave lev, 1 visited nine Latin American countries and held talks with Latin American

l.atin pol ,ical, economic and cultural leaders. The task force is now in the final stages

c mce of , reparing a report to the Government. This report has not yet been received

ce sary or 'iscussed by the Cabinet, and I cannot, therefore, comment in detail on its

at cter rec-.mmendations here, even if time allowed me to do so. However, I am able

to ^ ssure you that the cultural dimension of Canadian relations has been in the

fore Front of the task force's thinking from the very beginning of the review.

We believe that this is an area in which Canada can benefit greatly from increased

i om- con acts, as well as one in which it has something to offer. I expect that the

ne ican poli y review will inaugurate a new and far more active era of cultural exchanges

hf two bet een Canada and Latin America, exchanges of scientific and academic

-d into per:onnel and in the performing and creative arts. It will not, of course, be

ric a in pos ible to do everything at once, particularly in view of the financial limitations

)w:ness Wit? in which the Government must work at present. Nonetheless, a new course

all the has been set for Canada in this field, and I hope that as many as.possible of

ni aage tho: a of you present tonight will in due. "course participate in the programs we

is now hop to set up.
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Consultative Assembly of the Council of 
Europe 

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN TWENTY-FIRST SESSION 

THE Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe held the first part c its 
twenty-first regular session from May 12 to 16 under the chairmanshh  of 

Mr. Olivier Reverdin of Switzerland. The Council of Europe, whose headqua ters 
are at Strasbourg on the Franco-German frontier, is the oldest and la gest 
political structure in Western Europe dedicated to European unification. It 11 ings 
together countries of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), the 
European Common Market and NATO, as well as certain neutral cour .ries 
of Europe. When it was founded in 1949, it included ten countries, where is it 
now has 18 members. Its Consultative Assembly now constitutes a meeting-  lace 
where some 147 parliamentarians can make contact, exchange ideas and di. zuss 
important European problems of the day, even though they are empowered )nly 
to make recommendations. 

On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the organization, nree 
heads of government, Messrs Couve de Murville (France), Rumor (Italy) and 
Borg Olivier (Malta), addressed the Assembly. Two foreign affairs mink ters, 
Willy Brandt (West Germany) and Pietro Nenni (Italy), also made speec hes. 
Discussions concerned territorial development and local authority; the acti ,  ities 
of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OE I)), 
which had submitted its annual report to the Assembly; the traffic in arrr s to 
Nigeria; the fate of the Jewish communities in non-member countries; and 
fisheries policy in Europe. 

Economic and Political Situation 
But  it was discussion of the economic and political situation that received the 
greatest amount of attention. Before the session came to a close, the Assel abb 
unanimously adopted a resolution outlining three possible ways of achicvinf 
European union : 
(1) the calling of a "summit" conference of The Six, and of the cour tee 

seeking admission to the Common Market, with a view to opening neg 
tions on the enlargement of the European Community; 

(2) the study of this question by the Council of Europe, with the ait c 
qualified experts, if it should prove impossible to convene a summit ei 
ference within a reasonable time; 

(3) the search for partial agreement in areas not covered by the Treat c 
Rome in order to revive a strong impulse toward European Unity. 111 

 Committe,e of Ministers will study the text of this resolution at its met tir  
in December). 
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Before dispersing, the parliamentarians issued an appeal to all the

gove.°nments of Western and Eastern Europe requesting the establishment of

a ge serai embargo on the delivery of arms to Nigeria and Biafra. The Assembly
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laun-hed another appeal to the Governments of the Soviet Union and Poland,

aski. g them to prohibit all anti-Semitic propaganda and to restore the rights

of t; eir Jewish communities.

Last February, the Honorable Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, then President of the

Con ultative Assembly, invited Canada to send a parliamentary delegation to

this twenty-first session. Canada accepted the invitation to participate as an

obse ^-ver. This decision was made as a result of Canada's desire to develop

nit :d Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the

its :-elations not only with individual European countries but also with

mult lateral agencies such as the Council of Europe. The Canadian delegation

was made up of Senators Martin, Deschatelets, Aird and Flynn, and Members

of 1 arliament Macdonald, Baldwin and Buchanan. The Honorable Donald

Ivfac ionald, President of the Privy Council and Government Leader in the

ou e of Commons, had already represented Canada at a similar conference

Jnuary 1967. The afternoon of May 14 was reserved for an exchange of

hi^evs ; between European and Canadian parliamentarians, their principal theme
^bein ; the prospects of relations between Canada and a Europe in search of

particularly in areas relating to' aid to the developing countries. Messrs

at in and Macdonald delivered speeches to the Assembly and the Canadian

le-:ates then had to answer questions on a variety of subjects, such as defence,

mm 2ration, social problems, financial aid, la Francophonie, supranational com-

ani,s, investments, the export of forest produce, Canadian grain policies, the

ar ', alternating between Strasbourg and Ottawa.
ee•ings of a similar nature should take place regularly, possibly every two
am ;ntarians. Both sides share this hope, and it has been suggested that
the s, to establish a constant dialogue between Canadian and European par-

it interest to share in one way or another.
There was a general agreement that this meeting should be followed by •

ga: pioneering in fields that could affect Canada, in which it would perhaps be

oul i be of some importance to Canada, since it has engaged in study and

r he rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention. This Commission

om m. The delegation of Canada was impressed by the extensive work being
ow. by the European Commission, which was created in order to ensure respect

ar+. pean convention for the protection of human rights and fundamental free-
gre ments concluded under the aegis of the Council of Europe, including the

o took advantage of the opportunity to acquaint themselves with certain

ec sely their country's policies and reservations on various problems. They

ad been useful and interesting. Canada's delegates were able to set forth

au; hter of baby seals.
The consensus among European and Canadian delegates was that the meeting
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Visit of British Secretary of State for Forei  ii 
and Commonwealth Affairs 

ON SEPTEMBER 13, 1969, the Right Honorable Michael Stewart arrive I at 
Montreal International Airport to be met by the British High C om- 

missioner, Sir Colin Crowe, Lady Crowe and other members of the 11 tish 
High Commission and the Canadian Department of External Affairs to  I gin 
a busy four-day schedule in Canada. During his stay, Mr. Stewart and his p rty, 
including Mrs. Stewart and Mr. P. T. Hayman, à—British Under-Secretar of 

The Right Honorable Michael Stewart, British Secretary of State for Foreign and , "orn-
monwealth Affairs (left), walks from the Center Block of Canada's Parliament  Bull ings 
toward the East Block, accompanied by the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, Canada's Sect tail 
of State for External Affairs. 
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Sti (e, visited Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal before proceeding to the United 
Nations  General Assembly in New York. 

The visit began, under bright late-summer skies, with a drive from 
ntreal to the Govemment of Canada Guest House at 7 Rideau Gate, 

Ot awa, where Mr. Stewart was officially welcomed by the Honorable Mitchell 
Sh rp, Secretary of State for External Affairs. On Sunday evening, Mr. Sharp 
ga. e a dinner in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart at the Country Club. 

On Monday morning a round of official talks took place between the two 
isters and their officials. Discussions covered a wide range of topics, including 

N/ TO, East-West relations, the Middle East, the Commonwealth Caribbean, 
AI tcan problems and the British application to join the European Economic 
Co nmunity. In the afternoon, Prime Minister Trudeau and Mr. Stewart met 
bri fly. Subsequently, Mr. Stewart held a press conference at the National Press 
Cl.  b. He and Mrs. Stewart were later received by Govemor-General and 
Mi.  Michener. The day ended with a dinner in honor of the Secretary of State 
giv It by the British High Commissioner at his residence, Earnscliffe. 

The Toronto program on September 16 included a visit to the British 
Go iernment office, an address to a lunch meeting of the Canadian and Empire 
Clt 'os  at the Royal York Hotel, and calls on the Lieutenant-Govemor of Ontario, 
the Honorable Ross Macdonald, the Prime Minister of Ontario, the Honorable 
Jot a Robarts, and the Mayor of Toronto, His Worship William Dennison, and the 
Ch .irman of Metropolitan Toronto, Mr. William Allen. In the evening there was 
an 'nterview on the television network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 

On Wednesday the party travelled to Montreal, where they first visited the 
Br: ish Govenunent office. Later Mr. Stewart held a press and television interview. 
Ne a he called on His Worship Mayor Jean Drapeau at the Hôtel de Ville, whence 
he ind his party proceeded to Hélène de Champlain restaurant, where the Mayor 
wa host at a lunch for the British guests. After a brief tour of the city, the 
vis ors left for New York, where Mr. Stewart was to attend the twenty-fourth 
ses ion of the United Nations General Assembly. 
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The Riddell Affair Reconsidered* 

n  N NOVEMBER 2, 1935, Canada began a month of unsought and increasim ly 
‘--• uncomfortable prominence in international affairs. On that day, 
"Canadian proposal" for the extension of sanctions against Italy was mcm 
at the League of Nations by Dr. W. A. Riddell, Canadian Advisory Officer. 

An exchange of telegrams between Riddell and Ottawa tells the now famil ar 
story. On November 2, Riddell cabled : 

"After consultation with main delegation this -morning moved in Co 1- 
rr ittee of Eighteen that petroleum, coal, iron and steel be added to list n 
Proposal No. 4. Proposal referred for consideration to Economic St }- 
Committee." ( I )  
On November 4, Ottawa sent this reply : 

"I have noted with much surprise from your brief statement in the abc Ye 
telegram and more lengthy press despatches that without authorization you tot 
the initiative in moving certain additional articles be added to the list in P .  r 
posal No. 4. You must of course realize that you are acting for the Govemm. it  

of Canada and not for any other goverrunent, delegation or committee. W1 »n 
you desire instructions on any proposal you should communicate sufficiently in 
advance to give time for consideration here. Every effort will be made to g -e 
prompt instructions but in any case you should not take action on any quest; mi 
of importance such as those recently considered without definite and posit !e 
instructions." 
The following day, Riddell offered this explanation: 

"As I had then no instructions regarding attitude of Govemment and desk .cl 
to forestall extension of list to include products of special importance to Cana( a, 
I proposed that the products mentioned in my telegram ... be added to list n 
principle, their embargo to come into force only when it could be made effectiv ,  ." 
He went on : 

"Since resumption of discussion on October  31 st,  my only guide to attitu le 
and policy of the Govemment has been the statement given to the press a ,cl 
sumMarized in your unnumbered telegram of October 29th." 

His explanation was rejected in a further telegram from the Secretary 31 
State for Extemal Affairs (2)  dated November  7: 

"I have noted your explanation but must insist that position which you to ik 
was not in my judgement in conformity with important factors in Canadi n 

• The author, John A. Munro, is a Resident Historian with the Department of External Aft rs 
for the academic year 1969-70. He is an editor of the Department's Documents on Canadian Exte. al 
Relations series. 

(1) Unless otherwise identified all quotations and direct references are from the files of le 
Department of Extenial Affairs Nos: 927-34 (nine pars). 927-A-114. 927-B-34  and 65-D-1-35. 

(2) Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie King held the External Affairs portfolio, as did PI lie 
Minister R. B. Bennett before him. 
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si! sation and not within the scope of your authority. As I have already indicated

n; ^ position on any question of importance should be taken without positive and

d(finite instructions."

The first question that warrants further consideration in this unhappy affair

is whether Riddell's explanation provides an adequate understanding of the

c^ se. (3) An examination of the files of the Department of External Affairs

sI ggests that, while Riddell was left, as he suggested, without thorough instruc-

ti: as, he was, at the same time, not authorized to act independently.

In some ways, there was even a reasonable consistency in the official Cana-

d:in position in those last four months of 1935. The posture of the Canadian

G avernment during the Italo-Ethiopian War did not vary in substance from

tint set out by Prime Minister R. B. Bennett to Riddell on September 5:

"The Government of Canada are prepared to co-operate in every helpful

w iy in securing a peaceful settlement of the dispute, in accordance with the

p; ovisions of the Covenant of the League, but are not aware of any distinctive

o; individual contribution that they could make to such a settlement." (})

F;rther, it would appear that Riddell should have understood from subsequent

ir,tructions that there were to be no Canadian initiatives and that no position

w is to be taken without definite and specific instructions.

However, he saw himself left in limbo and in such a context it was perhaps

n^ tural that he should opt for action. Riddell was not lacking in experience,

n r was he encumbered by his anomalous title "Canadian Advisory Officer" -

tl ere is no indication that it was viewed as anything other than a Canadian
ic osyncrasy at Geneva. He was the dean of the diplomatic corps. He was

a, customed to tête-à-têtes with the Sir John Simons, Anthony Edens and Lord

C!cils. He was a senior officer in Canada's Department of External Affairs.

Nost important, he was personally committed to the conception of economic

sa -ictions as a potentially effective deterrent to aggression.

In this latter connection, he _wrote to Dr. O. D. Skelton, the Department's

t; ider-Secretary, on December 7 :

" . . . it was my conviction that once the States Members had declared

It ,ly the aggressor and admitted that Article XVI was applicable, the only way
tc prevent the transition from economic to military sanctions was to render

ec .-)nomic sanctions effective. This was, and still is, my conviction. To make the

ec.inomic sanctions effective, within a reasonable time, I was convinced that

tt:: list I submitted was a necessity. Subsequent events have served only to

st engthen these convictions."
Ir addition, if Riddell is to be taken at his word, he seems to have been con-

vj iced that the basic tenets of Canadian policy on economic sanctions had been

la d down that July during the meetings of the Committee of Thirteen (the

L ague Committee on Sanctions). The purpose of the Committee was to consider

13) The explanation offered in the above documen's does not differ in substance from that provided
by Riddell 22 years later in his book World Security by Conference, Toronto, 1947.

(4) Italics by the writer.
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the extension of sanctions as a form of pressure against countries that with nit 
resort to war repudiated treaties (Germany's repudiation of the disartnam  nt 
clause of the Treaty of Versailles was the example in mind at the time). 

On July 8, Riddell was instructed as follows: 
"In sub-committee you should state, therefore, that in any continge ,cy 

where it is agreed that economic sanctions should be applied withholding ey 
products and raw materials is one important method of applying them. List of 
such key products and raw materials to be effective should be comprehensive .. 
it would be desirable that any recommendation for withholding key pro& zts 
and raw materials be balanced by equally strong recommendations respect'ng 
embargos on exports from and credits facilities to re—pudiating country . ...." 

On July 23, it was suggested that Riddell re-emphasize the above points a id, 
further, he was given some latitude : 

"If you think it desirable you may support views of Spanish and Chii an 
representatives respecting desirability of proposed Protocol between Europ an 
states containing provision for mutual assistance." 

In many ways Riddell's work on the Committee of Thirteen was to pr we 
a dress rehearsal for his subsequent role. On July 19, he wrote to Skelton : 

"You will observe that I was able to have incorporated in the report n Jst 
of the main points in my instructions. I met with great opposition from he 
Italian representative in proposing that the report should recommend that ny 

recommendations of the Council that key products and raw materials be withl 
in the circumstartces envisaged should also include recommendations for embat 'os 
on exports from and credit facilities for repudiating countries .... 

"Our emphasis that lists of key products and raw materials to be effec ve 

should be comprehensive at first met with some objection, but finally gai ed 

support from all except the Italian and United 1Cingdom representatives. : k. 
Hawtrey, the United Kingdom representative, favoured a very limited list a id, 
while in the end, he did not maintain his objections, I gathered he accepted .ur 
proposals with some reluctance." 

As the Italo-Ethiopian crisis grew in importance, the Committee as 

temporarily shelved. Certainly the considerations of the Sanctions Commi r ee 

were equally applicable when a member state resorted to war and Article > VI 
of the Covenant came into effect. The fact is, however, that the Committ ,  e's 

considerations were for the most part an exercise in theory and neither he 

Department of Extemal Affairs nor the Bennett and King Governments v, »re 

to feel any commitment to be consistent with the position taken that July w, en 
the reality of war presented itself. 

On October 9, Canada voted with the overwhelming majority of Lea ue 

members in confirming the decision of the League Council that Italy was go =tY 

of aggression against Ethiopia. In conformity with instructions from Ottawa, he 
Canadian delegation accepted membership on the 52-member Co-ordinat an 
Committee and, without instruction, on the working committee on sancti ns 
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(tl.° Committee of Eighteen) and the Economic Sub-Committee. (5)

On October 14, the Government of R. B. Bennett was defeated in the

Ca adian general election. On October 15, Bennett instructed Riddell, in response

to iis request for "full instructions on economic sanctions" : I

"In view of results of general election of yesterday and of fact that new

Gavernment cannot take over for some days, it will not be possible for you

to :ake position on any further proposals in the meantime."

It =:;as at this point that Riddell informed Skelton that, as far as he was con-

cer.7ed, Canadian policy had long since been established. He cabled :

"Unless advised to the contrary, I shall continue to express in Co-ordinating

Co nmittee and Sub-Committees Canadian policy regarding sanctions as defined

in ?our communication concerning Committee of Thirteen."

Sk, Iton replied :
"Your personal telegram 15th October. See Prime Minister's telegram of

thi date. I do not understand your references to our policy regarding sanctions

de;.ned in our communication concerning Committee of Thirteen. Only instruc-

tio:^s regarding sanctions were those contained in our telegram of 10th October

sta ing that no definite attitude should be taken until further communication

wa, sent."

Ri;'dell countered on October 17

"My reference was to Sanctions Committee of Thirteen set up April 17th

in oarticular to your telegrams No. 32 and No. 34, July 8th and July 23rd."

It vas here that the communication between Ottawa and its man at Geneva

rer'ly broke down. The failure of Ottawa to correct Riddell's misconception of

Ca yadian policy is clear. No definite instructions were to be forthcoming before

Nc aember 2. There was, of course, the summary of King's press release on

Oc ober 29. The telegram containing this was marked "Immediate" and Riddell

ace epted it as a general directive. It read :
"Government gave to press here tonight copy of replies on proposals one

to four, and also statement, which after (1) summarizing proposals of Co-

or( inating Committee (2) affirming continued adherence to League aims and

ide ;ls (3) reviewing Canadian opposition throughout to commitments in advance

to apply sanctions, continued as follows, Begins :

`In the present instance, when an earnest effort is being made with wide

sui port to test the feasibility of preventing or at least terminating war by the

us( of economic sanctions, and when there is no room for doubt as to where

the responsibility rests for the outbreak of war, and having regard also to the

po.ition taken by Canada at the recent Assembly, the Canadian Government is

pr+ pared to co-operate fully in the endeavour. The League authorities are being

inf )rmed that the Canadian Government will take the necessary steps to secure
thc effective application of the economic sanctions against Italy proposed by

(5) The responsibility here lay primarily with G. Howard Ferguson, who "provisionally"
accpted membership for Canada without instruction. Ferguson, Canadian High Commissioner in London,
bea:ed the Canadian delegation until the defeat of the Bennett Government.
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the Co-ordination Committee. The Canadian Government at the same  mie 
desires to make it clear that it does not recognize any commitment bin ling 
Canada to adopt military sanctions, and that no such commitment conk be 
made without the prior approval of the Canadian Parliament. It is aLso tc be 
understood that the Govemment's course in approving economic  sanction;  in 
this instance is not to be regarded as necessarily establishing a precedent for 
future action.' 

"Copy of full statement being mailed." 
The above statement was ambiguous and to King's critics it appeared tc be 
little more than a further instalment of a continuing exercise in ambiguit on 
the part of the Prime Minister. However, Riddell -chose to interpret it and the 
King Government's implementation of the sanction proposals to fit his )wn 
preconception of policy. 

Indeed, it might be suggested that, consciously or unconsciously,  Rit  dell 
was attempting to shape Canadian policy from Geneva or, perhaps, that he was 
attempting to balance an anti-League influence within the Department.  Pen l aps 
he saw himself pitted against the influence of Loring Christie (6) , whorl- be 
believed, quite rightly, to be opposed to sanctions "on principle". (7)  If so, hen 
he failed to appreciate the extent to which the Department viewed the Lei gue 

with doubt prior to Christie's return on September 1, 1935. 
On August 26, Skelton presented Prime Minister Bennett with a me no-

randum entitled "Application of Sanctions in Italo-Ethiopian Dispute". It it, 
the "Contra Participation" side of the argument was by far the more impres ive. 

Sanctions were not only contrary to established Canadian policy, they ere 
obsolete and, in the present crisis, useless as a threat. Economic sanctions ere 
but a preliminary to military sanctions. If they failed, the League would I ave 

been needlessly discredited; if they succeeded, the European balance of pc ,ver 

might be altered for the worse. At any rate, the British position was less -tan 
clear and United States neutrality made any such scheme disproportioni,  ely 
difficult for Canada. Further, Parliamentary action would be required for so ne-

thing that the electorate cared nothing about; the memorandum noted : 
"Canadians are not expecting or demanding intervention. The public l ave 

been mildly interested in the dispute — from the sidelines. Newspaper  cornai  ent 

throughout Canada shows frequent condemnation of Italian aggression, l ttle 
knowledge of the details of the issue - or of the Covenant provisions, and ,till 
less of support for active participation by Canada. People are immensely  ri ore 

interested in Alberta than in Abyssinia. The League of Nations Society cont ins 
many fine members, but the attitude of a few of its leaders or officers does not 
reflect any widespread and informed public opinion. The situation in this resi ect 

is entirely different from that in Great Britain." 
It is significant that these same arguments were presented to Prime Mini ter 
King on October 24, the day after he came into office. 

• 	(6) Christie had been Legal Adviser to the Department when he rzegned in 1923. His o ;cial 
title in 1935 was Counsellor. 

(7) See reference, Page II. 
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Christie was to add his formidable intellectual prowess to supporting those 
do lts about the League. His influence with his departmental colleagues was 
co_ siderable, and this was particularly so in his relation with Skelton. A fully-
aruculated presentation of his world view does not appear until a memorandum 
prt pared for Skelton in June 1936. In it he wrote: 

"Unless a European regime is settled by collaboration of all their Great 
Pa vers — Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia, Italy — it will be precarious 
an'' temporary. If it is so settled, there is no place for Canada in it (i.e., 
po itically)." 

He went on: 
"It is a little late in the day to expect salvation to come out of contracts 

mi Je by a few  men in a hurry, whether they are called treaties or covenants . . . . 
II:. centre of the stage is held today not by contracts but by armaments . . . a 
st.a esman becomes a different creature with every additional army corps, naval 
or air squadron that is put behind him." 

As Christie saw it, war was "likely within a few years". There was not 
ev, a a hint of idealism to colour his analysis of the acceptability of war as an 
ins  rument of national policy among the European nations and Japan. For 
ex mple, he saw a large school in Britain and France : 
44 

• • wh ich seems ready for war under the special interpretation of national 
int rest and prestige involved in the 'collective security' conception. They do 
no call it 'war' and possibly do not think of it as war. In their minds the 
op ration would have another intention : they would regard themselves as 
po .cemen and would call it 'military sanctions'. But this is subjective. What is 
in cheir minds cannot alter the nature of the objective thing — the physical 
op ration — the consequences that experience shows to flow from this kind of 
op ration — the destructive physical consequences and, worse, the consequences 
in àe minds and emotions both of their own peoples and of other peoples 
ag; inst whom the operation is directed or can be conceived as directed. They 
wc rid employ exactly the same weapons and techniques in 'military sanctions' 
as a `war' . The sanctioneers have never been able to show how their alledged 
sta e of mind can alter the practical consequences in the slightest. So that you 
ha' e to put them down as a large section ready for war." 
Th international situation was such "that at any moment a knave, a fool or 
an accident may start the thing beyond control". 

The task for Canadian diplomacy was "not to select among doctrines, 
bu to try to read the march of the doctrines and events and plot their pro-
iec ion; then to conceive what posture we can take". "Prudent planning," he 
SU  usted, "takes account of the worst possibility as well as the most favourable. 
Fo Canada, No Commitments is the only answer to that." 

This was the sort of thinking that lay behind a 32-page Christie memo-
rat dum on the "European Crisis" dated October 5, 1935, the draft copy of 
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which was initialed by both Skelton and J. Scott Macdonald. (8)  In vies big day 
the proposed League action against Italy, he asked : 	 Rid 

"If Canada is to intervene at all, could she be justified in contempla ing 
any step at all before all Europeans have not merely disclosed their  han in 
words but have actually commenced their action, seriously and effective yr? for 
Shall we repeat in principle, even if not in extent, the experience of 1914 18, bec: 
when 50,000,000 Europeans — 6 western states — remained aloof while Car ada rep( 
exhausted herself ?" 	 any 
The question was rhetorical : 	 to 

"Put in broad terms, it is submitted that in the existing League Cana la's the 
true role would be that of a non-European observer so far as the Leagte's que 
European political activities are concerned, though a particular in the sc  ±1  unft 
and economic activities that do not compromise this political position." any 

This was the most Canada could offer a less-than-universal League of On 
Nations, for, as Christie noted, it could neither successfully nor usefully be 
integrated into a European League. 	 the 

Certainly, Canadian external policy never assumed the stark reality a( vo- acti 
cated by Christie. Yet it was not out of sympathy with his views. The " )dd Wri 
man out" in the Ethiopian business proved to be Dr. W. A. Riddell, Cana( ian 

Advisory Officer at the League. 	 of ( 

This is not to suggest that Riddell was wrong in any sense other t Ian did 
that he failed to judge correctly the attitude of the King Government. His that 
isolation was almost absolute — his formal instructions were entirely inadeq ate for 
and, further, Skelton was entirely remiss in not making him aware of the ire-
considerations affecting the evolution of new policy positions. Had the Cana( ian met 
representative at Geneva not been in effect abandoned during the policy gesta ion sae 
period of the new King Govemment, no question would have arisen. For 

The outcome was that the Canadian Gove rnment had assumed a pos tire of t 

to which it was completely opposed. The embarrassment of the King Governn ent thrc 

was acute as Riddell's proposal became a topic of international discussion. lie Pub 
immediate policy of the Govenunent was to avoid all public reference to Ridd 	The 
action in the hope that it would die a quick and natural death. Mackenzie K ng,  on 
accompanied by Skelton, went on holiday to Sea Island, Georgia, but the RW Jell 
proposal followed them even there. A letter, dated November 26, from Ske ton etni 

to the Acting Under-Secretary in Ottawa, Laurent Beaudry, describes the also 
situation : 	 abe 

"In view of Associated Press reports forecasting a meeting of the Let-  gue of ( 

Sanctions Committee of Eighteen, this week, to discuss the 'Canadian' prop Is& Poh 
of an extension of the embargo on exports to include oil, coal, iron and s eei  
I sent you, under instructions from the Prime Minister, the following telegt Rion 
in code, on November  23:  
'Press reports indicate meeting League Sanctions Committee Monday or Wed tes- 	e 

(8) A senior officer in the Department. 
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ie‘ ing 1 day to discuss Canadian proposal to extend embargo on exports. Please instruct 
Rid lell not to take any initiative in making or advocating proposal thoug,h he 

pla ing may  vote for proposal if it meets with approval other members generally.' 

	

am in 	"Mr. King considered omitting the last clause — 'though he may vbte 
tivt ? for proposal if it meets with approval other members generally', but left it in 
14 18, bec: use of reported imminence of the discussion at Geneva. Now that press 
at ada reperts indicate a postponement of the discussion, it would be well to modify 

any instructions you have sent, so as to make it clear to Riddell that he is not 
to i ote or take any position on the question before reporting precisely what 

I ana la's the proposal is and receiving definite instructions thereon. It is evident the 
ag te's que tion is going to be full of dynamite, and in view of Riddell's previous 
se  niai  unft •rtunate action, he must not be allowed to act at his own discretion, or pull 

any more of Mr. Anthony Eden's chestnuts out of the fire." 
gue of On November 28, Beaudry added in a telegram to Dr. Skelton : 

	

'ully be 	" . . . Mr. Lapointe (9)  is disturbed by headlines in the press emphasizing 
the initiative taken by Canadians and is wondering whether some course of 

	

a( vo- 	acti I , n could be adopted to counteract this effect." 
e " xid Wri ing in 1947, Riddell  charged : 

	

na  ■ ian 	"As to whether Rome was responsible for suggesting that the Government 
of ( anada disavow my proposal may never be known. The suggestion, I believe, 

1 er t -Ian  did not originate either with the Prime Minister or with Dr. Skelton. It is true 
nt. His that Mr. King is on record as saying he was consulted and took full responsibility 
deq ate for t, but that is far different from being its author. Mr. Lapointe probably was 
of the intr-  ediately responsible. Mr. Loring Christie, who had returned to the Depart-

ana( ian me t . under the Bennett Government, could have been counted upon to oppose 
resta ion sae tions on principle. I should be more inclined to believe that the Italian 

For ign Office learned . .. that I had made the proposal solely as a member 
1 pos ure of t le Committee of Eighteen,  and..,  approached the Canadian Government, 

ernn ent thrc igh its Consul-General, asking that this be made clear to the general 
Dn.  he  pub ic." (10) 
lidd 11's The question is, of course, how accurate was he ? Skelton's reply to Beaudry 
je  K ng, on Nrovember 29 indicates that the decision belonged to the Prime Minister : 
Rie  lell " . . . Prime Minister agrees with Mr. Lapointe as to serious effect of press 
Ske ton egg-  :rnsis on alleged Canadian initiative, although any counter action at this time 

bes the alsc involves difficulties. He thinks, first, Massey should be instructed to convey 
abo 'e information [Riddell initiative taken without knowledge or authorization 

I Lez-  pie of ( anadian Government] to the British Government ... and, second, Mr. La-
rop is& poil te should arrange to be interviewed, 

	

id s zel, 	(a) Stating that Canadian Gove rnment position regarding sanctions as set 
clegr ini, out in press statement of October 29th (?) has not been changed: 

(b) In response to further enquiries as to reported Canadian initiative 
Wed tes- Elul e nbargo extension, he should state that ... Government has taken no initiative 

(9) Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs. 
.10) Riddell, W. A., World Security By Conference, Toronto, 1947, Pp. 129-130. 
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in subject and that opinion expressed by Canadian member of Commitl :e of were

Eighteen represented only his opinion as member of Committee; in sp
(c) Canada would continué with other members of the League of N.tions havir

to consider changes in situation as they arose." prob.

King was obviously affected in the timing of his decision by Lapointe's co; cera

There is no way of knowing if he would have acted without Lapointe's u-gino, reacl-

He was noted for his procrastination. Indeed, had he avoided decisic I for influ(

another 11 days, none would have been necessary - Hoare and Laval vould Prim'

haveseen to that. aPpa,

This nevertheless leaves us with Riddell's speculations as to the ro es of Lape,

the "two French Canadians". 1111 It is of interest t6observe the apparent ^3urce some

of his impressions. Beaudry cabled him on December 1: of Itr

"Decision to make public statement was taken reluctantly and after cor >ulta- galid

tion with the Prime Minister, under pressure of incessant press comme l on simpt

danger of war attributed to `Canadian proposal' for extension of eco omic such

sanctions. In view of Government's insistence on sharp distinction to be + rawn
kno

between Canadian attitude toward economic and toward military sanctic is, it an o

was not possible at present grave situation to accept responsibility for ini^ atin,
initia

a policy whose outcome was regarded with anxiety in many quarters in Cana la -
oper<

but which is nevertheless being considered most carefully by the Gover: ment of th

as a member of the League. In circumstances issue of explanatory stat ment that s

distinguishing between your views as a member of Co-ordinating Com: iittee forgc

and position of Government was thought to be necessary and its prompt r lease the I

desirable. We had most earnestly hoped on personal grounds that this cmrse Leag

could have been avoided and we know you will realize that publication (• - this ment
statement under the circumstances had become necessary." polic

Riddell may or may not have been aware of the substance of Beaudry's 3vice King

to Lapointe two days earlier in which he expanded on his "danger of war" contl

theory. That memorandum read: resol

"Unless I am greatly mistaken, the newspaper reports on the attitu le of

Italy towards the oil embargo reveal the present situation to be very gra e. It

would appear that war between Italy and Great Britain may be imminent f tbe eC0Il1

ou embargo is to be applied. It would appear at the same time that the at itude The

of Great Britain towards the application of the embargo remains firm.
was
histo

"In view of the fact that Canada through the unauthorized acti, n of 4i
Dr. Riddell, has initiated the proposal for the oil embargo, the respons bilitp g

been
thus assumed by Canada is very great, and the consequences for Canada 1?rse11 for h
may be still greater under the circumstances.

"It seems that the most careful consideration should at once be giN :n to ^

the position officially taken by our representative, since if that position is naim

tained at the next meeting of the League Committee in a few days anc w^ *kg

(11) Riddell suggested that "the Italian Consul-General and his Quebec friends must have nou0
that Providence has smiled upon them" when the Department was left in the hands of "two Frentt
Canadians" - Lapointe and Beaudry. Ibid, P. 129.

Wo-E
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were declared, Canada might become directly involved in the armed conflict 
in sp [e of our previous reservation on the question of military sanctions. Canada 
havir initiated the proposal and being supported by Great Britain, would 
prohn bly become directly entangled in the conflict." 

rhe hysteria evident in Beaudry's memorandum does not seem to have 
read xl the holidayers at Sea Island, although King and Dr. Skelton were also 
influ‘ -iced by the press. Neither is there any indication that it affected Acting 
Prim Minister Lapointe. Nowhere is the role of the Italian Consul General 
appas ont. The press is the one common factor evident in the decisions of King, 
Lapc, ate and their advisers that action was necessary. Riddell's charges ring 
some vhat hollow and, at best, a case can be made for the indirect influence 
of It  han  consular officials on Quebec political leaders so far as Italian propa-
gand found a ready market in Canada's French-speaking areas. Riddell may 
simpi  t  have believed the comments emanating from Italian and other sources (12)  
such is that of the Italian Vice-Consul in Toronto, who commented that he had 
"kno in for some time that Dr. Riddell acted on his own initiative in proposing 
an o. embargo". 

t is too easy to criticize Prime Minister King for his repudiation of Riddell's 
initia ive. Certainly, King did not reject the League ideals of peace and co-
open-  :ion. It may be that he simply moved the Canadian position on the means 
of th ir achievement back into a convenient obscurity. (13)  However, it may be 
that vents simply obscured the meaning of his more important action. It is often 
forgc ten that, in a mere six days after assuming office, his Government accepted 
the r  sponsibility of implementing the four sanctions proposals adopted by the 
Leag 'e. It is further forgotten that, in doing so without first summoning Parlia-
ment the Government had to overcome the opposition of their departmental 
Polk advisers (" )  and to 'devise means of plementation. Most important, 
King had to decide to ignore past pledges as to the necessity of Parliamentary 
conta )1 of external policy and commitments and, in particular, the special 
resol tion of the House of Commons of June 21, 1926, that: 

'This House ... considers further that before His Majesty's Canadi an 
 mink- ers . .. signify acceptance of any ... agreement involving military or 

econ( mie sanctions, the approval of the Parliament of Canada should be secured." 
The tiddell fiasco has robbed King of the credit due him. Riddell, for his part, 
was o achieve, in some quarters at least, a sort of martyrdom, his place in 
bisto y assured. Had it not been for the influence of Skelton, Prime Minister 
King would have fashioned a cross more fitting to the occasion. However, it has 
been .uggested that Canada's diplomatic service has paid in successive generations 
for  E s "sins" in the form of control from Ottawa. (13)  

- — 

the 
 12) Such as N. W. Rowell, Sir Robert Falconer, the Winnipeg Free Press, the Toronto Globe, 

Tt onto Mail and Empire, and many more. 
13) Soward, F. H., et al., Canada in World Affairs, Pre-War Years. Toronto, 1941. P. 163. 

•  14) Albeit Department memoranda were much stronger on the side of Parliamentary approval 
'unng the Bennett period of the crisis, though perhaps for good reason, given the elecàon results. 

15) Eayrs, J., The Art of the Possible, Toronto, 1961, P. 173. 
,, Those interested in the full detail of the "Riddell Incident" should see Soward, F. H., et al, 
;amid. in World Affairs, Pre-War Years. Toronto, 1941; Carter, G.M., "Canada and Sanctions in the 
nalo-E hiopian Conflict," C.H.A.R.„ 1940;  Eayrs, J., In Defence of Canada. VoL II. Toronto,  1965; and 
ilichiers own account [World Security by Conference]. 
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Canadian Cultural Events in Italy 

THE year 1969 marks a step forward in Canada's cultural relations With 
-I-  Italy. Judging by the number of Canadian cultural events that have laken 

place in Italy this year, the cultural exchange program with that count y is 
developing rapidly. 

Last May, the Théâtre du Rideau Vert of Montreal was invited to p rtic-
ipate in the Rome Festival. A grant from the Department of Extemal A fairs 
and the co-operation of the Quebec Department  of Cultural Affairs en bled 
this excellent theatrical company to go to Rome, where it performed one f its 
triumphs, lbsen's Hedda  Gabier.  The Canadian company, with rette 
Brind'Amour in the leading role, created an excellent impression on Cu  .ural 
circles in Rome. They gave two performances before huge audiences that sh wed 
both their interest and appreciation. 

After the last performance, the company received the Prix de Rime, 
which was presented by Miss Pirandello, daughter of the great Italian lay-
wright who is so dear to the hearts of the Rideau Vert actors. 

A few months later, in July, Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, a Mo, treat 
company, represented Canada at the Tenth International Ballet Festiv. 1 of 
Nervi, dancing before audiences of more than 2,000. The company made hree 
appearances, presenting Carmina Burana, from the Karl Orff trilogy,  Dn rtis-
sements by Glazounov, and Pas Rompu. On the whole, the young con iany 
received very good reviews. 

Les Grands Ballets performed in Italy as part of a six-country Eurc )ean 
tour organized under the auspices of the Canadian Government. 

In September, the Toronto Workshop Productions represented C: lach 
at the Venice Festival. Here again, the Department of External Affairs ga its 
support to the troupe, which had aLso received financial assistance fron the 
Ontario Government and from private enterprise. The company was ver) well 
received both by the Festival authorities and by the huge cosmopolitan audi lices 
that attended its performances. 

Also in September, Florence welcomed a large exhibition of Euri Jean 
drawings from the Print Study Room of the National Gallery of Canada, hich 
was responsible for organizing the display as part of the cultural exchange pro-
gram between the two countries. The Secretary of State for Canada the 
Honorable Gérard Pelletier, was present at the opening of this exhibition, , hich 
is under the auspices of the Department of External Affairs and will coi  mue  
until November 10. 
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T^^^w International Labor Organization

HUi fAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
t

A RECENT radio serial carried by the Uganda national service, which was

followed enthusiastically by thousands of listeners, told how Mukasa, a

vi71,-ge storeowner, and Maliko, the proprietor of a carpentry shop, straightened

out ïheir serious business difficulties by following the advice of a business clinic.

The -e was this widespread interest in the affairs of the two fictional small business-

mer: because Mukasa and Maliko have thousands of real-life counterparts who play

an i nportant part in the economic life of many African countries. The "business

clia --" actually represents a government agency, the Management Training and

Ad^ isory Center, whose main task it is to foster the growth and development of

theE; owner-managers by training them in modern managerial skills.

Among the many African "entrepreneurs" who are taking advantage of

this kind of training there is probably little awareness that establishment of the

Cer: er owes much to the assistance given to the Government by experts of the

Inte •national Labor Organization. However, it is typical of the work being

can - ed out in the developing countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America and the

Mic 31e East by this unique association of government, employer and worker

rep: sentatives from 118 countries.

Founded at the 1919 Paris Peace Conference as an autonomous body within

the framework of the League of Nations, the ILO was, during the first three

dec: des of its existence, primarily concerned with the adoption and administration

of i ternational standards to improve working and social conditions for people

eveïywhere. However, during the past 20 years, its scope of activity has gone

wel, beyond that of a standard-setting body. It has, in fact, become "operational"

and stands ready to take a direct hand in helping to solve the great social and

eco; omic problems faced by many countries. One of the principal ways it does

this is by co-operating in the technical assistance programs of the United Nations

and r which it now operates as a Specialized Agency.

Mai agement Training
The ILO has long recognized that the raising of industrial productivity in

dev, loping regions is closely related to the development of managerial skill

amc ng natives of the countries concerned. For this reason, the Organization's
mai contribution to technical assistance schemes has centered on sending experts

to I 21p individual governments develop a competent body of managers able to

can-; on and expand industrial and commercial operations. ILO activities range
fror providing assistance for a one-man business, as noted earlier, to the training

of smiôr executives for medium-size and large-size enterprises.
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The early ILO programs of management development consisted maink of 
co-operation in small-scale projects involving small numbers of experts for si ort 
periods. However, it soon became apparent that operations of this kind tad 

 little effect on the level of skills generally in the management sector. This led 
to participation in much larger projects, to the point where today programs are 
organind on a national level. 

A good example of the scope of these national undertakings was a five-; ear 
project in Thailand, completed in 1967, which established a Managen ent 
Development and Productivity Center. The Center attracted more than 5, )00 
trainees, who took 360 courses in a wide variety of sn_bjects ranging from pro( no-
tion planning and control and marketing research to cost accounting, budge ing 
and financial analysis. About half of those attending were middle-level executi 'es, 
and the balance was made up of senior management officials and supervi ry  

personnel. They represented some 400 different types of enterprise that inclu led 
manufacturing, transportation, utilities, banking and insurance. 

Further examples of projects involving ILO personnel are now under lay 
in Algeria, Chile, Ethiopia and Romania and are scheduled for comple ion 
in 1972. In Algeria, experts will assist the Govennnent in setting up a Nati( nal 
Institute of Productivity and Industrial Development, while the expansion of 
facilities for training personnel in small and medium industry is the main fea are 
of the Chile project. In Ethiopia, particular emphasis is being placed on 
practical management training for owner-managers of small businesses Lnd 
the Romanian project provides advanced training for management consult nts 
and instructors working in institutes throughout the country. 

Worker Education 
The efforts of the ILO, however, are not confined to the development of mana ers 
for industrial and commercial operations. It recognizes the need for infor led 
and well-trained union leaders, and to this end it launched a worker educa ort 
program in the mid-1950s. 

As a general approach, the International Labor Office turns out a th  >ad 
range of educational material and makes it available to union federations Ind 
other worker associations through the network of ILO offices throughout the 
world. This material includes manuals on subjects within the ILO spher, of 
operations, lecture information, films and film strips and other audio-visual 'ds. 

Also, ILO experts are at work in many countries organizing program in 
such specialized areas as training union leaders for participation in the plan ing 

and implementation of development policies, the operation of co-operatives, the 

setting-up of research and documentation services, and the use of radio Ind 

television to assist in the education of rural and illiterate workers. 
The ILO also contributes to worker education by providing travel gr nts 

that enable union members to attend study programs and courses at worl ers' 
institutes. In addition, many ILO projects are concerned with educati nal 
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acti ities that are carried out annually in many parts of the world. These include 
cou ses given by the Inter-American Labor College at Cuernavaca, Mexico, and 
the International Federation of Christian Trade Unions at Oxford, England. In 
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CONFERENCES 

Uni ersal Postal Union, sixteenth congress : Tokyo, October 1 - November 14 

Con monwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference : Port-of-Spain, October 4-19 

Col( mbo Plan Consultative C,ommittee : Victoria, B.C., October 14-31 

Nor a Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference : Brussels, October 27-31 

hue parliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, October 
30 - November 7 

Foo and Agriculture Organization, fifteenth session : Rome, November 8-27 

Joie national Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, eleventh Technical 
Meeting : New Delhi, November 24 - December 1 

NA 0 ministerial meeting: Brussels, December 3-5 

Ass( ciation internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual conference: 
Tunisia, January 1970 

Sixt International Mining Congress : Madrid, June 1-6, 1970 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

Miss M. Dumoulin posted from the Canadian Embassy, Brussels, to Ottawa, efl ctive 
June 23, 1969. 

Mr. R. H. Matthews appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Administ ative 
Services Officer 8, effective July 1, 1969. 

Mr. A. D. Rowe posted from the Canadian Embassy, Havana, to Ottawa, effective J ly 3, 
1969. 

Mr. G. C. Langille posted from the Canadian  Embassy, Montevideo, to Ottawa, efl ctive 
July 5, 1969. 

Mr. F. Clarke posted from the Canadian Consulate General, Hamburg, to the Car tdian 
Embassy, Ankara, effective July 11, 1969. 

Mr. E. G. Lee posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Lon& a, to 
Ottawa,' effective July 11, 1969. 

Mr. G. Mathieu posted from the Canadian Embassy, Paris, to Ottawa, effective Jtu 11, 
1969. 

Mr. J. P. Sigvaldason retired from the Public Service, effective July 12, 1969. 

lgr. E. M. Hepner posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, N. robi, 
to Ottawa, effective July 13, 1969. 

Mr. D. N. Coyle posted from the Canadian Embassy, Addis Ababa, to Ottawa, efi ctile 
July 13, 1969. 

Mr. T. A. Williams posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Mexico, effective Jt. y 14, 
1969. 

Mr. B. Rogers, Canadian Ambassador to Spain, posted to Ottawa, effective July 22, )69. 

Mr. K. J. Harley posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, N .osia, 
to the Canadian Embassy, Havana, effective July 24, 1969. 

Mr. S. A. Wade posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Dublin, effective Je  y 24, 
1969. 

Mr. J. C. Noiseux posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, L adon, 
to the Canadian Embassy, Kinshasa, effective July 26, 1969. 

Miss M. C. P. Kelley posted from the Canadian Embassy, Ankara, to Ottawa, et :ctive 
July 28, 1969. 

Miss M. A. Cowling posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commission r for 
Canada, Singapore, effective July 28, 1969. 

Mr. W. J. Bonthron posted from the Canadian Embassy, Kinshasa, to Ottawa, et cctive 
July 30, 1969. 

Mr. H. K. Spence posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Consulate, Chicago, effective Jt. y 3 1, 
 1969. 

Mr. D. W. Fulford posted from the Canadian Embassy, Mexico, to Ottawa, ef, 1.ctive 
August 4, 1969. 

Mt% 
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Mr. R. C. O'Hagan posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Brussels, effective
August 5, 1969.
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Mr. ^. J. McKinnon posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Paris, effective August 7,
1969. 1

Air. .). S. Wright posted from the Canadian Embassy, Warsaw, to Ottawa, effective August 8,
1969.

Mr. G. E. Shannon posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Belgrade, effective
August 10, 1969.

Mr. F. D. Smith posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada,
Accra, effective August 11, 1969.

Mr. {ean Morin, Canadian Ambassador to Portugal, retired from the Public Service, effective
August 12, 1969.

Mr. J. W. Courchesne posted from the Canadian Embassy, Brussels, to Ottawa, effective
August 12, 1969.

Mr. C. D. Fogerty posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada,
Port-of-Spain, effective August 15, 1969.

Mr. X. F. Hoogendyke posted from the Canadian Embassy, Bonn, to the Office of the High
Commissioner for Canada, New Delhi, effective August 16, 1969.

Mr. R. M. Tait, Canadian Commissioner to the International Commission for Supervision
and Control in Vietnam, posted to Ottawa, effective August 17, 1969.

Mr. G. G. J. D. Buick posted from the Canadian Embassy, Dublin, to the Office of the
High Commissioner for Canada, Georgetown, effective August 17, 1969.

Mr. R. C. Stansfield posted from the Canadian Consulate, Chicago, to Ottawa, effective
August 18, 1969.

Mr. D. K. Doherty posted from the Canadian Embassy, The Hague, to the Office of the
High Commissioner for Canada, Accra, effective August 20, 1969.

Mr. S. A. Freifeld posted from the Permanent Mission of Canada to the United Nations,
New York, to the Canadian Embassy, Montevideo, effective August 20, 1969.

u Mr. ?. E. J. Charpentier posted from the Permanent Delegation of Canada to the Organiza-
:ion for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, to Laval University, Quebec

L, adon, 0 City, effective August 21, 1969.

Mr. 3. A. Rau appointed High Commissioner for Canada to Trinidad and Tobago, effective

et :ctive 0 August 2, 1969. Appointed concurrently High Commissioner for Canada to Barbados,
effective August 21, 1969.

)n r for . Mr. R. C. D. Looye posted from the Canadian Embassy, Oslo, to the Permanent Mission of
Canada to the Office of the United Nations at Geneva, effective August 23, 1969.

et xtive 0 Mr. E. C. O. Latour resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective August 25,
1969.

Jr y 31, . Mr. P. E. Laberge posted from Ottawa to the Permanent Delegation to the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, effective August 25, 1969.

ef: ctive E Mr. G. , L. Haynal appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service

Officer 1, effective August 25, 1969.
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Mr. P. M. Roberts posted from the Canadian Embassy, Washington, to the Delegatit n of 
Canada to the North Atlantic Council, Brussels, effective August 27, 1969. 

Mr. A. F. Haggins posted from the Canadian Consulate General, Boston, to the Off :e of 
the High Commissioner for Canada, London, effective August 27, 1969. 

Mr. J. A. Donald retired from the Public Service, effective August 28, 1969. 

Mr. J. C. E. L. Lavigne posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Warsaw, eff 'ctive 
August 29, 1969. 

Mr. D. G. Bishop resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Augu t 29, 
1969. 

Mr. D. C. Reece posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, New /elhi, 
to the Permanent Mission of Canada to the UniteeNations, New York, eff .ctive 
August 30, 1969. 

Mr. D. A. B. Molgat posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Is  ama 
bad, to the Canadian Embassy, Washington, effective September 2, 1969. 

Miss B. E. Armstrong joined the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service Offi er  I .  
effective September 2, 1969. 

Mr. A. C. H. Smith joined the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service Offi er 1 
effective September 2, 1969. 

Mr. P. W. H. Dell joined the Department of External Affairs as Administrative Se vice 
Officer 2, effective September 2, 1969. 	 - 

Mr. A. N. Robinson appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign S rvice 
Officer 1, effective September 2, 1969. 

Mr. J. A. Malone posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Acc a, to 
the Canadian Embassy, Washington, effective September 3, 1969. 

Mr. L. P. Tardif posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Dakar, effective Sep-
tember 3, 1969. 

Mr. H. P. G. Fraser posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for C  tada. 
New Delhi, effective September 5, 1969. 

Mr. C. T. MacDonald posted from the Canadian Embassy, Washington, to Ottawa, efl 'dive 
September 5, 1969. 

Mr. A. J. Matheson posted from Ottawa to the Permanent Mission of Canada to the 11  nited 
Nations, New York, effective September 7, 1969. 

Mr. R. W. Nadeau posted from the Canadian Delegation to the International Comn ssion 
for Supervision and Control in Laos to the Canadian Embassy, Addis Ababa, efi ctive 
September 7, 1969. 

Mr. P. J. Kirkland resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective Septem r S. 
1969. 

111r. A. F. Burger appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign S Nice 
Officer 1, effective September 8, 1969. 

Mr. G. C. Cook posted from the Canadian Embassy, Quito, to the Directing Staff c the 
National Defence College, Kingston, effective September 9, 1969. 

H. H. Carter, Canadian Ambassador to the Republic of South Africa, appointed con' 
currently High Commissioner to Botswana, effective September 9, 1969. 
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; External. Affairs in Parliament

Speech, from the Throne

The following excerpts from the Throne Speech. that, opened the se( )'nd

session of Canada's Twenty-eighth Parliament on October 23, 1969, deal vith

international a$airs:

Canada .is a fortunate country, blessed by nature and spared by var,

but we are not immune from the effects of conflicts in other parts of the
globe. Our world has become so compact, so interdependent, that all humi nity
is wounded by an outbreak of violence in any corner of the earth. Wheth r it

be in Vietnam, Nigeria or the Middle East, suffering in any part of the w )rld

disturbs the whole international community and affects; Canada as a respon ible
member of that community.

Although we must be aware of the effects of these upheavals on our >wro
country, we are even more concerned about the damage inflicted on the

prospects for world peace and the spread of misery and deprivation. The rr. -ans

at our disposal for bringing these conflicts to an end are necessarily limited, but
the Government is making full use of its opportunities to help reduce i!ter-
national tension.

We will continue to be an active member of the United Nations. , fter

a quarter of a century of radical changes in its functions and membership. the

UN needs to be revitalized and strengthened. Canada is presenting its prôp, sals

for reform to the present session of the General Assembly.

As weapons become more destructive and weapons' testing more dange ous,

the Government is assigning a higher priority to its efforts in the field of rms
control. One barrier to a ban on underground nuclear tests has been the diffi ulty
of verifying that it is being observed. As a practical step towards such a)an,

Canada has proposed an international exchange of seismic information.

As long as differences between peoples are permitted to degenerate into

hatred and violence, we cannot remain unmoved by appeals for help fron the
victims of wars. At the International Red Cross Conference last month the

Canadian Government gained acceptance of a principle which it has ong

supported whereby the Red Cross will be permitted to provide relief dr ring
civil wars to civilians on both sides.

In addition to our work in international organizations, we are intensi ying

our direct contacts with many of the governments and peoples of 1 atin

America, Africa and Asia. At this session you will be asked to consider , big

to create a Canadian International Development Research Center which will

bring together Canadian and foreign experts on the problems of develc ping

economies . . . .
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While the Atlantic and the Pacific retain their traditional importance for 
Canada, the Arctic Ocean and its coastal regions may soon enter a period of 
rapid economic development. Much of this development will undoubtedly 
occur on the islands of the Canadian archipelago, or in the adjoining conti-
net tal shelf, whose resources, under international law, we have the exclusive 
rig±t to explore and exploit. With resource development, and the benefits it 
ent -ills, may corne grave danger to the balance of plant and animal life on 
lan _I and in the sea, which is particularly precarious in the harsh polar regions. 
WI ile encouraging such development, we must fulfil our responsibility to pre-
ser :e these areas, as yet undespoiled and essentially in a state of nature. The 
Go rernment will introduce legislation setting out the measures necessary to 
pre  vent  pollution in the Arctic seas. It is also considering other methods of 
prcecting Canada's ocean coasts. 

Through the United Nations and its agencies, Canada is seeking to 
est blish a system to combat the pollution of international waters which 
thr :atens so many forms of life on this planet. 

Closing of Missions 

Th- Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, 
male the following statement on motions in the House of Commons on 
No;ember 3: 

... I should like to make a brief announcement concerning forthcoming 
ch lges in Canadian representation in certain parts of the world. 

In Latin America, we are proposing to close our offices in the Dominican 
Re, ublic, Ecuador and Uruguay. In each case, our resident mission has been 
her led by a chargé d'affaires, with the ambassador resident in a neighboring 
cot ttry. The ambassadors concerned will continue to be accredited to these 
cot:Aries and normal diplomatic relations will be maintained. Visits by the 
arn )assador and his staff to countries without resident representation will be 
fret-  uent and regular to ensure that official business between Canada and the 
cot: Itries affected is carried on and Canadian trade and other interests furthered 
ea, :lively. The closing of these missions in Latin America does not affect 
the Government's expressed intention to seek closer ties with that part of the 
wo,id. We are satisfied that the improvement of communications in the 
Cal lbean and South America will enable us to maintain adequate contact with 
the countries concerned while permitting redeployment of our resident staff 
in he interests of greater efficiency. 

We propose to close the small office we have maintained in Berlin. Our 
Ambassador in Bonn, who has been head of that mission, will continue to be 
acc .edited in that capacity and will, as in the past, make regular visits to Berlin 
as .'vidence of Canada's commitment to the security and welfare of that city. 
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We propose to close our resident High Commission in Nicosia. Our 
relations with Cyprus and any diplomatic assistance required by our forces 
there can be provided for effectively through dual accreditation of the Canadian 
representatives to a neighboring country. There is no connection between this 
decision and the question of our continuing participation in the United Nations 
peacekeeping forces on the island. Canada remains deeply conce rned ir the 	by  
search for a solution of the Cyprus dispute and is wining to make whatever 	ii)r  

Th, 

contribution it can to the settlement of the problem. 
In recent years, the International Control Commissions in Laos and 

Cambodia have, for a variety of reasons, been unable to perform the flint dons 
assigned to them. We have, therefore, decided that little useful purpose wou d be 	frec 
served by maintaining our present physical presence in Vientiane and P nom 	fiel( 
Penh. Canada remains a member of both Commissions and will fulfil its zom- 	of 
mitments as before. As these commitments are not expected to be onerc is, it 	fed, 
is intended that the Canadian Commissioner in Vietnam will serve on the )ther 	exp 
two Commissions. In Laos, arrangements will also be made to maintain local 	whi 
contact with the other members of the Commission. Our modest aid prc gam 
in Laos and Cambodia will be run from the Canadian delegation in Saigon 	pro 

These actions have been taken with the utmost regret and after loni and 	ink 
careful study. They are dictated by the need for economy and do not r .flect 	rah  
any lessening of Canada's interest in the areas conce rned or suggest tha our 	on 
relations with them have diminished in importance. The governments conc  med 	nat_ 
have been notified. 	 see! 

Further economies in the Department of External Affairs will be efi -cted 	the  
by substantial reductions in resident staff in other posts and missions, by c tting 

back on planned capital expenditures, by reductions in the cultural, inforn ttion 	(I) 
and military assistance programs and by continuing to scrutinize administ ative 	con 
expenses carefully, reducing them where possible. 	 (a) 
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Foreign Policy and the Provinces

Th:, following statement was made to the House of Commons on October 30

by Mr. Jean-Pierre Goyer, Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State

for External Affairs:

UESTIONs have been raised in recent years concerning the best way to

_ conduct Canada's external relations, in a country where these relations

freçuently involve areas which are of interest to the provinces or relate to their

fiel(-s of internal competence. This situation is not unique. With the evolution

of aternational relations since the end of the war, it is a problem which all

fed^raI countries have had to face. In the light of our practical day-to-day

exp rience with external relations, I should like to contribute to the study

whi ,h must be done in Canada and elsewhere.

There has been a lot of talk about the idea of "external. sovereignty" for

pro,,inces, corresponding to an extension of their fields of exclusive or shared

intErnal competence. At first blush, this theory can seem attractive. However, it

raL, ;s important questions: Has this theory a solid legal foundation ? Is it based

on s sound interpretation of our constitution ? Is it acceptable to the inter-

nat::)nal community ? Can anyone who looks seriously at the international

sce: e or has any knowledge of the daily conduct of external affairs think that

the application of this theory can lead to an effective and coherent policy ?

(I) In constitutional and international law, only the Federal Government has

con:petence in the field of foreign affairs.
(a) Exclusive competence of the Federal Government : I do not want to bore

you with a long description of the constitutional evolution of Canada in the

fiele? of foreign affairs. Everyone knows the way Canada obtained independence.

Evc;ryone knows that, over 50 years of evolution, the responsibility for Canadian

exti mal affairs passed from the British Crown to the Canadian Government.

This evolution was confirmed by the Letters Patent of 1947, Letters Patent

a•hi..h form an integral part of our constitution. I should, however, like to take

this occasion to focus on certain pseudo-legal arguments which are repeated over

and over again but appear to us to be completely unfounded.

(b) The 1937 Labor Conventions : It is often claimed that the argument

con: erning the Letters Patent is nullified by the judgment of the Privy Council
►n ":937. According to some, the judgment handed down in the 1937 Labor

Coi ventions case has the effect of permitting the provinces to establish direct,

sep_ rate relations with foreign countries and even to sign international agree-

mer,ts in the fields of their jurisdiction. I seriously question the level of legal

knc-wledge of people who can come to such conclusions. Thirty-two years after
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the judgment was handed down, people should really lcnow what it is ab nit 
In fact, all  the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council said in 1937 is that 
in matters which, under the BNA Act, are within the exclusive jurisdic ioa 
of the provinces, the Federal Parliament cannot take over the right to legis ate 
by claiming that such legislation is necessary to carry out a treaty signed by 
Canada; on the other hand, the Privy Council did not cast doubt in any way 
on the exclusive right of the Federal Government to conclude treaties and as 
a consequence, to conduct Canada's international relations. I agree that e ere 
can be no interference in the international legislative competence cif the 
provinces in Canada, but there can also be no provincial interference in the 
ultimate competence of the Federal Government abtnad. 

(c) The diversity of federal constitutions : Sometimes it is pointed out hat 
different federal constitutions exist throughout the world, that no two are the 
same, and that, as a result, Canada can do what it likes with its own. L is 
conveniently overlooked that, although different on other points, all are virtu illy 
alike concerning foreign affairs — the external power always remains in me 
way or another in the hands of the central authority. It is quite true that t ere 
are some federal states, such as Switzerland, the United States, the Fec ;ral 
German Republic and the Soviet Union, where constitutional practice appan itly 
permits member states to conclude certain kinds of agreements with foreign st tes. 
Once again, it is ignored that even a superficial examination of these co sti-
tutions shows that in each case this power of the member states must be exen sed 
under the federal authority or by means of the federal government. Morec ter, 
any specialist in comparative constitutional law can point out that even the 
powers of this kind which members of federal states can exercise have zen 
used less and less often over the years. 

(d) Postwar evolution in the field of foreign affairs : Some claim hat 
international life has changed, and that we must change with it. We are 
"The nature of foreign relations has greatly developed since the war anc, as 
it no longer just involves questions of war and peace or trade but also I ,ars 
increasingly on questions of culture, technology or education, a new internat, 
law has been developing which permits members of federal states to have  at zess 
to the field of international relations". A splendid theory, which has only one 
weakness — it has  no  basis in reality. International exchanges have een 
increasing, and not just recently; they have been doing so for half a cen ary. 
But they remain in the hands of sovereign states. And they have been c.  )ing 
so more clearly. You just have to have a grasp of reality and of internat. )nal 
law. In treaties, there are progressively fewer "federal" clauses, which low 
for the transfer of sharing of sovereignty. 

I might just mention the most recent example. Just six months ag( in 
April, the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties at Vienna rej( :ted 
by an overwhelming majority a proposal which would have appearec to 
recognize, without being explicit about the conditions, a right on the pa, of 
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members of a federal state to conclude treaties. This draft text was an argument 
US(  d by the government of Quebec in its White Paper as a supposedly irrefutable 
pn of of the tendency towards an international capacity for members of a 
fee ration. This draft was clearly rejected simply because it ignored the factors 
wh ch I have mentioned and did not reaffirm the exclusive right of the federal 
sta e to interpret its own constitution to other states. The Conference came to 
the conclusion that to adopt such an article would be to invite foreign states 
op nly to interpret the constitutions of federal states, which would constitute 
an intolerable intervention in their internal affairs. The Conference vigorously 
reufirmed the principle that in a federal country only the government of that 
col ntry could interpret its constitution to foreign countries. Whatever anyone 
ma v claim, therefore, international law has evolved and continues to evolve 
in . way which is clearly incompatible with the theory of the external sovereignty 
of rovinces. This is a legal fact which simply reflects the fundamental require-
me tts of any coherent international life. I shall come back to this. 

(II The international community would not accept the theory of a so-called 
extrnal sovereignty for the provinces. 
Al' these legal points have to be made. They provide a foundation for any 
dis :ussion. However, I am primarily a practical politician. I should like to 
exïmine the theory of the external sovereignty of the provinces in the light of 
pr  tical ,  daily experience with external affairs. 

Like any other abstract conception, this theory can seem plausible. It has 
a ( efect, and a major one — it is completely incompatible with the facts of 
int, mational life. The international community simply cannot accept this 
the try from a practical point of view. For those who have an intimate knowledge 
of atemational relations, this formula appears dangerous, ineffective, incoherent, 
chi otic. I shall explain. 

The conception of sovereignty has been greatly clarified over the last few 
yea s. It is high time for people to realize that, even if certain protectorates 
an( trusteeship territories continue to exist, the notion of bodies with different 
de[ rees of international personality has almost disappeared, both in theory and 
practice. At present there is very little reason to expect that the international 
cor munity will agree to go back to old conceptions of bodies that are half or 
pe ially sovereign, especially if such bodies seek to obtain separate membership 
in he United Nations or its Agencies. 

The United Nations is based on the principle of "one state, one vote", 
Witt no distinction between unitary and federal states. Federal states as such 
hat neither more nor less power than unitary states. Can we imagine that 
Ca tada could have ten or 11 seats in the Specialized Agencies of the UN 
wh le France or Britain would have only one each ? Why could India not 
eh; nge its internal constitution in order to have 20, 50 or 100 votes ? This 
wo Ad be splendid for federal countries. But do you think the international 
cmamunity would put up with it ? 
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Let us take a specific case, that of UNESCO. If international law or he
international community accepted the theory of the extention of internal cc n-
petence into the international field, UNESCO would be composed of sev(ral
hundred members overnight. Can anyone seriously claim that it would be a ')le
to function that way ?

In fact, the international community is simply not ready, for pract -al

reasons, to agree to let itself be fragmented by admitting Canadian provir :es

to its organizations as sovereign or partially sovereign bodies.

In more general terms, since people are talking about the evolution of

international behavior, is there anything more important in our world t:an
dialogue, co-operation and cohesion? We live in a-world of minorities. O a
global scale, there are no majorities, religious, political or linguistic. Christit as,
Moslems, Buddhists are all minorities.. White, black, yellow - minorities. 'qo

ideology dominates an other, no language, no culture. In this fragmented we Id,

we do not need separatists' bombs; we need formulas for understanding, s;ch

as federalism, which bring unity out of diversity without crushing it. Federal sm

represents an agreement between different communities to act together. It is he

hope of Europe, which is being constructed; the hope of Africa, which an

overcome tribalism; the hope of Asia, where 50 cultures sometimes exist side by

side in a single country; the hope of the world. Sometimes we are too moc --st.

Our federal experience and our daring experiment in bilingualism are adm 'ed

by many and have inspired them. President Senghor recently reminded u: of
this very eloquently when he said:

More basically, French and English bring us additional resources. This is no to
say that we reject Francophonia today. On the contrary, we cling to it and welcome aur
English-speaking brothers. This is why Canada can, in this area of culture, which is rr..n's
own, serve as an example.

Bilingualism and federalism are formulas for the future, which have t-en

given greater life and depth in Canada than anywhere else and which we :an

continue to develop. This is what the reality of our world requires from us -

the improvement of our federalism and not its fracturing into ten different fort ign
policies.

(III) Sharing of external policy : the results.

Let us see where the logic of those who wish to share external sovereignty bet'A en

the Federal Government and the ten provincial governments actually leads us.

Let us take this working theory to its logical conclusions. It is not enough to d aw
up constitutional theories in the abstract. We have to see where they lead u

(a) Need for a coherent policy: In practice, different aspects of in :r
national life cannot be separated into watertight compartments. They ire
completely interrelated. As soon as countries deal with one another at he

governmental level, it becomes impossible to separate just one aspect, such as

education, culture or technical assistance, from all the other aspects of he

relations between them. Intellectually, you might draw a distinction betw en
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"t aditional foreign policy" and more recent aspects of international relations 
te  hnical, cultural or social. In fact, these are all aspects of a single whole. The 
bisiness of an intergovemmental conference on education may be joined in a 

ndre,d ways to other fields, such as co-operation in la Francophonie or 
so ne other group, international aid policy, bilateral relations with the other 
ccantries, economic and commercial problems, international cultural or social 
co operation. Political problems are constantly coming up at so-called "technical" 
co ilerences. We should not be naive. We just have to look at the policies 
of the great powers to see the many links between their policies concerning 
cu ture, technical exchanges, aid, and social questions and the many other 
pc itical and economic aspects of international life. 

Any foreign policy has to be brought together into a compatible, coherent 
wl  oie. Foreign policy in a particular field has to take account of a series of 
nnadian interests and a variety of Canadian internal or external policies which 
xn  y be affected. We must have a central body which co-ordinates and defines 
pc icies before presenting them to the outside world. We cannot have 11. 

Someone may say we only need to have two centres, Ottawa and Quebec. 
D( you think that if the country let one province get away with this all the 
otl ers would not ask for the same ? We have recently seen that even two is 
lui  lossible. But we would have 10 or 11 — not just two. 

(b) Need for efficiency and strength : Foreign policy must be clear and 
efl .ctive. It cannot be full of contradictions. If there are 10 or 11 Canadian 
vo :es  abroad, there will be a variety of Canadian viewpoints and activities that 
wi largely cancel one another out. Our influence in international affairs would 
be reduced. It would be almost impossible to count on us. 

In today's world, it is difficult to carry any weight. Europe is very aware 
of his problem in its relations with the super-powers, without so far having solved 
it. For a middle power, it would almost be political suicide to waste its energy 
in a variety of activities and initiatives in many fields. Ten provinces working 
ab oad separately, even if their activities did not cancel one another out, would 
no have the same power or influence as a Canada which gathered all of its 
cm-  rgy behind a single policy. 

(c) A balkanized policy is a vulnerable policy : A balkanized policy would 
be highly vulnerable. Foreign countries would have to show superhuman virtue 
1101 to take advantage of the opportunities offered to them in many fields if 
Ca iada's presence abroad were fragmented. It would be possible for them to 
pla off provincial interests against one another, to adopt client states, to make 
us€ of Canada freely — with a good conscience and with our permission. You 
Jus: have to remember the recent events that took place in our country to 
pr( ve this assertion. 

(d) Effects in Canada; Canada's internal life would be threatened : The 
tncst serious aspect of this affair is that the theory of the external sovereignty 
of the provinces, if it were adopted, would threaten the internal life of Canada. 
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The sharing of extemal sovereignty would permit perpetual intervention in 
the constitutional and internal affairs of Canada. Canada's future would be 
decided not through rational constitutional debate, shaped by Canadian pu fic 
opinion in the light of all the problems, but through the changing and diverf nt  
interests of the international community. As a result, we should have a cor ;ti-
tution which was made abroad. Could Canada survive ? It would have an 
excellent chance of disintegrating, without its voters being consulted. 

It is high time for the population of Quebec to realize that, even if it c ces 
not want to be separatist, those who hold this theory are pursuing a pc icy 
which can be fatal for Canada. Those who aim at this result should admi it; 
those who are opposed should stand up. 

(IV) Formula according to which the provinces can take part in the for ign 
policy of Canada. 

I think it is clear that the Canadian provinces will have enough commons- nse 
to work within the Canadian framework and to avoid policies that thre ten 
to break up Canadian foreign policy and the country itseff. Should they, th re-
fore, be resigned to talcing no part in our foreign relations and to playing no 
role on the world scene ? Is it Ottawa's policy to keep them out of our for ign 
relations ? Is it necessary to sacrifice the provinces and their interests on the 
altar of national unity ? Not at all. 

It seems to me that the provinces want their aspirations and interest to 
be reflected in the formulation of Canadian foreign policy, to participate y nen 
appropriate in presenting and carrying out these policies abroad, to be pre ent 
at conferences and in international organizations and to have their role 'Ind 
contribution — whether in education, culture or technical and social co-open ion 
— receive adequate recognition as part of a common Canadian effort. To 
achieve this they do not need to claim a disastrous sharing of extt -nal 
sovereignty. 

Canadian federalism offers them all the scope necessary. Within the pr€ ent 
constitution, the Federal Government has begun to work out a flexible fort ula 
for co-operation with the provinces. It is not a concession which the Fec zral 
Government has made out of pure virtue; it is a practical necessity a .ich 

federalism has imposed upon us. We have already worked out areas of cons lta-
tion and e.o-operation. The federal formula has the potential to permit incre sed 
provincial participation in the Canadian presence abroad. Rather than  w  iste 

our energy in sniping at one another abroad, it would be much more profit tble 

for the provinces to work with the Canadian Government to expand and dt tine 

methods of consultation and co-operation. 
Let us speak in more concrete terms. What is this formula ? 
(a) Drafting and application of treaties : For some time, the Fec cral 

Government has undertaken to consult the provinces about different asi cts 
of the drafting and application of treaties. This permits the interests of the 
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fe1eral and provincial governments to be reconciled, and results from the wishes

expressed by the provinces concerning treaties where the subject matter relates

to their internal legislative competence.

Consultation can take different forms. It implies direct discussion between

fe leral and provincial authorities. This, can start before or during the negotiation

of a treaty, if its execution requires federal-provincial co-operation.

A variety of measures, such as the "umbrella agreement", have been

ta :en or considered by the Federal Government to validate agreements of

in'erest to the provinces at the international level.

(b) Participation in international organizations and conferences: A certain

ni mber of international organizations have been created with activities relating

to questions which are partly within the internal competence of the provinces,

pirticularly since the end of the war. All these organizations have one object

in common - drafting international conventions at general conferences. It is,

th refore, important to have close consultation with the provinces to facilitate

ra;ification and implementation of these conventions by Canada. As a result,

fe leral authorities have frequently consulted the provincial authorities in recent

years on the content of such conventions and the possibility of carrying them out.

One of the most practical ways of carrying out this policy of co-operation is

to strengthen provincial participation in the delegations which Canada sends to

in ernational conferences when the activity is of particular interest to the

pr winces. That is what we have done, for example, in the case of UNESCO,

wj ere provincial ministers of education have been invited to participate in

ge eral conferences and senior provincial civil servants have been included in

Ca.nadian delegations. This system is perfectly adequate for promoting provincial

in t!rests, provided, of course, it is used. This presupposes that the provinces

w:. I not make a desperate effort to dissociate themselves from the Canadian

pr^sence abroad, as if it were dishonorable to be a Canadian or ineffective to put

fo ward the interests of all of us. with a single voice.

(c) Foreign aid : Foreign aid is an integral part of Canadian foreign

pciicy, and the Federal Government must assume responsibility for co-ordinating

it. On the other hand, in view of the fields where Canadian foreign aid is

cc,icentrated, it is obvious that the effectiveness of the programs depends in

pz rt on the co-operation of the provinces, whether federal or provincial programs

ar involved.

Thanks to effective consultations between the federal and provincial
authorities, the provinces have been able to make a generous contribution to
th-, Canadian aid effort, by recruiting teachers and advisers for service abroad
arl by offering education and training in Canada. ,

In addition to taking part in federal programs, some provinces have

es' ablished their own programs of aid to developing ' countries. The Federal

G 7ve.rnment is delighted at this provincial support. The Federal Government's

or•ly aim is to ensure that the whole of the Canadian program is maintained
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and developed in a coherent manner, without splitting C anadian sovereig Ity 
abroad. It is, therefore, necessary to work together so than Canadian assista ice 
forms a program that is co-ordinated by the Canadian Government, in wUch 
provincial support receives the credit it deserves. 

The merits of this formula and of these methods of consultation are I  -tat 
they are compatible with a viable federalism, ensure an appropriate dialogue in 
Canada with the provinces in the fields of interest to them so that a Canac ian 
policy can be defined, and open the way to .a provincial presence and ac on 
abroad within a Canadian presence. That is a positive policy which resp cts 
the reality of Canada. It is the Federal Government's policy. 

Conclusion 
The constitution, and the flexible way in which we are applying it, ensurt to 
the provinces that they can take part in the field of foreign relations, toget er 
with the central government. No doubt this system needs to be improved nd 
developed. These improvements must be defined in Canada by Canadi. ns. 
These questions are too complicated and too important to us to be the sub ect 
of a fight abroad. 

We are ready to talk with those who have other opinions. We do not dc bt 
their good faith. But this dialogue must take place in Canada, in a reasow ble 
manner, through agreements between governments and through constitutà  al 
discussions. We must arrive at solutions which take into account not only he 
rules of international law and the realities of the modern world but, even m re, 
the principles of an effective, viable federalism. Our success (for we shall succi 
will serve the interests of the provinces, of the central government and of all 
Canadians. It will offer a fine example to a divided world. 
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Senegal, Canada and "La Francophonie" 

Ti e expanding relations between Senegal and Canada were emphasized in 
adresses exchanged during the presentation of his credentials on October 2 
b) Ambassador Gordon Riddell of Canada to President Léopold Senghor of 
Se legal. Texts of the addresses follow : 

Address by President Senghor 

Mr. Ambassador, I am glad to receive the letters that accredit you to me 
in the capacity of Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary for Canada. 

u know, and you have expressed pertinently, all the historic and cultural 
bcnds that have united Canada and Senegal for some three centuries. These 
bc lds have been strengthened since our national independence was achieved, 
by personal ties that have been created between Canadian and Senegalese 
au horities. I personally paid an official visit to Canada and I shall not soon 
fo get the warmth - of your wekome. Your Prime Minister, Mr. Trudeau, knows 
Se legal. Innumerable Senegalese have gone to Canada and innumerable Cana- 

ns have come to Senegal. In technical assistance to Senegal, Canada ranks 
se ond, after France. Of course, an immense ocean separates us in theory. But 
in iact this ocean is a link between us. There is an Atlantic world, a democratic 

rld, to which we both belong. 

B  t ads of History 
Ar .d there are, above all, the historic bonds that unite us. Indeed, from 1659, the 
da e of the founding of Saint-Louis du Senegal, until 1763, the date of the Treaty 
of Paris, we belonged to the same French colonization complex. The memory of 
de Repentigny is still alive in Senegal, and I have heard notable persons mention 
hi  name. I had not noted the fact that he was born in Canada. Allow me to 
re aind you, for my part, that the citizens of Saint-Louis have for a long time 
be m called Canadians, to signify that Canada and Senegal felt the French 
pr .sence at the same time. It is not only the history of French colonization 
th t brings us closer together. Strangely enough, there is also the history of. English 
co onization. The English presence was felt at least twice in our history — on 
tb last occasion during the Napoleonic Wars. The English have left some 
re iinders in Senegal, including some words that have passed into Wolof, words 
su h as "fifteen, copper, pantry" and many others, not to mention family names, 
D( dds and Armstrong being among the best known. That is why, without 
ni  ntioning our involvement with English-speaking Gambia, we have made 

glish compulsory in secondary education and in technical instruction. But 
th re are other reasons for our desire to make our administrative staff a kind 
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of bilingual élite. First, there is the fact  that  Black Africa is bilingual. M ee 
basically, French and English bring us additional resources. This is not to ;ay 
that we reject Francophonia today. On the contrary, we c ling to it and welc( me 
our English-speaking brothers. This is why Canada can, in this area of cult re, 
which is man's own, serve as an example. Your Prime Minister and ou 
yourself are living illustrations of this, for you have become bilingual b a 
natural process. 

Various Forms of Aids 
I am sure that during your stay in Senegal you will contribute effectivel to 
strengthening co-operation between Senegal and Canada. Not only is 3 mr 
technical assistance more and more important but there is the importance of 
the concrete development projects along cultural and technical  —1  would e /en 
say technological — lines that you have launched in our country with our pa. ric-
ipation. We plan, especially, to call more and more extensively upon Cana IA 
co-operation, either within the bilateral framework or in the multilateral fra ne-
work of the French-Speaking Technical Agency, which, moreover, is directe ,  — 
and with talent — by a Canadian, Mr. Jean-Marc Léger. I am convinced 112, 
in the field of technological mathematics, and even in the field of clas ,  cal 
languages, you can help us effectively. 

Mr. Ambassador, I should like to say to you, in conclusion, that, beir ,1 a 
member of the great French-speaking family, you will always be received by 
the members of my Govenunent and by me as a privileged friend. 

Reply by Mr. Riddell 

Mr. President : 
I have the signal honor of presenting to Your Excellency the letters acc ed-

iting me to you as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Can • da.  
I am fully aware of my important future responsibility, which will co sist 

of interpreting to you that vast and complex reality which is Canada an of 
interpreting Senegal to my Government. I already know that the first of my 

tasks will be greatly facilitated by your personal knowledge of my country Ind 
by the friendship that you have always shown for it. As for the second, I ish 

to assure you that it will be fulfilled by a man who has for a long time kn wfl  

and admired the high ideals and conciliatory spirit which have been the form ive 
principles of your stands on problems with which all nations in general, Ind 
Senegal in particular, must cope. 

An uninformed observer might be surprised to lea rn  that relations betw ?.en 
Canada and Senegal, countries so far apart and so different in many resp 

have had such a good start and are today developing at a rapid pace. Separ„ ted 

Ca 
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Ca iada's Ambassador to Senegal, Mr. Gordon Riddell, presents his credentials to President
LF ;pold Senghor of Senegal.

by an immense ocean, they belong to different worlds : the American continent

ani the African continent. Both have fully assumed this continental vocation to

wl ich history and geography call them, which forces them to labor under speciâl

cc iditions.

Di iny Similarities

B-i zk of such facts many similarities can be discovered. Historically, have not

Gnada and Senegal been the turn-stiles of their respective continents, the points

of rntry for discovery and achievement of the French presence common to both

co intries ? Were not both Gorée and Quebec subjects of the negotiations that

le( to the Treaty of Paris in 1763 ? Was there not once a Governor of Senegal,

G: rdeur de Repentigny, who was born in Canada and after whom was

naned a village in Quebec ? For a full century, from 1659 to 1759, Senegal

an I Canada were part of the same political entity. Like Canada, where the

de cendants of the French have become firmly established and, with the French

Cu ture that they have preserved and developed, today form one of the essential

co.nponents of the Canadian nation, Senegal has given the French language and

cu.ture eloquent and original expression, which you, Mr. President, have so

en inently illustrated in your poetic and literary works.
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Senegal, the confluence of the great cultural and civilizing currents wb ch 
have left their mark on Africa, knows in its wisdom how to let them inter,:ct 
in mutual revelation and enrichment. Fully assuming its African  role, Senega is 
a privileged meeting-place, set in an exceptional climate of understanding  ad  
tolerance. You spoke in your worlcs, Mr. President, about négritude, that ry 
special and rich state of the African soul and consciousness. After becoming he 
head of state, you were one of the first to speak of la Francophonie. With  i ire 
felicity, you evoked the exciting possibilities for exchange which the unive sal 
dimension of the French language may facilitate and stimulate among Frercil-
speaking people without their renouncing their identity or being diverted fr 
the other commitments for which their special vocation destines them. 

This call has been particularly well received in Canada. It is in Fret.  :h-
speaking Canada that it has rung most clearly, and that it will mainly be 
answered. But it was Canada as a whole that understood and accepted it thro °gh 

its Government, convinced that anything that added to the culture affirmation nd 

enrichment of French-Canadians ipso facto served the whole of Canada. 

French-Language Bonds 
Therefore, Mr. President, I believe that one of my main tasks here will be to 
facilitate exchanges of views between our two gove rnments on the developir nit 
of the bonds of la Francophonie. I hope that I shall be able to discharge ny 
duties by rendering justice to the French language, my second language, wl ch 
I love and which I have spoken since childhood. 

Canada admires the great development work undertaken by Senegal  ut  ler 

your direction. The two countries are co-operating in the carrying-out of se' rai  
major projects which will contribute to the development of the economic nd 

educational infrastructure of the country in accordance with the standards set by 
the Government of Senegal. Canada is also participating by granting scholars1 ps 
to Senagalese students who come to Canada to further their training and by 
sending Canadian teachers and experts to Senegal. It does so not only ou7 of 
friendship for Senegal but also because it is convinced that such varied cont. 'as 
between Canadians and Senegalese offer unequa lled opportunities for enrichm nt. 

At a time when active technologies, whose effects are still a mystery, I Ad 
sway, distances are disappearing, information is becoming instantaneous  ad  
immeasurably magnified (what a well-known Canadian, Marshall McLuhan, c dls 
"macroscopic gesticulation") it is more than ever important that people gre, tly 
increase the personal exchanges that teach them to know and understand ne 
another better. The Government of Canada is deeply satisfied that m nY 

fruitful exchanges have been possible in such a short time between our vo 
countries. Needless to say, Mr. President, I shall devote my efforts here to 
continuing and developing such exchanges in the same spirit of friendship ad 
mutual respect that has characterized all relations between our two countries 
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Canada and Niger Share a Common Culture 

/I STATEMENT BY PRIME MINISTER PIERRE ELLIOTT TRUDEAU 

CN THE OCCASION OF THE SIGNING OF AGREEMENTS WITH THE 

PUSIDENT OF NIGER, HIS EXCELLENCY DIORI HAMANI, 

O ■T SEPTEMBER 18, 1969. 

T IS AN honor for me to welcome you to Canada. You are one of the 
I most distinguished of African statesmen. You are a friend of Canada. 

Canada is proud of its excellent relations with your country. Niger is the 
h me of an industrious people who have made remarkable progress since the 
a .hievement of their independence. Mr. President, you represent among us 
tt day that immense and marvellous Africa where, thanks to the dynamic 
c taracter of your people and the far-reaching influence of your action, Niger has 
n ade an enviable place for itself. Thus you have become a solidly-established 
e:  aity within the Organization for African Unity, the OAU. Eighteen African 
su  tes have entrusted to you important economic discussions with the Common 
1\ arket. You are Chairman of the Conseil de l'Entente. Three times, the 
C rganisation commune africaine et malgache (OCAM) has made you its 
C 'airman. 

Furthermore, it is as Chairman of OCAM that you brought together last 
F .bruary at Niamey the representatives of a large number of countries that 
p aticipate to varying degrees in French culture and the French language. Your 
v ;ion of the future and your acute sense of reality have meant that what was only 
a vague project has taken form and has materialized; I refer, of course, to the 
F -ench-speaking world — to la Francophonie. 

. should like to express, Mr. President, the deep interest that Canada 
Ls in la Francophonie, in Africa and Niger. 

C macla in the French-speaking Family 
C inada, with six million French-speaking citizens, is naturally a part of the 
fr mcophone family. For Canada, the active participation in la Francophonie 
tht is being organized is a necessity. In the North American setting, our country 
ir ;ends to reinforce its French characteristics and to spread their influence far 
ai  eld. To that end, Canada must enter into close relations with all the 

oples of the world who express themselves and assert themselves in the 
Eench language. 

This is true for the French-Canadian people in the Province of Quebec, 
aich is the home par excellence of French culture in Canada. It is also true 

fc r th e one million French-Canadians in other Canadian provinces. 
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President Diori Hamani of Niger with 'Prime Minister Trudeau during the ti•isit of

Mr. Hamani to Ottawa. -

You, Mr. President, who will visit them, can familiarize yourself with all

regions of our country. Your presence will permit all French-Canadians to

feel their solidarity with the world's French-speaking community.

For all Canadians, la Francophonie is a reality: it is from 25 to 30

countries - 150 million persons - sharing the same language. And here is,

for all of us, a new international dimension that cannot fail to widen our horih ^ns

and increase our contribution to the world community. For all Canadians, ten

la Francophonie is participation in a community that extends beyond bounda: es,

beyond political blocs, beyond continents, races and religions. It is the at

of exchange between civilizations, through the medium of the French langu, ;e.

Canadians cannot fail to benefit from the original contribution of so m ny

peoples, all of whom have made a mark on French civilization through t eir

respective experiences and their own creativity. I should like to believe ^}at
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tl is is also to the advantage of la Francophonie, which can benefit from the 
elergies and resources of the whole of Canada. 

li ternational Extension of Bilingualism 
T iis  participation in la Francophonie is, moreover, an extension of Canadian 
b lingualism on an intemational scale. It is thus a fundamental element, and 
a permanent one, in our policy. I say further that our bilingualism should be 

pressed not only through co-operation among French-speaking people but 
aho in all  of our foreign policy, especially within international organizations. 

Co-operation with the French-speaking world has existed for some time 
tt roug,h a whole network of bilateral relations, first of all in Europe, then in 
Arica and Asia. We shall continue to further systematically these relations 
a: new prospects for multilateral co-operation open before us. 

You are especially known in Canada, Mr. President, as one of the most 
ir portant builders of la Francophonie. You will succeed, I am sure, in providing 
it with the structures envisaged at the Niamey Conference. 

La Francophonie has already asserted itself through govemment con-
k -ences and meetings of various associations. I am thinking, for example, of the 
A sociation des Universités partiellement ou entièrement de langue française, 
th: AUPELF, which the Canadian Government has been subsidizing for several 
years, or the Institut de Droit des pays d'expression française, which held a 

eting in Canada last week. Indeed, I had the pleasure of attending one of 
it meetings in Lomé, in Africa. 

A ;eney for Cultural Co-operation 
Te Niamey Conference marked a turning-point, because it was decided at 
th; time to study the possibility of establishing an agency for "cultural and 
te hnical co-operation". Co-operation among French-speaking nations will 
this be placed on an organized basis — multilateral and intergovernmental. 
C mada has promised its full support in this project; we have already made 
a financial contribution to the agency's provisional secretariat. We shall 
m lintain our support. 

We view this agency not as a political community but as an instrument for 
nultilaterà1 aid in cultural and technical matters between French-speaking 
cc  =tries. We are prepared to recognize it as an agency for co-ordination, 
pr)motion and implementation, an agency that will evolve and expand in the 
1i1 nt of experience. The agency will have to pioneer in unexplored or neglected 
aras. In short, Mr. President, we hope that the agency will  play a major 
rc e in the organization of la Francophonie. 

Canada is not a stranger to Africa. For a long time now, Canadian 
m ssionaries and doctors have established ties with your continent. You yourself 
arc aware of their work in your country. 

Canadians have likewise followed with keen interest the political and 
economic progress Africa has experienced since the end of the war. 
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Fri Canada has constantly worked in close conjunction with the Afric  in  
countries affiliated to international organizations, especially in the United Natic is. 

Canada is extremely interested in the aspirations of the New Africa; inde d, 
its policy is to open up to your continent and take initiatives concerning it. 
It shares your hopes and disappointments as you taelde the problems which re 
still outstanding. 

The Canadian Govemment intends to support African efforts towa ds 
economic expansion and social development. Considerable sums have b. em 
devoted to this end. Since 1960 it has been promoting a program of aid to 
French-speaking Africa by means of a fund that has ahnost doubled each y: xr, 
reaching a total of $30 million in 1969. And this is only a beginning. Cam la 
wants to see a strong, prosperous Africa, whose peoples are truly forging ahe :d. 

Permanence in Exchange of Ideas 
We feel, Sir, that permanence in the exchange of ideas, the 'dialogue with Ni,t 
is of the utmost importance. I was very happy to have an opportunity of 
discussing major world problems with you this morning. In particular, y. or 
contribution deepened my understanding of African questions, a field in wh zit 
you play a leading role. This was likewise an opportunity for a closer 1( ok 
at possible means of extending bilateral relations between our two countries. 

There are already a certain number of joint programs promoting s› ch 
relations. For the fifth consecutive year, Canadian teachers will take up du es 
in Niger at the opening of the school year. For the Iasi seven' years, stuck. Its 
from Niger have held study scholarships in Canada. As you are, aware, tl re 
is also a program for providing school supplies and equipment for yo th 
activities and sports. After an exploratory "running-in" period, we are t )ve 
ready to surge ahead with major projects. A start has been made. We h ve 
laid the foundations of a common endeavor and I feel certain, Sir, that toget er 
we shall harvest the fruits of our efforts. 

It is, therefore, appropriate that we today proceed to the signing of an 
agreement providing for technical co-operation and three agreements rela ag 
to the following projects : (1) the enlargement of the Mariama school in Niai ey 
so that the institution, administered by a Canadian religious community, ay 
offer places to 300 instead of 150 students; (2) an aerial geographic sin ey 
of Niger's mining resources; and (3) the establishment of plant-protection cent rs. 
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Visit to Canada of the Soviet Foreign
Aftnister

I

T THE invitation of the Secretaryof State for External Affairs, the Honorable

^I Mitchell Sharp, His Excellency A. A. Gromyko, Foreign Minister of

th ; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, paid an official visit to Canada from

O-tober 1 to 3. Mr. Gromyko's visit was in return for a visit to the Soviet

Udon in 1966 by Senator Paul Martin, then Secretary of State for External

A-Eairs. During his stay in Ottawa, Mr. Gromyko called on Prime Minister

T,udeau and also had talks with Mr. Sharp and the Honorable Otto Lang,

Ti.e Secretary of State for -External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, and .the
Sc;•iet Minister of Foreign Aflairs, His Excellency A. A. Gromyko, are seen leaving the

P-liament Buildings.
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Minister without Portfolio, on a variety of bilateral and multilateral issu s. 
In his capacity of Acting Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, Mr. Le 1,3 
took part in the bilateral talks when the question was discussed of fulfilment of 
the long-term wheat agreement. 

It was agreed during these discussions that the fact that the Soviet Un )11 
and Canada were neighbors imposed additional obligations on both sides to 
maintain good relations. The talks set the stage for the future development of 
relations on the basis of mutual respect and international co-operation. *I' tr. 
Gromyko made it clear that the U.S.S.R. attached substantial importance to 
its relations with Canada. On his departure, he said that he was leaving Cam la 
"with a conviction that this desire is shared by the Canadian side and that th. re 
exist prerequisites for Soviet-Canadian relations to be steadily enriched a id 
to acquire a good-neighbor character in every sense of the term". 

On the second day of his visit, Mr. Gromyko went for a drive across le 
Ottawa River to see the brilliant autumn colors of the leaves in the Gatine iu 
Hills. 

In a press conference immediately after Mr. Gromyko's departu e, 
Mr. Sharp conunented on the usefulness of the visit in promoting understand ig 
and said it was "important, in relations between countries that are neighbc s, 
as Canada and the Soviet Union are, and have very great common interests in 
peace and security, particularly in Europe, that there should be more frequ at 
conversations between foreign ministers than have taken place in the pw ". 
Mr. Sharp announced that he had ac,cepted in principle an invitation to  y it 
the Soviet Union, the date of which would be determined at the mut al 
convenience of both sides. 
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The Ultimate Objects of the United Nations 

FACE AND THE OOOD LIFE FOR ALL MEN 

I he following is the text of the statement made during the general debate 
c the twenty-f ourth session of the United Nations General Assembly by the 
S?cretary of State: for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, on 
S 'Member 29,  1969: 
Madame  President', 

Twenty-four Years ago your delegation to the first General Assembly 
as one of four froM the continent of Africa. Today that number has increased 

nnefold. In electing you to preside over the Assembly this year we acknowledge 
pur personal contribution to the United Nations as well as the distinguished 
s rvice your delegation has provided. 

I should also like to join with those who have preceded me in this debate 
L. paying tribute to our distinguished president of last year, Mr. Arenales. 

re remember him as a statesman who served his country and the United 
rations  faithfully and well. 

As the United Nations approaches its twenty-fifth anniversary, it is faced 
ith three imperatives: first, to avoid the scourge of global war and to contain 

aid settle more limited conflicts; second, to speed the way to economic and 
s .cial justice for the hundreds of millions of people who are now deprived 
o' both; and, third, to come to grips with the serious institutional problems 
f cing the organization at this time. This morning I shall have something to 
s ,y on each of these matters as they appear to the Canadian Governinent. 

Of these imperatives, the first two — the prevention of war and the 
s ruggle to raise the standard of living— are perhaps as old as mankind 
itielf. The third --- to strengthen and renew this organization — is new, and is 
pculiar to this tirne and this place. I choose, however, to deal with this 
q iestion first, since- Canada believes that the United Nations must fail to reach 
it; goals if it cannbt come to grips with its own problems. It is hard indeed 
to build something of value, something that will stand, if your tools are blunted 
a id ill-desigted for your purpose. 

In addressing myself to this question, Madame President, I should like it 
b be absolutely clear that the criticisms I have to make and the remedies I 
v. ill suggest come from an active and loyal member of the family of nations 
r-presented here. Canada has shown its confidence in this organization by its 

holehearted participation in all aspects of the work of the United Nations. 
' Je  could not conceive of a world in which the United Nations did not have 
a central andvital role to play. - 

1:4Ç institutional problems facing this organization are difficult in them- 
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selves. They are compounded by the fact that, because of their intractabilit !,

there is something like a tacit conspiracy, in which we have all joined, o

pretend they don't exist. The situation might be compared to the cumulati,e

effect of pollution in a lake or the action of the sea on the foundations .)f

Venice - failing vigorous corrective measures, a slow but certain process )f

destruction is going on all the time. If we do not act, there is a very rc al

danger that the United Nations, instead of fulfilling its high purpose as a

centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the achievement of t^e

objectives set out in the Charter, will become a sideshow on the internatior al

scene, its activities brushed aside as irrelevant.

Institutional Reform Needed

There are three areas in which remedial action is imperative:

First : The UN (including all its organs and associated agencies) is drowning in a

sea of words. Talk is of the essence at the United Nations, but to be useful it mi 3t

be kept within reasonable bounds. As we all know, this is not being done. T ie

number of conferences and meetings, and the paper they produce, have increas d

to the point that even those members with the largest resources have difficulty n

providing competent representation and coping with the flood of paper. ,s

the conference-load increases, there has been a corresponding decrease n

effectiveness. This has led governments to attach less importance to the Unit d

Nations activities and efforts. The credibility of the UN as a negotiating fon n

and as an instrument for resolving the world's problems is wasting aw: ,;.

Public confidence in the organization is being weakened and public support is

being undermined.

We can and should act to arrest this process by identifying priorities a d

dealing with them in an effective and businesslike way. We must also fi d

the new techniques needed to deal with the problem of the unwieldy size )f

UN committees and boards, particularly those responsible for UN action p,

grams in the all-important field of development. Some of these boards :'e

almost as large as the UN itself was not so many years ago, and have pros d

ill-suited to fulfill the purposes for which they were created.

I urge these measures because I believe they are essential to the futi <e

progress of the organization. At the same time, we should acknowledge tl it

such remedial action can only deal with the symptoms rather than the dise::,e

itself. Member nations, locked in outdated conceptions of sovereignty aJ

national interest, find debate to be a convenient substitute for action. o

long as this attitude persists, the United Nations cannot hope to fulfill t te

aspirations of its founders.

Second : Even with the benefit of nearly a quarter-century of experien: ,

we don't seem to have learned the lesson that confrontation between natic is

is no substitute for negotiation. During the past few years there has be n

mounting evidence that the great powers have recognized the sterility A
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cold-war policies, but we have yet to see this realization translated into 
eilective action. There is also the practice, which has become so common 
tl at it is taken for granted, of forcing the Assembly to vote on resolutions that 
anempt to translate moral judgments into calls for action which the ofga-

n zation manifestly has not the capacity, or, in some cases, the legal authority 
tc carry out. Resolutions of this kind only hurt the cause they purport to serve. 

Third : The programs and activities carried out by the UN family of 
o: ganizations have multiplied during the last ten years. During that period, 
tl e total of the assessed budgets has more than doubled and, if the present 

owth rate were to continue, would reach  hall a billion dollars by 1974. The 
absence of effective control of budget expansion has meant that priorities have 
b come blurred. Programs have been carried on long after they have ceased 
tc be relevant to needs. Personnel with inadequate qualifications or capacities 
h se been recruited and kept on rather than weeded out, and as a result 
tl e quality of the work of the organization has deteriorated. 

The cure for this illness is a period of consolidation of existing activities 
b  'fore  striking out in too many new directions. Action of this kind will enable 
• to take best advantage of the useful advice that will be forthcoming in the 
n port of the Enlarged Committee on Program and Co-ordination and in 
S r Robert Jacicson's study on the capacity of UN agencies to administer 
d velopment assistance programs. 

I feel that I must express in the strongest terms my conviction that 
C1  ntinued failure to deal effectively with these institutional problems has 
a':eady begun to erode the foundations of the United Nations as a cathedral 
o hope for the aspirations of mankind. Powerful and wealthy nations may be 
a'le to contemplate this process with only a modicum of concern. For most 
n ember nations represented here, however, such a prospect is intolerable. 

Madame President, you are known to all of us for your personal devotion 
• the United Nations, as well as for being the distinguished representative of 
a charter member which has contributed much to the organization. What I 
h we just said shows that we share the views, expressed so cogently in your 
speech, about the future of this institution and what member states must do 
a)out ft. For these reasons, may I express the hope that, in fulfilling your high 
oEce as President of this Assembly, you, and the officers elected to assist you, 
1.; ill "accept as a challenge to your leadership the urgent need to launch a 
v gorous program of renewal. The new shoe of restraint and self-discipline 

Lll be bound to pinch for a time, but the resources saved can be used for 
constructive purposes. I am sure I speak for many delegations as well as my 
o vn when I pledge to do everything possible to assist you in. this task. 

I make this appeal today, Madame President, because it offers the only 
a Tenue for a renewed United Nations with a more treamlined and effective 
Eructare, where member nations will seek solutions rather than empty prop-
arr.anda victories, a United Nations that will be more truly representative of 
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the aspirations of mankind. Such a revitalized organization would be bel er 
able to come to grips with its great dual task: to keep the peace and to 
improve the conditions of life on earth. 

Primary Aim of UN 
To keep the peace. This is the primary purpose of the United Nations. 

The supreme challenge is to find something better than the balance of 
mutual fear and deterrence on which the present uneasy structure of glo al 
security rests. The new weapons now in the final stages of development in 
the Soviet Union and the United States give a new urgency to this task. Uri. 'ss 
the world seizes this moment to stop the upward spiral—in arms-race technolo :y, 
we run a very real risk of a breakdown in the equilibrium of deterrence t at 
now provides what security we have. 

I should like to say  hère, Madame President, that Canada regards he 
strategic arms limitations talks that the U.S.S.R. and the United States h, ve 
agreed to hold as the most significant development in recent years. We u ge 
both parties to begin at once. If the talks are entered upon in good faith, v th 
goodwill and without delay, they could prove to be a tuming-point in wc  id  
history. 

Arms Control Treaties 
At the last session of the General Assembly, Canada joined most members of 
the United Nations in welcoming the achievement of a treaty on the n n-
proliferation of nuclear weapons. We were the first nation vvith nuclear capa ty 
to ratify this treaty. What the treaty contains is important enough but its 
promises are at least equally significant. None of the provisions of the N 
is more vital than Article VI, in which all parties to the treaty and us  
applies particularly to the nuclear powers — agree "to pursue negotiations in 
good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms r ce 
at an early date and to nuclear disarmament". 

Should we be discouraged by the slow rate of progress or by the fact 
although some 90 countries signed the non-proliferation treaty, only 17 h -ye 
deposited the necessary instruments of ratification ? I think not. One car ot 
afford to be discouraged when the survival of mankind itself is at stake. ;e 
look forward to this treaty coming into force this year, and we urge its ei 1y 
ratification by all govenunents that have not yet done so. 

One of the most encouraging events in the field of arms control in rec nt 
days has been the c,orning into force of the treaty creating the Latin-Amen In 
Nuclear-Free Zone, and Canada wishes to express its congratulations to  ic  

Latin-American countries responsible for this very positive step. 
Of all the arms-control issues that have tried the patience of the work in 

recent years, the most onerous has been the effort to . conclude a comprehen ,  ve 
test ban to supplement the 1963 prohibition of nuclear tests in the atmosph, 
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under water and in outer space. The endless argument is continuing --- over 
u'iether "on-site" inspection is necessary in order to verify violations of an 
a,!reement to prohibit underground tests or whether national means of seismo-
logical detection are adequate for this purpose. At the last General Assemply, 
a resolution was adopted calling for the highest priority to be assig,ned to 
erective measures to limit the nuclear-arms race and to achieve nuclear dis-
atmament. In the hope that a step forward could be made toward overcorning 
the verification problem, Canada ' proposed, in the Conference of the Corn-
ranee- on Disarmament at Geneva, that an international system of seismic-data 
edlection should be explored through enquiries to all member states seeking 
in'ormation about the facilities at their disposal and their willingness to make 
Kormation freely available to all nations. This proposal will be pursued in 
th:s Assembly. 

List Earthly Frontiers 
T ie sea-bed and the deep ocean-floor are the last earthly frontiers. The last 
General Assembly decided that this new environment beyond the present limits 
c) national jurisdiction must be preserved for peaceful purposes. Canada, as a 

untry with one of the longest coast-lines in the world, has a vital interest 
in the fulfilment of that decision. Consequently, when the arms-control aspects 
of this question were considered by the Committee in Geneva, we put forward 
specific suggestions designed to ensure the protection of the interests of coastal 
st des and smaller countries. We were particularly concemed to safeguard 

ne interests through adequate verification provisions to assure compliance 
th any arms-control treaty on the sea-bed. 

The results of the deliberations of the Standing Committee on the Sea-bed 
ai d the Disarmament Committee discussions of this question in Geneva are 
n t  all that we had hoped would be achieved. We shall nevertheless continue 
tc co-operate actively, as a member of the Standing Committee on the Sea-bed 
• d as a member of the Geneva Disarmament Committee, in efforts to achieve 
thc two main purposes of the United Nations on these questions to develop 
• effective legal regime for the sea-bed and ocean-floor beyond the limits of 
Ri  tional jurisdiction and to ensure the preservation, for peaceful purposes, of 
file largest possible area of the sea-bed. 

C lemical and Biological Warfare 
I .urn now to that other menace to the survival of the human race — chemical 
ai d biological warfare. The Secretary-General's report has told us once again — 
if we needed to be told — the tragic consequences of using these dreadful 
w!.apons. At this Assembly we shall be considering proposals to eliminate them. 

We recomize the valuable contribution represented by the draft treaty on 
b °logical warfare prepared by Britain and tabled in the Conference of the 
Comm- ittee on Disarmament. The Secretary-General's report, together with 
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proposals advanced in Geneva and the draft convention put forward in his
Assembly by the Soviet Union, will help to guide and facilitate our deliberatiz ns.
The procedural resolution Canada sponsored, and which we hope will be
included in the report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmamen', is
directed to the same ends.

Let us remember, too, Madame President, that the founders of the Un ted

Nations provided in the Charter procedures for the pacific settlement of disp tes

designed to stop the insane pattern of fighting and bloodshed which disfigr res

our globe from time to time, and today particularly in Vietnam, the Middle }. ast

and Nigeria. It is a sad commentary on the state of the world community ^at

it has no capacity to order the cessation of hostilities; except to the extent iat

the combatants are influenced by world public opinion. The current te ise

situation in the Middle East perhaps illustrates most graphically the nature of

our dilemma. The Security Council unanimously adopted in November 1 67

a resolution which imposed an equitable balance of obligation on all the pai ies

to the dispute. Its full implementation could have restored peace to the Mi( dle
East. Yet today the conflict continues to rage. ,

We can do more, I am convinced, to improve the machinery to head off

disputes before they erupt into open warfare. This is why Canada is ur; .ng

forward the peacekeeping studies being carried on in the Committee of 33. In

a working group of that Committee, a concerted effort has been made du ng

the past year to develop a"modeP' for the conduct of military observa on

missions authorized by the Security Council. As _ a participant in this st: ly,

we have been encouraged by what has been accomplished, but, at the s^ ne

time, we are disappointed that the possibilities for much greater progress ltve

not been realized. Once the model for an observation mission has been c. m-

pleted, the working group should go on to develop models for other kind<, of

peacekeeping operations.

These are difficult problems, with political, legal and financial irr., ili-

cations. Perhaps, as a representative of a country with a certain experie tce

in peacekeeping operations, I might offer a comment. It is essential that tl se

problems should be given urgent consideration. There are many real r,ks

in dispatching peacekeeping forces in moments of crisis without having wor :ed

out the necessary arrangements in advance. The Committee of 33 has h^en

helpful in drawing attention to the questions that must be answered. T ey

have been less successful in providing the answer. Meanwhile, Canad, is

continuing, in the face of discouragingly slow political progress in Cyprus to

participate in the peacekeeping operation there, as well as in the United Nat. )ns

peace observation missions in Palestine and Kashmir.

Red Cross Conference
Madame President, there is so much to be done to ease the suffering and mi^ °ry

of the innocent civilians who get caught up in the vortex of war. It was 'or
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t us  reason that Canada joined with Norway at the recent Red Cross Conference 
in Istanbul in urging the adoption of a declaration of principles on international 
humanitarian relief to civilian populations in disaster areas. Two other related 
r solutions, also co-sponsored by Canada, were adopted at the Conference. pne 
• these resolutions established a committee to devise workable rules to supple- 
n ent existing humanitarian law. The other resolution focused the attention of 
ti is new committee on non-international armed conflicts. 

The Canadian Govemment has lent its full support to efforts by the Red 
Cross  to go further than has heretofore proven possible to build a system of 
k gal as well as moral standards of humanitarian behavior. We are extremely 
g -atified at the success achieved at the Red Cross Conference and we pledge 
tc do our utmost to follow up the Conference decisions with specific action. 

The second great goal of the United Nations is to bring economic and 
s )cial justice to the world by providing an opportunity for the developing 

)untries to escape the treadmill of poverty on which so many are trapped. 
I' we can liberate the creative and productive powers of the untold numbers of 
n en and women whose energies are now bound up in the struggle to exist, the 
ftlure horizons of mankind are immensely enlarged. There are many who say 
t: at such a goal is utopian. I say that the words of the United Nations Charter 
a -e testimony that for a generation the world's leaders have believed that it is 
a tainable. 

A great deal is being done. Development assistance has reached record 
k vels and developing nations are becoming increasingly skillful at shaping and 
inplementing plans for economic and social advancement. The economic indi-
cltors show that the poor nations are making some headway in their struggle 
ti break the shackles of poverty. 

What is being done does not yet match the need, and some recent trends 
g v e cause for serious concem. Although the volume of assistance has grown 
s ibstantially during the past decade, continued growth is threatened by economic 
d fficulties and disenchantment in some key developed countries. In recent 
y ars, the terms on which assistance is granted have shown a marked tendency 
tc, harden. For many developing countries the growing burden of debt service 
is eating away at foreign-exchange earnings already eroded by falling prices 
fi r many of their traditional exports, and by barriers to their access to markets. 

It is for this reason that the study being undertaken by the World Bank's 
Cmimission on International Development headed by a former Prime Minister 
o Canada, Mr. L. B. Pearson, and Sir Robert Jackson's study of the capacity 
0 .  the development machinery of the United Nations are so important and so 
ti nely. Their reports will provide new insights into the strength and weak- 
n sses of past policies and procedures, and their recommendations will provide 
tl e basis for more effective international action in the future. 

Never before has there been such a concerted assault by mankind on 
Dverty and restricted opportunity. Yet even greater efforts are required to 
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broaden the base of public support throughout the world for the cause of
international development in the Second Development Decade. • -

Setting guide-lines and targets is only, ï a beginning. Success or fail, re
will. ultimately depend on the determination of us all, the developed and`deNl-
oping countries, and the international institutions, as together we come to gr PS
with specific development projects.

Let me relate these considerations to Canadian policy. It is our decla: ,d

national objective to improve the lot of the poor and underprivileged - throu _;lI

development `and trade. The level : of the Canadian development assistai ce

program has increased very substantially in recent years and, despite` the ap1 d-

cation of budgetary restraints to high-priority domestic'programs, it will contû ie

to grow.

Moreover, we are making a determined effort to improve the quality of

our development assistance and our capacity to administer the larger progr m

that we envisage for the future. Our experience has convinced us that de^ 1-

opinent is hindered as much by a lack of knowledge, or a failure to apply .ie

knowledge already available, as by inadequate resources. At this particu ar

moment in time, the knowledge gap is even more critical than the resou ce

gap. As a contribution to meeting this need, we expect to introduce legislatî )n

in the forthcoming session of the Canadian Parliament to provide for le

establishment of a Canadian International Development Research Center.

The goal of this Center will be to devise and develop new ways to ap; Ey

science and technology and the latest techniques of analysis to overcom, i(,,

the very subtle combinations of political, economic and social factors t! at

hinder the process of development. Although the direction and operation of

the Center will be a Canadian responsibility, it is intended to enlist the aid )f

experts and scholars from all parts of the world.

To keep the peace and to improve the conditions of life on earth - th Se

are tasks that call for all that is best in us. They will be fulfilled if we can ift

our eyes from the narrow concerns of transient politic3l advantage and natio al

self-interest to a broader horizon that encompasses the whole family of m n.

We are all bound up together. It is together that we must learn to live in pea e,

it is together that we must apply all our resources to the betterment of 3e

human condition. The United Nations can be the supreme instrument for ae

achievement of these great tasks. It can also become no more than a monum at

to man's lost hopes and lost opportunities. It is the member nations that ^ ill

determine what course this organization will follow and like you, Mada ie

President, we have faith.
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Visit of New Zealand Prime Minister 

FOLLOWING ViSitS to Washington and New York, the Prime Minister of New 
 Z,ealand, the Right Honorable Keith J. Holyoake, paid an official visit to 

Ottawa from September 21 to 23 at the invitation of the Goverrunent of Canada. 
The Prime Minister was accompanied by his wife, by Mr. George Laking, 

Nzw Zealand's Secretary of External Affairs, and Mrs. Laking, and by Mr. P. 
Barnes, Mr. Holyoake's principal Private Secretary. The New Zealand party flew 
tc Canada from New York aboard a Canadian Government Viscount, arriving late 
ir the afternoon. They were greeted by the Secretary of State for External 
A ffairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, the High Commissioner for New 
Z:aland, His Excellency Dean J. Eyre, the Secretary to the Governor General, 

r. Esmond Butler, representatives of the Canadian Government, and members 
o the New Zealand High Commission. The visitors went on to Govenunent 

ouse, where they were the guests of the Govemor General and Mrs. Michener. 
The following morning, Mr. HoIyoake met with Prime Minister Trudeau, 

h formally and alone, for hall an hour, after which they were joined by other 

Pitne Minister Holyoake (center) and the High .Commissioner for New Zealand, Mr. Dean 
_::yre (left), share a joke with Prime Minister Trudeau outside the Parliament Buildings 

it Ottawa. 
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officials. The two Prime Ministers discussed a wide range of topics,  inclut  ing 
China, Vietnam and the relations between their countries. 

At noon the same day, Prime Minister Holyoake attended a Canadian Cub 
luncheon, following which he delivered a brief address, in which he e ew 
attention to the close and friendly ties that had traditionally existed betv, en 
New Zealand and Canada. In particular, he stressed the importance of cultiva mg 
these good relations and not taking them for granted. 

During the afternoon, the New Zealand Prime Minister taped a televi :on 
interview for release the same night. The highlight of his interview was prob ply 
a vivid and persuasive discussion of the merits of New Zealand lamb.  Folio\ :ng 
this interview, Mr. Holyoake held -a press conference at the National F ess 
Building. 

Early in the evening, Prime Minister and Mrs. Holyoake held a recep 'on 
at the residence of the High Commissioner for New Zealand. Later they S. ere 
guests of Prime Minister Trudeau at dinner at 24 Sussex Drive. 

Next morn ing, Prime Minister Holyoake and his advisers paid visit to 
the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, the Honorable Jean-Luc Pe in, 
the Minister of National Defence, the Honorable Léo Cadieux, and the Secre uy  
of State for Extemal Affairs. Later in the day, before their departure for T  ew 
Zealand by way of Toronto and Los Angeles, the New Zealand visitors ) cre 
guests at a lunch given by Governor-General and Mrs. Michener. 
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Ilternational Conference of the Red Cross 

TWENTY-FIRST SESSION, ISTANBUL, SE1PTEMBER 1969 

THE International Conference of the Red Cross, held at intervals of four 
years, brings together representatives of the League of Red Cross Societies, 

th International Committee of the Red Cross, the National Societies of the 
RA Cross, Red Crescent and Red Lion and Sun and govemmental delegations 
of states parties to the 1949 Geneva Red Cross Conventions. The purpose of 
thc. C,onference is to establish broad guide-lines for the policy to be followed 
du ring the intervening years. Between Conferences, regular meetings of the 
11)ard of Governors of the League of Red Cross Societies and the International 
Cmunittee of the Red Cross are held. The Standing Commission of the Red 
C oss is elected at each International Conference and meets in Geneva at 
re ;War intervals. 

The Govemment of Canada was represented at the 1969 International 
C mference in Istanbul by a delegation headed by M. H. Wershof, Canadian 
A nbassador to Denmark, assisted by officers of the Department of National 
11:alth and Welfare, National Defence and External Affairs. The Canadian 
R A Cross Society was also represented by a delegation headed by the National 

csident, Brigadier-General I. S. Johnston, who was supported by members of 
th c. Society from across Canada. 

During the course of its deliberations, the Conference adopted a total 
of 24 resolutions. The following points were of particular interest for Canada, 
an  I particularly for the Canadian govemmental delegation: 

A draft declaration of principles was drawn up by the Canadian and Norwe- 
gi in Goverrunents with a view to documentimg a number of particular principles 
to govern the provision of international relief to civilian populations suffering 
from disaster situations, regardless of cause. This initiative grew out of concern 
expressed by the Canadian Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs in his address 
to the United Nations General Assembly at its twenty-third session in 1968. 
T le initiative at Istanbul followed consultations undertaken by Canadian and 
N ewegian representatives abroad with a large number of countries. During the 
cc  arse of the deliberations at Istanbul, a consensus developed in favor of the 
ac option by the Conference of a declaration of principles for international 
hi manitarian relief and, on the joint sponsorship of the Canadian and Norwe- 
gi un Governments, a declaration was adopted that outlined s' ix basic principles. (1 ' 

The Canadian delegation also undertook to promote the establishment of a 
w )rking group to study the possibility of drafting a protocol to the Fourth 

(1) The text of this declaration appears as Appendix L 
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Geneva Convention. Such a protocol would have. the effect . of extending 1 ro-

visions of the Convention to civilian populations in non-international confi As,

whereas the provisions currently extend only to sovereign states which are

parties to the Convention. Considerable interest was expressed by a nun er

of delegations and, following further consultations, it was agreed to prese: a

resolution to the Convention which would have the effect of establishing wor' ing

groups of international experts to examine the four Geneva Conventions wi. a

view to their possible extension to internal armed conflicts. This resolution vas

unanimously adopted by the Conference on the joint sponsorship of the S^iss

Federal Government and the Canadian Government. (2)

In order to assist the International Committee of the Red Cross ir_ its

assigned task of providing assistance to victims of armed conflict, the Canar ian

delegation also co-sponsored a resolution drawing attention to the desiraL lity

of making more specific and supplementing the provisions of Article 3, whic is

common to the four Geneva Conventions. In company with the Norwegian nd

Belgian Governments and the Red Cross Societies of France, Italy and Sen, zal,

the Canadian Government sponsored a resolution which was approved by the

earlier session of the Conference and which asked the International Comm tee

of the Red Cross to devote special attention to the problem of expandinl or

supplementing the provisions of Article 3 within the framework of the n ore

general studies being undertaken to develop humanitarian law. (3) The Secre ary

of State for External Affairs subsequently indicated, in his remarks at the

twenty-fourth session of the United Nations General Assembly, that Car tda

would actively support the work of the International Commission of the 'ed

Cross in regard to the resolutions adopted by the Conference at Istanbul nd

that the Government would take an active part in giving concrete applica ion

to the decisions reached by the Conference.

Appendix I

Plenary Meeting

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES FOR INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAr
RELIEF TO CIVILIAN POPULATIONS IN DISASTER SITUATIONS

Resolution submitted by the Norwegian and Canadian Governments

approved in principle by the General Commission and unanimously

recommended by an ad hoc drafting-committee appointed under Item

4 (c) of the agenda.

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,

(2) See Appendix II.
(3) See Appendix 111.
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Noting that in the present century the international community has accepted 
in ;teased responsibility for relief of human suffering in any form; 

A ffi rming that human suffering in all its manifestations is of deep concern 
te the conscience of mankind and that world opinion requires effective action for 
th :. relief of such suffering; 

A ffirming that one of the major purposes of the community of nations as 
lad  down in the Charter of the United Nations is to achieve international co-operation 
in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural or humanitarian 
character; 

Noting with satisfaction the improvements in the ability of the international 
ccmmunity to provide various forms of humanitarian relief which have been made 
through international agreements and by the International Red Cross and other 
in partial international humanitarian organizations; 

Recognizing that further steps have to be taken by the international community 
to ensure prompt and effective relief action to civilian populations in natural or 
°tier disaster situations; 

Adopts the following Declaration of Principles: 
1. The fundamental concern of mankind and of the international community in 

disaster situations is the protection and welfare of the individual and the safe-
guarding of basic human rights. 

2. Relief by impartial international humanitarian organizations for civilian popu-
lations in natural or other disaster situations should as far as possible be treated 
as a humanitarian and non-political matter and should be so organized as to 
avoid prejudicing sovereign and other legal rights in order that the confidence 
of the parties to a conflict in the impartiality of such organizations may be 
preserved. 

3 The activities of impartial international humanitarian organizations for the 
benefit of civilian populations should be co-ordinated in order to secure prompt 
action and effective allocation of resources and to avoid duplication of effort. 

4 Disaster relief for the benefit of civilian populations is to be provided without 
discrimination and the offer of such relief by an impartial international humani-
tarian organization ought not to be regarded as an unfriendly act. 

5. All states are requested to exercise their sovereign and other legal rights so as 
to facilitate the transit, admission and distribution of relief supplies provided by 
impartial international humanitarian organizations for the benefit of civilian popu-
lations in disaster areas when disaster situations imperil the life and welfare of 
such populations. 

6 All authorities in disaster areas should facilitate disaster relief activities by 
impartial international humanitarian organizations for the benefi t of civilian 
populations. 

Appendix II 

REAFFIRMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAWS 
AND CUSTOMS APPLICABLE IN ARMED CONFLICTS 

rie ,OCIst International Conference of the Red Cross, 
Considering that armed conflicts and other forms of violence which continue 

t(t rage in the world, continuously imperil peace and the values of humanity, 
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Noting that, in order to strive against such dangers, the limits imposed ul on
the waging of hostilities by the requirements of humanity and the dictates of he
public conscience must not cease to be reaffirmed and defined,

Recalling the resolutions previously adopted on this matter by the Internatio ai
Conference of the Red Cross, and in particular Resolution 28 of the XXth In.:r-
national Conference,

Recognizing the importance of the United Nations General Assembly's RE .o-
lution 2444 adopted on 19 December 1968, with respect to human rights in am ed
conflicts, as well as Resolution 2454 adopted on 20 December 1968,

Having taken noie with gratitude of the work undertaken by the ICRC in
this field, following Resolution 28 of the XXth International Conference and, in
particular, of the extensive report (D.S. 4 a,b,e) that the ICRC has prepared :)n
this subject,

Underlines the necessity and the urgency of reaffirming and developing hum n-
itarian rules of international law applicable in armed conflicts of all kinds, in or er
to strengthen the effective protection of the fundamental rights of human beings. in
keeping with the Geneva Conventions of 1949,

Requests the ICRC on the basis of its report to pursue actively its effortin
this regard with a view to

(a) proposing, as soon as possible, concrete rules which would supplement ie
existing humanitarian law;

(b) inviting governmental, Red Cross and other experts representing he
principal legal and social systems in the world to meet for consultati as
with the ICRC on these proposals;

(c) submitting these proposals to Governments for their comments, and
(d) if it is deemed desirable, recommending to the appropriate authority to

convene one or more diplomatic conferences of States parties to ne
Geneva Conventions and other interested states, in order to elabo: te
international legal instruments incorporating these proposals.

Encourages the ICRC to maintain and develop, in accordance with the Un. .A
Nations General Assembly's Resolution 2444 the cooperation established with at
organization in order to harmonize the various studies undertaken, and to )l-
laborate with all other official and private organizations with a view to ensur 19
the co-ordination of such studies,

Requests National Red Cross Societies to create active public interest in s:h
a cause, which is of concern to all mankind,

Urges all governments to support the efforts of the International Red Ci Ss
in this respect.

Appendix III

Plenary Meeting

PROTECTION OF VICTIMS OF NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT'

Resolution submitted by the Canadian and Norwegian Governments,

by the French, Italian and Senegalese Red Cross Societies, and by the

Belgian Government and Red Cross.
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The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross, 
Considering that since the conclusion of the Geneva Conventions in I949 

nn-international armed conflicts have been on the increase and caused much 
Iffering, 

Whereas Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions had alreally 
rt. ndered great service in protecting the victims of these conflicts, 

Considering however that experience has brought out certain points on the 
b tsic of which this Article could be made more specific or supplemented, 

Asks the ICRC to devote special attention to this problem within the framework 
o: the more general studies it has started to develop humanitarian law, in particular 

ith the co-operation of Government experts. 

DIPLOMATIC APPOINTMENT TO THE VATICAN 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, 
cently announced the appointment of Dr. John Everett Robbins as first 

Cmadian Ambassador to the Vatican. Dr. Robbins is the present Editor-in-
Chief of the Encyclopedia Canadiana and former President of Brandon 
Uliversity, Manitoba. 

Monsignor Emanuele Clarizio, at present Apostolic Delegate in Ottawa, 
vial be the first Papal Pro-Nuncio in Canada, and as such will rank as an 
Ambassador and will be a member of the Diplomatic Corps. 

The Govennnent of Canada and the Vatican are confident that this step 
v.11 contribute to their mutual understanding and to exchanges of views 
ktween them on international matters of c,ommon concern. 
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Visit of the President of Tanzania 

FROM September 29 to October 2, 1969, the President of the United Repub 
of Tanzania, His Excellency Julius K. Nyerere, paid a state visit to Cana( a. 

President Nyerere was accompanied by the Tanzanian Minister of State br 
Foreign Affairs, the Honorable Stephen Mhando, the Zanzibar Minister À 
Agriculture and Land Reform, the Honorable R. L. Abdalla, the Tanzani sit 
Chief of the Defence Staff, Major-General M. S. H. Sarakikya, and ni 
officials. The President was formally welcomed at Uplands Airport in Otta■ 2 

by the Right Honorable Roland Michener, Govemor General of Canada. T ie 

Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, a pd 

members of the Diplomatic Corps were in attendance. A state dinner a .d 
reception in the President's honor were given the same evening by t ie 

Governor General and Mrs. Michener. 

Ottawa Agenda 
On September 30, President Nyerere had extensive private conversatic is 

with Prime Minister Trudeau. These talks were subsequently continued w 

M.  
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President Julius K. Nyerere of Tanzania in conversation with Canada's Governor-Gene al 

Roland Michener (center) and Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. 
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M.  Sharp and the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, the Honorable 
Jem-Luc Pepin. The discussions covered Canadian-Tanzanian bilateral rela-
ticns and international matters of interest to both countries, concentrating on 
strl African questions as the Nigerian civil war and the situation in southern 
A'rica. The same day, the President was the guest of the Prime Minister at 
lunch, where he met other Canadian friends of Tanzania. That afternoon 
he was interviewed by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, and later gave a 
fo mal dinner and reception in honor of the Governor General and Mrs. Michener. 

The President had further talks with the Prime Minister on October 1, 
followed by discussions with senior officials of the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), as well as with the Executive Secretary of the 
Ci, nadian University Services Overseas (CUSO). Canadian economic aid to 
Tinzania has increased steadily since that country's acquisition of indepen-
de lce in 1961. For its part, CUSO maintains its largest program in Tanzania, 
with 120 volunteers this year. 

Tr ronto Agenda 
0,1 the afternoon of October 1, President Nyerere and his party left  Ottawa 
fo,  Toronto, where they were greeted by the Lieutenant-Govemor of Ontario, 
the Honorable W. Ross Macdonald. The President attended a dinner given 
in his honor by the President of the University of Toronto. On October 2, he 
called on the Mayor of Toronto and later attended a lunch given in his honor 
by the Lieutenant-Governor. Before departure that evening for Stockholm, 
Przsident Nyerere was presented with an honorary degree by the University of 
Tcronto and delivered a major address on the responsibility of the West in 
th‘: struggle for freedom in white-dominated southern  Africa. He was accorded 
a standing ovation. 

President Nyerere's visit an be seen as a further step in the steady develop-
m-nt of Canadian-Tanzanian relations. Brought together by their membership 
in the Commonwealth and their shared concern with development problems, 
Ctnada and Tanzania have evolved a close and effective dialogue on questions 
of mutual concern. The warmth and frankness of the exchanges in Ottawa 
demonstrated again the value of this relatidn. 
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The International Labor Organization

WORLD EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Txis year the International Labor Organization marks the fiftieth annivers ry

of its founding in 1919 as an autonomous body within the framework of

the League of Nations. During this half-century of existence, the ILO, which is

composed of government, worker and employer representatives from 118

countries, has evolved from a body primarily concerned with setting lat or

standards into one which today stands ready to take direct action to imprc ve

the working and social conditions of people anywhere in the world.

It is in keeping with this role that the ILO, now a Specialized Agency of

the United Nations, begins its sixth decade of service by spearheading a Wo Id

Employment Program aimed at eliminating poverty in the underdevelop:d

countries of Latin America, Asia and Africa.

David A. Morse, Director-General of the International Labor Office, ;le

ILO's permanent secretariat, believes that the term "World Employment Prograi t"

spells out exactly what is involved in a far-reaching undertaking of this kind:
It must be an enrployment program because the only path to a better way of life in

the poorer countries is through productive work by the people themselves.
It must te a world program because, while the main turden will he on the develop ng

countries, the program cannot succeed without the help of the industrialized nations -
individually through bilateral programs and collectively through the ILO and ot er
international organizations. In addition, the industrialized nations themselves are fa< ed
with some difficult employment problems which may also come within the scope of he
world program.

In this international attack on poverty, action will be taken simultaneou ly

on two fronts. As workers are being trained, employment to make use of th .ir

skills will be generated by extensive programs aimed at promoting industt al

investment, rural redevelopment and international trade. A look at the figu es

on the expected increase in the labor force indicates how urgent the need is

for a wide-ranging program of this kind.

ILO experts estimate that, during the 1970-80 decade, some 280 milli )n

people will join the world's labor force. From this number, Asia and Afr a

will get 173 million and 32 million respectively, while in Latin America tic

increase will amount to 29 million. By contrast, the respective figures for tie

Soviet Union, North America and Europe are 18 million, 17 million a id

12 million.

Training a Vast Labor Force

The formidable task of equipping this horde of potential workers with skills i)r

productive work will be one of the principal projects for the ILO during t le

1970s, and will mean drawing heavily on the Organization's vast experience :n
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te fields of manpower planning and organization, management, worker and 
ocational training and employment development. Obviously, action in those 

ereas will have to relate closely to developments in the economic, social, 
educational, agricultural and industrial fields. For this reason, complex workipg 
arrangements will have to be made with other United Nations bodies, specialized 
itemational agencies as well  as government, employer and workers' groups in 

t le countries involved. 
The first step in the World Employment Proc_Yram calls for the completion 

cf an intensive research program. ILO teams are now at work in Latin America, 
Asia and Africa assembling data on a wide var:ety of subjects. For example, 
tiey are carrying out surveys on the growth of population, existing employment 
end unemployment conditions, training and educational facilities, the movement 
cf workers between rural and urban areas and many other aspects related to 
tie use, or non-use, of human resources. 

The results of these fact-finding missions will then be consolidated and 
form the basis for a series of regional plans that will contain proposals for 

action by governments, employer and worker organizations, the ILO and other 
iiternational bodies. 

The next stage will be the presentation of these action programs before 
t le annual International Labor Conference, where endorsement of the broad 
c utlines of policy will be sought from member countries of the ILO. Agreement 
vill signal the start of the various programs. 

r,rar i" 

life in 

lop nz 
ms — 
ot er • Ottawa Plan 
fa zd . ') hrough the World Employment Program the ILO is carrying on a tradition of 

of he m 
t iking action to deal with the creation of employment. During the 1930s, it 

I cou ly 	adopted proposals to relieve massive unemployment brought on by the Depressi.on. 
' th ir 	Since the end of the Second World War, training workers and managers in 
astr al 	modern skills has been one of its major contributions to the UN's technical 
igu  es 	assistance prograrns. In 1964, the International Conference adopted a convention 
ced is 	and recommendation outlining an employment policy which placed particular 

emphasis on the problems of underdeveloped countries. 
milli in 	This same zeneral theme was on the agenda when the American member 
A.fr :a 	countries of the ILO met at Ottawa in 1966. From this conference emerged 
:a t le 	fie Ottawa Plan for Human Resources designed to deal with conditions in 
or t e 	Latin America and the Caribbean regions. When the formal ILO resolution 
1  a id 	calling for "a world plan for employment and human resources development" 

i ,as adopted in 1967, the Ottawa Plan was incorporated as the first of the 
regional components of the World Employment Program. 

The Ottawa Plan research team has been working out of Santiago, Chile, 
I Us  I or 	s:nce 1968. The ILO provided a nucleus of five experts, which was joined by 

ig t le 	representatives of six other organizations. The United Nations is represented 
ice n 	t y its Economic Commission for Latin America, by the Food and Agriculture 
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Organization and the Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Tie
balance of the team is composed of delegates from the Latin American Instit:;te
for Economic and Social Planning, the Inter-American Development Bank aid
the Organization of American States.

The makeup of this team is a good illustration of the many areas that t:,ill

be covered in drawing up the regional programs. It also shows clearly he

magnitude of the task of co-ordinating activities, which will fall mainly on the

ILO. However, as Director-General Morse pointed out:
A less ambitious project for advancing social justice would not have been worthy of

the Organization's fiftieth anniversary.
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CONFERENCES 

U iiversal Postal Union, sixteenth congress : Tokyo, October 1 - November 14 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, general conference : Port-of-Spain, October 4-19 

Colombo Plan Consultative Committee : Victoria, B,C., October 14-31 

N rth  Atlantic Assembly, fifteenth annual conference : Brussels, October 27-31 

In erparliamentary Union, fifty-seventh interparliamentary conference: New Delhi, October 
30 - November 7 

od and Agriculture Organization, fifteenth session : Rome, November 8-27 

In'ernational Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, eleventh Technical 
Meeting : New Delhi, November 24 - December 1 

A.TO ministerial meeting: Brussels, December 3-5 

A sociation internationale des Parlementaires de Langue française, second annual conference: 
Tunisia, January 1970 

Si;th International Mining Congress : Madrid, June 1-6, 1970 

APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

M.-. S. Abrahams posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Washington, effective 
September 9, 1969. 

M P. Asselin, Canadian Consul General in San Francisco, appointed Canadian Consul 
General in New Orleans, effective September 10, 1969. 

M J. D. Puddington posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, New 
Delhi, to Ottawa, effective September 10, 1969. 

Mr. P. S. Cooper, Canadian Commissioner to the International Commission for Supervision 
and Control in Laos, posted to Ottawa, effective September 10, 1969. 

M-, A. R. Potvin posted from the Canadian Embassy, Port-au-Prince, to the Office of the 
High Commissioner for Canada, London, effective September 11, 1969. 

M. C. J. Woodsworth, Canadian Ambassador to South Africa, appointed Hig,h, Commis-
sioner for Canada to Pakistan, effective September 12, 1969. 

M. W. V. Clifford resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective September 12, 
1969. 

Mr. M. Dupuy posted from the Delegation of Canada to the North Atlantic Council, 
Brussels, to Ottawa, effective September 13, 1969. 
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Mr. C. J. Small, Permanent Delegate of Canada to the Organization for Economic Co-opt-a-
tion and Development, Paris, appointed High Commissioner for Canada to Islamab-cd, 
effective September 15, 1969. 

Mr. G. Lavertu appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service Office 
effective September 15, 1969. 

Mr. G. A. Calkin joined the Department of External Affairs as Administrative Trair et, 
effective Septernber 15, 1969. 

TREATY INFORMATION 

Current Action 
Bilateral 

Federal Republic of Germany 
Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Fed( :al 

Republic of Germany concerning the use of the Churchill Research Range. 
Ottawa July 8, 1969. 

Entered into force July 8, 1969. 

Hungary 
Protocol to renew for a period of three years the Trade  Agreement  between Canada 2 Id 

the Hungarian People's Republic concluded in Ottawa on June 11, 1964. 
Signed in Budapest August 9, 1968. 

Entered into force provisionally August 9, 1968. 
Instruments of Ratification exchanged at Ottawa September 23, 1969. 

Entered into force definitively September 23, 1969. 

Peru 
Agreement between the Govemment of Canada and the Government of Peru relat 

to the terms of financing for the sale of wheat by Canada to Peru. 
Signed at Ottawa July 4, 1969. 

Entered into force July 4, 1969. 

United States of America 
Exchange of Notes between the Govemment of Canada and the Government of he 

United States of America amending the agreement of October 6, 1966, concern ig 
the establishment of a meteorological rocket project at Cold Lake, Albe3 [a. 

Ottawa February 13 and April 24, 1969. 
Entered into force April 24, 1969. 

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of he 
United States of America concerning pilotage services in the Great Lakes and 

St. Lawrence Seaway west of St. Regis (with a memorandum of understandir 
Washington July 31, 1969. 

Entered into force July 31, 1969. 

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the Government of - le 
United States of America concerning adjustments in flood control payments in 

connection with the Duncan and Arrow Dams. 
Washington August 18, 1969. 
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Canada, A Middle Power in a Changing 
World 

AN ADDRESS BY THE HONORABLE MITCHELL SHARP, SECRETARY OF ST/ TE 

FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, TO THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 

NEW YORK, OCTOBER 20, 1969. 

WHEN Canada's Prime Minister, Pierre Elliott—Trudeau, addressed .he 
National Press Club in Washington earlier this year, he said that Can 11:la 

is rather in the position of someone sharing a bed with an elephant — how( aer 
well-disposed the beast is, every twitch and grunt affects you. His colo ful 
language exactly describes the situation between our two countries. When y -tut 
President addresses the nation on television, our networks carry the prop am 
as a matter of course. This isn't just a friendly gesture to a neighbor, it i n't 
just because Canadians take a neighborly interest in American affairs — i is 
because everything the United State does and everything your President s tys 
is of direct and immediate importance to us, and for that matter, to evcry 
country on earth. 

Nothing is in itself more important to Canada than our relationship \ ith 
the United States. It is probably the closest and most complex relations lip 
existing between any two nations. It covers the whole spectrum of affairs  fi mn 
the maintenance of jointly-owned border monuments to the orderly deveIopn,  nt 
and effective defence of the North American continent. As Canada's fore mt 
minister, I am also aware of your country's position as leader of the West'rn 
nations and as a preponderant influence in the world as a whole. Canada i a 
sovereign nation and acts as such. It is also, we like to think, a pragmatic nd 

realistic nation. We pursue a foreig,n policy designed to promote our c 
national interest, but we know that in the development of every aspect of +in' 
foreign policy the foreign policy objectives, initiatives and activities of he 
United States must be taken into account. 

Canada is actively carrying on negotiations in Stockholm aimed at an 
exchange of diplomats between Ottawa and Peking. How these negotiati ,ns 

will end remains to be seen. I mention them here only by way of exam; le. 
In this particular case, the views of my Government are at variance with he 
views of yours, but that doesn't mean that we failed to take the United St ïes 

position into account. Exchanges between our governments on this subject h ve 
been — to use a phrase the Soviets like — frank and comradely. The import ',nt 

thing is that after considering your position carefully we followed the cou  -se 
that we believe serves our national interest and that your Gove rnment, desi ite 
its preponderant power and its reservations as to the course we are followilg, 
has respected our right to pursue that course. 
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Canada No Satellite 	 - 
The  Communist world, and indeed other countries that know better, like to 
ref er to Canada as a satellite of the United States. This suits their purpose. 
Men  Prague- dared to differ ideologically with Moscow, it encountered th9 

mailed fist of Soviet armed might and Czechoslovakia's satellite status was 
affirmed before the whole world. When Ottawa and Washington differ, there 
is >traight talk -- and so there should be — but the principle of sovereignty 
is ionored in the spirit as well as the letter of the law. 

Canada's right to differ from the United States is important, perhaps more 
to as than to you. But I don't want to dwell on it any further. More important 
is hat Canada and the United States share the same great national objectives 
an I the same hopes for mankind. Where we will often-differ is in the means 
by which each of our countries works toward the fulfilment of these objectives 
an 1 these hopes. 

The title of my address suggests that Canada accepts its role as a "middle" 
po ver. I use the term because it is in general currency. I am not sure, however, 
thi t it has much real meaning in today's world. 

There is a faintly old-fashioned ring about classifying countries as great, 
mi Idle or small powers. In the nineteenth century, nations were ranked by the 
siz e of their naval fleets and there were only five or six "great powers". They 
we:e the ones with battleships. Now the battleships have gone and so has the 
wI  oie  order that they symbolized. One of the really striking developments on 
th  t world scene in the past 25 years is the advent of vastly greater numbers 
of independent states. It is very much more difficult, if not impossible, to 
cli ssify them as great, middle or small powers. 

The conception of degrees of "power" remains. It is still true that nations 
ha ie  varying capacities to influence the course of events outside their own 
borders. None of us is completely independent. The actions of every nation 
isa pinge increasingly on the others, and not even the greatest powers can entirely 
dit regard the interplay of national decisions. 

Ccoditions for Power - 
The capacity of a state to influence other states rests fundamentall ÿ  on three 
futors: economic capacity, military strength and politicarinfluence. No nation 
can be considered a power of consequence unless it has a measure of capacity 
in all three. Nevertheless a nation can place great emphasis on one sphere of 
activity and much less on- the others. It is also possible for a country to be 
ccmpelled by circumstances to rely heavily on one source of national strength. 

There are -cases of nations which have considerable economic capacity but 
hz.ve  chosen not to acquire  or  to employ military strength. Postwar .  Japan is an 
economic power of major proportions which has decided to maintain only modest 
mllitarr forces and to rely on the United States for its security requirements. 
Bitain, on the other hand, is a nation whose economic and military strength 
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has undergone a relative decline. But British political influence is still ery
significant. We have other states militarily very strong in relation to t:ieir

economic capacity and their political influence. Israel is an interesting exan pie.

The circumstances of that country's recent history have compelled it to de : ote

an extremely high proportion of its resources to military purposes in orde - to
survive.

In Israel we also have an example of another dimension to the viole

question of the "power" of modern states - the geographical dimension A
nation may play an important part in some region of the world bec..use

of its capacity in one or more of the three areas I mentioned a moment ;go,

but its effective influence may not extend much bond the region. Isr. e1's

military capacity relative to its neighbors is obviously very high and, for thi ; as

well as for other reasons, Israel is a key country in the Middle East. On the

other hand, in terms of its size and population, Israel must be considered : s a

small country measured on the world scale.

Only Two Great Powers

Looking at the world today in the light of the variables I have referred to,
it appears that there are really only two great powers -the United States ind

the U.S.S.R. They are the only countries which are at the same time immen ely

strong in economic, military and political terms and have the capacit} to

exert their strength all over the world. They alone - at least in the immec ate
future - have the supreme ability to exchange intercontinental nuclear anr hi-
lation. It is probably more accurate to refer to the United States and the
Soviet Union as "super-powers".

I doubt that there is much point in attempting to classify those nat; )ns

which are not super-powers. The fact of the matter is that the vast majc ity

of countries have the capacity to exert some influence on the international sct ne,
either in their own geographical area or in the world in general, or in >ne

functional field or another, and therefore they fall into an indetermir ate
classification. We are nearly all middle powers, apart from the two giants at

the one end and, at the other, a certain number of very small states which ire

not capable of exerting influence to any significant degree.

The capacity of the super-powers to affect the destiny of other nati )ns
is so great that middle powers must clearly be vitally concerned about he

policies of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. Middle powers have a right and a d aty

to seek to influence the actions of the super-powers. This influence is M ly

to be more effective if middle powers can find ways to act collectively. - Inde d,

it might be taken as a general rule for middle and small powers that they • an

be most effective in almost every field of international activity if they ict

together.

Sometimes a middle power may be able to play a special role in a situat: n

where the super-powers, locked in contest for world-wide influence, dare ot
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make a move. Such cases are rare, however, and their importance should not 
be  exaggerated. Canada's initiative over the Suez affair in 1956 is sometimes 
cied as an example of this role for a middle power, but there were very special 
ci7cumstances at that time. 

Canada's Power Status 
I have arrived by this somewhat circuitous route at the acknowledgement that 
Canada is probably a "middle power", however we define that term. We have 
bt.come a nation with significant economic weight. We have a population of 21 
million and a gross national product approaching $70 billion, and our economy 
is growing at a steady rate. We offer a market of considerable proportions for the 
Foducts of other countries. In a number of products we are one of the leading 
p, oducers and exporters. We have resources that are attractive to capital from 
outside our own country. We have a prosperous economy that enables us to 
make a substantial contribution to international activities and development. In 
si  oit,  we are an economic power. 

We also have an appreciable military capacity. It is not great in terms of 
the super-powers, but our forces are well-trained professionals — volunteers, not 

nscripts. They are equipped with modern weapons and capable of very effective 
etiployment in selective situations. 

Canada also has a considerable capacity for political and diplomatic influence. 
e are a respected country in most parts of the world and in the United Nations 

ai.d other international organizations. This is, perhaps, because we have no 
hiitory of domination over other lands and no historic grievances to trouble 
m r relations with other peoples. 

.ofound Changes in Canada 
T le last few years have seen profound changes in Canada's orientation towards 
tl e rest of the world. Traditionally, Canada's extemal relations have been 
k cased on the United States and Western Europe, for reasons that are obvious 
in terms of Canada's historical national interests. The changes that have come 
about reflect changes that are taking place in Canada as much as changes that 
ai e taking place in the international environment. In the last decade, there has 
b:en a tremendous surge of social dynamism in Canada's French-speaking com-
munity, and particularly in the Province of Quebec. This was long overdue and 
lus not come about without putting great strain on national unity. The effects 
of this new force in Canadian political life have not yet been absorbed. I don't 
tl ink they ever will be or should be. For too long, Canada, with one-third of 
it; population linguistically and culturally French, and another third of varying 
o:igin, has presented a predominantly Anglo-Saxon face to the international 
community. 

,The second great influence for change in Canada affects your country as 
it is the attitude of the rising generation. My generation in Canada was 
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brought up with a clear perception of the United States and of our roots in 
Western Europe; the rest of the world existed in a kind of mist -- we knem it 
was there, we contributed our pennies to send missionaries to the heathen. 'I he 
new generation, brought up to be at home in the new age of instantaneous cc n-
munications, sees the whole world in sharp focus. They seem to share He ry 

'Ford's view that "history is bunk". Historical perspective appears to have li :le 
meaning for them; they see things in terms of the present. Disregarding he 
historical perspective, they seem to have little faith in the future. Action r 
is what they call for. Governments all over the world are feeling the effc ts 
of these new attitudes — nowhere more than in Canada, with more than 65 ‘er 
cent of its population under the age of 35. 

It isn't an easy time for govemments, and it isn't an easy time for fore  gn 
ministers. In the democratic count ries, governments must take into acco .nt 
new attitudes at home and try to come to terms with them in shaping fore  gn 

 as well as domestic policy. Democratic or not, govemments must try to k ep 
up with rapid changes in the international community. In this environmt 
there is no way for Canada ta  creep under the friendly umbrella held up Gy 
the United -States, there to be sheltered .from the worst of the weather. Be n-
barded by domestic and international forces that we cannot control, we tri st 
find our own place to stand, and stand there as best we can. We do not sti-
alone, we stand next to the United States, our closest friend and ally, but in 
our own way. 

It is to come to terms with these new forces that_Canada has been review ig 
its foreign and defence policies. - Some observers at home and abroad are sf g.- 
gesting that the process is taking too long. I don't think so. It isn't an e: sy 
process and it isn't a process that can be hurried. As always happens in th se 
circumstances, the process of review itself is having effects on the developm nt 
of our foreign policy. What we are seeing and what we shall see is not so 
much change of direction as enlargement of interest; not withdrawal, but dive ,  ,i-
fication. Our relations with you will continue to be of first importance. Af cr 
an exhaustive study, we have reaffirmed our strong support for the NA 0 
alliance, and remain as a full- member. It is true that we are reducing t.ur 
component in the NATO forces stationed in Europe. This represents our n w 
assessment of the realities of the situation in Europe and in Canada and, in 
the end, our appreciation of our own priorities and national interests.  ''e  
are not "bugging out" of NATO or retreating into isolationism or contin 
talism. Our approach to the Peking Governm-  ent is perhaps the most visi le 
and dramatic evidence of enlargement. Less obvious and less exciting, ", ut 
just as important, are our new initiatives in francophone Africa, our grow ig 
contacts with Japan and other countries in Asia, our new approach to le 
Latin American countries, our developing dialogue with the Eastern Europe in 
powers and the steady increase in our aid to developing countries. 

This is quite a catalogue for a middle power, and it is by no mez iS  
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Ait Independent Foreign Policy

ec is

exhaustive. Looking, on the one hand, at our global sphere of activity (like

th; United States, Canada is at once an Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic and American

nZ tion) and, on the other, at our limited resources, it is not surprising that

wf> turn to the multilateral institutions as a means whereby we hope to foster^

our objectives. We look, for example, to NATO to help maintain the pre-

ca ious balance upon which global security rests and as an instrument to further

th ; détente that must come if our common security is to be more surely based.

Above all we have looked to the United Nations. In my speech in the

geleral debate at the current Assembly, I expressed as frankly and as cogently

as I could the profound uneasiness Canada feels about the present and future

qerve, since it has been referred to and reinforced by subsequent speakers in the

debate. The United Nations must strengthen and renew itself if it is to deal with

th: problems of the present and the future, if it is to keep the peace and improve

th ; conditions of life on earth. It is the member nations that will determine

wliether or not this is to be done. Canada is now engaged in setting out some

of the practical steps that can be taken to overcome the weaknesses and

dificulties besetting the organization. I made plain to the General Assembly

thit Canada makes its criticisms as a loyal member of the United Nations and

th it our faith in the capacity of the organization to renew itself is unimpaired.

Tl ere is a tendency in my country to equate an independent foreign policy

fo Canada with a policy at variance with that of the United States - by

so ne, indeed, as a policy opposed to that of the United States. Similarly, I

have observed in the United States a tendency to feel disappointed when Cana-

di.m foreign policy on a specific issue differs from yours, as though your best

fri.-nd had let you down. May I suggest that these are superficial views.

As Canadians, we run the risk of confusing difference from the United

St rtes with independence. In the United States, you may run the risk of looking

uf on our genuine independence as lack of sympathy with or understanding of

th : responsibilities of a super-power.

Canada has no pretensions to world power or influence. We strive to live

wahin our resources and to use those limited resources to advance the interests

we ho'_d in high esteem, the most important being world peace and development.

A, the moment we are reassessing our role and redefining our objectives.

So is the United States, if I read the signs right. The review of your

faeign policy may not be quite so explicitly undertaken as is ours, but the

reisons are much the same. The world is changing; the United States and

Canada are changing with it. These changes have to be assessed in order to

determine how our countries can best pursue their natural interests in the years
to come. I shall not be surprised if our respective foreign policies tend in the

future, as in the past, to complement one another, notably in pursuit of world

Pt ace and development.
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Canadian Totem-Pole Presented to 
New Zealand 

TWO HUNDRED years after the first landing in New Zealand by Captain Ja ies  
Cook, a totem-pole was presented by Canada to New Zealand to n trk 

the bicentenary. On October 10, the ceremony was held in Gisbome, a ce ter 
of some 30,000 on the east coast of the North Island. Here it was 'aat 
Captain Cook made his first landing in October 1769,_following the sightin ,  of 
land from the masthead by a ship's boy called Nick. The headland he sigh ?..d, 
which lies at one extremity of the harbor, has been known ever since as Yr ing 
Nick's Head. 

In 1969 Gisbome became the focal point of a national memorial event. A, 
though his voyage led to no immediate settlement, put New Zealand literall ■ on 
the map, since his charts and maps of its coastal waters and coasts were cha  ac- 
terized by a high degree of accuracy. Another 70 years were to pass, howe er, 
before New Zealand was officially declared a British possession and organ -ed 
settlement began. A Canadian parallel can perhaps be seen in the first vo:. 
of Jacques Cartier in 1534, followed some 70 years later by settlement In ler 
Champlain. 

Since the Cook bicentenary was a major New Zealand event, the Cana( an 

Government wished to honor the occasion by presenting an appropriate lift 
to the people of New Zealand. As fellow members of the Commonwealth as 

trading partners and as Pacific nations, Canada and New Zealand share in b} 

links — among then a common indebtedness to the work of Captain Cook. M ny 

years before his first Pacific voyage, he had established a reputation with his 
charts of the St. Lawrence River and the waters off the east coast of Can la. 
Following his voyages to New Zealand and Australia, he explored the west c ast 

of Canada. He has thus an honored place in the histories of Canada and 1 cw 
Zealand, as well as in those of Australia and many of the Pacific islands. 

The choice of a totem-pole as a national gift was dictated by a ck ire 
to present something characteristic of Canada's Pacific coast, which would at he 
same time point up the relation between Canada and New Zealand as Pa , fic 
nations and remind the viewer of Captain Cook. It is known that, after "ais 
appearance on the coast of what is now British Columbia, totem-poles r re 

carved bearing Cook's likeness. He might well have seen totem-poles du -  ag 
his exploration of the coast. Indeed, some experts claim to see an affinity betsx en 
the rich carving of New Zealand's Maoris and the work of Canada's west OE ist 
Indians. 

Origin and Design 
A distinguished Indian carver, Douglas Cranmer of Vancouver, who ble ds 

traditional Indian designs with those of his own invention, was commissio: cd 
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to do the pole, which is patterned on but, for tribal and artistic reasons, is n)t to aa
an exact copy of, one that was carved by the Muchalat Indians, part of t.--e 14ayc
Nootka tribe of the west coast of Vancouver Island, following Captain Cool's concl
visit to that area in 1778. The figure at the bottom of the pole is a symbo c lad t
representation of Cook himself and the bird at the top is an eagle, a fitti g
emblem for a great explorer. hassa

Canada's participation in the Cook bicentennial celebrations included a '
visit by three destroyer-escorts of the Second Canadian Escort Squadrc i, Cook
HMCS St. Croix, Saskatchewan and Qti Appelle. The pole was carried o Iainu
Gisborne by St. Croix and . set up in a park on a concrete base prepared --y over
the municipal authorities. The bronze plaque on the base, which was cast n t,.nvei
Canada, carries the following inscription: hastil

Canada presented this Indian totem-pole to New Zealand in October 1969 to mz -k one
the 200th anniversary of the arrival in New Zealand of Captain James Cook, whc ;e

l!ast
contributions as navigator and explorer forged an historical link between the two countri s.
The totem-pole is emblematic of those Captain Cook would have seen on his fi; A E rese

exploratory voyage along Canada's west coast. This gift from Canada was carried _o -
Gisborne by the Canadian destroyer HMCS St. Croix. 1 vlshe

Describing his first sight of the pole upon his arrival in Gisborne two da ?s üdics
before the presentation ceremony, the Canadian High Commissioner to Nc,v t^e 11
Zealand, Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, writes: f ood

"When I arrived in Gisborne on the morning of October 8, the pole Nc s from
firmly and majestically in place, already attracting many visitors. It was interesti g (ffici;
to observe the reaction of a party of some 60 schoolchildren, mainly Mao i. pudd
Wood-carving is a highly-developed traditional Maori art, and these childr n rotin
immediately proceeded to run their fingers over the wood to get an impressi n
of texture. The weather was fine (as it continued to be on October 9, the d y

of the main national ceremonies) and the totem-pole was a point of ma; )r

interest for the thousands who had come to reinforce the population of Gisbor e

for the bicentennial."

Presentation Ceremony
On October 10, the totem-pole was presented to Prime Minister Keith Holyoa _e

of New Zealand by Mr. Macdonnell, who read the following message from Prir re

Minister Trudeau:

"I am delighted to have the opportunity to emphasize again so soon afi r

your return to New Zealand from Canada the need which we have both express.d

to develop still closer the ties between our countries. Canada and New Zeala d

have much in common, not least a concern for the development and prosper y

of the Pacific area. In fact, the main thing that separates us is distance, a d

distance can be overcome, as witness your visit to Canada and the presence A

our naval ships at Gisborne today."

Prime Minister Holyoake expressed the thanks of the Government a d
people of New Zealand and requested the Mayor of Gisborne, Mr. H. H. Bark: r,
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ta accept the gift in trust for the people of New Zealand and to care for it. The 
Mayor agreed, adding the thanks of Gisborne for the privilege. The ceremony 
concluded with the Prime Minister unvei ling the plaque at the base, which 
I ad been covered with the Canadian flag. 

Mr. Macdonnell's description of the event contained the following  informai 
 passages: 

"Earlier in the day, the Governor General unveiled a statue of Captain 
Cook at the top of a hill, the total elapsed time for the ceremony being three 
minutes, while the official party leaned against the wind to avoid being blown 
over a cliff. A Cabinet Minister informed me that Captain Cook had already 
ttnveiled himself twice before the ceremony started. As the Governor General 
hastily cut a ribbon to make it official, his umbre lla blew inside out, providing 
one of the best news photos of the entire Cook bicentennial celebrations. At 
hast we can claim that no official umbrella blew inside out at the Canadian 
resentation. 

"Considering the weather, there was a surprisingly large crowd of well-
Iiishers on hand, together with press, radio and television, which can only 
itclicate goodwill toWards Canada ... . In addition to the Prime Minister and 
Me Mayor and their wives, two Cabinet Ministers were present, and there was 
ood representation from the city council and other local bodies; senior officials 

from Wellington and diplomatic colleagues also attended. Apart from those in 
fficial positions, there was quite a turnout of the general public, slopping through 

puddles . to get a close look at the proceedings. I addressed them as friends, 
r oting that they must be friends to have come out on such a day ... ." 
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Consultative Committee of the Colombo Plcnil ade 
o the 
P trtict, 

TWENTIETH MEETING, VICTORIA, OCTOBER 1969 	 fj  A  posi 
cif cisio 

"We have determined to recognize and take up our responsibilities a a r at: add 
Pacific nation." These words of the Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, he 
Honorable Mitchell Sharp, received emphatic endorsement at the twent th of the 
meeting of the Consultative Committee of the Colombo Plan for Ecomy tic opport 
Development in South and Southeast Asia, held in ViCt6ria, British Colurni a, 	rr ent 
from October 14 to 31, 1969. Delegates from 17 regional and six non-regic al 	within 
countries participated in the conference, which is held annually in one of he 	a uniq 
member countries. 	 and cm 
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The Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp (right) prese fs 	ASsi 
the inaugural address to the Consultative Committee. Sitting beside Mr. Sharp is 	II e 
J. G. Hadwen, Canadian High Commissioner in Kuala Lumpur and secretaty-general 
the conference. 
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The meeting was characterized by a remarkable spirit of innovation which 
made possible a number of significant reforms designed to adapt the structure 
ol the Colombo Plan annual meeting to the challenges posed by the 1970s. 
P orticularly useful discussions took place on issues of international development. 
A positive indication of the success of the Victoria meeting was the unanimous 
dfcision of member countries to extend the mandate of the Colombo Plan for 
al. additional five years, from 1971 to 1976. 

he 	The animal meetings have correctly been described as the "heart and soul" 
th ot the Colombo Plan, and it was thus essential that delegates have every 
ie 1 opportunity for substantive discussions concerning co-operative economic develop- 
a, 	rrent programs being carried out in South and Southeast Asia. As all aid 
al 	wàhin the Colombo Plan is organized on a bilateral basis, the conference affords 
ie 	a unique opportunity for donor and recipient countries to consult on aid policies 

and on further development of existing projects and identification of new areas 
requiring assistance. Since the initial meeting in Colombo in 1950, both the 
application and the membership of the Plan have expanded so that the total net 
flow of resources between member countries since the Plan's origin reached 
S '.7,495 million (U.S.) by the end of 1968. During 1968 alone, the figure was 
$1,445 million (U.S.), sufficient to make the Colombo Plan the world's most 
inportant regional organization in the sphere of development assistance. Because 
aAnual meetings are entirely the responsibility of the host governments, this 
rc markable amount of aid has been forthcoming from member governments 
w_thout the existence of any permanent secretariat. The interim continuity of 
ti e Plan's operations is maintained by the small Colombo Plan Bureau, which 
n ports to quarterly meetings of the Colombo Plan Council, composed of 
n presentatives of member countries meeting in Ceylon. 

Result of Careful Planning 
The achievements of this year's Colombo Plan meeting can be attributed directly 
to the groundwork laid at the Rangoon (1967) and Korea (1968) meetings and 
to the energy with which representatives of member governments worked to revise 
bpth the organization and the philosophy of the Colombo Plan. The organizational 
structure which permitted the smooth functioning of the conference was the 
result of careful planning initiated even before Canada was formally designated as 
the site for the 1969 meeting a year previously at Seoul, Korea. The responsibility 
for organizing the conference fell to the Canadian International Development 
A gency, which established a secretariat "team" headed by Mr. M. N. Burden, 

ho became deputy secretary-general (administration). Mr. J. G. Hadwen, 
Canadian High Commissioner in Kuala Lumpur, was appointed the secretary-
gcneral of the Colombo Plan conference, a position which entailed ultimate 
P:sponsibility for both the organization and direction of the annual meeting. 
Assisting him as deputy secretary-general with special responsibility for confer-
e 'proceedings was another officer of the Department of External Affairs, 
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Mr. F. G. Livingston. In the preparatory period leading up to the conference, :ie

staff of the secretariat grew to approximately 30. Once the annual meeting beg n,

the total number of persons employed in all categories reached almost 10,

including representatives of the Departments of Finance, Industry, Trade azd

Commerce and External Affairs, together with a substantial number of 81 if

recruited in British Columbia.

The success of the 1969 conference was in large part a product of

excellent co-operation offered by the provincial authorities in British Columl a.

The Legislative Chamber of the British Columbia Legislative Buildings was ut

at the disposal of the conference, and provided a suitably stately setting for he

formal plenary sessions. The Colombo Plan was also môst fortunate to beco ne

the first occupant of the just-completed British Columbia Archives Buildi g,

which not only served as headquarters for the secretariat but also, together « th

the Legislative Buildings and rooms in the new Provincial Museum, offered hig: ly

satisfactory premises for ministerial meetings and committee sessions. 7)e

Archives and the Museum are both part of British Columbia's impress e

Canadian centennial project. Delegates to the conference were accommodated in

the Empress Hotel, which had the particular advantage of being very close o

the location of conference business activities, thus largely eliminating the necess

for elaborate transportation arrangements. The "Empress" also served as a fir t-

class focal point for many of the social activities surrounding the conference.

In his message of welcome to delegates, Prime Minister P. E. Trudeau dr: x

a parallel between the necessity for assisting the peoples of less-developed natio s

and the domestic requirement for improving the standard of living in economica y

less-fortunate regions of Canada. By the same token, the importance attach d

by provincial governments to the objectives of the Colombo Plan was demc 1-

strated by the inclusion in the Canadian delegation of Mr. L. J. Wallace, Dept 2y

Provincial Secretary of British Columbia, and Mr. E. Mercier, Special Advi r

for Agriculture to the Executive Council of Quebec. Both provincial represen i-

tives made solid contributions to the achievements of the conference throt h

participation in committees and plenary sessions.

Canadian Attendance

The emphasis placed on the Colombo Plan conference by members of the,FedeË 31

Government was reflected in the attendance of three Cabinet Ministers - t_c

Honorable Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honorat e

Arthur Laing, Minister of Public Works, and the Honorable Horace A. Olsc ,

Minister of Agriculture. -Furthermore, the House of Commons Standing Co: -

mittee on External Affairs and National Defence was represented by Mr. J. IT

Forrestall, M.P., Mr. Bruce A. T. Howard, M.P., Mr. B. Keith Penner, M. ►
and Mr. Marcel Prud'homme, M.P.

At the beginning of the preliminary week of experts' meetings, the secretar --

general, Mr. Hadwen, advanced an "old Canadian saying" as his prescription for a
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tuccessful conference, urging delegates to "work like beavers and be wise like 
owls". The experts went on to demonstrate a capacity for applying both these 
qualities in their painstaking examination and revision of the studies of ec,onomic 
progress submitted by member countries. 

This edited material was made ready for further consideration during the 
officials' meeting, the opening plenary session of which took place in the Legis-
lative Assembly on October 20. The Honorable W. A. C. Bennett, Prime Minister 
of British Columbia, delivered an address of welcome in which he pointed out 
the historic involvement of British Columbia with the nations of Asia, and stressed 
his government's firm support for the Canadian Government policy of reinforcing 
ommunications with the countries of the Pacific towards the objective of "a 

ttistained and constantly growing connection of benefit to all our peoples", thus 
pledging British Columbia's commitment to the objectives of the Colombo Plan. 
1.4r. Bennett further announced that the occasion of the Colombo Plan conference 
Ivould be commemorated in a plaque placed in the open area surrounded by 
the buildings of British Columbia's centennial project, renaming the area 
"Colombo Place". Dr. George Davidson, President of the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, opened the information officers' conference on the same day, 
emphasizing the important relation between public opinion and the notion of 
international economic aid. 

'Throughout the week of the officials' meeting, Mr. M. F. Strong, President 
of  CIDA and leader of the Canadian delegation, served as chairman of both the 
plenary sessions and the key Business and Economic Review Committee. He was 
ble to maintain the momentum of conference business while allowing the 

maximum free expression on issues confronting delegates. The conference was 
zdso fortunate in the valuable contribution of the major committees, which 
included the Technical Co-operation Committee under H. E. Dawa Tsering, 
Minister of Development for Bhutan, the Special Topic Committee, chaired by 
Mr. Basil Bolt of New Zealand, the information officers' conference, chaired 
by H. E. Mohamed Sopiee of Malaysia, and the ad hoc working group of the 
13ERC, chaired by Mr. David Loos of Ceylon. 

Mr. Sharp's Statement 
At the beginning of the Consultative Committee meeting at the ministerial level 
on October 28, the leader of the Canadian delegation, the Honorable Mitchell 
Sharp, was elected chairman. In his address of acceptance, Mr. Sharp expressed 
Canada's pleasure at being permitted to act as host to the 1969 Colombo Plan 
conference. In assessing the high degree of effectiveness achieved by the Plan in 
changing times, Mr. Sharp said: 

I think the spirit of the Plan has changed too. It was conceived as a partnership, 
but I think it is true to say that in the early years the relationship was one way, from 
the  donors to the recipients. We have learned something from the passing years — that 
development is a two-way street and that the developed countries are gainers from 
developing countries too. 
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Mr. Pearson autographs a copy of his report Partners in Development for the Honora .'c 

Dr. Kee Hyong Kin?, Korean Minister of Science and Technology. 
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In closing, Mr. Sharp alluded to the recently-published report of ;le 
Commission on International Development chaired by the Right Honora 
Lester B. Pearson, entitled Partners in Development. He stated that the Cc n-

mission's report "offered a challenge to the developed and developing count  es 
alike, a challenge that must be taken up by gove rnments of all the nations if 
the development community of which I have spoken is to have the tools nee( zcl 
for the job it has in hand". 

In a special plenary formal session of the Consultative Committee held 3n 
October 29, ministers and delegates listened to an address by Mr. Pearson in 
which he described a 6 percent growth-rate in gross national product as  ie  
minimum acceptable target in all developing countries for the 1970s. He went m 

to say that the Commission endorsed the designation of 1 percent of G_ IP 
(including both official and private flows) as the minimum acceptable level of 
development assistance from the more economically-developed countries. in 



Iddition, however, it had been concluded that the flow of official transfers in 
the sphere of government aid alone should reach 0.7 percent of the gross 
Lational product of each donor country by 1975. Mr. Pearson noted that the 
[eneral conception of economic aid for development had been successful since 
the Second World War and that the Colombo Plan illustrated the achievements 
of developing countries with the co-operation and help of developed countries. 
He also discussed changes in the form and volume of aid which would be 
tequired in the ,conditions of the 1970s. 

Meeting with Mr. Pearson 
Following the adjournment of the special plenary session, ministers and delegates 
had an opportunity for informal discussions with Mr. Pearson in which the major 
ecommendations contained in Partners in Development were examined. Mr. 

i'earson indicated that efforts were already under way to achieve understanding 
and implementation of the Commission's recommendations by means of discus-
ions at international meetings and bilateral conversations with individual de-

- reloped and developing countries. He further stressed the fact that one of the 
:nost immediate objectives must be the promotion of a climate in public opinion 
which properly appreciated the necessity and nature of increased development 
assistance. In expressing their appreciation of the outstanding contribution achieved 
ly the Commission's report, representatives of member governments indicated 
heir interest in discussing its application whenever opportunities arose. 

For the rest of the week, the Consultative Committee concerned itself 
_argely with an exchange of views on some of the important issues affecting 
development in Colombo Plan countries. Among the subjects analyzed were: 
he improvements in agricultural productivity often referred to as the "Green 
Revolution"; capital investment in developing countries; terms and conditions 
)f aid; technical co-operation; the effective employment of development resources; 
and the future role of the Colombo Plan. The reports of committees which 
net during the two weeks preceding the ministerial meetings provided useful 
ldditional material for consideration by the ministers. These included the report 
af the Technical Co-operation Committee, which dealt with matters such as the 
problem posed by migration of qualified personnel from countries of the 
Colombo Plan region and the report of the Special Topic Committee, which 
presented recommendations under the heading "Administration for Co-operative 
Aid under the Colombo plan". The report of the information officers' conference 
(an integral part of the Consultative Committee meeting) included such recom-
mendations as the adoption of a Colombo Plan crest and the approval of its 
use on a light blue background as a flag for the organization. Of particular 
significance was the decision that the main purpose of the Colombo Plan Bureau 
Information Department should be to act as a clearing-house for the transfer 
of information between member countries, instead of attempting to achieve a 
direet ;mpact on the public. 
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Major Structural Changes

The report of the Business and Economic Review Committee, the seni >r

committee below the ministerial level, provided the foundation for the maj r

structural changes to be incorporated in future Colombo Plan conferences. Amo; g
its decisions was the conclusion that the preliminary week of experts' meetin s

should be eliminated, with the resulting requirement that the analytical econore c

review or "country" and "contributions" chapters submitted by member gover t-

ments be presented in publishable form for inclusion in the annual report. Th: y

will also provide a source of relevant material for incorporation in the chapte s

dealing with the entire Colombo Plan area. Furthermore, the ministerial meetü g

will, in the future, be limited to three days, to be preceded-by a week of officia-i'
meetings. Rounds of formal prepared statements will no longer be made t

Colombo Plan meetings but will be replaced by private informal discussions f

current topics of concern to both developed and developing countries. It w s
also agreed that the arrangements evolved at the 1967 Rangoon and 1968 Seo 1

conferences for the more effective conduct of business during the annual meetin^ s

had proven successful and should be continued. The Consultative Committt

accepted the recommendation that a group be established to consider revisions

the constitution and the rules of the Colombo Plan Council for presentation

the annual meeting for approval.

The final plenary session of the 1969 Consultative Committee meeting w; ^

called to order shortly after noon on October 31. Following the adoption of tl:

draft annual report, the Consultative Committee accepted the invitation of th

Government of the Philippines, which offered to be host to the 1970 conferenc:

The ministers and delegates listened to His Royal Highness Sardar Sulta i

Mahmoud Ghazi, President of the Civil Aviation and Tourism Authority t,

Afghanistan, express his appreciation of the effectiveness with which the confe •

ence had achieved its objectives and the particular value of the informal ministeri. 1

discussions on major issues. The closing plenary session was also addressed h^

His Excellency G. S. Peiris, High Commissioner for Ceylon to Canada, wh

summarized some of the conference's most significant attainments and px 1

particular tribute to the contributions of Mr. Sharp, Mr. Strong and Mr. Hadwe^ .

Mr. Peiris concluded by describing both the aspirations and challenges inhere, t

in the Colombo Plan:
We look back encouraged by the developments in recent years. We look forward wi 1

courage and in the hope that the development drama which is unfolding before us wi t
not be a tragedy, not, a"taie of two sectors", but a saga of co-operative endeavor which w`1
culminate in the goal for which we are all striving - a better life for all the peoples
our world.

A close study of the decisions taken at Victoria cannot help but lead t ^

the conclusion that the structure of the annual conference has been completel

reorganized and the nature of Colombo Plan co-operation thoroughly reviewec

Of even greater significance, however, was the constructive re-thinking of ai .

policy and development assistance ideas to which ministers and delegates wer
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able to devote so much attention during the Victoria meeting. On Canada's 
behalf, Mr. Sharp made it clear that the aid program had benefited from the 
ineeting, and it was equally evident that the ministerial representatives attending 
Irom other countries had found the exchanges valuable in reassessing their 
future development po licies. The Victoria meeting contributed to the nevr 1  

ideas, new plans and new policies which the demands of international economic 
development will place on the member countries of the Colombo Plan in 
the 1970s. As stated in the Ceylonese delegate's concluding summary ôf the 
meeting's achievements, "the Colombo Plan has come of age". 
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The Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affaijs
and Foreign Trade

(This article was written by the Director of the Centre.)

0N OCTOBER 21, 1968, the Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affairs - id
Foreign Trade first opened its office. Thus began a unique experiment -

a privately-financed, non-governmental organization established expressly a;d
almost exclusively to assist Members of Parliament and Senators with an interf st
in international questions in broadening their understanding of Canada's position
and problems in the world.

The staff consisted at first of the founder and Director, Mr. Peter pobf 1,

and Miss Irene Murray, but such has been the demand for its services from a
Parliament that is itself innovating in major ways that the office has grown `o

five full-time and three part-time employees. The development of a major r( le

for standing committees of Parliament is central to the changes taking place It
the manner in which Parliamentary business is conducted, and it is then e
that the principal demand for assistance has emerged.

Rationale

The establishment of the Centre is posited on the assumption that elect d

representatives in a democratic society are expected to watch over the governme it
of the day and keep it up to the mark.

It was considered that, to do this effectively, Members of Parliament shot '.d

have easily accessible and reliable means of informing themselves. Because :)f

the complex, and at times remote, character of international problems, this is

not easy in any country. But in Canada the difficulties seem to be particula:ly

great, in comparison, at least, with the position of legislators in the Unit °d

States and Europe. Several factors may account for this situation : (1) Becai 3e

of the size of our country and the sometimes scant coverage of internatio., al

events by the press (with notable exceptions), many newly-elected Members of

Parliament would not themselves claim a developed and specialized understand:1g

of international questions. (2) Canada has had an international role for on],, a
little more than a generation, so that it is only now beginning to develop a p ol

of men and women with international experience. (3) The fact that Ottawa is

not a metropolitan centre may be the most important consideration. London z id

Paris have many residents, outside of government, with a wide range of inU r-
national experience, with whom British and French Members of Parliamc it
interested in international questions naturally associate. Canadian Members
Parliament do not enjoy the same advantages in this respect as their British a:d
.French counterparts.
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It was this situation that led Mr. Dobell, who had spent 16 years in the 
3epartment of External Affairs, to conclude that what was needed was an 
institution adapted to the special conditions in Canada and designed specifically 
to help Members of Parliament develop their understanding of Canada's inter-
Aational position. Mr. Dobell attaches particular importance to the word 
'understanding". The need, as he sees it, is not simply to organize the flow 

of information to Members of Parliament. Many Members feel the need of 
issistance in acquiring a sufficient grasp of the fundamentals of international 
questions to be able to interpret the considerable amount of information to 
which they are exposed. 

This aim also influenced the method of work. The Centre was not intended 
.to be a research organization. The Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 
Ile United Nations Association and the universities are already filling that need. 
It was not to be a briefing organization, re,sponding, as does the Legislative 
Reference Section of the Library of Congress, to requests for background reports 
m information to be used in speeches; the Library of Parliament already provides 
this service on a modest scale. It was believed that the aims of the Centre 
could best be achieved through organizing discussion groups for Members of 
Parliament, carefully prepared so that busy Members would gain the maximum 
benefit from a minimum of time expended. Although officials would be the 
principal source of information, the format of the meetings would ensure that 
Members took an active part in the discussion, in this way developing their 
understanding much more than by listening passively to a briefing. Fundamental 
to this conception is the notion that learning comes through participation and 
that, ideally, in such a situation, all participants benefit. 

Parliamentary Committees 
The coincidence of the Parliamentary Centre's establishment with the opening 
of a new Parliament, operating under new rules of procedure, has led to a much 
closer involvement of the Centre with the work of Members of Parliament than 
had earlier seemed possible. The activity of standing committees, in particular, 
is not only transforming the way in which Parliamentary business is conducted 
but has given back-benchers in the House of Commons and Senators an oppor-
tunity to make a direct contribution that has rarely been available in earlier 
Parliaments. 

This changed situation has influenced the activities of the Centre. Instead 
of being involved largely in organizing discussions of general interest but not, 
perhaps, of immediate relevance to Members concerned with developing specific 
capacities, the Centre has been asked to act, on an experimental basis, as adviser 
to the Standing Conunittee of the House of Commons on External Affairs and 
National Defence, as well as the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs. The 
director is available to all Committee members individually on a non-partisan 
basis, though in practice he works in the main with the chairmen and steering 
groups of the two Committees. He advises both on possible sources of information 
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— witnesses, written material, and agencies (gove rnmental and non-governmental 	Scope ■ 

that can be approached for information — and on the possible organization o 	Under 
studies undertaken by consultants retained by the Committees. 	 are-as c 

Since the director's appointment as adviser in January, the House Committe 	traditio 
has investigated and reported on NATO and NORAD. It is now about to begil 	all area 
an extensive study of relations between Canada and the United States. h 	a typic 
addition, subcommittees are currently studying Canada's maritime forces, develop 	NATO 
nient assistance, and the role of the United Nations in the maintenance of peace 	nationa 

The appointment as adviser to the Senate Committee was made in February-  T  posed 1 
when that body began its current study of Canada. and the Carribbean. At th( 	and in 
request of the Committee, the Centre recruited a reséarch assistant to d( 	Largely 
background studies and to assist in the analysis of material submitted to th- 	mentar 
Committee. 

Suppoi 
Parliamentary Delegations 	 The si 
The second major area of activity of the Centre involves delegations to conference 	broadk 
of interparliamentary associations such as the North Atlantic Assembly,  th ç 	of the 
Inter-Parliamentary Union and the Commonwealth Parliamentarians Association 	and pi 
The Director has been asked to organize briefings in order to prepare Parliamentar:  
delegates to participate in the conference sessions, for which they have  little 	Minist 
time to prepare. Moreover, in contrast with ministerial delegations, Parliamentary 	Martin 
groups are not normally accompanied by expert officials. The irector's aim 	Stanfie 
has been to organize briefings designed to meet the specific needs of the delegates. 	and tt 
In practice, these briefings are usually given by officials. The contribution which 	projec 
the Centre strives to make is to work with the briefing officials, whose experience • 	the 
is normally based on the briefing of Ministers, to ensure that the material  is 	endo 
related to the conference agenda and is presented in the form most useful t( 	opera 
the delegates. 

In addition to organizing briefing programs for several Parliamentary delega 	zatio 
tions, the Director accompanied Parliamentary delegations to the NATO Parlia 	It is s 
mentarians' Conference in Brussels (November 1968), to the Council of Europe' , 	(40 p 
Consultative Assembly in Strasbourg (May 1969), to Czechoslovakia (May 1969) - Affa .  
and to the meeting of the Canada-U.S. Interparliamentary Group in Ottaw 	by s 
(June 1969). 	 finan 

Cen 
Assistance to Members 
The third field of activity of the Centre has consisted of the organization o 
discussions unrelated to immediate Parliamentary activity and the provision et 
assistance to individual Members of Parliament with specific requests for infor-
mation. Although this was, at the outset, expected to be a significant role, the 
two activities described above have pre-empted most of the time of the Director 
and his staff. When Members of Parliament do request information, the Centre 
is usually able to help by referring them to institutional or governmental sources, 
or, on occasion, by providing the information directly. 
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Scope of Activities 
Under its Charter, the Parliamentary Centre exists to provide assistance in all 
areas of extemal activity. This involves, in addition to foreign policy in the 
traditional sense, foreign trade, defence, development assistance, and, increasingly, 
all areas of policy With international implications. The result is great variety; in 
a typical week the 'Centre may be involved in meetings or briefings concerning 
NATO, the Caribbean, peace-keeping, the effect of defence expenditure on 
national income in ;the Atlantic Provinces, oil and wheat exports, the obstacles 

A 

posed by new United States immigration regulations for Canadian businessmen, 
and international c‘urrency problems. In practice, the subjects are determined 
largely by the agenda  of the Parliamentary committees and of the interparlia-
mentary conferences.  . 

z 
Support and Organiz.ation 
The success the Parliamentary Centre has had so far is mainly due to the 
broadly-based  support  that was given to the initial proposal for the establishment 
of the organization, and, later, to the confidence of Members of Parliament 
and public  servants in its independent status. 

From the beginning, support was given to the project by the then Prime 
Minister, Mr. Pearson; the then Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Martin; the then Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Winters, and Mr. 
Stanfield and Mr. Douglas. Later, the new Prime Minister, Mr. Trudeau, 
and the new Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Sharp, -also gave the 
project their wholehearted support. Most significant was the endorsement of 
the Centre by the Speaker of the House of Commons, Mr. Lamoureux — an 
endorsement that  .vas  accompanied by a grant in support of the Centre's 
operation during an initial five-year trial period. 

The legal status of the Parliamentary Centre is that of a charitable organi-
zation, since it provides its services to Members of Parliament without charge. 
It is supported financially by a grant from the Speaker of the House of Commons 
(40 per cent of the budget), a fee from the Canadian Institute of International 
Affairs (20 per cent) for services rendered to that organization and contributions 
by some 20 Canadian private corporations (40 per cent). This division of 
financial support has been a deliberate decision to ensure the autonomy of the 
Centre and to maintain the confidence of the Parliamentarians it serves. 

The composition of the Board of Directors (Mr. A. D. P. Heeney, President; 
Senator John Aird; Senator Jacques Flynn; Mr. David Golden; Mr. Brian Crane) 
and the Advisory Committee (Mr. Andrew Brewin, MP; Professor H. E. English; 
Mr. Gordon Fairweather, MP; Mr. Jean-Pierre Goyer, MP; Mr. David Groos, 
MP; Senator Allister Grosart; Mr. Ian Imrie; Mr. Pierre O'Neil; Professor Louis 
Sabourni; and Mr. Anthony Westell) has also, it is believed, helped to ensure 
the confidence of Parliamentarians. 

The Centre is in the Royal Bank Building on the Sparks Street Mall, a 
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location that provides easy access to Parliament while ensuring full independence .

Although the actual success of the Parliamentary Centre in achieving h

objectives has not been, and cannot adequately be, assessed at this early staç ;

in its existence, demand for its services is continually increasing. For the Centie

the main question to be determined (and it is still too early to decide) is whethe ,

at the end of the five-year trial period, the organization can or should r --

established on a permanent basis. Whether this is done or whether alternath -

techniques are evolved for carrying out the functions the Parliamentary Centi;

for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade is now fulfilling, the Centre conside: s last w

that the record already shows the work can and should be done. 11 ^
partici

Postscript Palest

The Parliamentary Centre is associated with, but is independent of, the Canadir,1 the U
Institute of International Affairs. The Director acts as Ottawa representative : f of the

the CIIA and the Monthly Report on Canadian External Relations of th .t Middl

association is edited by Mr. Julian Payne, the Director's executive assistant. appro.
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Visit of Mr. Sharp to the Middle East 

The following statement was made to the House of Gommons by the Secretary' 
of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, on November 19, 
1969: 

. . . I rise to report upon my visit to the Middle East, which took place 
last week. 

Canada has been closely conce rned in Middle Eastern affairs since we 
participated in the activities of the United Nations Special Commission on 
Palestine, which drew up the Palestine partition plan of 1947. We voted for 
the United Nations resolution setting up the State of Israel in 1948. Recognition 
of the right of the State of Israel to exist remains an essential feature of our 
Middle Eastern policy. At the same time, we try to maintain an objective 
approach to the current problems of the area. Our essential objective is that 
all states there should be enabled to live in peace and security, free from 
threats of war or territorial encroachment. 

For two decades, Canada has had military personnel in United Nations 
peacekeeping operations in the area. Canada is also the third-largest contributor 
to the United Nations agency working for the relief of the Arab refugees. 

Our Middle Eastern policy has largely found expression through the United 
Nations in New York. It was there that we took part in the steps which led 
to the birth of the State of Israel; it was there that the United Nations Emergency 
Force was established. More recently, as a member of the Security Council, 
it was there that we took part in drafting Resolution 242 of November 1967, 
the resolution that we feel offers the best available framework for progress 
toward peace in the area. 

My visits were a reflection of our long involvement in the affairs of the 
Middle East, in response to invitations from the Foreign Ministers of Iran, 
Israel and the United Arab Republic, and in return  for visits paid to Canada 
by the Shah of Iran, the President, the late Prime Minister and Foreign Minister 
of Israel, and the Foreign Minister of the United Arab Republic. More partic-
ularly, I wished to learn at first hand the attitudes and policies of the govern

-ments concerned with regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Conflict of Interests 
I return from my visit both saddened and discouraged. Prime Minister Meir 
and President Nasser both told me that they seek a peaceful solution to the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. It is very hard to see how useful negotiations can begin 
when the preoccupations of the parties are in direct confrontation. Israel is 
preoccupied with the security of its boundaries and its' insistence upon direct 
negotiations with its neighbors. The United Arab Republic is preoccupied with 
the withdrawal of Israel to its pre4967 boundaries and the fate of the Arab 
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refugees. I can see no immediate resolution of this confrontation. 
When I went to the Middle East, I had no solution to offer and nc 

proposals to make; I went to inform myself on the situation as seen by Iran 
a nation which does not take sides, and by the two main protagonists. In every 
country visited we were received with great courtesy by the head of state, the 
principal minister and the foreign minister. In each country, the heads of state 
and their ministers devoted many hours to concentrated conversations. The 
views I expressed in outlining Canadian policy were given thoughtful considera-
tion and the questions I asked answered fully and forthrightly. Wherever I 
went, I found a manifest wish to have Canada understand the positions taken. 
This reminds us of Canada's special standing as a peace-seeking and peace-
making nation and is evidence, perhaps, of the need for understanding on the 
part of the nations in conflict. 

Countries Visited 
My first visit was to Iran, where I saw a nation preoccupied with the advance-
ment of its economy and the improvement of the conditions of life of its people 
Its geographical location requires Iran to be intimately involved in the problems 
of the Middle East. I found a nation some 6,000 miles from Canada, in the 
heart of the Middle East, pursuing a Middle Eastern polic.y closely parallel 
to our own. In my subsequent visits, I found my discussions in Tehran most 
useful both for the information I drew from them and for the political attitudes 
expressed. 

In Israel, I was moved, as anyone must be, by the sense of pride in nation-
hood that characterizes that country, and deeply impressed by what has beer 
achieved in nation-building in 20 years. In Egypt, I saw a nation where the 
evidences of ancient glory are very much present, contrasting cruelly with  the 
present-day struggle to evolve a better standard of living for its people. 

The situation in the Middle East today is tragic. There is so much to be 
done in that part of the world and the will and technology are there. The 
tragedy is that, in so many of the countries, the resources needed for develop 
ment are tied up in an arid confrontation which threatens to burst into violen) 
conflict. 

A Deep Disquiet 
I left the Middle East with a profound sense of disquiet. Effective negotiation 
is not an immediate prospect. Escalation of the conflict is an immediate danger. 
In these circumstances, perhaps the best role for Canada to play in the foreseeable 
future is that of an understanding, compassionate and objective observer, ready 
to assist if and when there is a specific task for us to undertake at the instance 
of both sides. 

Let us hope that, notwithstanding the present difficulties, counsels of modera-
tion will prevail, and that someday,.somehow, peace will come to the Middle East. 
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It would not be appropriate in a statement on motions to review in detail
the bilateral discussions we had in each capital. There are great trading oppor-
tunities, particularly with Iran and Israel, and some important possibilities with
the United Arab Republic. All three countries are eager for increasing contact
with us. Perhaps one of the ways we can help is to be more of a presen^e in
the Middle East, a part of the world that needs friends and cherishes friendship.
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Visit of the Burmese Foreign Minister 

C OLONEL the Honorable Maung Lwin arrived in Ottawa on October 14, 1969, 
for a two-day official visit before going on a private visit to several centers 

in Canada en route to the Colombo Plan Consultative Committee meetings in 
Victoria, British Columbia, at the end of the month. His visit was the occasion 
for a number of official meetings and social gatherings at which relations between 
Canada and Burma were discussed and views exchanged on international 
affairs. The Minister of Foreign Affairs held discussions with Canada's Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, the Honorable Mitchell Sharp, the Minister of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce, the Honorable Jean-Luc Pepin, and the President 
of the Canadian International Development Agency, Mr. Maurice Strong. He 
was the guest of honor at a dinner given by Mr. Sharp, and returned the 
hospitality by holding a lunch for Mr. Sharp. Colonel Lwin was received at 
Government House by Governor-General Roland Michener. 

Trade Contacts 
Relations between Canada and Burrna have been limited, in part because of the 
great distance between the two countries (Rangoon is 9,000 miles from Van-
couver). Bilateral trade is light and irregular, occasionally approaching an annual 
figure of $1 million, but currently hovering below $500,000 a year. Recently 
the balance has been more than two-to-one in Canada's favor. 

There has, however, been greater co-operation with respect to development 
assistance, and this formed the subject of much of the discussion during Colonel 
Lwin's visit. To the end of last year, Canadian aid to Burma had amounted to 
more than $7 million, the largest single project involved being the Thaketa Bridge 
across the Irrawaddy River at Rangoon, which  vas  completed early in 1967 
at a cost of $1,667,756. An earlier project had provided the Rangoon General 
Hospital with a cobalt-therapy unit. As part of Canada's technical assistance 
program, more than 150 Burmese students have attended Canadian universitin. 
There are currently 21 trainees studying in Canada. 

Aid Plans 
Colonel Lwin thanked the Secretary of State for External Affairs for Canada's 
past aid to Burma and presented the CIDA with certain detailed requests for 
future assistance. He noted that similarities between Canada's natural-resource 
base and that of Burma made Canadian technical skills particularly useful in 
Burmese development. As a result of discussions here, Canada has undertaken 
to provide capital and technical assistance for the establishment of a maintenance 
depot for Canadian-built forestry equipment. The value of this project is in the 
neighborhood of $250,000. Technical assistance to the Burmese mining industry 
is now under study. 
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Canadian Contribution to UN Development
Program

M R. BRUCE I. RANKIN, Canadian representative at the pledging conferenc ;
of the United Nations Development Program for 1970 on October !,

announced, subject to approval of the Canadian Parliament, a 20 percent increa-

in Canada's contribution to the United Nations Development Program for 1971 .

The amount will be the equivalent of $16.2 million (Cdn), and will bring to ovt °

$100 million the total amount pledged by Canada to the Development Progra: i

and the programs that preceded it.

Mr. Bruce I. Rankin, Canadian representative to the 1969 pledging conference of ti
UN Development Program, signs the Final Act of the conference. Looking on (left '
right) are : Mr. C. V. Narasimhan (India), Deputy Administrator, UNDP; Mr. Pa
G. Hoffman (U.S.A.), Administrator, UNDP; and Mr. Juan Gallardo (Mexico), Preside:
of the conference.
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The International Labor Organization 

INTERNATIONAL LABOR STANDARDS 

AN assembly-line worker in a Canadian auto plant casts a vote in favor of 
-e 'having a union represent him and his co-workers; a factory tradesman 
applies for unemployment insurance benefits during a ternporary lay-off; a 
provincial legislature proclaims a law banning discrimination in employment 
because of race, color or sex. 

While these situations can be readily recognized as examples of rights 
enjoyed by workers in highly-industrialized Canada, less known, perhaps, is the 
important contribution made to their establishment by the International Labor 
Organization. 

Founded in 1919 as an autonomous body within the framework of the 
League of Nations, the ILO is a tripartite body composed of government, worker 
and employer representatives from 118 countries. While the scope of its 
activities has broadened considerably, particularly since it joined the United 
Nations family in 1946, the Organization still continues to carry out its basic 
function as a labor standard-setter. 

The international standards formulated and administered by the ILO take 
the form of conventions and recommendations. Both have varying degrees of 
influence on member countries. Conventions are actually international treaties 
which impose specific obligations on countries that ratify them, while recom-
mendations are, as the word implies, less formal codes or guides, which ILO 
members can use in establishing services or regulations. 

From Convention No. 1, calling for an eight-hour day and a 48-hour week, 
passed at the first International Labor Conference at Washington in. 1919, the 
ILO has adopted a total of 128 conventions and 132 recommendations. Taken 
together, they have come to be known as the International Labor Code. While 
some of these standards have relevance only for certain countries (the seamen's 
conventions would apply only to countries with merchant fleets), the great 
majority of them deal with matters which have universal application. These 
include freedom of association, fair employment practices, abolition of forced 
labor, the protection of women and young workers, safety and hygiene, hours 
of work, paid vacations, social security schemes, workmen's compensation and 
labor-management relations. 

Drafting a Convention 
A great deal of advance planning and research go into the preparation of 
subject matter for a convention. Involved are all three of the ILO's components 
--- the annual International Labor Conference in Geneva, the Govemin.  g Body 
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and the permanent secretariat, and the International Labor Office. 
Initiation of a convention proposal falls to the Governing Body, and i 

this decision it is guided by wishes expressed outside and within the ILO b - 
governments, workers' and employers' organizations, and surveys carried ot 
bY the Labor Office. Once the Governing Body decides to act on a proposal, 
seeks the detailed views of member countries on all aspects and a discussio 
outline is drawn up for consideration at the neXt Conference. 

At the Conference, the proposal is first considered in detail by a technicl. 
committee and then presented to the plenary session. A two-thirds majorit 
is required for adoption, with the combined labor-management vote equallin ; 
that of govemment representatives. Once adopted, after discussion at tw 
Conferences, the proposal becomes a convention, which imposes fundament 1 
obligations on the member countries. 

Whether they are in agreement or not, a country's representatives au 
obliged to submit the convention — within a period of 12 to 18 months — t 
their national legislature and report back to the ILO on the decision taken. 

In a federal state such as Canada, a convention is also sent to the provincil 
governments for consideration before ratification is discussed, if the area covere , 

 by it is one where bc.t.h federal and provincial governments have jurisdiction 
When consent is given to a convention by a country's legislature, formr 

notice of ratification is sent to the ILO's Director-General, who then notifies th 
United Nations and member countries. Ratification, of course, carries with 
the obligation to enact legislation to put the provisions of the convention int. 
effect. 

Flexibility of Standards 
Obviously, the preparation of subject matter for conventions and recommendation 
presents the problem of ensuring that they will be flexible enough to meet th 
needs of countries as widely divergent in social structure and industrial develop 
ment as Canada and Bolivia or Sweden and the Sudan. 

However, the ILO constitution allows for circumstances of this kind  an 
 these provisions are frequently invoked. For example, lower .  minimum-ag 

standards for certain types of work are sometimes permitted in developin 
countries. Thus flexibility clauses help to make ILO standards applicable t. 
the less-industrialized nations. On the other hand, to protect workers in highly 
industrialized countries, the constitution provides that existing higher natiom,  
standards shall not be affected by the ratification of a convention. 

During the early history of the ILO, the high standards adopted wer 
often considered to be more idealistic than practical. However, as time wen 
by, more and more countries began to realize that, by helping to improv, 
working conditions, protect human rights and promote industrial peace, labo 
standards added a new dimension to national growth and prosperity as well a 
to international co-operation. 
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It is this characteristic of the international standards that makes them 
I 

	

nd i 	still one of the principal sources of ILO influence throughout the world. Con- 

	

0 b - 	ventions and re,commendations are always readily available to those who can 

	

ed et'. 	profit from their provisions and suggestions. The potential benefit depends, 
osai, 	however, on the extent to which those conce rned with labor question are 
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	familiar with the standards. Their true value, then, lies in the acceptance they 
receive not only from government officials, management and trade unions but 

chnicl II from anyone concerned with labor and social problems. 
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Aerial Mapping Loan Agreement with Kenya

KENYA and Canada concluded on October 22 , 1969, an agreement providir ;
for a loan of $500,000 (Cdn) [K £ 172,000] to be made to Kenya f( r

the purpose of the aerial mapping of a large area of the southern part of tr
country. The agreement was signed on behalf of Kenya by the Minister fcr
Finance, the Honorable J. S. Gichuru, and on behalf of the Canadian Goven -
ment by the High Commissioner for Canada, Mr. J. Murray Cook.

The loan is to be interest-free, and has been offered for a period
50 years, including a grace period of ten years. These very "soft" terms as ;
designed to minimize the burden of repayment for Kenya.

Canada has allocated through the Canadian International Developme! t

Agency $3 million in development-loan funds to be drawn upon by Ken} i

for specific projects; and the aerial-mapping loan agreement is the first of suc i

projects. The Canadian program of assistance to Kenya has in the past concei

trated on the provision of teachers and experts to Kenya and the training c

Kenyan personnel in Canada, and this element of Canadian assistance has no-

reached a]evel of approximately $2 million a year. Canadian grant assistanc

to capital projects in Kenya since 1964 has totalled approximately $1,200,004.

The mapping project is to be carried out by a consortium of experience :

Canadian companies led by General Photogrammetric Services of Ottawa an

including Spartan Air Services, also of Ottawa, and McElhanney Surveying an'

Engineering of Vancouver. The Consortium will photograph an area of appro5 -

imately 11,500 square miles bounded by a line extending. from near Machakc
^west to a point south of Narok, then south to the Tanzania border, a] or,

the border to a point near Oloitokitok, east to Tsavo on the main Nairob -

Mombasa road, north then west to Sultan Hamud, and finally north to Machako.

It is expected that the aerial photography will be carried out during Januar.

February and March 1970. The photographs will be sent to Canada, whe,

maps will be compiled from them. The maps will be sent to the Survey ('

Kenya for printing and distribution. A photographic mosaic of the mappe

area will be provided for the use of the Ministry of Agriculture and othc -

interested ministries.
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Visit of African Public Service Trainees 
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THE Department of External Affairs provided a training program during 
 October and November 1969 for five African public servants under the 

auspices of the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR). 
The program was arranged by the Department's United Nations Division and 
financed by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). 

In the photograph below, from left to rieht : Mr. J.C. Mbezi, Tanzania; 
Mr. A. Neewoor, Mauritius; Mr. B. Notegeye,, Rwanda; Mr. C. Vadamootoo, 
Mauritius; Mr. J.M. Happy-Tchankou, Cameroun. 
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External Affairs in Parliament 

Ratification by U.S. and U.S.S.R. 
of Non-Proliferation Treaty 

, The following statement was made in the House of Commons on Novem 
ber 24 by the Prime Minister, the Right Honorable Pierre Elliott Trudeau : 

Mr. Speaker, seldom does a Prime Minister of Canada rise in the Hous 
of Commons to comment on activities undertaken by-foreign govenunents. Never 
theless, the simultaneous steps taken this morning by the United States and th 
Soviet Union are of such importance to all of mankind that I regard it a 
entirely proper to use this opportunity to bring them to the attention of ai 
Honorable Members, all the more so as, in my statement at the beginning o 
the session, this is what the Government of Canada asked these two government 
to do. 

At 11 o'clock this morning, the Governments of the United States and th( 
Soviet Union announced their intention to deposit forthwith instruments of rati 
fication of the non-proliferation treaty, a step which our Govenunent and othe 
govemments have been urging for some time. This event will, we hope, preced( 
the coming into force of the treaty, which Canada and 20 other countries havt 
already ratified. 

I am sure that Honorable Members will join me in welcoming this importarr 
decision and in hoping that it will be followed by others of similar importancc 
during the strategic arms limitation talks now being held in Helsinki. 

Shipment of Relief Supplies to Secessionist Nigeria 

On November 25, Mr. Trudeau rose to reply as follows to several questions 
concerning Canada's provision of relief to "the secessionist areas of Nigeria" . 

. . . Because it is desirable to set forth in a single statement the several 
aspects of Canadian efforts in this regard, the following brief chronological 
record has be,en prepared: 

(1) In October 1968, Canadian Forces Hercules aircraft were despatched 
to the Nigerian area for use in carrying relief cargoes to Biafra. One of thosc 
aircraft joined the night airlift, the hazards and inefficiencies of which were then 
and have always been recognized. 

(2) In late October 1968, my personal representative, Professor Ivan Head, 
journeyed to Lagos for discussions with the Nigerian Head of State, General 
Gowan, about the possibilities of additional relief shipments. It was as a result 
of that Canadian initiative that the Nigerians agreed to permit daylight relief 

a 
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flights subject to only a single condition, an undertaking by Colonel Ojukwu

that he would not take advantage of the situation and fly in arms during daylight
hours.

(3) The proposal for daylight flights on these terms was transmitted through

the International Committee of the Red Cross and other channels to Colonel
Ojukwu. When, in November, no reply had been received from Colonel Ojukwu,

ovem ® and the Nigerian Government announced that it could no longer guarantee

the safety of aircraft flying into Biafra at night, the Canadian Government

Hous withdrew its aircraft. Canada stated at that time that it would consider

Never replacing the aircraft once appropriate daylight delivery arrangements were

nd th concluded.

t it a (4) Not until June 1969, some eight months following the announcement

of aï of the daylight relief flight proposal, did the Biafran authorities comment

inQ oM olpicially upon it. Not even then did Biafra accept the idea of daylight relief.

ent ® It only said that, subject to five conditions, it would be "willing to consider"
daylight flights.

and the M (5) Since early 1969, and with the knowledge of the Nigerian Govern-

of rati ment, contacts have been made and discussions about relief and other measures

id othe.i subsequently held by Canada with representatives of the Biafran regime. The

nrecedc I Secretary of State for External Affairs has spoken with Biafran authorities in

es havr ® New York; various Canadian officials have met with Biafran representatives
in London, Ottawa, Geneva and New York, and are continuing to do so in

nportan5. q one or more of these places whenever it appears appropriate to do so. It is

^nrtancr ^ 1n this light, Mr. Speaker, that my statement of last week must be viewed
when I said there had been contact at the ministerial level. This contact was

made at New York; of course there have been other contacts at the official

level in the various capitals, as I have just said.

L 1 (6) In an effort to overcome the delivery difficulties, the Canadian Govern-

ment has consulted continuously with a number of other donor governments

uestions which make up what is known as the Hague Group. It has consulted as well
igeria" : with the United States Government. That Government, early this year, took
several the recognized lead in Nigerian relief activities when President Nixon appointed

iological Ambassador Clyde Ferguson as his official representative to co-ordinate human-

itarian assistance to Nigeria.
patched (7) In June of this year, I sent my representative back to Nigeria to

)f those ensure that General Gowon's single condition for daylight flights remained

!re then unchanged. Professor Head then journeyed to Tanzania on my behalf to speak

to President Nyerere, the leader of an African country which had recognized

a Head, the independence of Biafra, about all aspects of the Nigerian situation.

General (8) On July 10, in an attempt to meet Biafran contentions that daylight

a result flights would prejudice its military position, the Secretary of State for External

it relief Affairs offered to send Canadians to the area to act as inspectors of relief

cargoes.
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(9) In the early summer, the International Committee of the Red Cros<
began negotiations in Geneva in an attempt to solve the flight impasse, whicl
by then had reached a critical point as the Nigerian Air Force increased it^
efforts to prevent night flights of arms from reaching Uli. After one of it,
aircraft was shot down, the ICRC halted its night flights.

(10) A Red Cross proposal for daylight flights (I repeat, Mr. Speaker

this whole business of daylight flights was begun as a result of Canadian initiativ{

-the whole idea was brought up as result of Canadian initiative which followe(

upon our obtaining from General Gowon his consent to such flights) a Rec

Cross proposal for daylight flights was given to both Nigerian and Biafrar

representatives in Geneva on August 1. Biafra accepied the proposal in principlc

on August 14 but made its acceptance subject to the condition that it woulc

continue to use Uli airport for its own operations. The Biafrans offered nc

evidence that they were prepared to meet the single Nigerian request tha

arms pot be flown in during daylight hours. The paper setting out "technica

modalities" of daylight flights, drawn up by Professor Freymond of the ICRC

and Dr. Cookey of Biafra, and circulated by the Biafran authorities, must bc

read in light of this Biafran condition.

(11) In late summer, the ICRC sent a team of representatives to Nigerh

in an attempt to conclude a daylight relief agreement with both sides, nc

agreement having been reached with . either side up to this point. On Septem-

ber 13, the Federal Nigerian Government and the ICRC reached an agreement

for an internationally-inspected and militarily-inviolable daylight relief airlift. The
agreement included, at Nigerian insistence and in reply to the Biafran condition
for what amounted to daylight military use of Uli airport, a clause that the

agreement should be without prejudice to military operations by the Nigerian

Government.

(12) The Biafran regime refused to conclude an agreement with the

Red Cross. Biafra, instead, demanded in a press statement dated September 15

"a third-party guarantee which will ensure that daylight flights are not used to

military advantage by Nigeria". The statement continued to say that "the

only guarantee acceptable to Biafra is that of a third government or international

organization of a political character".

(13) The Governments of Canada and the United States immediately

attempted to provide assurances to meet this understandable Biafran fear of
military disadvantage. Discussions toward this end took place in Ottawa and
in Washington and involved officials of the Prime Minister's Office and the

Department of External Affairs and officials of the White House and the

Department of State. Included in these discussions as one element of these
assurances was a proposal for Canadian observers to travel on board relief
aircraft.

(14) Canadian officials subsequently met with Biafran representatives in
Geneva. Ambassador Ferguson, who had been agreed upon as the person
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who should convey formally these offers, travelled to Africa. As set forth in 
the Washington statement, dated November 12, 1969, the Biafran authorities, 
on October 24, formally rejected the offers which were designed to protect Biafra 
from military disadvantage, which is exactly what they had asked for. 

(15) Canadian officials in Geneva have been informed by Biafran rePre-
sentatives that Biafra demands more than military assurances; that, in addition, 
guarantees of a political nature are required in order to break the impasse. The 
Canadian Government is not willing to give the politkal guarantees demanded, 
as these would be tantamount to recognition of an independent state of Biafra, 
and an overt interference by Canada in the political affairs of another country, 
contrary to the resolutions of the Organization of African Unity. 

(16) During the past several weeks, the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs has continued his discussions about Nigeria with some 25 other foreig,n 
ministers, many of them from African nations, at the United Nations. I talked 
to Secretary-General U Thant about the problem in New York on November 11, 
as I had a year earlier. Canadian leaders have pursued the Nigerian issue 
with the leaders of two African countries who have visited Ottawa this fall. 
They were President Hamani Diori of Niger and President Nyerere of Tanzania. 
I can say that the unanimous view of these African leaders is the the Organi-
zation of African Unity resolutions must be respected. 

(17) The Govemment is now considering, as stated a few days ago, 
alternative means of delivering relief to Biafra in daylight. It does so while 
agreeing entirely with the recent statement of United States Secretary of State 
Rogers: 

Daylig,ht flights under agreed procedures ... remain the only practicable scheme 
for an immediate and substantial expansion of relief operations. 

(18) The Government's concern remains, Mr. Speaker, as it has through-
out, and as does that of Honorable Members opposite and indeed all Canadians, 
with the innocent civilian victims of this tragic war. Delivering adequate food 
and relief supplies to these people must be our resolve, notwithstanding the 
disinclination of the Ojukwu regime to accept it except in return for political 
advantage. 
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APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS AND RESIGNATIONS
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Mr. A. J. Andrew, Canadian Ambassador to Sweden, assigned to Toronto Universit
effective July 14, 1969.

Mr. E. J. Bergbusch posted from Ottawa to the Permanent Mission of Canada to tl
Office of the United Nations, Geneva, effective August 21, 1969.

Mr. D. M. Miller posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canad
London, effective August 27, 1969.

Mr. B. A. Keith resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective August 21,
1969.

Mr. R. Dubamel appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Senior Officer
effective September 1, 1969.

Mr. G. J. Wilson posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Bangkok, effecti%:
September 11, 1969.

/--Miss B. M. Meagher, High Commissioner for Canada in Kenya, appointed Canadia
Ambassador to Sweden, effective September 16, 1969.

Mr. G. Parent posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Londor.
to the Canadian Embassy, Abidjan, effective September 17, 1969.

Mr. M. B. Phillips posted from the Canadian Embassy, Addis Ababa. to Ottawa, effectiN
September 17, 1969.

Mr. J. A. Gagnon resigned from the Department of External Affairs, effective September L.
1969.

Mr. R. D. Jackson appointed Canadian Commissioner to the International Commission f< -
Supervision and Control in Laos, effective September 19, 1969.

Mr. J. R. McKinney, High Commissioner for Canada in Trinidad and Tobago, appointe'
Canadian Ambassador and Permanent Delegate to the OECD, Paris, effectiN °
September 19, 1969.

Mr. J. L. Paynter posted from the Canadian Embassy, Moscow, to the Office of th,
Canadian Trade Commissioner, Hong Kong, effective September 19, 1969.

Mr. E. T. Galpin posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canad
Islamabad, effective September 22, 1969.

Mr. W. G. Brett appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Servic
Officer 5, effective September 22, 1969.

Mr. C. S. Gadd posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Quito, effective September 2:
1969.

Mr. J. P. Higginbotham appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreig
Service Officer 1, effective September 22, 1969.

Mr. S. F. Carlson posted from the Delegation of Canada to the International Commissio 1
for Supervision and Control in Vietnam to the Office of the High Commissioner fc'
Canada, Port-of-Spain, effective September 23, 1969.,
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Mr. J. C. Britton, Canadian Ambassador to Thailand, posted to Ottawa, effective September, 
24, 1969. 

Mr. J. M. Cook appointed High Commissioner for Canada in Kenya, effective September 26, _ 
1969. 

Mr. M. Gauvin, Canadian Ambassador to Ethiopia, appointed Canadian Arnbassador to 	— 
Portugal, effective September 26, 1969. 

Mr. C. J. Woodsworth, Canadian Ambassador to South Africa, appointed Canadian 
Ambassador to Ethiopia, effective September 26, 1969. 

Mr. J. Simard posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
Kuala Lumpur, effective September 28, 1969. 

Mr. E. A. Willer posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
Dar-es-Salaam, effective September 29, 1969. 

Mr. A. W. Sullivan posted from the Canadian Embassy, Port-of-Spain, to Ottawa, effective 
October 1, 1969. 

Mr. L. J. Edwards appointed to the Department of External Affairs as Foreign Service 
Officer I, effective October 1, 1969. 

Mr. R. L. Rogers, Canadian Ambassador to Israel, appointed Deputy High Commissioner 
for Canada to Britain, effective October 2, 1969. 

Mr. H.-C. Ahrens posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for 
Canada, Lagos, effective October 3, 1969. 

Mr. R. H. Davidson posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, 
Dar-es-Salaam, to Ottawa, effective October 4, 1969. 

Mr. R. E. Turenne posted from Ottawa to the Permanent Delegation of Canada to 
UNESCO, Paris, effective October 8, 1969. 

Mr. L. H. Leduc posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Lagos, 
to Ottawa, effective October 10, 1969. 

Mr. C. J. Small, High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan, appointed concurrently 
Canadian Ambassador to Afghanistan, effective October 12, 1969. 

Mr. M. R. Quinn resigned from the Department of External Affairs effective October 17, 
1969. 

Miss P. A. Macoun posted from the Canadian Embassy, Bangkok, to Ottawa, effective 
October 19, 1969. 

Mr. H. H. Carter, Canadian Arnbassador to the Republic of South Africa, appointed 
il 	concurrently High Commissioner for Canada in Lesotho, effective October 23, 1969. 
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Mr. J. W. Currie posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, George-
town, to Ottawa, effective October 25, 1969. 

Mrs. M. Leon resigned from the Department of External Affairs effective October 31, 1969. 
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JANUARY TO DECEMBER 1969 

Africa see Francophonia, Individual coun-
tries and Visits 

Algeria see Visits 

Armenia see Visits 
Arts (see also New Zealand) 

Canadian culture in Italy, 295, 376 
Montebello conference, 354 
National Arts Centre, 243 
Toronto Symphony in Japan, 274 

Asia see Individual countries 

Atomic Energy 
Controls discussed at UN, 123 
Non-proliferation treaty, 51, 462 

Australia see Trade and Visits 
Britain see Visits 
Burma see Visits 
Burundi 

Relations with Canada, 319 

Cameroun see Visits 

Canadian Cultural Institute in Rome see 
Arts 

China 
Pacific power (Sharp), 197 
Relations with Canada, 143 

Colombo Plan see External Aid 

Commonwealth (see also Individual coun-
tries and Visits) 

Prime ministers meet, London, 58, 102 

Costa Rica 
Relations with Canada, 137 

Council of Europe see External Affairs 

Culture see Arts 

Czechoslovakia 
New Canadian Ambassador to, 127 
Visit of Canadian Senators, 310 

Defence 
Policy (Trudeau), 214, 249 

Econornic and Social Council see Special-
ized Agencies 

Europe see External Affairs and Individual 
countries 

External Affairs (see also History) 
Canada and Europe, 80, 362 
Departmental merit award, 101 
Foreign policy (Trudeau), 249 (Sharp) 

269 
Middle East visit by Mr. Sharp, 451 
Middle-power role of Canada, 110, 42 1  
Missions closed, 385 
Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affairs 

and Foreign Trade, 446 
Provinces and foreign policy, 387 
Throne Speech, 384 
Vatican post opened, 419 

External Aid 
Aerial mapping agreement with Kenya 

460 
Colombo Plan Consultative Committee 

438 
Kainji Dam opens, 170 
Malaysian aborigines, aid to, 33 
Vietnamese children, gift to, 44 

Food and Agriculture Organization se, 
Visits 

France (see also Africa and Francophonia 
Franco-Canada Interparliarnentary Asso 

ciation, 88 
Franco-Canadian Joint Commission, 17_ 

Francophonia 
Martin visit to francophone Africa, 93 
Niamey conference, 216 
Niger and Canada, 399 
Senegal and Canada, 395 

Germany see Visits 

History 
Canada at Versailles, 321 
Riddell Affair, The, 366 

Human Rights 
International Year for, 86 

India 
Parliamentary Speaker exchange wit 

Canada, 119 - 

International  Labor Organization see Spe 
cialized Agencies 	. 

International Law (see also Science) 
Rule of (Sharp), 183 

International Maritime Consultative Organ 
zation see Specialized Agencies 

International Sugar Agreement see Trad 

Italy see Arts 
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Japan (see also Arts and Trade) 
Canada-Japan Ministerial Committee, 194 
Maple trees, gift of, 318 
Pacific power (Sharp), 195 

Kenya see External Aid 

Laos 
Infiltration reported, 143 

Latin America (see also Individual coun-
tries) 
Canada and the countries of, 257, 284, 

360 
Ministerial mission led by Mr. Sharp, 

15, 131 

Libya 
Relations with Canada, 134 

Malaysia see External Aid and Trade 

Mauritania 
Relations with Canada, 221 

Middle East see External Affairs 

New Zealand (see also Trade and Visits) 
Totem-pole gift, 434 

Niger see Francophonia 

Nigeria see External Aid 

Nixon, President see United States 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
Ministerial meeting, 2, 207 
Mr. Sharp on, 159 
Twentieth anniversary, 204 

Olympics 
Canadian representation in Mexico, 98 

Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development 
Agricultural meeting, 46 
Ministerial Council meets, 167 

Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affairs 
and Foreign Trade see External Affairs 

Peace-keeping 
Statement by Canada's UN representa-
tive, 21 

Pollution 
Human environment, 36 

Protein Report see Specialized Agencies 

Red Cross 
International conference, Istanbul, 415 

Rhodesia 
New Canadian measures against, 85 

Rwanda see Visits 

Scandinavia 
Sharp tour, 297  

Science 
Canada-Germany, 309 
Senate Committee on Foreign Policy, 278 

Senegal see Francophonia 

Sharp, the Hon. Mitchell see China, Ex-
ternal Affairs, International Law, J9pan, 
Latin America, NATO, Scandinavia and 
United Nations 

Singapore see Trade 

Southeast Asia see Individual countries 

Specialized Agencies (see also Science and 
Visits) 
ILO, 259, 266, 315, 351, 377, 422, 457 
IMCO Assembly, 49 
Protein report to ECOSOC, 141 
UNESCO, 15th conference, 176 
UNHCR, 19 
WWW, 28 

St. Lawrence Seaway see United States 

Tanzania see Visits 

Trade 
International Sugar Agreement, 129 
Pacific Trade, 235 

Trudeau, Rt. Hon. P. E. see Common-
wealth, Defence, External Affairs and 

United States 

Tunisia 
Relations with Canada, 182 

United Nations (see also Atomic Energy, 
Human Rights, Peace-keeping, Pollution 
and Specialized Agencies) 
Canadian contribution to development 

program, 456 
General Assembly sessions, 73, 328 
Senior officials visit Ottawa, 224 
Ultimate objects (Sharp), 405 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization see Specialized 

Agencies 

United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees see Specialized Agencies 

United States 
Niagara renovation, 296 
Nixon inauguration, 72 
St. Lawrence Seaway, 10th anniversary, 

306 
Visit of Mr. Trudeau, 230 

U.S.S.R. see Visits 

Vatican see External Affairs 

Vietnam (see also External Affairs and 
Laos) 

Canada on International Control Com-
mission, 198 
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Visits (see also Australia and United States)
African public service trainees, 461
Algerian administrative trainees, 357
Armenian preiate, 356
Australian Parliamentary mission, 276

Australian Prime Minister, 200
British. Secretary of State for Foreign

and Commonwealth Affairs, 364
Burmese Foreign Minister, 454
Commonwealth Caribbean Governor

General, 150

FAO Secretary-General, 90
German Foreign Minister, 219
German Parliamentary .delegation, 25
New Zealand Prime Minister, :413
Soviet Foreign Minister, 403
Tanzanian Prime Minister, 420

World Weather Watch see Specialized
Agencies
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